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Preface

We are delighted that Sefer Vayikra of the Kol Menachem Chumash is now

entering its third edition, which includes numerous amendments to both the

Hebrew and English texts and commentary to the Haftaros. 

We once again extend our thanks to Rabbi Meyer Gutnick, who has graciously

accepted upon himself the labor and expense of publishing and distributing this work. May

this merit be a source of eternal blessing for him and his family.

May we soon merit the true and complete redemption, with Mashiach Tzidkeinu,

speedily in our days.

Kol Menachem

25th of Elul 5768
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The person who is called to the Torah takes hold of the handles of the Sefer Torah with

his tallis1, unrolls the Sefer Torah and, with his tallis (or the belt of the Torah) touches

the beginning and end2 of the reading. The scroll is then closed, he turns slightly to the

right and says: 

.K�xŸa� *n
d 	ii z�̀  Ek *�ẍA
The congregation responds: 

.c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA
The person called to the Torah continues:

:c¤r	e m	lFr§l K�xŸa *�n
d 	ii KEẍA

Ep«¨A x
g«¨A x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
	ii d�Y
` KEx¨A .Fz�xFY z�` Ep«¨l o
z«	pe ,mi�O©r�d l¨M�n

:d�xFY
d o�zFp
The person called to the Torah now reads along with the reader in an undertone.

After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah touches the end and the

beginning3 of the reading with his tallis (or belt of the Sefer Torah) and kisses it. 

He then closes the scroll, turns slightly to the right and says:

Ep«¨l o
z«	p x�W�` ,m¨lFr�d K¤l«�n Epi«�d÷�` 	ii d�Y
` KEẍA
d�Y
` KEx¨A .Ep«¥kFz§A r
h	p m¨lFr �iI
ge ,z�n�̀  z
xFY

:d�xFY
d o�zFp ,	ii 
After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah stays at the bimah until the 

next reading is concluded (or, if it is the last reading, until the Torah is raised).

1. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the handles are held directly, without the tallis in between.      

2. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the beginning, the end and then the beginning of the reading again.  

3. Sefer Haminhagim.  According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the end, the beginning and then the end of the reading again.



IInn  tthhee  eeaarrllyy  yyeeaarrss  ooff  hhiiss  lleeaaddeerrsshhiipp,,  tthhee

AAlltteerr  RReebbbbee  ddeeccllaarreedd  ppuubblliiccllyy::

““WWee  hhaavvee  ttoo  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  ttiimmeess!!””

TThhrroouugghh  hhii ss   bbrrootthheerr,,  tthhee  MMaahhaarrii ll ,,   tthhee

sseenniioorr  cchhaassiiddiimm  ddiissccoovveerreedd  tthhaatt  tthhee  RReebbbbee

mmeeaanntt  tthhaatt  oonnee  sshhoouulldd  lliivvee  wwiitthh  tthhee  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff

tthhee  wweeeekk,,  aanndd  tthhee  ppaarrttiiccuullaarr  PPaarrsshhaa  ooff  tthhee

ddaayy..    OOnnee  sshhoouulldd  nnoott  oonnllyy  ssttuuddyy  tthhee  wweeeekkllyy

PPaarrsshhaa,,  bbuutt  lliivvee  wwiitthh  iitt..

(HAYOM YOM, CHESHVAN 2)



[t r e h u  , a r p
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Vayikra means “He called,” as in the opening verse of

our Parsha, “He called to Moshe.” Rashi explains:

“Every time God communicated with Moshe—whether it

was with the expression r¥C�s�h�u ('He spoke') or r�nt«H³u ('He

said'), or u�m�h�u ('He commanded')—it was always preceded

by God calling to Moshe by name, for calling (v�th�r�e) is

an expression of affection.”

In other words, Rashi teaches us here that when God

called out to Moshe, He was not merely doing so in order

to attract Moshe’s attention but, more importantly, that it

was an “expression of affection.”

And before God would speak words of Torah to Moshe,

He first expressed His affection for him. This teaches us

that God’s affection for Moshe—and likewise, His

affection for every Jew—is more deep-rooted in God’s

Essence than even the Torah itself.

This, however, presents us with a problem when we

read the end of our Parsha which speaks about the sin

of dishonesty. For if the message of Vayikra is the

closeness and affection that God feels for every Jew, then

why do we find that the Parsha ends with a discussion of

sin, something which distances a Jew from God?

In truth, however, the end of our Parsha speaks not of

sin, but of teshuvah (repentance; return). For when a Jew

transgresses one of the mitzvos of the Torah, and later

decides to return to God, we witness the fact that this

person has a deep connection to God even when his

external connection to Torah has been severed, and it was

that deeper connection which motivated him to return.

So in the final analysis, this is a perfect ending to a

Parsha which represents God’s unconditional love for a

Jew—for it is precisely by virtue of a Jew’s inherent

connection to God that he is able to return to His Maker

even when his relationship via Torah has become

temporarily interrupted.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, pp. 24-26)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 ,uWf t' c-d     2 haghv u' d     3 cnscr fd' s    4 cWr bc' v     5 ,uWf t' d     6 cnscr z' py     7 ao      8 ao      9 anu, fv' fc     01 t' s     11 cnscr ao     21 fs s_v     31 hjzetk h' v

41 ao     51 cnscr ao     61 ao     71 scrho c' yz_hz     81 anu, hy' j     91 ,uWf     02 uheWr c' z     12 ,uWf     22 ao     32 ao

)t(uhert tk nav/ kfk scru, ukfktnhru, ukfk muuhho esnv erhtv
1

'

kaui jcv'kaui anktfh var, na,nahi cu' abtnr uert zv tk zv
2

' tck

kbchth vtunu,gfuwwo bdkv gkhvi ckaui grth uyuntv' abtnr
3

uher

tkvho tk ckgo
4

: uhert tk nav/ veuk vukl undhg ktzbhu'ufk hartk

kt aunghi/ hfuk t; kvpxeu, vh,verhtv' ,knus kunr uhscr' kscur

vh,v erhtv'ukt kvpxeu,/ unv vhu vpxeu, nanau,' kh,irhuj knav

kv,cubi chi prav kprav uchi gbhikgbhi' ek ujunr kvshuy vkuns ni

vvshuy
5

: tkhu/ kngy t, tvri/ rw hvusv tunr akav gar scru, btnru

c,urv knavuktvri' ufbdsi btnru akav gar nhguyhi'kknsl akt

ktvri btnru tkt knav ahtnrktvri/ utku vi akav gar nhguyhi' kscr

t,u
6

'nscr tkhu
7

' uhscr tkhu
8

' ubugs,h kl
9

' fuki c,ur,fvbho
01

/ hfuk angu

t, euk verhtv' ,knus kunreuk ku' euk tkhu' nav ang'ufk hartk kt

angu: ntvk nugs/ nkns avhv veuk bpxe uktvhv humt ju. ktvk/ hfuk

npbh aveuk bnul',knus kunr t, veuk
11

' nvu veuk' vutveuk vn,pra

c,vkho
21

euk vw cfjeuk vw cvsr' euk vw aucr trzho' to fi knvbtnr

ntvk nugs' nkns avhv veuk bpxe/fhumt cu ueuk fbph vfrucho bang

gs vjmr vjhmubv
31

' hfuk npbh aveuk bnul',knus kunr feuk tk ash

cscru
41

' to fiknv btnr gs vjmr vjhmubv' afhui andhg aovhv bpxe:

ntvk nugs ktnr/ hfuk nfk vch,' ,knuskunr ngk vfpur,
51

/ hfuk

ngk vfpur, fukv',knus kunr nchi abh vfrucho
61

: ktnr/ mt utnur kvo

scrh fcuaho' cachkfovut bscr gnh' afi nmhbu afk akaho uanubvabv

avhu hartk cnscr fnbusho' ni vnrdkhouthkl' kt b,hhjs vscur go

nav' abtnr uhvh ftar ,nu fk tbah vnkjnvknu, uhscr vw tkh ktnr
71

'

tkh vhv vshcur/ scrtjr mt utnur kvo scrh uvahcbh to heckuo'fnu

abtnr
81

uhac nav t, scrhvgo uduw: )c( tso fh herhc nfo/ faherhc'

cercbu,bscv scr vgbhi
91

: tso/ knv btnr' nv tso vrtaui kt verhc

ni vdzk' avfk vhv aku' t; t,o kt ,erhcuni vdzk
02

: vcvnv/ hfuk t;

jhv cfkk' ,knus kunr cerumti
12

: ni vcvnv/ ukt fukv' kvumht t,

vrucgut, vbrcg
22

: ni vcer/ kvumht t, vbgcs: ni vmti/ kvumht

t, vnuemv
32

: uni vmti/ kvumht t, vbudj avnh,/ favuttunr knyv ni

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 2tt::tt--cc

�� What is the unique quality of the Book of Vayikra ?

TOSFOS: Vayikra is the most difficult of the Five Books of Moshe

(Brachos 18b, s.v. sifra de bay rav).

MIDRASH: In the account of Creation, the word “light” is written five

times, corresponding to the Five Books of Moshe:

“God said, ‘Let there be light!’” (Bereishis 1:3)—corresponds to the

Book of Bereishis, in which God busied Himself with creating the

world. “And there was light” (ibid.)—corresponds to the Book of

Shemos, in which the Jewish people came out from darkness to light.

“God saw that the light was good” (ibid. 4)—corresponds to the Book

of Vayikra, which is filled with many laws. “God separated the light

from the darkness” (ibid.)—corresponds to the Book of Bamidbar,

which separates between those who left Egypt and those who came

to the Land. “God called out to the light (and assigned it to the) day”

(ibid. 5)—corresponds to the Book of Devarim which is filled with

many laws. (Bereishis Rabah 3:5, see Sparks of Chasidus.)

�� Why is the word tr̈§e°H³u written with a small alef ? (v. 1)

PANE’ACH RAZA: Because even though Moshe spoke directly with

God regularly, he remained humble in his own eyes in the presence

of God, and in the presence of the Jewish people. (See The Last Word)

KLI YAKAR: The small alef is an allusion to the custom that small

children traditionally begin their studies with the Book of Vayikra. As

the Midrash states, “Why do we initiate young children with the

Parsha which speaks of sacrifices? Because just as the sacrifices are

pure, so too the children are pure.” (See Sparks of Chasidus.)

�� Why does the Torah state only “He called” without

stating who it was that called to Moshe? (v. 1)

HADAR ZEKEINIM: Our verse follows on from the end of the Book of

Shemos, which states, “The glory of God filled the Tabernacle”

(40:35). Thus, it is obvious that the One Who called out to Moshe from

the Tabernacle must have been God.

WHO IS CALLING? (V. 1)

Why does the Torah simply state, “He called to Moshe,” without

clarifying who was calling? And why does Rashi not address this basic

question?

[Hadar Zekeinim answers that] our Parsha is a direct continuation

from the final passage of the Book of Shemos, where it is written that

“The glory of God filled the Tabernacle” (40:35). Thus, in our Parsha, it

was clearly God calling out to Moshe.

However, it is difficult to accept that this was Rashi’s understanding of

the matter, because:

a.) Rashi could not have presumed that the reader would come to this

solution himself. Therefore, if Rashi did indeed accept the logic [of Hadar

Zekeinim] he would have said so explicitly.

b.) The break between two separate books is a significant one, so it

is difficult to accept that one book is a direct thematic continuation of

the other.

�

:xŸ «n`¥l c−¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀ �n ei½¨l�` Æ d�eŸd�i x³¥A�c�i�e d® �WŸnÎl�` *`−�x	w
I�e ` `
m² ¤M�n ai¬�x	w�iÎi«¦M mÀ�c�` m½�d¥l�` ´�Y	x�n«�`�e Æ l�̀ �x	U
i i³ p§AÎl�` xº¥A�C a

Eai−�x	w�Y o`Ÿ½S�dÎo�nE Æ x�w¨A�dÎo�n dÀ�n�d§A�dÎo�n d® �eŸdi«©l o−¨A	x�w

`�p	n
f o©M	W�O�n Di�O¦r �i�i li¦N�nE d�WŸn§l `�x	wE `
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c.) More importantly: The end of the Book of Shemos does not actually

speak of God, but rather, of “the glory of God.” Thus, even if we would

be willing to ignore the break between books, it would still be difficult to

argue that there is any connection here, since it is not “the glory of God”

that called out to Moshe, but God Himself.

So, at the literal level, how is the reader supposed to know who called

to Moshe?

THE EXPLANATION

At the beginning of Parshas Terumah the Torah states, “God spoke to

Moshe, saying...They should make a Sanctuary for Me...I will arrange My

meetings with you there. I will speak with you from above the lid between

the two cherubs that are upon the Ark of the Testimony” (25:1, 8, 22).

Thus, here in our Parshah, Rashi deemed it unnecessary to clarify who

is calling to Moshe, since the student of scripture has already learned that

the One Who calls to Moshe from the Tent of Meeting is none other than

God Himself.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5743)

3 / VAYIKRA - LEVITICUS - PARSHAS VAYIKRA 1:1-2

[ TT HHEE VV OO LL UU NN TT AA RR YY OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS [

e called to Moshe (affectionately). God spoke to him (alone) from (within) the Tent of Meeting,

saying:  2 Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them:

� When a man from (among) you brings a (voluntary) offering to God, you should bring

your offering from (domesticated) animals—from cattle (which has not been worshiped as an

idol) or from flocks (which have not been set aside for pagan worship, and from those which have

not killed people).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

11

[ The Last Word [

A SMALL ALEF

Being the first of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet,

alef is the “head” or “leader” of all the letters. This is further

hinted to by the fact that alef is an etymological derivative of the

word aluf (;Uk©t) which means “leader” or “chief.”

So a small alef (see Pane’ach Raza) is a contradiction in terms:

Why is a letter which represents leadership and greatness written

small? If the Torah wishes to allude to Moshe’s humility, surely

this could have been done by making another letter small, and

not the alef?

However, the point here is that a person’s greatness and

humility should not be two distinct entities. Some people are

generally contrite, but when it comes to their field of expertise,

then their feelings of humility become temporarily suspended....

The Torah is teaching us here that a person’s humility

(represented by smallness) should be in the very same area as his

greatness (represented by the alef). His unique talents as special

qualities themselves should lead him to feel humble, when he

contemplates the fact that if another person had been given the

same capabilities as himself, that person would surely have

surpassed his achievements.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5741)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE BOOK OF VAYIKRA

The Midrash states that the Book of Vayikra is special in that it

“is filled with many laws.” At first glance, it shares this quality

with the Book of Devarim, which is also described as being “filled

with many laws.”

However, it could be argued that in this respect, the Book of

Vayikra is actually superior, since—as Tosfos writes—it is “the

most difficult of the Five Books of Moshe”: Being the most difficult

to understand, the Book of Vayikra demands more effort from its

reader, which in turn lifts the reader to new heights of

understanding and spiritual achievement.

And that is why we find that even though the Book of Devarim

is also given the metaphor of “light,” it is only in connection with

Vayikra that the Torah states: “God saw that the light was good.”

For the Book of Vayikra challenges the reader to a greater extent,

and thus reveals within him a greater good.

(Based on Sefer Hasichos 5749, p. 464)

WHY DO CHILDREN BEGIN WITH VAYIKRA?

If a Jew sins, and compromises his relationship with God, how

is it then possible that a sacrifice could atone for his sin? How

does the sacrifice reconstruct a relationship that has fallen apart?

Clearly, there must be some starting point, some remaining ties

between the Jew and God even after the Jew has sinned, and it is

from this beginning that the relationship is rebuilt.

In other words, even if a Jew sins and rids himself of any merits

whatsoever, God’s unconditional love for that person remains.

A sacrifice has the ability to reveal that love, mending the faults of

the past and starting a new beginning.

This sheds light on the custom that children begin their studies

with the sacrifices (see Kli Yakar citing the Midrash). For God’s

unconditional love comes to light in both the child and the

sacrifice: a.) God loves a child, who has not yet observed any of

the mitzvos or studied Torah. b.) God continues to love an adult

even when he chooses not to observe or study the Torah, so their

relationship can be rebuilt when the person repents and brings a

sacrifice. Thus, “just like the sacrifices are pure, so too the children

are pure,” for both express the intrinsic bond between a Jew and

God which can never become soiled or impure.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 1ff)

H



1 cfuru, nt:     2 ,uWf     3 rWv u/     4 ,uWf     5 ao     6 ao    7 ao    8 jdhdv ht/     9 jukhi ht/     01 ao fz/

vgbhi ni vcer' athi,knus kunr' kvumht t, vyrhpv: ,erhcu/ nkns

aabho n,bscho gukvcau,pu,: ercbfo/ nkns avht ctv bsc, mcur'

vhtguk, eh. vnzcj vctv ni vnu,ru,: )d( zfr/ ukt becv/ favut

tunr zfr knyv'athi ,knus kunr' zfr ukt yunyuo utbsrudhbux
1

: ,nho/
ckt nuo: tk p,j tvk nugs/ nypk

2
cvct,u gsvgzrv/ nvu tunr

herhc herhc' tphku b,grcvguk, rtuci cguk, angui' herhc fk tj,

kaonh avut/ ufi gukv cjukhi' hnfru vjukhi kmrfhguku,' uvrh vi fuki

guku, u,erc fk tj, kaonh avut/ hfuk tphku b,grcv cpxukhi tu

cathbu nhbu' ,knus kunr herhcbu: herhc t,u/ nkns afuphi tu,u/ hfuk

cgkfrju' ,knus kunr krmubu' vt fhms fuphi tu,ugs ahtnr rumv tbh
3

:

kpbh vw uxnl/ thi xnhfv ccnv
4

: )s( gk rta vgukv/ kvcht guk,

jucvkxnhfv ukvcht guk, vmti
5

: vgukv/ pry kguk, vgu;
6

: ubrmv ku/
gk nv vut nrmv ku' to ,tnrgk frh,u, unh,u, ch, shi tu nh,v chsh

anhotu nkeu,' vrh gubai tnur' vt thbu nrmv tktgk gav ugk ktu

ab,e kgav
7

: )v( uajy uverhcu vfvbho/ neckv uthklnmu, fvubv'

kns gk vajhyv afarv czr: kpbh vw/ cgzrv: uverhcu/ zu eckv avht

vrtaubv unangvkaui vukfv' knsbu a,hvi ]xwwt aa,hvi[ ccbh tvri
8

:

cbh tvri/ hfuk jkkho' ,knus kunr vfvbho: t, vso uzreu t, vso/
nv ,knus kunrso so a,h pgnho' kvcht t, ab,grc cnhbutu cathbu

nhbu/ hfuk t; cpxukho tu cjytu,vpbhnhu, tu cjytu, vjhmubhu,' atku

kngkvuvht knyv' ,knus kunr cneuo tjr t, snu: uzreu/ guns knyv

uzure ni vfkh kfu,kvnzcj knyv njuy vxhert fbds vzuhu,' kflbtnr

xchc' ahvt vso bh,i ctrcg ruju,vnzcj/ tu hfuk hehpbu fjuy' ,knus

kunr uzreu'uth tpar kveh; czrhev/ th uzreu hfuk czrhevtj,' ,knus

kunr xchc' vt fhms bu,i a,hn,bu, avi trcg: tar p,j tvk nugs/
ukt czni avutnpure: )u( uvpahy t, vgukv/ nv ,knus kunrvgukv'

krcu, t, fk vguku, kvpay ub,uj: t,v kb,jhv/ ukt b,jhv kb,jho
9

:

)z( ub,bu ta/ t; gk ph avta hurs, nivanho' nmuv kvcht ni vvshuy:

cbh tvri vfvi/ favut cfhvubu' vt togcs ccdsh fvi vshuy' gcus,u

pxukv: )j( cbh tvri vfvbho/ favo cfhvubo' vtfvi vshuy agcs

canubv cdsho' gcus,u pxukv: t, vb,jho t, vrta/ kph athi

vrtacfkk vpay' afcr vu,z cajhyv' kphfl vumrlknbu,u kgmnu
01

: ut,
vpsr/ knv btnr' kknsl angkvu govrta unfxv cu t, ch, vajhyv'

uzvu srlfcus ak ngkv: tar gk vnzcj/ akt hvhu vdzhrhi humthiju.

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 4tt::cc--yy

�� What is the reason for animal sacrifices?

IBN EZRA: Heaven forefend to say that God actually needs animals

to be burned! Rather, the significance here is a mystical one (1:1).

RAMBAM: At the time when the Torah was given, the Jewish people

dwelled amongst non-Jewish nations who worshiped cattle and

flocks. Therefore, God commanded the Jewish people to slaughter

these animals, the deities of their non-Jewish neighbors, in order to

rid the Jewish people of the idolatrous influence of the nations (Guide

for the Perplexed 3:46).

RAMBAN: Rambam’s assertion, that God’s mitzvos were given

merely to wean the Jewish people off idolatry, is utter nonsense. The

Torah states explicitly that the sacrifices bring pleasure to God (v. 9).

Furthermore, we find that Noach sacrificed animals to God when

he came out of the ark—long before the Egyptians worshiped cattle

and flocks—and this brought God tremendous pleasure, to the extent

that He decided never to destroy the world again (Bereishis 8:21).

Rather, a more acceptable explanation of the sacrifices is that in the

process of sinning a person utilizes thought, speech and action.

Therefore, God decreed that atonement for his sin should also be

three fold: First he places his hands on the animal, an action of

atonement. Then, he confesses verbally. And finally, the animal’s

innards—the source of physical desire—are burned, corresponding to

the person’s thoughts and desires that led him to sin. The animal’s

blood is also spilled out, suggesting to the person that, really, his own

mi−�n�Y x¬¨k�f x½�w¨A�dÎo�n Æ Fp¨A	x�w d³¨lŸrÎm�` b :m«¤k�p©A	x�wÎz�`
:d«�eŸd�i i¬ p§t¦l F −pŸv	x¦l F½zŸ̀  aí�x	w�i Æ c¥rFn l�dŸ ³̀  g�z¹¤RÎl�` EP® ¤ai�x	w�i
h² �g�W�e d :ei«¨l¨r x¬ ¥R©k§l F −l d¬v̈	x
p�e d®l̈Ÿr«�d W`Ÿx́ l−©r F½c�i K´�n�q�e c

Æ mi
p�dŸ «M«�d oŸ ³x�d«�` iÆ p§A EaiÂ�x	w�dÂ�e d® �eŸd�i í p§t¦l x −�w¨A�d o¬ ¤AÎz�`
l�dŸ ¬̀  g�z− ¤RÎx�W�` ai½¦a�qÆ �gÆ¥A�f�O�dÎl©r m³�C�dÎz�` EÆw	x« �f�e m½�C�dÎz�`
iÆ p§A EÂp	z«�pÂ�e f :�di«�g�z�p¦l D−�zŸ̀  g¬�Y
p�e d®l̈Ÿr«�dÎz�` hi−�W§t�d�e e :c«¥rFn
EÀk	x«¨r�e g :W«�`�dÎl©r mi−¦v¥r E ¬k	x«¨r�e �g® ¥A�f�O�dÎl©r W−�` o² �dŸM�d oŸx̄�d«�̀
x�c®R̈�dÎz�`�e W`Ÿ −x�dÎz�̀  mi½�g�z�P�d z�̀ μ mi½
p�dŸḾ�d Æ oŸx�d«�` i³ p§A
F ¬A	x�w�e h :�g«¥A�f�O�dÎl©r x−�W�` W½�`�dÎl©r x´�W�` Æ mi¦v¥r«�dÎl©r
d�g½¥A�f�O�d Æ lŸM�dÎz�` o³�dŸM�d xiÆ�h	w�d�e m
i® �O©A u´�g	x
i ei−¨r�x§kE

x©k	C i�xFY o�n Dip¨A	xEw `�z¨l£r m�` b :oFk�p©A	xEw

ai�x�w�i `�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦l Dipi¦a	x�w�i mi¦l	W

l©r Di�c�i KFn	q
i�e c :�i�i m�c�w Di¥l �̀e£r�x§l Di�z�i

:i�dFl£r `�x¨R©k§l Di¥l i¥r	x	z
i�e `�z¨l£r Wi�x

ip§A oEa	x�wi
e �i�i m�c�w i�xFY x©A z�i qFM
i�e d

l©r `�n	C z�i oEw	x�f
i�e `�n	C z�i `�I�p�d©M oŸx�d�`

:`�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦a	C xFg	q xFg	q `�g§A	c�n

:`�d�x§a�`§l D�z�i b¥N©ti
e `�z¨l£r z�i g©l	W�i�e e

`�g§A	c�n l©r `�z�Wi�` `�I�p�d©M oŸx�d�` ip§A oEp	Y
i�e f

oŸx�d�` ip§A oEx	C�qi
e g :`�z�Wi�` l©r `�I©r�` oEx	C�qi
e

l©r `̈A	x�Y z�i�e �̀Wi�x z�i �̀I�x§a�̀  z�i �̀I�p�d©M 

DiE�b�e h :`�g§A	c�n l©r i
C `�z�Wi�` l©r i
C `�I©r�` 

`¨lFM z�i `�p�d©M w�Q�i�e �̀I�n§A li¥N�g�i i�dFr�x§kE

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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�
3 If his offering is a burnt-offering (taken) from cattle, he should bring a perfect (unblemished)

male (animal). 

� (If a person fails to bring the offering that he has promised, he must be coerced until) he will bring

it willingly to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 

� (If the offering is brought) before God (i.e. in the holy Temple, and not on a private altar), 4 he

should lean his hands upon the head of the burnt-offering.

� (The burnt-offering) will be accepted (by God) for him, to atone for him. 

�
5 He (is permitted) to slaughter the young bull before God (in the Temple Courtyard, even if he

is not a priest, but from that point on) Aharon’s descendants (must carry out all the procedures).

� The priests should catch the blood (in a receptacle) and dash the blood on (the wall of) the Altar,

around (the four corners of the Altar) which is at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 

�
6 He should skin the burnt-offering and cut it into its (prescribed) pieces. 

�
7 The descendants of Aharon the priest should place fire on the Altar and arrange wood on the

fire. 

�
8 Aharon’s descendants, the priests, should then arrange the pieces (of the animal), the head and

the fats, on top of the wood which is on the fire, upon the Altar.

�
9 (Beforehand, however,) he should wash its innards and its legs, with water. 

life should have been taken away because of the sin, but that God in

His mercy has accepted the life of the animal as a substitute.

The sacrifices also have great mystical significance, as indicated by

the fact that when listing the laws of the sacrifices the Torah uses only

God’s most exalted Name, the Tetragrammaton (1:9).

KUZARI: Sacrifices cause the Divine Presence to dwell among the

Jewish people, like food which causes the soul to continue dwelling

in the body. Just as we cannot understand why the soul, which is

spiritual, requires physical food to keep it attached to the body,

likewise we cannot fathom why the Divine Presence requires the

physical “food” of animals on the Altar, in order to remain attached

to the Jewish people.

TORAS HA’OLAH: Mystically speaking, the sacrifice represents a uni-

fication with God. Thus the word i �C §rë (sacrifice) is etymologically

related to the word cUrh ¦e (coming close), indicating that by offering

a sacrifice a person brings the attributes of his soul closer to God.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

R amban stresses the importance of a person’s intentions and

feelings when offering a sacrifice. This is further emphasized by

the explanation [of Toras Ha’olah] that a sacrifice serves to bring a

person’s attributes—both intellect and emotion—close to God.

However, this begs the question: If the main purpose of a sacrifice

is to evoke the appropriate feelings, then why does the Torah

mention only the physical details of a sacrifice, and totally omit the

emotional and intellectual demands which an offering to God entails?

I t could be argued, however, that the Torah did indeed hint to the

emotional element of the sacrifices, by recording the voluntary

offerings (chaps 1-3) before the obligatory offerings (chap. 4 ff):

At first glance, this appears to be quite puzzling: Surely the Torah

should have instructed us first about offerings which must be brought

before detailing the optional sacrifices?

With an obligatory sacrifice, a person could be carrying out the

mitzvah merely because he has to. With a voluntary sacrifice, the

very fact that a person is bringing an offering when he is not required

to do so testifies that his intentions are good. Therefore, the Torah

recorded the voluntary offerings unexpectedly at the very outset, to

teach us that just as a person’s good intentions are self-evident in the

case of a voluntary offering, likewise good intentions are of

paramount importance with all offerings.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 12-13)



1 ,uWf     2 ao     3 ao     4 ao

kngrfv: )y(gukv/ kao gukv heyhrbu: tav/ fahajybu hvt aujyu

kao vta/ ufktav kaui ta puahhwwr ckg"z
1

: bhjuj/ bj, ruj kpbh'

atnr,h ubgav rmubh
2

: )h( uto ni vmti/ uh"u nuxh; gk gbhi rtaui/

uknv vpxhe' kh,i rhuj knav kv,cubi chiprav kprav
3

: ni vmti ni
vfcaho tu ni vgzho/ vrhtku akav nhguyhi pry kzei' kjukv

uknzuvo
4

: )ht( gk hrl vnzcj/ gk ms vnzcj: mpbv kpbh vw/ thi mpui

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 6tt::yy--hhdd

�� What is the “pleasant aroma to God”? (v. 9)

RASHI: [God says]: “It causes Me a spirit of contentment that I spoke

and My Will was carried out.”

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi was troubled by the fact that the Torah

seems to suggest that God enjoys the physical aroma of a sacrifice.

Therefore, Rashi clarifies that it is not the actual smell which God

enjoys, but rather, the spirit of satisfaction which arises from the

observance of this mitzvah.

DEVEK TOV: Rashi was troubled by the fact that the offering of

sacrifices actually makes a foul smell, and not a pleasant aroma. This

forced Rashi to interpret the verse metaphorically, that the “aroma”

is a “spirit of contentment.” 

THE PLEASURE OF SACRIFICES

Rashi’s comment to verse 9 prompts the following questions:

a.) What was troubling Rashi?

The commentators (Sifsei Chachamim and Devek Tov) argue that

Rashi found the phrase “a pleasant aroma for God” difficult to accept,

either because it does not make sense that God enjoyed a physical smell,

or because the smell was actually foul, and not enjoyable.

However, both these interpretations are difficult to accept, since, earlier

in the Torah, we read that God enjoyed the “pleasant aroma” of Noach’s

sacrifice, and Rashi did not find it necessary to make any comment at all

on the matter there. This proves that the phrase “a pleasant aroma

for God” is not logically objectionable in itself, for otherwise Rashi

would have been forced to clarify its meaning in Parshas Noach, the first

time that the phrase occurred. Apparently, Rashi understood it to be

self-evident that God did not enjoy the physical aroma of Noach’s

sacrifice, and that the reader would be able to understand this simple

metaphor unaided. 

If so, why did Rashi find it necessary to explain the matter here in

our Parsha?

b.) Why did Rashi use the passive expression, “I spoke and My Will was

carried out”? Surely it would have been more appropriate to write, “I

spoke and you carried out My Will”?

c.) Rashi seems to take the sentence out of second person dialogue (of

God talking to the Jewish people), and explains it in first person (as if God

is speaking to Himself). Instead of writing, “I commanded and My Will was

carried out,” or, “I decreed and My Will was carried out”—which would

have emphasized how God is commanding man—Rashi wrote, “I spoke

and My Will was carried out,” without making any reference to whom

God spoke. Why did Rashi stress only God’s perspective of the sacrifice?

d.) A more general question: Rashi wrote his commentary to clarify the

literal meaning of scripture, and not to explain the reasons for all the

mitzvos. Nevertheless, since the very notion of animal sacrifices appears

to be utterly bizarre—for what is gained by burning an animal?—we

would expect Rashi to have offered some sort of explanation of the matter.

Especially when we consider that other commentators who devote

themselves to a literal rendering of scripture, such as Ibn Ezra and

Ramban, do address this question (see Classic Questions on the previous page).

THE EXPLANATION

When reading verse 9, Rashi was troubled by the question: Why are

sacrifices in particular described as causing a spirit of contentment to God? 

In the case of Noach’s sacrifice this did not pose a problem, since it is

self-evident that a sacrifice which celebrated the salvation of human and

animal life on earth was an event of great satisfaction for both man and

God. In our case, however, the reader will be troubled why the Torah

singled out the sacrifices among all the mitzvos of the Torah as causing

pleasure to God in particular. Surely this is the case by all mitzvos, and

not just the sacrifices?

In order to answer this question, Rashi felt it necessary to pinpoint the

essential quality of animal sacrifices, in contrast to the other mitzvos of

the Torah: 

�

Fp̄¨A	x�w o`ŸÆS�dÎo�nÎm�`�e i q :d«�eŸdi«©l �gF −gi
pÎ�gi«�x d¬�X�` d²l̈Ÿr
:EP«¤ai�x	w�i mi−�n�Y x¬k̈�f d®l̈Ÿr§l mi−
G¦r«�dÎo�n F ¬̀  mi² ¦a�U§M�dÎo�n
Á ip§A E¿w	x«�f�e d® �eŸd�i í p§t¦l d�pŸ −ẗv �g² ¥A�f�O�d K�x̄�i l´ ©r F¹zŸ` hÆ�g�W�e `i

Æ FzŸ` g³�Y
p�e ai :ai«¦a�q �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r F ²n�CÎz�` mi¯
p�dŸ«M�d oŸÆx�d«�`
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ú�g	x
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`EÀd d´l̈Ÿr d�g½¥A�f�O�d xí�h	w�d�e Æ lŸM�dÎz�̀  o³�dŸM�d aiÆ�x	w�d�e m
i®�O©A

m�c�w `�e£r�x§A l¥A�w	z�n	C o©A	xEw `�z¨l£r `�g§A	c�n§l

o�n F` `�I�x	O�` o�n Dip¨A	xEw `�p¨r o�n m�`�e i :�i�i

:Dipi¦a	x�w�i mi¦l	W x©k	C `�z¨l£r©l `�I�G¦r ip§A

`�pER¦v `�g§A	c�n	c `�C¦v l©r Di�z�i qFM
i�e `i

l©r Di�n	C z�i �̀I�p�d©M oŸx�d�` ip§A oEw	x�f
i�e �i�i m�c�w

Di�z�i b¥N©ti
e ai :xFg	q xFg	q `�g§A	c�n

x�C	q�i	e Di¥A	x�Y z�i�e Di�Wi�x z�i�e i�dFx§a�`§l

l©r i
C `�z�Wi�` l©r i
C `�I©r�` l©r oFd	z�i `�p�d©M

ai�x�wi
e `�i�n§A li¥N�g�i `�I©r�x§kE `�E�b�e bi :`�g§A	c�n

`Ed `�z¨l£r `�g§A	c�n§l w�Q�i�e `¨lFM z�i `�p�d©M

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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� Then, the priest should make all (of the animal’s parts) go up in smoke on the Altar, (with the

specific intent that it is) a burnt-offering (which was slaughtered specifically as) a fire-offering, a

pleasant aroma for God. 
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�
10 And if his offering is (brought) from the flocks—from sheep or from goats—as a burnt-offering,

he should offer a perfect (unblemished) male (animal). 

�
11 (If the offering is brought) before God (i.e. in the Holy Temple, and not on a private Altar), he

should slaughter it on the northern side of the Altar. 

� Aharon’s descendants, the priests, should dash its blood on (the wall of) the Altar, around (the

four corners of the Altar).

�
12 He should cut it into its (prescribed) pieces, with its head and its fats. 

� The priest should arrange the (pieces) on top of the wood which is on the fire, upon the Altar. 

�
13 He should wash its innards and its legs, with water. Then, the priest should bring all (of the

animal’s parts) and make them go up in smoke on the Altar, (with the specific intent that it is) a

burnt-offering (which was slaughtered specifically as) a fire-offering, a pleasant aroma for God. 

With his comment “It causes Me a spirit of contentment that I spoke and

My Will was carried out” Rashi teaches us that there simply is no reason

why God demanded the slaughter and burning of an animal, other than

for the sake of fulfilling the Divine Will. And this represents the unique

quality of sacrifices, why they cause God pleasure, so to speak, more than

the other mitvzos of the Torah, because we could not possibly carry out

such a suprarational act as burning an animal for any personal motive or

gain. Rather, this mitzvah is done simply to carry out God’s Will.

Therefore, God derives particular satisfaction from this mitzvah, as it is

totally devoid of secondary motives.

At first glance however, this does not appear to be a quality which is

unique to the sacrifice, for we find many other mitzvos of the Torah which

defy logic: a category of commands known as chukim (singular: chok). What

then is the distinction between a sacrifice, which defies logic, and any one

of the chukim which also do not make sense?

Rashi indicated his solution to this question by his exact choice of

phrase (“I spoke and My Will was carried out”) which totally de-

personalizes the mitzvah (see questions ‘b’ & ‘c’ above), stressing God’s

involvement, and apparently ignoring man’s participation. With this

emphasis, Rashi wished to stress that a sacrifice is totally for God’s benefit

and not for man’s, and it is for this reason that it elicits a particularly great

degree of Divine pleasure. Even though man performed the mitzvah, the

only matter of importance here is that “My Will was carried out”; and

even though man was commanded to offer the sacrifice, God is only

concerned that “I spoke,” and it is irrelevant who was spoken to. For a

sacrifice is unique in that it is a mitzvah performed exclusively for God.

And this expresses the distinction between sacrifices and the other

suprarational commands, the chukim: While the specific details of each

chok do indeed defy logic, the general concept of giving a person

suprarational commands does have a logic behind it. As Ramban writes

(in his commentary to Vayikra 19:19), that the observance of chukim is indeed

for the person’s benefit, as the blind observance of laws, even when they

do not appear to make sense, cultivates a person’s attributes of fear and

subservience to God.

So while a person cannot appreciate the benefit of the particular details

of any given chok, he is aware that, in general, the observance of chukim

does benefit his character.

Rashi’s innovation here is that, in the case of sacrifices, even this reason

is absent. The suprarational act of burning an animal is not carried out to

promote the character traits of fear and subservience, but simply to

achieve that “My Will was carried out.” 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Our Sages said, “Whoever studies the laws of bringing a

burnt-offering is considered to have brought a burnt-

offering.” Therefore, if possible, it is appropriate to study the laws

of all the sacrifices in their entirety, and the laws concerning the

Temple and all its apparatus, as they are explained clearly in the

Rambam’s work [the Mishneh Torah], in the Books of Avodah and

Korbanos.” (Laws of Torah Study of the Alter Rebbe, 2:11)

This spiritual “substitute” through Torah study compensates for

both the act of offering a sacrifice and the effects of the offering:

� Through studying the laws of sacrifices as they are explained

in scripture, the effect of the sacrifice is compensated for—

namely, atonement. As the Talmud states, “I have arranged

for them the order of the sacrifices and when they read

them...I forgive them for all their sins.” (Ta’anis 27b, Megilah 31b)

� Through studying the laws of sacrifices as they are explained

in the oral law, one substitutes for the act of offering a

sacrifice, since the oral law describes at length the detailed

procedure of making an offering. As the Talmud states, “When

a scholar studies the [Oral] Law...I consider it as if a sacrifice

were offered for Me.” (Menachos 110a)

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 38)
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51

uhaxgvu faxg vdsh
61

: cfbphu/ go fbphu' thbu

mrhl knruy fbphbum,u: cfbphu/ bumv nna/ uvkt thi kl vshuyanrhj rhj

rg ak fbpho barpho uthi bpauemv gkhu' uknv tnr vf,uc uveyhr' fsh

ahvtvnzcj acg unvusr cercbu ak gbh
71

: kt hcshk/ thbu npreu kdnrh

ka,h j,hfu,'tkt eurgu ndcu/ btnr cgu; rhj bhjuj' ubtnrccvnv rhj

bhjuj' kunr kl tjs vnrcv utjsvnnghy' uckcs ahfuhi t, kcu kanho
81

:

�� What is I,�t§r�n? (v. 16)

RASHI: The place of the digested food or waste (h �g �r), which is the

crop* (e�p�z).
IBN EZRA: The waste area, as in the verse, “Woe to her who is filthy

(v¨t§r«n) and polluted” (Zeph. 3:1).

�� What does v�,�m«b§C mean? (v. 16)

RASHI: “With its innards.” The word v�mIb denotes something

disgusting, as in the verse, “For they are foul (Um�b) and even slip [in

their blood]” (Lamentations 4:15). Thus Onkelos translates: “with its

digested food (Vh�k�fUt�C).” This is the explanation given by Abba

Yosay ben Chanan, who said that (when removing the crop) the

priest removes the gizzard with it. 

But our Sages (understanding v�mIb to mean “feathers”), said:

He cuts a window-like incision with a knife, and takes (the crop)

together with the feathers (v�mIb) that are on the skin.

In the case of an animal burnt-offering, which eats exclusively from

the feeding trough of its owner, the Torah states, “He should wash

its innards and its legs, with water...and make them go up in

smoke” (v. 13). However, regarding birds, which feed themselves on

things that are stolen, the Torah states that the innards are “cast

away,” for they ate from stolen property.

RAMBAN: Rashi’s translation of v�mIb (in his first interpretation) as

meaning “something disgusting” is incorrect, for v�mIb always means

feathers (as he writes in his second interpretation).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 8tt::hhdd--hhzz

In other words, although a sacrifice is above logic, and performing the

mitzvos connected with the sacrifices do refine the character of the person

who brought the sacrifice, these mitzvos nevertheless were not given to us

with that in mind. God did not command the sacrifices to achieve human

refinement, but rather, because He wanted His Will to be fulfilled—

“I spoke and My Will was carried out.”

Therefore, Rashi stresses that God’s pleasure here is the only priority.

All that matters is that “It causes Me a spirit of contentment that I spoke

and My Will was carried out.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 1ff.)

F −p̈A	x�w d¬l̈Ÿr sF²r�dÎo�n m¯�`�e ci [ipy] t :d«�eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi
p �gi¬�x d² �X�`
:F «p¨A	x�wÎz�` d− �pFI�d i¬ p§AÎo�n F ²̀  miÀ�xŸY�dÎo�n ai´�x	w�d�e d® �eŸdi«©l
xi−�h	w�d�e F½W`ŸxÎz�` Æ w©l�nE �g½¥A�f�O�dÎl�` Æ o�dŸM�d F ³ai�x	w�d�e eh

F −z�̀ 	x�nÎz�̀  xi¬�q�d�e fh :�g«¥A�f�O�d xi ¬�w l−©r F½n�c d´v̈	n
p�e d�g® ¥A�f�O�d
:o�W«�C�d mF −w	nÎl�` d�n	c½�w Æ �gÆ¥A�f�O�d l¤v³�̀  D¹�zŸ̀  KiÆ¦l	W�d�e D®�z̈vŸ «p§A
d�g½¥A�f�O�dÆ o�dŸM�d F ³zŸ̀  xiÆ�h	w�d�e ¼li�C§a�i `÷́ » ei¨t�p§k¦a FźŸ` rÆ�Q�W�e fi

:d«�eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi
p �gi¬�x d² �X�` `EÀd d́l̈Ÿr W®�`�dÎl©r x´�W�` mi−¦v¥r«�dÎl©r

o�n m�`�e ci :�i�i m�c�w `�e£r�x§A l¥A�w	z�n	C o©A	xEw

o�n ai�x�wi
e �i�i m�c�w Dip¨A	xEw `�z¨l£r `¨tFr

:Dip¨A	xEw z�i d�pFi ip§A o�n F` `�I�pi
p§t�W

z�i wFl	n
i�e `�g§A	c�n§l `�p�d©M Dipi¦a	x�wi
e eh

l©r Di�n	C i¥v	n	z
i�e `�g§A	c�n§l wi�Q�i�e Di�Wi�x

Di¥l§kE §̀A Di�ẅt�f z�i i�C§r�i�e fh :`�g§A	c�n l�zFM

x�z�`�l `�nEC�w `�g§A	c�n x�h	q¦l Di�z�i i�n	x
i�e

`̈l i�dFt	c�b§A Di�z�i w�ẍti
e fi : �̀n	hi�w oi�c	WFn	C

�̀I©r�` l©r �̀g§A	c�n§l �̀p�d©M D�z�i wi�Q�i�e Wi�x§t�i

l¥A�w	z�n	C o©A	xEw `Ed `�z¨l£r `�z�Wi�` l©r i
C

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar
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[ TT HHEE BB UU RR NN TT --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG FF RR OO MM BB II RR DD SS [

�
14 If his offering to God is a burnt-offering from birds, he should bring (it) from (mature) turtle-

doves or from young doves. 

�
15 The priest should bring it near the Altar and slit away its head (with his fingernail), and make

it go up in smoke on the Altar.

� (Before the bird is burnt), its blood should be squeezed out on the wall of the Altar. 

�
16 He should remove its (crop* which contains) waste along with its innards, and cast them away

next to the Altar on the east side, where the ashes are.

�
17 He should tear it apart (by hand) with its wing feathers (still attached), but he should not split

it completely. 

� The priest should then make it go up in smoke on the Altar, on top of the wood which is on the

fire, (with the specific intent that) it is a burnt-offering (which was slaughtered specifically as) a

fire-offering, a pleasant aroma for God. 

WHAT IS REMOVED FROM A BIRD-OFFERING? (V. 16)

In Rashi’s comments to verse 16, a number of details require

clarification:

a.) Rashi informs us that I,�t§r�n means “waste.” But why does he

not bring any proof for this matter from scripture, as is his custom when

explaining unusual words—and like Ibn Ezra does here? Even in a case

where Rashi cannot find any scriptural evidence he usually informs

the reader, “This word has no parallel in scripture,” but here Rashi

writes nothing.

b.) The most common interpretation of the word v�mIb is “feathers.” In

fact, Ramban goes so far as to argue that this is the only translation of the

word. Why then does Rashi offer this only as his secondary interpretation,

placing the more unusual translation of v�mIb (as “disgusting”) as his

first interpretation? 

c.) What prompted Rashi to conclude his comment with the insight that

birds feed themselves on stolen food? Since Rashi’s commentary was not

written as an explanation for the reasons of all the mitzvos, his comment

here must be written in response to a specific problem at the literal level.

What is it?

THE EXPLANATION

Rather than bringing proof from scripture that I,�t§r�n means “waste,”

Rashi simply alerted the reader to the word’s etymological root: h �g �r,

which means “waste.”** Rashi explains that the Torah is informing us

here that the crop* of the animal should be removed, which contains foul-

smelling, partially digested food.

Having now clarified what the word means, we can now ask the

question why the Torah did not refer to the crop directly, but rather as the

“place of waste”?

Apparently, the Torah wished to inform us, not only what part of the

bird needs to be removed and discarded, but also why it needs to be

disposed of. Because the crop contains disgusting waste material, it

makes sense for it to be cast away.

This conclusion strongly influenced Rashi’s interpretation of the second

term in our verse. So far, we have established that the verse states: “He

should remove its crop V�,�m«b§C (i.e. along with its v�mIb), and cast them

away next to the Altar on the east side, where the ashes are.” Now, since

our verse is explaining not only what is discarded but also why it is

discarded (because these parts are disgusting), it makes sense to say that

v�mIb also means something disgusting. Thus, while v�mIb almost always

means “feathers,” in this case the context of the verse proves otherwise,

since feathers are not disgusting. Therefore, Rashi concluded that, in this

case, the term must mean a disgusting item, namely, the innards. 

But since this is an unusual interpretation (though demanded by the

context of the verse), Rashi felt the need to cite substantial proof.

Therefore, he brought proof both from scripture and from Onkelos.

However, in the final analysis, Rashi was unhappy with this

interpretation alone, for despite the fact that it is both contextually

accurate and supported by proofs, we are nevertheless relying on a highly

unusual interpretation of the word v�mIb.
Therefore, Rashi deemed it necessary to bring a second interpretation,

that v�mIb can be interpreted conventionally, to mean “feathers.” In this

light, the verse can be understood to mean, “He should remove its crop

along with its (adjacent) feathers.”

While Rashi has now explained the meaning of the verse satisfactorily,

he was aware that, at this point, the reader will be left with an obvious

question: A few verses earlier we read that the innards of an animal-

offering are washed with water and then offered up on the Altar (v. 13).

Our verse thus appears to be inconsistent—for even if the bird’s innards

are disgusting, this does not justify their being discarded, for they could be

washed just like the animal’s innards?

To answer this obvious contradiction, Rashi continues: “However,

regarding birds, which feed themselves on things that are stolen, the Torah

states that the innards are ‘cast away,’ for they ate from stolen property,”

i.e. in addition to the physical foul smell of the bird’s innards, there is also

a spiritual “odor” arising from the unethical way in which a bird obtains

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* The crop is an outpouching from the gullet (esophagus) at the lower end of the neck, before the gullet reaches the stomach.  

** Here the letters alef and ayin are interchangeable. See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5731 ch. 7 for further details.

SECOND

READING



1 nbju, es:     2 ao     3 anu, fy' c     4 uhert hs' ft     5 nbju, py/     6 ,uWf     7 ao     8 ao     9 ao     01 hunt yz:     11 uhert u' j     21 nbju, ht/     31 ,uWf     41 nbju, gs:     51aogv/

61gu/     71 nbju, xd/     81 ,uWf     91 ao     02 nbju, gv/ 

)t( ubpa fh ,erhc/ kt btnr bpa cfkercbu, bscv tkt cnbjv' nh

srfu kv,bscnbjv' gbh' tnr vec"v ngkv tbh gkhu ftkuverhc bpau
1

:

xk, hvhv ercbu/ vtunr vrh gkh nbjvx,o' ncht nbj, xk,' avht

vrtaubvacnbju,
2

ubenm, favht xk,' fnu anpuracgbhi/ kph abtnru

fti jnav nhbh nbju,' ufukictu, tpuhu, euso enhmv ju. nzu' kfl

eruhvnbj, xk,: xk,/ thi xk, tkt ni vjyhi' abtnr xk, jyho
3

' uthi

nbjv pju,v ngarui'abtnr ugarui xk, knbjv
4

' garuikfk nbjv
5

:

uhme gkhv ani/ gk fukv: ub,i gkhv kcubv/ gk nem,v' nbhj eun.

kcubv gkhv kms tjs/ unv rth, kunr fi' athirhcuh tjr rhcuh c,urv tkt

kngy/ scr tjrani gk fukv' npbh avut bckk gnv uben.gnv' fnu

abtnr nxk,v unanbv'ukcubv gk nem,v' athbv bckk, gnv uktbenm,

gnv' abtnr gk fk kcub,v'aktjr aen. nkey t, vkcubv fukv ngkhv

uneyhrv
6

: uhme ub,i uvchtv/ nkns ahmhev uckhkvfahrho czr
7

:

)c(vfvbho uen./ nenhmv uthkl nmu,fvubv
8

: uen. nao/ nneuo

ardkh vzr gunsu,
9

'kknsl avenhmv fahrv cfk neuo cgzrv' t;ch"t

tnv ak neuo srhx, rdkh hartk
01

: nkt enmu/ hfuk ncur.' ncmc. uhumt

kfkms' ,knus kunr cneuo tjr uvrhonnbu cenmu
11

' kt hvt far tkt nv

ac,ulveun./ th cenmu hfuk jxr' ,knus kunr nkt/vt fhms' jupv aka

tmcgu,hu gk px hsu
21

' uzvueun. cnang kaui vgcrh,: gk fk kcub,v/
kcs fk vkcubv hvt veun.nkt: kcub,v uveyhr/ t; vkcubv cveyrv:

nkt enmu nxk,v unanbv/ vt to en.ugkv chsu drdhr nkj tu

eury kcubv pxukv: tzfr,v/ veun. vgukv kdcuv vut zfruivnbjv'

acu bzfr cgkhv kyucv ukbj, ruj: )d( ktvri ukcbhu/ fvi dsuk buyk jke

crtaakt cnjkue,' uvvshuy cnjkue,
31

: esa esaho/ vht kvo: ntah
vw/ thi kvo jke cv tkt ktjrn,bu, vthaho: )s( ufh ,erhc uduw/
atnr vrh gkh nbj,ntpv ,bur' ukhns vf,uc ahcht tu jku, turehehi'

vjku, ckuku,' uvrehehi naujhi
41

/ ubjkeurcu,hbu cnahj,i
51

ha tunrho'

nuaji ujuzrunuaji gs ahfkv fk vani ackud' afk vnbju,ygubu, kud

ani/ uha tunrho nuaji fnhi f;hubh, uatr vani btfk cpbh gmnu

kfvbho/ nv,knus kunr cani cani a,h pgnho' kvfahrani abh uakhah

vhumt ni vzh,ho' uthi mrhlani rtaui tkt knburv' abtnr cuzl/ uabhbu

cnbju,
61

fk vnbju, vtpuhu,kpbh enhm,i ubenmu, g"h p,h,v' fuki ctu,

gar gar jku,' uvtnur cv rehehi' ct garrehehi: )v( uto nbjv gk
vnjc,/ atnr vrh gkhnbj, njc,/ ufkh vut avhv cnesa' atuphi cu

nbjv gk vtur cani' uvfkh thbu gnue tkt m;'ungav vnbjv ac,ufu

eahi' an,ul avht mpv'vtur aur; t, vani
71

/ ufuki ygubu, aka n,bu,

ani hmhev' uckhkv' un,i ani cfkh eusogahh,i
81

: xk, ckukv cani/
nkns acukki cgusixk,

91
: )u( p,u, t,v p,ho/ krcu, fk vnbju,'

vbtpu, euso enhmv' kp,h,v
02

: uhme, gkhv ani nbjv vut/ krcu, fk

vnbju, khmhev/ hfuk t; nbj, ntpv ,bur fi',knus kunr gkhv' tumht

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 10cc::tt--uu

its food. And while the physical odor could indeed be washed away, as in

the case of an animal offering, the spiritual “stench” of a bird’s intestines

cannot be removed with water. Therefore, “He should...cast them away

next to the Altar on the east side, where the ashes are.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5731)

F®p¨A	x�w d´ �i	d«
i z¤lŸ −q d½ �eŸdi«©lÆ d�g�p�n o³©A	x�w aiº�x	w�zÎi«¦M W¤tÀ�p�e ` a q
» oŸx�d«�` i´ p§AÎl�` DÀ�`i¦a�d« �e a :d«�pŸa§l �di−¤l¨r o¬�z�p�e o�n½�W Æ �diÆ¤l̈r w³©v�i�e
l−©r D½�p	n�X�nE Æ D�Y§l�Q�n FÀv	n�w `´÷	n m¹�X�n uÆ�n�w�e ¼ mi
p�dŸ «M�d
�gi¬�x d² �X�` d�g½¥A�f�O�d Æ D�z�x«M̈�f�̀ Îz�̀  o¹�dŸM�d xiÆ�h	w�d�e D®�z�pŸ «a§lÎl¨M
W�cŸ ¬w ei® �p¨a§lE oŸ−x�d«�`§l d½�g�p�O�dÎo�n Æ z�xÆ�zFP�d�e b :d«�eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi
p
xE®P�z d́ ¥t�`«�n d−�g�p�n o¬ ©A	x�w a²�x	w�z i¬¦k�e c q :d«�eŸd�i i¬�X�̀ «�n mi−�W�c «�w
:o�n«�X©A mi¬�g�W	n zF −S�n i ¬�wi�w	xE o�n½�X©A z÷́El§AÆ zŸS�n zF ³N�g z¤lŸq́
d¬S̈�n o�n−�X©a d¬l̈El§A z¤lŸ ²q L® �p¨A	x�w z−©a�g«�O«�dÎl©r d¬�g�p�nÎm�`�e d q
q :`e«�d d−�g�p�n o�n®�W �di−¤l¨r ¬�Y	w©v«�i�e mi½�Y¦R Æ D�zŸ̀  zF ³z̈R e :d« �i	d«�z

o©A	xEw ai�x�w�i i�x�` W�p�`�e ` :�i�i m�c�w �̀e£r�x§A

wi�xi
e Dip̈A	xEw i�d�i �̀Y§lEq �i�i m�c�w �̀z�g�p�n

D�pi�z�i�i�e a :`�Y�pFa§l D¨l£r o�Y
i�e `�g	W�n D¨l£r

i¥l	n o�O�Y�n uFn	w
i�e `�I�p�d©M oŸx�d�` ip§A z�e§l

D�Y�pFa§l l¨M l©r D�g	W�O�nE D�Y§lEQ�n Di¥v	nEw

o©A	xEw `�g§A	c�n§l D�Y	x©M	c�` z�i `�p�d©M wi�Q�i�e

o�n x�`�Y	W�`	cE b :�i�i m�c�w `�e£r�x§A l¥A�w	z�n	C

oi�W	cEw W�cFw i�dFp§a¦l�e oŸx�d�`§l `�z�g�p�n

`�z�g�p�n o©A	xEw ai�x�w	z i�x�`�e c :�ii�C �̀I�p̈A	xET�n

o¨li¦t	C o�xi�H©R o�vi�x�B `�Y§lEq `�xEP�z d¥t�`�n

:g�W	n¦A oi�gi�W	n�C oi�xi�H©R oi
bFR	q�`�e g�W	n¦A

`�Y§lEq K�p¨A	xEw `�zi�x	q�n l©r `�z�g�p�n m�`�e d

D�z�i r©v§A e :i�d	Y xi�H©R g�W	n¦a `¨li¦t	C

hWar

�� Why does the Torah state that a “soul” brings a meal-offering? (v. 1)

RASHI: Regarding all the voluntarily offerings, the only instance where scripture states the word J�p�b “soul” is in the case of the meal-offering.

Who usually donates a meal-offering? A poor man. God says: “I consider it as if he has sacrificed his very soul!” (see “The Last Word”)

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
1 If a (poor) soul (vows to) bring a meal-offering to God (without specifying which type of meal-

offering he wishes to bring), his offering should be of (unbaked) fine (wheat) flour. 

� (Even if he is not a priest, he can carry out the requirement to) pour oil over (all of) it and place

frankincense on (part of) it. 

�
2 He should bring it to Aharon’s descendants, the priests, and right there, (even in the area where

non-priests may stand, the priest) should scoop out a three-finger fistful of its fine flour and its

oil, (leaving aside) all its frankincense. 

� Then, the priest should make (the scoop and the frankincense) go up in smoke on the Altar—

(with the specific intent that) it is a fire-offering—(so that its owner will be) remembered

(positively before God), a pleasant aroma for God. 

�
3 The remainder of the meal-offering belongs to Aharon and to his descendants. (It is their) most

holy (property, only after the scoop and frankincense have been placed on the Altar) as fire-

offerings for God. 

[ TT HHEE BB AA KK EE DD MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
4 If you (vow to) bring “a meal-offering baked in an oven,” it should consist of (either)

unleavened loaves (made) of fine flour mixed with oil, or unleavened wafers smeared with oil.

[ TT HHEE SS HH AA LL LL OO WW --FF RR II EE DD MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
5 If your (vow to bring an) offering is “a meal-offering (made) in a shallow pan,” it should be

(made) of fine flour mixed with oil (and), it should be unleavened. 

�
6 (Before it is scooped) break it into pieces and pour oil over it. It is a meal-offering.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

22

[ The Last Word [

THE POOR MAN’S OFFERING

Unlike a wealthy person, who is able to give voluntary

offerings in the Temple from expensive animals and birds,

the poor man is only able to offer flour. Nevertheless, the Torah

attributes more significance to the poor man’s offering, as Rashi

writes (v. 1): “I consider it as if he has sacrificed his very soul!”

This is because the wealthy man’s offering is inevitably

connected with a certain amount of self-satisfaction, at the

thought of bringing one of the most expensive and impressive

sacrifices. The poor man, however, could not possibly be proud

of his meager offering, so his is the most genuine offering of all,

dedicated to God amid feelings of humility. Thus, to him God

says, “It is as if he has sacrificed his very soul!”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 15)
THE THREE-FINGER FISTFUL (v. 2) - .¤nIe

THREE-FINGER

FISTFUL



1 ,uWf     2 zcjho xd:     3 uhert fd' hz    4 nbju, bj/     5 ao f/     6 ,uWf     7 cnscr ku' s     8 anu, y' kt     9 nbju, xj:     01 ,uWf     11 thfv d'yz     21 ,vkho ehy' f     31 nbju, xu:

t, vjku, ukt tumhtt, vrehehi' ,knus kunr vut: )z( nrja,/ fkh vut

avhv cnesa gnue'un,ul avht gnuev anbv mcur uthi vturaurpu'

kphfl ngav nbjv vgauhhi k,ufvrujahi
1

/ fk scr rl gk hsh naev brtv

frujaunbgbg: )j( tar hgav ntkv/ ntjs ni vnhbhovkku:

uverhcv/ cgkhv tk vfvi: uvdhav/ vfvi: tk vnzcj/ ndhav keri

srunh, ngrch, aknzcj
2

: )y( t, tzfr,v/ vut veun.: )ht( ufk
sca/ fk n,he, prh eruh sca: )hc(erci rtah, ,erhcu/ nv ha kl

kvcht ni vatur uni vsca' erci rtah,' a,hvkjo ak gmr, vctho ni

vatur' abtnr jn. ,tphbv
3

' ucfurho ni vsca' fnucfurh ,tbho

u,nrho
4

: )hd( nkj crh,/ avcrh, fru,v knkj naa,hnh crtah,'

avucyju vnho v,j,ubho kherccnzcj cnkj' ubhxul vnho cjd: gk fk
ercbl/ gk guk, cvnv ugu; uthnurhfk vesaho fuki

5
: )hs( uto

,erhc/ vrh to nana ckaui fh'avrh thi zv rau,' avrh cnbj, vgunr

vf,ucnscr' avht jucv
6

' ufi to hvhvvhuck uduw
7

: nbj, cfurho/
cnbj, vgunr vf,uc nscr'avht ctv tchc cag, chauk v,cutv' uni

vagurho vht ctv/ btnr fti tchc' ubtnr kvki
8 

fh vagurv tchc
9

: ekuh
cta/ anhcahi tu,u gk vtur ctchcak ektho

01
' atkukh fi thbv byjb,

crhjho' kphavht kjv: dra frnk/ druxv cgusv kjv: dra/ kaui

achrv uyjhbv' durxv crhjho akdruxu,' fnu uhdrx cjm.
11

' ufi drxv

bpah
21

: frnk/ cgus vfr nkt
31

' av,cutv kjv unktvceahi akv' ugk fi

�� Is the Omer offering optional or compulsory? (v. 14)

RASHI: The verses states ch¦r§e©T o¦t±u (“If you will offer”), but here the

word o¦t (usually translated as “if”) means when, for this is not an

optional offering, since scripture is referring to the r �n«g�v ,�j�b�n (the

Omer meal-offering—a communal sacrifice brought on the sixteenth

of Nissan) which is obligatory. The term “meal offering of the first

ripening grains” refers to the r�n«g�v ,�j�b�n, which is to be offered as

soon as the grain has ripened. It is brought from barley.

IBN EZRA: Many argue that the word o¦t here means “when,” thus

indicating an obligation.  

However, in my opinion, there is no need for this unusual

interpretation of the word o¦t. 

For while there is indeed an obligation to bring the communal

Omer meal-offering (r �n«g�v ,�j�b�n), our verse refers to an optional

additional meal-offering which may be brought by an individual

along with the communal Omer offering.

DOES VERSE 14 SPEAK OF AN OPTIONAL OR COMPULSORY

OFFERING?

Rashi and Ibn Ezra argue whether verse 14 speaks of an obligatory

offering or an optional one. At first glance, the explanation of Ibn Ezra,

that the verse describes an optional offering, is more acceptable at the

literal level, since:

a.) In scripture, the term o¦t usually means “if.” Rashi’s interpretation,

that the word means “when,” is thus more awkward at the literal level.

b.) All other offerings in the first three chapters of Vayikra are voluntary.

In this context, it is much more acceptable to suggest that verses 14-16

here speak of a voluntary offering too, like the other offerings mentioned

in these three chapters.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 12cc::zz--yyuu

:d« Ÿ�y¨r«�Y o�n−�X©A z¤lŸ ¬q L® �p¨A	x�w z�W−�g	x�n z¬�g�p�nÎm�`�e f [iyily]

Æ D̈ai�x	w�d�e d® �eŸdi«©l d¤N−�`�n d² �U¨r« i x¯�W�` dÀ�g�p�O�dÎz�` ´�z`¥a«�d�e g

Æ d�g�p�O�dÎo�n o³�dŸM�d miÆ�x�d�e h :�g«¥A�f�O�dÎl�` D−�Wi
B�d�e o½�dŸM�dÎl�`
:d«�eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi
p �gi¬�x d² �X�` d�g® ¥A�f�O�d xi−�h	w�d�e D½�z�x´M̈�f�`Îz�`
i¬�X�`«�n mi−�W�c «�w W�cŸ ¬w ei® �p¨a§lE oŸ −x�d«�`§l d½�g�p�O�dÎo�n Æ z�xÆ�zFP�d�e i

i³¦M u®�n�g d−�Ür«�z ` ¬÷ d½ �eŸdi«©lÆ EaiÆ�x	w�Y x³�W�` dÀ�g�p�O�dÎl¨M `i :d«�eŸd�i
o¬ ©A	x�w ai :d«�eŸdi«©l d−�X�` EP² �O�n Exī�h	w�zÎ` «÷ W½©a	CÎl¨k�e Æ xŸ`	UÎl¨k
�gi¬�x§l E −l£r«�iÎ`÷ �g¬ ¥A�f�O�dÎl�`�e d® �eŸdi«©l m−�zŸ̀  Eai¬�x	w�Y zi²�W �̀x
g©l�nμ ziÀ¦A	W�z `÷́�e ¼g¨l	n�Y g©l´ �O©A » L	z«�g�p�n o´ ©A	x�wÎl¨k�e bi :�gŸ «gi
p
q :g©l«�n ai¬�x	w�Y −L�p«¨A	x�wÎl̈M l¬ ©r L® �z�g�p�n l−©r�n Li½�d÷�` zi´�x§A
U�x´ �B Æ W�`¨A iE ³l�w aiº¦a�̀  d® �eŸdi«©l mi−�xEM¦A z¬�g�p�n ai²�x	w�YÎm�`�e ci

¬�Y	n�U�e o�n½�WÆ �diÆ¤l¨r ³�Y�z«�p�e eh :Li«�xEM¦A z¬�g�p�n z−�̀  ai¾�x	w�Y l½�n	x©M

:`i�d `�z�g�p�n `�g	W�n D¨l£r wi¦x	zE oi¦rES¦A
g�W	na `�Y§lEq K�p¨A	xEw `�Y	c�x z�g�p�n m�`�e f

ci¥a£r	z
i i
C `�z�g�p�n z�i i�z�i�z�e g :ci¥a£r	z�Y
D�pi¦a	x�wi
e �̀p�d©M z�e§l D�pi¦a	x�wi
e �i�i m�c�w oi¥N�̀ �n
z�i `�z�g�p�n o�n `�p�d©M Wi�x§t�i�e h :`�g§A	c�n§l
l¥A�w	z�n	C o©A	xEw `�g§A	c�n§l wi�Q�i�e D�Y	x©M	c�`
`�z�g�p�n o�n x�`�Y	W
`	cE i :�i�i m�c�w `�e£r�x§A
:�ii�C `�I�p¨A	xET�n oi�W	cEw W�cFw i�dFp§a¦l�e oŸx�d�`§l
`¨l �i�i m�c�w oEa	x�w	z i�c `�z�g�p�n l¨M `i

`¨l W©a	C l̈k�e xi�n�g l̈k i�x�` ©ri�n�g ci¥a£r	z�z
o©A	xEw ai :�i�i m�c�w `�p¨A	xEw DiP�n oEw	Q�z
`̈l �̀g§A	c�n§lE �i�i m�c�w oFd	z�i oEa	ẍw	Y i�n	c�w
o©A	xEw l¨k�e bi :`�e£r�x§a `¨l¨A�w	z�`§l oEw	Q�Y�i
g©l	n l�H©a	z `¨l�e g©l	n�z `�g§l�n§A K�z�g�p�n
K�p¨A	xEw l¨M l©r K�z�g�p�n l©r�n K�d¨l�` m�i	w
oi�xEM¦A z�g�p�n a�x�w	Y m�`�e ci : �̀g§l�n a�x�w	Y
a�x�w	Y o�ki¦M©x o�kExi¥R xEp§a i¥l	w ai¦a�̀  �i�i m�c�w
`�g	W�n D¨l£r o�Y�z�e eh :K�xEM¦A z�g�p�n z�i

hWar
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[ TT HHEE DD EE EE PP --FF RR II EE DD MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
7 If your (vow to bring an) offering is “a meal-offering (fried) in the deep pot (which is in the

Temple),” it should be made of fine flour with oil.

[ LL AA WW SS PP EE RR TT AA II NN II NN GG TTOO AA LL LL MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS [

�
8 You should bring the meal-offering—which should be made from (any of) these (above-

mentioned types)—to God, (i.e.) you should bring it to the priest, and (the priest) should bring

it close to the Altar (touching its southwestern corner). 

�
9 The priest should separate from the meal-offering (a three-finger fistful) and should make (the

scoop and the frankincense) go up in smoke on the Altar (so that its owner will be) remembered

(positively before God). It is a fire-offering, a pleasant aroma for God. 

�
10 The remainder of the meal-offering belongs to Aharon and to his descendants. (It is their) most

holy (property, only after the scoop and frankincense have been placed on the Altar) as fire-

offerings for God. 

�
11 No meal-offering that you offer to God should be made out of (anything) leavened. For you

should not make any leavening or any honey go up in smoke as a fire-offering for God.

�
12 You (may however) bring (figs and dates, the source of honey,) as a first (fruit) offering to God

(and you may bring leavening, as the two loaves of Shavuos), but they should not go up on the

Altar as a pleasant aroma to God. 

�
13 You should season every one of your meal-offering sacrifices with salt. You should not leave

out the salt from (being placed) upon your meal-offerings (because) your God (made a) covenant

(during the six days of creation that salt would always be placed on the Altar).

� You should offer salt on all your (burnt-)offerings (and on the parts burned on the Altar from

every type of offering). 

[ TT HHEE OO MM EE RR OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
14 When you bring the meal-offering of the first ripening grains before God, you should bring the

first, fresh kernels of the (barley) harvest, parched in fire (and) coarsely ground, (as) the meal-

offering of your first ripening grain.

Why then did Rashi reject Ibn Ezra’s logic that our verse speaks of a

voluntary offering?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was unable to accept Ibn Ezra’s interpretation, because at the

beginning of our chapter Rashi indicated that all voluntary meal offerings

are to be brought from fine wheat flour (Rashi to 2:1). Since our verse

speaks of an offering of barley, as Rashi writes explicitly here, he could not

accept Ibn Ezra’s interpretation that our verse speaks of a voluntary

offering – even though it is a more literal and contextually satisfying

interpretation – for this would be inconsistent with his earlier statement

that all voluntary meal offerings must come from wheat flour.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5741)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“YOU SHOULD OFFER SALT...” (v. 13)

According to Chasidic thought, offering a sacrifice on the Altar

is a process of offering up one’s animal soul—the source of all

physical desires—to God. Since these desires come primarily from

the blood, every sacrifice must be salted to signify the strong

resolution of the person bringing the sacrifice to extract those

desires from the animal soul, like salt that extracts blood.

(Based on Ohr Hatorah, Vayikra, addendum pp. 226-7)

THIRD

READING
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D À�z�x«¨M�f�`Îz�` o¹�dŸM�d xiÆ�h	w�d�e fh :`e«�d d−�g�p�n d® �pŸa§l �di−¤l¨r
Îm�`�e ̀ b [iriax] t :d«�eŸdi«©l d−�X�` D®�z�pŸ «a§lÎl¨M l−©r D½�p	n�X�nEÆ D�U	x
B�n
Æ x¨k�fÎm�` ai½�x	w�n `Ed́ Æ x�w¨A�dÎo�n m³�` F®p¨A	x�w mi−�n¨l	W g©a¬ �f
W`Ÿx́Îl©r Æ Fc�i K³�n�q�e a :d«�eŸd�i i¬ p§t¦l EP−¤ai�x	w�i mi¬�n�Y d½¨a�w�pÎm�`
mī
p�dŸ«M�d oŸÆx�d«�` Á ip§A E¿w	x«�f�e c® ¥rFn l�dŸ´` g�z−¤R F¾h�g	WE F½ p¨A	x�w
d−�X�` mi½�n¨l	X�d g©a´ �G�n Æ ai�x	w�d�e b :ai«¦a�q �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r m² �C�dÎz�̀
x−�W�` a¤l½�g�dÎl¨M Æ z�`�e a�x½�T�dÎz�` d́�Q©k	n«�d Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�` d® �eŸdi«©l
x−�W�` o½�d¥l£r x´�W�`Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`�e zŸ½ ïl§M�d í�Y	WÆ z�`�e c :a�x «�T�dÎl©r
:d�P«�xi�q�i zF−i¨l§M�dÎl©r c½¥a¨M�dÎl©r Æ z�xÆ�zŸI�dÎz�`�e mi®¦l�q§M�dÎl©r
x¬�W�` d½¨lŸr´�dÎl©r d�g½¥A�f�O�d Æ oŸx�d«�`Îip§a F ³zŸ` ExiÆ�h	w�d�e d

t :d«�eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi
p �gi¬�x d² �X�` W®�`�dÎl©r x´�W�` mi−¦v¥r«�dÎl©r
d½¨a�w�p F ´̀ Æ x¨k�f d® �e Ÿdi«©l mi−�n¨l	W g©a¬ �f§l F²p¨A	x�w o`ŸS̄�dÎo�nÎm�`�e e

ai¬�x	w�d�e F®p¨A	x�wÎz�` ai−�x	w�nÎ`E «d a�U¬ ¤MÎm�` f :EP«¤ai�x	w�i mi−�n�Y
F½zŸ` h´�g�W�e F½ p¨A	x�w W`Ÿx́Îl©rÆ Fc�iÎz�` K³�n�q�e g :d«�eŸd�i i¬ p§t¦l F −zŸ̀
:ai«¦a�q �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r F ²n�CÎz�` oŸx̄�d«�` iÆ p§A EÂw	x«�fÂ�e c® ¥rFn l�dŸ´` i− p§t¦l
d½�ni�n	z d´ �i§l�̀ «�dÆ FA§l�g ¼ d�eŸdi«©l d́�X�` » mi�n¨l	X�d g©a´ �G�n aiÆ�x	w�d�e h

Æ z�`�e a�x½�T�dÎz�` d́ �Q©k	n«�d Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`�e d�P® �xi�q�i d−¤v̈r«�d z¬�Oªr§l
Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`�e zŸ½ ïl§M�d í�Y	W Æ z�`�e i :a�x «�T�dÎl©r x−�W�` a¤l½�g�dÎl¨M

w�Q�i�e fh :`i�d `�z�g�p�n `�Y�pFa§l D¨l£r i
E�W	zE
l¨M l©r D�g	W�O�nE D¨kEx¥R�n D�Y	x©M	c�` z�i `�p�d©M
z�q§k
p m�`�e ` :�i�i m�c�w `�p¨A	xEw D�Y�pFa§l
ai�x�w	n `Ed i�xFY o�n m�` Dip¨A	xEw `�I�W	cEw
:�i�i m�c�w Dipi¦a	x�w�i mi¦l	W `̈a	wEp m�̀  x©k	C m�̀
Dipi�q§M�i�e Dip̈A	xEw Wi�x l©r Di�c�i KFn	q
i�e a

`�I�p�d©M oŸx�d�` ip§A oEw	x�f
i�e `�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦A
a�x�wi
e b :xFg	q xFg	q `�g§A	c�n l©r `�n	C z�i
`̈A	x�Y z�i �i�i m�c�w �̀p̈A	xEw �̀I�W	cEw z�q§k
P�n
z�i�e c :`�E�B l©r i
C `¨A	x�Y l¨M z�i�e `�E�B z�i i¥t�g	C
l©r i
C o�di¥l£r i
C `¨A	x�Y z�i�e o�i§l�M oi�Y	x�Y
`�z�i§l�M l©r `�c§a©M l©r	C `�x§v�g z�i�e `�I�q	q
B

�̀g§A	c�n§l oŸx�d�` ip§A Di�z�i oEw	Q�i�e d :D�pi�c£r�i
o©A	xEw `�z�Wi�` l©r i
C `�I©r�` l©r i
C `�z¨l£r l©r
`�p¨r o�n m�`�e e :�i�i m�c�w `�e£r�x§A l¥A�w	z�n	C
F` x©k	C �i�i m�c�w `�I�W	cEw z�q§k
p§l Dip¨A	xEw
`Ed x�O�` m�` f :Dipi¦a	x�w�i mi¦l	W `¨a	wEp
:�i�i m�c�w Di�z�i ai�x�wi
e Dip¨A	xEw z�i ai�x�w	n
qFM
i�e Dip̈A	xEw Wi�x l©r Di�c�i z�i KFn	q
i�e g

z�i oŸx�d�` ip§A oEw	x�f
i�e `�p	n
f o©M	W�n m�c�w Di�z�i
a�x�wi
e h :xFg	q xFg	q `�g§A	c�n l©r Di�n	C
Di¥A	x�Y �i�i m�c�w `�p¨A	xEw `�I�W	cEw z�q§k
P�n
z�i�e D�pi�c£r�i �̀Y	x�C�W l¥a�w�l `�Y	n¦l	W `�zi¦l�`
:`�E�B l©r i
C `¨A	x�Y l¨M z�i�e `�E�B z�i i¥t�g	C `¨A	x�Y
l©r i
C o�di¥l£r i
C `̈A	x�Y z�i�e o�i§l�M oi�Y	x�Y z�i�e i

[ T H E  V O L U N T A R Y  O F F E R I N G S [

Chapters 1-3 of Sefer Vayikra describe voluntary offerings which may be brought by an individual.

N A M E V E R S E S  
B R O U G H T

F R O M
S L A U G H T E R

W H A T  I S

C A R R I E D  T O

T H E  A L T A R ?

W H A T  I S

B U R N E D ?

W H A T  I S

E A T E N ?

BURNT-OFFERING

v�k«g NOTHING

MEAL-OFFERING

v©¨j±b¦n 2:1-13

WHEAT FLOUR,

OIL AND

FRANKINCENSE 

KEMITZAH1

(THREE FINGER

FISTFUL)

KEMITZAH IS

PLACED IN VESSEL

AND CARRIED TO

SW CORNER OF THE

ALTAR 

THE KEMITZAH
REMAINDER

EATEN BY PRIESTS

PEACE-OFFERING

oh¦n�k§J KNIFE 

BLOOD COLLECTED

IN VESSEL AND

SPLASHED ON NE &

SW CORNERS

OF ALTAR

INTERNAL FATS,

KIDNEYS,

DIAPHRAGM, PIECE

OF LIVER (& TAIL IF

SHEEP IS OFFERED) 

BREAST AND RIGHT-

THIGH BY PRIESTS /

REMAINDER EATEN

BY OWNER

1:3-9

3:1-5

3:6-16

CATTLE 

SHEEP OR GOAT

1:10-13

1:14-17

CATTLE

SHEEP OR GOAT

BIRD

KNIFE

FINGERNAIL

BLOOD COLLECTED

IN VESSEL & SPLASH-

ED ON NE & SW

CORNERS OF ALTAR

BLOOD SQUEEZED
2

ALL OF THE

ANIMAL 

(EXCEPT ITS SKIN)

ALL (EXCEPT GUTS)
3

1 Kemitzah is a parallel step to slaughter in an animal offering.     2 The blood is squeezed directly from the bird onto the upper part of the Altar wall.       3 See Rashi to 1:17.



1 nkfho_c s' nc     2 ,uWf     3 ao     4 jukhi md/     5 uhert y' h     6 ,uWf     7 ao     8 zcjho bd:    

bertho vnkhku, frnk' ufi frnk cmekubu
1

: )t( aknho/ anyhkho akuo

cguko/ scr tjraknho aha cvo akuo knzcj ukfvbho ukcgkho
2

: )d( ut,
fk vjkc uduw/ kvcht jkc agkvecv' scrh rch hangtk/ rch gehct tunr

kvcht jkc agk vsehi
3

: )s( vfxkho/ ]pkbehwwi ckg"z[/ avjkc agk vfkhu,'

favcvnv jhv' vutcducv vfxkho uvo nknyv' uzvu vjkc a,j,vn,bho'

aeurhi ckg"z kubchku"a kuci vbrtv kngkv cducvvfxkho' uc,j,h,u vcar

jupvu
4

: vhu,r,/ vut supi vnxl' aeurhi thcrh"a uckaui trnh jmrt

sfcst: gk vfcs/ ahyuk ni vfcs gnv ngy/ ucneuotjr
5

vut tunr ut,

vhu,r, ni vfcs
6

: gk vfcs gk vfkhu,/ kcs ni vfcs ukcsni vfkhu,

hxhrbv kzu: )v( gk vgukv/ nkcs vgukv/ knsbu a,eshoguk, ,nhs kfk

erci gk vngrfv: )z( to fac/ kph aha cthnurh vfac nvathi cthnurh

vgz' avfac tkh,u erhcv' kflbjkeu ka,h prahu,
7

: )j( uzreu/ a,h n,bu,

avi trcg' ugk hshvfkh vut zure' uthbu bu,i ctmcg tkt cjyt,
8

: )y( jkcu/
vnucjr acu/ unvu zv' vtkhv,nhnv: kgn, vgmv/ kngkv ni vfkhu,

15 / VAYIKRA - LEVITICUS - PARSHAS VAYIKRA 2:15 - 3:9

�
15 You should put oil on it, and place frankincense upon it. It is a meal-offering. 

�
16 Then, the priest should make (a scoop) from its flour and its oil, as well as its frankincense, go

up in smoke on the Altar (so that its owner will be) remembered (positively before God). It is a

fire-offering.

[ TT HHEE PP EE AA CC EE --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG FF RR OO MM CC AA TT TT LL EE [

�
1 If his offering is a peace-offering, (then) if he brings it from cattle, he should bring a perfect

(unblemished) male or female (animal) before God. 

�
2 He should lean his hands on the head of his offering and slaughter it at the entrance of the Tent

of Meeting. 

� Aharon’s descendants, the priests, should dash the blood upon the Altar, all around. 

�
3 From the peace-offering, he should bring a fire-offering to God (comprised of): the fat covering

the intestines, all the fat that is on the stomach, 4 the two kidneys, (together) with the fat that is

on them, which is over the flanks. He should (also) remove the diaphragm, (and a bit of) the liver

(which is connected) to it, (when he takes out) the kidneys. 

�
5 Aharon’s descendants should make it go up in smoke on the Altar, (after placing) the burnt-

offering on top of the wood that is on the fire. 

It is a fire-offering, a pleasant aroma for God.

[ TT HHEE PP EE AA CC EE --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG FF RR OO MM SS HH EE EE PP &&  GG OO AA TT SS [

�
6 If his offering to God for a peace-offering is (taken) from the flocks, (it may be) male or female,

(and he must offer) a perfect unblemished (animal). 

�
7 If he brings a sheep as his offering: 

� He should bring it before God. 8 He should lean his hands on the head of his offering and

slaughter it before the Tent of Meeting. 

� Aharon’s descendants should dash its blood upon the Altar, (all) around, (using a

receptacle). 

�
9 From the peace-offering, he should bring a fire-offering to God (comprised of): its

choicest part—(namely) the entire tail, which he should detach (right up to) above the

kidneys—the fat covering the intestines, all the fat that is on the stomach, 10 the two

kidneys, (together) with the fat that is on them, which is over the flanks. He should (also)

hWar
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1 jukhi ht/     2 hrnhv ht' hy     3 sbhtk v' t     4 evk, h' hy     5 ac, xy/     6 kfturv mWk Wabtnr ctan, vgoW ukt Wktan,W' ahdr, khabhw sert cfvi vnahj )keuWa jfWz gw 61' vgrv 3/ ughhi

ao caukh vdkhui(/    7 uheWr v' u 

vhugmu,
1

: )ht( kjo tav kvw/ kjnu ak ta kaodcuv: kjo/ kaui ntfk'

ufi bajh,vg. ckjnu
2

/ gcs kjo rc
3

/ kajueguaho kjo
4

: )hz( je, guko/
hpv npura c,ur, fvbho fkvpxue vzv: )c( nfk nmu, vw/ phrau

rcu,hbu thi jyt,ctv tkt gk scr azsubu ktu ufr, uadd,ujyt,
5

:

ntj, nvbv/ nnem, tj, nvi' fdui vfu,ccac, ao nangui' bj

nbjur' si nsbhtk: )d( to vfvi vnahj hjyt ktan,vgo/ nsrau

thbu jhhc tkt cvgko scr goadd, ngav' fnu abtnr ktan, vgo
6

ubgkoscr nghbh vevk ugau/ upauyu kphtdsv' favfvi vdsuk juyt'

tan, vgo vut zv'avi ,kuhhi cu kfpr gkhvo ukv,pkk cgso'ubgav

neukek
7

: pr/ hfuk zei' ,knus kunr ci' th ci hfuk eyi',knus kunr pr'

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 16dd::hh  --  ss::dd

�� When is a person liable to bring a sin-offering? (v. 2)

RASHI: Our Rabbis explained: A sin-offering is brought only for a

transgression whose prohibition is expressed (in the Torah) as a

negative commandment, and whose willful violation would incur

the penalty of karais (premature death by the hands of Heaven).

A person is liable to bring a sin-offering for the unintentional

violation of such prohibitions.

OHR HACHAYIM: A sin-offering only achieves atonement for

unintentional transgressions, for if a person sins intentionally his soul

becomes so distant from God that even a sacrifice cannot help to

bring it close again.

�� When does the High Priest bring a sin-offering? (v. 3)

RASHI: The verse’s midrashic explanation: The High Priest is liable

only when the law eluded him, resulting in a transgression....

However, the literal meaning of the verse according to agadic

interpretation: When the High Priest sins, it means that the people

are guilty, because they are dependent on him to effect their

atonement and to pray for them, and now he has become corrupted.

c½¥a¨M�dÎl©r Æ z�xÆ�zŸI�dÎz�`�e mi®¦l�q§M�dÎl©r x−�W�` o½�d¥l£r x´�W�`
d−�X�` m�g¬ ¤l d�g® ¥A�f�O�d o−�dŸM�d F ¬xi�h	w�d�e `i :d�P«�xi�q�i zŸ−ïl§M�dÎl©r
K³�n�q�e bi :d«�eŸd�i i¬ p§t¦l F −ai�x	w�d�e F®p¨A	x�w f−¥rÎm�`�e ai t :d«�eŸdi«©l
iÆ p§A EÂw	x«�fÂ�e c® ¥rFn l�dŸ ´̀  i− p§t¦l F½zŸ` h´�g�W�e F½W`ŸxÎl©r Æ Fc�iÎz�`
F½ p¨A	x�w Æ EPÆ�O�n ai³�x	w�d�e ci :ai«¦a�q �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r F ²n�CÎz�` oŸx̄�d«�̀
a¤l½�g�dÎl¨M Æ z�̀ �e a�x½�T�dÎz�̀  d́�Q©k	n«�d Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�` d® �e Ÿdi«©l d−�X�`
o½�d¥l£r x´�W�`Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`�e zŸ½ ïl§M�d í�Y	WÆ z�`�e eh :a�x «�T�dÎl©r x−�W�`
zŸ−i¨l§M�dÎl©r c½¥a¨M�dÎl©r Æ z�xÆ�zŸI�dÎz�`�e mi®¦l�q§M�dÎl©r x−�W�`
�gŸ½gi
p �gí�x§l Æ d�X�` m�g³¤l d�g® ¥A�f�O�d o−�dŸM�d m¬�xi�h	w�d�e fh :d�P«�xi�q�i
m® ¤ki�zŸ «a	WF «n lŸ −k§A m½¤ki�zŸx́Ÿc§l Æ m¨lFr z ³�T�g fi :d«�eŸdi«©l a¤l−�gÎl¨M
d− �eŸd�i x¬ ¥¬ ¥A�c�i�e ` c [iying] t :El«¥k`Ÿz ` ¬÷ m−�CÎl¨k�e a¤l¬�gÎl¨M
W¤tÀ�p ¼ xŸn`¥l »l�`�x	U
i i´ p§AÎl�` xº¥A�C a :xŸ «n`¥N d¬�WŸnÎl�`
d¾Ÿ�y¨r�e d�pi® �U¨r«�z `÷́ x−�W�` d½ �eŸd�i zŸé§v�nÆ lŸM�nÆ d�b�b	W¦a `³�h�g«�zÎi¦M
m®r̈�d z´�n	W�`§l `−�h�g« �i �gi²�W�O�d o ¯�dŸM�d ḿ�` b :d�P«�d�n z−�g�`«�n
d− �e Ÿdi«©l mi²�n�Y x ¬�w¨AÎo¤A x́ ©R `¹�h�g xÆ�W�` Á Fz`�H�g l´ ©r ai¿�x	w�d�e

l©r `�C§a©M l©r	C `�x§v�g z�i�e `�I�q	q
B 

�̀g§A	c�n§l �̀p�d©M Dipi�w	Q�i�e `i :D�pi�c£r�i �̀z�i§l�M

`�I�G¦r ip§A o�n m�`�e ai :�i�i m�c�w `�p¨A	xEw m�g§l

z�i KFn	q
i�e bi :�i�i m�c�w Dipi¦a	x�wi
e Dip¨A	xEw

o©M	W�n m�c�w Di�z�i qFM
i�e Di�Wi�x l©r Di�c�i

`�g§A	c�n l©r Di�n	C z�i oŸx�d�` ip§A oEw	x�f
i�e `�p	n
f

�̀p̈A	xEw Dip̈A	xEw DiP�n ai�x�wi
e ci :xFg	q xFg	q

`̈A	x�Y l̈M z�i�e �̀E�B z�i i¥t�g	C `̈A	x�Y z�i �i�i m�c�w

`̈A	x�Y z�i�e o�i§l�M oi�Y	x�Y z�i�e eh :`�E�B l©r i
C

�̀C§a©M l©r	C `�x§v�g z�i�e `�I�q	q
B l©r i
C o�di¥l£r i
C

`�p�d©M oEpi�wi�Q�i�e fh :D�pi�c£r�i `�z�i§l�M l©r

l¨M `�e£r�x§a `¨l¨A�w	z�`§l `�p¨A	xEw m�g§l `�g§A	c�n§l

lŸk§A oFki�x�c§l m¨l¨r m�i	w fi :�i�i m�c�w `¨A	x�Y

:oEl§ki�z `¨l `�n	C l¨k�e `¨A	x�Y l¨M oFkip¨a	zFn

ip§A m¦r li¥N�n a :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i�i li¦N�nE `

l¨M�n El�W§A aFgi i�x�` W�p�` ẍni�n§l l�`�xŸ	y
i

c¥A£r�i�e `�c̈a£r	z� §̀l oi�x	W�k `¨l	C �ii�c `�I�cET¦R

z©aFg§l aFgi `¨A�x `�p�d©M m�` b :oFd�P�n c�g�n

i�xFY x©A xFY äg i
C Di�z	aFg l©r ai�x�wi
e �̀O©r

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hWar

THE SEQUENCE OF SIN-OFFERINGS (4:1 – 5:13)

After introducing the topic of sin-offerings (v. 1-2), why does the Torah

begin with the unusual cases of the High Priest’s sin-offering (v. 3-12), the

communal sin-offering (v. 13-21), and the leader’s sin-offering (v. 22-26),

before proceeding to the much more common case of the citizen’s sin-

offering (v. 27-35)?

Two explanations could be argued: 

a.) At the literal level, we can presume that the laws regarding the

offering of sacrifices in Parshas Vayikra (and part of Parshas Tzav), were

said before the first day of Nissan, when the inauguration of the

Tabernacle was complete (see beginning of Parshas Shemini). Thus, at

this point the High Priest (Aharon) would have just been appointed, so

�
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17 / VAYIKRA - LEVITICUS - PARSHAS VAYIKRA 3:10 - 4:3

remove the diaphragm, (and a bit of) the liver (which is connected) to it, (when he

removes) the kidneys. 

�
11 The priest should make (this) go up in smoke on the Altar, as food for the fire, to God. 

�
12 If his offering is a goat:

� He should bring it before God. 13 He should lean his hands on its head and slaughter it

before the Tent of Meeting. 

� Aharon’s descendants should dash its blood upon the Altar, (all) around. 

�
14 From his offering, he should bring a fire-offering to God (consisting of): the fat cover-

ing the intestines, all the fat that is on the stomach, 15 the two kidneys, (together) with the

fat that is on them, which is over the flanks. He should (also) remove the diaphragm, (and

a bit of) the liver (which is connected) to it, (when he removes) the kidneys.  

�
16 The priest should make (all this) go up in smoke on the Altar, the food of the fire, a

pleasant aroma for God. 

[ FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN FF AA TT SS AA NN DD BB LL OO OO DD [

� All the (above-mentioned) fat is (sacrificed) for God. 17 (Thus) you should not eat any (such) fat

or any blood. (This is) an eternal statute for all your generations, in all the places where you live.*

[ TT HHEE SS IINN --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

1 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel, saying:

� When a person sins unintentionally (transgressing) any of God’s commandments which (would

be) prohibited (with the punishment of soul-excision for an intentional transgression), or if he

(even) does a portion of one of the(se sins, he must bring a sin-offering).

[ TT HHEE HH II GG HH PP RR II EE SS TT ’’ SS SS IINN --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
3 If it is the anointed (High) Priest who sins, bringing guilt to the people, then he should bring a

perfect (unblemished, three-year-old) young bull as a sin-offering to God, for his sin which he

has committed. 

* gWp pw vtci gzrt

44

the Torah stressed the laws concerning the High Priest first, due to the

novelty of his appointment.

b.) Alternatively: The Torah wished to juxtapose the sin-offering of the

individual citizen (end of ch. 4) with the variable sin-offering (ch 5.), because

they are both brought by individual citizens. I.e. at the literal level, the

thematic consistency between one section and the next is more important

than beginning with the most common case.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5745)

THE HIGH PRIEST’S SIN-OFFERING (V. 3)

Since Rashi’s commentary was written to explain the literal meaning

of scripture, why in his explanation to verse three does he preface

the “Midrashic explanation” before he explains the “literal meaning

of the verse”?

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

THE SIN-OFFERING

Even if a person sinned unintentionally the sin was in fact

caused by his subconscious thoughts, which indicates that he

is spiritually lacking. For if he was not lacking, he would not have

sinned as, “No evil will occur to a righteous person” (Prov. 12:21). 

Thus, since he is responsible for the sin, which resulted from the

willful strengthening of his animal soul by indulging in permitted

pleasures, the Torah requires him to bring a sin-offering.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3, p. 944)

FIFTH
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trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 18ss::dd--hhjj

d® �eŸd�i i´ p§t¦l c−¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀  g�z² ¤RÎl�` xÀ¨R�dÎz�` `i´¦a�d�e c :z`«�H�g§l
:d«�eŸd�i i¬ p§t¦l x−¨R�dÎz�` h¬�g�W�e x½¨R�d W`Ÿx́Îl©r Æ Fc�iÎz�` K³�n�q�e
:c«¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀ Îl�` F −zŸ` `i¬¦a�d�e x®R̈�d ḿ�C�n �gi−�W�O�d o¬�dŸM�d g ²�w¨l�e d

Æ mi�n¨r§R r©a³�W m¹�C�dÎo�n dÆ �G�d�e m®�C©A F −r¨A§v�`Îz�` o² �dŸM�d l¯©a�h�e e

m¹�C�dÎo�n oÆ�dŸM�d Á o�z�p�e f :W�cŸ «T�d z¤kŸ ¬ẍR i− p§RÎz�` d½ �eŸd�i í p§t¦l
c® ¥rFn l�dŸ ´̀ §A x−�W�` d½ �eŸd�i i´ p§t¦lÆ mi�O�Q�d z�xŸ ³h	w gÆ©A�f�n zFÂp	x Â�wÎl©r
g�z−¤RÎx�W�` d½¨lŸr«�d ǵ ©A�f�n Æ cFq�iÎl�` Æ KŸR	W
i xÀ¨R�d m´�CÎl¨M | z´�`�e
EP® �O�n mi´�x�i z`−�H�g«�d x¬ ©R a¤l² �gÎl¨MÎz�`�e g :c«¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀
x−�W�` a¤l ½�g�dÎl¨M Æ z�`�e a�x½�T�dÎl©r d´�Q©k	n«�d Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`
x−�W�` o½�di¥l£r x´�W�`Æ a¤lÆ�g�dÎz�`�e zŸ½ ïl§M�d í�Y	WÆ z�`�e h :a�x «�T�dÎl©r
:d�P«�xi�q�i zF−i¨l§M�dÎl©r c½¥a¨M�dÎl©r Æ z�xÆ�zŸI�dÎz�`�e mi®¦l�q§M�dÎl©r
g¬ ©A�f�n l−©r o½�dŸM�dÆ m�xi�h	w�d�e mi®�n̈l	X�d g©a´ �f xF −X�n m½�xEi x´ �W�`«©M i

Îl©r�e F −W`ŸxÎl©r F½x�U§AÎl¨MÎz�`�e Æ x¨R�d xF ³rÎz�`�e `i :d«¨lŸr«�d
uEÆg�nÎl�` xÂ¨R Â�dÎl¨MÎz�` `i´¦vFd�e ai :F «W	x¦tE F −A	x�w�e ei®r̈�x§M
F ²zŸ` s¬�x�U�e o�W½�C�d K¤t´�WÎl�` Æ xFd�h mF ³w�nÎl�` d¹�p�g«�O«©l
z³�c£rÎl¨M mÆ�`�e bi t :s«�x�V
i o�W−�C�d K¤t¬�WÎl©r W®�`¨A mi−¦v¥rÎl©r
zÆ�g�` E ÂU¨r�eÂ l®�d�T�d i− pi¥r«�n x½¨a�C m´ ©l§r�p�e E½B	W
i Æ l�`�x	U
i
Æ d¨r	cF «p�e ci :En«�W�`�e d�pi−�U¨r«�zÎ`÷ x¬�W�` d² �eŸd�i zŸē§v�nÎl¨M�n
Æ x�ẅAÎo¤A x³©R l¹�d�T�d EaiÆ�x	w�d�e �di® ¤l¨r E −̀ 	h«�g x¬�W�` z`½�H�g«�d
d ¯�c¥r«�d iÆ p	w
f EÂk	n«�qÂ�e eh :c«¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀  i− p§t¦l F½zŸ` E`i´¦a�d�e z`½�H�g§l
i¬ p§t¦l x−¨R�dÎz�` h¬�g�W�e d® �eŸd�i í p§t¦l x− ¨R�d W`Ÿ ¬xÎl©r m² �di�c�iÎz�̀
:c«¥rFn l�dŸ −̀ Îl�` x®R̈�d ḿ�C�n �gi−�W�O�d o¬�dŸM�d `i² ¦a�d�e fh :d«�eŸd�i
d½ �eŸd�i í p§t¦lÆ mi�n¨r§R r©a³�W dº�G�d�e m®�C�dÎo�n F −r¨A§v�` o² �dŸM�d l¯©a�h�e fi

Æ x�W�` �gÀ¥A�f�O�d zŸ´p	x�wÎl©r | o´�Y
i mº�C�dÎo�nE gi :z¤kŸ «ẍR�d i¬ p§R z−�̀

�̀xFY z�i i�z�i�i�e c : �̀z �̀H�g§l �i�i m�c�w mi¦l	W
Di�c�i z�i KFn	q
i�e �i�i m�c�w�l `�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦l
:�i�i m�c�w `�xFY z�i qFM
i�e `�xFY Wi�x l©r
Di�z�i l�r�i�e �̀xFz	c �̀n	C�n `̈A�x �̀p�d©M a�Q
i�e d

Di¥r§A§v�` z�i `�p�d©M lFA	h
i�e e :`�p	n
f o©M	W�n§l
m�c�w �i�i m�c�w oi
p	n
f r©a	W `�n	C o�n i�C�i�e `�n	c¦A
l©r `�n	C o�n `�p�d©M o�Y
i�e f :`�W	cEw	c `�Y§kEx¨R
o©M	W�n§A i�C �i�i m�c�w �̀I�n	qEA z�xFh	w g©A	c�n z�p	x�w
`�cFqi¦l cFWi `�xFz	c `�n	C l¨M z�i�e `�p	n
f
:`�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦a i�C `�z¨l£r�c `�g§A	c�n	C
DiP�n Wi�x§t�i �̀z �̀H�g	c �̀xFY a�x	Y l̈M z�i�e g

l©r i�C `¨A	x�Y l¨M z�i�e `�E�B l©r i¥t�g	C `¨A	x�Y z�i
i�C `¨A	x�Y z�i�e o�i§l�M oi�Y	x�Y z�i�e h :`�E�B
l©r `�c§a©M l©r	C `�x§v�g z�i�e `�I�q	q
B l©r i
C o�di¥l£r 
xFY�n W�x§t�Y�n i
C `�n§M i :D�pi�c£r�i `�z�i§l�M
`�g§A	c�n l©r `�p�d©M oEpi�wi�Q�i�e `�I�W	cEw z�q§k
p
Di�x	q¦A l̈M z�i�e �̀xFY K�W	n z�i�e `i :`�z¨l£r�c
:Di¥l§kE`�e DiE�b�e i�dFr�x§M l©r�e Di�Wi�x l©r
`�zi�x	W�n§l `�x¨A�n§l `�xFY l¨M z�i w¥R�i�e ai

ci�wFi�e �̀n	hi�w c�Wi�n zi¥A x�z�̀ �l i¥k	C x�z�̀ �l
c�Wi�n zi¥A x�z�` l©r �̀z�W� §̀A �̀I©r�` l©r Di�z�i
l�`�xŸ	y
i	c `�Y	W
p§M l¨M m�`�e bi :c�wFY
i �̀n	hi�w
`¨l�d	w ipi¥r�n `�n�B	z¦t `�Q©k	n i�di
e oEl	Y	W
i
oi�x	W¨k `¨l	C �ii�c `�I�cFT¦R l¨M�n c�g oEc§A§r�i�e
Ea�g i
C �̀z̈aFg r�c�i	z�z�e ci :oEaFgi
e `�c¨a£r	z�`§l
`�z`�H�g§l i�xFY x©A xFY `¨l�d	w oEa	x�wi
e D¨l£r
oEk	n	q
i�e eh :`�p	n
f o©M	W�n m�c�w�l Di�z�i oEz�i�i�e
�i�i m�c�w �̀xFY Wi�x l©r oFdi�c�i z�i �̀Y	W
p§k i¥a�q
`¨A�x `�p�d©M l�r�i�e fh :�i�i m�c�w �̀xFY z�i qFM
i�e
lFA	h
i�e fi :`�p	n
f o©M	W�n§l `�xFz	c `�n	C�n
m�c�w oi
p	n
f r©a	W i�C�i�e `�n	C o�n Di¥r§A§v�` `�p�d©M
l©r o�Y
i `�n	C o�nE gi : �̀Y§kEẍR m�c�w (z�i) �i�i

THE EXPLANATION

The literal level of Torah interpretation is comprised of many elements:

a.) J¨n©n t¨r§e¦n k¤J IyUJ�P—Purely literal interpretations.

b.) IJ¨r§s¦n h�p�k IyUJ�P—When a purely literal solution cannot be found

it is often necessary to draw upon solutions based on Rabbinic exegesis

of the Torah, from either midrashic (homiletic) or halachic (legal) texts.

However, when Rashi cites such solutions, he will only pick midrashic or

halachic texts which are close to a literal interpretation.

c.) v¨s²d©t h�p�k IyUJ�P—On occasion it is also necessary to draw on

agadic teachings. This represents a further deviation from the literal level,

for while midrashic and halachic texts will both offer an interpretation of

the verse itself, agadic texts will diversify into ethical and mystical

interpretations that are only loosely based on the text. Rashi will only cite

such explanations when they are necessary to solve a basic problem with

the text, and he will only pick agadic texts which are as close as possible

to a literal interpretation.

In our case, this clarifies why Rashi cited “the literal meaning of the

verse according to agadic interpretation” after “the verse’s midrashic

explanation,” since an agadic interpretation represents a further deviation

from the literal level than a midrashic interpretation.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra & Tzav 5745)
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1 ,uWf     2 hunt bz/     3 ,uWf     4 zcjho ny:     5 uhert hs' n     6 xj/     7 nc:     8 uhert u' s     9 ,uWf     01 vurhu, z:     11 ao d/     21 zcjho nt/

vt fhms' zv pr ci aka
1

: )v( tk tvk nugs/ knafi' ucch, guknho

kvhfk: )u( t, pbh prf, vesa/ fbds neuoesua,v' nfuui fbds chi

vcsho' ukt vhu budghosnho cpruf,' uto bdgu bdgu
2

: )z( ut, fk so/
ahrh vso: )j( ut, fk jkc pr/ jkcu vhv ku kunr'nv ,knus kunr pr'

krcu, pr ak huovfhpurho kfkhu, ukjkcho uhu,r,: vjyt,/ kvcht

aghrh gcus, tkhkho kfkhu,ukjkcho uhu,r,: hrho nnbu/ ni vnjucr' akt

hb,jbu eusovxr, jkcu/ ,ur, fvbho: )h( ftar huro/ ntu,i thnurhi

vnpurahicaur zcj vaknho/ ufh nv phra czcj vaknhoakt phra fti'

tkt kvehau kaknho nvaknho kani' t; zv kanu/ unv aknho akuo

kguko' t; zv akuo kguko
3

/ ucajy, esahonmrhfu kknus vhnbu' athi

knshi kns ni vknscesaho' cpre thzvu neuni
4

: gk vfcs gk vfkhu,
gk rtau ugkfrghu/ fuki kaui ,uxp, vi' fnu nkcs: )hc( tk neuo

yvur/ kph aha nju. kghrneuo nufi kyuntv kvakhl tcbho nbudgu,
5

ukch, vecru,' vumrl kunr nju. knjbv' zvavut ju. kghr' ahvt vneuo

yvur: nju. knjbv/ ju. kaka njbu, ucch,guknho ju. kghr' fnu

aphrauvu rcu,hbu cnxf,hunt
6

ucxbvsrhi
7

: tk apl vsai/ neuo

aaupfhi cu vsaivnxuke ni vnzcj' fnu abtnruvumht t, vsai tk

nju. knjbv
8

: gk apl vsai har;/ athi ,knus kunrtkt kkns' atphku

thi ao sai
9

: )hd( gs, hartk/ tku xbvsrhi: ubgko scr/ ygu kvuru,

ctj, nfk frh,u,ac,urv avut nu,r
01

: vevk ugau/ agau mcur gk

phvo
11

: )hz( t, pbh vprf,/ ukngkv vut tunr t,pbh prf, vesa' nak

knkl axrjv gkhunshbv' to nhguyv xrju' pnkht aku n,ehhn,'uto

fuko xrju' thi pnkht aku n,ehhn,/ t;fti fajyt fvi nahj gshhi ao

esua, vneuogk vnesa' najytu fuko' jx uakuo' bx,kevvesuav
21

:
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�
4 He should bring the bull to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting before God, and he should lean

his hands upon the bull’s head and slaughter the bull before God. 

�
5 The anointed priest should take some of the bull’s blood and bring it into the Tent of Meeting.
6 The priest should dip his finger into the blood and sprinkle some of the blood seven times

before God, in front of the partition of the Sanctuary. 7 The priest should place some of the blood

on the horns of the incense-Altar which is in the Tent of Meeting, before God, and he should pour

all (the rest) of the bull’s blood onto the base of the Altar (used) for burnt-offerings, which is at

the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 

�
8 He should separate from the bull of the sin-offering, all its (sacrificial) fat: the fat covering the

intestines, all the fat that is on the stomach, 9 the two kidneys, (together) with the fat that is on

them, which is over the flanks. He should (also) remove the diaphragm, (and a bit of) the liver

(which is connected) to it, (when he takes out) the kidneys—10 just as was separated from the bull

(sacrificed as) a peace-offering. The priest should then make these (parts) go up in smoke on the

Altar (used) for burnt-offerings. 

�
11 (He should then take) the bull’s skin, all its flesh, its head, its legs, its innards and its waste

matter. 12 He should take out the entire bull to a pure place outside the camp, (namely,) to the

ash depository, and he should burn it in fire on wood. It should be burnt on the ash depository

(even if there are no ashes there). 

[ TT HHEE CC OO MM MM UU NN AA LL SS IINN --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
13 If the entire assembly of Jewish (judges, the Sanhedrin,) make a mistake (and rule that an act,

which is in fact punishable by soul excision, is permissible), and the matter was not detected by

the eyes of the congregation, and they (follow the Sanhedrin, and violate) any of God’s

commandments which are prohibited, (thereby) incurring guilt —14 then when the sin which they

have committed becomes known, the congregation should bring a young bull as a sin-offering. 

� They should bring it before the Tent of Meeting. 15 The elders of the community should lean their

hands on the bull’s head, before God, and one (of them) should slaughter the bull, before God. 

�
16 The anointed priest should bring some of the bull’s blood into the Tent of Meeting. 17 The priest

should dip his finger into the blood, and sprinkle (it) seven times before God, before the partition.

hWar



1 ,uWf     2 zcjho nt/     3 ao     4 ,uWf

)hj( hxus nzcj vgukv tar p,j tvknugs/ zv hxus ngrch' avut

fbds vp,j
1

: )hy( ut, fk jkcu hrho/ ut; gk ph aktphra fti hu,r,

ua,h fkhu,' knshi vo nugavkpr ftar gav uduw/ unpbh nv kt b,prau

cu',bt sch rw hangtk nak knklazgo gk tuvcu unhgy cxrjubu npbh

jhc,u
2

: )f(ugav kpr/ zv' ftar gav kpr vjyt,'fnu anpura cpr

fvi nahj' kvcht hu,r, ua,hfkhu, aphra ao nv akt phra fti
3

/ ukfpuk

cnmu, vgcusu,' kkns ato jxr tj, nfkvn,bu, pxuk
4

' kph anmhbu

cbh,bhi gk vnzcjvjhmui ab,bi cn,bv tj, fpr' vumrl kunr ftian,bv

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 20ss::hhzz--ffcc

Æ cFq�iÎl�` Æ KŸR	W
i mÀ�C�dÎl̈M z´�`�e c® ¥rFn l�dŸ ´̀ §A x−�W�` d½ �eŸd�i i´ p§t¦l
mí�x�i F −A§l�gÎl¨M z¬�`�e hi :c«¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀  g�z−¤RÎx�W�` d½¨lŸr«�d ǵ ©A�f�n
x́ ©t§l Æ d�U¨r x³�W�`«©M x½¨R©l d´�U¨r�e k :d�g«¥A�f�O�d xi−�h	w�d�e EP® �O�n
:m«�d¨l g¬ ©l	q
p�e o−�dŸM�d m² �d¥l£r x¯¤R¦k�e F ®NÎd�U£r«�i o−¥M z`½�H�g«�d
x´�W�`«©M F½zŸ` s´�x�U�e d½ �p�g«�O«©l Æ uEg�nÎl�` xÀ¨R�dÎz�` `i´¦vFd�e `k

t :`E «d l−�d�T�d z`¬�H�g oF ®W`�x«�d x´R̈�d z−�` s½�x�U

z�i�e �̀p	n
f o©M	W�n§A i�C �i�i m�c�w i�C �̀g§A	c�n z�p	x�w

`�z¨l£r�c `�g§A	c�n	C `�cFqi¦l cFWi `�n	C l¨M

Di¥A	x�Y l¨M z�i�e hi :`�p	n
f o©M	W�n r�x	z¦a i�C

`�xFz§l c¥A§r�i�e k : �̀g§A	c�n§l wi�Q�i�e DiP�n Wi�x§t�i

Di¥l ci¥a£r�i o¥M �̀z �̀H�g	c �̀xFz§l c©a£r i�C �̀n§M

w¥R�i�e `k :oFd§l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e `�p�d©M oFdi¥l£r x�R©ki
e

�̀n§M Di�z�i c�wFi�e �̀zi�x	W�n§l �̀ẍA�n§l �̀xFY z�i

:`Ed `̈l�d	w z �̀H�g d�̀ �n	c�w �̀xFY z�i ci�wF 	̀C
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�� Are the diaphragm and kidneys burned too ? (v. 19)

RASHI: Although scripture does not mention the diaphragm and the

two kidneys explicitly, they are derived from v. 20: “He should do

to this bull just as one does to the bull of the sin-offering (of a

High Priest).”

Why are these details not specified here (in verse 19)? 

The School of Rabbi Yishma’el taught: 

This can be compared to a king who was furious with his beloved

friend (for wronging him), but he kept it quiet because he was fond

of him.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

DETAILS OF THE COMMUNAL SIN-OFFERING (V. 19)

The first sin-offering whose procedure is described in the Torah is the

sin-offering of the High Priest (verses 3-12, above). There we learned that the

following parts are burned on the Altar: “the fat covering the intestines, all

the fat that is on the stomach, the two kidneys, (together) with the fat that

is on them, which is over the flanks...the diaphragm, (and a bit of) the liver

(which is connected) to it, and the kidneys” (v. 9-10).

After describing the sin-offering of the High Priest, the Torah continues

with the “communal sin-offering,” required when the entire community

sins, due to an erroneous ruling from the Sanhedrin (the Supreme Jewish

Court). When reading verse 19, which describes the parts which are to be

burned on the Altar from this communal offering, the reader will

immediately be struck by the fact that, unlike the previous case, the Torah

does not make any mention that the diaphragm and kidneys are to be

removed and burned on the Altar. Does this mean to say that these parts

were not burned, as in the case of the communal sin-offering?

Rashi, in his comment to verse 19, clarifies that this is not the case, for

in the next verse we read: “He should do to this bull just as one does to

the bull of the sin-offering (of the High Priest),” where the diaphragm and

kidneys are indeed offered (as stated explicitly in v. 9).

This, however, begs the question: In the case of the communal sin-

offering, why does the Torah only mention the offering of the diaphragm

and kidneys indirectly (through comparison to the High Priest’s offering)?

Rashi answers this question by citing the analogy taught by the School

of Rabbi Yishma’el, that God (the King) wished to reduce the “bad

publicity” for His loved one (the Jewish people), so he did not spell out

all the details of the communal sin-offering.

DIFFICULTIES WITH RASHI

Rashi’s comment here prompts a number of questions:

a.) Rashi questions why the Torah did not mention the burning of the

kidneys and diaphragm explicitly (and answers with the analogy from the

School of Rabbi Yishma’el). But why is this a question at the literal level?

The Torah often abbreviates some details when laws are repeated for a

second time, so why should this matter alarm the reader here, to the

extent that Rashi is forced to explain the matter with an analogy?

b.) What is the need at all for Rashi’s entire explanation here? In verse

19 the Torah informs us that the sacrificial fat is to be removed from the

animal, and then in verse 20 we learn that the remaining parts, the

kidneys and diaphragm, are to be removed. So why did Rashi deem it

necessary to address a matter here in verse 19 which will inevitably be

clarified when reading the next verse?

c.) Why does Rashi cite the author of the analogy, “the School of Rabbi

Yishma’el,” deviating from his usual practice not to cite his sources? 

THE EXPLANATION

When reading verse 19, we would presume that no mention of the

kidneys or diaphragm is made because these parts are simply not offered

on the Altar with this type of sacrifice (the communal sin-offering).

The reader will immediately find this notion unacceptable, in light of

one of Rashi’s earlier comments: Just two verses previously (v. 17), Rashi

offered the following analogy to describe the severity of the communal

sin-offering: “This may be compared to a king against whom one of his

provinces revolted. If only a minority rebels, his family will survive. But if

the entire country rebels, his family will not survive. Likewise, when the

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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18 He should then place some of the blood on the horns of the Altar that is before God in the Tent

of Meeting. Then he should pour all (the rest of) the blood onto the base of the Altar (used) for

burnt-offerings, which is at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting. 

�
19 He should separate all its (sacrificial) fat from it and make it go up in smoke on the Altar.

(Concerning the details of what should be separated): 20 He should do to this bull just as one does

to the bull of the sin-offering (of the High Priest). He should do (exactly) the same with it.

Thus the priest will make an atonement for them (the community), and they will be forgiven. 

�
21 He should take the bull outside the camp and burn it, just as one burns the first (mentioned)

bull (of the anointed priest). It is a sin-offering for the congregation. 

anointed priest sinned, God’s holy Name was still associated with the

Sanctuary. But when all the people sin, God forbid, the holiness departs.”

After reading this analogy, the reader will be fully aware that the

communal sin-offering is a much graver affair than the sin-offering of the

High Priest (an individual)*. So, on reaching verse 19, we will be

immediately struck by the question: How is it possible that with the

communal sin-offering, fewer parts are offered on the Altar than with the

High Priest’s sin-offering, when the communal sin-offering atones for a

more severe breach?

Of course, this question would be answered upon reading verse 20—

that there is in fact no difference, because, “He should do to this bull just

as one does to the bull of the sin-offering (of a High Priest).” Nevertheless,

in this case, Rashi deemed it necessary to address the issue straight away

in verse 19, and not to wait for the reader to reach verse 20. This is

because Rashi’s analogy of the “entire country that rebels” (v. 17) will have

placed the severity of the communal sin-offering in the forefront of the

reader’s mind. Thus, when reading (in v. 19) that fewer parts of this more

severe offering were burned on the Altar, the reader will be immediately

perplexed, requiring an immediate solution from Rashi – even before

proceeding to the next verse.

In other words, were it not for Rashi’s analogy in verse 17, which

described the gravity of the communal sin-offering, Rashi would not have

made any comment at all on verse 19, and he would have allowed the

reader to discover what happened to the kidneys and the diaphragm in

the next verse. Since, however, Rashi alerted the reader to the gravity of

communal sin (with his analogy in verse 17), Rashi felt it necessary to

clarify immediately the apparent contradiction to this concept that arises

when reading verse 19.

THE NEED FOR RASHI’S ANALOGY AT THE LITERAL LEVEL

Nevertheless, the reader will still not be satisfied, for in the final analysis

the Torah appears to have followed a peculiar logic here: Since verse 20

states that the parts offered for a communal sin-offering are exactly the

same as those offered for the High Priest’s sin-offering, it turns out

that verse 19 (which contained an incomplete list of those parts) is totally

redundant, for verse 20 teaches us in any case that all of the parts

were offered.

To explain this peculiarity Rashi cited the analogy of the school of Rabbi

Yishma’el: “This can be compared to a king who was furious with his

beloved friend (for wronging him), but he kept it quiet because he was

fond of him.” I.e. even though a communal sin is indeed more severe than

the High Priest’s sin (as Rashi made clear with his analogy in verse 17),

the Torah deliberately made it seem as if a communal sin-offering sacrifice

is not as severe as the High Priest’s offering (by not mentioning all the

sacrificial parts explicitly), in order to “keep the Jewish people’s sin quiet.”

RASHI’S SOURCE

While Rashi has now clarified the literal meaning of the text, the more

astute reader may have noted a subtle contradiction between Rashi’s two

analogies, cited in his commentary to verses 17 and 19:

On the one hand, Rashi highlights the tremendous distance between the

Jewish people and God that is caused by communal sin: “when all the

people sin, God forbid, the holiness departs.” But then, just two verses

later, Rashi suggests that the Jewish people are still close to God, even

when they sin, to the extent that God “kept it quiet” for the Jewish people,

“because He was fond of him.”

So the more astute reader might be puzzled: How can God’s affection

for the Jewish people be so strong even when “the entire country rebels”?

Rashi hinted to an answer to this question by quoting the author of the

analogy: the School of Rabbi Yishma’el. With this nuance, Rashi was

hinting to the reader that this subtle problem with his comments can be

solved by bearing in mind who the original source was.

Rabbi Yishma’el said, “May I be the victim for any punishment due to

the Jewish people, to atone for them.” (Nega'im 2:1 and Bartenura ibid.). At

first glance, this is difficult to understand: The Torah states that if a person

sins he should bring a sacrifice which will atone for him. So what does

Rabbi Yishma’el have to do with the matter? 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

God’s deep-rooted, unconditional love for the Jewish people

teaches us how strong our love should be for every Jew. For

example, each one of us should feel that he is personally lacking

so long as his friend is in need of physical or spiritual assistance. 

And just as God “kept quiet” the sins of the Jewish people (see

Rashi to v. 19), we too should help a Jew in a way that does not

highlight his shortcomings, if indeed they exist.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, pp. 22-23)

* Without Rashi’s analogy in verse 17 the matter would not have been so obvious. For we could argue that since the community sinned innocently by following the Sanhedrin,

who they presumed had ruled the law in accordance with the Torah, their sin is less serious than that of the High Priest, who is responsible for his own actions. Thus, without

Rashi’s analogy in verse 17, we might presume that the Torah requires fewer parts to be offered in the case of the communal sin-offering because it is a less serious breach.



1 ,uWf     2 anu, ft' ku     3 ,uWf

tj, nvi ngfc,: )fc( tar baht hjyt/ kaui tarh' tarhvsur

avbaht aku bu,i kc kvcht fprv gkadd,u' ek ujunr an,jry gk

zsubu,hu
1

: )fd( tu vusg/ fnu to vusg vscr/ vrcv tu haananahi

ckaui to' uto cneuo tu' ufi tubusg fh aur bdj vut
2

: vusg tkhu/

fajyt vhv xcur avut vh,r'uktjr nfti busg ku athxur vhv:

)fs(cneuo tar hajy t, vgukv/cmpui' avut npura cgukv:

jyt, vut/ kanu far' akt kanu pxuk
3

: )fv( ut, snu/ ahrh vso:

)fu(fjkc zcj vaknho/ ftu,i thnurhivnpuraho cgz vtnur tmk

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 22ss::ffcc--ffuu

�� The word “If” in Hebrew is o¦t. Why does verse 22 use

the unusual expression r�J	t and not the usual form (o¦t)?
RASHI: r�J	t is etymologically related to the word h�r�J�t, meaning

“fortunate.” [Thus, the verse is intimating:] “Fortunate is the

generation whose leader takes it to heart to bring atonement for his

unintentional sin. And how much more so will he feel remorseful for

the sins he has committed willfully!”

TALMUD: [Commenting on our verse,] R. Yochanan ben Zakai said:

“Fortunate is the generation whose leader brings a sacrifice for his

unintentional sin! For if its leader brings a sacrifice, is there any need

to say what one of the common people would do? And if he brings

a sacrifice for a sin he has committed unintentionally, is there any

need to say what he would do in case of a sin committed

intentionally? (Horayos 10b; Toras Kohanim on this verse)

ei¹�d÷�` dÆ �eŸd�i Á zŸe§v�nÎl¨M�n z´�g�` d ¿�U¨r�e `®�h�g« �i `i−�U�p x¬�W�` ak

F½z`�H�g Æ ei¨l�` r³�cFdÎF «̀  bk :m«�W�`�e d− �b�b	W¦A d�pi² �U¨r«�zÎ`÷ x¯�W�`
:mi«�n�Y x¬k̈�f mi−
G¦r xi¬¦r	U F²p¨A	x�wÎz�` `i¯¦a�d�e D®Ä `−�h�g x¬�W�` 
h¬�g	W
iÎx�W�` mF ²w	n¦A F½zŸ` h´�g�W�e xi½¦r�V�d W`Ÿx́Îl©rÆ Fc�i K³�n�q�e ck

m³�C�n o¹�dŸM�d gÆ�w¨l�e dk :`E «d z −̀�H�g d® �eŸd�i i´ p§t¦l d−¨lŸr«�dÎz�`
Fń�CÎz�`�e d®l̈Ÿr«�d g´ ©A�f�n zŸ −p	x�wÎl©r o¾�z�p�e F½r¨A§v�`§A Æ z �̀H�g«�d
xi´�h	w�i Æ FA§l�gÎl¨MÎz�`�e ek :d«¨lŸr«�d g¬ ©A�f�n cF −q�iÎl�` KŸ½R	W
i
F −z`�H�g«�n o² �dŸM�d ei¯¨l¨r xÆ¤R¦k�e mi®�n¨l	X�d g©a´ �f a¤l−�g§M d�g½¥A�f�O�d

�ii�C �̀I�cFT¦R l̈M�n c�g c¥A§r�i�e aFgi `̈A�x m�` ak

:aFgi	e El�W§A `�c¨a£r	z�`§l oi�x	W¨k `¨l	C D�d¨l�`

i�z�i�i�e D̈A äg i�C Di�z§aFg Di¥l r�c�i	z�̀  F` bk

:mi¦l	W x©k	C oi
G¦r x©A xi¦t§v Dip¨A	xEw z�i

Di�z�i qFM
i�e �̀xi¦t§v Wi�x l©r Di�c�i KFn	q
i�e ck

�̀z �̀H�g �i�i m�c�w �̀z̈l£r z�i qFM
i i�C �̀x	z�̀ §A

`�z`�H�g	c `�n	C�n `�p�d©M a�Q
i�e dk :`Ed

`�z¨l£r�c `�g§A	c�n z�p	x�w l©r o�Y
i�e Di¥r§A§v�`§A

: �̀z̈l£r�c �̀g§A	c�n	C �̀cFqi¦l cFWi Di�n	C z�i�e

a�x	z¦M `�g§A	c�n§l wi�Q�i Di¥A	x�Y l¨M z�i�e ek

Di�z§aFg�n `�p�d©M i�dFl£r x©R©ki
e `�I�W	cEw z�q§k
p

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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Rabbi Yishma’el felt that he was bound up with the Jewish people as a

single entity, to such an extent that their sins affected him and he desired

to be an atonement for them. So, since Rabbi Yishma’el was a loyal

devotee of the Jewish people even when they sinned, he was able to

appreciate that, even in their darkest of moments, God would always view

the Jewish people with great affection—for God and the Jewish people

are bound together as one single entity, so to speak.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 16ff.)

THE JEWISH LEADER – AND HIS PEOPLE (V. 22)

When introducing the other sin-offerings mentioned earlier in our

Parsha, the Torah uses the expression “If (o¦t) so-and-so sins...” Here

however, in the case of the Jewish leader who sins, the Torah switches

expressions, and chooses instead the Hebrew term r�J	t. 

In context, this word clearly means “if.” So there is no difference in the

translation of the two terms, and the literal meaning of the verse stays the

same. What did trouble Rashi, however, is why the Torah suddenly

switched expressions here in our verse, to use the more unusual r�J	t.

A further problem that bothered Rashi was an additional implication of

the word r�J	t:

Literally, r�J	t means “that”—a word which connects two ideas together

(i.e., it is a conjunctive term which introduces a subordinate clause).

Thus, by choosing this term, the Torah appears to be suggesting that the

current passage—about the leader who sins—is connected to the previous

section, which discusses the communal sin-offering. So Rashi was

troubled: What is the connection between our passage and the section

that preceded it?

To answer these two problems, Rashi cited the Talmudic teaching that

r�J	t is etymologically related to the word h�r�J�t, meaning “fortunate”:

Firstly, by using the unusual term r�J	t, our verse is intimating:

“Fortunate is the generation whose leader takes it to heart to bring

atonement for his unintentional sin. And how much more so will he feel

remorseful for the sins he has committed willfully!”

Secondly, in addition to explaining the message implied by the Torah’s

unusual use of the word r�J	t, Rashi also explained here why the Torah

chose a term which connects our passage with the one that preceded it.

However, in order to explain Rashi’s logic, we first need to examine the

previous passage in more detail:

In verses 13-21 above, the Torah describes the “communal sin-offering”

which is required in an instance where the Sanhedrin (Jewish Supreme

�
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�
22 If a (Jewish) leader sins, unintentionally violating any of God’s commandments which are

prohibited, (thereby) incurring guilt, 23 he should bring a perfect (unblemished) male goat as his

offering, when his sin that he has committed is made known to him.

�
24 He should lean his hands on the goat’s head and slaughter it before God, in the place where

burnt-offerings are slaughtered. (If it is slaughtered with the specific intention of being a sin-

offering, then) it is a (valid) sin-offering. 

�
25 The priest should take some of the blood of the sin-offering with his finger and place it on the

horns of the Altar (used) for burnt-offerings. Then he should pour (the remainder of) its blood

onto the base of the Altar (used) for burnt-offerings. 

�
26 He should make all its (sacrificial) fats go up in smoke on the Altar, just like the fats of the

peace-offering. 

Thus the priest will make an atonement for his sin, and he will be forgiven. 

Court), erred in their judgment of a matter of Jewish Law, leading the

people to sin inadvertently. At first glance, this would seem to be more of

the Sanhedrin’s sin than that of the people. After all, the people were

innocently following the directive of their Rabbis, a practice which is

dictated by the Torah itself, and they could not have been expected to

have fathomed that their own Rabbis had made a mistake! So the reader

will wonder: Why is this described as “a sin-offering for the congregation”

(v. 21) when it was the Rabbis, and not the people, who were at fault?

Rashi answers: “r�J	t is etymologically related to the word h�r�J�t, [Thus,

the verse is intimating:] Fortunate is the generation whose leader takes it

to heart to bring atonement for his unintentional sins.”

In other words, when the people will see that even a leader of the

Jewish people takes his unintentional sin so seriously, they will realize that

their unintentional sin (which occurred through the Sanhedrin’s mistake)

was also a very serious matter, even if it was not really their fault. Thus

the Torah connected verses 21 and 22 together (with the conjunctive

r�J	t) to teach us that our inevitable difficulty with verse 21 is answered

when reading verse 22.

RASHI CITES THE TALMUD SELECTIVELY

Rashi’s source was from the Talmud. However, when we compare

Rashi’s precise wording with that of the Talmud, two significant differences

emerge:

a.) The Talmud states, “Fortunate is the generation whose leader brings

a sacrifice for his unintentional sin!” Rashi, however, does not stress the

actual deed of bringing the sacrifice, but rather, the leader’s good

intentions: “Fortunate is the generation whose leader takes it to heart to

bring atonement for his unintentional sin.”

b.) The Talmud continues, “For if its leader brings a sacrifice, is there

any need to say what one of the common people would do?” but Rashi

totally omits this point.

We can explain these two changes based on the above explanation:

We argued that the Torah’s intention here in juxtaposing the leader’s

sin-offering to the communal sin-offering was because the leader will

make the Jewish people aware of the gravity of unintentional sin. Now,

the mere fact that the leader brings a sin-offering would not be especially

inspiring for the Jewish people, since he was obligated to do so in Jewish

Law. What would inspire the people is seeing how seriously the leader

reacts to having sinned inadvertently. For when they see that such a great

person as their leader is visibly moved (“takes it to heart”) by his

inadvertent mistake, they will realize how grave any transgression of

Jewish law is, even if it is accidental.

Thus, in order to emphasize that the main source of inspiration here is

from the leader’s reaction and feelings towards the sacrifice (more so than

the actual fact that he brought it) Rashi stressed, “Fortunate is the

generation whose leader takes it to heart to bring atonement for his

unintentional sin.”  

Similarly, Rashi omitted the practical lesson from the leader’s sin-

offering (“if its leader brings a sacrifice, is there any need to say what one

of the common people would do?”), since the Torah’s stress here is not

that the leader inspires the Jewish people to observe the requirement to

bring a sin-offering, but rather, that he brings them to a heightened

awareness of the seriousness of unintentional transgression.

And through this heightened awareness and inspiration, the Jewish

leader will bring his people to cherish the Torah to a greater degree, to the

extent that, in the future they will be careful to circumvent even an

unintentional sin, and become a truly “fortunate” generation.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 34ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

When is a generation fortunate? Rashi writes: When the

leader—the head of the Jewish people—“takes it to heart to

bring atonement.” 

This alludes to the fact that the head should always be trained

to rule over the heart. For the source of all sin, both intentional

and unintentional, is from acting upon the desires of one’s heart,

for, “every person can rule over his heart’s desires with the will-

power in his brain, so that he should not succumb to his heart’s

desires in action, speech or thought” (Tanya ch. 12).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 40)
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[ A T O N E M E N T  V I A  T H E  B U R N T - O F F E R I N G  &  S I N - O F F E R I N G [

B U R N T - O F F E R I N G

ATONES FOR THE FAILURE TO OBSERVE

POSITIVE COMMANDS1

ONE BURNT-OFFERING ATONES FOR THE FAILED

OBSERVANCE OF MANY POSITIVE COMMANDS3

BROUGHT LAST, AFTER ALL THE SIN-OFFERINGS

HAVE BEEN BROUGHT5

COMPARABLE TO A “GIFT” TO PLEASE THE KING, AFTER HE

HAS BEEN APPEASED BY THE SIN-OFFERING(S)6

S I N - O F F E R I N G

ATONES FOR THE TRANSGRESSION OF PROHIBITIONS2

SEPARATE SIN-OFFERING REQUIRED FOR EACH

TRANSGRESSION4

BROUGHT BEFORE THE BURNT-OFFERING5

COMPARABLE TO AN “ADVOCATE” WHO APPEASES THE

KING, BEFORE THE “GIFT” IS GIVEN7

1( ,uWf )uraWh( pra,bu t' s/     2(  pra,bu s' c/ uraWh ao/     3( zcjho v:' u/ uthkl/ z:     4( ao u/     5( ao z:     6( raWh ao sWv vgukv/     7( ao/

*fWv vdhrxt vbpumv/ ukfturv mWk: thnurhu ctkhv/
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�
27 If an individual among the citizens of the land sins unintentionally, by violating any of God’s

commandments which are prohibited, (thereby) incurring guilt—28 (then) when his sin that he has

committed becomes known to him, he should bring an unblemished female goat as his offering,

for his sin that he has committed:

�
29 He should lean his hands on the head of the sin-offering, and he should slaughter the

sin-offering in the (same) place as the burnt-offering (is slaughtered). 

�
30 The priest should take some of its blood with his finger, and place it on the horns of the

Altar (used) for burnt-offerings. Then he should pour all of its (remaining) blood on the

base of the Altar. 

�
31 He should remove all of its (sacrificial) fats, in the same way that the fats were removed

from the peace-offering. The priest should then cause them to go up in smoke on the

Altar, a pleasant aroma for God. The priest will make an atonement for him, and he will

be forgiven. 

�
32 If he brings a sheep for his sin-offering, he should bring a perfect (unblemished) female:

�
33 He should lean his hands on the head of the sin-offering and slaughter it in the place

where the burnt-offering is slaughtered, (with the specific intent that it) is a sin-offering, 

�
34 The priest should take some of the blood of the sin-offering with his finger and place it

on the horns of the Altar (used) for burnt-offerings. Then he should pour all its

(remaining) blood onto the base of the Altar. 

�
35 He should remove all its (sacrificial) fat, in the same way that the sheep’s fat is removed

from the peace-offering. The priest should then cause the(se parts) to go up in smoke on

the Altar, upon the (piles of wood that are made as) fires for God. 

Thus the priest will make an atonement for him, for his sin which he committed, and he will

be forgiven.  

ATONEMENT VIA THE BURNT-OFFERING & SIN-OFFERING

A sin possesses two elements:

a.) It is a violation of God’s specific instruction that a certain thing

should or should not occur.

b.) It is an act of rebellion against God in general, regardless of the

details of the specific sin.

Thus in order to atone for a sin, a person must mend both of these

two breaches:

a.) First we must repair the “insult” to God which was caused by each

specific sin, for each detail that is offensive to the Almighty requires

atonement in itself. This is achieved by the sin-offering, which explains

why a separate sin-offering must be brought for each individual sin

(see Table).

b.) Even after the negative effects of each individual sin have been

repaired, there still remains the effect of sin in general, that it is a rebellion

against God’s authority, an aspect that is common to all sinful behavior.

Thus, after all the sin-offerings have been brought, a further “gift” is

required, signifying the total acceptance of God’s unequivocal authority—

but this need only be done once, due to its general nature. And this is the

purpose of the burnt-offering which follows after the sin-offering(s).

THE MECHANISM OF THE SIN-OFFERING

Let us now examine further the process of atonement for the specific

transgression of a prohibition. Basically, there are two elements here:

a.) Resolve for the future. When the person resolves never to do the sin

again, God forgives him and he is absolved from any punishment.

b.) Remorse over the past (confession). This is necessary to “cleanse”

the person from the spiritual “contamination” that a sin brings. Without

this, atonement cannot be complete.

We can now pose the following question: Which one of the above two

elements of atonement does the sin-offering assist? Perhaps the sin-

offering completes the cleansing of the soul after the person has worked

on himself as much as possible and confessed? Or, is it the case that the

sin-offering is brought after the personal efforts of atonement are

complete, as a sign of “resolve for the future”? 

This question appears to be addressed by the following ruling of

Rambam:

“If a person set aside an [animal for a] sin-offering for the forbidden fat

that he ate, he may not use the same offering to atone for his desecration

of Shabbos, or for blood that he ate, as the verse states, “He should bring

an unblemished female goat as his offering, for his sin that he has

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

SIXTH

READING



1 ,uWf     2 ao     3 ao     4 fWv vdhrxt vbpumv/ ukfturv MWk Wukt hsgW ctu,hu, raWh' ckh beusv tjrhvo/     5 ao     6 acugu, fz/     7 ao fu/     8 zcjho z:     9 jukhi ft/     01 ,uWf

11zcjhoxs:

vta vgauhu, kao/puthhk"a ckg"z: )t( uangv euk tkv/ cscr avut

gs cu'avachguvu acugv ato husg ku gsu,' ahghsku: )c( tu bpa
tar ,dg uduw/ uktjr vyuntvvzu htfk esaho' tu hfbx knesa' avut

scrazsubu fr,/ cnxf, acugu, bsra fi: ubgko nnbu/ vyuntv: utao/
ctfhk, esa tu ccht, nesa: )d( cynt, tso/ zu yunt, n,

1
: kfk

ynt,u/ krcu, yunt, ndg zchi uzcu,: tar hynt/ krcu, vbudg ccugk

bsv
2

: cv/ krcu, cukg bck, gu; yvur
3

: ubgko/ uvut hsg/4aafj vyuntv:

utao/ ctfhk, esa tu ccht, nesa: )s( cap,ho/ ukt ckc
5

: kvrg/
kgmnu: tu kvhyhc/ kgmnu' fdui tufk ukt tufk thaiukt thai

6
: kfk tar

hcyt/ krcu, kagcr
7

: ubgko nnbu/ ugcr gk acug,u' fk tkv cercigukv

uhurs' fnpura fti' tck acugv aha cvfphr, nnui thbv cerci zu tkt

ctao: )j( uverhc t, tar kjyt, rtaubv/jyt, eusn, kgukv/

knv vscr sunv kprekhyabfbx krmu,' rhmv prekhy bfbx surui tjrhu
8

:

ukt hcshk/ thbu nuke tkt xhni tjs
9

: gur;/ vut ducv vrta vnaupg

kms vmutr/nuk gur;/ nuk vrutv t, vgur;' uvut turl fktjurh vmutr
01

:

)y(uvzv nso vjyt,/ cgukv kt vyghitkt nmuh' ucjyt, vztv

unmuh/ tujz cgur;un,hz' uvso bh,z uvukl knzcj
11

: jyt, vut/ kanv

farv' akt kanv pxukv: )h( fnapy/ fs, vtnur cguk, vgu; akbscv
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committed” (4:28), i.e. his offering should be for the sake of that particular

sin, and not for another. If he did offer [one sacrifice to atone for two

different sins] the offering is invalid. Furthermore, even if a person

designated a sin-offering for the forbidden fat that he ate yesterday, he

should not use the same offering for the forbidden fat that he ate today.

However, if he did do so, the offering is valid.” (Laws of Unintentional

Transgressions 3:3).

Now the fact that Rambam concludes, “If he did do so, the offering is

valid,” indicates that, ultimately, a sin-offering could atone for two

different instances of the same type of sin (and it is only that, for whatever
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i i�x�` F` b :a�g�e a�`�q	n
DiP�n �̀Q©k	n i�di
e D̈A a�̀ �Y	q
i i�C Di�Y§aF 	̀q l̈k§l
`�W�x¨t§l m�I�w�i i�x�` W�p�` F` c :a�g�e r�c�i `Ed�e
W�x¨t�i i�C l¨k§l `¨a�hF`§l F` `�W�`§a�`§l o�e§t�q§a
a�g�e r�c�i `Ed�e DiP�n `�Q©k	n i�di
e mEI�w§A `�W�p�`
`�c�g©l aFgi i�x�` i�di
e d :oi¥N�`�n `�c�g©l
Di�z§aFg z�i i�z�i�i�e e :D¨l£r a�g i�C i�C�ei
e oi¥N�`�n
o�n `¨a	wEp a¨g i�C Di�z§aFg l©r �i�i m�c�w (D�n�W�`)
x©R©ki
e `�z`�H�g§l oi�G¦r z�xi¦t§v F` `�Y	x�O�` `�p¨r
i�h	n�z `¨l m�`�e f :Di�z§aFg�n `�p�d©M i�dFl£r
äg i�C Di�z§aFg z�i i�z�i�i�e �̀ziŸ�y z�Q�n§M Di�c�i
c�g �i�i m�c�w d�pFi ip§A oi�x	z F` oi
pi
p§t�W oi�Y	x�Y
z�e§l oFd	z�i i�z�i�i�e g :`�z¨l£r©l c�g�e `�z`�H�g§l
`�zi�n§c�w§A `�z`�H�g§l i�C z�i ai�x�wi
e `�p�d©M
:Wi�x§t�i `̈l�e Di¥l�c	w l¥a�w�N�n Di�Wi�x z�i wFl	n
i�e
`�g§A	c�n l�zFM l©r `�z`�H�g	c `�n	C�n i�C�i�e h

�̀g§A	c�n	c �̀cFqi¦l i¥v	n	z
i �̀n	c¦A x�̀ �Y	W
̀ 	cE
`�z¨l£r ci¥a£r�i `�p�i�p�Y z�i�e i :`Ed `�z`�H�g
a�g i�C Di�z§aFg�n �̀p�d©k i�dFl£r x©R©ki
e i�f�g	c¦M

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ TT HHEE VV AA RR II AA BB LL EE SS IINN --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
1 If a person sins, by accepting an oath (denying that he was witness to a certain matter) and he

does not testify, (when in reality) he was a witness because he saw or knew (about it)—he will

bear (the consequences of) his sin. 

�
2 Or if a person touches anything that is (ritually) impure—whether it is the carcass of an impure

wild animal, or the carcass of an impure domestic animal, or the carcass of an impure creeping

creature—and he was unaware of the fact (and he subsequently entered the Holy Temple, or ate

from a sacrifice), he is guilty. 

�
3 Or if he touches a human (corpse which is) impure, or any (source of) impurity through which

one can become impure, and he was unaware of the fact (and he subsequently entered the Holy

Temple, or ate from a sacrifice), and then (later) he remembers—he is guilty. 

�
4 Or if a person swears, expressing verbally to do harm (to himself) or to do good (to himself in

the future, or) whatever a person may express in an oath (about the past), and he forgot about

(his oath and violated) one of these (oaths), and then (later) he remembered—he is guilty. 

�
5 What should happen is, when someone incurs guilt in any one of these cases, he should confess

the sin which he had committed. 

�
6 He should bring his guilt-offering to God for his sin which he had committed: a female (animal)

from the flock, either a sheep or a goat, for a sin-offering, and the priest will make an atonement

(for him) from his sin.

�
7 If he cannot afford a sheep, he should bring as his guilt-offering before God, for that sin that

he had committed: two turtledoves or two young doves, one for a sin-offering, and one for a

burnt-offering:– 

�
8 He should bring them to the priest, who should first offer up that (bird) which is

(designated) for the sin-offering. He should cut its head (by piercing with his nail)

opposite the back of its head, but should not separate (the head from the body by

severing both the esophagus and the trachea). 

�
9 He should sprinkle some of the blood of the sin-offering (directly from the bird) on the

wall of the Altar, and the remainder of the blood should be squeezed out (directly from

the bird) onto the base of the Altar. 

� (If it was offered specifically as a sin-offering then it) is a (valid) sin-offering. 

�
10 He should offer up the second one as a burnt-offering, according to the law (of burnt-

offerings that come from birds*). Thus the priest will make an atonement for him, for his

sin which he had committed, and he will be forgiven. 

reason, this is not the recommended course of action in the first instance).

This indicates that Rambam rules in favor of approach ‘a’ above, that a

sin-offering is an act of resolve for the future, for since the person resolves

never to do this type of sin again, ultimately only one sacrifice is needed

for each type of sin, and not for each individual transgression.

However, there is another textual variant of this ruling of Rambam

which concludes: “However, if he did do so, the offering is not valid” (text

cited by Tosfos Yom Tov, Meiri and Tosfos). I.e. that a separate sin-offering

is required for each occasion that a sin occurred, even if they are

two incidents of the same type of sin. This ruling follows the reasoning

that a sin-offering is brought to cleanse the person of the spiritual

contamination of the sin. For each sin brings with it further contam-

ination (even if it is the same sin) which requires a further sacrifice to be

atoned for.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 7ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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* See 1:14-17 above.
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31 ao hz:    41 ,uWf      51 scrho hz' u     61 ao fs' hy

crta vprav: )ht( fh jyt, vut/ uthi cshi ahvt ercbvnvusr
1

:

)hc(jyt, vut/ benmv ubeyrv kanvfarv' akt kanv pxukv:

)hd(gk jyt,u tar jyt/ fti abv vf,uc'avrh cgahru, ucsku,

btnr njyt,u'ufti cskh sku, btnr gk jyt,u' seseu rcu,hbu nfti
2

'

ato jyt favut gahruvprha ngu, kfacv tu aghrv uvgbh' hcht

nnem,i a,h ,urho/ vprha ngu, ka,h ,urhouvgbh hcht nnem,i

gahrh, vthpv ]kfl btnrnjyt,u[/ vprha ngu, kgahrh, vthpv

uvgahr'huxh; gkhvi uhcht erci gahr' kfl btnr ftigk jyt,u:

ntj, ntkv/ ntj, naka fpru, vtnuru,cgbhi' tu cgahru, tu

csku, tu cskh sku,/ unv,knus kunr' ahfuk vjnurho acvo hvhu

cfacvtu aghrv' uvekhi hvhu cgu;' uvekhi acekhi hvhucgahrh,

vthpv' ,knus kunr ntj, ntkv'kvauu, ekhi kjnurhi kfacv uaghrv

to vahdvhsu' ut, vjnurho kekhi kgahrh, vthpv cskhsku,
3

: uvh,v
kfvi fnbjv/ kkns gk nbj, juytahvhu ahrhv btfkhi' zvu kph

pauyu/ urcu,hbusrau
4

uvh,v kfvi' uto juyt zv fvivut' ,vt fatr

nbj, bsc, fvi' avutcfkhk ,vhv kt ,tfk: )yu( fh ,ngk ngk/ thi

nghkv cfk neuotkt ahbuh' ufi vut tunr uhngkuctkvh tcu,hvo uhzbu

tjrh tkvh gnh vtr.
5

' ufivut tunr cxuyv
6

ungkv cu ngk
7

: ujytv
caddv nesah vw/ abvbv nivvesa/ uvhfi vuzvr' btnr fti jyt

ubtnrkvki jyt c,runv ukt hatu gkhujyt' nv kvki vzvhr' t; fti

vzvhr/ th nvkvki kt vzvhr tkt gk vtufk' t; fti ktvzvhr tkt gk

vtufk' ,knus kunr ,nguk ngk'rhcv
8

: nesah vw/ vnhujsho kao'

hmtu esahoekho
9

: thk/ kaui eav' fnu ut, thkhvtr. kej
01

' t; fti

eav' ci a,h abho
11

: cgrfl fx; aekho/ ahvt auv a,h xkgho
21

:

)yz( ut, tar jyt ni vesa hako/ eriujuna kvesa: )hz( ukt
hsg utao uvcht/ vgbhi vzv nscrcnh act xpe fr, khsu ukt hsg

to gcr gkhuto ktu' fdui jkc uauni kpbhu' ufxcur aa,hvivh,r'

utfk t, vtj,/ tnru ku tj, ak jkcvh,v' ukt hsg to zu ak jkc tfk'

vrh zvncht tao ,kuh
31

undhi gkhu fk zni akt busg kuausth jyt'

uto husg ku ktjr zni hcht jyt,
41

: ukt hsg utao ubat gubu/ rw

huxh vdkhkhtunr vrh vf,uc gba t, nh akt hsg' gk tj,fnv ufnv

ahgbha t, ahsg/ rch huxh tunr tobpal khsg n,i afri ak msheho'

mt uknsntso vrtaui' akt bmyuv tkt gk nmu, kt,gav ugcr gkhv'

rtv fnv nh,u, bebxu gkhuuksuru,hu/ ufh thzu nsv nrucv' ak yucv

tu akpurgbu,' vuh tunr nsv yucv/ to ns, purgbu,vnguyv rtv

fnv nh,u, bebxu ku uksuru,hu'nsv yucv vnrucv' vhuac ku ni

vphdukhiuvbu,ru, uvn,gbv chuo vfhpurho' gk tj, fnvufnv

ahzfv ku uksuru,hu uksuru, suru,hu gsxu; fk vsuru,/ rch gehct

tunr vrh vut tunr gk ph abho gsho tu akav gshouduw
51

' to

n,ehhn, vgsu, cabho' knv pry klvf,uc akav' tkt kvcht akhah

kvjnhr gkhuukgau, shbu fhumt ctku kgbhi guba uvznv/ tofl gba

vf,uc kbypk kgucrh gchrv fgucrhgchrv' gk tj, fnv ufnv ahako

afr yuckbypk kguah nmuv fguah nmuv/ rch tkgzr cigzrhv tunr fh

,emur emhrl casl uafj, gunrcasv' vrh vut tunr kngi hcrfl

uduw
61

' ecg vf,uc crfv knhact, gk hsu nmuv ckt hsg' tnur ng,v

vh,vxkg mrurv cfbphu ubpkv vhnbu unmtv vgbhub,prbx cv' vrh

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 28vv::hhtt--hhzz

`iÆ¦a�d�e ¼d�pFiÎi« p§a i´ p	W¦l » F` miÀ�xŸz í�Y	W¦l F¹c�i biÆ�V�z Á `÷Îm�`�e `i

miÆ�U�iÎ` «÷ z`®�H�g§l z¤lŸ −q d²ẗ�`«�d z¯�xi�U£r `À�h�g x´�W�` F¹p¨A	x�wÎz�`
»D�̀ i¦a�d« �e ai :`e«�d z −̀�H�g i¬¦M d½ �pŸa§l Æ �diÆ¤l¨r o³�Y
iÎ` «÷�e o�nÀ�W �di¹¤l¨r
Æ D�z�x«¨M�f�`Îz�` F¹v	n�w `FÆl	n d�PÂ�O�nÂ | o´�dŸM�d u´�n�w�e ¼ o�dŸM�dÎl�`
eiÆ¨l¨r Á x¤R¦k�e bi :`e«�d z`−�H�g d® �eŸd�i i´�X�` l−©r d�g½¥A�f�O�d xi´�h	w�d�e
d¬�z�i«�d�e F ®l g´ ©l	q
p�e d¤N−�`�n z¬�g�`«�n `² �h�gÎx�W�` Fz̄`�H�gÎl©r o¹�dŸM�d
W¤t�p μ eh :xŸ «n`¥N d¬�WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd�i x¬ ¥A�c�i�e ci q :d«�g�p�O©M o−�dŸM©l

Á `i¦a�d�e d® �e Ÿd�i i−�W	c�T�n d½�b�b	W¦A Æ d�`	h«�g�e l©r½�n lŸŕ	n�zÎi«¦M
mi¬¦l�w	WÎs�q«¤M ²L§M	x¤r§A o Ÿ̀ÀS�dÎo�n mí�n�Y l
i ¯�` d¹ �eŸdi«©l FÆn�W�`Îz�`
mÀ¥N�W�i W�cŸ¹T�dÎo�n `Æ�h�g Á x�W�` z´�`�e fh :m«�W�`§l W�cŸ −T�dÎl�w«�W§A
ei²l̈¨r x¬ ¥R©k�i oÀ�dŸM�d�e o®�dŸM©l F −zŸ` o¬�z�p�e ei½¨l¨r s´�qFi Æ Fz�Wi«�n�gÎz�`�e
d À�z	U«¨r�e `½�h�g«�z í¦M Æ W¤tÆ �pÎm�`�e fi t :F «l g¬ ©l	q
p�e m−�W�`«�d li¬�`§A
m−�W�`�e r¬�c�iÎ` «÷�e d�pi® �U¨r«�z `÷́ x−�W�` d½ �eŸd�i zŸ´e§v�nÎl¨M�n Æ z�g�̀

Di�c�i wi¥A	c�z `¨l m�`�e `i :Di¥l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e
z�i i�z�i�i�e d�pFi ip§A oi�x	z¦l F` oi
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`¨l�e `�g	W�n d¨l£r iE�W�i `¨l `�z`�H�g§l `�Y§lEq
:`i�d `�z`�H�g i�x�` `�Y�pFa§l D¨l£r o�Y
i
d�P�n `�p�d©M uFn	w
i�e `�p�d©M z�e§l D�pi�z�i�i�e ai

l©r �̀g§A	c�n§l wi�Q�i�e D�Y	x©M	c�̀  z�i Di¥v	nEw i¥l	n
i�dFl£r x©R©ki
e bi :`i�d �̀z �̀H�g �ii�c �̀I�p̈A	xEw
oi¥N�`�n `�c�g�n a�g i�C Di�z§aFg l©r `�p�d©k
:`�z�g�p�n§M `�p�d©k§l `�d	zE Di¥l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e
i�x�` W�p�` eh :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i�i li¦N�nE ci

i�z�i�i�e �ii�C �̀I�W	cET�n El�W§A aFgi�e x�w	W x�T�W�i
`�p¨r o�n mi¦l	W x©k	C �i�i m�c�w Di�n�W�` z�i
`�W	cEw i¥r§l�q§A oi¦r§l�q s�q§M Dip�q	xEt§A
z�i�e m¥N�W�i �̀W	cEw o�n a�g i�C z�i�e fh :`�n�W�`�l
`�p�d©k§l Di�z�i o�Y
i�e i�dFl£r s�qFi Di�W	nEg
`�n�W�`�c `�x§k�c§A i�dFl£r x©R©k�i `�p�d©k�e
ci¥a£r�i�e aFgi i�x�` W�p�` m�`�e fi :Di¥l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e

�̀c̈a£r	z� §̀l oi�x	Ẅk `¨l i�C �ii�c `�I�cFT¦R l¨M�n c�g
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�
11 But if he cannot afford two turtledoves or two young doves, then he should bring as his offering

for his sin one tenth of an eifah* of fine flour for a sin-offering:

� He should not put oil over it, nor should he place frankincense upon it, for it is a sin-

offering. 

�
12 He should bring it to the priest, and the priest should scoop out a three-finger fistful (so

that its owner will be) remembered (positively before God), and make it go up in smoke

on the Altar, upon the (piles of wood that are made as) fires for God. 

� (If it was scooped and burned with the specific intention that it is a sin-offering, then it) is

a (valid) sin-offering. 

�
13 Thus the priest will make an atonement for his sin that he committed in any one of these (three

above-mentioned cases), and he will be forgiven. 

� (If it was a meal-offering, then the leftovers) belong to the priest, as (with an ordinary)

meal-offering. 

[ TT HHEE GG UU II LL TT --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG FF OO RR MM II SS AA PP PP RR OO PP RR II AA TT II OO NN [

14 God spoke to Moshe, saying:

�
15 If a person sins unintentionally by wrongfully using something that is sacred to God (i.e. Temple

property), he should bring as his guilt-offering to God a perfect (unblemished, two-year-old) ram

from the flock, that is worth (at least) two silver shekels, according to the shekel (measurement

system which is used for) sanctified (items), for a guilt-offering. 

�
16 He must repay whatever he has deprived the Sanctuary. He should add to it one fifth of its

value, and give it to the priest. The priest will then make an atonement for him through the ram

of the guilt-offering, and he will be forgiven. 

[ TT HHEE GG UU II LL TT --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG IINN AA CC AA SS EE OOFF DD OO UU BB TT [

�
17 If a person is uncertain if he sinned (by transgressing) any of God’s commandments which are

prohibited (with the punishment of soul-excision for an intentional transgression), he is guilty and

he will bear (the consequences of) his sin. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.

[ The Last Word [

THE GUILT-OFFERING IN A CASE OF DOUBT

The guilt-offering, brought in a case of doubt where a person is

uncertain if he transgressed a commandment unintentionally, is

actually more expensive than a sin-offering, which is brought when a

person is sure that he transgressed (Zevachim 48a according to Tosfos in

Krisos 10b). This is an indication that, in certain respects, the person

who is uncertain if he sins is actually in need of more atonement.

When a person knows that he has sinned, he is aware that

something needs correcting, which leads him to act upon his feelings.

If he is uncertain that he sinned, he is likely to take the matter less

seriously, and this represents a more serious spiritual blemish, for the

person becomes indifferent to his own spiritual shortcomings. Thus a

more powerful—and more expensive—atonement is needed.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3 pp. 946-7)

SEVENTH

READING



1 ,uWf     

vec"v eucg ku crfv
1

: )hj( cgrfl ktao/ cgrl vtnur kngkv
1

:

tar add uvut kt hsg/ vt to hsg ktjrzni' kt b,fpr ku ctao zv

gs ahcht jyt,/vt knv zv sunv kgdkv grupv ab,grpv utjrfl bnmt

vvurd' vrh zv hvrd
1

: )hy( tao vut tao tao/ vrtaui fukuen.

avut ao scr' uvtjrui jmhu en. ujmhup,j avut kaui pgk/ uto ,tnr

nert aktkmurl vut' fcr bsra vut c,ur, fvbho: tao tao/kvcht

tao apjv jrupv ahvt thk )cia,h abho(/ hfuk atbh nrcvtao bzhr

utao nmurg' ,knus kunr vut
1

: )ft( bpa fh ,jyt/ tnr rw gehct nv

,knus kunr ungkv ngk cvw' kph afk vnkuvuvkuv uvbuat uvbu,i thbu

guav tkt cgshoucayr' kphfl czni avut nfja nfja cgshoucayr'

tck vnpehs tmk jchru uthbu rumva,sg cu banv tkt akhah achbhvo'

kphflfavut nfja' nfja cakhah achbhvo
1

: c,aun, hs/ aao chsu

nnui kv,gxe tucnkuv
1

: tu cdzk/ adzk nhsu fkuo: tu gae/ vut afr

afhr
1

: )fc( ufja cv/ afpr gk tj, nfk tkv tarhgav vtso kjyut

ukvacg gk aer kfphr,nnui: )fd( fh hjyt utao/ fahfhr cgmnu kauc

c,aucv' uksg, ukv,usu, fh hjyt )dhw xwwt ucsg,u kv,usu, fh jyt(

utao: )fs( crtau/ vut veri rta vnnui: ujna,hu/ rc,v ,urv

jnahu, vrcv keritj,' ato fpr cjuna ubacg uvusv' juzruncht

juna gk tu,u juna/ ufi nuxh; uvukl gsah,ngy veri abacg gkhu pju,

nauv pruyv
1

: ktar vut ku/]ktpueh cbu uakuju ,wwf[ knh avnnui 

aku
1

: jxk, pra, uhert

trehu  ,arp - trehu  rpx // 30vv::hhzz--ffuu

m−�W�`§l ¬L§M	x¤r§A o`Ÿ²S�dÎo�n mi¯�n�Y l
i´�` `iÂ¦a�dÂ�e gi :F«pŸe£r `¬�U�p�e
`E ¬d�e b² �b�WÎx�W�` Fz̄�b�b�W l´ ©r o¹�dŸM�d eiÆ¨l¨r Á x¤R¦k�e o®�dŸM�dÎl�`
t :d«�eŸdi«©l m−�W�` mŸ ¬W�` `E®d m−�W�` hi :F «l g¬ ©l	q
p�e r−�c�iÎ`«÷
d¬l̈£r«�nE `½�h�g«�z i´¦M W¤t�pμ `k :xŸ «n`¥N d¬�WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd�i x¬ ¥A�c�i�e k

l½ f�b§a F ´̀ Æ c�i z�nE ³U	z¦aÎF «̀  oFÀc�T¦t§A F¹zi�n£r«©A WÆ�g¦k�e d® �e Ÿdi«©A l©r−�n
r´ ©A	W
p�e D−¨A W�g¬¦k�e d² �c¥a�` `¯¨v�nÎF «̀  ak :F «zi�n£rÎz�` w¬�W¨r F −̀
:d�P«�d¨a Ÿ̀ ¬h�g«©l m−�c�`«�d d¬�U£r«�iÎx�W�` lŸ ²M�n zÀ�g�`Îl©r x�w®�WÎl©r
F ³̀  lÀ�f�B x´�W�` d¹¨lf�B�dÎz�` aiÆ�W�d�e ¼m�W�`�e `´�h�g« �iÎi¦M » d�i�d�e bk

F ¬̀  F ®Y�̀  c −�w§t�d x¬�W�` oF½c�T¦R�dÎz�` F`μ w½�W¨r x´�W�` Æ w�WÆŸr�dÎz�`
» ei¨l¨r r´ ©a�X
iÎx�W�` lŸºM�n F Ầ ck [xihtn] :`«¨v�n x¬�W�` d−�c¥a�`«�dÎz�`
F²l `E ¬d xÆ �W�`«©l ei®l̈¨r s´�qŸi ei−�z�W«�n�g«�e F½W`Ÿx§AÆ FzŸ` m³©N�W�e ¼ x�w¼�X©l
mī�n�Y l
í�̀  d® �eŸdi«©l `i−¦a�i F ¬n�W�`Îz�`�e dk :F «z�n	W�` mF¬i§A EP− �p	Y
i
i¬ p§t¦l o² �dŸM�d ei¯¨l¨r xÆ¤R¦k�e ek :o«�dŸM�dÎl�` m−�W�`§l ¬L§M	x¤r§A o`Ÿ ²S�dÎo�n
t t t :D«¨a d¬�n	W�`§l d−�U£r«�iÎx«�W�` lŸ ¬M�n z² �g�`Îl©r F ®l g´ ©l	q
p�e d− �eŸd�i

x©k	C i�z�i�i�e gi :Di¥aFg l¥A�wi
e a�g�e r�c�i `¨l�e
`�p�d©M z�e§l `�n�W�`�l Dip�q	xEt§A `�p¨r o�n mi¦l	W
i�l	Y	W�`	C Di�zEl�W l©r `�p�d©k i�dFl£r x©R©ki
e
`Ed `�n�W�` hi :Di¥l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e r�c�i `̈l `Ed�e
:�i�i m�c�w ai�x�w�i �̀n�W�̀  a�g `Ed	C Di�z§aFg l©r
i�x�` W�p�` `k :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i�i li¦N�nE k

Di�x§a�g§A ai�C©ki
e �i�i m�c�w x�w	W x�T�Wi
e aFg�i
q�P�` F` `¨l�f¨b§a F` `�c�i zEt�YEW§a F` `�pFC	w
t§A
ai�C©k�e `�Y	c�a�` g©M	W�` F` ak :Di�x§a�g z�i (w�W£r)
c¥a£r�i i�C lŸM�n `�c�g l©r `�x	wi�W l©r r©a	Y	W�`�e D¨A
aFgi�e i�h	g�i i�x�̀  i�di
e bk :o�d§A a�gi�n§l `�W�p�`
F` w�W£r i�C `�w	WEr z�i F` l�f�b i�C `¨lf¨B z�i ai�z�i�e

�̀Y	c�a�̀  z�i F` Di�z�e§l c�T�R	z�̀  i�C �̀pFC	w
R z�i
i�dFl£r r©a	Y	W�i i�C `¨lFM�n F` ck :g©M	W�̀  i�C
s�qFi Di�W	nEg�e Di�Wi�x§A Di�z�i m¥N�Wi
e �̀x	wi�W§l
`�nFi§A Dipi
p	Y�i Di¥li�c `Ed i�c	l i�dFl£r
x©k	C �i�i m�c�w i�z�i�i Di�n�W�̀  z�i�e dk :Di�z	aFg	c
:`�p�d©M z�e§l `�n�W�`�l Dip�q	xEt§A `�p¨r o�n mi¦l	W
Di¥l wi¥a	Y	W
i�e �i�i m�c�w �̀p�d©k i�dFl£r x©R©ki
e ek

t t t :D¨A a�gi�n§l c¥a£r�i i�C lŸM�n �̀c�g l©r

hWar
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�
18 He should bring to the priest a perfect (unblemished) ram from the flock, which has the same

value as that of a guilt-offering.* The priest will then make an atonement for his unintentional sin

which he may have committed, and he should be forgiven. 19 It is a guilt-offering, for he has

become guilty before God. –

[ TT HHEE GG UU II LL TT --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG FF OO RR DD II SS HH OO NN EE SS TT YY [

20 God spoke to Moshe, saying:

�
21 If a person sins and acts deceitfully against God by making a false denial to his fellow

concerning an item deposited (for safekeeping), cash-in-hand (which was part of a business deal

or loan), or (an object taken) by robbery, or he withheld wages from his fellow, 22 or he found a

lost article—and then he denied (any of the above-mentioned sins) and swore falsely (that he

need not return any funds). In any of these cases where a man might sin, 23 what should happen

is that when he (feels that he) has sinned and is guilty, he should return the article which he had

robbed, or the funds which he had withheld, or the item which had been deposited with him, or

the article which he had found, 24 or anything else about which he had sworn falsely. He should

pay the principal amount and add one fifth to it. He should give it to its rightful owner on the day

(when the sinner repents for) his guilt. 

�
25 He should then bring his guilt-offering to God: a perfect (unblemished) ram from the flock

which has the same value as (that brought) for a guilt-offering, to the priest. 26 The priest will

make an atonement for him before God, and he will be forgiven for any of (the above-mentioned

ways) that one may commit (a sin), incurring guilt through it.

HAFTARAHS: VAYIKRA—P. 252.  ZACHOR—P. 278.  HACHODESH—P. 283.  ROSH CHODESH—P. 275. 

Maftir: Zachor—p. 289.    Hachodesh—p. 290.    Rosh Chodesh—p. 289.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* See verse 15, above.

[ The Last Word [

A t the time of a person's anger, faith in God has left him. For were

he to believe that what happened to him was God's doing, he

would not be angry at all. And while it is true that the person who is

cursing him, or striking him, or causing damage to his property,

possesses free choice, and is therefore guilty...nevertheless, as

regards to the person harmed, this incident was already decreed in

Heaven and God has many agents through whom He can act. 

(Tanya, Igeres Hakodesh ch. 25)

Based on the above logic, one might question why a person who

denies that an object was deposited with him is required to return

it when he finally confesses (v. 23). For the person may argue: “The

fact that I have to return the object is an atonement for my wrong

deed, but why should he get it back? After all, it was clearly decreed

from Heaven that he was to lose it!”

Clearly however, this is false logic. For just as God decreed that

the person should lose the object, so too, God decreed in the Torah

that the object should be returned. In other words, in the very

first instance it was only intended that the person lose the

object temporarily.

The lesson: One should be careful not to be enticed by the evil

inclination by seemingly “religious” arguments not to be sensitive to

the needs and feelings of others.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 13ff.)

MAFTIR



1. The olah sacrifice (burnt-offering) [1:3].

2. The minchah (meal) offering [2:1,5,7].

3. Not to offer yeast or honey on the Altar [2:11].

4. Not to offer up any sacrifice without salt [2:13].

5. The mitzvah of salting an offering [2:13].

6. The offering made by the Sanhedrin if it erred in a ruling [4:14].

7. The chatas (sin-offering): for an individual who unintentionally
violated a prohibition for which (when done intentionally) one
incurs karais (soul excision) [4:27].

8. The mitzvah of giving testimony [5:1].

9. The variable sin-offering [5:1,6].

10.Not to separate the head of a fowl brought as a chatas (sin-
offering) [5:8].

11.Not to put olive oil in the minchah (meal-offering) of an
unintentional sinner [5:11].

12.Not to put frankincense in the minchah (meal-offering) of an
unintentional sinner [5:11].

13. The mitzvah of adding a fifth (of the value in repayment) when
one has eaten of sanctified food or benefited from its use.
[5:15,16].

14. The asham taluy (a guilt-offering in a case of doubt)  [5:17,18].

15. The asham vadai (a guilt-offering in a case of certainty) [5:21].

16. The mitzvah of returning property seized in robbery [5:23].

Parshas Vayikra ccoonnttaaiinnss  1111  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  55  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss
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Do we really have free choice? Most people tend to

view this as a yes-or-no type of question, but the

correct answer is in fact, yes and no:

a.) The inner core of the soul is totally at one with God.

At this subconscious level, the soul of every Jew wishes to

observe all the mitzvos and to avoid transgressing any

prohibitions. There is no desire for evil here; there simply

is no other option than doing good.

b.) At the conscious level, however, where we interact

with the more superficial layers of the soul’s complex

psyche, there is room for both good and evil. Here, the

soul’s inner desire to observe all the mitzvos is felt only

as a weaker “signal,” which is susceptible to

“interference” from the opposing messages of our

animalistic instincts. So at the conscious level, we do

indeed possess free choice.

In general, the Torah speaks to our conscious mind. We

are told to observe the mitzvos with the full awareness

of what we are doing, and we are charged with bringing

an awareness of spirituality into our normal, daily lives.

However, at this conscious level we are susceptible to

being drawn away from a life of holiness, or stifled by the

limitations that the world appears to present. So while

most of the mitzvos were given to the conscious part of

the soul, God saw it necessary to give us some mitvzos

which speak directly to the inner core of the soul, helping

the soul’s unlimited energy and total commitment to good

to flow outwards to the conscious mind. These special

mitzvos help us stay in tune with our subconscious

commitment to Judaism, when our conscious observance

becomes strained or limited.

With most mitzvos, God told Moshe to address the

Jewish people with the term r�C©S (speak) or rIn¤t
(say). While the mitzvos conveyed with these terms are of

course obligatory, the more passive, indirect mood of the

words “speak” and “say” indicate that these mitzvos are

directed at the superficial layers of the soul which possess

free choice. 

Our Parsha, in contrast, uses the more direct,

imperative term u©m (“command”), alluding to a type of

mitzvah which speaks to the soul’s inner core that does

not possess true free choice, and is simply “commanded”

to obey God’s will. These special mitzvos which are

included in our Parsha are aimed at helping our inner

identity of unquestioning and uninhibited commitment to

the Jewish faith surface in everyday life.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 30ff.)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 ,uWf    2 ndhkv ft/     3 ,uWf     4 ao     5 ,nhs fj:     6 hunt nv/     7 ao fd:     8 ao f/

)c( mu t, tvri/ thi mu tkt kaui zruz nhsuksuru,/ tnr rw angui chu,r

mrhl vf,uc kzrzcneuo aha cu jxrui fhx
1

: zt, ,ur, vgukv uduw/ vrh

vgbhi vzv ctkkns gk veyr jkcho uthcrho ahvt far fkvkhkv
2

' ukkns

gk vpxukhi thzv to gkv hrs'uthzv to gkv kt hrs' afk ,urv krcu,

vutct' kunr ,urv tj, kfk vgukho' utphku pxukhi'ato gku kt hrsu:

vut vgukv/ kngy t, vrucg ut, vbrcgufhumt cvi' akt vhv pxuki

cesa' abpxkueuso actu kgzrv
3

: )d( nsu cs/ vht vf,ub,/ unv ,knus

kunrnsu' a,vt fns,u
4

: gk caru/ akt hvt scr jum. chb,ho: uvrho
t, vsai/ vhv ju,v nkt vnj,v nivntufku, vpbhnhu, ubu,bi

cnzrju ak fca
5

: vsai tar ,tfk vta t, vgukv/ugat,v sai'

ntu,u sai hrho ,runv uanu tmkvnzcj: )gk vnzcj/ nmt tcrho

agshhi kt b,gfku'njzhri gk vnzcj' ktjr aj,v djkho thkluthkl ubyk

ni vpbhnhu,' abtnr t, vgukv gkvnzcj/ cra�h hai(
6

: )s( upay t,
cdshu/ thi zu jucv tkt srltr.' akt hkfkl cvumt, vsai cdsho avut

nana cvi ,nhs/ cdsho acak cvi esrv krcutk hnzud cvi fux krcu'

kfl ukca cdsho tjrhopju,hi nvi
7

:uvumht t, vsai/vmcur c,puj'

favut rcvuthi neuo kngrfv' numhtu nao/ uthi zv jucvcfk huo' tck

v,runv jucv cfk huo
8

: )v( uvta gk vnzcj ,ues cu/ rhcv fti

um ,arp - trehu  rpx // 34uu::tt--vv

�� Why does the Torah use the unusual Hebrew expression

u©m (command) rather than r�C©S (speak) or rIn¤t (say)? (v. 2)

RASHI: The expression u©m always denotes urging on* (to observe a

mitzvah) for the present and also for future generations. 

Rabbi Shimon taught: Scripture needs especially to urge (a person

to observe mitzvos) that cause him a severe financial loss.** 

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: What is the “severe financial loss” to which

Rabbi Shimon is referring?

The Torah is speaking here (v. 1-4) about the burnt-offering. Unlike

other offerings, from which the priests are given a significant portion,

in the case of the burnt-offering the priest only receives the animal’s

hide, and the remainder is burned on the Altar. Thus, this represents

a severe financial loss for the priest.

WHAT IS THE SEVERE FINANCIAL LOSS HERE? (V. 2)

Sifsei Chachamim writes that Rabbi Shimon’s statement, “Scripture

needs especially to urge (a person to observe mitzvos) that cause him a

severe financial loss,” refers specifically to the case of the burnt-offering,

where the priests have very little benefit from the animal. 

However, this explanation is difficult to accept because: a.) It only

answers why the priests suffer financial loss, but for the person who offers

the animal, there is financial loss with all sacrifices. So why is

encouragement needed specifically here in the case of the burnt-offering?

b.) This is not the first time we have read in the Torah about the burnt-

offering. If Rashi were referring specifically to this particular sacrifice he

would have done so in Parshas Vayikra, where the laws of the burnt-

offering are mentioned for the first time.

c.) In Parshas Vayakhel, we learned how the Jewish people brought

large sums of gold and silver etc., from their personal property, for the

building of the Tabernacle (35:21-29). Why then should Rabbi Shimon be

concerned that the Jewish people needed special encouragement in order

to bring a mere animal sacrifice, which would clearly be far less expensive

than the gold and silver they had offered willingly in the past?

THE EXPLANATION

Rabbi Shimon’s statement here refers, not only to the burnt-offering

mentioned in verses 1-2, but to the entire paragraph*** of verses 1–6.

This includes the laws of placing fire on the Altar (v. 5-6), and the laws of

removing ashes from the Altar (v. 3-4).

Clearly, the maintenance of the Altar would have incurred a

considerable expense, when we consider that:

�

eí �p¨AÎz�`�e Æ oŸx�d«�`Îz«�` e³ ©v a :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd�i x¬ ¥A�c�i�e ` e
�g³¥A�f�O�dÎl©r dÆ	c
wF «n*Á l©r d¿¨lŸr«	d `e´�d d®l̈Ÿr«	d z−�xFY z`Ÿ¬f xŸ½n`¥l
o¹�dŸM�d WÆ©a¨l�e b :F «A c�wE ¬Y �g−¥A�f�O�d W¬�`�e x�wŸ½A�dÎc©r Æ d¨l�iÆ©N�dÎl¨M
xÆ�W�` o�WÀ�C�dÎz�` mi´�x�d�e ¼ Fx	U§AÎl©r W´ ©A§l�i » c©aÎi�q�p§k«�nE cÀ©a FĆ�n
:�g«¥A�f�O�d l¤v−�` F¾n	U�e �g® ¥A�f�O�dÎl©r d− ¨lŸr«	dÎz�` W² �̀ 	d l¬ ©k`ŸY
Æ o�WÆ�C�dÎz�` `i³¦vFd�e mi®�x�g�` mi´�c�b§A W−©a¨l�e ei½	c�b§AÎz�` Æ h�W¨tE c

�g³¥A�f�O�dÎl©r WÆ�`	d�e d :xF «d	h mF −w	nÎl�` d½p�g«�O«©l uEǵ�nÎl�`

z�i ci�T©R a :x	ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i�i li�N�nE `

`	z¨l£r�C `	z�i�xF` `	C x�ni�n§l i�dFp§A z�i�e oŸx�d�`
`�i§li¥l l¨M `	g§A
c�n l©r `	c
wFY�n
C `	z¨l£r `i�d
:Di¥a 	̀c
w�i i�d
Y 	̀g§A
c�n
c 	̀z	Wi�̀ �e 	̀x§t©v c©r
uEa
C oi�q�p§k�nE uEa
C oi�WEa§l `�p�d©M W©A§l�i�e b

lEki�z i�C 	̀n
hi�w z�i Wi�x§t�i�e Di�x
q¦A l©r W©A§l�i
Di�pi�E�Wi�e `	g§A
c�n l©r `	z¨l£r z�i `	z	Wi�`
W©A§l�i�e i�dFWEa§l z�i g©l
W�i�e c : 	̀g§A
c�n x�h
q¦A
`	x¨A�n§l `	n
hi�w z�i w¥R�i�e oi�p	x�g	` oi�WEa§l
l©r `	z	Wi�`�e d :i¥k
C x�z�`©l `	zi�x
W�n§l

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

* The use of the more direct, imperative term “command” (in contrast to the more passive “speak” or “say”) is suggestive of a greater immediacy—Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 30.

** Rashi does not use the term iIn¨n iIr§x¤j (“lacking money”), but rather xh�F iIr§x¤j, (literally, “lacking a wallet”) indicating a more severe financial loss, such that one is not merely

lacking funds, but one’s funds are totally depleted to the extent that one’s wallet is totally exhausted—Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5744, ch. 34.

*** In the Hebrew text, verses 1-6 constitute an entire paragraph.

*nw zghrt
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1 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Command Aharon and his sons, saying: 

� This is the law of the burnt-offering: It is the burnt-offering which (may) burn on the Altar all night

until morning. The Altar’s fire should burn with it. 

�
3 The priest should put on his fitted Tunic, and he should put his linen Pants (directly) on his skin.

He should shovel out (a shovelful of) the (innermost) ashes that remain from the burnt-

offering, which the fire consumed on the Altar, and put them down next to the Altar (on the

east ramp). 

�
4 He should (preferably) then take off his garments and put on other garments, and he should

take out the ashes to a clean place outside the camp. 

�� Why does the priest remove his garments? (v. 4)

RASHI: This is not an obligation, but an appropriate practice, so that

he should not soil the garments in which he constantly officiates,

when taking out the ashes. 

When he pours a glass of wine for his master, a servant should not

wear the clothes that he wears while cooking a pot of food for his

master. Thus, the verse continues: “and put on other garments,”

i.e. inferior ones.

RAMBAN: I cannot understand from where Rashi derived that it is

not an obligation for the priest to change garments. At the literal level

it appears that the Torah demands from the priest that his clothes be

clean when serving in the Temple.

a.) There were several fires kept burning on the Altar each day (Rashi

to v. 5).

b.) Each of these fires was required to be kept burning not only when

sacrifices were being offered, but rather, all day, and throughout the

entire year.

c.) When the Jewish people were given these laws, they were living in

the desert where wood was not easily available and must have been

purchased for a high price.

d.) Wood that was infested could not be used (see end of tractate Ta’anis).

e.) Each priest that performed the removal of the ashes was required to

have two sets of clothes (v. 3).

Thus, while the offering of an individual sacrifice was a one-time

expense, the continual maintenance of the Altar itself would have been

very costly for the Jewish community. Therefore, Rabbi Shimon taught,

“Scripture needs especially to urge (a person to observe mitzvos) that

cause him a severe financial loss.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5744*)

THE PRIEST’S CHANGE OF CLOTHES (V. 4)

Rashi’s comment to verse 4 presents us with the following problems:

a.) What led Rashi to conclude that the Torah did not obligate the priest

to change clothes when taking out the ashes? Where is the proof, at the

literal level that “this is not an obligation, but an appropriate practice”—

as Ramban asks?

b.) Rashi’s commentary was not written to explain the reasons for the

mitzvos, but rather, to solve problems with scripture. Why then did Rashi

deem it necessary to tell us the reason why the priest changes his clothes,

“so that he should not soil the garments in which he constantly officiates

when taking out the ashes”? What scriptural difficulty prompted this

comment from Rashi?

c.) Why did Rashi not suffice with this explanation, and continue with

the analogy of a servant?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled by three problems with our verse: a.) A factual

inconsistency; b.) A scriptural redundancy; and, c.) A contextual

incongruity:

a.) Factual inconsistency. Rashi concluded that the priest’s change of

clothes is optional, because there is no mention in the Torah of any

requirement to make special garments to take out the ashes. In Parshas

Tetzaveh, the Torah details at great length all of the priestly garments, but

this type of garment is not mentioned. Therefore, Rashi concluded it must

be optional and not obligatory.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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* For additional explanations see Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5725 and 5748.

[ The Last Word [

BURNING OF THE FATS (V. 2)

Although partaking of a sacrifice is a mitzvah, a person may

not eat from the sacrifice until its fats have been burned on

the Altar. This teaches us that a person can only be sure that a

mitzvah has been done properly when his “fat”—his pleasure,

including the pleasure derived from the mitzvah—has been given

to God. Only in this way can he be sure that he is performing the

mitzvos, not because of the satisfaction that they bring, but purely

for God’s sake.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3, p. 950)



1 nv/     2 pxjho bj:     3 ao     4 anu, fz' f     5 hunt nv:     6 ,uWf     7 ao     8 ao     9 xuyv hs:    01 ,u"f     11 c' c     21 ,uWf

hehsu, vrcv gk nuesv' uta vnzcj ,ues cu'uvta gk vnzcj ,ues cu'

ta ,nhs ,ues gkvnzcj' fuki bsrau cnxf, hunt
1

abjkeurcu,hbu cnbhi

vngrfu, avhu ao: ugrl gkhv vgukv/ guk, ,nhs vht ,esho
2

)crwwh

nbhi akt hvt scr euso gk vngrfv k,nhs ak ajr ,wwk vgukv gukv

rtaubv(: jkch vaknho/ to hchtu ao aknho/urcu,hbu knsu nfti' gkhv'

gk guk, vcuervako fk vercbu, fuko/ nfti akt hvt scrntujr k,nhs

ak chi vgrcho
3

: )u( ta ,nhs/ ta abtnr cv ,nhs' vhtanskhehi cv

t, vbru,' abtnr cv kvgku, br ,nhs
4

' t; vht ngk vnzcj vjhmui

,ues
5

: kt ,fcv/ vnfcv ta gk vnzcj gucr cabhktuhi: )z(uzt,
,ur, vnbjv/ ,urv tj, kfukikvyghbi ani ukcubv vtnurhi cgbhi/ ahfuk

thikh ygubu, ani ukcubv tkt nbj, hartk avhtbenm,' nbj, fvbho

avht fkhk nbhi' ,knuskunr ,ur,
6

: verc tu,v/ vht vdav ceri srunh,

ngrch,: kpbh vw/ vut ngrc avut kms tvk nugs: tk pbh vnzcj/vut

vsruo' avut pbhu ak nzcj'avfca b,ui ktu,u vruj
7

: )j( )uvrho nnbu/
nvnjucr' ahvt garui akocc, tj, cag, enhmv

8
/ crwwh(: cenmu/ akt

hgav nsv keun.: nxk, vnbjv unanbv/ nfti aeun.nneuo ab,rcv

anbv
9

: vnbjv/ akt ,vt ngurc, ctjr,
01
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b.) Scriptural redundancy. Rashi was troubled by the repetition in our

verse: Why does the Torah state, “He should then take off his garments

and put on other garments,” when it would have been sufficient to write,

“He should then put on other garments,” and we would have understood

that he obviously took the other garments off first?

Rashi concluded that the Torah wishes to stress why he is putting on the

new ones: because it became necessary to take off the old ones, i.e. it is

“so that he should not soil the garments, in which he constantly officiates,

when taking out the ashes.”

c.) Contextual incongruity. Rashi was troubled by a further inconsis-

tency regarding the context of our verse. In the previous verse we read:

“The priest should put on his fitted Tunic, and he should put his linen

Pants on his skin. He should shovel out (a shovelful of) the (innermost)

ashes that remain from the burnt-offering, which the fire consumed on the

Altar, and put them down next to the Altar.”

When reading the next verse, which teaches us that the priest then

changed his clothing “so that he should not soil the garments in which he

constantly officiates,” the reader will immediately be struck by a question:

If the priest needed to keep his special garments clean, then why did he

shovel ashes while wearing the very same garments? 

In order to answer this problem and explain why the shoveling of the

ashes needed to be done in full priestly attire, Rashi cited the analogy of

a servant cooking food for his master:

Rashi’s analogy stresses the difference between tasks that a servant

performs in and out of his master’s presence. When cooking, which is

done in the absence of his master, the servant wears inferior clothes;

whereas for pouring wine for his master in his master’s presence the

servant wears much better garments.

This explains the distinction between the shoveling of the ashes (v. 3),

and the removal of the ashes (v. 4). For the shoveling takes place “next to

the Altar,” in the “Master’s presence,” whereas the removal of the ashes is

“outside the camp.” Therefore, even though there is a distinct possibility

that the priest may dirty his formal attire when shoveling the ashes, he

nevertheless must wear his priestly garments, since he is performing

Temple service “in his Master’s presence.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 1ff.)
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[ The Last Word [

Even though he changed his garments, it was the same Priest

who performed the lofty task of shoveling the ashes in the

Master’s Presence who also performed the more menial task of

dumping the ashes outside the camp. This teaches us that we

should be dedicated to serving God not only with lofty, honorable

tasks, but that we should also delight in simple, physical chores

that are needed to prepare for the observance of a mitvzah.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, pp. 5-6)
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�
5 The fire on the Altar should be kept burning upon it. It must not go out. 

� The priest should kindle wood upon it every morning, and upon it, he should arrange the burnt-

offering and make the fats of the peace-offerings go up in smoke upon it. 

�
6 A continuous fire should burn upon the Altar. It must not go out. 

[ AA DD DD II TT II OO NN AA LL LL AA WW SS OOFF TT HHEE MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
7 This is the law of the meal-offering: Aharon’s sons should bring it before God, to the front of

the Altar. 

�
8 He should take out a three-finger fistful from the fine flour of the meal-offering and from its oil.

(Afterwards he should gather) all the frankincense that is on the meal-offering, and he should

make (the scoop and the frankincense) go up in smoke on the Altar, (so that its owner will be)

remembered (positively before God), a pleasant aroma for God. 

�
9 Aharon and his sons should eat whatever is left over from it. It should be eaten as unleavened

bread in a holy place, (namely), they should eat it in the courtyard of the Tent of Meeting. 10 (The

�� Since the fire on the Altar “must not go out,” what is

added by describing it as “continuous”? (v. 6)

RASHI: [The word “continuous” here refers to] the fire regarding

which the verse says, “[to ignite the lamp] continually” (Shemos 27:20)—

this fire too must also be kindled from [the fire] on the outer Altar.

IBN EZRA: The word “continuous” here was used for additional

stress, that the fire on the Altar should burn continually.

RAMBAM: If the western lamp of the Menorah becomes

extinguished, then it may only be reignited from the outer Altar, (Laws

of Regular and Additional Offerings 3:13).

THE ALTAR AND THE MENORAH (V. 6)

After reading verse 5 that “The fire on the Altar should be kept burning

upon it. It must not go out,” the statement in verse 6, that the fire should

be “continuous,” appears repetitive. Rashi learns that this comes to teach

us an additional law, that the Menorah must be lit from the Altar. This law

is hinted to by our verse, which describes the fire on the Altar as

“continuous,” for the very same expression is used to describe the

Menorah, in Parshas Tetzaveh: “to ignite the lamp continually.”

Ibn Ezra, on the other hand, who also explains the Torah at the literal

level, seems to have a more simple explanation. He writes that the word

“continuous” was written to provide additional emphasis, and is not in

fact a scriptural redundancy.

At the literal level, Ibn Ezra’s interpretation appears to be superior, since

according to Rashi, the laws of lighting the Altar are suddenly interrupted

by a law concerning the Menorah, which appears to be out of place. 

So why did Rashi reject the more simple argument that the word

“continuous” comes here to provide extra emphasis?

THE EXPLANATION

At the beginning of Parshas Tetzaveh, Rashi explains the meaning of the

word “continuous” (sh�n�T) at the literal level: “[Since the Menorah burns]

every night, it is called sh�n�T, as in the verse: ‘a continual burnt offering’

(Bamidbar 28:6), which is called ‘continual’ even though it is only offered up

from day to day. Similarly, the shallow pan meal-offering is described as

‘continuous’ even though it is offered up only half in the morning and the

other half in the evening. The word ‘continuous’ is mentioned concerning

the showbread (Shemos 25:30), however, literally it means from Shabbos to

Shabbos.”

Here we see that, at the literal level, the word sh�n�T does not mean

twenty four hours a day, but rather, that an activity is repeated on a

regular basis. Therefore, Rashi concluded that the word sh�n�T here cannot

be referring to the lighting of the Altar’s flame which must be lit twenty

four hours a day—“It must not go out”—but rather, it is hinting to another

law, namely, that the Menorah (concerning which the Torah also uses the

word sh�n�T) must be lit from the Altar’s flame.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 50ff.)

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The Altar represents man’s heart. Thus, the requirement to have

fire burning continually on the Altar signifies that our hearts

should be kept continually afire with palpable love of God.  

Then we are promised: v�C�f¦, tO. Literally, this means, “It must

not go out,” but the Maggid of Mezritch gave an alternative

rendering: “Your negative aspects (tO) will be extinguished (v�C�f¦,).”

(Based on Hayom Yom 20 Adar Sheni)
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�� What is the purpose of the daily meal-offering brought

by the High Priest? (v. 13)

SEFER HACHINUCH: The High Priest acts as an agent between the

Jewish People and their Father in heaven. He prays on their behalf,

and they are atoned through his prayers and through the sacrifices

that he offers. Therefore, it is appropriate that such a person should

have his own daily sacrifice, comparable to that of the daily

communal sacrifice. And just like the daily sacrifice is offered twice

a day, the High Priest is required to bring his meal-offering twice

a day.

ABARBANEL: Nine reasons could be offered: 

1.) The High Priest needs to be free from sin in order to act on

behalf of the Jewish people. Therefore he must bring an offering

every day to ensure that his sins are always atoned for.

2.) When the people will see the High Priest atoning for his sins,

this will encourage them to do likewise.

3.) The fact that the High Priest brings an offering every day makes

it less embarrassing for the sinner to bring his offering.

4.) Poor people who can only afford a meal-offering will be less

embarrassed to bring their offering, since the High Priest himself

brings a meal-offering every day.

5.) The offering serves to humble the High Priest when he sees that

he is bringing a mere meal-offering which is usually brought by

the poor.

6.) When the people see that the High Priest’s sacrifice is totally

burned on the Altar, they will realize that the priests offer sacrifices

for God’s sake, and not because they want to eat the leftovers.

7.) The offering is to thank God for the gifts which the Torah

requires to be given to the priests.

8.) Since the priests may err during the day and scoop a three-finger

fistful incorrectly, thus stealing from the Altar, this meal-offering is

entirely burned on the Altar as compensation.

9.) In addition to the communal sacrifices which are offered every

day, God desired that there should also be a daily private sacrifice,

so he required the High Priest to bring an offering.

�� How is the High Priest’s meal-offering burned? (v. 15)

RASHI: The three-finger fistful is not taken in order that the

remainder should be eaten. Rather it is all completely burned.

�� What happens to a regular priest’s meal-offering? (v. 16)

RASHI: All of it must be offered equally to God on High.
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leftovers) should not be baked leavened. I have given it to them as their portion, from My fire-

offerings. It is a most holy (offering). 

� (The meal-offering of the sinner is) like the sin-offering (in that the three-finger fistful must be

scooped with the specific intention that it is a sin-offering. But the voluntary meal-offering is) like

the guilt-offering (in that the correct intention is not crucial). 

�
11 Any male among Aharon’s sons may eat it (even if he has a blemish that disqualifies him from

Temple service. This is) an eternal statute for your generations from the fire-offerings of God. 

� Anything that touches (the meal offering, and absorbs part of it) will become holy (like the meal-

offering and will thus be subject to the same laws). 

[ MM EE AA LL --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS OOFF TT HHEE PP RR II EE SS TT SS [

12 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 

�
13 This is the offering of Aharon and his sons, which they should offer to God, on the day when

(one of them) is anointed (and initiated into service): One tenth of an eifah* of fine flour. 

� (The High Priest must bring such a) meal offering (too), daily. Half of it (is offered) in the morning

and half of it in the evening. 

�
14 It should be made in a shallow pan with oil. It should be brought (after being) scalded (with

boiling water. It is thus) baked many times: (scalded with water, baked in the oven, then fried in

the pan). You should offer (it as) a meal-offering of broken pieces (by folding it repeatedly)—a

pleasant aroma to God. 

�
15 (When the High Priest dies), the priest who is anointed from among his sons in his place should

prepare it. 

� (This is) an eternal statute for God: It should be made to go up in smoke completely. 16 (Similarly)

every meal-offering of a priest should be (burned) completely. It must not be eaten. 

THE HIGH PRIEST’S MEAL-OFFERING (V. 12-15)

While both the meal-offering of the High Priest and that of the regular

priest are both required to be burned completely on the Altar, the Torah

uses slightly different expressions in each case:

Regarding the meal offering of the High Priest v. 15 states: r̈y§ëT kh�k�F—

that it “should be made to go up in smoke completely.” In reference to the

regular priest’s offering, v. 16 uses the expression: v®h§v¦T kh�k�F—that it

“should be (burned) completely.”

So Rashi was troubled: Why does the Torah use two different

expressions if it means exactly the same thing?

Rashi concluded that there is indeed a difference between the way these

two offerings are burned. Thus, regarding the High Priest’s offering (v. 15)

he writes: “The three-finger fistful is not taken in order that the remainder

should be eaten. Rather it is all completely burned.” I.e. a three-finger

fistful is indeed taken, but unlike a normal meal-offering—where the fistful

is burned and the remainder is eaten by the priests—in this case, both the

fistful and the remainder are burned.

However, in the case of the regular priest’s meal-offering Rashi writes,

“All of it must be equally offered to God on High,” i.e. no three-finger

fistful is taken at all. Rather, the entire meal-offering is burned undivided

(“equally”) on the Altar.

What is the reason, at the literal level, for this difference?

The High Priest’s offering is somewhat enigmatic in that it is not clear

whether it falls under the category of a communal sacrifice (as suggested by

Sefer haChinuch), or if it is a personal sacrifice of the High Priest (as

suggested by reasons 5 and 9 of Abarbanel).

At the literal level, Rashi understood it to be a communal sacrifice on

the basis that it is offered daily, like the daily communal sacrifice (korban

tamid). Therefore it requires a three-finger fistful to be scooped, like all

meal-offerings which are offered on the Altar.

On the other hand, being the meal-offering of a High Priest, it shares

some similarity with the meal-offering of the regular priest, which is

burned completely (v. 16).  

So Rashi concluded that the High Priest’s offering must have both

procedures: The three-finger fistful is taken and burned—indicating that it

is a communal sacrifice—but then, being the offering of a priest, the

remainder is burned too.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol 22, p. 21ff.)

�
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* Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.

SECOND

READING
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�� What do the words “This is the law of the sin-offering”

come to teach us? (v. 18)

TORAS KOHANIM: This teaches us that all the sin-offerings share the

same law, that (if blood is sprinkled on a garment) the blood must be

washed off (in the Temple courtyard—see verse 20).

Why would we think otherwise, (since verse 20 appears to apply

to all sin-offerings)? 

Because, the Torah states (the following laws together): “The priest

who offers it up as a sin-offering should eat it....If any of its blood is

sprinkled on a garment, you should wash (that area of the garment)

on which it has been sprinkled” (v. 19-20), we might think that one is

only required to wash a blood spillage from the (sin offerings which

are actually eaten by the priests—namely,) the outer sin-offerings. But

from where do we derive that a blood spillage of the inner sin-

offerings, (which are completely burned and not eaten by the priests

at all), needs to be washed? To teach us this law, the Torah wrote the

additional words “(This is) the law of the sin-offering,” as if to say:

“all the sin-offerings share the same law, that (if blood is sprinkled on

a garment) the blood must be washed off (in the Temple courtyard).”

THE “LAW” OF THE SIN-OFFERING (V. 18)

Why does Rashi not cite the teaching of Toras Kohanim, which

explains the words “this is the law of the sin-offering”?

At first glance, we might argue that Rashi did not deem these words to

require any explanation, for while Toras Kohanim saw the term “this is the

law of...” to be an unnecessary scriptural redundancy, Rashi understood

that at the literal level these words are not superfluous at all.

However, if we take a look at Rashi’s earlier comment, at the beginning

of our Parsha, it becomes quite clear that this was not Rashi’s

understanding of the matter: 

On the words, “This is the law of the burnt-offering” (v. 2, above), Rashi

writes: “This teaches us the law regarding invalid sacrifices...which ones

need not be taken down (from the Altar) even if they had already been

brought up. (This is evident from scripture) because every time the Torah

states “(this is) the law of...” (these extra words) form the scriptural basis

for an additional law. (In this case, these words) indicate that there is one

law for all sacrifices that go up (on the Altar), even invalid ones. Namely,

that if they have already been brought up (on the Altar), they need not be

taken down.”

Here we see clearly that, according to Rashi, “every time the Torah

states “(this is) the law of...” (these extra words) form the scriptural basis

for an additional law.” And in the above case of the burnt-offering, Rashi

explains exactly what that additional law is.

Similarly, on the words, “this is the law of the meal-offering” (v. 7), Rashi

explains which additional law is added by these words.

Thus it is quite perplexing for the reader when reaching our verse, “this

is the law of the sin-offering,” that Rashi is totally silent. Why does Rashi

not explain the additional law that is included here, as he did in the

previous two cases?

A similar question will also face the reader later in our Parsha when he

reads the words, “this is the law of the guilt-offering” (7:1), and, “This is

the law of the peace-offering” (ibid. v. 11), where Rashi also remains silent.

Why did Rashi not explain these further two scriptural redundancies, in

keeping with his earlier cited principle that “every time the Torah states

“(this is) the law of...” (these extra words) form the scriptural basis for an

additional law”?

THE EXPLANATION

At the literal level, it only makes sense to write, “This is the law of...” at

the beginning of a section of laws, for clearly, it is an introductory

statement which could only belong at the outset of a new discussion.

Our Parsha contains laws relating to the burnt-offering (6:1-4), meal-

offering (6:7-16), sin-offering (6:17-23), guilt-offering (7:1-7) and

thanksgiving-offering (7:11-15). Of these five categories, only the latter

two—the guilt offering and thanksgiving offering—are dealt with here for

the first time. The laws of the guilt-offering (while touched upon at the end

of Parshas Vayikra—5:14-25), are not dealt with thoroughly until our Parsha
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17 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 18 Speak to Aharon and to his sons, saying:

� This is the law of the sin-offering: The sin-offering should be slaughtered before God in the place

where the burnt-offering is slaughtered. It is a most holy (offering). 

�
19 The priest who offers it up as a sin-offering should eat it. It should be eaten in a holy place,

(namely), in the courtyard of the Tent of Meeting. 

�
20 Any (food) that touches its meat (absorbing some of it) will become holy (and thus subject to

the same laws). 

� If any of its blood is sprinkled on a garment, you should wash (that area of the garment) on which

it has been sprinkled, in a holy place (i.e. the Temple Courtyard). 

(since the primary laws of how to bring the sacrifice are not discussed at

all in Parshas Vayikra). Similarly, the laws of the thanksgiving-offering are

not discussed at all in Parshas Vayikra. Since these laws are being dealt

with here for the first time, it makes sense to write the introductory words,

“this is the law of...” Hence, they are not redundant at the literal level, nor

do they require any explanation. Therefore, in these two cases Rashi

remained silent.

On the other hand the primary laws of the burnt-offering, meal-offering

and sin-offering were already described in Parshas Vayikra (in chapters 1,2,

4, and 5:1-13), and our Parsha merely adds some additional laws. So the

introductory expression “This is the law of...” is totally out of place in our

Parsha in the case of the burnt-offering, meal-offering and sin-offering.

Thus, we would expect Rashi to explain the meaning of this apparently

redundant expression in those three cases.

Of those three cases, Rashi does explain the matter regarding the burnt-

offering and meal-offering. Thus the only question that remains

unresolved is why Rashi remained silent in our case: the additional laws

of the sin-offering.

RASHI DOES NOT “SPOON-FEED” HIS STUDENTS

In our case, Rashi remained silent because:

a.) He has already explained the general principle that when “the Torah

states “(This is) the law of...” (these extra words) form the scriptural basis

for an additional law.”

b.) In cases where Rashi felt that the reader would be able to work out

what the additional law is himself, Rashi preferred not to “spoon-feed” the

reader with every piece of information, so long as there is sufficient

information at hand to work out the solution.

In our case, Rashi felt that the solution was fairly straightforward as the

additional law is indicated in the very same verse, “This is the law of the

sin-offering: The sin-offering should be slaughtered before God in the

place where the burnt-offering is slaughtered.” At first glance, this law

appears to apply to all sin-offerings, that they are all slaughtered in the

northern part of the Temple Courtyard, like a burnt-offering.  

However, on further analysis, we might think that this rule would not

apply to a certain type of sin-offering: the variable sin-offering (5:1-13).

This is a special type of sin-offering where the Torah places different

obligations on the person bringing the offering depending on his financial

means. Thus, he may be required to offer sheep or goats, or birds, or if

he is very poor—flour.

The fact that flour is one of the options here seems to suggest that when

an animal is brought it is not the slaughtering of the animal that achieves

atonement, for if this were the case, then the poor person, who can only

afford flour, would be lacking in atonement, as his offering could not be

slaughtered. Thus the variable sin-offering differs from other sin offerings

in that the slaughtering is not the key factor that brings atonement.  

Consequently, when reading our verse, “The sin-offering should be

slaughtered before God in the place where the burnt-offering is

slaughtered,” we might reach the conclusion that this law does not apply

to the variable sin-offering. For perhaps it is only necessary to slaughter

the sin-offering “before God in the place where the burnt-offering is

slaughtered,” when the slaughter is actually bringing the atonement.

Therefore the Torah wrote, “This is the law of the sin-offering,” because,

when “the Torah states “(This is) the law of...” (these extra words) form

the scriptural basis for an additional law.” And, in our case, this additional

law can be worked out by the reader himself. Namely, that even the

variable sin-offering, which we might think has a different law of slaughter,

does in fact share the same law as all the other sin-offerings and is indeed

slaughtered in the north of the Temple Courtyard.

By leaving the reader to work out this solution for himself, Rashi aimed

to develop the mind of his student, and allow him the privilege of toiling

in study. Here we see yet again that Rashi’s commentary is not only

comprehensive, but it is also extremely concise.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 42ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Some of the laws contained within Parshas Tzav are merely

supplementary to the laws of Parshas Vayikra—an increase

in quantity; whereas other laws (of the guilt-offering and thanks-

giving offering) are new concepts—representing an increase

in quality.

Generally speaking, quantity refers to physical matters, and

quality to spiritual matters. The fact that Parshas Tzav includes

both areas teaches us that a person’s Divine service should

involve the spiritual and the physical. For in order to reach true

spiritual greatness, it is necessary to be involved also in physical

matters, to make this world a home for God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 48-49)
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�� Why must one break an earthenware vessel in which

meat from a sin-offering was cooked? (v. 21)

RASHI: Because the flavor that has been absorbed in the vessel

becomes nosar*.

This law [of breaking the earthenware vessel in which meat of a

sacrifice has been cooked] applies also to all holy sacrifices [not just

the sin-offering].

RAMBAM: This law is a suprarational decree of scripture and applies

only to the sin-offering, and not to other sacrifices (Laws of Sacrifical

Procedure 8:11-14).

MIZRACHI: There is a principle that when a vessel which has

absorbed a prohibited flavor in its walls is left overnight, the flavor

decays and thus ceases to be prohibited. So Rashi’s comment is

difficult to understand, since the flavor of the sin-offering that has

been absorbed within the earthenware vessel will not become

prohibited as nosar until the following morning (see below 7:15), by

which time the flavor will have already decayed.

In truth, however, there is an instant in time at the crack of dawn

when the prohibition of nosar begins and the flavor has not yet

decayed. Therefore, the flavor will become prohibited at this point.

�� Why must a copper vessel in which meat from a sin-

offering was cooked be purged with water? (v. 21)

RASHI: To remove [the flavor] which is absorbed in [the walls of

the vessel]. But in the case of an earthenware vessel, Scripture

teaches you here that it never rids itself of its defect [and must

therefore be broken].

RAMBAM & RA’AVAD: This law applies to all sacrifices, not just the

sin-offering (ibid.).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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THE LAW OF NOSAR IN AN EARTHENWARE VESSEL (V. 21)

Rashi writes that if the meat of a sin-offering is cooked in an earthen-

ware vessel, the vessel becomes prohibited because the flavor of the meat

that has been absorbed into the walls of the vessel becomes nosar*.

However, Rashi’s explanation is difficult to understand, because:

a.) Nosar is meat from a sacrifice that was left past the allotted time

when it can be eaten (see below 7:15). Thus, if the flavor absorbed into an

earthenware vessel becomes prohibited because it is nosar, then the

prohibition would not start until the alloted time had passed. However,

the Torah makes no mention that the earthenware vessel is only broken

after some time has passed, so it is difficult to accept that this is the

reason here.

b.) The question of Mizrachi: Surely the flavor of the meat would have

decayed in any case before the prohibition of nosar begins.

c.) Nosar usually refers to meat that has been left past its prescribed

time, and not merely the flavor of meat which has been absorbed into a
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* Lit., “leftover.” An offering becomes nosar when it has

been left beyond the alloted time within which the

Torah requires it to be eaten; and must be burned. See

below 7:15.
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�
21 An earthenware vessel in which (the meat of a sin-offering) is cooked must be broken. But if it

is cooked in a copper vessel, it should be purged (in boiling water, to extract the absorbed flavor)

and rinsed with water. 

�
22 Every male among the priests may eat it. It is a most holy (offering). 

�
23 Any sin-offering (whose blood was supposed to be poured on the outer Altar, and) some of its

blood was brought into the Tent of Meeting, to make atonement in the Sanctuary, (is invalid and)

should not be eaten. It must be burned in fire. 

[ TT HHEE GG UU II LL TT --OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

�
1 This is the law of the guilt-offering: It is a most holy (offering). 

�
2 They should slaughter the guilt-offering in the place where they slaughter the burnt-offering.

Its blood should be dashed upon the Altar, all around. 

�
3 He should offer all of its (sacrificial) fat from it: the tail, and the fat covering the intestines, 4 the

two kidneys, (together) with the fat that is on them, which is over the flanks. He should (also)

remove the diaphragm, (and a bit of) the liver (which is connected) to it, (when he takes out)

the kidneys.

vessel. From where did Rashi derive that, at the literal level, nosar can

apply to a flavor too?

THE EXPLANATION

The reason why sacrificial meat becomes nosar could be explained in

one of two ways:

i.) Nosar is a function of time. When the time during which the meat

may be eaten passes, the meat becomes nosar and must be burned.

Or, ii.) Nosar is a function of being unfit for consumption. As soon as it

ceases to be possible to eat the meat, it becomes nosar.

At first glance there seems to be little difference between these two

approaches, but there is in fact a major practical ramification between

them: What happens if sacrificial meat becomes unfit for consumption,

not because the allotted time has passed, but for another reason?

According to the first approach, that nosar is a function of time, the

meat is not nosar since the prescribed time has not passed. But according

to the second approach, that nosar is a function of being unfit for

consumption, the meat will immediately become nosar as soon as it

becomes unfit for consumption (for whatever reason) even before the

allotted time has passed.

One scenario where this might occur is if the flavor of sacrificial meat

becomes absorbed in an earthenware vessel. For when an earthenware

vessel absorbs a flavor it never releases that flavor again even if purged in

boiling water, so the flavor becomes instantly (unavailable and thus) unfit

for consumption. 

Rashi accepted the second approach above—that nosar is a function of

being unfit for consumption—so he understood that if the flavor of

sacrificial meat becomes absorbed in an earthenware vessel the flavor will

become nosar immediately, even before the allotted time has passed, for

the very fact that it is now permanently lost in the walls of the vessel,

rendering it unfit for consumption, is sufficient in itself to render the flavor

nosar, even before the allotted time has passed.

By contrast, when a flavor becomes absorbed into a copper vessel it is

not rendered unfit for consumption, since the flavor could be removed by

purging in boiling water, and that water would actually contain the

original flavor which could be tasted. Therefore, when the flavor of a sin-

offering is absorbed in a copper vessel it does not instantly become nosar,

since a copper vessel will release the flavor from its walls, so the flavor is

not permanently lost.

Thus, the fact that the Torah requires this flavor to be removed with

boiling water (v. 21), is not because the flavor is prohibited (nosar) but

rather, it is a suprarational decree of scripture that the flavor must be

removed. 

In the final analysis, it turns out that according to Rashi there is a

significant practical ramification between the two laws in verse 21:

The first law (that an earthenware vessel must be broken if it absorbs

the flavor of sacrificial meat) applies to all sacrifices, because this law

is based on the concept of nosar, which is universally applicable to

all sacrifices.

On the other hand, the second law (that a copper vessel must be purged

with water if it absorbs the flavor of sacrificial meat) only applies to the

sin-offering, since it is an irrational decree of scripture which cannot be

logically extended to any other case. 

Thus, it turns out that Rashi in fact has a third position that differs from

both Rambam and Ra’avad.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, pp. 30, 35-36)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

77

[ The Last Word [

An “earthenware vessel” represents the body of man, which

was formed from the earth. Just as an earthenware vessel that

absorbs a prohibited substance must be broken, so too, if a man’s

body participates in a sin, God forbid, it can be atoned for when

his heart becomes “broken” through true repentance.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5736)
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vtxurho ujukv ab,rptavo mrhfhi kvusu, af,uc cvi husu kvw jxsu

ubpktu,hu kcbh tso uhzcjuzcjh ,usv
3

/ to gk tj, ntkv bsr aknho

vkku/ aknh ,usv vi' uygubu, kjo vtnur cgbhi'uthbi btfkhi tkt khuo

ukhkv' fnu anpura fti:uverhc gk zcj v,usv/trcgv nhbh kjo

jku,'urehehi' urcufv' akav nhbh nmv' uf,hc gk jk, kjo jn. uduw'

ufk nhi unhi garjku,' fl npura cnbju,
4

/ uahguri jnaxthi hruaknhu,

avi aa nscrhu,' garhogarui
5

:nrcf,/kjo jkuy cru,jhi fk mrfu:

�� When is a thanksgiving-offering brought? (v. 12)

RASHI: To give thanks [to God] for a miracle that had happened to a person. For instance, 1.) those who made a sea-voyage or 2.) journeyed

in the desert, or 3.) those who had been in prison, or 4.) a sick person who recovered. All these are required to give thanks [to God], since

regarding them, the verse states, “They will give thanks to God for His kindness and for His wonders to mankind, and they will slaughter

sacrifices of thanksgiving” (Psalms 107:21-22).

TOSFOS: In Psalms the sequence is: 1.) desert journey (ibid. 4-9), 2.) imprisonment (ibid. 10-16), 3.) illness (ibid. 17-22), 4.) sea journey (ibid. 23-31)

i.e. the list is in order of danger, with the most dangerous first. However, in the Talmud the sequence is: 1.) sea journey, 2.) desert journey,

3.) illness, 4.) imprisonment i.e. the list is in order of frequency, with the most common first (Brachos 54b, s.v. arba).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

um ,arp - trehu  rpx // 44zz::ss--hhdd

THE THANKSGIVING OFFERING (V. 12)

The four categories of miraculous salvation that require a thanksgiving-

offering are recorded in a different order in Psalms than the Talmud.

Tosfos explains that, in Psalms, they are recorded in order of danger,

whereas the Talmud recorded them in order of frequency. Rashi, however,

chose neither the sequence of Psalms nor that of the Talmud, but offered

yet another permutation. Why? And why did Rashi write the first three

cases in the plural, and the last case (recovery from illness) in the singular?

�
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�
5 The priest should make them go up in smoke on the Altar as a fire-offering to God. It is a guilt-

offering. 

�
6 Any male among the priests may eat it. It should be eaten in a holy place. It is a most holy

(offering). 

[ OO WW NN EE RR SS HH II PP OOFF SS AA CC RR II FF II CC II AA LL RR EE MM AA II NN SS [

�
7 The guilt-offering is like the sin-offering (in that) they have the same law (in the following

instance: Only) a priest who (is permitted to pour blood on the Altar and thus) effect atonement

through (the sacrifice) to (its owner is allowed to eat the meat, for) it is his. 

�
8 (Similarly, if such a) priest offers up a person’s burnt-offering, the skin of the burnt-offering

which he has offered up belongs to the priest. It will be his. 

�
9 Any meal-offering baked in an oven, or any one made in a deep pan or in a shallow pan,

belongs to the priest who offers it up (together with the group of priests that are officiating that

day). It will be his (and theirs). 

�
10 Any (voluntary) meal-offering mixed with oil or (the meal-offering of the sinner that is) dry,

should belong equally to all the sons of Aharon. 

[ TT HHEE TT HH AA NN KK SS GG II VV II NN GG OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

11 This is the law of the peace-offering, which he should bring to God: 

�
12 If he is bringing it as a thanksgiving-offering, he should offer, along with the thanksgiving-

offering: (ten) unleavened loaves mixed with oil, (ten) unleavened wafers smeared with oil, and

(ten loaves of unleavened bread baked from) flour (which is then) scalded and mixed with oil,

THE EXPLANATION

When teaching a person laws that are connected with certain events, it

is logical to describe first those events that the student has himself

experienced. Therefore, when Moshe taught the Jewish people the laws

of the thanksgiving-offering for miracles that occur to a person, we can

presume that he told them first the cases which they had themselves

experienced, in the order which they had occurred.

So since, at the literal level, the Torah is speaking directly to the

generation that left Egypt, Rashi listed the four cases that require a

thanksgiving offering in the order that they had occurred to that

generation:

1. They made a sea-voyage—i.e. they crossed the Sea of Reeds.

2. Then, they journeyed across the desert. (Before the sea split they had

only “encamped in Eisam, at the edge of the desert”(Shemos 14:20) and

had not traveled through the desert.)

3. They were “imprisoned” in the desert for forty years, when it was

decreed that only their children would enter the Land of Israel.

The fourth case – a sick person who recovered – had not occurred to

the Jewish people at this point, so Moshe would have mentioned it last.

And, in order to stress this distinction, Rashi recorded the first three cases

which had occurred to the Jewish people in the plural, since it applied to

all the people, and the last case which had not occurred to them, in

the singular.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5728; Likutei Sichos vol. 12, p. 20ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Chasidic thought has a further sequence of the four cases that

require a thanksgiving offering, corresponding to the process

by which the soul descends into the world:

1. Sick person. When the soul leaves its source beginning its

journey down into this world, the intense love for God which it

experienced previously is weakened. So the soul becomes “sick”

with its desire to regain its lost love.

2. Imprisonment. As the soul descends further downwards, it

becomes affected by the progressive confinement of the spiritual

and physical worlds, until it is eventually “imprisoned” in a body.

3. Sea voyage. While the soul is living in this world, there is the

danger that it will “drown” in the turbulent waters of worldliness

and physicality.

4. Desert. The soul may regress further, God forbid, to the point

that the person lives a life devoid and barren of any spiritual

meaning whatsoever.

And since these challenges are great, the soul is made to swear

an oath before it leaves its source—“be righteous and don’t be

wicked”—giving it the strength to prevail against all odds.

(Based on Sefer Hama’amarim 5737, pp. 284-5)

THIRD

READING



1 nbju, gj:     2 ao gz:     3 pxue ks     4 zcjho s/    5 crfu, c/     6 crtah, ku' fs    7 sbhtk j' hd     8 scrho hc' fz    9 nfu, hs:     

)hd( herhc ercbu gk zcj/ ndhs athi vkjoesua esua, vdu; khpxk

chumt uycuk huounkmt, kjukhi cpshui' gs ahajy vzcj
1

: )hs( tjs nfk
erci/ kjo tjs nfk nhiunhi hyuk ,runv kfvi vgucs gcus,v' uvatr

btfk kcgkho
2

ucarv kcgkho' ju. njzv uaueacv' fnu anpura knyv
3

,bup, jzv uaue caknho/ uv,usv eruhv aknho
4

: )yu( ucar zcj ,us,
aknhu/ ha fti rcuhhivrcv' krcu, jyt, utao uthk bzhr ujdhd, h"s'

ahvhu btfkhi khuo ukhkv: chuo ercbu htfk/ ufzni carv zni kjnv: kt
hbhj nnbu gs cer/ tck tufk vut fkvkhkv' to fi knv tnru gs jmu,'

fsh kvrjhevtso ni vgchrv
5

: )yz( uto bsr tu bscv/ akt vchtv gk

vustv ak bx' thbv ygubv kjo ubtfk, kabhhnho' fnu anpura cgbhi:

unnjr, uvbu,r nnbu/ crtaui htfk/ )xwwt uvbu,r nnbu htfk( uh"u zu

h,hrv vht' uha fnuv vrcv cnert' fdui utkvcbh mcgui uthv ugbv
6

' ,,

uesa umct nrnx
7

: )hj( uto vtfk htfk uduw/ cnjac cajhyvktfku

cakhah vf,uc nscr/ hfuk to tfk nnbucakhah hpxk knprg' ,knus kunr

vnerhc tu,ukt hjac' cag, vercv vut bpxk' uthbu bpxkcakhah/ ufi

phruau cag, verc,u kt ,gkvzt, cnjacv' uto jac pduk hvhv:

uvbpa vtfk, nnbu/ tphku c,ul vzni gubv,at: )hy( uvcar/ ak

esa aknho tar hdg cfkynt kt htfk: uvcar/krcu, tcr ahmt nem,u'

avpbhnh nu,r: fk yvur htfk car/ nv ,knus kunr' kphabtnr uso

zcjhl hapl uvcar ,tfk
8

' hfuk kt htfku aknho tktvcgkho' kfl btnr

fk yvur htfk car: )uvcar fk yvur htfk car/ fkunr fk nv

atxr,h kl cjyt, utao' ato hmtu ju.kekgho txurv' fnu af,uc cjmr

tvknugs htfkuv' ccar zv tbh tunr kl fk yvurhtfk car tphku cfk

vghr(: )f( uynt,u gkhu/ cyunt, vdu; vf,ucnscr' tck yvur atfk

t, vynt' thbu gbuafr,' tkt tzvrv uvcar tar hdg cfk yntuduw/

utzvr, ynt atfk t, vyvurthbv npura, c,urv' tkt jfnho knsuv

cdzrvauv
9

/ aka frh,u, tnuru, ctufkh esahocyunt, vdu;' usrauv

rcu,hbu cacugu,tj, kfkk utj, kpry utj, kkns gk ercigukv uhurs

akt btnr tkt gk yunt, nesauesahu: )fs( hgav kfk nktfv/ ct

ukhns gk vjkcathbu nynt yunt, bcku,: utfk kt ,tfkvu/ tnrv

um ,arp - trehu  rpx // 46zz::hhdd--ffss

�� When may the meat of the thanksgiving-offering be eaten? (v. 15)

RASHI: He may eat it during the entire night. If so, why did they say [that it may be eaten only] until midnight? In order to distance people

from sin [i.e. as a precaution to ensure that people do not come to eat it after dawn].
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13 along with (ten) loaves of leavened bread. He should bring his (bread) offering along with his

thanksgiving peace-offering. 

�
14 He should offer (to the priest) one (bread) out of each (of the four types of bread) offering,

as a donation for God. (These breads) belong to the priest who dashes the blood of the peace-

offering. 

�
15 (Regarding) the meat of his thanksgiving peace-offering: His sacrifice should be eaten on the

day it is offered up. He should not leave any of it over until morning. 

�
16 But if his offering is (not an obligatory thanksgiving-offering with bread, but rather) a vow or a

voluntary donation, it may be eaten on the day he offers up his offering; and on the next day,

whatever is left over from it may be eaten. 17 However, on the third day whatever is left over from

the meat of the offering must be burned in fire. 

�
18 If (he offers his sacrifice with the intention that) any of the meat of his peace-offering is to be

eaten on the third day, it will not be accepted. It will not count for the one who offers it, for it will

be rejected, and the person who eats from it will bear (the consequences of) his sin.* 

�
19 The meat (of a peace-offering) that touches anything (that is ritually) impure should not be

eaten. It should be burned in fire. But regarding (a piece of) meat (which left its designated area):

anyone who is (ritually) pure may eat (the rest of the) meat (which remained inside). 

�
20 (If) a person eats the meat of a peace-offering of God, while (a state of ritual) impurity is upon

him, (his) soul will be cut off from its people. 

�
21 (If) a person touches anything (ritually) impure—whether it is impurity from a human or an

impure animal (carcass) or any impure (carcass of an) abominable creature—and then eats from

the meat of a peace-offering to God, (his) soul will be cut off from its people. 

[ AA DD DD II TT II OO NN AA LL LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN FF AA TT SS AA NN DD BB LL OO OO DD [

22 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 23 Speak to the Children of Israel, saying:

� You should not eat any (sacrificial) fat from an ox, sheep, or goat.

�
24 The fat of a carcass and the fat of an animal that was torn (to death), may be used for any

work, but you must not eat it. 25 (If) anyone eats (sacrificial) fat of animals from which sacrifices

”TO DISTANCE PEOPLE FROM SIN” (V. 15)

Rashi writes that while, in principle, the meat of a thanksgiving-offering

could be eaten at any time of the night before the morning, there is

nevertheless a precautionary law that the meat must be eaten before

midnight.

At first glance Rashi is referring to the Talmudic teaching that our Sages

introduced a precautionary law to ensure that people would not come

to eat the meat in the prohibited time (see Zevachim 5:6). Thus, it is Rabbinic

law that prohibits the consumption of sacrificial meat past midnight,

whereas according to Torah law this is allowed until morning.

However, this begs the question: What prompted Rashi to inform us

here of a detail in Rabbinic law? Surely Rashi’s commentary is an

explanation of scripture, and not a legal text, so his comment here

appears to be out of place.

Furthermore, Rashi’s primary intended readership—the child studying

Chumash for the first time—would not be familiar with this detail of

Rabbinic law. So why does Rashi write, “If so, why did they say [that it

may be eaten only] until midnight?” presuming that the reader will know

what he is speaking of, without offering any background information?

THE EXPLANATION

When the Talmud states that our Sages made precautionary

enactments, this generally refers to the laws established during the period

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

The Torah requires that sacrificial meat that becomes ritually

impure should be burned (v. 19), in order that another person

should not accidentally come to eat it and sin. This teaches us a

powerful lesson: that even if one is sure that an obstacle will not

lead himself to sin, he should eliminate it for the sake of his fellow.

(Based on Sicha of 8th Tishrei 5746)

* See below 19:5-6.



1 zcjho g:     2 s; kz:    3 nbju, xt:     4 uhert h' yu     5 ao y' f   6 s; xc/     7 jukhi eks:      8 ,u"f     

,urv hcut thxurbchkv uyrpv uhjuk gk thxur jkc' ato tfku'h,jhhc t;

gk ktu ak bchkv' ukt ,tnr thithxur jk gk thxur
1

: )fu( kgu; ukcvnv/
pry kso sdho ujdcho: cfk nuac,hfo/ kph avht juc, vdu;uthbv

juc, ereg' buvd, cfk nuacu,' ucnxf,esuahi cpre tw
2

npra knv

vumrl kunr: )k( hshu ,chthbv uduw/ a,vt hs vcgkhonkngkv uvjkc

uvjzu, b,ubhi cv' uhs fvinknyv unbhpi
3

: t, tah vw/ unv vi vtaho'

t, vjkc gkvjzv: hchtbu/ fanchtu nch, vnycjho bu,ijkc gk vjzv'

ufabu,bu khs vfvi vnbh; bnmtvjzv kngkv uvjkc knyv' uzvu vtnur

cneuotjr
4

aue v,runv ujzv v,bupv gktah vjkcho hchtu kvbh; uduw'

uktjr v,bupvbu,bu kfvi vneyhr' ubnmt vjzv knyv' uzvuabtnr uhahnu

t, vjkcho gk vjzu,uheyr vjkcho vnzcjv
5

/ knsbu aakav fvbhozeuehi

kv'fl npura cnbju,
6

: t, vjkc gk vjzv hchtbu/ ut, vjzvknv

ncht' kvbh; tu,u vut nchtu' ukt ahvtvut ni vtaho/ kph abtnr t,

tah vw t,vjkc gk vjzv' hfuk ahvt t; vjzv ktaho'kfl btnr t,

vjzv kvbh; uduw: )kt( uveyhr vfvi t, vjkc/ utjr fluvhv vjzv

ktvri' knsbu athi vcar btfk cgusavthnurho knyv ni vnzcj:

)kc(aue/ ni vpre ak trfucv vbnfr, govrta gs vpre vtnmgh'

avut xucl ak hrl
7

: )kd( vnerhc t, so uduw/nh avutrtuh kzrhe,u

ukveyhr jkchu' hmt ynt cag,zrhe, snho tu cag, veyr jkcho' athbu

jukeccar
8

: )ks(v,bupv v,runv/nukhl uncht' ngkvunurhs:
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of the second Temple, when a host of additional enactments proved

necessary to curb the spiritual regression of the Jewish people which

occurred at that time.

However, this could not possibly be what Rashi is referring to here, since

a.) It requires a prior knowledge of Talmud, which Rashi’s primary

readership lacks, and, b.) It is a detail in Rabbinic Law which is outside

the scope of Rashi’s commentary, which is limited exclusively to scriptural

analysis. Rashi must therefore be referring to some sort of scriptural

(Torah) law which is indicated directly by our verse.

Our verse contains two separate laws: 1.) That sacrificial meat must not

be left past dawn, and 2.) Any meat left over must be burned. Naturally,

we would expect these two distinct laws to be recorded one after the

other: “1.) His sacrifice should be eaten on the day it is offered up, until

morning. 2.) He should not leave any of it over.” In fact, however, the

verse actually mixes these two laws together, “His sacrifice should

be eaten on the day it is offered up. He should not leave any of it over

until morning.” 

In other words, the verse seems to be going out of its way to avoid

saying, “His sacrifice should be eaten until morning,” by placing the “until

morning” clause at the end of the verse, in the context of a different law.

Rashi concluded that with this turn of phrase the Torah is teaching us

here that one should not in fact eat a sacrifice throughout the night “until

morning,” but rather, it is only that “he should not leave any of it over

until morning.” 

Thus, at the literal level, the principle of not eating sacrificial meat

throughout the entire night is of scriptural origin, and is not a precept of
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are brought as fire-offerings to God, the soul (of the person) who eats it will be cut off from

its people. 

�
26 You should not eat any blood in any of the places where you live, whether from birds or from

animals, (but the blood of fish and grasshoppers is permitted). 

�
27 (If) any person eats any blood, the soul (of) that (person) will be cut off from its people. 

[ GG II FF TT SS TTOO TT HHEE PP RR II EE SS TT SS [

28 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 29 Speak to the Children of Israel, saying:

� Anyone who dedicates* his peace-offering to God, should bring his offering to God (personally*)

from (the animal dedicated as) his peace-offering. 

�
30 His own hands should bring the fire-offerings of God. (Namely) he should bring the fat on the

breast, so he can wave the breast as a waving before God. 

�
31 The priest should make the fat to go up in smoke on the Altar. The breast will belong to Aharon

and his sons. 

�
32 You should give (a portion of) the right leg from your peace-offering to the priest as an

elevation-offering. 33 (Anyone) of the sons of Aharon who (is fit to) offer up the blood of the

peace-offering and the fat, should have (a share of) the right leg. 34 For I have taken the breast of

the wave-offering and the thigh of the elevation-offering from the children of Israel, from their

peace-offerings, and I have given them from the children of Israel to Aharon the priest and to his

sons as an eternal statute. 

�� How is the “waving” carried out? (v. 30)

RASHI: The priest would move them forward and backward, upward and downward.

Rabbinic law, for a difficulty with the verse itself leads us to conclude that

sacrificial meat may not be eaten throughout the night.

The only detail which scripture does not inform us of, is from what point

in the night a person should refrain from eating the meat as a

precautionary measure. Presumably, this detail was omitted not because

it is arbitrary, or because it was left for the Sages to decide as a precept of

rabbinic law, but rather, because:

a.) This precautionary measure is not the main subject of the verse.

Therefore all its details were not stated explicitly.

And: b.) It is a simple fact that an average person would have to stop

eating by a certain time of the night to avoid any possibility of the offering

being left until the morning. So while the Torah indicated the essential

requirement of this precaution, it left the Sages to clarify this detail which

can be worked out rationally, without the Torah having to inform the

reader exactly what time it had in mind.

We can presume that when this law was given to the Jewish people by

Moshe, the sages of that generation, who were familiar with the intricacies

of human nature, sought to quantify what the Torah meant by a

reasonable precautionary measure to stop people transgressing this

particular command, and they concluded that midnight is the appropriate

cut-off point.

Thus, in the final analysis we see that the sages to which Rashi refers

were not the Sages of the Second-Temple era who are mentioned in the

Talmud, but rather, those who were appointed by Moshe to lead the

Jewish people. And we also see that Rashi is referring here, at the literal

level, to a Torah law, and not a Rabbinic enactment.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 37ff.)
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[ The Last Word [

THE WAVE-OFFERING (V. 30)

R ashi writes, “The priest would move them forward and

backward, upward and downward.”

“Upward and downward” represents the ascents and descents

that a person experiences in his personal spiritual standing.

“Forward and backward” represents the quality of spreading

Judaism outwards, to other people.

The lesson here is that regardless of whether one is “upward or

downward”—on a spiritual high or low—a person should

endeavor to go “forward and backward,” to influence other

people positively.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5746)



1 uheWr phWy     2 anu, fy     3 cpw ,muv fu,c raWh Wf,c ao vnpuraW' svhhbu f,c abf,c cu ao vnpura' tck fti nuxh; ufu,c Wf,c ak ao vnpuraW' azvu f,c vahhlkao vnpura' vhhbu'

af,hc,u vht gWh vecWv gmnu/ upry zv budg cgher fti' cag, gahh, vjuai cpugk)gWp ahj, aWp mu ,anWd(/

)kz(uknkutho/ khuo jhbul vfvubv: )c( ej t, tvri/ prav zu btnrv

acg,hnho euso ven, vnafi' athi nueso untujrc,urv: ej t,
tvri/ ejbu cscrho unafvu: ut, pr vjyt, uduw/ tku vtnurho cgbhi

muut, vnkutho cut,v ,muv' ugfahu chuo rtauiknkutho jzr uzrzu cag,

ngav: )d( vevk tk p,j tvk nugs/ zv tjs nivneunu, avjzhe nugy

t, vnrucv
1

: )v( zv vscr/ scrho a,rtu atbh guavkpbhfo mubh vec"v

kgau,' utk ,tnru kfcushukfcus tjh tbh guav/ fk vgbhi vzv spra,

vnkutho phra,hcut,v ,muv
2

: )j( t, vturho/ f,c ak
3

ao vnpura:
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�� When was this section actually said (v. 1-3)?

RASHI: This section was stated seven days before the erection of the

Sanctuary [in Parshas Pekudei. However], the Torah is not in

chronological order (see table on facing page). 

Details already commanded in Parshas Tetzaveh are repeated here,

because on the first day of the inauguration, God repeated these

commands to urge Moshe on [in the matter], when the matter

became practically relevant (Rashi to v. 2).

I have already explained the entire passage about the inauguration

in Parshas Ve’atah Tetzaveh (Rashi to v. 5).

�� What is the Urim? (v. 8)

RASHI: A parchment with the explicit Name of God.

THE URIM (V. 8)

Rashi makes few comments here in chapter 8, relying on his earlier

words in Parshas Tetzaveh: “I have already explained the entire passage

about the inauguration in Parshas Ve’atah Tetzaveh.”

We therefore need to explain why Rashi found it necessary here

to explain that the Urim is “a parchment with the explicit Name of

God,” when he had already explained this matter earlier in Parshas

Tetzaveh (28:30)?
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35 (All) these are the (privileges) of Aharon and his sons from the fire-offerings of God, because they

are anointed—(which they received) on the day that He brought them near (to Him) to be priests for

God—36 that God commanded to give them on the day that He anointed them, from the children of

Israel. (It is) an eternal statute for their generations. 

37 (All) these* are the laws of the burnt-offering, the meal-offering, the sin-offering, the guilt-offering,

for the (day of) inauguration (of the priesthood), and for the peace-offering, 38 which God commanded

Moshe on Mount Sinai, on the day He commanded the children of Israel to offer up their sacrifices to

God in the Sinai Desert.  

[ II NN AA UU GG UU RR AA TT II OO NN OOFF AA HH AA RR OO NN AA NN DD HH IISS SS OO NN SS [

G od spoke to Moshe, saying, 2 “Take Aharon (and persuade him to come) along with his sons.

(Take) the garments, the anointing oil, the sin-offering bull, the two rams, and the basket of

unleavened bread, 3 and assemble the entire community at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting.”
4 Moshe did as God had commanded him. The community assembled at the entrance of the Tent of

Meeting. 5 Moshe said to the community, “These (things that I am about to perform before you) God has

commanded (me) to do.” 
6 Moshe brought Aharon and his sons near and (immersed) them in water. 7 He placed the Tunic upon

(Aharon), girded him with the Sash, clothed him with the Robe, placed the Apron upon him, girded him

with the decorative band of the Apron, and adorned him with it. 8 He placed the Breastplate upon him,

and he inserted the Urim v’Tumim into the Breastplate. 9 He placed the Turban on (Aharon’s) head, and

* gWp pw vtcrcbtk
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[ “ T H E  T O R A H  I S  N O T  I N  C H R O N O L O G I C A L  O R D E R ” [

The sequence of events surrounding the inauguration of Aharon and his sons as they are recorded in the Torah 

compared with the dates on which they occurred, according to Rashi.

O F F E R I N G C O N T E N T D A T E SEQUENCE

TETZAVEH 29:1-37
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INAUGURATION

OF AHARON & HIS SONS
AFTER YOM KIPPUR 1

PEKUDEI 40:17-35
INITIAL ERECTION OF THE TABERNACLE

(FOR THE PURPOSES OF INAUGURATION1)
23RD OF ADAR2 3

VAYIKRA & TZAV

1:1 -  7 :38

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OFFERING

SACRIFICES IN THE TABERNACLE

BEFORE ROSH

CHODESH NISAN3 5

TZAV 8:1-3
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE INAUGURATION

OF THE TABERNACLE ARE REPEATED4
23RD OF ADAR 2

TZAV 8:4-36
SEVEN DAYS OF INAUGURATION

(TABERNACLE DISMANTLED DAILY5)
23RD - 29TH ADAR2 4

SHEMINI 9:1 -24
EIGHTH DAY OF INAUGURATION

TABERNACLE ERECTED PERMANENTLY6
ROSH CHODESH NISAN2 6
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1. See Toras Menachem to Shemos 40:2.      2. Rashi, beginning of Parshas Shemini. 3. Since Aharon and his sons were required to bring formal public sacrifices

for the first time on Rosh Chodesh Nisan (see beginning of Parshas Shemini) the instructions how to do this (recorded in Parshiyos Vayikra and Tzav) must have

been said beforehand, possibly as early as 23rd of Adar—Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 10-11 and note 20 ad loc.  For an alternative explanation see Sichas Shabbos

Parshas Vayikra 5745, ch. 19; and Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5748, ch. 17.     4. Rashi here, v. 2.      5. Rashi 9:23.     6. Rashi, Bamidbar 7:1.

FOURTH

READING



1 frh,u, v: 

)y(uhao gk vnmbp,/ p,hkh ,fk,vecugho cmh. b,i gk vnmbp,' bnmt

vmh. ,kuhcnmbp,: )ht( uhz nnbu gk vnzcj/ kt hsg,h vhfibmyuuv cvztu,

vkku: )hc( uhme' uhnaj/ c,jkv hume gk rtau'utjr fl bu,i chi rhxh ghbhu

unual ctmcgu nzvkzv
1

: )hd( uhjca/ kaui eahrv: )yu( uhjyt t, vnzcj/
jytu uyvru nzru,kvfbx kesuav: uhesavu/ cgcusv zu: kfpr gkhu/ ng,v

fk vfpru,: )yz( ut, h,r, vfcs/kcs vfcs/ avhv buyk ngy ni vfcs

um ,arp - trehu  rpx // 52jj::jj--ff

THE EXPLANATION

While Rashi generally relied on the reader to remember what he had

written in Parshas Tetzaveh, he nevertheless deemed it appropriate to re-

emphasize those concepts which are particularly difficult to understand.

In our case, the word Urim (oh¦rUt) is particularly difficult, because it is

etymologically related to the word rIt, meaning “light.” So the reader

will immediately wonder: If the Urim is an item placed inside the

Breastplate, why is it called a “light”?

Thus, in Parsha Tetzaveh Rashi explains, “This is a parchment

containing God’s explicit Name, which was placed within the folds of the

Breastplate, through which it would light (rh�t�n) up its words.”

So here, in Parshas Tzav, Rashi felt it appropriate to re-emphasize the

meaning of the word Urim, since it is particularly difficult to understand.

Nevertheless, Rashi did not repeat his entire comment from Parshas

Tetzaveh, but sufficed with a few short words to jog the memory of

the reader.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5743)

Îl©«r m�UÆ �I�e F ®W`ŸxÎl©r z¤t− p§v�O�dÎz�` m�U¬ �I�e h :mi«�O�Y�dÎz�̀ �e
d¬ �E¦v x² �W�`«©M W�cŸ½T�d xf´ �pÆ a	d�G�d ui³¦v ź�̀  eiÀ�p̈R lEńÎl�` z¤t¹p§v�O�d
g¬�W
n�I�e d½	g
W�O�d o�ń�WÎz�` Æ d�WŸn g ³�T�I�e i :d«�WŸnÎz�` d− �eŸd�i
EP² �O�n f¬ �I�e `i :m«	zŸ` W−�C�w�i�e F ®AÎx�W�`Îl¨MÎz�`�e o− ¨M
W�O�dÎz�`
eiÀ¨l¥MÎl¨MÎz�`�e �g¹¥A�f�O�dÎz�` gÆ�W
n�I�e mi®�n¨r§R r©á�W �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r
l−©r d½	g
W�O�d o�ń�X�n Æ wŸv�I�e ai :m«	W
C�w§l F −P©MÎz�`�e xŸ²I¦M�dÎz�`�e
oŸÀx�d«�` í �p§AÎz�` d¹�WŸn aÆ�x
w�I�e bi :F «W
C�w§l F −zŸ` g¬�W
n�I�e oŸ ®x�d«�` W`Ÿx́
zF ®r¨A�b�n m− �d¨l WŸ ¬a�g«�I�e h½ �p§a�` Æ m	zŸ` xŸ ³B
g�I�e Æ zŸp�YªM m³�W¦A§l�I�e
z ®̀ 	H�g«�d x́ ©R z−�` W¾�B�I�e ci [iying] :d«�WŸnÎz�` d− �eŸd�i d¬ �E¦v x² �W�`«©M
:z`«	H�g«�d x¬ ©R W`Ÿ −xÎl©r m½�di�c�iÎz�` Æ ei�p¨aE oŸ ³x�d«�` KŸÆn
q�I�e
Æ ai¦a	q �g³¥A�f�O�d zFÆ p
x�wÎl©r oÂ�Y�I�eÂ Æ m	C�dÎz�` d³�WŸn gÆ�T�I�e hÀ	g
W�I�e eh

�g½¥A�f�O�d cFq́�iÎl�`Æ w©v�i mÀ	C�dÎz�̀ �e �g® ¥A�f�O�dÎz�` `−�H�g�i�e F½r¨A§v�`§A
¼ a�x¼�T�dÎl©r x́�W�` » a¤l»�g�dÎl¨MÎz«�` gÀ�T�I�e fh :ei«¨l¨r x¬ ¥R©k§l Ed−�W
C�w�i«�e
x¬�h
w�I�e o® �d§A§l�gÎz«�`�e zŸ−i¨l§M�d i¬�Y
WÎz�`�e c½¥a¨M�d z�x´ �zŸi Æ z�`�e
F½W
x¦RÎz�`�e Fx́	U§AÎz�`�eÆ FxŸrÎz�`�e x³¨R�dÎz�`�e fi :d	g«¥A�f�O�d d−�WŸn
:d«�WŸnÎz�` d− �eŸd�i d¬ �E¦v x² �W�`«©M dp�g«�O«©l uE −g�n W½�`¨A s´�x	U
m−�di�c�iÎz�̀  ei² �p¨aE o Ÿx̄�d«�` Eºk
n
q�I« �e d® ¨®l̈Ÿr«	d li´�` z−�` a¾�x
w�I�e gi

�g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r m² 	C�dÎz�` d¯�WŸn wŸÆx�f�I�e h® 	g
W�I�e hi :l�i«	`	d W`Ÿ ¬xÎl©r
W`Ÿ½x	dÎz�` Æ d�WŸn x³�h
w�I�e ei® 	g	z�p¦l g−�Y�p l�i½�`	dÎzÆ�`�e k :ai«¦a	q

Di�Wi�x l©r `	Y§t�p§v�n z�i i�E�W�e h : �̀I�nEY z�i�e
`¨vi¦v z�i i�dFR�` l¥a�w	l `	Y§t�p§v�n l©r i�E�W�e
z�i �i�i ci�T©t i�C 	̀n§M 	̀W
cEw
c `̈li¦l§M `̈a�d�c
c
i�A�x�e `	zEa
x�c `	g
W�n z�i d�WŸn ai�q�pE i :d�WŸn
:oFd
z�i Wi�C�w�e Di¥a i�C l̈M z�i�e �̀p§M
W�n z�i
z�i i�A�x�e oi�p
n�f r©a�W `	g§A
c�n l©r Di�P�n i�C�`�e `i

Di�qi�q§A z�i�e 	̀xFI¦M z�i�e i�dFp	n l̈M z�i�e 	̀g§A
c�n
l©r `	zEa
x�c `	g
W�O�n wi�x�`�e ai :oFd
zEW	C�w§l
:Di�zEW	C�w§l Di�z�i i�A�x�e oŸx�d�`
c `	Wi�x
oEpi�W¥A§l�`�e oŸx�d�` i�p§A z�i d�WŸn ai�x	w�e bi

oFd§l oi�w
z�`�e oi�p�i
n�d oFd
z�i fi�x�f�e oi�pEY¦M
z�i ai�x	w�e ci :d�WŸn z�i �i�i ci�T©t i�C 	̀n§M oi¦r̈aFM
oFdi�c�i z�i i�dFp§aE oŸx�d�` K�n
qE 	̀z 	̀H�g
c 	̀xFY
ai�q�pE qi¥k�pE eh :`	z`	H�g
c `	xFY Wi�x l©r
xFg
q `	g§A
c�n z�p
x�w l©r a�di�e `	n
C z�i d�WŸn

	̀n
C z�i�e 	̀g§A
c�n z�i i�M�c�e Di¥r§A§v�̀ §A xFg
q
`	x¨R©k§l Di�W
C�w�e `	g§A
c�n
c `	cFqi¦l wi�x�`
z�i�e `�E�B l©r i�C `¨A
x�Y l¨M z�i ai�q�pE fh :i�dFl£r
o�d§A
x�Y z�i�e o�i§l�M oi�Y
x�Y z�i�e `	c§a©M x©v�g
z�i�e `	xFY z�i�e fi :`	g§A
c�n§l d�WŸn wi�Q�`�e

	̀xEp§A ci�wF` Di¥l§kE` z�i�e Di�x
q¦A z�i�e Di¥M
W�n
:d�WŸn z�i �i�i ci�T©t i�C 	̀n§M 	̀zi�x
W�n§l 	̀ẍA�n
oŸx�d�` Ek	n
qE `	z¨l£r�c `	x§k�C z�i ai�x	w�e gi

qi¥k�pE hi : 	̀x§k�C Wi�x l©r oFdi�c�i z�i i�dFp§aE
:xFg
q xFg
q `	g§A
c�n l©r `	n
C z�i d�WŸn w�x�fE
z�i d�WŸn wi�Q�̀ �e i�dFx§a�̀ §l bi¥N©R 	̀x§k�C z�i�e k
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on the cap, towards his face, he placed the golden Forehead-Plate, the Holy Crown, as God had

commanded Moshe. 
10 Moshe took the anointing oil and anointed the Sanctuary and everything inside it and (thus)

sanctified it. 11 He sprinkled from (the anointing oil) upon the Altar seven times. He anointed the Altar

and all its apparatus, as well as the washstand and its base, to sanctify them. 12 He poured some of the

anointing oil upon Aharon’s head and anointed him, to sanctify him. 
13 Moshe brought Aharon’s sons near and clothed them with Tunics, girded them with Sashes, and tied

High Hats (Turbans) on them, as God had commanded Moshe. 
14 He brought the sin-offering bull close. Aharon and his sons leaned their hands upon the head of the

sin-offering bull. 15 Moshe slaughtered it. He took the blood and placed it on the horns of the Altar, all

around, with his finger, and he (thus) purified the Altar. He poured the (remaining) blood at the (protru-

ding) base of the Altar, and (thus) sanctified (the Altar, giving it the power) to effect atonement upon it. 
16 He took all the fat which was on the stomach, the diaphragm (together with some of) the liver, the

two kidneys and the fat that was on them, and Moshe made them go up in smoke on the Altar. 
17 He burned the bull, its hide, its meat, and its dung in fire outside the camp, as God had commanded

Moshe. 
18 He brought the burnt-offering ram near. Aharon and his sons leaned their hands upon the head of

the ram. 19 Moshe slaughtered it and he dashed the blood on the Altar, all around. 20 Moshe cut up the

�� When was Moshe commanded to sprinkle anointing oil

on the Altar ? (v. 11)

RASHI: I do not know where [in scripture] he was commanded to

perform these sprinklings.

RAMBAN: Perhaps Moshe was commanded to sprinkle anointing oil

on the Altar with the words, “[You should anoint the Altar and all its

utensils.] You should sanctify the Altar, and the Altar will become

holy of holies” (Shemos 40:10). I.e. after anointing the Altar and the

other utensils, as instructed in the first half of the verse, it is then

necessary to confer on the Altar a further degree of sanctity, to render

it, “holy of holies.” This is done by sprinkling more anointing oil, just

as Aharon and his sons were sanctified by sprinkling oil (29:21).

THE SPRINKLING OF OIL ON THE ALTAR (V. 11)

Every procedure that Moshe carried out during the inauguration of

Aharon and his sons was commanded directly by God (see above v. 4-5),

However, Rashi was troubled when reaching verse 11, the sprinkling of oil

on the Altar by Moshe, since this detail does not appear to be mentioned

at all in God’s commands to Moshe (in Parshas Tetzaveh). Unable to find a

solution at the literal level, Rashi wrote, “I do not know where [in

scripture] he was commanded to perform these sprinklings.”

Ramban, however, appears to offer a simple, solution. He writes that

the obligation to sprinkle anointing oil on the Altar can be derived from

the verse, “You should sanctify the Altar, and the Altar will become a holy

of holies” (Shemos 40:10), suggesting that the Altar must be imparted with

a higher degree of sanctity than the other utensils of the Tabernacle. And

since all the utensils have to be anointed, it follows that the Altar requires

a second anointing, which explains the statement in our verse that Moshe

“sprinkled from (the anointing oil) upon the Altar seven times.”

So why did Rashi not suggest the interpretation of Ramban, which

appears to be acceptable at the literal level?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi rejected the logic of Ramban, because:

a.) Earlier, in Parshas Tetzaveh, Rashi wrote that the term “holy of

holies” applies to all the utensils of the Tabernacle, and not just the Altar –

but the Torah states this explicitly only in the case of the Altar. Therefore,

Rashi could not accept the argument of Ramban here, that Moshe

sprinkled anointing oil on the Altar so that it could reach a higher level of

sanctity than the other utensils, since this would be inconsistent with his

earlier comment in Parshas Tetzaveh.

b.) In Parshas Tetzaveh, Rashi writes that it is prohibited to use anointing

oil in any case, “which is not needed for the priesthood or the kingship,”

for this is considered to be an abuse of the holy oil for “alien” purposes.

Thus, in our case it is out of the question that Moshe would have made

an additional application of anointing oil to the Altar after it had already

been sanctified, as this would be considered a use for alien purposes.

So Rashi was left without a solution. Nevertheless, despite being a great

Torah scholar and halachic authority, Rashi was not ashamed to write, “I

do not know where he was commanded to perform these sprinklings,”

thus teaching the reader that even those of a lesser stature than Rashi

should not be embarrassed to admit their shortcomings.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5735)

�
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

In Chasidic thought, oil represents the secrets of Torah which

are so sublime that they cannot be understood.  This is the

inner reason why Rashi wrote “I don’t know,” in the case of

anointing oil.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5735)
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1 s; gj/ py/     2 gWz ks/

gnv: )fc( thk vnktho/ thk vaknho' ankuthokaui aknho' annktho

unakhnho t, vfvbhocfvub,o: )fu( ujk, kjo ani/ vht rcufv' avhv

nrcv cv ani fbds vjku, uvrehehi' fl npuracnbju,
1

: )fj(uheyr
vnzcjv/ nav ana fk acg,hnh vnkutho cjkue kci

2
: gk vgukv/ tjr

um ,arp - trehu  rpx // 54jj::ff--ffjj

�� Why is the second sacrifice in particular referred to as

the “inauguration ram” (oh�t�K�N�v kh�t)? (v. 22)

RASHI: The term oh�t�K�N�v kh�t means [not “inauguration ram” but]

“completion ram” (oh°n�k§	�v kh�t), for these rams filled (oh�t±K�n§n) and

completed (oh�nh°k�J�n) the [status of the] priests in their priesthood.

RAMBAN: The bull sin-offering (v. 14-17) was brought to atone for the

Altar and sanctify it. The ram burnt-offering (v. 18-21) was brought to

achieve Divine favor for the priests. And the ram peace-offering  (v. 22-29)

was brought to thank God for the privilege of priesthood. This final

offering is referred to by the Torah as the “inauguration ram,” as it

completed the process of inauguration.

�� What did Moshe wear during the inauguration? (v. 28)

RASHI: Moshe performed the [priestly] service throughout all the

seven days of inauguration, dressed in a white robe.

THE SECOND INAUGURATION RAM (V. 22)

The inauguration process of Aharon and his sons required the sacrifice

of three animals: a.) A bull, for a sin offering (v. 14-17). b.) A ram for a

burnt-offering (v. 18-21). c.) A second ram for a peace-offering (v. 22-29).

Obviously, it was the cumulative effect of these sacrifices together that

inaugurated Aharon and his sons. So, when reaching our verse Rashi was

troubled why the Torah refers to the second ram in particular as the

“inauguration ram.” Surely, wondered Rashi, all the sacrifices were

inauguration offerings.

To solve this problem, Rashi suggested that the word oh�t�K�N here, which

usually means “inauguration,” actually means “filling” or “completion” in

this case. Thus it is incorrect to say that the Torah referred to the third

offering as the “inauguration ram,” but rather, it is the “completion lamb”

that “filled (oh�t±K�n§n) and completed (oh�nh°k�J�n) the [status of the] priests

�

u´�g	x m�i−©r	x§M�dÎz�`�e a�x ¬ �T�dÎz�`�e `k :x�c«¨R�dÎz�`�e mi−�g	z�P�dÎz�`�e
Î�gi«�x§l `E ³d dÆ¨lŸr d	gÀ¥A�f�O�d l�i¹�`	dÎl¨MÎz�` dÆ�WŸnÁ x�h
w�I�e m�i® 	O©A
[iyy] :d«�WŸnÎz�` d− �eŸd�i d¬ �E¦v x² �W�`«©M d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ `Ed d¬ �X�` Æ �gŸÆgi�p
ei² �p¨aE oŸx̄�d«�` Eºk
n
q�I«�e mi®�`ªN�O�d li−�` i½�p�X�d l�i´�`	dÎz�` Æ a�x
w�I�e ak

o² �Y�I�e F½n	C�nÆ d�WŸn g ³�T�I�e | hÃ	g
W�I�e bk :l�i«	`	d W`Ÿ ¬xÎl©r m−�di�c�iÎz�`
o�dŸ ¬AÎl©r�e zi½ �p	n�i�d Æ Fc�i o�dŸ ³AÎl©r�e zi® �p	n�i�d oŸ −x�d«�`ÎofŸ «̀  KE¬p
YÎl©r
Æ m	C�dÎo�n d³�WŸn oÆ�Y�I�e oŸÀx�d«�̀  i´ �p§AÎz�` aº�x
w�I�e ck :zi«�p	n�i�d F −l�b�x
o�dŸ ¬AÎl©r�e zi½ �p	n�i�d Æ m	c�i o�dŸ ³AÎl©r�e zi½ �p	n�i�d Æ m�p�f	` KE ³p
YÎl©r
:ai«¦a	q �g−¥A�f�O�dÎl©r m² 	C�dÎz�` d¯�WŸn wŸÆx�f�I�e zi® �p	n�i�d m−¨l�b�x
Îl©r x́�W�` » a¤l»�g�dÎl¨MÎz«�`�e dÀ �i§l�`«	dÎz�`�e a¤l´�g�dÎz�` gº�T�I�e dk

z−�`�e o® �d§A§l�gÎz«�̀ �e zŸ−ïl§M�d i¬�Y
WÎz�̀ �e c½¥äM�d z�x´ �zŸiÆ z�`�e ¼ a�x¼�T�d
zÆ©N�g gÂ�ẅlÂ dÀ �eŸd�i i´ �p§t¦l | x́�W�` zF¹S�O�d lÆ�Q�nE ek :oi«�n�I�d wF ¬W

Æ m�UÆ �I�e c®	g�` wi ´�w	x�e z−�g�` o�n² �W m�g¬ ¤l zÆ©N�g �«e Æ z�g�` d³¨S�n
oŸ½ x�d«�̀  i´ ¥R©M l©rμ lŸ½M�dÎz�` o´�Y�I�e fk :oi«�n�I�d wF ¬W l −©r�e mi½¦a¨l�g´�dÎl©r
d³�WŸn gÆ�T�I�e gk :d« �eŸd�i i¬ �p§t¦l d− ¨tEp
Y m² 	zŸ` sp ¯�I�e ei® �p¨a í ¥R©M l −©r�e
Æ m�d mi¬�`ªN�n d®l̈Ÿr«	dÎl©r d	g−¥A�f�O�d x¬�h
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ram into its (prescribed) parts, and he made the head, the parts and the fat go up in smoke. 21 Moshe

washed the innards and the legs in water, and (after adding these parts) he made the entire ram go up

in smoke on the Altar. It was a burnt-offering—a pleasant aroma, a fire offering to God—as God had

commanded Moshe. 
22 He brought the second ram near, the inauguration ram. Aharon and his sons leaned their hands

upon the ram’s head. 23 Moshe slaughtered it. He took some of its blood and placed it on the cartilage

of Aharon’s right ear, on the thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right foot. 24 Moshe brought

Aharon’s sons near, and Moshe placed some of the blood on the cartilage of their right ears, on the

thumbs of their right hands, and on the big toes of their right feet. Then Moshe dashed the (remaining)

blood on the Altar, all around. 
25 He took the (sacrificial) fat, the tail-piece, all the fat which covers the innards, the diaphragm

(together with a piece of) liver, the two kidneys together with their fat and the right thigh. 26 From the

basket of unleavened bread that was before God, he took one loaf of unleavened bread, and one loaf of

bread (which was boiled and fried in) oil, and one wafer, and he placed them on top of the fats and the

right thigh. 27 Then he placed it all on Aharon’s palms and on his sons’ palms, and he waved them as a

waving before God.  28 Moshe took it from their hands and made it go up in smoke on the Altar along

in their priesthood.” And this explains why only the second ram is referred

to as the oh�t�K�N�v kh�t (“completion ram”), since this was the final sacrifice

that actually completed the inauguration process.

This, however, presents us with the following difficulties:

a.) Why does Rashi use the unusual expression, that the lamb

inaugurated the “priests in their priesthood,” rather than the more

common expression that the priests were inaugurated into service?

b.) Rashi’s interpretation of the same concept in Parshas Tetzaveh seems

to differ from his understanding here. In Parshas Tetzaveh he writes that

this offering “is a peace-offering, because it makes peace for the Altar, for

the one who performs the service, and for the owner,” i.e. Rashi

understood that the word oh�t�K�N means a peace-offering. Here, however,

in Parshas Tzav, Rashi wrote that oh�t�K�N means “completion.”

Why is Rashi not consistent in his understanding of this term?

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Tetzaveh the Torah states, “You should take out of the ram

the (abdominal) fat, the tail-piece, the fat that covers the innards, the

diaphragm of the liver, the two kidneys along with the fat that is upon

them, and the right thigh, because it is a oh�t�K�N ram” (29:22). 

Now, if we translated oh�t�K�N to mean “completion” in this case, the

above verse would make no sense at all. For completion occurs for one

reason alone: because it is the very last procedure. So it makes no sense

to say that certain parts were removed from the animal and placed on the

Altar because this was the ram of completion, for what do offering parts

and completion have to do with one another?

Therefore, in this case, Rashi understood that the word oh�t�K�N means

that it was a peace-offering, for the key identifying feature of a peace-

offering is that part of the animal is offered on the Altar and part is eaten

by the owners—and thus, in Rashi’s words, “it makes peace for the Altar,

for the one who performs the service, and for the owner.”

In our Parsha however, the Torah does not state that the parts were

offered on the Altar “because it is a oh�t�K�N ram.” Therefore, Rashi was not

forced to follow the above logic. 

Rashi reasoned if the Torah meant to tell us that this was a peace-

offering it would have said so. Thus the term oh�t�K�N�v kh�t must mean

something else here. Therefore he wrote, that “The term oh�t�K�N�v kh�t

means “completion ram,” for these rams filled (oh�t±K�n§n) and completed

(oh�nh°k�J�n) the [status of the] priests in their priesthood.”

To explain why it was the second ram alone that is described as an

“inauguration ram,” (when it was both rams that inaugurated Aharon and

his sons), Rashi stressed that the second ram “completed the [status of

the] priests in their priesthood.” I.e. it did not inaugurate the priests into

service, allowing them to officiate in the Tabernacle—for this was

achieved by the first ram. Rather, the second ram imparted the priests

with the sanctity required to eat the parts of the sacrifices that only a priest

may eat, i.e. it “completed the [status of the] priests in their priesthood.”

[cf. Ramban].

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5730) 

WAS MOSHE A PRIEST? (V. 28)

Rashi’s comment to verse 28 presents the following problems:

a.) Why did Rashi wait until this point to teach us that, “Moshe

performed the [priestly] service throughout all the seven days of

inauguration, dressed in a white robe”? Surely this point should have

been made at the beginning of this discussion or at the end, but not

somewhere in the middle?

�
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

One of the unique qualities of a Jew is that he is able to elevate

the process of eating food—a mundane act which even

animals perform—to be an act of serving God. The priests achieve

this in the fullest sense, since the part of the sacrifices which

they eat becomes spiritually uplifted, just like the rest of the

sacrifice that is burned on the Altar. Therefore, in addition to

inaugurating the priests to carry out the holy service in the

Temple, an additional inaugural sacrifice was required to grant

the priests with the ability to perform this holy task of eating the

sacrifices (see Toras Menachem to v. 22).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5730)
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�� Is the thigh of a peace-offering usually burned? (v. 28)

RASHI: With the exception of this one, we do not find any case

where the thigh of a peace-offering was offered up [on the Altar].

SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Normally, the priest keeps the right thigh. In this

case however, Moshe burned it on the Altar to emphasize the

distinction that he was a levite and they were priests.

b.) What led Rashi to conclude that Moshe was “dressed in a white robe”?

c.) Rashi’s source, the Toras Kohanim, states that Moshe acted as the

High Priest during the days of inauguration. Why did Rashi omit

this point?

THE EXPLANATION

In verse 12, above, we read that Moshe “poured some of the anointing

oil upon Aharon’s head and anointed him, to sanctify him.” This

suggests that Moshe was in fact a High Priest, for in order to anoint

Aharon into office as High Priest surely Moshe needed to have been of

at least an equal stature himself. Therefore, the Toras Kohanim con-

cluded that Moshe was indeed a High Priest, at least during the period

of inauguration.

However, at the literal level, Rashi found this argument unconvincing.

For Moshe began the week of inauguration by announcing to the Jewish

people, “These (things that I am about to perform before you) God has

commanded (me) to do” (v. 5). So clearly, Moshe did not need to possess

any special status in order to anoint Aharon as High Priest, since he was

following an explicit command of God. Similarly, all the other procedures

which Moshe carried out during the inauguration were direct commands

from God, as the Torah stresses no less than 18 times in this passage,

“...as God had commanded Moshe.”  

Therefore, at the literal level there is no need to presume that Moshe

was a priest (or High Priest), since all his actions were directly

commanded by God, and not a function of his own authority or status.

However, on reaching our verse (v. 28) the reader will immediately

notice an exception to this rule. For here we read that Moshe took the

right thigh (along with the sacrificial parts of the peace-offering and

breads) and “made it go up in smoke on the Altar.” Now, the right thigh

is one of the gifts which is given to the priests, as we read above, “You

should give the right leg from your peace-offering to the priest” (7:32). So,

upon reading our verse that the right thigh was burned on the Altar by

Moshe, the reader will immediately wonder: Why was the thigh not given

to Aharon and his sons?

Rashi concluded that this proves that Moshe was in fact a priest, and

that consequently he was able to take the right thigh (which was one of

the gifts given to the priests) for himself and do with it as he pleased—and

he chose to burn it on the Altar. Therefore, it is only upon reaching our
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with the burnt-offering. They were inauguration-offerings—a pleasant aroma, a fire-offering to God. 
29 Moshe took the breast and waved it as a wave-offering before God. It belonged to Moshe as a

portion from the inauguration ram, as God had commanded Moshe. 
30 Moshe took some of the anointing oil and some of the blood that was on the Altar, and he sprinkled

it on Aharon and on his garments, on his sons and on his sons’ garments. He (thus) sanctified Aharon,

his garments, his sons and his sons’ garments with him. 
31 Moshe said to Aharon and to his sons, “Cook the meat at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting and

eat it there, together with the bread that is in the basket of the inauguration offerings, as I have

commanded, saying, ‘Aharon and his sons should eat it.’ 32 You should burn whatever is left over from

the meat and the bread in fire.” 
33 “You should not leave the entrance of the Tent of Meeting for seven days, until the concluding day

of your days of inauguration, because you will (now) be inaugurated for seven days. 34 God has

commanded that whatever was done on this day must be done (all seven days) to atone for you. 35 You

* For an analysis of the halachic status of Moshe’s priesthood, see Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 28ff.

�� If the Tabernacle was dismantled at night during the

seven days of inauguration, how could Aharon and his sons

stay there for seven days and nights? (v. 33, 35)

SFORNO: The outer curtains of the Tabernacle were not dismantled.

BACHAYE: The Torah does not mean that they were literally not

allowed to leave the Tabernacle day and night, but rather, that any

time that they were required to be there they were not permitted to

leave, whether it was day or night.

RAMBAN: The Tabernacle remained erected all night, and at the

crack of dawn it was dismantled and immediately reassembled. In this

way it was possible for the priests to stay ”at the entrance to the Tent

of Meeting day and night for seven days” (Ramban to Shemos 40:2).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

verse that Rashi explained, “Moshe performed the [priestly] service

throughout all the seven days of inauguration, dressed in a white robe,”

for it is only at this point that we have proof that Moshe was in fact a priest.

However, this begs the question: Why did Moshe offer up the thigh on

the Altar, rather than keep it for himself as a gift? 

Sifsei Chachamim answers that this was to indicate Moshe’s inferior

status to Aharon and his sons. But, at the literal level, it is difficult to

accept that any aspect of the sacrificial procedure in the Tabernacle was

done for negative reasons, to stress inferiority, etc.

Rather, it would seem that—on the contrary—Moshe’s offering of the

thigh on the Altar stresses Moshe’s greatness, i.e that in addition to the

usual parts which are offered up on the Altar when a priest brings a peace-

offering, Moshe offered an additional part: the thigh. (In this way Moshe’s

sacrifice resembled the meal-offering of the High Priest, where additional

portions of the offering are burned on the Altar to stress the importance

of the one who is offering it—See above 6:12-15 and Toras Menachem ibid.)

Thus, Rashi writes here, “With the exception of this one, we do not find

any case where the thigh of a peace-offering was offered up [on the

Altar],” in order to stress Moshe’s greatness, that his level of priesthood

was even higher than that of all the other priests.

MOSHE’S WHITE ROBE

One detail that remains to be explained is that if Moshe were indeed a

priest then why did he not wear special priestly garments, but instead, a

“white robe,” as Rashi writes?

However, it could be argued that Moshe’s white robe was indeed a

special priestly garment, but one suited to the unique priesthood of Moshe:

It was explained above that, at the literal level of Torah interpretation,

Moshe was indeed a priest. Therefore, he must have worn priestly

garments, which are a crucial element of all priestly service in the

Tabernacle. However, the priestly garments which are described in

Parshas Tetzaveh were given exclusively to Aharon and his sons, and we

do not find any indication in the Torah as to what Moshe’s priestly

garments should be.

Therefore, Rashi concluded that the absence of detail in the Torah about

Moshe’s garments indicates that the garments themselves should lack any

details or features whatsoever. So Rashi wrote that Moshe wore one

single, plain white garment, which was devoid of any enhancements or

color at all.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5747*)

WHERE DID THE PRIESTS GO AT NIGHT? (V. 33, 35)

Throughout the seven days of inauguration, the Tabernacle was erected

and dismantled daily (Rashi to 9:23, below), and only on the eighth day did

it stand permanently (Rashi to Bamidbar 7:1). Thus many commentators—

Sforno, Bachaye, Ramban and others—address the obvious question

how the priests did “not leave the entrance of the Tent of Meeting for

seven days... day and night for seven days” (v. 33,35), when the Tabernacle

was clearly dismantled at night? How could the priests possibly “stay at

the entrance to the Tent of Meeting day and night for seven days,” when

there simply was no “entrance” at night?

While the commentators offer various solutions, we would have

expected Rashi to answer this basic problem. Apparently, Rashi deemed

the answer to be self-evident from scripture itself or from one of his

previous comments, such that Rashi felt the reader could fathom the

matter for himself. So, what is the explanation of the matter, at the

literal level?

�
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THE EXPLANATION

At first glance, verses 33 and 35 seem to be unnecessarily repetitive.

Verse 33 states, “You should not leave the entrance of the Tent of Meeting

for seven days, until the concluding day of your days of inauguration,

because you will (now) be inaugurated for seven days.” And verse 35

appears to repeat the same idea, “You should stay at the entrance to the

Tent of Meeting day and night for seven days, and you must guard your

appointed duty to God.”

Nevertheless, on closer examination it becomes apparent that these two

verses are speaking about two distinct obligations:

Verse 33 stresses that “You should not leave the entrance of the Tent

of Meeting,” i.e. we are speaking here about a priest who is already

inside, carrying out his service, and is prohibited to leave. This prohi-

bition applies “for seven days,” i.e. during the daytime only, and it is

“because you will (now) be inaugurated for seven days.” In other words,

the priest may not leave the Tabernacle complex* because he is being

inaugurated.

On the other hand, verse 35 instructs, “You should stay at the entrance

to the Tent of Meeting,” which is clearly speaking to a person who is

already outside, and is required not to distance himself further (cf. Bereishis

18:1). This applies “day and night for seven days,” i.e. at any time when

the priest has left the Tabernacle complex when he is not performing his

service. And the reason for the prohibition is because “you must guard

your appointed duty to God,” i.e. to guard the Tabernacle and its

contents.

Since all these details are self-evident from the verses themselves, Rashi

did not need to explain them. Likewise, he did not need to answer how

the priests remained in the Tabernacle at night when it was dismantled,

since from the above it is clear that their obligation at night was to guard

the dismantled Tabernacle from the outside.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5745)
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* While the Torah actually refers to the s �gIn k¤v«t j©,�p, the entrance to the Tabernacle itself, and not the entrance to the surrounding courtyard, it is clear from the context here

that the term refers to the entrance of the courtyard, and not the Tabernacle itself. For above, the Torah states, “The community assembled at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting,”

and clearly the entire Jewish nation could not have assembled inside in front of the Tabernacle entrance itself, inside the Tabernacle courtyard. (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5745)

mWu pxueho' mWu xhni/
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should stay at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting day and night for seven days, and must guard your

appointed duty to God so that you will not die, for this is what I was commanded.” 
36 Aharon and his sons did everything that God commanded through Moshe. 

HAFTARAHS: TZAV—P. 254.    SHABBOS HAGADOL (EREV PESACH) P. 286.    ZACHOR—P. 278.    PARAH—P. 281 .

Maftir: Zachor—p. 289.    Parah—p. 289.

�� Why does the Torah stress that “Aharon and his sons did everything that God commanded”? (v. 36)

RASHI: To tell their praise: that they did not drift [from their instructions] to the right or to the left. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ The Last Word [

THE PRAISE OF AHARON’S SONS

The Torah “tells the praise” of Aharon and his sons, that “they did

not drift to the right or to the left.” Now clearly, it is self-

understood that Aharon and his sons would not have neglected to

observe any of the commands which they had received from God.

Rather, Rashi’s intention here is that there may have been the

tendency to “drift” in a slightly different path:

The “right” represents the side of holiness. Thus, the tendency to

drift to the right would be to follow a path of additional holiness,

more than was requested. Conversely, to drift to the left means to

place more emphasis on methods of combatting the forces of evil. 

Aharon and his sons did not need to drift to the right or to the left,

as they were righteous individuals, such that the Torah “tells their

praise.” But in other times, when we are surrounded by negative

influences, it is indeed necessary to drift to the right and to the left,

finding methods of combatting the surrounding spiritual darkness,

while at the same time adding to our personal religious conduct. 

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav 5748)



1. Lifting off the ashes (from the Altar) [6:3].

2. Kindling the fire on the Altar every day [6:6].

3. Not to extinguish fire on the Altar [6:6].

4. Eating the remainder of meal-offerings [6:9].

5. Not to make the remainder of meal-offerings leavened [6:10].

6. The daily meal-offering of the High Priest [6:13].

7. That the meal-offering of a priest is not eaten [6:16].

8. The procedure of the chatas (sin-offering) [6:18].

9. Not to eat of the flesh of any chatas whose blood is sprinkled
inside (the Sanctuary) [6:23].

10. The procedure of the asham (guilt-offering) [7:1].

11. The procedure of the shlamim (peace-offering) [7:11].

12.Not to leave over any flesh of a todah (thanksgiving-offering)
past the allotted time for eating it. [7:15].

13. The mitzvah of burning the remnants of the sacred
offerings [7:17].

14.Not to eat pigul (an offering sacrificed with incorrect
intentions) [7:18].

15.Not to eat the flesh of holy offerings that became impure [7:19].

16. The mitzvah of burning holy flesh that became impure [7:19].

17.Not to eat chailev (forbidden sacrificial fat) [7:23].

18.Not to eat the blood of any animal or bird [7:26].

Parshas Tzav ccoonnttaaiinnss  99  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  99  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss
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At first glance, the beginning of our Parsha would

belong better at the end of the previous Parsha. For

the end of Parshas Tzav describes the first seven days

of inauguration of the Tabernacle, and the beginning

of our Parsha describes the final, eighth day of inau-

guration, when the Divine presence finally descended

into the Tabernacle.

By breaking to begin a new Parsha in the middle of this

story, the Torah appears to be hinting to us that the eighth

day, while superficially a mere continuation of the days

that preceded it, actually had a totally different character.

So the discussion of the eighth day Shemini must begin a

new chapter.

Since there are seven days in the week, it follows that

the number seven alludes to the cycle of the natural

world. Eight, therefore, represents that which is beyond

the world, the most sublime spiritual realm which defies

any interaction with physicality. Being truly infinite it can

have no meaningful relationship with the finite.

And it is this fundamental incompatibility between

“seven” and “eight” to which the Torah alludes by placing

Shemini in a Parsha of its own. The Torah is teaching us

that “eight”, that which is infinite and Godly, and “seven,”

the worldly and the physical, cannot be mixed.

That is to say, that they cannot be mixed by man alone.

But God and His commands, of course, are not bound

by the paradox of matter and spirit. Thus, when man

follows God’s command to perform a particular task with

a physical object, we witness a most unlikely fusion of

opposites: that physical object, whose very nature is to

conceal the presence of God, now becomes a pure

expression of the infinite Divine Will.  

Thus, the 613 mitzvos are, in effect, 613 bridges

between “seven” and “eight.” Consequently, it is through

the observance of these mitzvos that God’s presence will

become visible within this physical world with the true

and complete Redemption—like the eighth day of

inauguration, when “the glory of God appeared to all

the people.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 92ff.)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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hb hna ,arp - trehu  rpx // 62yy::tt--jj

�� What is the “thing” referred to in verse 6?

SFORNO: Moshe was referring to the leaning of the hands

(semichah) on the communal sin-offering and burnt-offering.

IBN EZRA: In verse 6, Moshe was referring to the commands given

in verses 2-4, that the Jewish people should bring animals.

RAMBAN: After the Jewish people brought the appropriate animals

to be sacrificed (in verses 2-4), Moshe continued to stress that they

must be offered in the correct order (in verse 6).

TARGUM YONASON: Moshe was telling the Jewish people that they

must rid themselves of the evil inclination, in order that the Divine

Presence should dwell in their midst.

�� Why did Moshe have to tell Aharon to “approach the

Altar”? (v. 7)

RASHI: Because Aharon was embarrassed and afraid to approach

[the altar]. Moshe said to him: “Why are you embarrassed? This is

what you were chosen for!”

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF VERSE 6?

The commentators note that the meaning of verse 6 appears to be

unclear. Moshe declares to the Jewish people, “(When) this thing which

God has told you to carry out (is done, then) the glory of God will appear

to you!” but he does not appear to clarify what “thing” he is referring to.

Ibn Ezra argues that in verse 6 Moshe is referring to the details

specified in verses 2-4. However, at the literal level, this is difficult to

accept, because the commands which Moshe gave the Jewish people (via

Aharon) in verses 2-4 were actually carried out in verse 5: “They took

what Moshe had commanded to the front of the Tent of Meeting, and the

entire community approached and stood before God.” So Moshe would

not be encouraging the people to do something in verse 6 which they had

already done.

Other commentators [such as Sforno] argue that Moshe was instructing

the people with the precept of semichah, that those offering a sacrifice

must place their hands on the animal’s head before it is slaughtered.

However, at the literal level, it is difficult to accept that this was Moshe’s

intentions with the words, “(When) this thing which God has told you to

carry out (is done, then) the glory of God will appear to you!” For why

should an event so great as the dwelling of the Divine Presence in the

Tabernacle be achieved specifically through the act of semichah? 

And clearly, the explanation of Targum Yonason is non-literal.
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I t was on the eighth day (of inauguration*), that Moshe called for Aharon and his sons, and the elders

of Israel (so that Aharon’s appointment should be in their presence). 
2 He said to Aharon, “Take for yourself a young bull as a sin-offering (as an atonement for the

Golden Calf), and a ram as a burnt-offering, (both) unblemished, and bring them close, before God.” 
3 “You should speak to the children of Israel and say, ‘Take a he-goat as a sin-offering; and for a burnt-

offering (take) a calf and a lamb, (both) in their first year, and (both) unblemished; 4 and for peace-

offerings (take) an ox and a ram, to be slaughtered before God; and (take) a meal-offering mixed with oil—

for today (the Tabernacle will be fully inaugurated and) God(’s presence) is (going to) appear to you.’” 
5 They took what Moshe had commanded to the front of the Tent of Meeting, and the entire

community approached and stood before God. 
6 Moshe said, “(When) this thing which God has told you to carry out (is done, then) the glory of God

will appear to you!” 
7 Moshe said to Aharon, “Approach the Altar and carry out your sin-offering and your burnt-offering,

atoning for yourself and for the people, and carry out the people’s offering, atoning for them, as God

has commanded.” 
8 Aharon approached the Altar and slaughtered his sin-offering calf. 9 Aharon’s sons brought the blood

We are thus left without a satisfactory explanation, at the literal level, as

to what Moshe was referring to in verse 6. And why does Rashi, who

explains every difficulty that arises at the literal level, fail to address this

significant point?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi made no comment here as he held the matter to be self-evident.

In verses 2-4 we read how the people were given instructions from God

to bring animals to the Tabernacle to be sacrificed, and in verse 5 we read

that they followed these instructions. Then, as the people were standing

at the entrance, along with the animals which they were told to bring,

Moshe declared (in verse 6): “(When) this thing which God has told you

to carry out (is done, then) the glory of God will appear to you!,” i.e. that

when the animals which they had brought would actually be sacrificed,

(by the priests) then the Divine Presence would appear. Thus the Torah

continues in verse 7 how Moshe instructed Aharon to bring these

sacrifices: “Moshe said to Aharon, ‘Approach the Altar and carry out your

sin-offering and your burnt-offering, atoning for yourself and for the

people, and carry out the people’s offering, etc.’”

However, this leaves the reader with the question: What is the

connection between the people’s offering in particular and the arrival of

the Divine Presence?

Rashi did not address this matter here because: a.) It is not crucial

to understanding the verse; and, b.) He clarifies the matter in one of his

later comments:

Rashi explains below (in his commentary to verse 23), that verse 6 was

said by Moshe in response to a complaint of the Jewish people: “Moshe,

our teacher! All this effort that we have made was so that the Divine

Presence should dwell among us, so that we would know that we have

been forgiven for the sin of the Golden Calf!” Moshe replied, “(When) this

thing which God has told you to carry out (is done, then) the glory of God

will appear to you!” (v. 6).

Thus, Rashi makes clear that it was not this sacrifice alone that was

responsible for bringing the Divine Presence to the Tabernacle. Rather it

was the collective contribution of all the efforts of the Jewish people,

culminating with this sacrifice.

Based on the above, we can also explain Rashi’s comment to verse 7,

“Aharon was embarrassed and afraid to approach [the Altar].” At first

glance this is difficult to understand, since we are speaking here about the

eighth day of inauguration, which means that Aharon had been

approaching the Altar already for seven days. So why now, all of a

sudden, should he become “embarrassed and afraid”?

However, in light of the above explanation we can understand that

Aharon knew that this sacrifice was going to be responsible for the actual

dwelling of the Divine Presence in the Tabernacle. So we can appreciate

that Aharon would have felt the utmost trepidation when considering the

awesome consequences of his acts.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5732)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

99

[ The Last Word [

Even though Moshe received the Torah from its heavenly

source and transmitted it to the people below, Aharon actually

caused the Divine Presence to come down to earth.

Similarly, in these final moments of exile, it is the approach of

Aharon bringing the Jewish People closer to observing the Torah

(Avos 1:12) which will bring the Divine Presence back to earth once

again. For, in this respect, the approach of Aharon is even greater

than that of Moshe (Torah study).

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5732)

* See Rashi here and Toras Menachem to Shemos 40:2.
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to him. He dipped his finger into the blood, placing (some of it) on the horns of the Altar. He then poured

the (remaining) blood at the base of the Altar. 10 He made the fat, the kidneys, and the diaphragm with

(a piece of) the liver from the sin-offering go up in smoke on the Altar, as God had commanded Moshe,
11 and he burned the meat and the skin in fire, outside the camp. 

12 He slaughtered the burnt-offering. Aharon’s sons presented the blood to him, and he dashed it on

the Altar, all around. 13 They presented the burnt-offering to him in its (prescribed) pieces, along with the

head, and he made the (pieces) go up in smoke on the Altar. 14 He washed the intestines and the legs,

and he made them go up in smoke on the Altar, along with the burnt-offering. 
15 He brought the people’s offering forward: He took the people’s sin-offering goat, slaughtered it, and

prepared it as a sin-offering, like the first one. 16 He brought the burnt-offering forward and prepared it

according to the law. 17 He brought the meal-offering forward, filled his palm with it (making a three-

finger fistful), and made it go up in smoke on the Altar. (All these sacrifices were offered) in addition to

the morning burnt-offering (which came first). 
18 He slaughtered the ox and the ram—the people’s peace-offering. Aharon’s sons presented the blood

to him, and he dashed it on the Altar, all around. 19 (They also presented) the fats from the ox and from

the ram: the tail, the (fatty) covering (of the intestines), the kidneys and the diaphragm with (a piece of)

the liver. 20 They placed the fats on top of the breasts, and he made the fats go up in smoke on the Altar.
21 (Before they were burned) Aharon had waved the breasts and the right thigh as a wave-offering before

God, as Moshe had commanded. 
22 Aharon lifted up his hands towards the people and blessed them. He then came down from where

he had made the sin-offering, the burnt-offering, and the peace-offering. 23 Moshe and Aharon went into

the Tent of Meeting (and Moshe taught Aharon how to offer the incense.) Then, they came out and

blessed the people, and the glory of God appeared to all the people. 

�� What blessing did Aharon give the people? (v. 22)

RASHI: The Priestly Blessing: W�f¤r¨c±h (”May God bless you...”),

r�t�h (”May God make His face shine...”), t��«A°h (”May God lift

His face...”).

RAMBAN: Although the Priestly Blessing is recorded later in the

Torah (Bamidbar 6:23-26), it had already been taught to Moshe, who

then taught it to Aharon.

MASKIL LEDAVID: Rashi concluded that Aharon must have made the

Priestly Blessing here as he gave this blessing alone, unlike in the

following verse where he gives a blessing together with Moshe.

Presumably, Aharon made a blessing on his own that was unique to

the priests.

BA’AL HATURIM: The three Priestly Blessings correspond to the three

sacrifices which Aharon offered: “May God bless you and guard you”

(from sin), alludes to the sin-offering. “May God make His face shine”

corresponds to the burnt-offering, which the Jewish people are

required to bring to Jerusalem when they come to see the Divine

Presence in the Temple during a festival. ”May God lift His face to

you and make peace for you,” corresponds to the peace-offering.

AHARON’S BLESSING (V. 22)

What led Rashi to conclude that Aharon made the special Priestly

Blessing, when the mitzvah of making the priestly blessing had not yet

been given to the priests? (See Bamidbar 6:22-26)

Ramban answers that the mitzvah had indeed been given, even though

it is written later in the Torah, since the Torah is not written in

chronological order. However, it is difficult to accept that this was Rashi’s

understanding of the matter, since generally speaking the Torah is written

in chronological order, and any exceptions to this rule cannot be

presumed unless they are noted explicitly by Rashi. Thus, in our case, it is

very unlikely that Rashi understood that the mitzvah of giving the Priestly

Blessing was not recorded in chronological order, as he makes no

mention of such an idea.

Maskil LeDavid writes that Aharon must have given the Priestly

Blessing here, as in the following verse we read that Aharon blessed the

people again, together with Moshe. So here, in verse 22, when Aharon

blessed the people alone, it follows that he must have blessed them in a

way that he alone was capable of—namely, the Priestly Blessing.

However, at the literal level, this argument is difficult to accept because:

a.) We do not find any mention in scripture that Aharon had been

inaugurated by Moshe to give the Priestly Blessing at this point.

b.) The Priestly Blessing is a mitzvah which is incumbent on every

priest, not just the High Priest, so why did Aharon bless the people alone?

c.) According to Rashi, Moshe also had the status of a priest at this point

(see Rashi to Shemos 40:31; Toras Menachem to 8:28 above), so why did he not

give the Priestly Blessing too?

Thus, we are left with our original question: What led Rashi to conclude

that Aharon made the special Priestly Blessing, when the mitzvah of

making the Priestly Blessing had not yet been given to the priests? 
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6
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hb hna ,arp - trehu  rpx // 66yy::ffss  --  hh::ss

THE EXPLANATION

Aharon clearly did not perform the mitzvah of giving the Priestly

Blessing since, at the literal level, this mitzvah had not yet been given.

Rather, Rashi’s intention here is that when Aharon wished to bless the

Jewish people, he chose the text of the Priestly Blessing, because it was

appropriate for that particular occasion.  

In other words, even though the mitzvah of making the Priestly Blessing

had not yet been given by God, Aharon nevertheless chose to use the

formula of this blessing, even before it was given, rather like the patriarchs

who observed the mitzvos of the Torah even before they were given (see

Rashi to Bereishis 26:5; 32:5).

At this moment in time, Aharon had just finished the service of the

eighth day of inauguration, which completed the entire effort of the

Jewish people to build a Sanctuary which would be a home for the Divine

Presence (“They should make a sanctuary (dedicated) to Me, and I will

dwell among them”—Shemos 25:8). The work of this final eighth day was

to be completed by Aharon alone, as Moshe stressed: “My brother

Aharon is more worthy and important than me. Through his offerings and

his service the Divine Presence will dwell among you, and you will know

that God has chosen him” (Rashi to v. 23).

Thus, at the auspicious moment when Aharon had finally completed all

his service for that day, it was appropriate for him to offer a blessing (and

a prayer) that all his actions should have their desired effect, that the

Divine Presence should enter the Tabernacle.

Rashi wrote earlier, in Parshas Pekudei, that the entering of the Divine

Presence into the Tabernacle was to be a sign that God had forgiven

the Jewish people for making the Golden Calf (Rashi to Shemos 38:21).

Even though God had already forgiven the Jewish people the previous

Yom Kippur (Rashi ibid. 33:11), nevertheless, when the Tabernacle had

been fully constructed and inaugurated and the Divine Presence had

still not entered, it appeared that God had not yet fully forgiven the

Jewish people.  

Therefore, while still standing on the Altar, Aharon said the words of the

Priestly Blessing, asking God to grant complete forgiveness to the Jewish

people and that the Divine Presence should enter the Tabernacle. This

was clearly Aharon’s task, as he had been the one who had just offered

the sin-offering, which was to “make known that God had granted him

atonement through this calf for the Golden Calf, which he had made”

(Rashi to v. 2). 

Thus, Aharon said:

“May God bless you...”—Since the Jewish people may be wondering

how Aharon, who was responsible for making the Golden Calf, could

achieve atonement for it, Aharon stressed, “May God bless you...”, i.e.

that God Himself would give the blessing of atonement.

“May God make His face shine upon you...”, i.e. that the Jewish people

should be favorable in God’s eyes.

“May God lift His face to you...”—In his commentary to this verse,

Rashi explains: “He should calm his anger.” Thus, in this context Aharon

was asking God to forgive the people for making the Golden Calf. 

Nevertheless, even after Aharon’s blessing (in v. 22), it was still

necessary for Moshe and Aharon to give a further blessing together (in

v. 23), for Aharon’s blessing was related to the matter which concerned

him personally, i.e. atonement for the Golden Calf. Moshe and Aharon’s

joint blessing however, was a general blessing to the entire Jewish people

that all their work in constructing the Tabernacle should bear fruit: “They

said: May the pleasantness of God, our God, be upon us. (Psalms 90:17).

May it be God’s will that the Divine Presence will rest in the work of your

hands” (Rashi to v. 23).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 39ff.)
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24 Fire came out from before God and consumed the burnt-offering and the fats upon the Altar. All

the people saw. They sang praises, and fell upon their faces. 

[ TT HHEE PP AA SS SS II NN GG OOFF NN AA DD AA VV AA NN DD AA VV II HH UU [

E ach of Aharon’s sons, Nadav and Avihu, took his own fire pan. They put fire in them and placed

incense on top, and they brought an extraneous* fire before God, which He had not commanded

them (to bring).
2 Fire came out from before God and consumed them, and they died before God. 
3 Moshe said to Aharon, “When God said, ‘I will be sanctified through those whom I have chosen, and

I will be glorified before all the people,’ this (event) is what He was talking about.” Aharon was silent**. 

�� Why did Nadav and Avihu die? (v. 2)

RASHI: Rabbi Eliezer says: Aharon’s sons died only because they

rendered a halachic decision in the presence of Moshe, their teacher

[that incense should be offered on the Altar].

Rabbi Yishma’el says: Because they entered the Sanctuary while

intoxicated with wine. The proof of this is that after their death, [the

Torah] warned the surviving [priests] that they may not enter the

Sanctuary after having drunk wine (below v. 8-11). This is analogous to

the parable in Vayikra Rabah (12:1) about a king who had a personal

assistant etc.

MIDRASH: A king had a personal assistant, whom he found hanging

around the entrance of taverns. The king severed his head without

explaining why, and appointed another assistant in his place. We

would not know why he put the first one to death if he had not told

the second one, “You must not enter the entrance of taverns,” from

which we know that for this reason he had put the first one to death.

Similarly, when the Torah states, “Fire came out from before God

and consumed them, and they died before God,” we would not

know why they died. But when Aharon is commanded, “Do not

drink (enough) wine to make (yourself) intoxicated” (v. 9), we know

that they only died on account of the wine (Vayikra Rabah 12:1).

GUR ARYEH: The Torah itself specifies the reason why Nadav and

Avihu passed away, because “they brought an extraneous fire before

God, which He had not commanded them” (v. 2). The two reasons

which Rashi cites are thus additional explanations why they died so

quickly. For normally, if a person is liable for death at the hands of

heaven, the punishment does not come so quickly.

MASKIL LEDAVID: Rashi was troubled why Nadav and Avihu were

killed with fire in particular. Rashi thus explains that their sin was

connected to fire, since they rendered a halachic decision (about

offering incense in fire) in the presence of Moshe. Therefore, their

punishment was also with fire, measure for measure.

THE REASON FOR NADAV AND AVIHU’S DEATH (V. 2)

Since the Torah states explicitly the reason for Nadav and Avihu’s

untimely passing—“they brought an extraneous fire before God, which

He had not commanded them”—Rashi’s two explanations here seem to

be totally unnecessary.

Gur Aryeh explains that Rashi is merely offering additional explanations

why they were killed so quickly, since death by Divine decree is not

usually an immediate process. However, it is difficult to accept that this

was Rashi’s intention, for Rashi writes, “Aharon’s sons died only

because..,” suggesting that Rashi is not offering an additional reason at all.

Maskil leDavid suggests that Rashi was troubled why Nadav and

Avihu were killed with fire in particular. But at the literal level this does not

appear to be a problem, for the Torah stresses that “they brought an

extraneous fire before God,” so it makes sense that their punishment was

with fire, measure for measure, even without Rashi’s explanation.

In addition to the above problem, we also need to explain:

a.) Why Rashi found it necessary to cite two explanations.

b.) Why he quoted the names of the sages who authored the teachings

that he cites, since Rashi usually cites his sources anonymously.

c.) Why Rashi cites only a small part of the analogy in Vayikra Rabah.

Surely he should have either quoted the whole analogy or just given a

reference. Why does Rashi quote just the first line of the analogy?
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Why did Nadav and Avihu enter the Sanctuary “while

intoxicated with wine”? (See Rashi)

Chasidic thought explains that while they did actually drink

physical wine, their desire was not for the wine per se but rather,

the heightened spiritual awareness that can be obtained through

drinking. Nadav and Avihu were indeed holy people, as Moshe

declared to Aharon after their passing, “Now I see that they were

greater than me or you!” (Rashi to v. 3). So, not only did they enter

the Sanctuary to be close to God, they did so under the influence

of alcohol,  as they felt this would help them to come even closer

by heightening their spiritual sensitivity.

But their desire for spirituality was unbalanced. Nadav and

Avihu simply expired because they came so close to God that

they no longer wanted a bodily existence. And while it is indeed

appropriate and admirable for a Jew to have an intense yearning

for God, like that of Nadav and Avihu, one must be able to

refocus spiritual inspiration back into everyday life.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 179-180)

* [The Hebrew word v̈r²z literally means “strange” or “alien.” Since, at the literal level, this fire was not prohibited (see Toras Menachem) we have translated: “extraneous,” which

has a less negative connotation. “Extraneous” is derived from the Latin extraneus, which is the etymological root of the English word “strange.”]         ** See below 11:2.

THIRD

READING



1 anu, u' hj     2 ,uWf/  rtv ahj, aWp anhbh ,anWj     3 ,uWf     4 nugs eyi hs:     5 ,u"f

)s( ss tvri/ gzhtk tjh gnro vhv' abtnr ucbh ev, uduw
1

: atu t,
tjhfo uduw/ ftso vtunr kjchruvgcr t, vn, nkpbh vfkv' akt kgrcc

t,vanjv: )v(cf,b,o/ ak n,ho nkns akt barpucdshvo tkt ban,o

fnhi abh juyhi ak tabfbxu k,ul juynhvo
2

: )u( tk ,prgu/ tk ,dsku

agr
3

/ nfti atcktxur c,xpur,
4

' tck t,o tk ,grccu anj,uak neuo:

ukt ,n,u/ vt to ,gau fi ,nu,u
5

: utjhfo fk ch, hartk/ nfti
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THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled by an inconsistency between verses 9:24 and 10:2.

In verse 24, we read about a very special moment when the Tabernacle

was finally complete and “fire came out from before God and consumed

the burnt-offering and the fats upon the Altar. All the people saw. They

sang praises, and fell upon their faces.” From this the reader will

understand that “fire coming out from before God” was an extremely

positive occurrence, for it represented the tremendous reward that the

Jewish people were given for building the Tabernacle.

Then, in verse 2 (of the following chapter) we read of the tragic passing

of Nadav and Avihu when “fire came out from before God and consumed

them, and they died before God.” 

Rashi was troubled: Why did the Torah use exactly the same expression

to describe the glorious fire which came to reward the Jewish people in

the Tabernacle (v. 24), as it uses to describe the tragic fire which came to

punish Nadav and Avihu for their sin—“Fire came out from before God”?

The identical phraseology here in the two verses led Rashi to conclude

that both fires must in fact be exactly the same type of fire. In other words,

just like in verse 24 when the Tabernacle was completed, the “fire... from

before God” was clearly a Divine revelation, so too, the fire in verse 2

which resulted in Nadav and Avihu’s death was also a Divine revelation

and was not in itself a punishment. The only problem was that there was

some sort of deficiency in their offering (relative to their spiritual

standing), and they were unable to cope with the Divine revelation which

followed, and died.

Thus, Rashi was left to explain: What spiritual deficiency did Nadav and

Avihu’s offering possess that led to their death? 

Rashi rejected the argument that their spiritual deficiency was that “they

brought an extraneous fire before God, which He had not commanded

them,” since from these words alone there is no proof that their fire was

sinful. The Torah merely states that they brought an offering which had

not been required by God, but there is no real indication here that their

offering was against God’s will. It is only referred to as an “extraneous

fire,” since it was not intrinsic to the service in the Tabernacle (cf. Rashi to

Shemos 30:9), but it was nevertheless a holy offering which brought about

a revelation of the Divine Presence.

Rashi offers two possibilities as to what Nadav and Avihu’s spiritual

deficiency might have been: Rashi’s first answer is that “they rendered a

halachic decision in the presence of Moshe, their teacher,” that incense

should be offered on the Altar. At first glance this solution is somewhat

difficult to accept, since the punishment appears to be much more severe

than the crime. Therefore, Rashi stressed that this was the solution of

Rabbi Eliezer, who was famous for teaching that “any person who says

something which he has not heard from his teacher causes the Divine

Presence to depart from Israel” (Brachos 27b). Clearly, Rabbi Eliezer would

have perceived the act of ruling a new halachic decision in the presence

of one’s teacher to be a heinous crime, so it is perhaps understandable

why he thought that Nadav and Avihu deserved death for such an act.

In the final analysis, however, there remains an inconsistency with this

solution. For if Rabbi Eliezer held that Nadav and Avihu’s sin caused “the

Divine Presence to depart from Israel,” then how is it that they were

punished by a “fire that came out from before God,” which was a

revelation of the Divine presence (as explained above)? Surely their sin

should have caused the Divine Presence to depart, and not reveal itself?

Due to this problem, Rashi offered a further interpretation (that “they

entered the Sanctuary while intoxicated with wine”), which explains

simultaneously why the Divine Presence revealed itself (and did not

depart), and also why Nadav and Avihu were punished.

The Divine Presence revealed itself because, as mentioned above, the

offering of Nadav and Avihu was acceptable to God, even though it was

not requested. And the Divine Presence did not depart because there was

no sin involved, despite Nadav and Avihu being intoxicated, as Rashi

writes: “The proof of this is that after their death, [the Torah] warned the

surviving [priests] that they may not enter the Sanctuary after having

drunk wine,” indicating their total innocence.

However, we are left with the obvious question: If they did nothing

wrong, why were they punished?

To address this problem, Rashi continues: “This is analogous to the

parable in Vayikra Rabah about a king who had a personal assistant, etc.”

(see the full analogy cited in Classic Questions). The key point of the analogy here

(which Rashi extracts) is that being a “personal assistant” of the king, this

man should have realized on his own, without being told, that “hanging

around the entrance of taverns” was an activity displeasing to the king.

Likewise in our case, Nadav and Avihu should have realized that it is

inappropriate to enter the Sanctuary while intoxicated, even without

being told, due to the fact that they were so close to God.
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4 Moshe summoned Misha’el and Eltzafan, the sons of Uziel, Aharon’s uncle, and said to them,

“Come close and carry your brothers from the Sanctuary outside the camp.”
5 So they approached and carried them outside of the camp (as they were, dressed) in their tunics, as

Moshe had said. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF MM OO UU RR NN II NN GG DD UU RR II NN GG PP RR II EE SS TT LL YY SS EE RR VV II CC EE [

6 Moshe said to Aharon, and to his sons Elazar and Isamar:

� “Do not let your hair grow wild and do not rend your clothes (when you carry out the service

in the Tabernacle), so that you will not die, and so that He will not be angry with the

entire community.”

“Your brothers, the entire house of Israel, will weep about the fire that God has (caused to) burn.” 

�� Why did Moshe instruct Misha’el and Eltzafan to “carry your brothers from the Sanctuary”? (v. 4)

RASHI: Like a person would say to his fellow: “Remove the deceased from before the bride so as not to disturb the joyous occasion.”

TUR HA’ARUCH: Why did Moshe not tell Elazar and Isamar, the brothers of Nadav and Avihu, to remove the bodies? Because while, generally

speaking, a regular priest may come into contact with a corpse of a close relative, on the day of his inauguration even a regular priest must

adopt the stringency of the High Priest who may not come into contact with a corpse of a close relative. Therefore, Misha’el and Eltzafan

were asked to remove the bodies instead, since they were levites and not priests.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

But again, the punishment appears to be much more severe than the

crime. So Rashi writes that we should bear in mind that this is the solution

of Rabbi Yishma’el, of whom it was said, “Yishma’el the priest helps other

priests” (Chullin 49a). Thus, it is understandable that Rabbi Yishma’el would

have “helped” his fellow priests Nadav and Avihu by offering an interpre-

tation that minimized the gravity of their sin as much as possible. So he

was willing to accept an interpretation that Nadav and Avihu did very little

wrong, even if we are left puzzled as to why they were severely punished.

In the final analysis, however, this second solution of Rashi is somewhat

inadequate, because it turns out that Nadav and Avihu’s “sin” was not

directly connected with their “extraneous” offering, but it was merely

“because they entered the Sanctuary while intoxicated with wine.”

According to the first interpretation, however, it was the offering itself

which caused them to be punished, since they brought the incense as a

direct result of rendering, “a halachic decision in the presence of Moshe,

their teacher.” So, since Rabbi Eliezer’s explanation is preferable at the

literal level, Rashi wrote it as his first, primary interpretation.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 12, p. 49ff.)

MOSHE’S REQUEST (V. 4)

After the passing of Nadav and Avihu, Moshe instructed Misha’el and

Eltzafan, Aharon’s nephews, to remove the corpses from the sanctuary.

Tur Ha’aruch asks why Moshe gave this task to Nadav and Avihu’s

cousins, rather than their brothers Elazar and Isamar. For while a priest

may not usually come into contact with a corpse, an exception is made in

the case of close relatives. So why were Elazar and Isamar denied the

mitzvah of assisting with their brother’s burial?

Tur Ha’aruch offers a halachic solution, citing the principle that an

ordinary priest is like a High Priest on the day of his inauguration, who is

not permitted to come into contact with a corpse.

However, this is difficult to accept at the literal level of Torah

interpretation, for at the literal level there can be only one High Priest, as

the verse stresses, “(When the High Priest dies), the priest who is anointed

from among his sons in his place should prepare it” (Tzav 6:15. See also Rashi

to Shemini 9:1 and Korach 16:6).

Rather, the Torah itself clarifies just a few verses below why Elazar and

Isamar were not able to remove their brothers from the sanctuary: “Do not

go out of the entrance of the Tent of Meeting (when you are in the middle

of service), so that you will not die, because God’s anointing oil is upon

you” (v. 7). I.e. since Elazar and Isamar had not yet completed their service

in the Tabernacle, they were not permitted to involve themselves with

another matter.

However, this begs the question: Misha’el and Eltzafan, were also busy

serving in the Tabernacle at the time, since they were levites. Thus, while

they were not bound by the above prohibition of leaving the Tabernacle

during service (which only applies to priests), surely it would have made

more sense to find other candidates (to remove the bodies) who were

neither priests nor levites, and thus they would not have to abandon their

duties in the Tabernacle? 

A further question concerns Rashi’s comment here:

Rashi writes that Misha’el and Eltzafan were told to remove the bodies

of Nadav and Avihu, “As a person would say to his fellow: ‘Remove the�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Even though Misha’el and Eltzafan were levites, who are

usually given jobs of honor and holiness in the Tabernacle, in

this case their service consisted of removing something negative.

This teaches us that a person should not only be willing to serve

God with honorable, positive acts, but that he should also be

willing to serve God through more lowly tasks that are required to

remove things that are negative.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 107-108)
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amr,i ak,knhsh jfnho nuyk, gk vfk kv,tck cv: )y( hhi uafr/ hhi
srl afru,u: cctfo tk tvk nugs/ thi kh tkt ccutokvhfk' cda,o

knzcj nbhi' btnr fti cht,tvk nugs
1

' ubtnr cehsua hsho urdkho cht,

tvk nugs' nv kvki gav dha, nzcj fcht,tvk nugs' t; fti gav dha,

nzcj fcht, tvknugs
2

: )h( ukvcshk/ fsh a,cshku chi gcusv esuav

knjukk,' vt kns, ato gcs' gcus,u pxukv
3

: )ht(ukvur,/ khns

atxur ahfur cvurtv/ hfukhvt jhhc nh,v' ,knus kunr t,v ucbhl t,l
4

ukt ,nu,u' fvbho cgcus,o cnh,v'uthi jfnho cvurt,o cnh,v
5

:

)hc(vbu,rho/ ni vnh,v/ nkns at; gkhvobebxv nh,v gk gui vgdk'

vut abtnr uctvri v,tb; vw nts kvanhsu
6

' uthivansv tkt fkuh cbho'

abtnrutanhs prhu nngk
7

' u,pk,u ak nav cykvnjmv' abtnr
8

ut,pkk

do cgstvri cg, vvht
9

: eju t, vnbjv/ t; gk ph at,o tubbhi

uesaho txurho ktubi
01

: t, vnbjv/ zu nbj, anhbh unbj, bjaui: utfkuv
nmu,/ nv ,knus kunr' kph avhtnbj, mcur unbj, agv uthi fhumt cv

ksuru,'vumrl kpra cv shi atr nbju,: )hd( uje cbhl/ thi kcbu, je

cesaho: fh fi muh,h/ ctbhbu, htfkuv: )hs( ut, jzv v,bupv/ ak

aknh mcur: ,tfku cneuo yvur/ ufh t, vrtaubhotfku cneuo ynt'

tkt vrtaubho avo esahesaho vuzeeu tfhk,o cneuo esua' tck tku

thi mrhfho ,ul vekgho' tck mrhfho vokvtfk ,ul njbv hartk' avut

yvur nkhfbxao nmurgho/ nfti aesaho ekho btfkhi cfkvghr: t,v
ucbhl ucb,hl/ t,v ucbhl cjke' tckcbu,hl kt cjke' tkt to ,,bu kvo

n,bu,'ratu, vi ktfuk cjzv uaue/ tu thbu tkt t;vcbu, cjke' ,knus
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deceased from before the bride so as not to disturb the joyous occasion.’”

But surely the reason for Moshe’s command is obvious without Rashi’s

comment: Moshe told them to remove the bodies in order that they be

buried. What prompted Rashi to suggest an additional reason?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled why verse 4 needed to be written in the Torah at all,

for it is self-understood that after Nadav and Avihu passed away their

bodies had to be removed from the sanctuary.

Rashi concluded that the Torah must be informing us of this detail to

suggest that the removal of Nadav and Avihu’s bodies was not merely out

of respect for them, but for an additional reason too. 

Thus, Rashi argued that it was to, “remove the deceased from before the

bride so as not to disturb the joyous occasion.” I.e. in addition to being an

act of respect for Nadav and Avihu (a fact so obvious that it does not need

to be written explicitly) the removal of the bodies was carried out in order

to remove something of disrespect to the Sanctuary.

This also explains why the process had to be carried out by levites (as

Moshe stressed, “Come close and carry your brothers* out from the

Sanctuary to outside the camp”):

The act of removing the bodies was in fact an act of service within the

Sanctuary, since it was a process of removing an item of disrespect to the

Sanctuary itself. Therefore it had to be done by those who were appointed

to officiate in the Temple, either a priest or levite. And since the priests
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* At first glance these words appear to be superfluous, since the first half of the verse stated that Misha’el and Eltzafan were “the sons of Uziel, Aharon’s uncle,” from which we are

already aware that they are close relatives (“brothers”) of Nadav and Avihu. Rashi thus understood that the Torah's additional stress here that they were “brothers” indicates that

their family connection the fact that they were levites was crucial to the task which they were to perform.
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�
7 Do not go out of the entrance of the Tent of Meeting (when you are in the middle of the service),

so that you will not die, because God’s anointing oil is upon you.” 

They did according to Moshe’s word.

[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT II OO NN OOFF BB EE II NN GG II NN TT OO XX II CC AA TT EE DD DD UU RR II NN GG PP RR II EE SS TT LL YY SS EE RR VV II CC EE [

8 God spoke to Aharon, saying: 

�
9 “When you go into the Tent of Meeting do not drink (enough) wine to make (yourself)

intoxicated, neither you nor your sons with you, so that you will not die. (This is) an eternal

statute for your generations. 10 (This is) so that (you will be able to) distinguish between the holy

and the profane and between the unclean and the clean, 11 and to (be able to) instruct the children

of Israel regarding all the statutes which God has told them, through Moshe.”

[ EE NNDD OOFF TT HH EE DD AAYY ’’ SS SS EE RR VV II CC EE AA FF TT EE RR NN AA DD AA VV &&  AA VV II HH UU ’’ SS PP AA SS SS II NN GG [

M oshe spoke to Aharon and his surviving sons, Elazar and Isamar: 

“(Even though you are mourners), take the meal-offering that is left over from God’s fire-

offerings, and eat it as unleavened loaves beside the Altar, for it is a most holy (offering).
13 You should eat it in a holy place, because it is your portion and your sons’ portion from God’s fire-

offerings, for (even though mourners are usually forbidden to eat offerings) that is what I have been

commanded (in this case). 14 You should eat the breast of the wave-offering and the thigh of the raised-

offering in a pure place (i.e. the Jewish camp)—you, your sons and your daughters with you—for they

have been given from the peace-offerings of the children of Israel as your portion and your sons’ portion. 

were forbidden to leave at the time (as explained above), the task had to

be done by Misha’el and Eltzafan, who were levites. Nevertheless, this did

not represent an abandonment of their duties in the Sanctuary since, to

the contrary, this was in fact an act of service, namely, the removal of

something disrespectful to the Sanctuary itself.

WHY DID GOD PERMIT HIS SANCTUARY TO BE SPOILED?

At this point, the reader may be troubled: If the bodies of Nadav and

Avihu were an obstacle to the rejoicing of completing the Tabernacle’s

inauguration, then why did God choose to punish Nadav and Avihu on

that very day? Surely God should have delayed their punishment out of

respect for rejoicing in the inauguration of His own Sanctuary?

To answer this question, Rashi stresses, “As a person would say to his

fellow: ‘Remove the deceased from before the bride so as not to disturb

the joyous occasion.” I.e. when Moshe told Misha’el and Eltzafan to

remove the bodies of Nadav and Avihu, he did not do so as a direct

command from God—for then we would have the above question: Why

did God allow this to happen in the first place? Rather, it was a suggestion

of Moshe, and it was thus, “Like a person would say to his fellow.” In

other words, Moshe was saying: “We cannot understand why God has

decided to do what He did, but we at least must do what is incumbent

upon us and remove the bodies out of respect for His Sanctuary.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 100ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

10:12

[ The Last Word [

“DO NOT DRINK WINE...” (V. 9)

There is a view (see Rambam, Laws of Entering the Temple 1:7) that even

nowadays a priest may not drink a revi’is (86ml) of wine, for this

is sufficient to cause some degree of intoxication, and since it is quite

feasible that the Holy Temple will be rebuilt within the time it takes

for him to become sober, the wine would thus render him unfit for

service in the Temple.  

Now, according to Jewish law, intoxication caused by a revi’is of

wine can be removed by either a short sleep, or by waiting the time

it would take to walk a mil. (There are different views as to precisely

how long this is: either 18 or at most 24 minutes).

From here we see a remarkable ramification of the above principle:

that Jewish Law takes seriously into consideration the fact that it is

possible for Mashiach to come, with a completed Holy Temple,

within a maximum of 23 minutes and 59 seconds, thus requiring the

priests to be ready for service immediately!

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 618-9)

FOURTH

READING



1 ,u"f     2 ao     3 uhert z' k     4 ao phWc     5 xWt: unpbh nv ktbtfku tku     6 ,u"f     7 ao     8 ao     9 cnscr ft' v     01 ao kt' ft      

kunr fh jel uje cbhlb,bu' je kcbho uthi je kcbu,
1

: )yu( aue v,runv
ujzv v,bupv/ kauitar vub; utar vuro/ ,bupv nukhl uncht',runv

ngkv unurhs/ uknv jkei vf,uc' ,runvcaue u,bupv cjzv/ kt hsgbu/

aabhvo cvrnvuvbpv: gk tah vjkcho/ nfti avjkcho knyvcag,

,bupv
2

' uhauc vnertu, akt hfjhau zvt, zv' fcr phra,h aka,i cmu t,

tvri
3

: )yz( aghr vjyt,/ aghr nuxph rta jusa/uakav aghrh jytu,

ercu cu chuo aghr gzho'uaghr bjaui uaghr rta jusa' unfuki kt bar;

tkt zv/ ubjkeu cscr jfnh hartk ha tunrho'npbh yuntv abdgv cu

bar;/ uha tunrho' npbhtbhbu, bar;' kph avut esah suru,' tck cesah

agv xnfu gk nav atnr kvo cnbjv utfkuv nmu,
4

: sra sra/ a,h

srhau, vkku npbh nv bar;zv' unpbh nv btfku tku
5

' fl vut c,ur,

fvbho: gk tkgzr ugk th,nr/ cachk fcusu aktvri vpl pbhu fbds

vcbho ufgx
6

: ktnr/ tnr kvo' vahcubh gk scrh: )hz( nsug kt tfk,o
t, vjyt, cneuovesa/ ufh ju. kesa tfkuv' uvkt arpuv' unvu

tunr cneuo vesa' tkt tnr kvo antju. kekgho hmtv ubpxkv: fh

esa esaho vut/ ubpxk, chumt' uvotnru ku ktu/ tnr kvo vuthk

ucneuo vesavh,v' nsug kt tfk,o tu,v
7

: ut,v b,i kfo kat,
uduw/ avfvbhotufkho ucgkho n,fprho: kat, t, gui vgsv/ nfti

knsbu aaghrrta jusa vhv' avut nfpr gk gui yunt,nesa uesahu'

ajyt, anhbh ujyt, bjaui ktkfprv ctu: )hj( vi kt vuct uduw/ athku

vuct vhv kfokarpv' fnu abtnr ufk jyt,tar huct nsnv uduw: tfk
,tfku t,v/ vhv kfo ktfkv t; gkph at,o tubbho: ftar muh,h/
kfo cnbjv

8
: )hy( uhscr tvri/ thi kaui shcur tkt kauigz' abtnr uhscr

vgo uduw
9

/ tparnav em; gk tkgzr ugk th,nr' utvri nscr'vt hsg,

akt vh,v tkt nsrl fcus/ tnruthbu cshi ahvt tchbu huac utbu nscrho

kpbhu'uthbu cshi ahvt ,knhs nahc t, rcu/ hfuknpbh akt vhv ctkgzr

kvahc' ,knus kunruhtnr tkgzr vfvi tk tbahvmct uduw
01

' vrh farmv'

scr kpbh nav ukpbhvbahtho' zu nmt,h cxprh ak pbho abh: vi vhuo
verhcu/ nvu tunr' tkt tnr kvonav ant zre,o snv tubbho' avtubi

agcsjhkk/ tnr ku tvri ufh vo verhcu' avovshuyu,' tbh verc,h'

hb hna ,arp - trehu  rpx // 72hh::yyuu--hhyy

�� What did Moshe investigate? (v. 16)

RASHI: The he-goat of the additional offerings of Rosh Chodesh. 

On that day, three sin-offering goats were sacrificed: 

a) “[Take] a he-goat [as a sin-offering]” (above 9:3).

b) The he-goat of Nachshon [the son of Aminadav, leader of the

tribe of Yehudah] (See Bamidbar 7:16).

c) The he-goat [of the additional offering] of Rosh Chodesh (ibid 28:15). 

Now, of all of these, the only one which was burned [and not

eaten as a sin-offering] was this one [the additional offering of

Rosh Chodesh].

The Sages of Israel were divided as to why [it needed to be burned]:

Some said that it was burned on account of ritual uncleanness that

had come into contact with it. Others said that it was burned because

[Aharon’s sons were] in a state of mourning. 

[However, this begs the question why the other sin-offerings were

not burned, for they too were offered while in a state of mourning?

The Sages explained that this was] because this [sacrifice came under

the category of] holy sacrifices that would also be sacrificed in future

generations too, [so they deemed it fit for burning, as the law would

require in future generations.] 

However, when it came to holy sacrifices that were brought only

at that time, [i.e. the other two he-goat offerings], they relied on [a

logical extension of] Moshe[’s earlier instruction, when] he instructed

them [to eat another offering which was only brought at that time:]

the meal-offering—“eat it as unleavened loaves” (v. 12). [They thus

presumed that Moshe’s command here to eat the meal-offering while

in a state of mourning would apply to all holy sacrifices that were

brought at that time only. But the Rosh Chodesh offering, which was

to be brought for all generations, was to be burned.]
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15 They should bring the thigh of the raised-offering and the breast of the wave-offering on the fats for

fire-offerings, to wave as a wave-offering before God. It will belong to you along with your sons as an

eternal statute, as God has commanded.” 
16 Moshe made two investigations about (what had happened to) the (three) sin-offering goats, and—

look!—(two had been eaten correctly, but one) had been (completely) burned! So he became angry with

Elazar and Isamar, Aharon’s surviving sons, (demanding them) to say (an answer): 17 “Why did you not

eat the sin-offering? (Did it accidentally go outside) the holy place (where it may be eaten), and being a

most holy offering (it became invalidated? God) has given it to you to gain forgiveness for the sin of the

community, to atone for them before God! 18 Look, its blood was not (required to be) brought inside the

Sanctuary (in which case there would indeed have been an obligation to burn it), so you should have

eaten it in the holy (place, even though you are in a state of mourning), as I commanded! (Did you,

perhaps, sprinkle the blood of the sacrifice while you are in a state of mourning, and thus invalidate it,

requiring it to be burned?)” 
19 Aharon spoke (sternly) to Moshe: “(Do you think) it was they who offered up the sin-offering and

THE DISPUTE BETWEEN MOSHE & AHARON (V. 16-20)

Rashi explains the logic why two of the three sin-offerings were eaten by

the priests, whereas one was burned. Aharon had reasoned that in the

case of the Rosh Chodesh sin-offering, which was a permanent law to be

observed in future generations, the offering should be treated in the same

way that all such sin-offerings would be treated in future generations—

namely, that a priest should not eat from the offering in a state of

mourning, and the parts normally eaten should be burned. However,

since the other two sin-offerings that were offered on that day were one-

time events, the stringency of not eating the offering while in a state of

mourning did not apply. This leniency was derived from Moshe’s

instruction that the priests should eat the meal-offering, even though they

were in a state of mourning, since it was a one-time sacrifice (v. 12).

Aharon thus extended this principle to apply to the other two offerings

which were unique to that day, but the third offering which was to apply in

the future was burned.

Moshe’s reaction however was most surprising. First, he strongly

reprimanded Aharon for burning the third sacrifice, which clearly

demonstrated that he had not perceived the law in the same light as

Aharon. And then, when Aharon explained himself, Moshe was instantly

satisfied with the explanation (v. 20).

Now, Moshe was not a person who was easily enraged. In fact, we find

that the Jewish people were constantly testing his patience with

complaints and accusations, yet he very rarely became angry. So, in this

case, we need to explain why Moshe reacted so impetuously, and why he

was so easily calmed.  

Why does Rashi not clarify these points which are difficult to understand

at the literal level?

THE EXPLANATION

Shortly after Nadav and Avihu’s passing, “Moshe summoned Misha’el

and Eltzafan...and said to them, ‘Come close and carry your brothers

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

MOSHE AND AHARON—TRUTH AND PEACE

Why does the Torah “advertise” the fact that Moshe erred in a

matter of Jewish Law and became angry, only to be corrected

by his brother Aharon (v.16-20)? The Torah avoids making disparaging

remarks even about animals (See Bereishis 7:8 and Pesachim 3a), so why is

Moshe discredited here?

In fact however, the Torah records the dispute between Moshe and

Aharon to indicate that both their stances are correct—not just in

principle, but in practice too....

Moshe embodied the attribute of truth, and Aharon excelled in

the quality of peace. Thus Moshe’s tendency was to perceive

the true identity of the world, how it is an expression of God’s will,

and how it is a reflection of its blueprint, the Torah. Aharon, on the

other hand, tended to perceive the apparent identity of the world,

with all its imperfections, limitations and obstacles that make serving

God difficult. Thus Aharon sought to make peace between the

world’s apparent identity and its true identity, accepting the world’s

flaws and limitations as being genuine, but nevertheless gradually

cajoling the world and its inhabitants towards perfection. Moshe,

on the other hand, could perceive how, on a deeper level, that

perfection was already there.

Because Aharon accepted the limitations of time, he perceived a

distinction between offerings that were made in the present and

those that were made in the future (see Rashi to v. 16). Because he

accepted there is a difference between death and life, he understood

that the law is different for a mourner than it is for others (ibid). 

But Moshe perceived an underlying truth that transcends time,

where life is eternal. So Moshe ruled that all the sin-offerings must be

eaten, regardless of whether they are applicable just now or later too,

or whether they were carried out in a state of mourning or not.

And even though in this case Moshe acquiesced to Aharon, the

Torah nevertheless records his opinion too, because both app-

roaches—truth and peace—are valid from the Torah’s point of view.

(Based on Sefer Hasichos 5748, p. 370ff.)

FIFTH

READING



atbh fvi dsuk unerhctubi
1

: u,ertbv tu,h ftkv/ tphku kt vhu vn,ho

cbh tkt atr erucho atbh jhhc kvhu, tubigkhvo ftku' fdui fk vtnurho

cpra, fvbhoavfvi nynt kvo
2

: utfk,h jyt,/ uto tfk,h vhhyc

uduw: vhuo/ tck tbhbu, khkv nu,r' athi tubi tkthuo ecurv
3

: vhhyc
cghbh vw/ to ang, cesah agv thikl kvek cesah suru,

4
: )f(uhhyc

cghbhu/ vusv ukt cua kunr ktang,h
5

: )t( tk nav utk tvri/ knav

tnr ahtnrktvri
6

: ktnr tkhvo/ tnr ahtnr ktkgzr ukth,nr'tu

thbu tkt ktnr khartk' favut tunr scrutk cbh hartk' vrh scur tnur

khartk' vt nvtbh nehho ktnr tkhvo' kcbhu ktkgzr ukth,nr
7

: )c( scru

tk cbh hartk/ t, fuko vauvkvhu, akujho cscur zv' kph avuauu

csnhnvuecku gkhvo dzhr, vneuo ctvcv: zt, vjhv/ kaui jhho' kph

ahartk scuehocneuo urtuhhi kvhu, jhho' kphfl vcshko nivyuntv

udzr gkhvo nmu,' uktunu, vguko kttxr fkuo/ nak krupt abfbx kcer

t, vjukvufuw' fsth,t cnsra rch ,bjunt
8

: zt, vjhv/ nkns avhv

nav tujz cjhvunrtv tu,v khartk' zt, ,tfku uzt, kt,tfku: t, zv
,tfku uduw/ t; carmh vnho tjznfk nhi unhi uvrtv kvo/ ufi cgu; ut,

tkv,aemu ni vgu;
9

/ ufi carmho uzv kfo vynt
01

: zt, vjhv nfk
vcvnv/ nkns avcvnvcfkk jhv: )d( nprx,/ f,rdunu xshet: prxv/

�� Why were the Dietary Laws given at this point? (ch. 11)

ABARBANEL: After the Tabernacle was completed and the priests

inaugurated, they were given the command not to carry out their

service while intoxicated. The Torah explains, that “(This is) so that

(you will be able to) distinguish between the holy and the profane

and between the unclean and the clean” (above 10:10). Thus it now

became necessary for God to inform Moshe and Aharon which

creatures were “clean” and which were “unclean.”

Furthermore, since the priests were forbidden to enter the

Tabernacle in a state of ritual impurity, it now became crucial for

them to know which creatures would render them impure.

SFORNO: After the Jewish people sinned with the Golden Calf, God

said that His Presence would not accompany the Jewish people to

the Land of Israel (see Shemos 33:3). Moshe succeeded with his prayers

that God grant the Jewish people the privilege of building the

Tabernacle, through which the Divine Presence would return to

dwell among the Jewish people.

Now that this was complete further mitzvos followed, to continue

the process of spiritual refinement of the Jewish people, such as the

Dietary Laws and the Laws of Family Purity (in Parshas Tazria).

�� Why, in addition to Moshe, were Aharon, Elazar and

Isamar told to speak to the Jewish people? (v. 1-2)

RASHI: God made them all equal messengers to relay the following

section, because they all remained equally silent (above 10:3),

accepting God’s decree [against Nadav and Avihu] with love. 

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hb hna ,arp - trehu  rpx // 74hh::hhyy  --  hhtt::dd

from the Sanctuary to outside the camp’” (v. 4). Rashi explained that

Moshe’s logic was “As a person would say to his fellow: ‘Remove the

deceased from before the bride so as not to disturb the joyous occasion’”

(See, at length, Toras Menachem ibid.).

Thus, in verse 12, when Moshe instructs Aharon and his sons to eat the

remainder of the meal-offering as normal, it follows that this was also part

of Moshe’s plan “not to disturb the joyous occasion,” and ensure that all

the offerings of this final day of inauguration were completed. Moshe

understood that in order for the joy of the inauguration of the Tabernacle

to be complete, all the offerings that had been brought needed to be eaten

as normal.

Thus, when Moshe discovered that one of the offerings had been

burned, and not eaten, he was horrified. How is it possible that this

“joyous occasion,” the completion of God’s Sanctuary, had been

disturbed? 

Aharon, however, had understood the matter in a slightly different light.

Aharon did not perceive eating the sacrifices to be a key component of

the joy of the day, since he understood that the “joyous occasion” was

primarily associated with the Altar in particular. This was evident from the

fact that the inauguration had been achieved through offering a number

of sacrifices on the Altar. So, in Aharon’s eyes, it was immaterial to

the “joy of the day” whether a sacrifice was eaten or burned, for the

joy consisted primarily of offering the sacrifices on the Altar, and not

eating them.

So when Moshe told Aharon and his sons to eat the remainder of the

meal-offering of that day, Aharon did not see this as an act which was

crucial to the joy of the day, but rather, he took the instruction at face-

value: he presumed that Moshe was granting a special leniency to eat this

offering, even though the priests were in a state of mourning.  

What was the reason for this leniency? Aharon presumed that it was

based on the fact that the meal-offering was a one-time inauguration

sacrifice which was not to be repeated again, so the stringency of a

normal sacrifice, that it may not be eaten in a state of mourning, did not

apply. Aharon thus extended Moshe’s instructions to include other cases

which were similar to the meal-offering, so he and his sons also ate two

of the sin-offerings which were also one-time offerings. But, when it came
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the burnt-offering before God today? (No, it was I who offered them! And being the High Priest, I am

allowed to sprinkle the blood while in a state of mourning). But if I had eaten the (third) sin-offering

today, would it have pleased God? (For unlike the other two sin-offerings which are temporary, the third

is a permanent one, for all generations, and it is not appropriate to be lenient and allow a mourner to

eat from it. Even if) this (tragedy) had happened to me (not with my sons, but with other relatives, it

would not have been appropriate to eat from such a sin-offering).” 
20 (When) Moshe heard (Aharon’s explanation) it pleased him, (and he was not ashamed to admit that

he had been mistaken).  

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN AA NN II MM AA LL SS [

G od spoke to Moshe (telling him to say) to Aharon who should say to (Elazar and Isamar): 
2 (You should all) speak to the children of Israel, and say:

These are the living creatures that you may eat, from among all the animals on earth: 

to the Rosh Chodesh sin-offering, which was to be offered in the future

too, Aharon could not see any justification to extend a leniency from a

weaker case to a stronger one—so he burned the meat.

Understandably, Moshe was horrified, for in his eyes he had witnessed

the joy of this special day disturbed. But when Aharon explained that the

“joy of the day” only applied to the Altar, which was “before God” (v. 19),

Moshe accepted his argument and was delighted to discover that, in fact,

the inauguration had been completed undisturbed.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 106-7)

WHY WERE THE DIETARY LAWS GIVEN HERE? (11:1ff.)

Why were the Dietary Laws only given to the Jewish people at this

point, after the inauguration of the Tabernacle (on the first of Nisan)

almost a full year after the giving of the Torah (the previous Sivan)?

Surely, any matters that were pertaining to eating and drinking would

have become relevant immediately, since the people needed to eat on a

daily basis. So why were these crucial laws not given to the Jewish people

straightaway?

We might argue that since the Torah was not written in strict chrono-

logical order, it is feasible that these laws were given prior to this point,

soon after the giving of the Torah, but they were nevertheless recorded

here. However, Rashi clearly rejected this argument, since he writes (in his

commentary to verse 2) that the Dietary Laws were addressed not only to

Moshe but to Aharon, Elazar and Isamar too, as a reward for accepting

God’s decree against Nadav and Avihu. So, Rashi obviously understood

that these laws were said at this point, and not earlier.

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not address the above question, as he held the answer to be

self-evident. For none of the following laws had been practically relevant

to the Jewish people during the past nine months, since the Torah was

given, as they found themselves in a desert totally devoid of animal and

bird life, and certainly, any aquatic life. Therefore, it was totally irrelevant

to them at the time that the Torah prohibits the consumption of various

species of animal, since they were not available to the Jewish people in

any case. The only species that is found in the desert which is prohibited

in the following laws are snakes and scorpions (see below, v. 42), but at this

time the Jewish people were protected by clouds of glory which protected

them from snakes and scorpions (see Shemos 13:21, Rashi to Bamidbar 10:34),

so this law too was not yet relevant.

Therefore, immediately after the giving of the Torah the Jewish people

were given commands of the most immediate importance, concerning the

construction of the Tabernacle, and it was only afterwards that they were

given the laws of forbidden animals etc., which would become relevant

only later, when they would reach inhabited lands.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5744)

ELAZAR AND ISAMAR’S SILENCE? (V. 1-2)

Rashi writes that God addressed the following laws, not only to Moshe,

but to Aharon, Elazar and Isamar too, since they all accepted God’s

decree against Nadav and Avihu in silence, without complaining to God

(see above 10:3).

Where, however, is Rashi’s proof at the literal level that Elazar and

Isamar accepted God’s decree “with love”? Rashi wrote above, con-

cerning the case of the burned sin-offering: “How is it possible that Moshe

vented his anger at Elazar and Isamar, and yet Aharon answered? This

was only out of respect [for Aharon]. They said, “It is inappropriate that

while our father is sitting in front of us, we should answer in his presence,

and it is also inappropriate that a student should refute his teacher” (Rashi

to 10:19).

With this in mind, there appears to be no proof that Elazar and Isamar’s

silence after the passing of their brothers was because they accepted

God’s decree with love. Perhaps they were unaccepting of God’s decree,

but nevertheless, they remained silent merely because “Aharon was

silent,” and they felt it inappropriate to speak up in front of their father?

THE EXPLANATION

Even a child who is studying the Chumash for the first time knows that

when a person is in pain, rules of etiquette are inevitably disregarded.

The child knows that when his friends hurt him he reacts, even if it is not

appropriate to do so, for human nature is to react instantly to pain.

So, even though Elazar and Isamar had the courtesy in general not to

speak up in the presence of their father Aharon, nevertheless, the pain of

the sudden passing of their brothers Nadav and Avihu would certainly

have caused them to cry out in anger, out of sheer pain, even if it was

inappropriate to do so. The fact that they remained silent was thus proof

to Rashi that they had accepted God’s decree with love.  

And since the matter is self-understood even to a small child, Rashi felt

no need to make any comment.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5731)

�

�
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1 anutk-c hs' hs     2 ,uWf     3 ao     4 ao      5 ao     6 ao     7 jukhi by/     8  anutk-t hz' v    9 jukhi xu:     

pktby"v ckg"z: uaxg, axg/ anucsk, nkngkv unknyvca,h mprbhi'

f,rdunu unykpt ykphi' ahaaprxu,hu xsueu, nkngkv uthbi axugu,

unucsku, kdnrh' anknyv njucru,: ngk, drv/ ngkv unehtv vtufk

nnghvunjzr, tu,u k,ul phv kf,au ukyjbu vse: drv/ fl anu/ uh,fi

ndzr, nho vbdrho
1

' avut bdrr tjr vpv/ u,rdunupart' agk hsh vdrv

vtufk bpar ubnuj: ccvnv/ ,hcv zu h,hrv vht ksrav' kv,hrt, vakhk

vbnmt cngh tnu
2

: tu,v ,tfku/ ukt cvnv yntv/ uvktctzvrvvht'

tkt kgcur gkhv cgav ukt,gav
3

: )j(ncaro kt ,tfku/ thi kh tkt

tku'atr cvnv yntv athi kv auo xhni yvrvnbhi' tnr, ek ujunr

unv tku aha cvi em,xhnbh yvrv txuru, ufuw
4

: ncaro/ gk caro

ctzvrv' ukt gk gmnu,udhshi uerbho uykpho
5

: ucbck,o kt ,dgu/ hfuk

hvu hartk nuzvrhogk ndg bckv' ,knus kunr tnur tk vfvbho uduw'

fvbho nuzvrhi uthi hartknuzvrhi/ ek ujunr ng,v unv yunt, vn,

jnurv' kt vzvhr cv tkt fvbho' yunt, bckvekv kt fk afi/ unv

,knus kunr kt ,dgu'crdk/ zvu atnru jhhc tso kyvr gmnu crdk
6

:

)y(xbphr/ tku aay cvo: eaea,/ tku ekhpho vecugho cu
7

' fnu

abtnr
8

uarhui eaeaho vht kcua
9

: )h( ar./ cfk neuo nangu scr bnul

arujaubs gk vtr.: )ht( uae. hvhu/ ktxur t, ghruchvi' to hacu

cbu,i ygo: ncaro/ thbu nuzvr gk vxbphrho ugkvgmnu,: ut, bck,o
,aemu/ krcu, hcjuahi axhbbi/hcjuahi nuahhkubwwa ckg"z: )hc( fk tar
thi ku uduw/ nv ,knus kunr'ahfuk thi kh ahvt nu,r tkt vngkv xhnbhi

aku khcav' vahri cnho nbhi' ,knus kunr fktar thi ku xbphr ueaea,

�� Why are these four animals specified? (v. 4-7)

MIDRASH: The camel (gamal) alludes to the Babylonian Exile, as the

verse states, “[O daughter of Babylon, you are to be destroyed.]

Happy is the one who pays you your retributions (gemul) according

to how you have dealt (gamal) with us” (Psalms 137:8).

The hyrax alludes to the Exile of Media...Just as the hyrax possesses

signs of uncleanliness and signs of cleanliness, so too Media

produced a righteous man (Mordechai) as well as a wicked man

(Haman).

The hare alludes to the Greek Exile, since the mother of Ptolemy

was [Lagos, which is the Greek word for] hare.

The pig alludes to the Roman Exile (see below). 

Why did Moshe mention three animals in one verse and the last in

another verse [when he repeated them in Parshas Re’eh 14:7-8]?

R’ Yochanan said: Because the pig is equivalent to the other three

put together. R’ Shimon ben Lakish said: It is even more than that....

Why is Rome compared to a pig? For just as the pig reclines and

puts out its hooves, as if to say, “Look! I am clean,” so too the empire

of Rome arrogantly commits violence and robbery, while pretending

to enact justice. (Vayikrah Rabah 13:5 and Matnos Kehunah ibid.)

OHR HACHAYIM: Our Sages said that in the future the pig will become

kosher, and will bear both signs of split hooves and chewing the cud.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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�
3 You may eat any animal which has a split hoof which is completely split into two hooves, if it

chews the cud. 

�
4 But, among those that chew the cud and those that have a cloven hoof, you must not eat these: 

� The camel, because it chews the cud, but does not have a (completely) split hoof. It is

impure for you. 

�
5 The hyrax*, because it chews the cud, but does not have a (completely) split hoof. It is

impure for you. 

�
6 The hare**, because it chews the cud, but does not have a (completely) split hoof. It is

impure for you. 

�
7 The pig, because it has a split hoof which is completely split, but does not chew the cud.

It is impure for you. 

�
8 You must not eat their flesh. You must not touch their carcasses (when you are ritually pure,

during the festivals), for they are impure for you. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN FF II SS HH [

�
9 Among all (the creatures) that are in the water, you may eat these: You may eat any (of) those

(creatures) in the water that have fins and scales, whether (they live) in the seas or in the rivers. 

�
10 But any that do not have fins and scales among all the creeping creatures in the water and

among all living creatures that (live) in the water, whether in the seas or in the rivers, are an

abomination for you. 11 (Even if they are mixed with other food) they shall be an abomination

for you. You must not eat their flesh, and you should hold their dead bodies in abomination. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE SIGNS OF A KOSHER ANIMAL

In order to serve God properly, we need to train our

natural animalistic drive—the animal soul—to stretch

beyond its natural limitations. This involves two stages:

a) Split hooves. The split hoof is effectively a double

hoof. This teaches us that our actions in the service of

God—represented by the foot, or hoof, that propels a

person into action—should be recognizably doubled.

I.e. when we are involved in any holy matter it should

be apparent to an onlooker that, in

addition to our current actions, we are

already preparing for a higher, more lofty

achievement too.

b.) Chewing the cud is also a process of

doubling, where food is digested for a

second time. This teaches us that when it

comes to personal, spiritual refinement

(represented by the digestion which

takes place inside), we should not be satisfied with one

phase of refinement, but we should seek to fine-tune

our spiritual sensitivity to greater heights.

The pig has split hooves, but it does not chew the

cud. According to the above analogy, this

represents a person who has many good deeds, but

lacks a certain degree of internal spiritual refinement.

Nevertheless, since “the deed is the main thing,” the

person’s more subtle problems can be

rectified by placing him in a more refined

environment. Thus, the pig will become

kosher in the Messianic Era, when the

spiritual climate of the world will be

uplifted, since its basic, external signs are

in order.

(Based on Sefer Hasichos 5751, p. 159ff.) 
Feet of the Hyrax, showing

partially split hooves

Bones of a cow’s foot,

showing totally split hoof

A horse’s hoof, devoid of

any split

* This does not ruminate in the conventional sense, but it may practice a minor form of regurgitation. Alternately, it might be described as "bringing up the cud" because of its ruminant-like

chewing movements.     **This does not ruminate in the conventional sense, but it practices a form of pseudo-rumination called caecotrophy whereby it produces special pellets for reingestion.



1 ,u"f     2 scrho hs'  hc     3 jukhi xd/     4 ao      5 xj:     6 jukhi by/      7 ao xv:     

cnho' vt to vhuku cnho t; gk ph avahri cgkhh,u nu,r
1

: )hd( kt
htfku/ kjhhc t, vntfhki keybho/afl nangu kt hvhu btfkho gk hsl/

tu thbutkt ktxri cvbtv' ,knus kunrkt ,tfku
2

' ctfhkv txurhi cvbtv

nu,rhi/ fkgu; abtnr cu knhbv' knhbu' knhbvu' ha ctu,uvnhi athi sunhi

zv kzv' kt cnrthvo uktcanu,o' ufuki nhi tjs: )yz( vb./ thapruhwwr:

)hz( vakl/ phrau rcu,hbu zv vaukv sdho nivho/ uzvu a,rdo tubekux

uakhbubt: fux uhbau;/ vo muthyh"a vmugehockhkv uha kvo kx,u,

ftso/ ugus tjr sunvku aeurhi hhcww.: )hj( v,ban,/ vht ekc"t

aurh".usunv kgfcr upurj, ckhkv/ u,ban, vtnurvcarmho vht sunv

kv' uthi kv ghbho ueurhi kvykp"t: )hy( vjxhsv/ zu shv kcbv mhdubh"v/

uknv bert anv jxhsv' aguav jxhsu, gojcru,hv cnzubu,
3

: vtbpv/
vht shv rdzbh,

4
/ ubrtv kh avhtaeurhi kv vhhru"i: vsufhp,/ ,rbduk

vcr ufrck,u fpukv uckg"zvrup"t' uknv bert anu sufhp,'avusu

fpu,' uzu vht frck,u/ ubdr yurt bertgk ao ngahu' fnu aphrau rcu,hbu

cnxf,dhyhi cpre nh atjzu
5

: )f( ar. vgu;/ vo vseho vbnufho

vrujahigk vtr.' fdui zcucho umrghi uh,uahi ujdcho: )ft( gk trcg/
gk trcg rdkho: nngk krdkhu/ xnul kmutru ha ku fnhi a,hrdkho kcs

trcg rdkhu' ufarumv kgu; ukepu. nivtr. n,jze ctu,i a,h frgho

upurj' uha nvi vrcv ftu,i aeurhikbduay"t' tck thi tbu cehthi cvi'

atrcgv xhnbh yvrv btnru cvo' trcg rdkho'utrcg fbpho' uerxukhi

tku frgho vf,ucho fti'ufbphu juphi t, rucu
6

/ ufk xhnbho vkku nmuhhi

ctu,i achbu,hbu' tck ha artai trul uha athikvo zbc
7

umrhl ahvt anu

jdc' uczv thi tbuhusgho kvcshk chbhvo: )fd( ufk ar. vgu; uduw/ ct

kkns ato haku jna yvur: )fs( uktkv/ vg,hshi kvtnr knyv cgbhi:

,yntu/ fkunr cbdhg,o ha yuntv: )fv( ufk vbat nbck,o/ fk neuo

abtnrvyunt, nat' jnurv nyunt, ndg' avht ygubvfcux cdsho:
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hWar

Griffon vulture (Nesher)—Although conventionally translated as the eagle, the description of the nesher being bald (Michah 1:16), feeding on carrion (Proverbs 30:17) and

being the highest flying bird (Ibn Ezra to Shemos 19:4; Ibn Ezra, Metzudas David and Malbim to Job 39:27) match the griffon vulture rather than the eagle. Bearded vulture

(Peres)—also known as the lammergeyer. This is not a definitive translation, but the word peres means "pieces" or "smasher" which may refer to the bearded vulture's habit of

smashing the bones on which it feeds by dropping them from great heights. Osprey (Azniyah)—or white-tailed sea eagle. Neither of these translations are definitive. Buzzard

(Ayah)—described in the Talmud (Chullin 63b) as possessing superb eyesight, this is probably the buzzard. Ostrich (Bas Ha’yanah)—probably the ostrich, but possibly a type

of owl. Tachmas—Unknown. Possibly a type of owl, or a cuckoo.  Kos—Probably a type of owl. Barn Owl (Tinshemes)—or possibly a bat.  Ka’as-Owl—Although many identify

it as a water bird such as the pelican, its description as living in the desert (Psalms 102:7) better matches an owl, possibly the little owl. Roller (Racham)—the Talmud (Chullin

63a) identifies it with a bird onomatopoeically called sherakrak, which is the roller.
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�
12 Any creature in the water that does not have fins and scales is an abomination for you (but if

it had fins and scales but shed them in the water, it is permissible to you). 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN BB II RR DD SS [

�
13 Among birds, you shall hold the following in abomination. They must not be eaten (because)

they are an abomination: the griffon vulture, the bearded vulture, the osprey, 14 the kite, the

buzzard family, 15 the entire raven family, 16 the ostrich, the tachmas, the gull, the hawk family,
17 the kos-owl, the cormorant, the yanshuf-owl, 18 the barn owl, the ka’as-owl, the roller, 19 the

stork, the heron family, the hoopoe and the bat. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN &&  PP EE RR MM II TT TT EE DD II NN SS EE CC TT SS [

�
20 Any flying insect that walks on four (legs) is an abomination for you. 

�
21 However, among all the flying insects that walk on four (legs), you may eat (from) those that

have (additional) jointed legs with which they hop on the ground, above its (regular) legs.

�
22 From this (locust) category, you may eat the following: The red locust family, the yellow locust

family, the spotted grey locust family and the white locust family. 

�
23 Any flying insect that has four legs, is an abomination for you (but a five-legged flying insect

is permissible). 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY FF RR OO MM NN OONN --KK OO SS HH EE RR AA NN II MM AA LL SS [

�
24 Through (contact with) the following (animals), you will become ritually impure; 

� Anyone who touches (one of) their carcasses will be ritually impure until evening; 

�
25 Anyone who carries (one of) their carcasses (acquires a more severe form of impurity.) He

should immerse his garments, and he will be ritually impure until the evening: 

[ The Last Word [

THE DIETARY LAWS

For Jews, the Dietary Laws have come down with the Torah itself,

which revealed the true meaning of monotheism, of which the

Jewish People have been the bearers ever since. It was relevant not

only in those days of old, when paganism and idolatry were the

general practice in the world, but it is just as relevant in the present

day and age, since it is only the Torah and mitzvos that are the basis

of pure monotheism, rooted in the absolute unity of God. This means

that the Jew brings unity and harmony in this, the physical world,

eliminating any departmentalization in the daily life, or having

occasional practices; or, as some misguided and misconceived

individuals might think, that they can practice Judaism at home, but

must make concessions and compromises outside the home. All such

differentiations are contrary to true unity, pure monotheism. For the

concept of pure monotheism is not confined to One God, but at the

same time it requires unity in the personal life of each and every Jew,

who is a member of the One People, of which it is said that it is “One

People on earth.” According to the explanation of the Alter Rebbe,

founder of Chabad, “One People on earth” means that they bring

oneness and unity also in earthly things, and it is only in this way that

the individual can achieve complete personal harmony and unity of

the body and soul, at all times, whether in the synagogue, at home,

or in the office.

Thus, it is obvious how important kashrus is for a Jew, since the

food and beverages that he consumes become blood and tissue

and energy, and food that is not suitable (kosher) for a Jew can only

alienate him from matters of Yiddishkeit [Judaism], and only the right

and kosher food can nourish him physically, mentally and spiritually.

(Excerpt from a Letter written by the Rebbe on 15th of Av 5735)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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)fu( nprx, prxv uaxg thbbv auxg,/fdui dnk aprx,u xsuev

kngkv' tck knyvvht njucr,/ fti knsl abck, cvnv yntvnyntv'

ucgbhi acxu; vprav
1

phra gk cvnvyvurv: )fz( gk fphu/ fdui fkc

usuc uj,uk: yntho vo kfo/ kndg: )fy( uzv kfo vynt/ fk yuntu,

vkku thbikthxur tfhkv tkt kyuntv nna' kvhu, yntcndgi ubtxr

ktfuk ,runv uesaho ukhfbxcnesa: vjks/ nuayhk"v: uvmc/ puhh"y

asunv kmprsg: )k( tbev/ vrhmu"i: vkytv/ khars"v: vjny/ khnm"v:

,ban,/ ykp"t: )kc( cnho huct/ ut; ktjr ychk,u ynt vutk,runv

gs vgrc' utjr fl: uyvr/ cvgrc vana
2

: )kd( tk ,ufu/ thi fkh jrx

nhynt tktntuhru: fk tar c,ufu hynt/ vfkh juzr unyntnv

actuhru
3

)xwwt mwwk c,ufu(: ut,u ,acuru/ kns athi ku yvrv cneuv
4

:

)ks( nfk vtfk tar htfk/ nuxc gknert vgkhui' fk tar c,ufu

hynt' nfk vtufktar htfk tar hct gkhu nho uvut c,ul fkhjrx

vynt' hynt/ ufi fk naev tar ha,vcfk fkh' uvut c,ul fkh jrx

vynt' hynt/knsbu nfti scrho vrcv' knsbu athi tufknufar un,uei

keck yuntv gs ahctu gkhu nhopgo tj,' unactu gkhu nho pgo tj,

neckyuntv kguko utphku bduc/ uvhhi uvani ufkvbert naev nfahr

zrgho kyuntv fnho/ aflha ksrua vnert tar hct gkhu nho tu fk
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�� Is it permissible to become ritually impure or to eat food

that is ritually impure? (v. 24-40)

RAMBAM: Everything that is written in the Torah and in Scripture

about the laws of ritual impurity and purity applies only to the

Temple, its offerings and to terumah and ma’aser sheni (agricultural

offerings and tithes). For the Torah forbids those that are ritually

impure from entering the Temple, or from eating sacrifices, terumah

or ma’aser. But there is no prohibition with regard to ordinary non-

sacrificial foods, and it is permissible to eat all ordinary foods that are

in a state of ritual impurity.... 

Just as it is permitted to consume ordinary non-sacrificial foods and

drinks that are ritually impure, so too it is permitted to cause these

foods to become ritually impure, [even] in the Land of Israel. In fact,

there is no objection at all to actively rendering ordinary non-

sacrificial food impure, once it has been made fit for ordinary

consumption [by the separation of terumah and ma’aser]. So too, a

person is free to touch any ritually impure item, and become ritually

impure from it. We see this from the fact that the Torah only

commanded the priest and the nazirite not to become contaminated

with the ritual impurity of a corpse, from which it follows that all

other people may contaminate themselves [with any kind of

impurity]. And even the priests who are warned [against becoming

ritually impure], may allow themselves to become ritually impure

with any type of impurity other than that of the corpse.

[However, during Temple times] the entire Jewish people are

required to become ritually pure on each festival, so that they are fit

to enter the Temple and eat sacrifices....

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

*ha durxho kw rc,h
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�
26 Any animal that has a split hoof which is not completely split, and which does not chew the

cud, is ritually impure for you. Anyone who touches them will become ritually impure. 

�
27 Among all the animals that walk on four legs, any (animal) that walks on its paws (such as a

dog, bear or cat) is ritually impure for you. Anyone who touches their carcass will be ritually

impure until evening. 28 One who carries their carcass should immerse his garments, and he will

be ritually impure until evening. They are ritually impure for you. 

�
29 The following are ritually impure for you among creeping creatures that creep on the ground:

the weasel, the mouse, the toad family, 30 the hedgehog, the chameleon, the lizard, the snail, and

the mole. 31 (All) these are the ones that are ritually impure for you, among all creeping creatures.

Anyone who touches them when they are dead will be ritually impure until the evening. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF OO BB JJ EE CC TT SS &&  FF OO OO DD [

�
32 If any of these dead (creatures) fall upon anything, it will become ritually impure, whether it is

any type of wooden object, a garment, an (article of) leather or sackcloth. (This applies to) any

object with which work is done. It should be immersed in water, but it will remain ritually impure

until the evening. It will become clean (when the sun sets).

�
33 If any of these (dead creatures) falls into the interior of any (type of) earthenware object,

whatever is inside it will become ritually impure, (and the vessel) itself should be broken; (but if

the creature falls on the outside of an earthenware object, it remains pure). 

�
34 (If what is inside the earthenware object is) any (kind of) food that is edible it will (only) become

ritually impure (if) water has come upon it (first, at some time in the past). And any liquid that is

(normally) drunk, which is in any (impure) vessel, will become ritually impure. 

From oral tradition we know that a person who is ritually impure

may eat from the same plate as one who is ritually pure....

Even though a person is permitted to eat foods that are ritually

impure and drink drinks that are ritually impure, the pious members

of the early generations would eat [even] ordinary, non-sacrificial

food in a state of purity, and they would steer clear of any sort of

ritual impurity their entire lives. [Thus,] they were called: isolationists

(perushim). Such a lifestyle is one of additional holiness, for the pious

tend to separate themselves and become isolated from the rest of the

people, so as not to touch them or eat or drink with them [while they

are in a state of ritual impurity]. Being isolated leads a person to

purify the body from bad deeds; purity of the body leads one to

sanctify the soul from bad traits; and sanctity of the soul causes a

person to resemble the Divine Presence, as the verse states: “You

should sanctify yourselves and be holy, because I am holy” (below,

v. 44 and 21:8; End of Laws of the Ritual Impurity of Foods)

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

At first glance, Rambam’s words appear to be somewhat

contradictory. First he writes, at great length, how it is

permissible for a person to become ritually impure, suggesting that

there is nothing to be gained by avoiding impure objects. And then,

at the conclusion, he writes that it is indeed admirable to avoid all

forms of impurity, and he even suggests that such an activity is crucial

in order to remove bad traits, achieve sanctity of the soul, and to

begin to “resemble the Divine Presence.” Surely this contradicts his

earlier statement that it is quite unobjectional to become ritually

impure, and opposes the Talmudic principle not to seek additional

prohibitions: “Be satisfied with what the Torah has forbidden for

you!” (Jerusalem Talmud, Nedarim 9:1, Rambam, Laws of Moral Conduct 3:1).

In truth however, Rambam is speaking here of different levels of

Divine Service. At first, a person should indeed avoid taking on any

additional prohibitions, more than the Torah has commanded. But

since a person should never be satisfied with his spiritual achieve-

ments, Rambam then informs the more advanced reader of the route

to higher levels of personal refinement and spiritual perfection.

(Based on Sichas Yud Tes Kislev 5745)

SEVENTH

READING



naev tar ha,v cfk fkh' hynt vtufk/ ugusknsu rcu,hbu nfti' athi uks

vyuntv nyntfkho' afl abhbu
1

hfuk hvhu fk vfkho nhynthintuhr fkh

jrx' ,knus kunr fk tar c,ufuhynt nfk vtufk' tufk unaev nhynt

ntuhr fkh jrx'uthi fk vfkho nhynthi ntuhr fkh jrx' kphavar. tc

vyuntv uvfkh' abynt nnbu' uksvyuntv' kphfl thbu juzr unynt fkho

ac,ufu/uknsbu gus' avar. abpk ktuhr ,bur uvp,c,ufu' ukt bdg var.

cp,' v,bur rtaui uvp,abhhv/ ukt btnr ruthi t, v,bur ftku nkt

yuntv u,vt vp, ,jkv' ato t,v tunr fikt b,ngyu fk vfkho

nkvynt ntuhr fkh jrx'avrh yuntv gmnv bdgv cvi ndci
2

/ uknsbu gus

gk cht, nho' athbv nfar, zrgho tkt to fibpku gkhvi nab,kau' ato

t,v tunr neckhivfar cnjucr' thi kl akt ctu gkhu nho' unvutunr

tar hcut gkhu nho/ uknsbu gusathi tufk nynt tjrho tkt to fi ha cu

fchmv' abtnr tar htfk' tufk vbtfk cc,tj,' uahgru jfnho thi ch,

vckhgv njzhehu,r nchm, ,rbduk,
3

: )kv( ,bur ufhrho/ fkho vnykykhi

vo' uvoak jrx uha kvi ,ul' uaup, t, vesrv gkbec vjkk uabhvo

phvo kngkv: h,./ athi kfkh jrx yvrv cychkv: uyntho hvhu kfo/
akt ,tnr nmuuv tbhkbu,mo' ,knus kunr uyntho hvhu kfo' to rmv

kehhni cyunt,i rath: )ku( tl nghi ucur neuv nho/ vnjucrho

kereg' thi neckhi yuntv/ ugus ha kl kknus/hvhv yvur/ vyuck cvo

nyunt,u
4

: ubudg cbck,o hynt/ tphku vut c,ul nghiucur ubudg

cbck,o hynt' akt ,tnr ek ujunrto nyvr t, vyntho nyunt,o' ek

ujunrahmhk t, vyvur nkhynt' kfl btnr ubudgcbck,o hynt: )kz(zrg
zrug/ zrhgv ak nhbh zrgubhi/ zrugao scr vut' fnu uh,bu kbu nivzrugho

5
:

yvur vut/ knsl vf,uc akt vufar ub,eikeru, tufk keck yuntv' gs

ahcutu gkhu nho: )kj( ufh hu,i nho gk zrg/ ktjr ab,ka'ato ,tnr

ha vfar cnjucr' thi kl zrg aktvufar: nho gk zrg/ chi nho chi atr

naehi' chivo gk vzrg' chi vzrg bpk k,ufi' vfkbsra c,ur, fvbho:

ubpk nbck,o gkhu/ t; nabdc ni vnho'akt vephsv ,urv tkt kvhu,

gkhu ao tufk'unahrs gkhu vfar eck, yuntv pgo tj,' aucthbu bger

vhnbu: )ky( cbck,v/ ukt cgmnu, udhsho ukt cerbhouykpho ukt cgur
6

:

)n( uvbuat t, bck,v/ jnurv yunt, natnyunt, ndg' avbuat

nynt cdsho' uvbudg thicdshu ynthi' akt btnr cu hfcx cdshu: uvtufk
nbck,v/ hfuk ,yntbu tfhk,u'favut tunr cbck, gu; yvurbckv

uyrpv kt htfk kyntv cv' tu,vnyntv cdsho ctfhk,v' uthi bck,

cvnvnyntv cdsho ctfhk,v ckt nat' fdui to,jcv ku jchru cch,

vckhgv' to fi nv ,knuskunr vtufk' kh,i ahgur kbuat ukbudg fsh

tfhkv uvut fzh,: uynt gs vgrc/ t; gk ph ayck mrhlvgrc ana
7

:

)nt( vaur. gk vtr./ kvumht t, vh,uahiacfkhxhi uacpukhi ut,

vzhzhi acgsaho' avrhkt armu gk vtr. tkt c,ul vtufk' tcknahmtu

ktuhr uarmu vrh btxru: kt htfk/ kjhhc gk vntfhk ftufk/ uthi eruh

ar. tkt scr bnul emr rdkho' athbu brtvtkt fruja ubs: )nc( vukl
gk djui/ zv bja' ukaui djuiajhhv' avukl aj ubupk gk nghu: fk vukl/
kvcht vakaukhi ut, vsunvksunv: vukl gk trcg/ zv gerc: fk/
kvcht t, vjpuah, taercu"y ckg"z ut, vsunv ksunv: nrcv rdkho/
zv bsk ar. aha ku rdkhonrtau ugs zbcu kfti ukfti' ueurhi mhbyphswwa

8
:

)nd( tk ,aemu/ ctfhk,i' avrh f,hcbpau,hfo' uthi aheu. bpa cndg'

ufi ukt,yntu ctfhk,i: ubyn,o co/ to t,o nynthi cvo ctr.t;

tbh nynt t,fo cguko vct uchahc,ngkv: )ns( fh tbh vw tkvhfo/
fao atbh esuaatbh vw tkvhfo' fl uv,esa,o' esau t, gmnfoknyv:

uvhh,o esaho/ kph atbh tesa t,fokngkv ukguko vct
9

: ukt ,yntu
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�
35 Anything upon which any of the carcasses of these (animals) falls will become ritually impure.

(Thus,) an (earthenware) oven or stove (cannot be purified) and should be demolished

(because) they are ritually impure. (However, you may still possess these items, bearing in mind

that) they are ritually impure for you. 

�
36 Only a gathering of water—(be it) a pit, or a spring—will remain ritually pure (even if it comes

into contact with impurity, and it has the power to purify others. However, if a person) touches

a carcass (while he is in one of these purifying waters) he will (still) become ritually impure. 

�
37 If part of a carcass falls upon any seed which is sown (and has never become wet), it remains

ritually pure. 38 But if water (or another liquid) is put upon seeds, and (then) part of a carcass falls

on them, they will be ritually impure for you. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF KK OO SS HH EE RR AA NN II MM AA LL SS [

�
39 If an animal that you (are allowed to) eat, dies, anyone who touches (the flesh of) its carcass

will be ritually impure until evening. 

�
40 Anyone who eats (part) of a carcass (without touching it first is not) ritually impure until evening

and (does not) have to immerse his clothes, (unless he also) carries (at least a kazayis* of) its

carcass, (in which case) he should immerse his garments, and he will be ritually impure until

evening (when the sun sets). 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN RR EE PP TT II LL EE SS AA NN DD II NN SS EE CC TT SS OOFF TT HH EE GG RR OO UU NN DD [

�
41 Any creeping creature that creeps on the ground is an abomination. It must not be eaten (or

fed to others). 

�
42 You must not eat: any (snake or worm) that goes on its belly, and any (scorpion) that walks on

four (legs) or any (centipede) that has many legs, and all creeping creatures that creep on the

ground (including the beetle family), for they are an abomination. 

�
43 You should not make your souls abominable (by eating) any creeping creature that creeps. You

should not defile yourselves with them, so that you will become impure through them (in the

World to Come). 

�
44 For I am God your (holy) God. You should sanctify yourselves and be holy, because I am holy,

and you should not defile yourselves through (eating) any creeping creature that crawls on the

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* 0.9 ounces or 25.6 grams.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“IF WATER IS PUT UPON SEEDS...THEY WILL BE RITUALLY IMPURE FOR YOU” (V. 38)

Water has the tendency to fall from a high place to a lower place.

It is also a binding agent which tends to cause substances to

adhere together. In practical terms, these two qualities represent a

Judaism which is not “dry” and purely academic, but “moist” and

vibrant. It will thus cause a person to attract and “bind” with people

who are not as knowledgeable as him, in an effort to bring them

closer to Judaism.

Chasidic thought explains that the forces of impurity are spiritual

“parasites” that target specifically those areas which are potential

places of holiness. This is the inner reason why food must first

become wet in order to become susceptible to ritual impurity, for

only a “moist” Judaism permeated with the “waters” of love and

communication is a source of true holiness and spiritual vitality.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, pp. 75-76)



1 nfu, yz:     2 cWn xt:     3 ,uWf     4 ao

uduw/ kgcur gkhvo cktuhi vrcv/ufk ktu nkeu,' uzvu atnru cdnrt tfk

puyh,t kuev trcg' bnkv kuev jna'mrgv kuev aa
1

: )nv( fh tbh vw
vngkv t,fo/ gk nb,a,ecku nmu,h vgkh,h t,fo/ )scr tjr fh tbh

vw vngkv t,fo' cfuki f,hc uvumt,h' uftif,hc vngkv' ,bt sch rch

hangtk tknkh ktvgkh,h t, hartk nnmrho tkt cachk athinynthi

carmho fatr tunu,' shho' ungkhu,tvht dchhvu' uvut kaui ngkv(
2

:

)nz(kvcshk/ kt ckcs vaubv' tkt a,vthusg unfhr uceh cvi: chi
vynt uchi vyvur/ mrhl kunr chi jnurkprv uvkt fcr npuraho vo'

tkt chi yntvkl kyvurv kl' chi bajy jmhu ak ebv kbajyrucu
3

: uchi
vjhv vbtfk,/ mrhl kunr chi mchkgrus' uvkt fcr npuraho vo' tkt

chi abuksucv xhnbh yrpv farv' kbuksu cv xhnbh yrpvpxukv
4

: 

jxk, pra, anhbh

�� What is the connection between coming up from Egypt and not eating insects? (v. 45)

RASHI: The school of Rabbi Yishma'el taught: [God says,] “If I had brought up the Jewish people from Egypt only so that they would not

defile themselves [by eating] creeping creatures like the other nations, it would have been a sufficient [reason] for them [to be redeemed].”

TALMUD: Is their reward [for this] greater than [the reward for obeying the precepts on] interest, tzitzis and [honest] weights [which the Torah

also connects with coming out of Egypt]? Though their reward is no greater, it is more loathsome to eat these [insects, than to engage in the

other sins] (Bava Metziah 61b).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

hb hna ,arp - trehu  rpx // 84hhtt::nnss--nnzz

THE SEVERE PROHIBITION OF EATING INSECTS (V. 45)

Rashi cites the teaching of Rabbi Yishma’el’s school concerning the

great significance of refraining from eating insects. However, this presents

us with a question: Why does Rashi not explain the reason why the

prohibition against eating insects is so severe and important? The

Talmud, from which Rashi cited the above teaching, does indeed explain

the unique quality of this mitzvah. Why did Rashi omit this point, and

offer the reader no explanation at all why this precept is so important?

�

d³ ¤l£r«�O�d dÀ �eŸd�i i´ �p�` | i´¦M dn [xihtn] :u�x«	`	dÎl©r U¬ �nŸx	d u�x−�X�d

i¬¦M mi½
WŸc�w ḿ�zi�i�d«�e mi®
d÷ «̀¥l m− ¤k̈l zŸ¬i�d«¦l m�i½�x§v
n u�x́�`�nÆ m¤k�z�̀

d½ �I�g«�d W¤t´ p Æ lŸk�e sF½r	d�e Æ d	n�d§A�d z³�xFY z Ÿ̀f́ en :i�p«	` WF −c	w

li¾
C§a�d§l fn :u�x«	`	dÎl©r z¤v¬ �xŸX�d W¤t− pÎl¨k§lE m�i® 	O©A z�U−�nŸx«	d

x−�W�` d½ �I�g«�d Æ oi¥aE z¤l½¤k� «̀ P«�d Æ d�I�g«�d oi³¥aE xŸ ®d	H�d oí ¥aE `−�n	H�d oi¬ ¥A

t t t :l«¥k	`«�z ` ¬÷

l¨k§A oFki�z¨W§t�p z�i oEa�`�q�z `¨l�e `�p�` Wi
C�w
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x
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n�c `¨r�x�`�n oFk�z�i wi�Q�`�C
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Wi
C�w oFd�zE D¨l�`�l
`	z�i�g `	W§t�p l¨k�cE `¨tFr�cE `	xi¦r§a
c `	z�i�xF`
l©r `	W�g	x�C `	W§t�p l¨k§lE `�I�n§A `	W�g	x�C
`�i§k�C oi¥aE `¨a�`	q�n oi¥A `	W	x§t�`§l fn :`¨r�x�`
`¨l i
C `	z�i�g oi¥aE `¨l§k�`�z
n�C `	z�i�g oi¥aE

t t t :`¨l§k�`�z
n
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mWt pxueho' gcshWv xhni/
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ground. 45 For I am God who is bringing you up from the land of Egypt to be your God. Thus,

you shall be holy, because I am holy.

46 (The above) is the law regarding animals, birds, and all living creatures that move in water and all

creatures that creep on the ground, 47 to distinguish between the ritually impure and the pure; between

the animal that may be eaten and the animal that may not be eaten. 

HAFTARAHS: SHEMINI—P. 256.     EREV ROSH CHODESH P. 273.     PARAH—P. 281.

Maftir: Parah—p. 289.

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not have to explain why the prohibition of eating crawling

insects is so severe, since he relied on the reader to work the matter out

for himself, based on Rashi’s earlier comments.

Verse 42 above states, “You must not eat anything that goes on its

belly,” on which Rashi comments, “this refers to the snake.” Now, we

might ask: Why did the Torah use the vague expression “anything that

goes on its belly,” requiring Rashi to clarify that this refers to a serpent?

Surely the Torah should have been more clear with its choice of words,

and written the intended meaning in a straightforward manner, “You must

not eat: the serpent”?

Apparently, the Torah wishes to stress here that the reason why it is

prohibited for a Jewish person to eat a serpent is because it “goes on

its belly.”

The reader will recall that, in Parshas Bereishis, after the serpent incited

Chava to eat from the Tree of Knowledge, it was cursed by God: “Because

you have done this, you are (now) cursed more than all the cattle and

more than all the wild animals of the field! You (will have your legs cut off

so that you) shall walk on your belly, and you shall eat soil all the days of

your life!” (3:14). Now, clearly, the sin of the Tree of Knowledge was a very

serious matter, for it introduced the phenomenon of death into the world,

and the serpent’s punishment needed to fit the crime. From this the reader

will have gathered that for a creature to have to “walk on its belly” without

being able to raise itself from the ground, and to “eat soil,” is the lowest

form of existence for any living creature.

Therefore, it is quite obvious why the serpent, and all other creatures

which crawl on the earth, are prohibited by the Torah in the most severe

fashion, since they represent the very lowest of animal existence, which is

totally unsuitable for consumption by the Jewish people. Thus Rashi

felt it unnecessary to explain why eating such creatures is such a

serious offense, as he reasoned that the reader would be able to figure the

matter out for himself, based on his prior knowledge of the Chumash and

Rashi’s commentary.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5743)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

The Torah records the laws of forbidden reptiles and insects of

the ground after the laws of forbidden animals, fish and birds,

in order to hint that even those Jews who are on a low spiritual

level, and do not observe the Dietary Laws, would still avoid

eating snakes and insects and “would not defile themselves [by

eating] creeping creatures like the other nations” (Rashi to v. 45).  

Here we see, once again, that however low a Jew may stumble

in the service of God, evidence can still be found of his unique

Jewish character, and his inner desire to return to God.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5743)

MAFTIR



1. The priests should not enter the Temple with hair grown long
[10:6].

2. The priests should not enter the Temple with torn clothing [10:6
and 21:10].

3. The priests should not go out from the Temple in the middle of
their holy service [10:7].

4. The priests should not enter the Temple having drunk wine, nor
should any judge give a ruling while intoxicated [10:9].

5. The mitzvah of examining the signs of domestic and wild animals
(to determine if they are kosher) [11:2,3].

6. Not to eat a non-kosher species of domestic or wild animal
[11:4-7].

7. The mitzvah of examining the signs of fish (to determine if they
are kosher) [11:9].

8. Not to eat a non-kosher species of fish [11:11].

9. Not to eat a non-kosher species of bird [11:13].

10. The mitzvah of examining the signs of locusts (to determine if
they are kosher) [11:21].

11. The laws of ritual impurity of the eight crawling creatures
[11:29, 30].

12. The laws of ritual impurity of food [11:34].

13. The laws of ritual impurity of animal carcasses [11:39].

14. Not to eat creatures that crawl on the earth [11:41].

15. Not to eat the species of minute insects that come from grains
and fruits [11:42].

16. Not to eat creatures that swarm in the water [11:43].

17. Not to eat of swarming creatures that come into being from
decayed matter [11:44].

Parshas Shemini ccoonnttaaiinnss  66  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  1111  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss
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[g h r z ,  , a r p

pp aa rr ss hh aa ss   TT aa zz rr ii aa

Our Parsha begins, “If a woman conceives (Tazria)

and gives birth...” After discussing laws associated

with childbirth, the Parsha deals with the supernatural

“disease” called tzara’as* which afflicted the skin and

possessions of those who spoke lashon hara (gossip). 

Since the vast majority of the Parsha deals with the laws

of tzara’as, we need to explain the connection between

this affliction and the name of the Parsha—Tazria—which

refers to conception and birth. 

At first glance, they seem to be contradictory themes:

tzara’as is an unpleasant condition, which requires total

isolation from the Jewish camp, such that the Talmud

states: “The tzara’as sufferer is comparable to a dead

person” (Nedarim 64b). How then is this connected with

Tazria—conception and birth?

Afundamental principle of Jewish Philosophy states

that the punishments administered by the Torah are

not intended to harm a person in return for the harm that

he caused, but rather, that the punishment is primarily for

the benefit of the transgressor himself (see Kuzari 2:44; Ikarim

4:38). This is because suffering caused by a punishment

cleanses the soul, allowing it to come close to God once

again, either in this world or the next. 

In most cases, the goodness within a punishment is not

apparent to an onlooker, or to the sufferer himself. With

the tzara’as sufferer, however, it is clear that his

punishment is actually for his own benefit. For by being

declared ritually impure, requiring total isolation, he will

soon learn not to speak gossip any more, since there is

simply no one to speak with him.

T hus from the case of the tzara’as sufferer we

understand that in all other cases too, even where it is

less apparent, the Torah’s “punishments” are aimed at

helping the sufferer correct his ill ways, and begin a new

life, corrected of his former faults.

And that is why our Parsha is called Tazria, alluding to

conception and birth, to teach us that just like the case of

tzara’as, all the punishments of the Torah are intended to

help a person have a spiritual rebirth in their lives, correct

their past ways, and start anew.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, pp. 70-73)

[ The Name of the Parsha [

* See note on page 91



1 uheWr hs' t     2 bsv fz:     3 scrho t' nu     4 crtah, hd' hj     5 ,uWf     6 gv/     7 ,uWf

)c( tav fh ,zrhg/ tnr rw ankth faoahmhr,u ak tso tjr fk cvnv

jhv ugu;cngav crtah,' fl ,ur,u b,prav tjr ,ur,cvnv jhv ugu;
1

:

fh ,zrhg/ krcu, atphku hks,u njuh' abnjvubgav fghi zrg' tnu yntv

khsv
2

: fhnh bs, su,v ,ynt/ fxsr fk yuntvvtnurv cbsv nyntv

cyunt, khsv' utphkubp,j vecr ckt so: su,v/ kaui scr vzc ndupv/

kaui tjr kauinsuv ujukh' athi tav rutv so akt ,jkvrtav utcrhv

fcshi gkhv: )s( ,ac/ thi ,ac tkt kaui gfcv' fnu u,acu cesa
3

' uhac

ctkubh nnrt
4

: csnh yvrv/ t; gk ph arutv' yvurv
5

/csnh yvrv/kt

nphe v"t' uvut ao scr' fnuyuvr/ hnh yvrv/ nphe v"t' hnh yuvr

akv: kt ,dg/ tzvrv ktufk' fnu aabuhv chcnu,
6

: cfk esa uduw/
krcu, t, v,runv

7
' kph azuycuk, huo trul' ayckv kxu; acgv uthi

anav ngrhc kyvrv gs aehg, vjnv ak huotrcgho' aknjr ,cht t,

ghrz, ,arp - trehu  rpx // 88hhcc::tt--uu

�� Why are the laws of childbirth recorded here? (v. 2)

RASHI: Rabbi Simlai said: “Just as man was formed after all animals,

wild beasts and birds, so too, his laws are explained [here]

after the laws of animals, wild beasts, and birds [written in

Parshas Shemini].”

TALMUD: Why was Adam created [last of all beings] on the eve of

Shabbos?...In order that, if a man becomes proud, he may be

reminded that the gnats preceded him in the order of creation....

Another answer: So that he could go straight “into the banquet” [i.e.

that everything should be prepared before him] (Sanhedrin 38a).

BE’ER HAITEV: Rashi was troubled by two questions: a.) What is the

connection between this section of the Chumash and that which

preceded it? b.) Since man is greater than the animals, surely his laws

should have been recorded first?

MASKIL LEDAVID: Rashi was troubled: When discussing the laws of

ritual impurity of human beings, why should the Torah begin with

the laws of ritual impurity of childbirth? Surely the laws of the ritual

impurity of nidah (menstruation) should have been discussed first, for

by purifying herself from this ritual impurity, a woman becomes

permitted to her husband. thus enabling her to conceive and give

birth. Thus, logically speaking, the laws of nidah should have been

written first. 

In order to answer this problem, Rashi cited the teaching of

R’ Simlai.

GUR ARYEH: What is the connection between the sequence of

Creation, and the sequence of the laws recorded in the Torah? Why

should these two different accounts follow the same sequence?

Because since the world was created for the sake of the Torah, it

follows that through observing the laws of the Torah one brings the

world to the perfection for which it was created. Thus, since there is

a strong connection between the Creation and the laws of the Torah,

their details are recorded in the same order.

LEVUSH HAOHRAH: The Talmud explains that man was created last

after the animals in order to humble him. So too, explains R’ Simlai,

the laws of man’s impurity were also recorded last for the same

reason: in order to make man humble.

THE POSITION OF PARSHAS TAZRIA (V. 2)

In his comment to verse 2, Rashi explains why Parshas Tazria follows on

from the laws of ritually pure and impure animals at the end of Parshas

Shemini: “Just as man was formed after all animals, wild beasts and birds,

so too, his laws are explained [here] after the laws of animals, wild beasts,

and birds.”

Now, we do not find that Rashi always explains the reason why one

section of the Torah follows on from another, even when the Midrash or

Talmud do offer an explanation. From this it follows that Rashi did not

perceive it crucial at the literal level to explain the connection between

each section of the Torah and the next. Thus, when Rashi does offer an

explanation, there is clearly some additional question bothering Rashi.

In our case we need to clarify: What problem, at the literal level,

prompted Rashi to cite the teaching of R’ Simlai?

At first glance, it appears that Rashi was bothered by the simple question

why the laws of ritual purity of man should be recorded after that of the

animals, when man is far greater than the animals [c.f Be’er Haitev].
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od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel, saying:

� If a woman conceives and gives birth to a male (or miscarries), she will be ritually

impure for seven days, (even if there is no flow of blood accompanied with the birth).

She will be ritually impure just like during the days of her menstrual flow. 

�
3 On the eighth day, the flesh of his foreskin should be circumcised*. 

�
4 (When she immerses in the mikvah after seven days), then for thirty-three additional days she

will have a waiting period, (during which even if she sees) blood (she) is ritually pure (to her

husband**. Nevertheless), she should (still) not touch (or eat) any holy (terumah), nor may

she enter the Sanctuary, until the(se additional thirty-three) days of her (total) purification have

been completed. 

�
5 If she gives birth to a female, she will be ritually impure for two weeks, just like during her

menstruation (period. Then,) for sixty-six days, she will have a waiting period (during which even

if she sees) blood (she) is ritually pure (to her husband**). 

�
6 When the days of (total) purification for a son or a daughter is complete, she should bring a

male lamb in its first year as a burnt-offering, and a young dove or a turtledove as a sin offering,

However, at the literal level it is difficult to accept that this was troubling

Rashi since, in the final analysis, it is not a question that is crucial to

answer at the literal level. For while it is somewhat peculiar that the Torah

should describe the laws of the animals before those of man—which is

why the Midrash does discuss the issue—it is nevertheless not a taxing

issue which must be answered at the literal level.

Rather it would appear that Rashi was troubled by the question [of

Maskil leDavid] why the Torah chose to describe the laws of ritual

impurity of childbirth before the laws of impurity of nidah (menstruation).

For a woman must first purify herself from the ritual impurity of nidah

to be with her husband in order that she might conceive and give birth

to a child. Thus the laws of nidah are a crucial preface to the laws

of childbirth.

Furthermore, the laws of childbirth here actually make reference to the

laws of nidah, “If a woman conceives and gives birth... she will be ritually

impure just like during the days of her menstrual flow,” which presumes

that the reader already has a familiarity with the laws of nidah.

To answer this problem, Rashi cited the teaching of R’ Simlai, which

explains why the laws of ritual impurity caused by human beings must

follow on directly from the laws of impurity caused by animals.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tazria 5725)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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* See Bereishis 17:10ff. and commentaries there.     ** Nevertheless, in practice, Jewish Law requires separation between husband and wife, even if she sees blood during these

“pure” days—See note of Rema to Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh Deah 194:1.

[ The Last Word [

Unlike animals, which do not possess free choice, man is

capable of rebelling against his Creator. Thus, before man

has actually performed good deeds he is on a lower level than the

animals, for he has the potential to sin whereas the animals do

not. Therefore, man was created last, for until he has made the

effort to perform good, man is the lowest of creatures.

From this we can learn the importance of actions and good

deeds, for without them a person has no merits to the extent that

even “the gnats preceded him in the order of Creation.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 74ff.)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“FOR ZION HAS BEEN IN LABOR AND HAS GIVEN

BIRTH TO HER CHILDREN” (ISAIAH 66:8)

Our Sages said that when an infant is in his mother's womb,

“his head is between his knees, his mouth is closed and his

navel is open” (Niddah 30b), i.e. even though he has eyes they do

not see, and his nourishment passes through his navel, directly to

his lower faculties.

This is analogous to the Jewish people during exile:

Since God’s presence is not revealed in the world, our eyes do

not see Him. Furthermore, the spiritual energy of the mitzvos does

not pass “through the mouth” to the higher faculties, but rather,

directly “through the navel,” i.e. mitzvos are carried out by rote.

The redemption is thus compared to birth, when the eyes of the

Jewish people will see Godliness in the world, and our mitzvos

will be fulfilled with inner commitment and true understanding.

(Based on Torah Ohr, Va’eira, p. 55a)
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�� Why does a woman who gave birth need to bring a sin-

offering in atonement? What sin did she commit? (v. 6-7)

RAMBAN: Our Sages said that when a woman is giving birth she

swears that she will never come to her husband again and conceive

(Nidah 31b). Thus, she requires atonement.

BACHAYE: The woman is required to bring a sin offering due to

Chava’s sin with the Tree of Knowledge, for “when the roots are

damaged the branches are affected too.”

SEFER HACHINUCH: The sacrifices are to thank God for the miracle of

safe childbirth.

�� What is the woman’s status before and after she brings

her offerings? (v. 7)

RASHI: [The verse states that only after offering the sacrifice,] “she

will be purified.” From here we see that until this point, she is called

ritually impure. 

RAMBAM: The verse states, “She will be purified.” From here we see

that until this point she has not completed her ritual purification (Laws

Pertaining to Those Entering the Sanctuary 4:5).

RA’AVAD: The verse states, “She will be purified.” From here we see

that until this point she was ritually impure (ibid.). 

THE WOMAN’S ATONEMENT OFFERING (V. 6-7)

In verses 1-5 the Torah teaches us that when a woman gives birth to a

child, it renders her ritually impure for seven days for a boy, or fourteen

days for a girl. Then, after immersing in a mikvah, the woman finds herself

in a “limbo” period where she no longer has the ritual impurity of a nidah

(menstruant*), but where she is still prohibited from eating terumah and

sacrifices or entering the Temple, for a further thirty-three days (for a boy)

or sixty-six days (for a girl). After this she becomes permitted to eat

terumah and enter the Temple, and she brings her atonement sacrifices.

The exact status of the woman during this “limbo” period is not made

clear by the Torah. Do we say that during this time the woman is partially

impure, which is why she may not eat terumah etc., but that she is also

partially pure, which is why she is permitted to her husband? Or, is she

deemed to be completely pure, and the prohibition against eating

terumah and entering the Temple is unrelated to impurity?

Rambam took the latter stance. He did not stress that the woman is

ritually impure during the limbo period, but rather he emphasized the

positive, that until she has brought her sacrifices, “she has not completed

her ritual purification.” I.e. since she has not completed all the procedures

that she is required to perform (offering the sacrifices) she is prohibited

from eating terumah etc. due to a technicality, and not because she is

actually impure.  

Ra’avad criticized Rambam, arguing that during the limbo period the

woman does have a certain degree of ritual impurity, which is why

the Torah stresses that only after this time period is completed is she

ritually pure.

Rashi in his commentary to the Torah seems to have a view that differs

from both Rambam and Ra’avad. Rashi writes that during the limbo

period, “she is called ritually impure.” I.e. she is not in fact ritually impure,

but she is nevertheless associated with the state of ritual impurity to the

extent that “she is called ritually impure.”

Here we see that Rashi accepted, in part, the arguments of both

Rambam and Ra’avad:

Like Rambam, Rashi was of the opinion that during the limbo period a

woman is not ritually impure. Nevertheless, like Ra’avad, Rashi rejected

Rambam’s argument that the prohibition against eating terumah and
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to the priest at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 7 He should offer it up before God and atone

for her, and she will be (totally) purified from (being called impure due to) the source of

her blood. 

The (above) is the law of a woman who gives birth to a male or to a female. 

�
8 If she cannot afford a sheep, she should take two turtledoves or two young doves: one as a

burnt-offering and one as a sin-offering. The priest should (offer them and thereby) atone for her,

and she will become ritually pure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS [

1 God spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying: 

�
2 If a man has on the skin of his body: a (white) blotch, a creamy blotch, or a (bright) spot, and

it forms (a suspected) lesion of tzara’as* on the skin of his body, he should be brought to Aharon

the priest, or to one of his sons, the priests (for examination). 

entering the Temple during this period are secondary prohibitions that are

unassociated with the concept of ritual impurity, and he wrote, that “She

is called ritually impure.” I.e. she is given the name of ritual impurity (and

thus cannot eat terumah etc.) but she does not have the actual status of

being even partially ritually impure.

Having clarified Rashi’s opinion we are now faced with two questions: 

a.) If during the limbo period the woman is not ritually impure, why

does she nevertheless retain the “title” of being called ritually impure?

b.) What is the practical relevance of Rashi’s stance at the literal level of

Torah interpretation?

THE EXPLANATION

In order to answer these two questions, we need first to turn to another

major issue concerning the woman who gives birth. The Torah states that

the woman must bring a “sin-offering,” and that the priest “should offer it

up before God and atone for her.” This begs the question: We are not

speaking here of a sinner, but a woman who has conceived and given

birth, so why is atonement required? And why does Rashi fail to address

this obvious question?

Rashi did not address this matter, since he did not believe in spoon-

feeding the reader with answers which could be worked out logically, with

the reader’s pre-existing knowledge.

Earlier, in Parshas Bereishis, we read that after the Sin of the Tree of

Knowledge, God told Chava, “I will greatly increase...your (labor pains of)

pregnancy. You will give birth to children in pain” (3:16). From this the

reader will have understood that every birth is somewhat connected with

the sin of the Tree of Knowledge, which explains why she needs to bring

an atonement offering after childbirth (c.f Rashi to Shemos 32:34).

Thus, Rashi writes that a woman is “called” ritually impure right until

she has brought her final sacrifice, since her complete cleansing of the

impurity associated with childbirth depends on her complete atonement,

which is achieved by bringing a sin-offering.

Based on the above, we can also understand the practical ramification

of Rashi’s stance:

The final offering that a woman brings permits her to eat terumah and

sacrifices, and to enter the Temple. Now, it might well be the case that she

was not planning on doing any of these activities for a long period of time,

and that therefore she might push off the final offering. However,

according to Rashi’s view that she still has the “title of impurity” because

she is in need of atonement, it follows that she will want to bring her

offering as soon as possible.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 80ff.)

* Tzara’as is a miraculous affliction of the skin which occurred as a punishment for idle talk or gossip, rendering the sufferer ritually impure. It has been mistakenly identified with

leprosy, which is a bacterial infection of mycobacterium leprae (Hansen’s disease), but in truth tzara’as is a totally supernatural and non-contagious affliction that affected garments

and buildings as well as people. (See Classic Questions and Toras Menachem on the following page)
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�� Why must a suspected lesion of tzara’as be examined specifically by a priest? (v. 2)

RASHI: It is a [suprarational] decree of Scripture that the ritual impurity and purity of lesions can only be through pronouncement of a priest.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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[ The Last Word [

“HE SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO AHARON THE PRIEST” (V. 2)

Kohanim (priests) are people of inherent kindness who bless

the Jewish people with love. Therefore, when it comes to

declaring somebody with the severe condition of tzara’as, which

requires total isolation from the Jewish camp, it is imperative that

this harsh judgment be done out of love, so the Torah requires it

to be done by a priest.

From this we can learn a powerful lesson: that if one feels that

another person has acted disgracefully and one wishes to chastise

him, one must first examine one’s own motives to see if one’s

desire to rebuke another is truly being done out of love.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 88ff.)
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�� What is tzara’as? (ch. 13-14)

RAMBAM: Tzara’as is a collective term for many things that do not

resemble each other. The whitened skin in man is called tzara’as, as

is the fallen hair* from the head or the beard. The change of

appearance which occurs to a garment is also called tzara’as, and the

change of appearance which occurs to a house is [also] called

tzara’as (Laws of Ritual Impurity of Tzara’as 16:10).

�� Is tzara’as natural or supernatural ?

RAMBAM: This change that occurs in clothes and buildings which

the Torah calls tzara’as...is not a natural phenomenon, but a

miraculous sign and wonder (ibid).

KLI YAKAR: The fact that the tzara’as of clothes and buildings is

clearly supernatural suggests that the tzara’as of skin is supernatural

too (13:47).

�� What causes tzara’as?

RAMBAM: The Jewish people were given this miraculous sign and

wonder, to caution them from lashon hara (gossip).

If a person speaks lashon hara, the beams of his house will change.

If the person stops, then the house will become pure once again, but

if he persists in his wickedness, until the house is demolished, then

the leather items from his house, upon which he sits and lies, will

become afflicted. If he repents, they are purified. But if he persists in

his wickedness to the extent that they are burned, then the clothing

he wears will become afflicted. If he repents, they are purified, but if

he persists in his wickedness to the extent that they are burned, his

skin will become afflicted, and then he will [have to be] isolated in

public [disgrace], until he stops occupying himself with wicked

speech, mockery and gossip....

This is the way of those wicked people who sit and mock: First they

speak nonsense...and then it leads to speaking badly about the

righteous...and then they will speak badly of the prophets and find

fault in their words...and this will eventually lead to a denial of God

and the principles of faith.... (ibid.)

�� Why does tzara’as not occur nowadays?

ALSHICH: Only when the Jewish people are in an otherwise

advanced spiritual state do they merit to have the miraculous sign

of tzara’as. 

This is hinted to by the term that is used to describe the victim of

tzara’as in the Torah (in v. 2). The Hebrew word o¨s¨t is the highest of

four terms used to describe man, which is an allusion to the fact that

tzara’as only afflicts individuals who are otherwise perfect.

LIKUTEI TORAH: Physically, tzara’as is a superficial affliction.

This indicates that the victim is in a healthy spiritual state internally,

and that he has merely erred in a superficial manner. 

Consequently, those who are not in a good spiritual state internally

(as is the case nowadays) do not require a miraculous sign that

something is wrong superficially, since there are more serious

internal problems that need to be addressed first (Tazria 22b).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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NATURAL OR SUPERNATURAL?

At first glance, Rambam appears to maintain that only the tzara’as of

clothes and buildings is supernatural, since he writes, “This change that

occurs in clothes and buildings...is not a natural phenomenon, but a

miraculous sign and wonder.” However, from Rambam’s later description

of the development of the “disease”—how it first affects buildings, then

clothes and then skin—it is obvious that the affliction of skin too is

supernatural, since it follows on directly from the supernatural afflictions

which preceded it.**

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 72)
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r�b¬ �p F½x�U§A xF´r�n Æ wŸn¨r Æ r�bÆ�P�d d³�`�x�nE oÀ¨a¨l | K´ ©t�d r�b¹�P©A xÆ¨rŸ�y
e
`e¹�d dÆ 	p¨a§l Á z�xÁ�d©AÎm�`
e c :F «zŸ` `¬�O�h
e o−�dŸM�d Ed¬ �`�x
e `E ®d z©r−�ẍv
Ḱ ©t�dÎ` «÷ *d−�x¨r�UE xF½r�dÎo�n �d́�`�x�nÎoi«�` Æ wŸn¨r
e FÀx�U§A xFŕ§A
» o�dŸM�d Ed´�`�x
e d :mi«�n	i z¬ ©r§a�W r�b− �P�dÎz�` o² �dŸM�d xī�B�q�d
e o®ä¨l
xF ®r¨A r�b− �P�d d¬ �U¨tÎ` «÷ ei½ 	pi¥r§A c´�n¨r Æ r�bÆ�P�d d³ �P�d
e ¼ i¦ri¦a�X�d mF́I©A
F¹zŸ` oÆ�dŸM�d Á d�`�x
e e [ipy] :zi«�p�W mi−�n	i z¬ ©r§a�W o² �dŸM�d Fx̄i�B�q�d
e

z�i `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e b :`	I�p�d©M i�dFp§A�n c�g z�e§l
`�W�Y§k�n§a `�x§rŸ�y
e `�x�q¦A K�W�n¦a `�W�Y§k�n
K�W�O�n wi�O�r �̀W�Y§k�n i�f�g�nE x�e�g�n§l Ki¦t�d�z�̀
`	p�d©M Di�pi�f�g�i
e `Ed �̀zExi�b�q W�Y§k�n Di�x�q¦A
K�W�n¦A `i�d `�x
E©g `�x�d©A m�`
e c :Di�z	i a�̀ �qi�e
d�x¨rŸ�yE `¨M�W�n o�n `�d	f�g�n zi¥l wi�O�r
e Di�x�q¦A
`�W¨Y§k�n z�i `	p�d©M x�B�q�i
e x�e�g�n§l Ki¦t�d�z�` `¨l
`�nFi§A `	p�d©M Di�pi�f�g�i
e d :oi�nFi `¨r§a�W
si�qF` `¨l d	e�d c©M m�w `�W¨Y§k�n `�d
e d�`¨ri¦a�W
`¨r§a�W `	p�d©M Di�pi�x
B�q�i
e `¨M�W�n§A `�W¨Y§k�n
`�nFi§A Di�z	i `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e e :zEp	i
p�Y oi�nFi

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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* See Toras Menachem 13:29 regarding Rashi's opinion on this matter.       ** This is also clear from his Guide to the Perplexed (3:47).
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�
3 The priest should examine the lesion on the skin of his body: If (at least two) hair(s) within the

lesion have turned (from black to) white and the appearance of the lesion (is white, making it

look) deeper than the (surrounding) skin of his body, then it is a (genuine) tzara’as lesion. When

the priest examines it, he should pronounce him ritually impure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT HH EE WW HH II TT EE SS PP OO TT [

�
4 If there is a white spot on the skin of his body, and its appearance is not deeper than the

(surrounding) skin, and its hair has not turned white, then: 

� The priest should quarantine the (person who has the) lesion for seven days. 

�
5 On the seventh day, the priest should examine him. (If the lesion has spread, then he should be

pronounced ritually impure. But) if the lesion has remained the same in its appearance and the

lesion has not spread on the skin, then the priest should quarantine him for a further seven days. 

THE CAUSE OF TZARA’AS

In his “Laws of the Ritual Impurity of Tzara’as,” Rambam describes

at length how tzara’as is caused by lashon hara (gossip). The topic of

lashon hara is also dealt with by Rambam in his “Laws of Moral Conduct”

(Hilchos De’os)—where Rambam writes: “Our Sages said: If a

person speaks lashon hara it is as if he denied God Himself” (Laws of Moral

Conduct 7:3).

Is Rambam speaking about the same type of lashon hara in these two

different places? They certainly appear to be similar, but subtle differences

suggest that the lashon hara associated with tzara’as is something

altogether different from the ethical speech which Rambam speaks about

in the Laws of Moral Conduct.

In the Laws of Moral Conduct, Rambam makes a clear, unequivocal

statement: “If a person speaks lashon hara it is as if he denied God

Himself.” In other words, as soon as the gossip is uttered a severe sin

is transgressed.

This is not the case, however, with the lashon hara which brings about

tzara’as. Here we are informed that gossip is not so much a problem in

itself, but that it represents the planting of a seed for future ills: “...First

...and then...and then...and this will eventually lead him to speak against

and eventually deny God Himself....” So, here we are speaking of an

aspect of lashon hara that does not represent an immediate sin, but rather

the initiation of a slow, downward path.

Furthermore, when describing the lashon hara which leads to tzara’as,

Rambam teaches us that there is a subtle, seemingly innocuous activity

which is the root of all this evil, namely, “speaking nonsense.” 

But what is so evil about speaking mere nonsense? And how could it

possibly lead to a total denial of God?

THE EXPLANATION

To answer and clarify all of the above we must first identify two distinct

aspects of lashon hara:

a.) Abuse of another human being. 

Be it directly or indirectly, a person who is spoken of in a negative way

is hurt by the process.

However, there is a further, more subtle aspect to lashon hara, namely:

b.) Abuse of speech itself. 

Any failure to speak positively and constructively represents an abuse

of speech itself. Speech is a uniquely human quality, and a misuse of

speech is therefore the squandering of a precious faculty. This brings

about a regression in a person’s character, which can ultimately lead to

disastrous results.

The abuse of another person through speech (‘a’) has two implications:

1. The speech must have an obviously negative content; and, 

2. As soon as the words are uttered, irreparable damage has been done,

and so a severe sin has been committed. 

This is the aspect of lashon hara that Rambam describes in the Laws of

Moral Conduct which is 1.) blasphemous and; 2.) immediate—“If a

person speaks lashon hara it is as if he denied God Himself.”

In contrast, the abuse of speech itself (‘b’) has two logical consequences: 

1. Any speech that is not constructive or positive is an abuse of speech.

There do not need to be any detrimental words spoken, since merely

talking nonsense is an abuse of the God-given gift of speech. 

2. Since there is not any negative or malicious content to the speech the

effects are subtle and far-reaching.

This is the aspect of lashon hara which Rambam writes about in

connection to tzara’as, which: 

1. Begins with the speaking of mere nonsense, and; 

2. Has a subtle, long-term effect: “...First...and then...and then...and this

will eventually lead to a denial of God and the principles of faith....”

THE ABSENCE OF TZARA’AS TODAY

Based on the above, we can add some further explanation why we do

not find any cases of tzara’as today. Alshich and Likutei Torah both

explain that tzara’as only affects people on a high spiritual level. However

this begs the question: how could a person who spoke lashon hara, which

is such a serious sin, be described as being on a lofty spiritual level?

However, based on the above distinction between the two different

aspects of lashon hara, this question pales away. Of course the lashon

hara described in the Laws of Moral Conduct (where another person is

abused through speech) is a serious sin—but that is not the type of lashon

hara that brings about tzara’as. Rather, it is the more subtle abuse of

speech itself, the sin of inane verbosity, which brings about tzara’as. And

a failure to speak only when necessary would indeed be a relatively

superficial blemish for a person who has otherwise achieved perfection in

his service of God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 65ff.)

�
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1 bdgho pWd nWd     2 cpra, nmurg' uhert hs:s-f/  rtv ndhkv j:     3 ,u"f     4 ao       

cacug rtauiynt nujky
1

: )u( fvv/ vufvv nnrth,u' vt to gns

cnrth,u tu pav ynt: nxpj,/ ao bdg yvur: ufcx cdshu uyvr/ vuthk

ubzee kvxdr bertynt umrhl ychkv: )j( uyntu vfvi/ unayntu vrh

vut nujkyuzeue kmprho uk,dkj, ukerci vtnur cpra,zt, ,vhv
2

:

mrg, vut/ vnxpj, vzt,: mrg,/ kaui becv: bdg/ kaui zfr:

)h(unjh,/ ahbnhb"y ckg"z' abvplnem, vkuci ac,ul vat, knrtv

car' t; vutxhni yuntv' agr kci ckt njhv' unjhv cktagr kci' ut;

gk ph akt btnrv njhv tktcat,' t; cfk vnrtu, u,uksu,hvi vut

xhniyuntv
3

: )ht( mrg, buab, vut/ nfv habv vht ,j,vnjhv'

ujcurv zu brth, crhtv nkngkvu,j,hv nktv kjv' akt ,tnr vuthk

ugk,vnjhv tyvrbv: )hc( nrtau/ ak tso ugs rdkhu: kfk nrtv ghbh
vfvi/ pry kfvi ajalnturu

4
: )hs( uchuo vrtu, cu car jh/ to mnjv

ghrz, ,arp - trehu  rpx // 94hhdd::uu--hhss

�� Why is a person ritually pure if tzara’as has spread all over his skin? (v. 12)

IBN EZRA: When tzara’as covers the person’s entire body it indicates that it has completely exited his system and is only on the outside.

TUR HA’ARUCH: Thus the fact that it covers his whole body is a sign that he will soon be completely cured.

BACHAYE: This case is like the law of the red heifer, a suprarational decree of scripture.

TZARA’AS OVER THE ENTIRE SKIN (V. 12)

Rashi does not discuss the law that if a person’s entire skin is covered

with tzara’as then he is ritually pure. At the literal level, is this considered

to be a suprarational decree of scripture, as Bachaye writes, or does it

have a simple rationale, as Ibn Ezra and Tur Ha’aruch argue?

Since Rashi does not write that this law is a decree of scripture, we can

presume that he deemed it to be a rational law, at the literal level of Torah

interpretation. In fact, Rashi deemed the explanation to be so simple

and self-evident that he presumed that the reader would understand

it for himself.

Clearly, when a certain part of the body suffers a discoloration, it

indicates that one part has become afflicted. When, however, a person’s

entire body is of a certain color, it indicates that this is actually the nature

of this particular person’s body. In other words, a partial discoloration

is an exception which suggests that affliction has occurred, but a

total discoloration indicates that this is in fact the normal color of this

person’s skin.

With this in mind we can explain an apparent redundancy in verse 13.

After stating, that “If he sees that the tzara’as has covered all his body, he

should pronounce the lesion ritually pure,” the Torah continues, “(For

since the person) has turned completely white, he is ritually pure.” Now,

at first glance, these final words seem to be superfluous. Surely, after the

Torah has already told us that when the priest sees tzara’as covering the

entire skin, “he should pronounce the lesion ritually pure,” it is

unnecessary to add, “(For since the person) has turned completely white,

he is ritually pure”?

However, based on the above, we see that with these final words the

Torah is actually explaining the logic behind this law: “(Since the person)

has turned completely white”—it follows that this is the very nature of his

body, and that therefore—“he is ritually pure.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 80-81)

�

xF ®r¨A r�b− �P�d d¬ �U¨tÎ` «÷
e r�b½ �P�d d́�d¥M Æ d�P�d
e ¼ zi�p�W » i¦ri¦a�X�d mF́I©A
dÆŸU¨RÎm�`
e f :x«�d�h
e ei−�c	b§A q¬ ¤A¦k
e `e½�d z�g´ ©R�q�n Æ o�dŸM�d F ³x�d«�h
e
F ®z�xd«�h§l o−�dŸM�dÎl�` F ²zŸ`«�x�d ī�x�g«�` xF½r¨A Æ z�gÆ©R�q�O�d d³�U§t�z
d¬�z�U«¨R d² �P�d
e o½ �dŸM�d Æ d�`�x
e g :o«�dŸM�dÎl�` zi−�p�W d¬ �̀ �x�p
e
i¬¦M z©r½�ẍv r�b́ �p h t :`e«�d z©r¬�x¨v o−�dŸM�d F ¬̀ �O�h
e xF ®r̈A z�g−©R�q�O�d
Îz�`«�U d³ �P�d
e oÀ�dŸM�d d́�`�x
e i :o«�dŸM�dÎl�` −̀ ¨aEd
e m® �c�`§A d− �i�d«�z
:z«�̀ �U©A i−�g x¬ �U¨A z² �i�g«�nE o®ä¨l x́r̈Ÿ�y d− ¨k§t«�d `i¾�d
e xF½r¨A Æ d	p¨a§l
i¬¦M EP½�x�B�q�i `÷́ o® �dŸM�d F −̀ �O�h
e F½x�U§A xFŕ§AÆ `e�d z�p³�WFp z©rÆ�x¨v `i

d́�z�Q¦k
e xF½r¨A Æ z©rÆ�x¨S�d g³�x§t�Y �gFÆx¨RÎm�`
e ai :`E «d `−�n�h
d−�`�x�nÎl¨k§l ei®l̈
b�xÎc©r
e F −W`Ÿx«�n r�b½ �P�d xFŕÎl¨M z�`μ z©rÀ�x¨S�d
Îl¨MÎz�` Æ z©rÆ�ẍS�d d³�z�Q¦k dÆ �P�d
e oÀ�dŸM�d d́�`�x
e bi :o«�dŸM�d i¬ �pi¥r
mFÆ i§aE ci :`E «d xF ¬d�h o− ¨a¨l K¬ ©t�d F ²NªM r�b® 	P�dÎz�` x−�d�h
e F½x�U§A

`¨l
e `�W�Y§k�n `	i�n©r `�d
e zEp	i
p�Y d�`¨ri¦a�W
`	p�d©M D�pi¦M�ci�e `¨M�W�n§A `�W�Y§k�n si�qF`
m�`
e f :i¥M�c�i
e i�dFWEa§l r©A©vi�e `i�d `�zi�c�r
i�f�g�Y�̀ �C x�z̈A `̈M�W�n§A �̀zi�c�r si�qFz `̈t�qF`
:`	p�d©k§l zEp	i
p�z i�f�g�z�i
e Di�zEk�c¦l `	p�d©k§l
`¨M�W�n§A `�zi�c�r z©ti�qF` `�d
e `	p�d©M i�f�g�i
e g

W�Y§k�n h :`i�d �̀zExi�b�q 	̀p�d©M Di�pi¦ai�̀ �qi�e
:`	p�d©M z�e§l i�zi�Y�i�e `�W	p�`�A i�d�z i�x�̀  Exi�b�q
`i�d
e `¨M�W�n§A `�x
E�g `�w�n©r `�d
e `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e i

`	I�g `�xŸ�y¦A m�WFx
e x�e�g�n§l `�x£rŸ�y z©k¨t�d
K�W�n¦A `i�d `�wi�Y©r zExi�b�q `i :`�Y�wi�O©r§A
i�x�̀  Di�pi�x
B�q�i `̈l 	̀p�d©M Di�pi¦a�̀ �qi�e Di�x�q¦A
`�zExi�b�q i�B�q�z `	B�q�n m�`
e ai :`Ed a�`�q�n
K�W�n l¨M z�i `�zExi�b�q i¥t�g�z
e `¨M�W�n§A
i�pi¥r Efi�g l¨k§l i�dFl
b�x c©r
e Di�Wi�x�n `�W�Y§k�n
z�i `�zExi�b�q z©t�g �̀d
e `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e bi :`	p�d©k
Ki¦t�d�z�̀  Di¥lEM �̀W�Y§k�n z�i i¥M�ci�e Di�x�q¦A l̈M
Di¥a i�f�g�Y�i�c `�nFi§aE ci :`Ed i¥k�C x�e�g�n§l
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�
6 The priest should then examine him on the seventh day of the second (quarantine. If the lesion

has remained the same in appearance, or it has spread, then he should be pronounced ritually

impure. But) if he sees the lesion has faded, and the lesion has not spread on the skin, the priest

should pronounce him ritually pure. It is (merely) a discoloration (which does not cause ritual

impurity, and not tzara’as). 

� (However, since the person was quarantined) he must cleanse his garments (in a mikvah) and

then he will become ritually pure. 

�
7 If the discoloration spreads on the skin after it had been shown to the priest to be pronounced

ritually pure, then it should be shown to the priest a second time. 8 The priest should examine it,

and if he sees the discoloration has spread on the skin, then the priest should pronounce him

ritually impure, for this (discoloration) is (actually) tzara’as.

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT HH EE WW HH II TT EE BB LL OO TT CC HH [

�
9 If a man has a (suspected) tzara’as lesion, and he is brought to the priest, 10 and the priest

examines it and he sees there is a white blotch on the skin, and it has turned the hair (within it)

white (the priest should pronounce him ritually impure).

� Or, if there is healthy(-looking), live skin within the white blotch, 11 then (one should not think

that this is not tzara’as, for in fact) there is an old (wound underneath which is giving the

appearance of healthy skin, and the person does indeed have) tzara’as on the skin of his body.

The priest should pronounce him ritually impure and he need not quarantine him because he is

ritually impure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS CC OO VV EE RR II NN GG TT HH EE EE NN TT II RR EE SS KK II NN [

�
12 If the tzara’as has spread extensively over the skin, such that the tzara’as covers all the skin

of the afflicted (person) from his head to his feet, wherever the eyes of the priest might see, 13 then

the priest should examine it. If he sees that the tzara’as has covered all of his body, he should

pronounce the lesion ritually pure. (For since the person) has turned completely white, he is

ritually pure. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The Talmud states: “The son of David (Mashiach) will only come

when every government becomes heretical. Rabah said, ‘Where

do we see [an allusion to] this in Scripture? From the verse, “He has

turned completely white, he is ritually pure”’” (Sanhedrin 97a).

Rashi (ibid.) explains: “Just as when the affliction has spread

throughout the entire skin the person is ritually pure, so too, when all

the governments have become heretical, the redemption will come.”

This sign of redemption could be seen as either:

a.) A negative sign, that people have become so corrupt that God

is forced, so to speak, to save the world and bring redemption.

b.) A positive sign, that the world has become so refined that it is

clear to everybody that any regime or government which is not based

on Torah is heretical and corrupt. 

This parallels the two views expressed above: 

a.) If the corruption of governments is a negative sign, it follows that

God is “forced” to bring the redemption, so to speak, despite the

world. This corresponds to the view that the law (“he has turned

completely white, he is ritually pure”) is a suprarational decree of

scripture, which is followed despite the fact that it is illogical.

b.) But if the corruption of governments is a positive sign, it follows

that God is bringing the redemption because the world has become

good. This corresponds to the view that the law is logical.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 82-83)

SECOND

READING



1 ,uWf     2 jukhi j/     3 hjzetk ft' d     

cu njhv vrh fcr phra avnjhv xhni yuntv'tkt vrh avhv vbdg ctjs

ngarho utrcgvrtah thcrho athi nynthi nauo njhv' kphathi brtv

vbdg fuku ftjs aaupg thkl uthkl'ujzr rta vtcr ub,dkv apugu g"h

auni' fduiavcrht ubgav rjc ubrth, cu vnjhv' knsbuvf,uc a,ynt:

uchuo/ nv ,knus kunr' kkns ha huo at,vrutv cu uha huo athi t,v

rutv cu' nftitnru j,i bu,bhi ku fk acg, hnh vna,v ku uktmykh,u

ukfxu,u ukch,u' ufi crdk bu,bhi ku fk hnh vrdk
1

: )yu( mrg, vut/ vcar

vvut/ car kaui zfr: )hj( ajhi/ kaui jnuo' ab,jno vcar ckeuhvct

ku njn, nfv' akt njn, vtur
2

: ubrpt/ vajhi vgkv trufv ucneunu

vgkv bdgtjr: )hy( tu cvr, kcbv tsnsn,/ athi vbdgkci jke tkt

p,ul ungurc ca,h nrtu, kuciutuso: )f( nrtv apk/ uthi nnav apk'

tkt n,ulkcbubh,u vut brtv apk ugnue' fnrtv jnvgnuev ni vmk:

)fc( bdg vht/ vat, vzt, tu vcvr,: )fd( ,j,hv/ cneunv: mrc,
vajhi/ f,rdunu ruao ahjbt' thbutkt ruao vjnuo vbhfr ccar/ fk

mrc, kauirdhg, gur vbrdg njn, jhnuo' fnu ubmrcu cv fk pbho
3

'

rhhyrhwws ckg"z: mrc,/ rhhyhangbwwy ckg"z: )fs( njh, vnfuv/
abhnbhwwy ckg"z fajh,v vnfuv bvpfv kcvr, p,ufv tu kcbvjkev/

uxhnbh nfuv uxhnbh ajhi auho vo' uknvjkei vf,uc' kunr athi nmyrphi

ghrz, ,arp - trehu  rpx // 96hhdd::hhss--ffvv

�� Why does the Torah stress “on the day...? (v. 14)

RASHI: It comes to teach us that there is a day on which [a suspected

lesion] may be examined, and there is a day on which it may not be

examined. From here [the Sages] derived that a bridegroom is

exempt—for himself, his garments, and his house—[from having a

lesion examined] throughout all the seven days of the wedding feast.

Similarly, during a festival one is exempt [from having a lesion

examined] throughout all the days of the festival. 

TALMUD: [The opinion cited by Rashi, above] is the view of Rabbi

Yehudah. Rebbi says: “There is no need [to derive it from a verse, for

the matter can be derived logically. Concerning the tzara’as of

houses], the verse states: ‘Upon the priest’s instructions they should

clear out the house’ (Metzora 14:36) [so as not to contaminate its

contents, if the house were declared ritually impure]. Now if [the

inspection is] delayed for his convenience [to salvage his

possessions], which is a mundane matter, then logic dictates that it

should be delayed for a mitzvah [of the wedding feast or the festival].”

What is the underlying issue between these [two opinions]?  

Abaye said: They differ only in which verse serves as the source for

this law. Rava said: They disagree about delaying the inspection for

a mundane matter. [Rabbi Yehudah maintains that, unlike the case of

a house, one does not delay inspection of skin afflicted with tzara’as

due to a mundane matter. Therefore, we cannot logically extend this

principle to include a mitzvah matter too.] (Mo’ed Katan 7b & Rashi ibid.).

i−�g�d x¬ �U¨A�dÎz�` o² �dŸM�d d̄�̀ �x
e eh : «̀�n�h�i i−�g x¬ �U¨A F ²A zF ¬̀ �x«�d
aE ²W	i i¬¦k F ´̀  fh :`E «d z©r¬�ẍv `E −d ¬̀ �n�h i² �g�d x¬ �ÜA�d F ®̀ �O�h
e
d² �P�d
e o½�dŸM�dÆ EdÆ�`�x
e fi :o«�dŸM�dÎl�` −̀ ¨aE o®ä¨l§l K´ ©R�d�p
e i−�g�d x¬ �ÜA�d
[iyily] t :`E «d xF ¬d�h r�b− �P�dÎz�` o² �dŸM�d x¯�d�h
e o®ä¨l§l r�b− �P�d K¬ ©R�d�p
mF ³w�n¦A dº	i�d
e hi :`«¨R�x�p
e oi®�g�W F −xŸr§aÎF «a d¬ �i�d«�iÎi¦M x ¾�U¨aE gi

Îl�` d−�`�x�p
e z�n® �C�n�c�̀  d´ 	p¨a§l z�x−�d©a F ¬̀  d½	p¨a§l z´�`�U Æ oi�g�X�d
D−�x¨r�UE xF½r�dÎo�n ĺẗ�W Æ �dÆ�̀ �x�n d³ �P�d
e oÀ�dŸM�d d´�`�x
e k :o«�dŸM�d
| m´�`
e `k :d�g«�x¨R oi¬�g�X©A `e−�d z©r¬�x¨vÎr�b« �p o² �dŸM�d F ¯̀ �O�h
e o® ¨®ä¨l K´ ©t�d
Îo�n d	P² �pi�` d¬l̈¨t�WE o½¨a¨l x́r̈Ÿ�y Æ D¨AÎoi«�` d³ �P�d
e oÀ�dŸM�d d	Ṕ�̀ �x�i 
d ¬ŸU¨RÎm�`
e ak :mi«�n	i z¬ ©r§a�W o−�dŸM�d F ¬xi�B�q�d
e d® �d¥k `í�d
e xF −r�d
�di¹�Y�g�YÎm�̀ 
e bk :`e«�d r�b¬ �p F −zŸ` o² �dŸM�d `¯�O�h
e xF ®r̈A d−�U§t�z
:o«�dŸM�d F −x�d«�h
e `e®�d oi−�g�X�d z¤a¬�ẍv d�z½Ÿ�ÿt `÷́ Æ z�xÆ�d©A�d cŸ ³n£r«�Y
W® �`Îz�e§k�n F −xŸr§a d¬ �i�d«�iÎi¦M x½Ÿ�ÿa F ´̀  ck [oixaegn odyk ipy] [iriax] q
:d« 	p¨a§l F ¬̀  z�n−�C�n�c�` d¬ 	p¨a§l z�x² �d©A dÀ	e§k�O�d ź�i�g«�n dº�z
i«�d
«e

Æ �dÆ�`�x�nE z�xÀ�d©A©A o¹¨a¨l xÆ¨rŸ�y Á K©R�d�p d´ �P�d
e o¿�dŸM�d D́�zŸ` d́�`�x
e dk

z�i 	̀p�d©k i�f�g�i
e eh :a�̀ �q�n i�d
i 	̀I�g �̀x�q¦A
`Ed a�`�q�n 	̀I�g �̀x�q¦A Di�pi¦a�`�qi�e 	̀I�g �̀x�q¦A
`	I�g `�x�q¦A aEz
i i�x�` F` fh :`Ed `�zExi�b�q
Di�pi�f�g�i
e fi :`	p�d©M z�e§l i�zi�i
e x	e�g�n§l Ki¦t�d�z�i
e
i¥M�ci�e x	e�g�n§l `�W�Y§k�n Ki¦t�d�z�` `�d
e `	p�d©M
i�x�` W�p�`�e gi :`Ed i¥k�C �̀W�Y§k�n z�i 	̀p�d©k
i�di�e hi :i¥Q�Y�i
e `	p�gi�W Di¥M�W�n§A Di¥a i�d
i
`�x
E�g `�x�d©a F` `�x
E�g `�w�n©r `	p�gi�W x�z�`©A
`�d
e `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e k :`	p�d©k§l i�f�g�Y�i
e `�w�n�q
Ki¦t�d�z�` D�x¨rŸ�yE `¨M�W�n o�n Ki¦M�n `�d	f�g�n
`�zExi�b�q W�Y§k�n `	p�d©M Di�pi¦ai�`�qi�e x	e�g�n§l
`	p�d©M D	pi�f�g�i m�`
e `k :z©`i�b�q 	̀p�gi�W§A `i�d
o�n `�d�zi¥l `¨ki¦M�nE x¨E�g x¨rŸ�y D¨A zi¥l `�d
e
`¨r§a�W `	p�d©M Di�pi�x
B�q�i
e `	i�n¨r `i�d
e `¨M�W�n
a�`�qi�e `¨M�W�n§A si�qFz d¨t�qF` m�`
e ak :oi�nFi
`�d�x�z�`§A m�`
e bk :`i�d �̀W�Y§k�n Di�z	i 	̀p�d©M
`i�d `	p�gi�W m�WFx z©ti�qF` `̈l �̀Y�x�d©A z�n�w
i�d
i i�x�` W�p�` F` ck :`	p�d©M Di�pi¦M�ci�e
d�`	e§M m�WFx i�d�zE xEp�c d�`	e§M Di¥M�W�n§a
D�z	i i�f�g�i
e dk :`�x
E�g F` `�w�n�q `�x
E�g `�x�d©A
`�Y�x�d©a§A x�E¦g x�rŸ�y Ki¦t�d�zi�` `�d
e `	p�d©M
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�
14 But on the day that healthy(-looking), live skin appears in (the lesion), he will become ritually

impure. 15 When the priest sees the healthy(-looking), live skin, he should pronounce him ritually

impure. The live skin is ritually impure, (for that skin) is tzara’as. 

�
16 But, if the healthy, live skin once again turns white, he should come to the priest, 17 and the

priest should examine it. If he sees that the lesion has turned white, the priest should pronounce

the lesion ritually pure (and the person will thus become) ritually pure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OONN AANN II NN FF EE CC TT EE DD AA RR EE AA WW HH II CC HH HH EE AA LL EE DD [

�
18 If (a person has on) the skin of his body an inflammation (caused by an infection) which heals,
19 and then on the place where the inflammation (was) there appears a white blotch, or a

(streaked) red and white spot, it should be shown to the priest. 20 The priest should examine it,

and if its appearance (is white, making it look) deeper than the (surrounding) skin of his body,

and its hair has turned white, then the priest should pronounce him ritually impure, (for) it is a

lesion of tzara’as that has erupted on the (previously) inflamed area. 

�
21 But if the priest looks at it, and he sees that it does not contain white hair, nor does it appear

to be deeper than the (surrounding) skin, and it is faded, the priest should quarantine him for

seven days. (Then): 

�
22 If it spreads on the skin, the priest should pronounce him ritually impure, for it is a

(tzara’as blotch) lesion. 

�
23 If the spot remains in its place, without spreading, then it is (merely) the scar tissue of

the inflammation, and the priest should pronounce him ritually pure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OONN AA BB UU RR NN [

�
24 If (a person has on) the skin of his body a burn caused by fire on his skin, and on the healed

area of the burn there is a (streaked) red and white (spot) or a white spot, 25 the priest should

examine it. If he sees that the hair in the spot has turned white, and if its (white) appearance

DELAYING THE TZARA’AS INSPECTION (V. 14)

Both Rabbi Yehudah and Rebbi agree that one does not inspect

suspected lesions of tzara’as during a festival, or a bridegroom in the week

of celebration of his wedding. What they disagree on is the source of this

law: Rabbi Yehudah maintains that the law is derived from a scriptural

redundancy in verse 14 (“on the day”); whereas Rebbi holds that the law

is derived by logical extension of another law, that one may delay an

inspection of tzara’as for a good reason.

According to Rabbi Yehudah, it follows that during a festival etc.,

a person is exempt from an inspection, since the Torah itself indicates (via

a scriptural redundancy) that tzara’as inspections are simply not made on

a festival or to a bridegroom. Rebbi, however, followed the logic that,

even on a festival etc., the requirement for an inspection is only being

postponed for a good reason, but that there is an underlying requirement

to inspect a tzara’as lesion on that day. 

In other words: the difference between exemption and a postponement

is that an exemption represents the elimination of any obligation, whereas

a postponement merely delays that obligation which actually still exists.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

We might be tempted to think that if a Jew has a very low

spiritual standing, to the extent that he should be removed

from the community – like a person with tzara’as—then his

identity as a Jew has lost its significance, and that even the

mitzvos he performs are of little worth, since they are sure to be

done with inappropriate motives.

Thus the Torah teaches us here that even if a person is struck

with tzara’as, eventually requiring him to be exiled from the

camp, nevertheless: a.) Since “the Torah cares about the  posses-

sions of a Jewish person,” we delay the inspection to help him.

This indicates that even at his low spiritual state, his identity as a

Jew remains strong. b.) His mitzvos are still of genuine worth, to

the extent that we delay the inspection to allow him to observe

the festival, or the mitzvah of the wedding feast.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, pp. 39-40)

THIRD

READING

FOURTH

READING

(2ND WHEN

JOINED)



1 jukhi j/      2 crhh,t srw hangtk pWt d     3 ,u"f

zv go zv'buks jmh drhx cajhi ujmh drhx cnfuv kt hsubufdrhx
1

:

)fy(crta tu czei/ ct vf,uc kjke chibdg acneuo agr kbdg acneuo

car' azvxhnbu cagr kci uzv xhnbu cagr mvuc
2

: )k( ucu agr mvc/ abvpl

agr ajur acukmvuc: b,e vut/ fl anu ak bdg acneuo agr: )kt( uagr
ajur thi cu/ vt to vhv cuagr ajur' yvur/ uthi mrhl kvxdr aagr ajur

xhni yvrv vut cb,eho' fnu abtnruagr ajur mnj cu uduw
3

: )kc( uvbv kt

ghrz, ,arp - trehu  rpx // 98hhdd::ffvv--kkcc

�� What is different about tzara’as that occurs in a place

where hair grows? What is nesek? (v. 29-30)

RASHI: Scripture is coming here to distinguish between a lesion in

a place where hair grows and a lesion in a place of normal skin. In

the latter case, the sign [of ritual impurity] is white hair; while in the

former case, the sign [of ritual impurity] is golden hair.

Nesek is the name of a lesion [of tzara’as when it occurs] on an

area of [skin where] hair [normally grows]. 

RAMBAN: Nesek means “torn away.” In the case of a nesek lesion

hair first falls away, and then golden hair grows in its place—not like

Rashi’s argument that the golden hair grows without the original hair

falling out first.

A practical difference between these two opinions would occur if a

priest accidentally inspected a tzara’as lesion on a festival (or on a

bridegroom) and pronounced the lesion ritually impure. According to

Rabbi Yehudah, the law simply does not apply on these days, since they

are days of complete exemption, so it follows that the priest’s words carry

no weight in Jewish law.

However, according to Rebbi, the priest’s words would be effective,

since the festival (or wedding celebrations) were only a means of delaying

the inspection, but in principle, the inspection can be carried out on

these days.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 37ff.)

RAMBAN’S DISPUTE WITH RASHI (V. 29-30)

Having read the laws of tzara’as concerning exposed skin (13:1-28), in

the current section we read the laws concerning a tzara’as lesion which

occurs on a place usually covered by hair—the head or beard.

Rashi argues that, essentially, the lesion of the hair and beard area is the

same as a lesion of the skin, with the exception that the lesion of the hair

area must produce a golden hair in order to be pronounced ritually

impure, whereas the lesion of unexposed skin must produce a white hair. 

Ramban, however, argues that the “nesek” is a totally different type of

lesion altogether. The nesek is not merely a lesion of the skin with yellow

hair instead of white, but rather, it is a special type of lesion which is

�

o½�dŸM�d Æ FzŸ` `³�O�h
e d�g® �ẍR d− 	e§k�O©A `e½�d z©r´�x¨v xF½r�dÎo�n wŸń¨r
Æ z�xÆ�d©A©AÎoi«�̀  d³ �P�d
e oÀ�dŸM�d d	Ṕ�`�x�i | m´�`
e ek :`e«�d z©r−�x¨v r�b¬ �p
o−�dŸM�d F ¬xi�B�q�d
e d® �d¥k `e´�d
e xF −r�dÎo�n d	P² �pi�` d¬l̈¨t�WE o½¨a¨l x´r̈Ÿ�y
Æ d�U§t�z d ³ŸU¨RÎm�` i® ¦ri¦a�X�d mF´I©A o−�dŸM�d Ed¬ �`�x
e fk :mi«�n	i z¬ ©r§a�W
Á �diÁ�Y�g�YÎm�̀ 
e gk :`e«�d z©r−�x¨v r�b¬ �p F½zŸ` Æ o�dŸM�d `³�O�h
e xF½r¨A
d− 	e§k�O�d z¬�`�U d½�d¥k `e´�d
e Æ xFr̈a d³�z�U«¨tÎ`÷ z�x¹�d©A�d cŸÆn£r«�z
F ´̀ Æ Wi�`
e hk [iying] t :`e«�d d− 	e§k�O�d z¤a¬�ẍvÎi«¦M o½�dŸM�dÆ Fx�d«�h
e `e®�d
o¹�dŸM�d dÆ�`�x
e l :o «�w	f§a F ¬̀  W`Ÿ −x§A r�b® 	p F −a d¬ �i�d«�iÎi¦M d½�X�`
w® �C aŸ −d̈v x¬r̈Ÿ�y F ²aE xF½r�dÎo�n wŸń¨r Æ EdÆ�`�x�n d³ �P�d
e r�bÀ �P�dÎz�`
:`E «d o −�w	G�d F ¬̀  W`Ÿ ²x�d z©r̄�ẍv `E½d w�ź �p Æ o�dŸM�d F ³zŸ` `Æ�O�h
e
wŸń¨r Æ EdÆ�`�x�nÎoi«�` d³ �P�d
e w�zÀ�P�d r�b´ �pÎz�` o¹�dŸM�d dÆ�`�x�iÎi«¦k
e `l

w�z− �P�d r�b¬ �pÎz�` o² �dŸM�d xī�B�q�d
e F ®A oi´�` xŸ −g�W x¬r̈Ÿ�y
e xF½r�dÎo�n
Æ d�P�d
e ¼ i¦ri¦a�X�d mF́I©A » r�b» �P�dÎz�` o´�dŸM�d dÆ�`�x
e al :mi«�n	i z¬ ©r§a�W
oi¬�` w�z½ �P�d d´�`�x�nE aŸ ®d̈v x́r̈Ÿ�y F −a d	i¬ �dÎ`÷
e w�z½ �P�d d́�U¨tÎ` «÷

`i�d `�zExi�b�q `¨M�W�n o�n wi�O©r `�d	f�g�nE
W�Y§k�n `	p�d©M Di�z	i a�`�qi�e z©`i�b�q d�`	e§k¦A
zi¥l `�d
e `	p�d©M D	pi�f�g�i m�`
e ek :`i�d �̀zExi�b�q
o�n `�d�zi¥l `¨ki¦M�nE x¨E�g x¨rŸ�y `�Y�x�d©a§A
`¨r§a�W `	p�d©M Di�pi�x
B�q�i
e `	i�n¨r `i�d
e `¨M�W�n
m�` d�`¨ri¦a�W `�nFi§A `	p�d©M Di�pi�f�g�i
e fk :oi�nFi
Di�z	i 	̀p�d©M a� �̀qi�e `̈M�W�n§A si�qFz `̈t�qF`
`�d�x�z�`§A m�`
e gk :`i�d `�zExi�b�q W�Y§k�n
`i�d
e `¨k�W�n§A z©ti�qF` `¨l `�Y�x�d©A z�n�w
i�x�̀  	̀p�d©M Di�pi¦M�ci�e `i�d d�̀ 	e§M w�nFr `	i�n¨r
i�x�` `�z�Y�` F` x©a
bE hk :`i�d d�`	e§M m�WFx
i�f�g�i
e l :o�w�c¦a F` Wi�x§A �̀W�Y§k�n Di¥a i�d
i
o�n wi�O©r i�dFf�g�n `�d
e `�W�Y§k�n z�i `	p�d©k
Di�z	i a�̀ �qi�e w�c£r�C w�nEq ẍrŸ�y Di¥aE `̈M�W�n
`	p�wi�c F` `�Wi�x zExi�b�q `Ed `�w�z�p `	p�d©M

�̀w�z�p W�Y§k�n z�i 	̀p�d©k i�f�g�i i�x�`�e `l :`Ed
x¨rŸ�y
e `¨M�W�n o�n wi�O©r i�dFf�g�n zi¥l `�d
e

�̀w�z�p W�Y§k�n z�i 	̀p�d©M x�B�q�i
e Di¥A zi¥l m̈ME`
`�W�Y§k�n z�i `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e al :oi�nFi `¨r§a�W
`¨l
e `�w�z�p si�qF` `¨l `�d
e d�`¨ri¦a�W `�nFi§A
wi�O©r zi¥l �̀w�z�p i�f�g�nE w�nEq x¨rŸ�y Di¥a d	e�d
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(makes it look) deeper than the (surrounding) skin, then it is tzara’as which has erupted in the

burn. The priest should pronounce him ritually impure (for) it is a tzara’as lesion. 

�
26 But, if the priest examines it, and he sees that there is no white hair in the spot, nor does it

appear to be deeper than the (surrounding) skin, and it is faded, the priest should quarantine him

for seven days. 

�
27 The priest should examine it on the seventh day, and: 

� If it has spread on the skin, the priest should pronounce him ritually impure (for) it is a

tzara’as lesion. 

�
28 But if the spot remains in its place, without spreading on the skin, and it is faded, then

it is (merely) a white blotch caused by the burn, and the priest should pronounce him

ritually pure, because it is the scar tissue of the burn. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OONN SS KK II NN CC OO VV EE RR EE DD BBYY HH AA II RR [

�
29 If a man or a woman has a (suspected tzara’as) lesion on the head or beard (area), 30 the priest

should examine the lesion. If he sees that its (white) appearance (makes it look) deeper than the

skin, and that the (black) hair in it (has turned) golden, the priest should pronounce him ritually

impure. It is (called) a nesek lesion, which is tzara’as of the head or beard (area). 

�
31 If the priest looks at the (suspected) nesek lesion, and he sees that its appearance is not deeper

than the skin, and that there is no black hair in it (which would render it ritually pure), then the

priest should quarantine (the person with) the nesek lesion for seven days. 

�
32 On the seventh day, the priest should examine the lesion and if he sees that the nesek (has

spread or that it has golden hair in it, then the priest should pronounce him ritually impure. But

if it) has not spread, and there is no golden hair in it, and the appearance of the nesek is not

R A S H I

NO

YES

NO

IT IS SIMPLY THE NAME OF

THE LESION

IS NESEK A TOTALLY DIFFERENT TYPE OF

TZARA’AS THAN LESIONS OF THE EXPOSED SKIN?

IN ORDER TO RENDER A PERSON RITUALLY

IMPURE, MUST GOLDEN HAIR APPEAR?

BEFORE THE GOLDEN HAIR APPEARS, NEED SOME

OF THE PERSON'S OWN HAIR FALL OUT?

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF “NESEK”?

R A M B A N

YES

YES

YES

”TORN AWAY,” I.E. THE PERSON’S

OWN HAIR MUST FALL OUT

[ N E S E K — T Z A R A ’ A S O F  T H E  H A I R  &  B E A R D  A R E A [

Comparison of the opinions of Rashi & Ramban (v. 29-30)

FIFTH

READING



1 ,uWf     2 ao     3 ao     

pav uduw/ vt to pav tuvhv cu agr mvuc ynt: )kd( uv,dkj/ xchcu,

vb,e: ut, vb,e kt hdkj/ nbhj a,h agru,xnul ku xchc' fsh ahvt

bhfr to pav' atohpav hgcur vagru, uhmt kneuo vdhkuj: )kv( tjrh
yvr,u/ thi kh tkt puav ktjrvpyur' nbhi t; cxu; acug rtaui ucxu;

acugabh' ,knus kunr pav hpav
1

: )kz(uagr ajr/ nbhi t; vhrue

uvtsuo athbumvuc' ,knus kunr uagr/ ukaui mvuc sunvk,cbh, vzvc
2

/

mvuc' fnu zvuc turck"t ckg"z: yvur vut uyvru vfvi/ vt ynt

ayvruvfvi' kt yvur: )kj( cvr,/ jcrcuru,: )ky( fvu, kcbu,/ athi

kuci akvi gz tktfvv: cve/ fnhi kuci vbrtv ccar tso tsuo'aeurhi

ruawwu' chi jcrcuru, tsnhnu,u'eruh cve' ftha gsai achi gsav kgsav

ncvhe vcar ckuci mj: )n(erj vut yvur vut/ yvur nyunt,b,ehi
3

'

athbu bsui cxhnbh rta uzei' avo neuoagr' tkt cxhnbh bdgh gur car

cagr kci' unjhvupahui: )nt( uto npt, pbhu/ napug eses fkphpbhu

eruh dcj,' ut; vmsghi anfti unfti cfkk/unapug eses fkph tjurhu'

�� What does verse 40 teach us?

RASHI: [That a person with a bald patch] is exempt from the impurity of nesek, [i.e. a lesion here] is not ascertained by the criteria of lesions

of the head and beard area, which are places of hair (v. 29-37). Rather, [it is ascertained] by the criteria for a lesion on the [normal, unexposed]

skin of the flesh, namely: white hair, healthy flesh, and spreading (above v. 2-11).

RAMBAN: If a person goes bald, then we do not consider this to be the beginning of a development of a nesek lesion, since the fact that he

has gone bald over a large area indicates that this is not tzara’as, but natural balding.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

ghrz, ,arp - trehu  rpx // 100hhdd::kkcc--nntt

utterly unique to areas covered by hair. In order for this lesion to be

pronounced impure, it must first shed an area of healthy, normal

hairhence the term nesek (“torn away”) which is actually the first phase of

this tzara’as lesion’s development. The appearance of golden hair which

follows is thus a second phase, which together with the earlier shedding

of hair, completes the “diagnosis.”

TZARA’AS OF A BALD PATCH (V. 40)

We can now attempt to analyze a further dispute between Rashi and

Ramban, concerning the tzara’as of a bald patch, which is connected to

the above discussion.

On reading verse 40—“If a man loses the hair on (the back of) his head,

his bald patch, he is ritually pure” – the reader will be left with two

obvious questions:

a.) Why would we think that mere baldness alone is a sign of tzara’as,

to the extent that the Torah needs to inform us otherwise, “If a man loses

the hair on (the back of) his head...he is ritually pure”?

b.) Why does the Torah repeat, “If a man loses the hair on (the back of)

his head, his bald patch....”? Surely the verse could simply have stated, “If

a man loses the hair on (the back of) his head, he is ritually pure”?

Rashi and Ramban addressed these issues in different ways, consistent

with their explanations to verse 29, above:
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deeper than the skin, 33(then the afflicted person) should shave himself (around the nesek),

avoiding shaving the nesek (itself, and leaving a two-hair border around the nesek so it can be

determined if it is spreading), and the priest should quarantine (the person with) the nesek for a

further seven days. 

�
34 The priest should then examine the nesek on the seventh day, and if he sees that the nesek did

not spread on the skin, and that its appearance is not deeper than the skin, the priest should

pronounce him ritually pure. (However, since the person was quarantined) he must (still) cleanse

his garments (in a mikvah) and then he will become ritually pure.

�
35 If the nesek spreads on the skin (at the end of the first or second week’s quarantine, or) after

he has been declared ritually pure, 36 the priest should examine it, and: 

� If he sees that the nesek has spread on the skin, the priest need not look for golden hair,

(for) he is ritually impure.

�
37 But if the appearance of the nesek has remained the same, or if dark hair has grown in

it, the nesek has healed, He is (thus) ritually pure, and so the priest should pronounce

him ritually pure. 

[ AA DD DD II TT II OO NN AA LL LL AA WW SS OOFF TT HH EE WW HH II TT EE SS PP OO TT [

�
38 If a man or a woman has spots on the skin of their flesh, white spots, 39 The priest should

examine them, and if he sees that there are (only) dull white spots on the skin of their flesh, it is

(merely) a white patch (of normal skin, devoid of pigment) which has spread on the skin (and)

he is ritually pure. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OONN AA BB AA LL DD PP AA TT CC HH [

�
40 If a man loses the hair on (the back of) his head, his bald patch, he is ritually pure. 

�
41 (Likewise,) if he loses his hair on the front toward his face and he is bald at the front (and then

contracts a nesek), he is ritually pure. 

Opinion of Ramban

Ramban explained above, that a tzara’as lesion in the area of the hair

or beard (known as nesek) must have two signs in order to be

pronounced ritually impure: 

i.) There must be some initial hair loss. 

ii.) Golden hair must then appear. 

In other words, Ramban perceived hair loss itself to be a sign of ritual

impurity.

Thus, when reaching our verse—“If a man loses the hair on (the back

of) his head, his bald patch, he is ritually pure”—it is understandable why

the Torah needs to inform us that baldness is not a sign of ritual impurity,

because, according to Ramban, partial baldness is a sign of potential

tzara’as. Therefore, the Torah informed us that if the baldness is on a

larger scale, it ceases to be a sign of tzara’as, for the significant extent of

the baldness makes it clear that this is not an affliction at all, but rather,

natural baldness.

So, according to Ramban, our verse reads: “If a man loses the hair on

(the back of) his head—it is not a sign of tzara’as, but merely—his natural

bald patch. Therefore he is ritually pure.”

Opinion of Rashi

Rashi, however, took a totally different approach to explaining tzara’as

of skin which is covered by hair, leading him to a different conclusion too

in our case.

Earlier, in his commentary to verse 29, Rashi indicated his stance that

hair loss is not one of the signs of tzara’as of an area normally covered

by hair. Rather, it is the appearance of golden hair alone, without

accompanying hair loss, that renders a person ritually impure (see Classic

Questions and table ibid.).

Thus, when reaching our verse—“If a man loses the hair on (the back

of) his head, his bald patch, he is ritually pure”—Rashi confronted a major

problem: Why would we possibly think that if a person loses hair that he

would be ritually impure? We do not find anywhere in the Torah that loss

of hair is considered to be a sign of tzara’as, so why does the Torah need

to tell us, that “If a man loses the hair he is ritually pure,” when we would

never have thought otherwise? (Obviously, this was not a problem for

Ramban, for he did consider loss of hair to be a sign of tzara’as.)

This problem led Rashi to conclude that our verse must be speaking of

a case not of hair loss alone, but rather, a case where a person went bald
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and then developed a tzara’as lesion on his bald patch. This presents us

with the question: Is a lesion on a bald patch considered to be “tzara’as

in an area normally covered by hair”—i.e. nesek (which is declared

impure with the presence of golden hair)? Or do we say that since the

person is now bald, this area reverts to the status of ordinary, exposed

skin (that is declared impure with the presence of white hair, healthy flesh,

and spreading)?

Rashi concluded that the apparently superfluous words in our verse, “If

a man loses the hair on (the back of) his head, his bald patch, he is ritually

pure,” come to teach us his bald patch reverts to the status of normal,

exposed skin. Thus, according to Rashi our verse reads: “If a man loses

the hair on (the back of) his head—and then develops a tzara’as lesion

there—his bald patch reverts to the status of normal, exposed skin. So, if

he develops a nesek lesion there, with golden hair—he is ritually pure.”

A PROBLEM WITH RASHI

At first glance, however, Rashi’s interpretation seems to be problematic:

Rashi has derived two laws from our verse: a.) That if a nesek lesion

appears on a bald patch then a person is exempt. b.) That if a normal

tzara’as lesion (with white hair etc.) appears on a bald patch then the

person is ritually impure.

Now, the first law ‘a’ is clearly indicated by a scriptural redundancy (“his

bald patch”), as explained above. But, there appears to be no scriptural

basis for Rashi’s second assertion (‘b’) that if a normal tzara’as lesion (with

white hair etc.) appears on a bald patch then the person is ritually impure.

In truth, however, it was explained above (Toras Menachem to v. 29), that

according to Rashi the nesek lesion is not a different category of lesion to

a tzara’as lesion that occurs on normal, exposed skin; rather, they are

essentially the same lesion which occurs in different locations.

If Rashi had understood them to be different lesions, then here in verse

40 Rashi would have needed two scriptural sources: a.) One to prove that

a bald patch is exempt from the lesion called “nesek,” b.) Another

redundancy to prove that a bald patch is subject to a tzara’as lesion of

ordinary skin.

However, since Rashi understood nesek to be the same type of tzara’as

lesion, it turns out that ‘a’ and ‘b’ are not in fact two different laws, but

that rather, they are two aspects of the relocation of the same tzara’as to

a different place. Since only one parameter has changed—the location—

Rashi sufficed with one scriptural source.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 92ff.)
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�
42 If there is a (streaked) red and white lesion on the back or front bald area, and it is (suspected

to be) a spreading tzara’as in his back or front bald area, 43 the priest should examine it. If he sees

there is (indeed) a (streaked) red and white blotch lesion on his back or front bald area, like

the appearance of tzara’as on the skin of the body, 44 then he is a man afflicted with tzara’as

(and) he is ritually impure. The priest should pronounce him ritually impure (due to) his lesion

on his head. 

[ II SS OO LL AA TT II OO NN OOFF TT HH EE TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS SS UU FF FF EE RR EE RR [

�
45 (The following should be done to) a person with tzara’as, who has a (genuine) lesion: His

garments should be torn, his hair should be grown long, he should wear his cloak down to his

moustache (like a mourner) and call out, “(I’m) ritually impure! (I’m) ritually impure!” 

�
46 So long as the lesion is upon him, he will be ritually impure. He should remain isolated. His

place should be outside the camp. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OOFF GG AA RR MM EE NN TT SS [

�
47 If a garment has a tzara’as lesion on it—be it a woolen garment, or a linen garment, 48 or on

(threads prepared for the) warp or woof* of linen or wool, or on leather or on anything made

from leather: 

�
49 If the lesion on the garment, the leather, the warp or woof (threads) or on the various types of

leather articles is deep green or deep red, it is a lesion of tzara’as, and it should be shown to the

�� Why is the tzara’as sufferer isolated? (v. 46)

RASHI: So that other ritually impure people should not be with him. Our Sages said: “Why is he different from other ritually impure people,

that he must be isolated? Since he caused a severance between man and wife or between man and his fellow with his gossip, he too is severed

[from society.]”

TALMUD: He must be isolated so as not to contaminate the other people that are around him with ritual impurity (Pesachim 67a).

RAMBAM: He will [have to be] isolated in public [disgrace], until he stops occupying himself with wicked speech, mockery and gossip (Laws

of the Ritual Impurity of Tzara’as 16:10).

ISOLATION OF THE TZARA’AS SUFFERER (V. 46)

The law that a tzara’as sufferer must be isolated has two distinct aspects:

a.) Negative. Since the tzara’as sufferer is contaminated with a severe

degree of ritual impurity, it is inappropriate for him to be found inside the

Jewish camp. Therefore, he is isolated (see Talmud).

b.) Positive. Since this person was afflicted by tzara’as because he had

a tendency to gossip, the best therapy for him is is to be isolated from all

other people so that he will have nobody to gossip with (see Rambam).

Aspect ‘a’ applies to all individuals who must be isolated due to a severe

form of ritual impurity, and not just to the tzara’as sufferer (see Bamidbar

5:1–4). Aspect ‘b,’ however, is unique to the case of tzara’as.

The addition of aspect ‘b’ in the case of tzara’as has a number of

practical ramifications:

1.) If the Jewish camp ceases to exist, for whatever reason (e.g., due to

the destruction of the Temple), then there is no longer an obligation

to isolate the tzara’as sufferer (or any other ritually impure person) for

the benefit of the Jewish camp, since the camp no longer exists.

Nevertheless, there remains an obligation to isolate the tzara’as sufferer

for his own benefit.

2.) If the tzara’as sufferer was sent out of the camp merely to avoid

contaminating other members of the camp with ritual impurity, then it

follows that he would be allowed to mix with other tzara’as sufferers who

had also been sent outside the camp. There is no fear that he would

contaminate them, since they are already contaminated themselves.

However, with the addition of aspect ‘b’ above—that the isolation is for

the benefit of the sufferer himself—it follows that he must be totally

isolated even from other tzara’as sufferers, in order to train himself to

avoid speaking gossip. In fact, for him to be isolated with other tzara’as

suffers would be totally counterproductive to this goal, for being in the

company of other gossipers he is hardly likely to wean himself off gossip!

Rather, if the law of isolation is for his benefit too, then he must be placed

in total isolation.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22 pp. 73-74; see also “The Name of the Parsha”)
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* “Warp” is yarn arranged lengthways on a loom and crossed by the “woof,” the yarn woven in the opposite direction at right angles.
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| í�z�X�dÎz«�̀  F ¬̀  c¹�b¤A�dÎz�` sÆ�x�U
e ap :`E «d `¬�n�h r�b− �P�d z�x² �̀ �n�n
xF½r�d i´¦l§MÎl¨MÎz�` F`μ mi½�Y�W¦R©a F ´̀ Æ x�nÆ¤S©A a�xÀ¥r�dÎz�` F ´̀
:s«�x�V�Y W−�`¨A `e½�d Æ z�xÆ�`�n�n z©r³�x¨vÎi«¦M r�b® 	P�d F −a d¬ �i�d«�iÎx�W�̀
F ´̀  i−�z�X©a F ¬̀  c�b¾¤A©A r�b½ �P�d d́�U¨tÎ` «÷Æ d�P�d
e ¼ o�dŸM�d d́�̀ �x�i » m�`
e bp

F −AÎx�W�` z¬ �` E½q§AÆ¦k
e o½�dŸM�d Æ d	E¦v
e cp :xF «rÎi¦l§MÎl¨k§A F −̀  a�x® ¥r¨a
[oixaegn odyk iriax] [iriay] :zi«�p�W mi−�n	iÎz©r§a�W F ¬xi�B�q�d
e r�b® 	P�d
r�b³ �P�d KÆ©t�dÎ` «÷ dÂ�P�d
eÂ r�bÀ �P�dÎz�` q́ ¥A©M�d | i´�x�g«�` o¹�dŸM�d dÆ� �̀x
e dp

z�ź�g§R EP® ¤t�x�U�Y W−�`¨A `E½d `´�n�h d½Ÿ�y¨tÎ` «÷ r�b´ �P�d
e Æ Fpi¥rÎz�`
d́�d¥M Æ d�P�d
e ¼ o�dŸM�d d́�`�x » m�`
e ep :F «Y�g©A�b§a F ¬̀  F −Y�g�x «�w§A `e½�d
F ¬̀ xF½r�dÎo�n F ´̀ Æ c�bÆ¤A�dÎo�n FÀzŸ` r´�x�w
e F ®zŸ̀  q́ ¥A©M�d i−�x�g«�̀  r�b½ �P�d
c�bÂ¤A Â©A cF¹r dÆ�`�x«�YÎm�`
e fp [xihtn] :a�x«¥r�dÎo�n F ¬̀  i−�z�X�dÎo�n

z�i i�f�g�i
e `p :oi�nFi `¨r§a�W `�W�Y§k�n z�i x�B�q�i
e
`�W�Y§k�n si�qF` i�x�` d�`¨ri¦a�W `�nFi§A `�W�Y§k�n
`¨M�W�n§a F` `¨a�x©r§a F` `	i�z�W§a F` `�WEa§l¦A
zExi�b�q �̀Y�ci¦ai¦r§l `̈M�W�n ci¥a£r�z�i i�C lŸk§l
z�i ci�wFi
e ap :`Ed a�`�q�n `�W�Y§k�n `�x�Q�g�n
F` `�x�n©r§A `¨a�x©r z�i F` `	i�z�W z�i F` `�WEa§l
Di¥a i�d�i i�C K�W�n�C o�n l̈M z�i F` 	̀p�Y¦k§a
`�xEp§A `i�d `�x�Q�g�n zExi�b�q i�x�` `�W�Y§k�n
si�qF` `¨l `�d
e `	p�d©k i�f�g�i m�`
e bp :c�wFY�Y
F` `¨a�x©r§a F` `	i�z�W§a F` `�WEa§l¦A `�W�Y§k�n
z�i oEx
E�gi�e `	p�d©M c�T©ti�e cp :K�W�n�C o�n l¨k§A
oi�nFi `¨r§a�W Di�pi�x
B�q�i
e `�W�Y§k�n Di¥a i�C
z�i Ex	E�g�C x�z¨A `	p�d©k i�f�g�i
e dp :zEp	i
p�Y
d	e�d c©M o�n `�W�Y§k�n `	p�W `¨l `�d
e `�W�Y§k�n
`�xEp§A `Ed a�`�q�n si�qF` `¨l `�W�Y§k�nE
F` Di�zEwi�g�W¦A `i�d `�x§a�Y Di�pi�c�wFY
`	i�n	r `�d
e `	p�d©k `	f�g m�`
e ep :Di�zEz�C�g§A
o�n Di�z	i r�G©ai�e Di�z	i Ex	E�g�C x�z̈A �̀W�Y§k�n
o�n F` `	i�z�W o�n F` `¨M�W�n o�n F` `�WEa§l
F` `�WEa§l¦A cFr i�f�g�z�Y m�`
e fp :`¨a�x©r
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* See Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 95, note 6.
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priest. 50 The priest should examine the lesion, and he should quarantine (the article with) the

lesion for seven days. 

�
51 On the seventh day, he should examine the lesion: If the lesion has spread on the garment, or

on the warp or woof (threads), or on the leather—for whatever purpose the leather had been

made—the lesion is a piercing tzara’as (and) it is ritually impure. 52 He must burn the garment,

the warp or woof (threads) of wool or of linen, or the leather article which has the lesion upon

it, for it is a piercing tzara’as. It should be burned in fire. 

�
53 But if the priest examines it, and sees that the lesion has not spread on the garment, the warp

or woof (threads), or the leather article, 54 the priest should instruct that (the part of the garment)

which the lesion is upon should be cleansed (by washing it), and he should quarantine it for a

further seven days. 

�
55 After the lesion has been cleansed (and quarantined) the priest should examine it. If he sees

that the lesion has not faded in appearance, and that the lesion has not spread, then it is ritually

impure. You should burn it in fire. It is a penetrating lesion on the used or new (article). 

�
56 But if the priest examines it after it has been cleansed (and quarantined), and he sees that the

lesion has become dimmer, he should tear (the lesion) out of the garment, the leather, or the

warp or woof (threads, and burn it). 

,knus kunr t, tar cu vbdg/ hfuk fkvcds fuku ygui fcux' ,knus kunr

vbdg/ vtfhms' hfcx ni vcds gnu: )bv( tjrh vfcx/ kaui vgau,: kt
vpl vbdg t, ghbu/ kt vufvvnnrth,u: uvbdg kt pav/ angbu ato

kt vpl uktpav ynt' uthi mrhl kunr kt vpl upav/ vplukt pav thbh

husg nv hgav ku' ,knus kunruvxdhr t, vbdg' nfk neuo' scrh rch

hvusv/ujfnho tunrho ufuw' fsth,t c,ur, fvbho/urnz,hv fti khhac

vnert gk tupbhu: pj,, vht/ kaui dunt' fnuctj, vpj,ho
1

' fkunr

apkv vht' bdg anrthuaueghi: cerj,u tu cdcj,u/ f,rdunu

cajheu,hv tucjs,u,hv: erj,u/ ajeho habho/ unpbh vnsra avumrl

kdzrv auv nbhi kprhjv ccdsho avht yvurv'btnrv erj, udcj, ctso'

ubtnrv erj, udcj,ccdsho' nv kvki prj cfuku yvur' t; fti prj

cfuku yvur
2

' kfl tjz vf,uc kaui erj, udcj,/ukgbhi phruau u,rdunu

zvu nangu' erj, kauihabho' udcj, kaui jsaho' ftku bf,c ctjrh,utu

cesnu,u' averj, kaui tjurhho uvdcj,kaui pbho' fnu af,uc uto

npt,pbhu uduw' uverj, fk aaupg uhurs ni vesesuktjrhu/ fl npura

c,ur, fvbho: )bu( uerg t,u/ herg neuo vbdg ni vcdsuharpbu:

hWar
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W´�`¨A `e®�d z�g−�xŸR xF½rÎi¦l§MÎl¨k§a F ´̀ Æ a�xÆ¥r¨aÎF «̀  i³�z�X©aÎF «̀

a�x¹¥r�dÎF «̀  iÆ�z�X�dÎF «̀  c�b¿¤A�d
e gp :r�b« 	P�d F −AÎx�W�` z¬�` EP½¤t�x�U�Y

zi−�p�W q¬ ©Aªk
e r�b® 	P�d m− �d�n x¬ �q
e q½¥A©k�Y x́�W�` Æ xFr�d i³¦l§MÎl¨kÎF «̀

F ³̀  miÀ�Y�W¦R�d F ´̀  | x�n´ ¤S�d c�b¬ ¤A z©r¹�ẍvÎr�b« �p zÆ�xFY z Ÿ̀fÂ hp :x«�d�h
e

t t t :F «̀ �O�h§l F ¬̀  F −x�d«�h§l xF ®rÎi¦l§MÎl¨M F −̀  a�x½¥r�d F ´̀ Æ i�z�X�d

`	i
b	q K�W�n�C o	n l¨k§a F` `¨a�x©r§a F` `	i�z�W§a

: �̀W�Y§k�n Di¥a i�C z�i Di�pi�c�wFz �̀xEp§A `i�d

o	n l¨M F` `¨a�x©r F` `	i�z�W F` `�WEa§lE gp

r©A�h§v�i
e �̀W�Y§k�n oFd
P�n i�C§r�i
e x�E�g�z�i i�C K�W�n�C

Exi�b�q W�Y§k�n�C `�z
i�xF` `�C hp :i¥M�c�i
e zEp	i
p�Y

F` `¨a�x©r F` `	i�z¦W F` `	p�Y¦k F` x�n£r WEa§l

t t t :Di�zEa�`�q§l F` Di�zEi	M�c§l K	W�n�C o	n l¨M

xWz pxueho' cbhWv xhni/

THE “SECOND CLEANSING” (V. 58)

When a suspected tzara’as lesion is found on a garment, it is shown to

the priest who quarantines it for seven days. If the lesion has not spread,

then the afflicted area of the garment is washed to remove the lesion, and

the garment is quarantined for a further seven days.  

At this point there are three possibilities (See v. 47-58 and flow chart on

previous page):

1.) The lesion has returned in full force, in which case the entire garment

must be burned.

2.) The lesion has returned, but it is more dim than it was originally.

In this case, the afflicted part of the garment is torn out and burned, and

the remaining part may be used.

3.) The lesion has not returned at all, in which case the garment must

be “cleansed” for a second time, and then it may be used.

Rashi and Ibn Ezra argue as to the precise nature of this second

“cleansing.” Rashi writes that this refers to immersion in a mikvah (ritual

bath), whereas Ibn Ezra argues that the garment must be washed.

At the literal level, Rashi’s stance is difficult to understand, for the

following reasons:

a.) The verse states, “If the lesion disappeared from the garment...it

should be cleansed a second time.” This suggests that we carry out the

same cleansing procedure with the garment that was done the first time—

namely, washing—for a second time. However, according to Rashi’s

interpretation, this further cleansing is a different process than what was

carried out the first time. So why does the Torah state, “It should be

cleansed a second time,” suggesting that we are doing the same thing for

a second time? It might have been appropriate to refer to a “further

cleansing,” suggesting an additional but different cleansing method, but

not a “second cleansing,” which—at the literal level—suggests a repeat of

the same procedure.

b.) Rashi’s interpretation presents us with a logical inconsistency:

The less severe case, where the lesion does not return, is treated more

severely with a cleansing of the entire garment in a mikvah; whereas

the more severe case, when the lesion returns in a dimmer form, can

be rectified by tearing out and burning only the afflicted part, without

immersion in a mikvah!

According to Ibn Ezra’s interpretation, that the second cleansing is a

washing, this problem does not arise. For a major distinction between

washing and immersing in a mikvah, is that we only need to wash the

afflicted part of a garment, whereas when immersing an item in a mikvah

the entire item must be totally submerged. Thus, if we follow Ibn Ezra’s

interpretation it does indeed turn out that the more severe case is treated

more severely: If the lesion returns in a dimmed form, that part of the

garment is torn out and burned; whereas if the lesion does not return we

merely have to wash that part of the garment, and not burn it.  

So why did Rashi reject the interpretation of Ibn Ezra, which appears to

be far less problematic at the literal level?

�

)bz(prj, vht/ scr vjuzr umunj: cta ,arpbu/ t, fk vcds:

)bj(uxr nvo vbdg/ to fafcxuvu c,jkvgk ph fvi' xr nnbu vbdg

kdnrh: ufcx abh,/ kaui ychkv/ ,rduo ak fcuxhiacprav zu kaui kcui

uh,juur' ju. nzv athbukkcui tkt kycuk' kfl ,rdunu uhmycg' ufi fk

fcuxh cdsho avi kychkv n,urdnhi uhmycg:

jxk, pra, ,zrhg

hWar

�� How is the garment “cleansed a second time”? (v. 58)

RASHI: Through immersion in a mikvah [ritual bath].

IBN EZRA: The Torah commands us to wash the garment a second time [and not to immerse it in a mikvah].

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
57 If it appears again on the garment, the warp or woof (threads) or the leather article, it is a

recurrent growth (of the lesion). You should (therefore) burn (the entire garment) upon which the

lesion is (found) in fire. 

�
58 But if the lesion disappeared from the garment, the warp or woof (threads) or the leather article

which was cleansed, it should be cleansed a second time (through immersion in a mikvah), and

it will be ritually pure. 

59 (The above) is the law of a tzara’as lesion on a woolen or linen garment, warp or woof threads, or

any leather article, to render it ritually pure or ritually impure. 

HAFTARAHS: TAZRIA—P. 260.     ROSH CHODESH—P. 275.     HACHODESH—P. 283.

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 289.    Hachodesh—p. 290.    

THE EXPLANATION

There are two ways of understanding the Torah’s requirement to make

a second cleansing of a garment afflicted by tzara’as:

a.) In the case of tzara’as of the skin, even when the physical signs of a

lesion have completely disappeared, the person is not free of tzara’as from

a halachic (legal) point of view, until the priest pronounces him ritually

pure. So too in our case, it could be argued that the first cleansing is

merely a physical cleansing of the garment, in order to determine if the

lesion is spreading etc., and the second cleansing is a procedure which is

required to render the person halachically free of tzara’as.

According to this logic, the second cleansing could feasibly be achieved

by either washing or immersion in a mikvah—whichever the Torah

deemed to be the most appropriate halachic conclusion to the affliction

of tzara’as.

b.) Alternatively, it could be argued that the first cleansing was both a

physical and a halachic cleansing, which removed the tzara’as from the

garment completely. Nevertheless, the presence of the tzara’as lesion on

the garment had rendered the remainder of the garment (that was not

directly afflicted with tzara’as) ritually impure. Therefore, a second

cleansing is required, not to remove the tzara’as, but to purify the rest of

the garment.

According to this interpretation, the second cleansing would have to be

in a mikvah, since only a mikvah is capable of removing ritual impurity

which has been contracted from another source.

Now, at the literal level, the expression “it should be cleansed a second

time” suggests that each cleansing procedure had its own independent

effect. For if the two cleansings had one single cumulative effect, then it

would not be correct to call them “first” and “second” cleansings, but

rather, they would be two phases within a single cleansing.  

According to the first interpretation above, only one cleansing took

place, for the first washing of the garment was not intended to cleanse it

from its impurity at all. Rather, it was a diagnostic procedure used to

ascertain whether the lesion was spreading or shrinking. Thus, the final

“cleansing” was in fact the one and only cleansing that rendered the

garment free of tzara’as. Therefore, Rashi rejected this interpretation, since

it is inconsistent with scripture which suggests that there were two

independent cleansing procedures.

However, according to the second interpretation, there were in fact two

cleansings: First, the garment was washed to remove the tzara’as; and

then it was immersed in a mikvah to remove the ritual impurity that had

spread through the rest of the garment.  

Therefore Rashi wrote that the second cleansing was through an

immersion in a mikvah, for this is the only interpretation which is

compatible with scripture at the literal level.

Based on the above we can also answer the second question (‘b’) posed

earlier, why the apparently more severe case (where the lesion returns

partially) is exempt from immersion in a mikvah. For, since the partially

returning lesion is removed from the garment before it is declared ritually

impure, it does not have the opportunity to contaminate the rest of the

garment with ritual impurity. Consequently, no immersion in a mikvah

is required.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 92ff.)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The double cleansing of a garment afflicted by tzara’as is an

analogy for the “cleansing” of a sin from the soul of man:

The first cleansing is repentance, through which a person is

forgiven by God for his sin, completing his atonement.

Nevertheless, even after a person has completely repented, the

Torah nevertheless suggests that he carries out a series of fasts (see

Igeres Hateshuvah ch. 2)—and in Temple times, bring a burnt-

offering—in order that God look on him favorably, just like before

the sin occurred.

Now, one might think that since fasts are still required after the

repentance, it is a sign that the original repentance is not

complete. In truth however, the fasting is merely a “second

cleansing,” which helps to imbue the person with additional

purity. But his “first cleansing,” the repentance, is complete in its

own right.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, pp. 99)

MAFTIR

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M



1. The ritual impurity of a woman who gives birth [12:2,5].

2. A ritually impure person should not eat holy sacrifices [12:4].

3. The offering brought by a woman who has given birth [12:6].

4. The ritual impurity of a person with tzara’as [13:2].

5. Not to shave the hair of a nesek lesion [13:33].

6. A man with tzara’as, or anyone who can render others ritually
impure, should leave his hair untrimmed and his clothes
torn [13:45].

7. The laws regarding tzara’as of clothing [13:47].

Parshas Tazria ccoonnttaaiinnss  55  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  22  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss
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The previous Parsha, Tazria, describes the onset and

identification of the supernatural “disease” tzara’as.*

Our Parsha, by contrast, details the process by which the

tzara’as sufferer rids himself of the affliction, to become

ritually pure. 

Thus it is somewhat surprising that our Parsha is called

Metzora—meaning, “one who is afflicted by tzara’as”—

since our Parsha deals not with the affliction of this

condition, but rather its spiritual remedy.

I f something bad occurs, it can be for one of two

reasons. Either:

a.) It is an expression of the forces of evil.

b.) It is actually an expression of a very intense form of

good, but the good was so intense that the world was

unable to cope, so the good was “misdirected” to the

forces of evil.

The method of correcting the problem will differ in both

cases: a.) Plain evil needs simply to be eradicated. The

problem and its solution are thus diametrically opposed:

the problem is bad, and the solution is good.

b.) However, if the bad occurrence is in fact a

“misdirected” form of intense good, then the remedy is

not through eradication, for there is a tremendous power

of good here. Rather, the solution lies in revealing the

true nature and source of the problem, how below the

surface there is really something very good.

Chasidic thought explains that tzara’as falls into the

latter category and, that in truth, the affliction belies

a tremendously positive spiritual energy (Likutei Torah, Tazria

22b). Thus its remedy—described in our Parsha—is not in

fact an eradication of the tzara’as but rather, a revelation

of the good, inner nature of the affliction. Consequently,

our Parsha, which describes the cure for the disease, is

called by the very name of the disease, Metzora, to hint

to the fact that the “remedy” for this problem is through

revealing the true inner nature of the affliction itself.

(Based of Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tazria-Metzora 5751)

[ The Name of the Parsha [

* See note on page 91



1 ndhkv ft/     2 jukhi en/     3 vWcjur_vzgmgrW ygv cvg,heu ,hc, Wyvuru,W c,ur shcur_vn,jhk cpWg' afi' fk vgbhi cpraWh vut cvnal tjs: Wjhu, _ pry kyrpu,' yvuru, _ pry kgu; ynt'

kph avbdgho cthi gk kaui vrg ufuwW )ahj, aWp nmurg ,anWu(     4 grfhi yz:     5 ao gnus tw     6 ,bjunt d     7 xuyv yz:     8 nuWe yu:

)c( zt, ,vhv ,ur, vnmurg uduw/ nkns athi nyvrhi tu,u ckhkv
1

:

)d(tk nju. knjbv/ ju. kaka njbu,aba,kj ao chnh jkuyu:

)s(jhu,/ pry kyrpu,
2

: yvuru,3/ pry kgu; ynt/ kph avbdgho cthi

gk kaui vrg' avut ngav pypuyh scrho'kphfl vuzeeu kyvr,u mprho'

anpypyhi ,nhscmpmu; euk
4

: ug. trz/ kph avbdgho cthi gk dxu,

vruj
5

: uabh ,ukg, utzc/ nv ,eb,u uh,rpt' haphkgmnu ndtu,u'

f,ukg, uftzuc
6

: g. trz/ nek ak trz: uabh ,ukg,/ kaui ak mnr mcug

zvurh,: )v( gk nho jhho/ bu,i tu,o ,jkv cfkh'fsh ahvt so mpur

bhfr cvo/ ufnv vo'rchgh,
7

: )u( t, vmpur vjhv hej t,v/ nkns

athbu tudsv gnvo' tkt nprhav kgmnv' tckvg. uvtzuc frufho hjs

ckaui vzvurh,' fgbhiabtnr ut, g. vtrz ut, abh v,ukg, ut,vtzuc'

ehjv tj, kaka,i/ hfuk fao athbvcfkk tdusv fi kt ,vt cfkk

ychkv' ,knuskunr uyck tu,o ut, vmpur vjhv' vjzhr t,vmpur kfkk

ychkv: )j( uhac nju. ktvku/ nkns atxurc,anha vnyv
8

:
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�� What kind of birds must be used? (v. 4)

RASHI: “Live birds” means birds that are not treife [i.e. they need to

be without a disqualifying defect or injury]. “Pure birds” excludes

those of a non-kosher species. 

This is because lesions of tzara’as come as a result of gossip, which

is done by chattering. Therefore, this person is required to bring

birds for his ritual purification, which twitter constantly with chirp-

ing sounds.

�� Why is a cedar stick required? (v. 4)

RASHI: Because lesions of tzara’as come due to haughtiness

[symbolized by the tall cedar].

�� Why is crimson wool and hyssop taken? (v. 4)

RASHI: What is the remedy to be healed [of tzara’as]? He must

humble himself from his haughtiness, like the worm [used to make

crimson dye] and the hyssop plant [which does not grow tall].

THE RITUAL PURIFICATION OF TZARA’AS (V. 4)

In his comments to verse 4, Rashi describes the messages behind the

various items used to ritually purify a person from tzara’as: the birds

allude to gossiping, the cedar alludes to haughtiness both of which are the

causes of tzara’as—and the crimson wool and hyssop to humility, the

“remedy” for tzara’as.

At first glance, these comments appear to be totally out of character with

Rashi’s commentary, which is aimed at solving problems with the literal

level of scripture and not at explaining the reasons behind the mitzvos.

What prompted Rashi to explain the messages and hints behind the

details of this mitzvah?

THE EXPLANATION

The Torah states here that the birds brought for the purposes of

ritually purifying the tzara’as sufferer must be “live” and “pure.” Rashi

explains that this means they must not be treife and they must be of a

kosher species.

�
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od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 This will be the law of the tzara’as sufferer, on the day of his ritual

purification: 

� His (case*) should be brought to the (attention of the) priest. 

�
3 The priest should go outside the camp (where the tzara’as sufferer was isolated).

� If the priest examines the tzara’as sufferer and sees that his tzara’as lesion has healed, 4 then,

upon the priest’s instructions, two live, pure birds, a stick of cedar wood, a strip of crimson wool,

and hyssop should be taken for the person who is to be ritually purified. 

�
5 Upon the priest’s instructions, one bird should be slaughtered (allowing its blood to fall) into an

earthenware vessel (containing) spring water. 

�
6 The (remaining) live bird should then be taken, along with the stick of cedar wood, the strip of

crimson wool, and the hyssop. (The stick and hyssop should be tied together with the crimson

wool) and he should dip them, together with the live bird, into the blood of the slaughtered bird

(which was mixed with) the spring water. 

�
7 He should then sprinkle (some of the blood and water mixture) seven times upon the person

being cleansed from tzara’as. (This is a crucial part** of) his ritual purification (process). 

� He should then send away the live bird into the open field. 

�
8 The person undergoing ritual purification should then immerse his garments (in a mikvah).

� He should shave off all his hair and bathe in (mikvah) water. (This is a crucial part of) his ritual

purification (process). 
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* gWp pw vrxWd/  )rtv do keuWa jWz gw 001 uthkl(     ** gWp pw vnkchWo

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

MASHIACH: A TZARA’AS SUFFERER

The Talmud describes Mashiach —as he exists during the state of

exile, waiting to redeem the Jewish people—as a tzara’as sufferer

(Sanhedrin 98b).  For while Mashiach himself is a totally pure and holy

individual, he nevertheless bears the suffering of the Jewish people in

exile—“In truth he has borne our sicknesses and endured our pains,

yet we held him to be stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted” (Isaiah

53:4, cited by Talmud ibid.). The ritual purification of the tzara’as sufferer

that we read in our Parsha thus alludes to the true and final

redemption, when Mashiach takes the Jewish people out of exile. 

From this we can learn:

�� Mashiach is not a person who will spontaneously arrive with the

redemption.  Rather, he is found in exile with the Jewish people,

and helps to bear their difficulties and sorrows.

�� Parshas Tazria contains the laws of the affliction of tzara’as,

alluding to exile. Parshas Metzora, on the other hand, contains

the laws of ritual purification of tzara’as, alluding to redemption.

The fact that these two Parshiyos are usually read together

teaches us that we should not perceive exile and redemption as

two separate, sequential events. Rather, each mitzvah that we

observe in exile should be actively infused with the knowledge

that it is an act which is hastening the redemption.

�� In earlier generations our Parsha was referred to not as Metzora,

but as Zos Tihiyeh (“This will be [the Law...]), but more recently

this name was rejected, by Jewish custom.  The inner reason for

this change is that the Jewish people became more aware (at least

subconsciously) that Mashiach’s coming is very close, and it is

thus inappropriate to refer to this Parsha, which alludes to

Mashiach’s coming, in the future tense (“This will be”).

�� The ritual purification of the tzara’as sufferer is through the laws

of the Torah (“This will be the law (lit. “Torah”) of the tzara’as

sufferer). Thus, one of the most effective ways to accelerate the

coming of Mashiach is to study the concept of Mashiach and

redemption as it is described in the Written and Oral Torah. 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, pp. 103-4; vol. 22, pp. 76-77; Sichas Shabbos

Parshas Tazria-Metzora 5751; see also Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 33ff.)



1 xuyv yz:     2 nbju, mt/     3 ,uWf     4 nbju, xt/     5 ao     6 zcjho ny/    7 ,u"f     8 rtv keuWa jhWz gw 751 uthkl

)y(t,fk agru uduw/ fkk upry ufkk/kvcht fbux agr ubrtv
1

:

)h(ufcav tj,/ kjyt,: uakav garbho/ kbxfh akav fcaho vkku'

ajyt,u utanu ak nmurg ygubhi bxfho
2

: ukud tjs ani/ kvzu, gkhuacg

ukh,i nnbugk ,bul tzbu un,i cvubu,: )ht( kpbh vw/ cagr bebur' ukt

cgzrv gmnv'kph avut njuxr fpurho
3

: )hc( uverhc t,u ktao/
herhcbu k,ulvgzrv kao tao: kvbh;/ avut ygui ,bupv jh

4
: uvbh;

tu,o/ t, vtao ut, vkud
5

: )hd( cneuo tar hajy uduw/ gk hrl vnzcj

cmpui/ unv ,knus kunr' uvkt fcr btnr c,ur,tao cpra, mu t, tvri

avtao ygui ajhyvcmpui' kph ahmt zv nfkk tanu, khsuicvgnsv' hfuk

,vt ajhy,u cneuo vgns,u'kfl btnr uajy cneuo tar hajy uduw: fh
fjyt,/ fh ffk vjytu,: vtao/ vzv: vut kfvi/ cfk gcusu, v,kuhu,

cfvi vuauvtao zv kjyt,' akt ,tnr vuthk uhmt snunfkk atr tanu,

kvb,i gk ,bul ucvubu,' kthvt ygui n,i snho uthnurho kdch nzcj' kfl

btnr fh fjyt, vtao vut kfvi/ hfuk hvtsnu bh,i kngkv fjyt,'

,knus kunr ufuw'c,ur, fvbho
6

: )hs( ,bul/ dsr tnmgh actuzi
7

/ ukaui ,bul

ktbusg kh' uvpu,rho eurho ku ybsru"x
8

: cvi/ dusk: )yz( kpbh vw/ fbds

Of course, these details are not unique to this case. All sacrifices must

be brought from animals that are not treife and from a kosher species, as

Rashi stated explicitly in his commentary at an earlier point (Bereishis 7:2;

Vayikra 1:2). In fact, even without proof from Rashi, it is only logical that

since we are forbidden to eat animals that are treife or not kosher, then all

the more so is it forbidden to offer them up on the Altar to God.

Thus, on reaching our verse, the reader will be troubled: Why did the

Torah choose to stress specifically here that these sacrifices must be kosher

and not treife, if this is a law that applies to all sacrifices?

Rashi concluded that the Torah must be adding this additional stress

here to indicate a special connection between the birds and the ritual

purification of the tzara’as sufferer. Therefore, he wrote, “Because lesions
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x�`
`�n�W�`�c `�n�C�n `�p�d©M a�Qi�e ci :`Ed oi�W�cEw
`�pi�O	i�C i¥M�C�n�c `�p�cE` mEx l©r `�p�d©M o
Yi�e
Di¥l�b�x oFi§l�` l©r�e `�pi�O	i�C Di
c�i oFi§l�` l©r�e
wixie `�g�W�n�c `�bEN�n `�p�d©M a�Qi�e eh : �̀pi�O	i�C
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Di¥l�b�x oFi§l�` l©r�e `�pi�O	i�C Di
c�i oFi§l�`
x�`�Y�Wi�cE gi :`�n�W�`�c `�n�C l©r `�pi�O	i�C
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� After this, he may enter the camp, but he should remain “outside his tent” (i.e. separate from his

wife) for seven days. 

�
9 Then, on the seventh day, he should shave off all his hair—(not only the hair of) his head, his

beard and his eyebrows, (but) he should shave off all his (other visible) hair (too). 

� He should then immerse his garments and immerse his body in (mikvah) water, and then he

becomes (partially) ritually pure. 

�
10 On the eighth day, he should take:

� Two perfect (unblemished) male lambs (for a guilt-offering and a burnt-offering);

� One perfect (unblemished) female lamb in its first year (for a sin-offering);

� Three tenths (of an eifah*) of fine flour mixed with (olive) oil as a meal-offering;

� One log** of (olive) oil. 

�
11 The priest who is performing the ritual purification should place the person who is to be ritually

purified (together) with these (things) before God, at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 

�
12 The priest should take one (male) lamb and bring it as a guilt-offering, along with the log of

oil, and wave them as a wave-offering before God. 

�
13 He should slaughter the lamb in the place where the sin-offering and the burnt-offering are

slaughtered, in the holy place (north of the Altar), for this guilt-offering is like (any) sin-offering

(in terms of the service performed) by the priest. It is a holy of holies. 

�
14 The priest should take some of the blood of the guilt-offering, and the priest should place it

above the cartilage of the right ear of the person being cleansed, on the thumb of his right hand,

and on the big toe of his right foot. 

�
15 The priest should then take some of the log of oil, and pour it onto the priest’s (own***) left palm.
16 The priest should then dip his right index finger into some of the oil that is on his left palm, and

sprinkle some oil with his index finger seven times (towards the Holy of Holies) before God. 

�
17 The priest should then place some of the remaining oil in his palm on the cartilage of the right

ear of the person being cleansed, on the thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right

foot, on (top of) the blood of the guilt-offering. 

of tzara’as come as a result of gossip, which is done by chattering.

Therefore, this person is required to bring birds for his ritual purification,

which twitter constantly with chirping sounds.”

The Torah’s two additional terms here—live and pure—thus refer to two

aspects of the gossip which brought about the person’s tzara’as:

a.) The content of the gossip. Gossip is “impure” speech which maligns

another person. Therefore, to remove the tzara’as, a pure (kosher) species

of bird must be brought, hinting that the person’s speech from now on

must be totally pure.

b.) The manner of the gossip. In addition to the inappropriate content

of gossip, the manner in which gossip is carried out is also sinful. For a

person tends to gossip incessantly, with energy and enthusiasm.

Therefore, the sacrifice that comes to correct this sin must be from a bird

that is not treife, i.e. a bird which is not terminally ill and is thus full of

energy. This hints to the person that his sin was not only that of gossip,

but furthermore, that of “twittering constantly.” And, furthermore, his

gossip was with energy and enthusiasm—“with chirping sounds.”

CEDAR STICK, CRIMSON WOOL & HYSSOP

When reading that the ritual purification of the tzara’as sufferer requires

the use of a cedar stick, crimson wool and hyssop, Rashi was troubled by

the question: Why does this procedure involve such bizarre objects?

At first glance, we might think that these details are suprarational

decrees of scripture, and thus have no real explanation at the literal level.

However, Rashi rejected this explanation because the passage begins:

g¨r«m§N©v ,©rIT v®h§v¦T ,t«z (“This will be the law of the tzara’as sufferer”),

suggesting a normal, rational law—and not: g¨r«m§N©v ,©eªj v®h§v¦T ,t«z
(“This will be the statute of the tzara’as sufferer”), which would suggest that

we are speaking here of a suprarational command.

Therefore, in a similar vein to the above explanation about the birds,

Rashi concluded that these rather bizarre items must have been chosen to

hint a message to the tzara’as sufferer who is about to undergo purification.

Namely, that he should no longer be haughty like a cedar, but rather,

humble like a lowly worm or hyssop plant.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Metzora 5746)
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* Equivalent to 7.44 liters or 15.78 U.S. pints.     ** Equivalent to 0.35 liters or 0.73 U.S. pints.      *** See Ibn Ezra.  However, according to halacha, this refers to a second priest.

See Toras Kohanim; Negaim 14:10; Rambam, Laws of Individuals Requiring Atonement 4:2.
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READING



ch, esah vesaho: )f( ut, vnbjv/ nbj, bxfho ak cvnv:

)ft(ugarui xk, tjs/ kfca zv avut tjshcht garui tjs kbxfhu:

ukud ani/ k,, nnbu gk vcvubu,' uani akbxfh vnbjv kt vuzee vf,uc

kpra: )fd( chuo vanhbh kyvr,u/ anhbh kmprhoukvzt, g. trz utzuc
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THE OFFERING OF A POOR TZARA’AS SUFFERER (V. 21-22)

Rambam’s logic here does not seem to be consistent:

First, he rules that the rich man who sponsors a poor man’s sacrifice

must bring a rich man’s sacrifice because he is able to do so. This suggests

that the key factor is the financial means of the sponsor. 

Then in the second case, where the poor man sponsors the rich man’s

sacrifice, Rambam ignores the financial means of the sponsor and rules

instead that he must bring a rich man’s sacrifice, since we follow the

financial status of the tzara’as sufferer.

But how could we follow the financial status of the sponsor in one

instance, and the status of the tzara’as sufferer in another?

A further problem is that Rambam seems to contradict himself when

recording this law in another place, in his Laws of Sacrificial Procedure:

“If a person says, ‘I will bring the sacrifices of this tzara’as sufferer or this

woman who has given birth on their behalf,’ then if the tzara’as sufferer

or woman was poor, he brings a poor man’s offering. But, if they were

rich, then he must bring a rich man’s offering, even if the one who made

the vow [i.e. the sponsor] was poor” (Laws of Sacrificial Procedure 14:9).

In this codification of the law we see a consistency: Rambam rules that,

whatever the financial status of the sponsor, we always give a sacrifice

according to the means of the tzara’as sufferer.

But this openly contradicts the ruling of Rambam in his “Laws of

Individuals Requiring Atonement” cited above, that when the sponsor

is rich he must bring a rich man’s sacrifice, even if the tzara’as sufferer

is poor!

THE EXPLANATION

When a person vows to bring a sacrifice on behalf of a tzara’as sufferer,

there are two distinct elements to the sacrifice:

a.) To fulfill the vow. The person who made the vow must now bring the

sacrifice in order to fulfill the obligation that he took upon himself. This is

�
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�� What must be brought if a rich person makes the offer-

ing of a poor tzara’as sufferer on his behalf? (v. 10, 21-22)

RAMBAM: If a rich person says, “I will bring the sacrifices of this

tzara’as sufferer on his behalf,” and the tzara’as sufferer was poor,

then he must bring a rich man’s sacrifice, for it is within the means

of the one who vowed [i.e. the rich sponsor] to bring the sacrifice. 

(end of Laws of Individuals Requiring Atonement)

�� What if a poor person makes the offering on behalf of a

rich tzara’as sufferer?

RAMBAM: If a poor person says, “I will bring the sacrifices of this

tzara’as sufferer on his behalf,” and the tzara’as sufferer was rich,

then he must bring a rich man’s sacrifice, for the person who is

making the vow has obligated himself with the sacrifices of a rich

man (ibid.).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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�
18 The priest should place the leftover oil in his palm on the head of the person being rendered

ritually pure, and (thus) the priest will atone for him, before God. 

�
19 The priest should then perform (the service of) the sin-offering, to atone for the person being

rendered ritually pure, from his ritual impurity. 

� After this, he should slaughter the burnt-offering. 

�
20 Then the priest should bring up the burnt-offering and the meal-offering to the Altar. 

The priest will thus atone for him, and he will be (completely) ritually pure. 

[ OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS OOFF TT HH EE PP OO OO RR TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS SS UU FF FF EE RR EE RR [

�
21 If he is poor and cannot afford (the above offerings), he should take:

� One male lamb, as a guilt-offering, for a wave-offering to atone for him;

� One tenth (of an eifah*) of fine flour mixed with oil, as a meal-offering;

� A log of oil (to apply on the thumb and big toe); 

�
22 Two turtledoves or two young doves, according to what he can afford: one for a sin-

offering, and one for a burnt-offering. 

�
23 He should bring them on the eighth day of his ritual purification to the priest at the entrance

of the Tent of Meeting, before God. 

�
24 The priest should take the guilt-offering lamb and the log of oil, and the priest should wave

them as a wave-offering before God, 25 and He should slaughter the guilt-offering lamb.

� The priest should take some of the guilt-offering’s blood and place it on the cartilage of the right

ear of the person being rendered ritually pure, on the thumb of his right hand, and on the big

toe of his right foot. 

similar to the many other cases in Jewish law where a person makes

a vow to bring a sacrifice, and is then required to bring it by force of

Torah law.

b.) To achieve atonement. The sacrifice of the tzara’as sufferer is

brought for a particular reason, namely, to complete his atonement. 

Now, at first glance, it appears peculiar how one person could bring a

sacrifice to achieve atonement for another person. After all, it is the

tzara’as sufferer who is in need of atonement, so how could somebody

else atone on his behalf?

However, in accordance with the Talmudic principle that “all Jews are

guarantors for each other” (Shavuos 39a), the Torah breaks down the

boundaries between individuals and allows one person to achieve

atonement on behalf of another.

In his Laws of Sacrificial Procedure, Rambam is discussing how a

person can become obligated to bring sacrifices through making a vow,

i.e. the former aspect (‘a’) above. Whereas, in his Laws of Individuals

Requiring Atonement, the emphasis is on the ability of the sacrifice to

bring atonement (i.e. ‘b,’ above).

Let us examine each in order:

When making a vow (as part of normal sacrificial procedure), we follow

the precise wording that the person uttered when making the vow.

So, when a person declares, “I will bring the sacrifices of this tzara’as

sufferer on his behalf,” he means exactly what he said: that he is taking

upon himself the obligation of “this tzara’as sufferer.” Thus, if the tzara’as

sufferer is poor, he brings a poor man’s offering. If the tzara’as sufferer is

rich, he brings a rich man’s offering, because he only has to bring

whatever “this tzara’as sufferer” would have brought himself.

Thus, in his Laws of Sacrificial Procedure Rambam rules, “If the tzara’as

sufferer or woman who gave birth was poor, he brings a poor man’s

offering. But, if they were rich, then he must bring a rich man’s offering,

even if the one who made the vow was poor.”

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.

[ The Last Word [

�� The fact that one Jew can achieve atonement on behalf of

another (See Toras Menachem) teaches us that the Jewish people

are truly one “body” who need to feel each other’s pain and

ease each other’s suffering. A person should feel that another

Jew’s problem is his own problem.

�� The fact that a poor person must bring a rich man’s offering (if

he sponsors the offering on his behalf) teaches us that if a

person pledges a large sum of money to charity, God will help

him to fulfill his pledge, even if it is well beyond his means.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 104ff.)

THIRD

READING

(5TH WHEN

JOINED)



1 nbju, h/     2 uhe"r hz' u     3 bdgho phWc nWv     

uabh ,ukg,: )fj(gk neuo so vtao/ tphku b,ebjvso' kns athi

vso duro tkt vneuo duro
1

: )ks( ub,,h bdg mrg,/ caurv vht kvo

avbdgho ctho gkhvo' kph avynhbu tnurhhonynubhu, ak zvc cehru,

c,hvo fk trcghoabv avhu hartk cnscr' ugk hsh vbdg bu,.vch,

unumti
2

: )kv( fbdg brtv kh cch,/ tphku ,knhsjfo ahusg avut bdg

usth kt hpxue scr crurkunr bdg brtv kh' tkt fbdg brtv kh
3

:

)ku(cyro hct vfvi uduw/ afk zni athifvi bzee ku' thi ao ,ur,

yuntv: ukt hynt fk tar cch,/ ato kt hpbvuuhct vfvi uhrtv

vbdg' bzee kvxdr' ufk nvac,ufu hynt/ ugk nv jxv ,urv' to gk fkh

ay;' hychko uhyvru' uto gk tufkhi unaehi'htfko chnh yunt,u' vt kt
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However, when speaking of atonement (the “Laws of Individuals

Requiring Atonement”), the tzara’as sufferer and his sponsor merge

identities, for the sponsor can only achieve atonement for another person

because “all Jews are guarantors for each other.”

Therefore, if the sponsor is rich he must bring a rich man’s sacrifice,

even if the tzara’as sufferer is poor, because he (the sponsor) is achieving

atonement personally on the tzara’as sufferer’s behalf, and he is a

wealthy man.

Therefore, Rambam rules in his Laws of Individuals Requiring

Atonement: “If a rich person says, ‘I will bring the sacrifices of this tzara’as

sufferer on his behalf,’ and the tzara’as sufferer was poor, then he must

bring a rich man’s sacrifice, for it is within the means of the one who

vowed to bring the sacrifice.”

However, in the reverse case (that the sponsor is poor and the tzara’as

sufferer is rich), we cannot allow the sponsor to bring a poor man’s

sacrifice, because it would contradict his vow that “I will bring the

sacrifices of this (rich) tzara’as sufferer on his behalf.” Therefore, Rambam

stresses, “If a poor person says, ‘I will bring the sacrifices of this tzara’as

sufferer on his behalf,’ and the tzara’as sufferer was rich, then he must

bring a rich man’s sacrifice, for the person who is making the vow has

obligated himself with the sacrifices of a rich man.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 101ff.)
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�
26 The priest should then pour some of the oil into the priest’s (own) left palm. 27 The priest should

sprinkle some of the oil that is in his left palm with his right index finger, seven times (towards

the Holy of Holies), before God. 

�
28 The priest should place some of the oil in his palm on the cartilage of the right ear of the person

being rendered ritually pure, on the thumb of his right hand and on the big toe of his right foot,

on top of the blood of the guilt-offering. 

�
29 The priest should place the leftover oil in his palm on the head of the person being rendered

ritually pure, and (thus) the priest will atone for him, before God. 

�
30 (The priest) should then perform (the service of) one of the turtledoves or of the young doves,

from whatever (the person) can afford: 31 From whichever (type of bird) he can afford—one (bird)

as a sin-offering, and one (bird) as a burnt-offering, besides the meal-offering.  

(Thus) the priest will atone for the person being rendered ritually pure, before God. 

32 (All) this is the law of ritual purification of a person who has a tzara’as lesion, who cannot afford

(animal sacrifices).

[ TT HHEE TT ZZ AA RR AA ’’ AASS OOFF HH OO UU SS EE SS [

G od spoke to Moshe and to Aharon, saying: 34 When you come to the Land of Canaan, which I

am giving you as (your) possession, and I place tzara’as lesions on houses in the land (of the

Amorites*) which (the children of Re’uvain and Gad will choose*) to possess:

�
35 The owner of the house should inform the priest, saying, “There appears to me to be

something like a (tzara’as) lesion in (my) house.” 

�
36 Upon the priest’s instructions, they should clear out the house before the priest comes to

inspect the lesion, so that every (earthenware vessel) in the house should not become

(irreversibly) ritually impure (if the priest pronounces the house ritually impure). 

� Afterwards, the priest should come to inspect the house. 37 He should inspect the lesion, and if

14:33

* gWp keuWa jkWc gw 69

�� Why did God promise to bring tzara’as? (v. 34)

RASHI: It is good news for them that tzara’as lesions are to come

upon them! Throughout the entire forty years that the Jewish People

were in the desert the Amorites had hidden away treasures of gold

inside the walls of their houses and, as a result of the tzara’as lesion,

a person would demolish his house (see verses 43-45) and find them.

MIDRASH: Why was it good news that tzara’as lesions were to come

upon them? Rabbi Shimon bar Yochai taught: “When the Cana’anites

heard that the Jewish People were approaching, they went about

hiding their valuables in their houses and fields.... What did God do?

He plagued a [Jewish person’s] house with tzara’as, and when he

demolished it he would find treasure in it.”

Does this mean to say that somebody came and told the

Cana’anites that the Jewish people were entering the Land?

Rabbi Yishma’el ben Nachman said: “[Yes,] Yehoshua sent them

three letters [saying]: ‘Whoever wishes to leave, let him leave!

Whoever wishes to make peace, let him make peace! Whoever

wishes to wage war, let him wage war!” (Vayikra Rabah 17:6).

THE JEWISH PEOPLE’S HIDDEN TREASURE (V. 34)

While Rashi’s comments to verse 34 are clearly based on the Midrash,

Rashi nevertheless adapted this Midrashic teaching to be compatible with

scripture at the literal level. Rashi’s two most significant changes are:

a.) He writes that treasures were being hidden, “inside the walls of their

houses throughout the entire forty years that the Jewish People were in

the desert,” whereas, according to the Midrash, the treasures were hidden

at the end of this forty-year period, in a direct response to Yehoshua’s

three letters.

b.) While the Midrash states that “the Cana’anites” were the ones who

hid their treasures, Rashi writes that it was “the Amorites” instead.

What forced Rashi, at the literal level, to make these significant changes?

�
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1 bdgho phWc nWv     2 ,u"f     3 scrho fv' y     4 rtv ahj, aWp ,zuWn ,anWz     5 ,u"f

jxv v,urv tktgk fkh jrx' athi kvo yvrv cneuv
1

: )kz( aegrur,/
auegu, cnrthvi

2
: )n( ujkmu t, vtcbho/ f,rdunu uhakpui'hykuo

nao' fnu ujkmv bgku
3

'kaui vxrv: tk neuo ynt/ neuo athi yvru,

na,nau, ao' knsl vf,uc avtcbho vkkunyntu, neuni cgusi cu:

)nt( hemg/ srhmhwwr ckg"z/ uckauinabv ha vrcv
4

: nch,/ ncpbho:

xchc/ xchcu, vbdg' c,ur, fvbho bsra fi'aheku; vyhj axchc tcbh

vbdg: vemu/ kaui emv' tar emgu cemug vbdgxchc: )nd( vemu,/ kaui

vgau, ufi vyuj' tck jk.t, vtcbho nuxc vkaui tk vtso ajkmi' uvut

naek kaui fcs' fnu fpr' scr: uto hauc vbdg uduw/ hfuk jzr cu chuo

hvtynt' ,knus kunr uac vfvi uto hauc' nvahcv vtnurv kvki cxu;

acug' t; ahcvvtnurv fti cxu; acug
5

: )ns( uct vfvi urtv uvbv
pav/ hfuk kthvt vjuzr ynt tkt to fi pav' btnr mrg,nntr,

cc,ho ubtnr mrg, nntr, ccdsho' nvkvki ynt t, vjuzr t; gk ph

athbu puav't; fti ynt t, vjuzr t; gk ph athbu puav'to fi nv

,knus kunr uvbv pav' thi ftineunu ak nert zv' tkt ub,. t, vch,

vhvku kf,uc tjr uto hauc vbdg urtv uvbv pav'vt kt ct kkns tkt

gk bdg vguns cghbhucacug rtaui uct cxu; acug abh unmtu apav'akt

phra cu vf,uc kngkv fkuo cguns cghbhucacug rtaui' uknsl fti

cpahui zv athbu nscrtkt cguns crtaui upav cabh' unv hgav ku'hfuk

h,mbu' fnu axnl ku ub,. t, vch,' ,knuskunr uac vfvi uct vfvi'

bkns chtv nahcv'nv ahcv juk. ueumv uyj ubu,i ku acug' t;chtv juk.

ueumv uyj ubu,i ku acug/ uto jzr'bu,./ kt jzr' yvur/ unbhi ato gns

czv uczvjuk. ueumv uyj ubu,i ku acug' ,knus kunr )uct(uto ct hct'

cnv vf,uc nscr' to cpuavcrtaui vrh fcr tnur' to cpuav cabh

vrhfcr tnur' vt thbu tnur )uct(' uto ct hct'tkt t, act cxu;

acug rtaui uct cxu; acugabh urtv uvbv kt pav/ zv vguns nv hgav

ku' hfuk hpyr uhkl' fnu af,uc fti uyvr t,vch,' ,knus kunr fh brpt

vbdg' kt yvr,htkt t, vrpuh' nv hgav ku' chtv tnurvkngkv uchtv

tnurv knyv' nv cgkhubv juk.ueumv uyj ubu,i ku acug' sdnr kv zvu

ahcvzvu chtv' t; c,j,ubv fl ufuw' fsth,t c,ur,fvbho/ dnru ak scr

thi b,hmv tkt cbdgvjuzr tjr jkhmv uemuh uyhjv uthi vjuzr mrhlpahui/

uxsr vnertu, fl vut uto hauc' ub,./uvct tk vch,/ uvtufk cch,/ uct

vfvi urtvuvbv pav/ uscr vf,uc cguns crtaui abu,i kuacug abh

kvxdru' ucxu; acug abh kvxdru cturtvu apav' unv hgav ku' juk.
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THE EXPLANATION

At first glance, the statement of the Midrash—that Yehoshua sent three

letters to announce that the Jewish people were about to invade—is

difficult to understand. The Torah states explicitly that at the time of the

splitting of the Reed Sea, “all the inhabitants of Cana’an melted” (Shemos

15:15), and Rashi explains, “They said, ‘[the Jewish People] are coming

upon us to destroy us and inherit our land!’” Even forty years later, when

the Jewish people were about to conquer the land, this feeling was still

strong, as we find that Yehoshua’s spies were told, “I know that God has

given you the Land and that fear of you has fallen upon us, and all the
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the lesion in the walls of the house consists of dark green or dark red sunken looking stains,

appearing as if they are deeper than the wall, 38 then the priest should go outside the house to

the entrance of the house, and he should quarantine the house for seven days. 

�
39 The priest should return on the seventh day. If he sees that the lesion has spread in the walls

of the house, 40 then the priest should instruct that they remove the stones which the lesion is on,

and they should cast them away outside the city, to a ritually impure place. 

�
41 He should scrape out the house from the inside, all around (the lesion), and they should pour

out the (mortar) dust from what they scraped outside the city, to a ritually impure place. 

�
42 They should take other stones and bring them instead of those stones. He should take other

(mortar) dust, and plaster the house. 

�
43 If the lesion returns and erupts in the house (at the end of the week), after he had removed the

stones, scraped the part of the house (around the lesion) and plastered it, 44 the priest should

come and inspect it. If he sees that the lesion in the house has spread, it is piercing tzara’as in the

house (and) it is ritually impure: 

�
45 He should demolish the house, its stones, its wood, and all the (mortar) dust of the

house, and he should take (the rubble) outside the city, to a ritually impure place. 

inhabitants of the Land have melted because of you, for we have heard

how God dried up the water of the Sea of Reeds for you when you came

out of Egypt” (Yehoshua 2:9-10, cited in Rashi to Shemos 15:16).

So if the Cana’anites had been terrified of the Jewish people for forty

years, why did they wait until the last moment to hide their valuables?

Presumably, the Cana’anites had been concerned for forty years about

an inevitable, eventual attack, but it was only when they actually heard

that “the Jewish people were entering the Land,” that they took action

and hid their valuable possessions.

With this in mind, however, Rashi’s stance becomes difficult to

understand. What was the need for hiding their treasure “throughout the

entire forty years that the Jewish People were in the desert,” when there

was no evidence yet that an attack was imminent? The fact that the

Jewish people were delayed in the desert for many years indicated that

they were not ready to launch a military attack, so why would the

inhabitants have cemented their gold inside their walls, rendering their

valuables unavailable, for no apparent reason?

To solve this problem, Rashi wrote that the nation that hid their

treasures was not in fact the Cana’anites, but rather, the Amorites:

The reader will remember that at the “Covenant of the Parts” God told

Avraham:“(After three generations of exile in Egypt), the fourth

generation will return here (to this land), for the Amorites (who currently

inhabit the land) will not be completely sinful (deserving eviction) until

then” (Bereishis 15:16). Here we see explicitly that the conquest of the ten

(or seven) lands which God had promised to give Avraham’s descendants

was to take place in phases, beginning with the land of the Amorites, since

they would deserve eviction first.  

Thus, as soon as the Jewish people had left Egypt, the Amorite people

knew that their “sin was complete” and that the time for their eviction had

come. Consequently, from that very moment they would have begun

hiding their valuables, since their fear of being conquered was not due to

the strategical positioning of the Jewish people for an attack, but rather,

because they were aware that the time allotted by God for their eviction

had arrived.

WHY DID THEY HIDE THEIR VALUABLES?

One difficulty with the above explanation is that it is based on a

presumption that the non-Jewish nations knew the details of what God

had told Avraham at the Covenant of the Parts. Why did Rashi not offer

a more straightforward solution, that the nations were prompted to hide

their treasures due to a strong strategic positioning of the Jewish people? 

We can appreciate that Rashi could not suggest Yehoshua sent three

letters as a warning of imminent attack as the Midrash relates since this

detail is not indicated at all by scripture, at the literal level. But why did

Rashi not suggest a more simple scenario that the Cana’anites began to

hide their valuables when the Jewish people defeated the mighty nations

of Sichon and Og, which is mentioned explicitly in the Torah?

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

A ccording to Chasidic thought, tzara’as has an extremely

sublime spiritual source, which was “misdirected” and “fell

down” to become the most severe of all types of ritual impurity.

This idea is expressed most poignantly by the case of tzara’as of

houses.  For when the Jewish people destroyed their houses only

to find hoards of Amorite gold, they had a clear, visible indication

that there is a great degree of goodness “locked up” in the

affliction of tzara’as.

And this is the inner reason why the laws of the tzara’as of

houses are recorded in a section unto themselves (unlike the laws

of contamination and purification of tzara’as of skin and clothes

which are interwoven together). For since the tzara’as of houses

openly reveals a deeper, inner good, it is utterly unique.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 107ff.)



1 ,uWf     2 ao     3 bsv bv/

ueumv uyjubu,i ku acug/ jzr' bu,./ kt jzr' ygui mprho'athi cbdgho hu,r

nakav acugu,: )nj( uto ct hct/ kxu; acug abh: urtv uvbv kt
pav/ nert zv ct kknscguns cghbhu crtaui ucabh nv hgav ku' hfuk

hyvrbu fnangu ak nert uyvr vfvi t, vch,',knus kunr fh brpt

vbdg' kt yvr,h tkt t,vrpuh' uthi rpuh tkt vch, avuemv uvuyj ukt

jzr vbdg' tck zv ygui jkhmv uemuh uyhjvuacug akhah/ ufi vnert bsra

uto ct hctcabh' urtv uvbv kt pav hyhjbu' uthi yhjvckt jku. uemuh/

utjrh vyuj t, vch, uyvrvfvi t, vch, to kt jzr kxu; vacug' fh

brpt vbdg' uto jzr fcr phra gk vjuzr ayguib,hmv: )nu( fk hnh vxdhr
tu,u/ ukt hnho aek;t, bdgu' hfuk atbh numht vnujky aek; t,bdgu'

,knus kunr fk hnh
1

: hynt gs vgrc/ nkns athi nynt cdsho'hfuk

tphku avv cfsh tfhk, prx' ,knus kunruvtufk cch, hfcx t, cdshu/ thi

kh tkt tufk'aufc nbhi' ,knus kunr uvaufc/ thi kh tkttufk uaufc' kt

tufk ukt aufc nbhi' ,knuskunr hfcx hfcx' rhcv/ to fi knv btnr tufk

uaufc' kh,i ahgur kaufc fsh tfhk, prx
2

: )bz( kvur, chuo uduw/ thzv huo

nyvruuthzv huo nyntu: )c( fh hvhv zc/ hfuk zc nfk neuo hvtynt'

,knus kunr ncaru ukt fk caru/ tjrajke vf,uc chi car kcar zfh,h

kshi' yntczc uynt czcv' nv zcv nneuo avht nyntvyuntv ekv' bsv'

nyntv yuntv jnurv' zhcv't; vzc nneuo anynt yuntv ekv' erh'

nynt yuntv jnurv' zhcv: zucu ynt/ kns gk vypv avht nyntv
3

/ zuc

sunv knh cme ak agurhi usjuh' usunv kkucichmv vnuzr,/ afc, zrg eaur

fkuci chmvathbv nuzr,: )d( rr/ kaui rhr azc t, caru: t, zucu/ fnu

In order to answer this question we need first to clarify the reason why

one might hide one’s valuables in the walls of a house, which seems to

express rather a strange mixture of fear and confidence: On the one hand,

hiding one’s valuables is quite a drastic measure, which indicates a strong

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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z	i i¥M�cie ap :oip�nf r©a�W `�zi¥a§l i
C	i�e ©rEA�n
`�x§R¦v§aE ©rEA�n i
n§aE `�x§R¦v�C `�n�c¦A `�zi¥A
:i�xFd�f r©a§v¦aE `¨aFf
`§aE `�f�x�`�c `¨r�`§aE `�z�i�g

�̀Y�x�w§l `�x¨A�n§l `�z�i�g `�x§R¦v z	i g©N�Wie bp

`�C cp :i¥M�ci�e `�zi¥A l©r x©R©kie `¨l�w�g i¥R�`§l
:`�w�zp§lE `�zExib�q W�Y§k�n l¨k§l `�z�i�xF`
`�w�n©r§lE ep :`�zi¥a§lE `�WEa§l zExib�q¦l�e dp

`¨a�`¨q�n mFi§A `¨t¨N�`§l fp :`�x�d©a§lE `�i�c©r§lE
liN�nE ` :`�zExib�q�C �̀z�i�xF` �̀C �̀i§k�C mFi§aE
m¦r Eli¦N�n a :x�ni
n§l oŸx�d�` m¦r�e d�WŸn m¦r �i�i
i
d�i i
x�` x©a�B x©a�B oFd§l oEx�ni
z�e l
`�xŸ�yi i�p§A
`�c�e b :`Ed a�`�q�n Di¥aFC Di
xŸ�y¦A�n ai�`�C
z	i Di
xŸ�y¦A x�x Di¥aFc§A Di
z§aF`�q `
d�Y

hWar
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�
46 Anyone who enters the house during all the days of its quarantine will become ritually

impure until the evening. 

�
47 Whoever lies down in the house should immerse his garments (in a mikvah). Whoever

eats in the house should immerse his garments (in a mikvah). 

�
48 But if the priest comes and comes again and looks (at the lesion), and sees that the lesion did

not spread in the house after the house has been plastered, the priest should pronounce the

house ritually pure, because the lesion has healed. 

49 To (ritually) purify the house:

� He should take two birds, a stick of cedar wood, a strip of crimson wool, and hyssop. 

�
50 One bird should be slaughtered (allowing its blood to fall) into an earthenware vessel,

(containing) spring water. 

�
51 He should take the cedar stick, the hyssop, the strip of crimson wool, and the live bird, and he

should dip them into the blood of the slaughtered bird (which was mixed with) the spring water

and sprinkle (some of the mixture) towards the house seven times. 52 (Thus) he will ritually purify

the house with the bird’s blood, the spring water, the live bird, the cedar wood, the hyssop and

the strip of crimson wool. 

�
53 He should then send away the live bird outside the city, into the open field. 

He will thus atone for the house, and it will be ritually pure. 

54 (All) this is the law for every lesion of tzara’as, a nesek, 55 tzara’as of garments and houses, 56 a

(white) blotch, a creamy blotch and a white spot—57 (in order) to render decisions as to (which is) a day

of ritual impurity and (which is) a day of ritual purity. (All) this is the law of tzara’as. 

[ TT HHEE RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF AA  MM AANN ’’ SS UU NN HH EE AA LL TT HH YY DD II SS CC HH AA RR GG EE [

1 God spoke to Moshe and to Aharon, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: 

� If any man has an (unhealthy, watery venereal) discharge from his body, his discharge is ritually

impure. 

3 This will be (the law of) his ritual impurity when he discharges—whether his ritual impurity is due

to discharge running from his body, or due to discharge clogging up his body:

1155

fear of an attack. On the other hand, the fact that the person is bothering

to hide the valuables suggests that he does harbor some hope of retrieving

them at a later date. 

Thus in our case, it could not possibly be that people hid their valuables

because they feared total defeat due to the awesomeness of the splitting

of the Reed Sea, or due to the defeat of Sichon and Og for then, we

would be left with the question: Why did they go to great efforts to hide

their valuables if they were expecting to be annihilated in any case?

What was the sign of hope which led the people to believe that they

may, one day, retrieve their hidden treasures?

This point was argued by Rashi and the Midrash:

According to the Midrash, Yehoshua’s suggestion, “Whoever wishes

to make peace, let him make peace!”, would have planted into the

minds of the Cana’anites the idea that there is some future other than

total destruction. 

According to Rashi’s interpretation, the Amorites had feared an attack

from the Jewish people immediately after the Exodus from Egypt, as they

knew, from the Covenant of the Parts, that they would eventually be

evicted from their land due to sinful behavior. However, this itself also

provided a glimmer of hope for the Amorites, for they would have

understood: just as they would be evicted from the Land due to sinful

behavior, there was also a possibility that the Jewish people would sin and

that they too would be evicted from the Land at some later date. And this

would provide an opportunity for the Amorites to return and rescue their

hidden treasures.

Nevertheless, their plan was thwarted when God miraculously afflicted

the houses with tzara’as, allowing the Jewish people to become wealthy

from Amorite gold.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32 p. 91ff.)
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1 ndhkv j/  bsv nd:     2 bsv bv:     3 ghruchi fz/

rhr ahumt mkuk: tu vj,ho/ ahumt gc uxu,o t, ph vtnvubx,o caru

nyp, zucu' zvu pauyu/ unsrau nbvvf,uc vrtaui rthu, a,ho uertu

ynt' abtnrzc ncaru zucu ynt vut' unbv vf,uc vabhrthu, aka

uertu ynt' abtnr yunt,u czucurr caru t, zucu tu vj,ho caru nzucu

yunt,uvht/ vt fhms' a,ho kyuntv uvakhah,nzehe,u kerci
1

: )s( fk
vnafc/ vrtuh knafc' hfuk tphkunhujs knktfv tjr,' ,knus kunr

tar hafc'tar afc kt btnr' tkt tar hafc' vnhujs,nhs kfl' hmt zv

atunrho ku gnus ubgavnktf,bu: tar hac/ hac kt btnr tkt tar

hac gkhuvzc' cnhujs ,nhs kfl: )v( utha tar hdg cnafcu/ khns gk

vnafc ajnur ni vndg' azv bgav tcvyuntv kynt tso kynt cdsho'

uvndg athbunafc thbu tkt uks vyuntv' uthbu nynt tkttufkhi

unaehi: )u( uvhac gk vfkh/ tphku kt bdg' tphkugarv fkho zv gk zv'

fuki nynthi nauo nuacufi cnafc: )j( ufh hre vzc cyvur/ ubdg cu

tu batu'avrue nynt cnat
2

: )y( ufk vnrfc/ t; gk ph akt hac gkhu'

fdui v,pux ak xrdt aeurhi trmu"i ynt nauo nrfc/ uvtuf;' aeurhi

tkhu"aynt yunt, nuac
3

: )h( ufk vbudg cfk tar hvhv ,j,hu/ ak

zc/ ct ukhns gk vnrfc' ahvt vbudg cu yntuthi ygui fcux cdsho' uvut

junr cnafcncnrfc: uvbuat tu,o/ fk vtnur cgbhi vzc' zucuurueu

uafc, zrgu unhnh rdkhu uvnafc uvnrfcnati nynt tso kynt cdsho:

)ht( uhshu kt ay; cnho/ cgus akt ycknyunt,u' utphku pxe nzucu
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xÆ�W�` aÀ¨M�W�O�dÎl¨M c :`e«�d F −z�`�n�h F½aFG�n Æ Fx�U§A mi³�Y�g�dÎF «̀
:`«�n�hi ei− ¨l¨r a¬
W�iÎx�W�` i² ¦l§M�dÎl«¨k�e ®̀ �n�hi a− �G�d ei²l̈¨r a¬ ©M�Wi
`¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q̄¥A©k�i F ®a¨M�W�n§A r− 	Bi x¬�W�` Wi¾�`�e d

q̄¥A©k�i a® �G�d ei−¨l¨r a¬
W�iÎx�W�` i½¦l§M�dÎl«©r Æ a
WŸI�d�e e :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r
q̄¥A©k�i a® �G�d x́�U§a¦A ©r− �bŸP�d�e f *:a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A
xF ®d�H©A a− �G�d wŸ ¬x�iÎi«¦k�e g :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A
**aÀ¨M�x�O�dÎl¨k�e h :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q¯¤A¦k�e
d́ �i�d«i x́�W�` Æ lŸk§A ©rÀ�bŸP�dÎl¨k�e i :`«�n�hi a− �G�d ei²l̈¨r a¬ ©M�xi xÆ�W�̀
u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q¯¥A©k�i m½�zF` `´Ÿ
yFP�d�e a�x®r̈�dÎc©r −̀�n�hi ei½�Y�g�z
Î` «÷ ei−�c�i�e a½ �G�d Æ FAÎr	Bi x³ �W�` lŸÆk�e `i :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A
:a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬ �g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q¯¤A¦k�e mi® �O©A s´�h�W

Di
z§aF �̀q Di¥aFC�n Di
x�q¦A mi�z�g F` Di¥aFC
`�p¨aFC i�dFl£r aEM�Wi iC `¨a§M�W�n l¨M c :`i�d
:a�̀ �q�n i
d�i i�dFl£r a
zi
i�C �̀p�n l̈k�e a�̀ �q�n i
d�i
i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i Di¥a§M�W�n§A a�x�wi iC x©a�bE d

a
zi
i�cE e : �̀W�n�x c©r a� �̀q�n i
die �̀I�n§a i
g�q	i�e
i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i `�p¨aFC i�dFl£r a
zi
i�C `�p�n l©r
a�x�wi�cE f : �̀W�n�x c©r a� �̀q�n i
die �̀I�n§a i
g�q	i�e
`�I�n§a i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i `�p¨aFC xŸ�y§a¦A
`�p¨aFC wFx�i i
x�`	e g :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i
die
i
die `�I�n§a i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©vie `�i§k�c§A
aEM�xi iC `̈a§M�x�n l̈k�e h :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n
lŸk§A a�x�wi�C l̈k�e i :a�`�q�n i
d�i `�p¨aFC i�dFl£r
lFHi�cE �̀W�n�x c©r a�̀ �q�n i
d�i i�dFzFg�z i
d�i i�C
a�̀ �q�n i
die �̀I�n§A i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i oFd�z	i
i�dFcie �̀p̈aFC Di¥A a�x�wi i�C lŸk�e `i :`�W�n�x c©r

hWar

* As in the case of Pharaoh, whose heart became “hardened” by his earlier sins. See Classic Questions

to Shemos 7:3; Sparks of Chasidus, beginning of Parshas Bo.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

In addition to the natural “evil inclination” which God implanted

into man (see Bereishis 8:21), a person’s tendency to evil is further

strengthened by sin. This can occur at three different levels:

a.) Primordial. The Sin of the Tree of Knowledge strengthened the

evil inclination of Adam and Chava and all their descendants.

b.) Acute. In addition to the above, a person can choose to “incite”

his evil inclination to sin even more than its own tendency to do so.

c.) Chronic. After doing this for a period of time, the evil inclination

will become “addicted” to its excessive sinful behavior, so that it no

longer needs to be “incited.”

A“zav” is a person who is in a state of ritual impurity due to sick-

ness. In spiritual terms, this corresponds to the “sickness” of in-

creasing the natural strength of the evil inclination by sinful behavior.

More precisely, the three levels of strengthening the evil inclination

described above correspond to the three types of zav:

a.) A person who has a single unhealthy discharge becomes a zav

even if it was accidental (see facing table). This corresponds to the

primordial strengthening of the evil inclination which affects every

person, through no fault of his own.

b.) The second discharge must, however, be intentional (see table).

This corresponds to the acute strengthening of the evil inclination,

where a person actively incites his evil inclination to sin more.

c.) The third discharge of the zav could be accidental, so long as the

previous two discharges were intentional (see table). This corresponds

to the chronic strengthening of the evil inclination, which begins

intentionally but eventually causes the person to sin “addictively” even

without choosing to do so.*

Nevertheless, the Torah provides a means of removing even this

form of ritual impurity (v. 14-15), teaching us that there is hope for

every person to free himself from the confines of his evil inclination.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 42ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
4 Any (item designated as) bedding upon which the man with the discharge will lie will become

ritually impure. Any object (designated as a seat) upon which he will sit will become ritually

impure. 

�
5 If a person touches (the afflicted man’s) bedding, he should immerse his garments and immerse

himself in (mikvah) water and then he will remain ritually impure until the evening.

�
6 Anyone who sits on an object upon which the man with the discharge will sit should immerse

his garments and immerse himself in (mikvah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until

the evening.

�
7 Anyone who touches the body of the man with a discharge should immerse his garments and

immerse himself in water, and he will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

�
8 If the man with the discharge spits upon a ritually pure person, (that person) should immerse

his garments and immerse himself in (mikvah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until

the evening. 

�
9 Any riding gear upon which the man with the discharge will ride becomes ritually impure. 

�
10 Whoever touches any (riding gear) which was under (that person) when he sat on it becomes

ritually impure until the evening. 

� Whoever lifts up (anything contaminated by a person with a discharge) should immerse his

garments and immerse himself in (mikvah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until the

evening. 

�
11 Anyone whom the man with the discharge touches, without (the latter) having (previously)

rinsed his hands (and immersed in a mikvah), should immerse his garments and immerse himself

in (mivkah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

[ T H E  R I T U A L  I M P U R I T Y  O F  A  ZAV* [

W E R E  T H E Y

A C C I D E N T A L ?

EVEN IF THE DISCHARGE WAS

ACCIDENTAL, HE IS

RITUALLY IMPURE1

1ST DISCHARGE MAY BE

ACCIDENTAL1

2ND MUST BE INTENTIONAL3

1ST & 2ND DISCHARGES MUST

BE INTENTIONAL. 3RD MAY

BE ACCIDENTAL6

R E N D E R S  R I T U A L

I M P U R I T Y

THROUGH TOUCHING2

THROUGH TOUCHING,

CARRYING, SITTING ON OBJECTS

OR TOUCHING BODY FLUIDS4

THROUGH TOUCHING,

CARRYING, SITTING ON OBJECTS

OR TOUCHING BODY FLUIDS4

M E T H O D  O F

P U R I F I C A T I O N

IMMERSE IN MIKVAH AND

WAIT UNTIL THE EVENING2

COUNT SEVEN CLEAN DAYS &

IMMERSE IN SPRING WATER5

AS ABOVE (FOR 2 DISCHARGES)

PLUS OFFERING SACRIFICES ON

THE EIGHTH DAY7

N U M B E R  O F

D I S C H A R G E S

1

2

(ON SAME DAY OR

CONSECUTIVE DAYS)

3

(ON SAME DAY OR

CONSECUTIVE DAYS)

* A zav is a man who has a seminal discharge that is watery, due to testicular sickness. See v. 2 above and Rashi ibid.      1. Nidah 35a; Rambam, Laws of Individuals

Requiring Atonement 2:6;  See note 3.     2. Rashi to v. 32 below; Nidah ibid.; Rambam ibid.     3. See Mishnah, Zavim 2:2.  “Intentional” means that its cause

must not be traceable to a secondary cause such as eating or drinking certain foods, physical exertion etc., and thus the discharge was clearly caused by the person’s

physical desires [See Rashi to Krisus 8b].      4. Verses 1-12.     5. verse 13; in this case, a “mikvah” (a collection of rainwater) is not sufficient.  Rather, a spring

must be used.  See Mikva’os 1:8; Beginning of Zavim; Rambam, Laws of Mikva’os 1:4.     6. Opinion of the Sages, Zavim 2:2; Nidah 35a; Rambam, Laws of

Individuals Requiring Atonement 2:6. See also Rashi to Nazir 65b and Bartenura ibid.     7. Verses 14-15. See also Rashi to v. 3; Megilah 8a; Rambam, ibid.



1 rtv keuWa jhWz ghw 661 uthkl    2 bsv kd:     3 ao nt:

uxpr acgvunjuxr ychkv' nynt cfk yuntu,hu/ uzvavumht vf,uc

ychk, dupu ak zc ckaui ayhp,hsho' kknsl athi ch, vx,rho ygui cht,

nho'tkt tcr vdkuh' fnu vhsho: )hc( ufkh jra tar hdg cu vzc/ hfuk

tphku bdg cu ntjurhu ufuw' fsth,t c,ur,fvbho' gs thzvu ndgu avut

ffuku vuh tunr zvvhxyu
1

: )hd( ufh hyvr/ fahpxue: acg, hnho

kyvr,u/ acg, hnho yvurhonyunt, zhcv' akt hrtv zuc' ufuki

rmuphi
2

: )hj( urjmu cnho/ dzhr, nkl vht a,yntvtav cchtv/ uthi

vygo nauo budg cafc,zrg' avrh ndg ch, vx,rho vht
3

: )hy( fh
,vhv zcv/ hfuk ntjs nfk thcrhv',knus kunr uvht dk,v t, neur

snhv' thi so nynt tkt vct ni vneur: so hvhv zucv ccarv/ thi
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h�Xi u½¥rÎi¦l§MÎlÆ¨k�e x® ¥a�Xi a− �G�d F ¬AÎr	BiÎx�W�` U�x² �gÎi¦l§kE ai

F −z�x�d«�h§l mi²�n�i z¬ ©r§a�W F¹l x©tÆ�q�e F½aFG�nÆ a�G�d x³�d�hiÎi«¦k�e bi :mi«�O©A
iÀpi�n�X�d mF´I©aE ci :x«
d�h�e mi−I�g mi¬�n§A F ²x�U§A u¯�g�x�e ei® �c�b§A q´ ¤A¦k�e
dÀ �eŸd�i i´ �p§t¦l | `´äE d® �pFi i´ �p§A i− �p�W F ¬̀  mi½�xŸz í
Y�W Æ FlÎg «�T«i
o½
dŸM�d Æ m�zŸ` d³�U¨r�e eh :o«
dŸM�dÎl�` m− �p�z�pE c½¥rFn l�dŸ ´̀ Æ g�zÆ¤RÎl�`
:F «aFG�n d− �eŸd�i i¬ �p§t¦l o² 
dŸM�d ei¯¨l¨r xÆ¤R¦k�e d®l̈Ÿr c−�g�`«�d�e z`½�H�g ć�g�`
r�x® �fÎz©a§k�W EP−�O�n `¬ ¥v
zÎi«¦M Wi¾�̀ �e fh [oixaegn odyk iriay] [iyy] q
c�b´ ¤AÎl¨k�e fi :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e F −x�U§AÎl¨MÎz�` mi² �O©A u¬ �g�x�e
`¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A q¬ ©Aªk�e r�x® �fÎz©a§k�W ei− ¨l¨r d¬ �i�d«iÎx�W�` xF½rÎl¨k�e
r�x® �fÎz©a§k�W D−�zŸ` Wi²�` a¬ ©M�Wi xÆ�W�` d¾�X�`�e gi :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r
m² �C d½¨a�f d́ �i�d«�zÎi¦MÆ d�X�`�e hi t :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r E −̀ �n«�h�e mi½�O©a Ev́�g«�x�e
D−Ä ©r¬ �bŸP�dÎl¨k�e D½�z�Cp§a d́ �i�d«�YÆ mi�n�i z³©r§a�W D®�x�U§a¦A D−äŸf d¬ �i�d«i
lŸ ²k�e ®̀�n�hi D−�z�Cp§A ei²l̈¨r a¬ ©M�W�Y xÆ�W� Á̀ lŸk�e k :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬�n�hi
ei² �c�b§A q̄¥A©k�i D®ä¨M�W�n§A ©r− �bŸP�dÎl¨k�e `k :`«�n�hi ei− ¨l¨r a¬
W
YÎx�W�`
Îx�W�` i−¦l§MÎl¨k§A ©r½ �bŸP�dÎlÆ¨k�e ak :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬ �g�x�e
mÆ�`�e bk :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r ¬̀ 
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q̄¥A©k�i ei®l̈¨r a´
W
Y

`�I�n§a i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©vie `�I�n§A s�h�W `¨l
a�x�wi i�C s�q�g�C o�nE ai :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i
die
si
h�Y�Wi r�`�C o�n l¨k�e x¨a�Yi `�p¨aFC Di¥A
Di¥l i�p�ni�e Di¥aFC�n �̀p̈aFc i¥M�ci i
x� 	̀e bi : �̀I�n§A
i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©vie Di
zEk�c¦l oi�nFi `¨r§a�W
d�`�pi�n�z `�nFi§aE ci :i¥M�ci�e ©rEA�n i
n§A Di
x�q¦a
d�pFi i�p§A oi
x�z F` oipip§t�W oi
Y�x�Y Di¥l a�Qi
oEpip�Yi�e `�p�nf o©M�W�n r�x�z¦l �i�i m�c�w�l i
zi�i�e
`�z �̀H�g c�g �̀p�d©M oFd�z	i ci¥A§r	i�e eh :`�p�d©k§l
�i�i m�c�w `�p�d©k i�dFl£r x©R©kie `�z¨l£r c�g�e
z©a�k�W Di�P�n wFR�z i
x�` x©a�bE fh :Di¥aFC�n
a�̀ �q�n i
die Di
xŸ�y¦A l̈M z	i �̀I�n§a i
g�q	i�e `̈r�x	f
i
d�i i�C K�W�n l¨k�e WEa§l l¨k�e fi :`�W�n�x c©r
a�`�q�n i
die `�I�n§A r©A�h§vi�e `¨r�x	f z©a�k�W i�dFl£r
D�z�i x©a�B aEM�Wi i�C �̀z�Y�̀ �e gi :`�W�n�x c©r
c©r oi¦a�`�q�n oFdie `�I�n§A oEg�q©i�e `¨r�x	f z©a�k�W
D̈aFc i
d�i m�C `̈a�ïc i
d�z i
x�̀  �̀z�Y�̀ �e hi :`�W�n�x
l¨k�e D�wEgi�x§a i
d�Y oi�nFi `¨r§a�W D�xŸ�y¦a§A
lŸk�e k :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i
d�i D¨A a�x�wi�C
lŸk�e a�̀ �q�n i
d�i D�wEgi�x§A i�dFl£r aEM�W�z i�C
a�x�wi�C l̈k�e `k :a�̀ �q�n i
d�i i�dFl£r a
zi
z i�C
i
die �̀I�n§A i
g�q�i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i D̈a§M�W�n§A
o¨n l¨k§A a�x�wi�C l¨k�e ak :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n

�̀I�n§a i
g�q�i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©v�i i�dFl£r a
zi
z i�C
`Ed `¨a§M�W�n l©r m�`�e bk :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i
die
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

FAMILY PURITY (TAHARAS HAMISHPACHA)

�� “This is the great task and mission which God gave to Jewish

women—to observe and disseminate the observance of Taharas

Hamishpacha, and of the other vital institutions of Jewish family

life. For besides being the fundamental mitzvos and the

cornerstone of the sanctity of Jewish family life, as well as relating

to the well-being of the children in body and soul, these pervade

and extend through all Jewish generations to eternity.”

�� “Even if the observance of the laws and regulations of Taharas

Hamishpacha entailed a certain effort or even sacrifice on the

part of the parents, surely it would be done eagerly, knowing that

in addition to the essential thing of the need of observing God's

commands for their own sake, these observances have a direct

influence on children, and through them on grandchildren and so

on. Of what account, therefore, is a temporary inconvenience or

effort by comparison to the everlasting benefit in terms of good

health, physical and spiritual, and true nachas, etc. All the more

so since the inconvenience or effort are smaller than imagined.” 

�� “As a matter of fact, in regard to the observance of Taharas

Hamishpacha, even the plain statistics of reports and tables by

specialists, doctors and sociologists etc., who cannot be
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�
12 An earthenware vessel which the man with the discharge will touch (inside, or move) should be

broken. Any wooden vessel (that he touches or moves) should be immersed in (mikvah) water. 

�
13 When the man with the discharge stops having discharges, he should count seven (consecutive)

days (free of discharges) from (the day) when he stopped (seeing any discharge), and then

immerse his garments and immerse his flesh in living (spring) water, and he will be ritually pure. 

�
14 On the eighth day, he should take for himself two turtledoves or two young doves, and come

before God, to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and give them to the priest. 15 The priest

should carry out (their service): one as a sin-offering and one as a burnt-offering, and thus the

priest will atone for him from his discharge, before God. 

[ TT HHEE RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF SS EE MM II NN AA LL EE MM II SS SS II OO NN [

�
16 If a man has an emission of semen, he should immerse all his body in (mikvah) water, and he

will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

�
17 Any garment or any leather (object) which has semen on it should be immersed in (mikvah)

water, and will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

�
18 If a woman will lie with a man and he will have a seminal emission, they should immerse

themselves in (mikvah) water, and they will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

[ TT HHEE RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF MM EE NN SS TT RR UU AA TT II OO NN [

�
19 If a woman has a (menstrual) discharge and her (uterus) discharges blood, she will remain in

a state of “nidah” (physical separation) for seven days. 

� Whoever touches her will become ritually impure until the evening. 

�
20 Whatever she lies upon while in the state of nidah will become ritually impure, and whatever

she sits upon will become ritually impure. 

�
21 Anyone who touches her bedding should immerse his garments and immerse (himself) in

(mikvah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

�
22 Anyone who touches any object on which she will sit should immerse his garments and

immerse himself in water, and he will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

considered partial towards the religious Jew, clearly show the

benefits which accrued to those Jewish circles which observed

Taharas Hamishpacha. These statistics have also been published

in various publications.”

�� “Needless to say I am aware of the “argument” that there are

many non-observant married couples, yet seemingly happy, etc.

The answer is simple. First of all, it is well known that God is very

merciful and patient, and waits for the erring sinner to return

to Him in sincere repentance. Secondly, appearances are

deceptive, and one can never know what the true facts are about

somebody else's life, especially as certain things relating to

children and other personal matters are, for obvious reasons, kept

in strict confidence.”

�� “Since men and women have opposite natures, a union between

them needs to recognize their differences. The Torah recognizes

the existence of these two opposing tendencies. Therefore it

provides for times when a couple join together and times when

their union is forbidden. This pattern has been successful in

developing harmonious marriages. Scientists and doctors have

explained reasons for that success, but the underlying reasons

extend beyond human knowledge, for the laws of Taharas

Hamishpacha are God’s Wisdom and Will.”

�� “This pattern of union and separation is so important, that it will

continue even after the Messianic redemption.” 

(Excerpted from letters written by the Rebbe on 18th of Elul 5735;

14th of Sivan, 5724;  and based on Sichas 19 Kislev 5739)

SIXTH

READING

(7TH WHEN

JOINED)



1 thuc hj' hj     2 fkho pfWd nWd     3 ,u"f  

zucv eruh zuckynt tkt to fi vut tsuo: cbs,v/ fnu un,ck hbhsuvu
1

'

avhtnbusv nndg fk tso: ,vhv cbs,v/ tphku kt rt,v tkt rthv

rtaubv: )fd( uto gk vnafc vut/ vaufc tu vhuacgk nafcv tu gk

nuacv' tphku kt bdg cv' t;vut cs, yuntv vtnurv cnert vgkhui

ayguifcux cdsho: gk vfkh/ krcu, t, vnrfc: cbdgu cu hynt/ thbu

nscr tkt gk vnrfcab,rcv ngk vfkh: cbdgu cu hynt/ uthbu ygui

fcux cdshoavnrfc thi ndgu nynt tso kynt cdsho
2

: )fs( u,vh
bs,v gkhu/ hfuk hgkv krdkv'ato ct gkhv cjnhah kbs,v kt hynt tkt

akav hnho fnu,v' ,knus kunr uynt acg,hnho/ unv ,knus kunr u,vh

bs,v gkhu' nvvht nyntv tso ufkh jrx' t; vut nynttso ufkh

jrx
3

: )fv( hnho rcho/ akav hnho: ckt g, bs,v/ tjr ahmtu acg,

hnh bs,v: tu fh ,zuc/ t, aka, vhnho vkku: gk bs,v/ nupkd nbs,v

huo tjs' zu vht zcvunapyv jru. cprav zu' ukt fs, vbsv' azuygubv

xphr, acgv behho uerci' uvbsv thbvygubv xphr, acgv behho' tkt

acg, hnho,vhv cbs,v chi rutv chi athbv rutv/ usraucprav zu' tjs

gar huo ha achi xu;bsv k,jk, bsv' afk akav rmuphi a,rtvctjs
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ei− ¨l¨rÎz¤a«�WŸi `e¬�dÎx�W�` i² ¦l§M�dÎl«©r F ¯̀  `EÀd a¹¨M�W�O�dÎl«©r
DÀ�zŸ̀  Wi¹�̀  aÆ©M�Wi Á aŸk�W m¿�`�e ck :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `−�n�hi F ®aÎFr�b�p§A
Îx�W�` a² M̈�W�O�dÎl̈k�e mi®�n�i z´ ©r§a�W `−
n�h�e ei½¨l¨r Æ D�z�Cp i³�d�zE
miÀ¦A�x mí�n�i D¹�n�C aFÆ f Á aEf�iÎi«¦M d¿�X�`�e dk q :`«�n�hi ei− ¨l¨r a¬ ©M�Wi
DÀ�z�`�n�h aF´f iº
n�iÎl¨M D® �z�CpÎl©r aE−f�zÎi«¦k F ¬̀  D½�z�CpÎz¤r Æ `÷§A
a³ ©M�W�YÎx�W�` aº¨M�W�O�dÎl¨M ek :`e«�d d¬ �`
n�h d− �i�d«�Y D² �z�Cp ī
ni¦M
x́�W�` Æ i¦l§M�dÎl«¨k�e D®N̈Îd�i�d«i D−�z�Cp a¬ ©M�W�n§M D½¨aFf i´
n�iÎl¨M Æ ei¨l¨r

®̀ �n�hi m− ¨A ©r¬ �bFP�dÎl¨k�e fk :D«�z�Cp z−�̀ �n�h§M d½ �i�d«i `´
n�h ei½¨l̈r a´
W
Y
d−�x�d«�hÎm«�`�e gk :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬
n�h�e mi−�O©A u¬�g�x�e ei² �c�b§A q¯¤A¦k�e
mF´I©aE hk [iriay] :x«�d�h�Y x¬�g�̀ �e mi−�n�i z¬ ©r§a�W D² N̈ d�x§t¬ �q�e D®äFG�n

Æ m�zF` d³�`i¦a«
d�e d® �pFi i´ �p§A i− �p�W F ¬̀  mi½�xŸz í
Y�WÆ D¨lÎg «�T «�Y iÀpi�n�X�d
ć�g�`«�dÎz�` Æ o
dŸM�d d³�U¨r�e l :c«¥rFn l�dŸ ¬̀  g�z− ¤RÎl�` o½
dŸM�dÎl�`
aF−G�n d½ �eŸd�i i´ �p§t¦l Æ o
dŸM�d �di³ ¤l¨r xÆ¤R¦k�e d®l̈Ÿr c−�g�`«�dÎz�`�e z`½�H�g
` ³÷�e m® �z�`�n�H�n l−
`�x�UiÎi« �p§AÎz�` m¬ �Y�x	G�d�e `l [xihtn] :D«�z�̀ �n�h
z`Ÿ¬f al :m«¨kFz§A x¬ �W�` i−p¨M�W�nÎz�` m¬ �`�O�h§A m½�z�`�n�h§A Æ EzÆ�n�i
:D«¨aÎd�`�n�h§l r�x− �fÎz©a§k�W EP² �O�n `¬ ¥v
Y xÆ�W�`«	e a® �G�d z−�xFY
x¬ �W�` Wi¾�`§lE d®ä
w�P©l�e x− ¨k�G©l F½aFfÎz�` Æ a�G�d�e D½�z�Cp§A Æ d�e�C�d�e bl

t t t :d«�`
n�hÎm¦r a−©M�Wi

Di¥a�x�w�n§A i�dFl£r `¨a�z¨i `i�d i�C `�p�n l©r F`
a©M�W�n m�`�e ck : �̀W�n�x c©r a�̀ �q�n i
d�i Di¥A
i
die i�dFl£r D�wEgi�x i
d�zE D�z�i x©a�B aEM�Wi
aEM�Wi i�C `¨a§M�Wn l¨k�e oi�nFi `¨r§a�W a�`�q�n
aFC aEc�i i
x�` `�z�Y�`�e dk :a�̀ �q�n i
d�i i�dFl£r
i
x�` F` D�wEgi�x o�C¦r `¨l§A oi�`iB�q oi�nFi D�n�C
D�z§aF`�q aFC i
nFi l¨M D�wEgi�x l©r aEc�z
l¨M ek :`i�d `¨a�`�q�n i
d�Y D�wEgi�x i
nFi§M
D¨aFC i
nFi l¨M i�dFl£r aEM�W�z i�C `¨a§M�W�n
a
zi
z i�C �̀p�n l̈k�e D̈l i
d�i D�wEgi�x a©M�W�n§M
l¨k�e fk :D�wEgi�x z©a�̀ Fq§M i
d�i a�̀ �q�n i�dFl£r
i
g�q	i�e i�dFWEa§l r©A©vie a�̀ �q�n i
d�i oFd§A a�x�wi�C
z�`i¦k�C m�`�e gk :`�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i
die `�I�n§a
o¥M x�z¨aE oi�nFi `¨r§a�W D¨l i�p�n�z�e D¨aFC�n
oi
Y�x�Y D̈l a�Q�Y d�̀ �pi�n�z �̀nFi§aE hk :i¥M�c�Y
z	e§l oFd�z	i i
z�i�z�e d�pFi i�p§A oi
x�z F` oipip§t�W
z	i �̀p�d©M ci¥A§r	i�e l :`�p�nf o©M�W�n r�x�z¦l `�p�d©M
`�p�d©M D¨l£r x©R©kie `�z¨l£r c�g z	i�e `�z`�H�g c�g
i�p§A z	i oEW�x§t©z�e `l :D�z§aF �̀q aFC�n �i�i m�c�w
oFd�z©a�`Fq§A oEzEn�i `¨l�e oFd�z©a�`FQ�n l
`�xŸ�yi
`�C al :oFdi�pi¥a i�C i�p§M�W�n z	i oFdi¥a�`�q§A
`¨r�x	f z©a�k�W Di�P�n wFR�z i�c�e `�p¨aFc�C `�z�i�xF`
D�wEgi�x§A D�z§aF`�q�c¦l�e bl :D¨A `¨a�`�Y�q�`§l
x©a�b¦l�e `¨a�wEp§lE x©k�c¦l Di¥aFC z	i ai¦`�c�c¦l�e

t t t :`�Y§a�`�q�n m¦r aEM�Wi i�C

hWar
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3 ,uWf     4 aghw t' s    5 crtah, ny' fu      6 rtv ahj, numaWe ,zuWn ,akWy     7 xprh cnscr hy' nt     8 ,uWf' rtv keuWa jfWc gw 18 uthkl

gar huo vkku' ,vt zcv: )kt( uvzr,o/ thi bzhrv tkt prhav
3

' ufi bzuru

tjur
4

' ufi
5

bzhr tjhu
6

: ukt hn,u cynt,o/ vrh vfr, ak nyntnesa

eruh nh,v
7

: )kc( zt, ,ur, vzc/ cgk rthv tj,' unvu,ur,u:utar

,mt nnbu afc, zrg/vrh vutfcgk erh ynt yunt, grc: )kd( uvzc
t, zucu/ cgk a,h rthu, ucgkaka rthu,' a,ur,i npura, kngkv

8
: 

jxk, pra, nmurg
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�
23 (This is also the case) if someone (sits or lies indirectly) on the bedding or on the object which

she is sitting on (without making direct contact with it). 

� If someone touches (riding gear which she has used) he will become ritually impure until the

evening (but he does not have to immerse his garments in the mikvah). 

�
24 If a man lies with her (the ritual impurity of) her menstruation will be upon him, and he will be

ritually impure for seven days. Any bedding he lies upon will become ritually impure. 

[ TT HHEE RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF AA BB NN OO RR MM AA LL MM EE NN SS TT RR UU AA TT II OO NN [

�
25 If a woman has blood flowing (from her uterus) for (as) many (as three) days when it is not the

time of her menstrual separation (after counting seven days from her normal period), or she has

a discharge (of uterine blood for three days that occurs a day or more) after her (counting seven

days from her normal) menstrual period, then (she has a more severe ritual impurity* than that

of normal menstruation):

� All the days she has her ritually impure discharge (of blood) she will be ritually impure just like

the days of her menstrual period. 

�
26 Any bedding upon which she lies during all the time of her discharge will have the same (ritual

impurity) for her as the bedding of her menstruation. 

� Any object upon which she will sit will become ritually impure, like her menstrual ritual impurity.

�
27 Anyone who touches them will become ritually impure. He should immerse his garments and

immerse (himself) in (mikvah) water, and he will remain ritually impure until the evening. 

�
28 When her discharge stops, she should count for herself seven (clean) days (devoid of any

discharge) and after this she can become ritually pure (by immersing in a mikvah).

�
29 On the eighth day, she should take for herself two turtledoves or two young doves, and bring

them to the priest, to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. 30 The priest should carry out (their

service): one as a sin-offering and one as a burnt-offering, and the priest will atone for her from

her discharge, before God. 

31 You (Moshe and Aharon) should ensure that the Children of Israel are dissociated from their ritual

impurity, so that their ritual impurity does not cause them to die if they defile My Tabernacle (that I have

placed) among them. 
32 (All) this is the law for the man who has an (unhealthy, watery venereal) discharge, a man who has

a seminal emission (or an apparent emission) through which he becomes ritually impure, 33 a woman

who has her menstrual flow, a man or woman who has (multiple) discharge(s), and a man who lies with

a ritually impure woman. 

HAFTARAHS: METZORA (& TAZRIA-METZORA)—P. 262.    ROSH CHODESH—P. 275.     

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 289.
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* See verses 28-30.
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1. The ritual purification of tzara’as [14:2].

2. The shaving of a man with tzara’as on the seventh day (of his ritual
purification) [14:9].

3. Immersion in a mikvah for ritually purifying the impure [14:9].

4. The offering of a man with tzara’as when he is cured of his affliction
[14:10].

5. The laws of ritual impurity of a house contaminated with tzara’as
[14:35].

6. The laws of ritual impurity of a person with unhealthy venereal
discharge (zav), that he is both the subject and cause of ritual impurity
[15:2,3].

7. The offering by a zav when he is healed of his discharge [15:13,14].

8. The laws of ritual impurity of semen, that it is ritually impure and
causes ritual impurity [15:16].

9. The laws of ritual impurity of a menstruant, that she is herself ritually
impure and is a cause of ritual impurity [15:19].

10. The laws of ritual impurity of a woman who menstruates abnormally,
that she is ritually impure and causes ritual impurity [15:25].

11. The offering by a woman who menstruated abnormally, when she is
ritually purified [15:28,29].

Parshas Metzora ccoonnttaaiinnss  1111  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss
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Acharei means “after,” as in the opening verse of our

Parsha: “God spoke to Moshe after the death of

Aharon’s two sons—when they came near, before God,

and they died.”

Chasidic thought explains that Aharon’s sons did not

die because they were wicked and transgressed God’s

will. Rather they were righteous individuals who wanted

to come closer to God. But this yearning became so

strong that it reached the point where they no longer

wished to continue a normal, bodily existence, which

makes a person feel distant from his Maker, and they

simply expired. Thus, the verse actually describes the

cause of their death: “They came near, before God, and—

therefore—they died.”

At first glance, it might appear that the yearning of

Nadav and Avihu to come close to God was misplaced,

as God clearly does not want us to die out of love for

Him. 

In truth, however, Nadav and Avihu’s desire to come

close to God and leave their bodily existence was entirely

appropriate to have—on a temporary basis. Their fault

was in their inability to redirect those energies back into

normal, everyday life, after a period of heightened

spiritual arousal.

In other words, if a person does not have times when he

simply wishes to leave the confines of corporeal existence

and come closer to his Maker, then that person is lacking

a certain spiritual sensitivity. But, on the other hand,

when a person does have these feelings he must event-

ually come to the realization that God placed him in this

world for a purpose which necessitates his soul remaining

in his body. The harmonious fluctuation of these two

opposite emotions is thus the sign of a healthy spirituality,

rather like the rhythmic beating of the heart is a sign of

physical wellbeing.

So, the intense spirituality of Nadav and Avihu was

actually a good thing from which we should all learn.

The fact that they failed to channel their love of God back

“down to earth” was indeed a fault, but that does not

mean that we cannot learn from their positive qualities.

And it is precisely for this reason that the Parsha is called

Acharei (“after”). For Nadav and Avihu were the first

individuals (recorded in the Torah) to demonstrate an

intense spiritual yearning, which set a new precedent for

all Jewish people as to what levels of emotional attach-

ment to God could be achieved. Thus, “after the death of

Aharon’s two sons,” the Jewish people entered a new era

where higher standards of spirituality had been set.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei-Kedoshim 5750)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 ,uWf     2 ao 

)t( uhscr vw tk nav tjrh nu, abhcbh tvri uduw/ nv ,knus

kunr' vhv rchtkgzr ci gzrhv nuaku nak kjukv abfbx tmkurupt/ tnr

ku tk ,tfk mubi utk ,afc cyjc/ct tjr utnr ku tk ,tfk mubi utk ,afc

cyjc akt ,nu, fsrl an, pkubh/ zv zrzu hu,rni vrtaui' kfl btnr

tjrh nu, abh cbh tvri
1

: )c( uhtnr vw tk nav scr tk tvritjhl
utk hct/ akt hnu, fsrl an,u cbhu

2
: ukt hnu,/ ato ct vut n,: fh

cgbi trtv/ fh ,nhs tbh brtv ao gognus gbbh/ ukph adkuh afhb,h

ao' hzvr akthrdhk kct' zvu pauyu/ unsrau kt hct fh tocgbi veyr,

hrjt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 130yyzz::tt--cc

�� Why was it necessary to stress to Aharon that the

prohibition of entering the Holy of Holies was “after the

death” of his two sons”? (v. 1-2)

RASHI: Rabbi Elazar ben Azaryah illustrated this with a parable of a

patient who was visited by a doctor. [The doctor] said to him, “Do

not eat chilled foods, and do not lie down in a cold, damp place.” 

Another [doctor] visited him and said, “Do not eat cold foods or lie

down in a cold, damp place, so that you will not die like so-and-so

died.” [Clearly,] this doctor motivated the patient more effectively [to

follow his instructions] than the first doctor. 

Thus the verse states [that Aharon should be warned not to enter

the Holy of Holies,] “after the death of Aharon’s two sons.”

RASHI’S ANALOGY (V. 1-2)

Our Parsha opens with the prohibition against Aharon, the High Priest,

entering the Holy of Holies at any time other than Yom Kippur (The Day

of Atonement). This command is particularly unusual in that, rather than

merely being informed what the prohibition was, Aharon was given extra

motivation to observe the command through being warned that his sons

had died through negligence in this area. Rashi cites the parable of

R’ Elazar ben Azaryah, who compared this to a doctor warning his patient

of the severe consequences of failing to heed his medical advice.

The following points, however, require clarification:

a.) Why did Rashi need to cite an analogy of two doctors? Surely the

point is made clear from the advice of the second doctor alone (“Do not

eat cold foods or lie down in a cold, damp place, so that you will not die

like so-and-so died.”)?

b.) Why did Rashi compare Aharon to a “sick person,” suggesting some

sort of deficiency on Aharon’s part? Surely it would be more appropriate

to compare Aharon to a well person who was warned not to do a certain

activity that might prove detrimental to his health?

c.) There are many things which can worsen the state of health of a sick

person, God forbid. Why did Rashi pick specifically the cases of “eating

chilled foods” and “lying in a cold, damp place”?

d.) Why did Rashi cite the author of the parable—R’ Elazar ben

Azaryah? Of what relevance is it, at the literal level, to know the original

source of this idea?

THE EXPLANATION

As a direct consequence of the passing of Aharon’s sons, who entered

the Holy of Holies while intoxicated, two commands were given to the

priests: 1.) The prohibition of a priest performing Temple service while

intoxicated (above 10:8-11). 2.) The prohibition of entering the Holy of

Holies (here, v. 1-2). In the first case, Aharon was simply given the

command without any special warning or motivation. But here, when

receiving the instruction not to enter the Holy of Holies, Aharon was

warned explicitly that his sons had died through being lax in this area.

So Rashi was troubled: If Nadav and Avihu had died through being lax

with both precepts—1.) being intoxicated while performing Temple

service, and, 2.) entering the Holy of Holies—then why was Aharon only

warned here that his sons had died through negligence in the latter case,

when the negligence was equal in both cases?

To answer this question, Rashi cited the parable of a sick person who

desired to eat chilled foods and sleep in a cold, damp place. Presumably,

the sick person desired this because his temperature was so high that he

was desperate to make himself cooler in any way possible. And, even

after hearing the advice of the first doctor, he simply could not refrain

from eating the chilled food etc., even though generally speaking he did

listen to the doctor’s advice, since he found his high temperature

absolutely unbearable. Thus, a more graphic warning was required in this

case: “Do not eat cold foods or lie down in a cold, damp place, so that

you will not die like so-and-so died.”

With this analogy Rashi explains clearly why Aharon might have been

tempted to disobey this command, despite his otherwise impeccable

observance of the mitzvos:

Aharon’s love for God, and his desire to come close to Him was so great

that he may have chosen to enter the Holy of Holies, even if it cost him

his life. For he may have felt that being close to God was even more

important than continued physical existence in a body—just as his two

sons had indeed concluded (see Ohr haChayim).

In other words, Aharon was literally “love-sick” for God to such an

extent that he may have been tempted to ignore the prohibition of

entering the Holy of Holies, in order to come closer to God. Therefore

�
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od said to Moshe, “(When you relate the following command, stress that it is*) after the death

of Aharon’s two sons—when they came near, before God, and they died.” 
2 God said to Moshe: 

� Speak to your brother Aharon, that he should not come at all times into the Holy (of Holies)

inside the partition, in front of the lid which is on the Ark, so that he should not die. For My

(Presence always) appears (there) with a (pillar of) cloud, (so one should not go there regularly). 

�� Why did Aharon’s two sons die? (v. 1)

OHR HACHAYIM: God told Moshe that they had died due to “coming

near” to God. Namely that they came close to the supernal Godly

light through their desire for holiness, and this caused their death.  

This is the mystical phenomenon known as “death by Divine kiss,”

through which the righteous pass away. Only, normally, the

righteous are “kissed” by God, causing their passing, whereas in this

case Nadav and Avihu “kissed” God....The love of holiness was so

strong in these righteous people that even when they felt that they

were about to die out of their closeness to God, they did not hold

themselves back from attaching themselves more strongly to God in

a bond of sweetness and love, to the point that their souls expired

from them.

Rashi cited an analogy of two doctors, to illustrate how in this case normal

instructions (given by the first doctor) might prove insufficient, and he

needed an especially strong warning.

RABBI ELAZAR BEN AZARYAH

One more subtle question that remains unanswered after the above

explanation: Where do we find, at the literal level, that Aharon had such

an intense yearning to be close to God that he would be willing to give up

his life for it? Nadav and Avihu did indeed possess this quality, but we do

not appear to find it explicitly in Aharon himself.

Rashi hinted a solution to this problem by citing the author of this

parable—R’ Elazar ben Azaryah:

The Talmud relates that R’ Elazar ben Azaryah was appointed as the

spiritual leader of the Jewish people (nasi) at the young age of eighteen.

When his wife heard that he was to receive this appointment, she doubted

that he possessed sufficient maturity for the position at such a young age,

and exclaimed, “Why, you do not even have any white hair!” The Talmud

relates that God performed a miracle, causing R’ Elazar ben Azaryah to

have white hair overnight. This was as a sign from above that he did

indeed possess sufficient knowledge and maturity, despite his young age

(see Brachos 27b).

This, however, begs the question: how was it possible for a young man

of a mere eighteen years to be so mature? 

Presumably, this was because of his fine lineage—as the Talmud relates

that he was a direct descendant of Ezra—through which he inherited

qualities that enabled him to reach a remarkable level of knowledge and

maturity in a short period of time.

Thus, says Rashi, if we bear in mind that it was R’ Elazar ben Azaryah

who offered the above parable of the two doctors, then we will

understand why Aharon would have been “love-sick” for God, desiring to

enter the Holy of Holies. For since we find that Aharon’s two sons, Nadav

and Avihu, did indeed possess such a love of God, we can only presume

that they inherited this quality through their lineage, as descendants of

Aharon. So, it follows that Aharon would have an equal—if not greater—

love of God as his two sons, for their emotional attachment to God was

directly inherited from their father.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 117ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

[ The Last Word [

How can one expect a person at the climax of his spiritual

bliss, to want to return back “down to earth,” to his mundane

life (see Ohr haChayim)? If his love of God is genuine, how can he

hold himself back at the height of his arousal, and re-immerse

himself into the constraints of corporeal existence? From where

can a person acquire the vigilance not to go too far?

It depends on how the person starts his spiritual “voyage”:

If he starts with the goal of self-satisfaction, he will not want to

turn back from his spiritual bliss to attend to the needs of the

physical world. But if his initial intention is to follow God’s Will,

then even at a point of heightened spiritual arousal, he will still be

willing to “return” back to the world, and carry out the mission for

which he was created. For God “created [the world] not to be

empty, he formed it to be inhabited" (Isaiah 45:18).

On a smaller scale, every Jew sometimes has a “spiritual

awakening”—perhaps on Shabbos or the Festivals, or more

particularly during the Ten Days of Repentance and Yom Kippur.

At such a time he should remember that whatever he experiences

during this special, holy moment needs to be taken back with

him when he returns to normal, everyday life. This spiritual

awakening must not be allowed to “evaporate” without having

a tangible effect. It must be “harnessed” as a moment of true,

lasting inspiration.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3, p. 987ff.)
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[ Y O M  K I P P U R  S E R V I C E — A C C O R D I N G  T O  R A S H I [

On Yom Kippur all services were carried out by the High Priest. He would wear white linen garments for services

connected with the Holy of Holies, and his normal golden garments for the other services (shown at left). He would thus

change garments five times, washing his hands and feet before and after, and each time immersing in a mikvah.

S E R V I C E P R O C E D U R A L  D E T A I L S P U R P O S E

MORNING

OFFERINGS

MORNING COMMUNAL SACRIFICE (TAMID), BURNING OF

INCENSE ON INNER ALTAR, MEAL OFFERINGS AND

WINE LIBATIONS

DAILY TEMPLE

PROCEDURE

HIGH PRIEST’S  SIN-

OFFERING BULL

(v. 3)

CONFESSION FOR HIMSELF & PRIESTS (v. 6, 11) SLAUGHTER

(v. 11), SPRINKLING OF BLOOD IN HOLY OF HOLIES (v. 14),

SANCTUARY (v. 16) & INNER ALTAR (v.18-19), DISPOSAL (v. 27)

ATONES FOR IMPURITY OF

TEMPLE & SACRIFICES

CAUSED BY PRIESTS

PEOPLE'S  SIN-

OFFERING GOAT

(v. 5)

SELECTION VIA LOTTERY (v. 7-10), SLAUGHTER (v. 15),

SPRINKLING OF BLOOD IN HOLY OF HOLIES (v. 15),

SANCTUARY (v. 16) & INNER ALTAR (v.18-19), DISPOSAL (v. 27)

ATONES FOR IMPURITY OF

TEMPLE & SACRIFICES

CAUSED BY THE NATION

SCAPEGOAT

(v. 5)

SELECTION VIA LOTTERY (v. 7-10), CONFESSION ON BEHALF OF

THE JEWISH PEOPLE (v. 20-21), SENT OFF TO THE DESERT TO BE

THROWN OFF HIGH CLIFF (v. 21-22)

ATONES FOR ALL OTHER

SINS OF THE NATION

INCENSE IN THE

HOLY OF HOLIES

(v. 12-13)

HIGH PRIEST TAKES PAN OF COALS FROM OUTER ALTAR AND

DOUBLE HANDFUL OF INCENSE (v. 12), AND BURNS THE

INCENSE IN THE HOLY OF HOLIES (v. 13)

SPIRITUAL ELEVATION OF

THE JEWISH PEOPLE*

G
O

L
D

FURTHER YOM

KIPPUR OFFERINGS 

(v. 3, 5)

HIGH PRIEST'S BURNT-OFFERING RAM (v. 3, 24),

PEOPLE'S BURNT-OFFERING RAM (v. 5, 24), FESTIVAL

OFFERINGS, BURNING REMAINS OF SIN-OFFERING (v. 25)

YOM KIPPUR SERVICE

NOT CONNECTED WITH

HOLY OF HOLIES

REMOVAL OF

SPOON & SHOVEL

(v. 23)

HIGH PRIEST ENTERS HOLY OF HOLIES TO REMOVE SPOON

AND SHOVEL THAT WERE USED TO BURN THE INCENSE (v. 23),

LINEN GARMENTS ARE STORED AWAY (v. 23).

COMPLETION OF SERVICE

IN HOLY OF HOLIES

FESTIVAL &

AFTERNOON

OFFERINGS

REMAINDER OF FESTIVAL OFFERINGS, AFTERNOON

COMMUNAL SACRIFICE (TAMID), BURNING OF INCENSE ON

INNER ALTAR, LIGHTING MENORAH & OTHER SERVICES 

COMPLETION OF FESTIVAL

& DAILY TEMPLE

PROCEDUREG
O

L
D

G
O

L
D

W
H

IT
E

W
H

I
T

E

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 14, pp. 129-130.
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�
3 Aharon should enter the Holy (of Holies only on Yom Kippur, when he should bring) these

(offerings): a young bull for a sin-offering and a ram for a burnt-offering. 

�
4 He should wear:  

� A linen tunic (that belongs to the) holy (Sanctuary);

� Linen pants should be on his body;

� He should gird himself with a linen sash;

� He should place a linen turban (on his head);

� (Since) these are holy garments, he should immerse in (mikvah) water (before) he puts

them on. 

nana cvo cju.' ahacvo zvc' kph athi eyhdur bgav xbhdur
4

' tkt

ctrcgv' ffvi vshuy' ufuki ak cu.
5

: esa hkca/ ahvhu nak vesa: hmb;/
f,rdunu hjh, crhahv' hbhj crtau' fnuu,bj cdsu

6
utj,,hv: urj.

cnho/ tu,u vhuo ygui ychkv cfkjkhpu,hu/ ujna pgnho vhv njkh;

ngcus, pbhokgcus, ju. unju. kpbho' unabv ncdsh zvckcdsh kci

uncdsh kci kcdsh zvc' ucfk jkhpvygui ychkv uabh esuah hsho urdkho ni
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�� Why does the Torah specify only four garments, when

the High Priest usually wore eight garments? (v. 4)

RASHI: Scripture is telling us that [the High Priest] does not perform

the “inner service” [i.e. service connected with the Holy of Holies]

wearing the eight priestly garments with which he performs the

“outer service.” For [the eight garments] contain gold [which is

reminiscent of the sin of the Golden Calf; so the gold which was the]

“prosecuting attorney” [of the Jewish people] cannot become a

“defense attorney” [to atone for them]. 

Rather, he wears four garments, like an ordinary priest. They are all

made of linen.

RAMBAM: There are three types of priestly garments: the garments of

an ordinary priest, the golden garments, and the white garments....

The golden garments are the garments of the High Priest.... The white

garments are used by the High Priest when he serves on Yom Kippur

(Laws of Temple Apparatus 8:1-3).

All the daily communal offerings and festival offerings are offered

by the High Priest while he wears the golden garments. The services

which are unique to this day [Yom Kippur], namely the High Priest’s

bull, the two goats (one of which is the scapegoat), offering the

incense in the Holy of Holies—all these procedures are carried out in

the white garments (Laws of the Service of Yom Kippur 2:1).

THE HIGH PRIEST’S YOM KIPPUR GARMENTS (V. 4)

Rashi’s comment to verse 4 presents us with the following difficulties:

a.) What is troubling Rashi? At first glance, verse 4 appears to be quite

straightforward: The Torah requires the High Priest to wear a particular set

of garments when serving on Yom Kippur. Since Yom Kippur is a unique

day—as the Torah stresses below, that it is “once a year” (v. 34) it is quite

logical that this special day might require its own set of garments. Why did

Rashi find this problematic, at the literal level?

b.) Rashi writes that the golden garments were not worn by the High

Priest for the “inner service” of Yom Kippur because gold is reminiscent

of the Golden Calf and that “the prosecuting attorney cannot become a

defense attorney” to atone for the Jewish people.  

But if gold indeed has negative connotations, how can the High Priest

wear the golden garments at all when carrying out the services of Yom

Kippur? Rashi himself writes that the High Priest wears golden garments

when performing the “outer service,” which consists of offerings

specifically associated with the Day of Atonement, and yet we are told that

gold is a total anathema, as far as atonement is concerned!

c.) Rashi writes a negative reason why the priest does not wear only

golden garments (because they are reminiscent of the Golden Calf). This

suggests that, in principle, the High Priest should really be wearing all his

garments —which are made “for honor and for splendor” (Shemos 28:2)—

but since it is Yom Kippur he is deprived from wearing his golden

garments, which are inappropriate for this day. 

This however leaves us with the question: How could we allow the

“honor and splendor” of the High Priest to be compromised? The

requirement to wear all of the priestly garments is so serious that a priest

who is missing just one garment is liable for the death penalty (Rashi ibid.,

v. 33). So it seems unreasonable that such an important mitzvah is

compromised merely because gold has negative connotations?

Why did Rashi reject the more straightforward interpretation of

Rambam that the white garments of Yom Kippur are not a compromised

version of the High Priests’ regular garments but rather, a different type of

priestly garment altogether (as he stresses, “There are three types of

priestly garments....”)? For, according to Rashi’s negative approach we are

left with the above question: How could the High Priest be “lacking

garments” on Yom Kippur?

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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THE EXPLANATION

On reaching verse 4, Rashi was troubled by the following question: Why

did the Torah choose to teach us about the garments of Yom Kippur here,

in the middle of a passage dealing with the special sacrifices of the day?

Surely the dress requirements of the High Priest should have been

recorded either before the details of the day’s offerings (before verse 3), or

afterwards (i.e. after verse 22)? Why does the Torah begin to tell us that

Aharon must bring “a young bull for a sin-offering and a ram for a burnt-

offering” (v. 3), and then interrupt to tell us, “He must wear a linen tunic

etc.” (v. 4), and then revert back to the subject of sacrifices in the following

verse: “He should take from the community of the children of Israel: two

male goats as a sin-offering, and one ram as a burnt-offering”?

Clearly, concluded Rashi, the Torah wishes to indicate that the content

of verses 3 and 4 is strongly connected, such that having read verse 3

(that Aharon should bring “a young bull for a sin-offering and a ram for

a burnt-offering”) we must immediately be told what Aharon must wear.

Apparently, the Torah wishes to tell us that Aharon must wear these four

white linen garments when offering the young bull and ram.

However, on reading the following verses it becomes apparent that this

could not possibly be the Torah’s intention. For after completing the

services associated with the young bull, we read that Aharon must “put

on his (golden priestly) garments,” before “he should go out and offer his

burnt-offering (ram)” (v. 24), i.e. the Torah states explicitly that Aharon

does not wear his white linen garments when offering the ram.

So Rashi wondered: What is the Torah suggesting by placing verses 3

and 4 together?

Rashi concluded that the Torah wished to connect the beginning of

verse 3 with verse 4: “Aharon should enter the Holy (of Holies only on

Yom Kippur).... He should wear a linen tunic...”, i.e. that the linen

garments worn by the High Priest are associated, not with the day of Yom

Kippur in general, but rather, with the entrance into the Holy of Holies in

particular. And while the entire day of Yom Kippur is associated with the

atonement of the Jewish people, the fact that the Torah begins this

passage with the words “Aharon should enter the Holy (of Holies only on

Yom Kippur)...” suggests that the primary atonement is achieved through

the entry into the Holy of Holies in particular. Therefore the High Priest

“does not perform the “inner service” wearing the eight priestly

garments... which contain gold, for the ‘prosecuting attorney’ [of the

Jewish people] cannot become a ‘defense attorney.’”

Nevertheless, he may perform the “outer service” in the golden

garments, for this involves sacrifices which are not directly connected with
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`i−¦a�d	e d ® �T�C mi−O�q z�xŸ ¬h�w ei½ �p§t�g `÷́�nE d½ �eŸd	i i´ �p§t¦Nn Æ �gÆ¥A	fO�d

: �̀z̈l£r©l c�g x©k�cE �̀z �̀H�g§l oi�G¦r i�xi¦t§v oi�x�Y

Di¥l iC �̀z �̀H�g�c �̀xFY z
i oŸx�d�̀  a�x�wi�e e

z
i a�Q�i	e f :Di�zi¥A W
p�` l©r	e idFl£r x©R©ki�e

r�x�z¦A �i	i m�c�w oFd�z
i miwie oixi¦t§v oi�x�Y

oixi¦t§v oi�x�Y l©r oŸx�d�` o�Y�i	e g :`�p�n�f o©M�W�n

c�g `¨a�c©r	e �ii�c `�n�W¦l c�g `¨a�c©r oi¦a�c©r

wi�l�q iC �̀xi¦t§v z
i oŸx�d�̀  ai�x�wi�e h :l�f`�f£r©l

:`�z`�H�g Di�pic§A§r
i	e �ii�c `�n�W¦l `¨a�c©r idFl£r

m�w�Y�i l�f`�f£r©l `¨a�c©r idFl£r wi�l�q iC `�xi¦t§vE i

Di�z�i �̀g�N�W§l idFl£r �̀ẍR©k§l �i	i m�c�w i©g c©M

�̀xFY z
i oŸx�d�̀  a�x�wi�e `i :`�x§A�c�n§l l�f`�f£r©l

W
p�` l©r	e idFl£r x©R©ki�e Di¥l iC `�z`�H�g�c

:Di¥l iC `�z`�H�g�c `�xFY z
i qFM�i	e Di�zi¥A

i�e�N¦r�n `�X�`�C oix�nEB �̀ziY�g�n i¥l�n a�Q�i	e ai

z�xFh�w idFp§t�g i�l�nE �i	i m�c�w on `�g§A�c�n

vfhur
1

: )u( t, pr vjyt, tar ku/ vtnur kngkv/uknsl fti anaku

vut ct' ukt nak mcur
2

: ufpr cgsu ucgs ch,u/ n,usv gkhu gubu,hu

ugubu, ch,u
3

: )j( ub,i tvri gk abh vaghrho drku,/ngnhs tjs

khnhi utjs kantk' ubu,i a,h hshucekph ubuyk durk chnhi ujcru cantk'

ubu,igkhvo' t, af,uc cu kao vut kao' ut,af,uc cu kgztzk na,kj

kgztzk
4

: gztzk/ vut vr gz ueav' mue dcuv' abtnr tr. dzrv' j,ufv
5

:

)y( ugavu jyt,/ fanbhj vdurk gkhu eurtku ao utunr kvw jyt,
6

:

)h(hgns jh/ fnu hugns jh gk hsh tjrho'u,rdunu h,eo fs jh/ nv

,knus kunr' kphabtnr kakj tu,u kgztzk' uthbh husg ahkujuto knh,v

to kjhho' kfl btnr hgns jh'gnhs,u jh gs aha,kj' nfti aakhju,u

knh,v: kfpr gkhu/ ah,usv gkhu' fsf,hcuv,usv gkhu uduw
7

: )ht( ufpr
cgsu uduw/ uhsuh abh gkhu ugk tjhuvfvbho' avo fko eruho ch,u'

abtnr ch, tvri crfu t, vw uduw
8

' nftiavfvbho n,fprho cu
9

' ufk

fpr,i thbv tkt gkyunt, nesa uesahu' fnu abtnrufpr gk vesa

nyuntu, uduw
01

: )hc( ngk vnzcj/ vjhmui
11

: nkpbh vw/ nms akpbh vp,j

uvut ms ngrch
21

: sev/ nv ,knus kunr sev' uvkt fk veyur,sev vht'

hWar
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*crta gnus cxW,/ chWv anWu xhni/
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�
5 He should take from the community of the children of Israel: two male goats as a sin-offering,

and one ram as a burnt-offering. 

�
6 Aharon should (first) bring his own sin-offering bull, and (confess over it) atoning for himself

and for his household. 

�
7 He should take the two male (communal) goats, and place them before God at the entrance to

the Tent of Meeting. 8 Aharon should place lots upon the two male goats: one lot “For God,” and

the other lot, “For (casting off) a high cliff.” 

�
9 Aharon should bring the male goat upon which the lot “For God” came up, and designate it as

a sin-offering. 10 The male goat upon which the lot “For (casting off) a high cliff” came up should

be placed before God while it is still alive, to (confess on it) atoning (for the Jewish people—

before it is) sent away to the high cliff (to its death), in the desert. 

�
11 Aharon should bring his own sin-offering bull, and he should (confess upon it again) atoning

for himself and for his (priestly) household. Then he should slaughter his sin-offering bull. 

�
12 He should take a pan full of burning coals from upon the (outer) Altar, from (the west side of

the Altar, which) faces (the entrance to) God(’s House), and a double handful of (extra) finely

any service in the Holy of Holies, and thus they do not bring about the

primary atonement of the day.*

(In this respect, Rashi’s interpretation is superior to that of Rambam. For

according to Rambam’s view, that the white garments are for “services

which are unique to this day,” we are left with the question: Why are the

two ram burnt-offerings not offered in white garments, since they are

offerings that are indeed unique to Yom Kippur (see v. 3, 5, 24)? According

to Rashi however, this does not pose a problem at all, as Rashi’s view is

that the linen garments are worn for services specifically connected with

the Holy of Holies, which clearly excluded the two rams whose service is

completed entirely “outside”).

However, according to Rashi’s interpretation we are still left with

the question: How could the High Priest be “lacking garments” on

Yom Kippur?

To address this problem, Rashi continues: “He wears four garments, like

an ordinary priest. They are all made of linen.” At first glance, this

statement appears to be totally superfluous, for the reader can count for

himself that four garments are listed here and the Torah states explicitly

that they are made of linen. Furthermore, since the services of Yom

Kippur may only be carried out by the High Priest, it appears improper to

state that he is dressed “like an ordinary priest”!

In truth, however, with these words Rashi wishes to inform the reader

that the High Priest has not compromised four of his eight garments, but

rather, that the correct attire for the High Priest when entering the Holy of

Holies is that of an ordinary priest. Proof for this point is that “they are all

made of linen.” For if the High Priest was merely wearing four of his eight

garments, then he would not be wearing only linen, since the High Priest’s

sash was made of “fine linen twisted with turquoise, purple, and crimson

wool” (Shemos 39:29). Thus, the fact that he is wearing only linen proves

that he is not wearing a partial set of High Priest’s garments, but rather, a

full set of ordinary priest’s garments, for (at the literal level**) Rashi was

of the opinion that an ordinary priest wears a pure linen sash.

SUMMARY OF THE VIEWS OF RASHI & RAMBAM

Rashi was of the opinion that: a.) The white garments of the High Priest

are associated with the location of the service performed while wearing

them—the Holy of Holies. b.) Thus gold garments are not worn since,

they have negative connotations for the service in this special location.

Rambam was of the opinion that: a.) The white garments of the High

Priest are associated with the time of the service performed while wearing

them—Yom Kippur. b.) The gold garments have no negative

connotations. The white garments are worn for positive reasons—

because they are the appropriate priestly garments for this day.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 89ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* It still remains to be clarified why the service of the scapegoat is carried out in white garments, since its blood is not sprinkled inside the Holy of Holies. Perhaps the two goats

are in fact considered to be one single sacrifice (as suggested by the verse, “He should take... two male goats as a sin-offering”—v. 5), and thus the blood of the goat “for God”

which is sprinkled in the Holy of Holies achieves atonement on behalf of both goats. In fact, this connection would seem to be supported by the law stated in the Talmud (Yoma

40b), that the scapegoat must be kept alive until the blood of its fellow goat has been sprinkled. However, Rashi does not cite this law in his commentary to the Torah and it

appears to be incompatible with Rashi’s commentary, since the Talmud derives the law from a scriptural redundancy (in v. 10) which Rashi interprets differently.

** Shemos 39:27-28 describes the linen tunics, turbans and pants of Aharon and his sons, whereas verse 29 describes a single sash, suggesting that only Aharon’s sash was made

of “fine linen twisted with turquoise, purple, and crimson wool.” Thus it follows that, at the literal level, the ordinary priest’s sash was made of plain linen, like his other garments.

For differing views on this matter in Jewish law see Yoma 6a; Rambam, Laws of Temple Apparatus 8:1.

[ The Last Word [

If one wishes to be involved with the “inside service” of

bringing another Jew closer to Judaism, by arousing in him an

inner desire to return to God and help him atone for his sins, then

one must first remove one’s metaphorical gold garments which

are “for honor and for glory,” and adopt the attitude of selfless

dedication, symbolized by the ordinary priest’s garments of plain,

white linen.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 95)
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abtnr uaje, nnbvvse
1

' tkt a,vt sev ni vsev' angrc huo

vfpurho vhv njzhrv knf,a,
2

: )hd(gk vta/ ac,ul vnj,v: ukt
hnu,/ vt to kt gatv f,ebv' jhhcnh,v

3
: )hs( uvzv ctmcgu/

vztv tj, cnang: ukpbh vfpr, hzv acg/ vrh tj, kngkvuacg

knyv
4

: )yu(tar kgo/ nv avpr nfpr gk vfvbhonfpr vaghr gk

hartk' uvut vaghr agkv gkhuvdurk kao: ftar gav kso vpr/
tj, kngkv uacgknyv: )yz(nynt, cbh hartk/ gk vbfbxhi

knesa cyuntv ukt busg kvo cxu;' abtnrkfk jyt,o' ujyt, vut

audd
5

: unpaghvo/ t; vbfbxhi nzhs cyuntv
6

: ufi hgav ktvk nugs/

fao avzv nabhvocpbho tj, kngkv uacg knyv' fl nzv gkvpruf,

ncju. nabhvo tj, kngkv uacgknyv
7

: vafi t,o c,ul ynt,o/
t; gk ph avoyntho afhbv chbhvo: )hj(tk vnzcj tar kpbh vw/
zv nzcjvzvc avut kpbh vw cvhfk/ unv ,knus kunruhmt' kph avzv

vvztu, gk vpruf, ugns nivnzcj ukpbho uvzv' ucn,bu, vnzcj

vzeheukmt, ni vnzcj ukju.' uh,jhk neri nzrjh,mpubh,
8

: ufpr gkhu/
unv vht fpr,u' ukej nso vprunso vaghr' ngurchi zv k,ul zv

9
:

)hy( uvzv gkhu ni vso/ tjr ab,i n,bu,ctmcgu gk erbu,hu' nzv

acg vztu, gk ddu: uyvru/ nnv agcr: uesau/ kg,hs kct
01

:

�� For what sins does the scapegoat atone? (v. 20-22)

RAMBAM: The scapegoat atones for the entire Jewish people...for all

transgressions of the Torah, both severe and less severe sins; those

violated intentionally and those violated unintentionally, whether

the person was aware of his sin or not all are atoned for by the

scapegoat. But this is provided that one does teshuvah (repentance).

If one does not do teshuvah, the goat atones only for less severe sins. 

Which sins are considered “severe” and which are considered “less

severe”? The “severe sins” are those for which a person is liable

either for execution by a court or soul excision (kares).... Other

prohibitions and all positive commands that are not punishable by

soul excision are “less severe sins.”

Now that the Temple no longer exists and there is no Altar to

atone, there is only teshuvah, and teshuvah atones for all sins. 

(Laws of Teshuvah, 1:2-3)

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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ground incense, and bring it inside the partition. 13 He should place the incense on the fire (that

is in the fire pan), before God, so that a cloud of the incense covers the Ark’s lid that is above

the (tablets of) Testimony. (He must do this precisely) so that he will not die. 

�
14 He should take some of the bull’s blood and sprinkle it (once) with his index finger towards the

top (edge) of the Ark’s lid (which is facing) eastwards. And he should sprinkle some blood seven

times with his index finger, towards (the lower part of) the front of the Ark’s lid. 

�
15 He should then slaughter the male goat, which (was designated by the lottery as) the people’s

sin-offering, and bring its blood within the partition. He should do with its blood just as he had

done with the bull’s blood, and he should sprinkle it towards the top (edge) of the Ark’s lid and

towards (the lower part of) the front of the Ark’s lid. 16 He will (thus) make an atonement for the

Holy (of Holies) from the defilements (caused by) the children of Israel who sinned intentionally

or unintentionally (by entering the Temple while in a state of ritual impurity). 

� He should do likewise within the Tent of Meeting, (sprinkling blood towards the partition where

God’s Presence) dwells with the (Jewish People, despite) their ritual impurity. 

�
17 No man should be in the Tent of Meeting when (Aharon) comes to atone in the Holy (of

Holies), until he comes out. He will atone for himself, for his household, and for the entire

congregation of Israel. 

�
18 He should then go out (of that part of the Tent of Meeting where he had sprinkled blood

towards the partition) to the (Golden) Altar that is before God (in another part of the Tent of

Meeting) and atone upon it (as follows): He should take some of the bull’s blood and the male

goat’s blood (mixed together), and place it on the horns of the Altar (with his finger), all around.
19 He should then sprinkle some of the blood on (top of the Altar) with his index finger seven

times, and he will thus purify it from the ritual impurity of the Jewish people, and sanctify it

(for further use). 

�
20 When he is finished atoning for the Holy (of Holies), the Tent of Meeting, and the (Golden)

Altar, he should bring the living male goat. 21 Aharon should lean both of his hands upon the

living male goat’s head and confess all the sins of the Jewish people upon it—all their intentional

THE ATONEMENT POWER OF THE SCAPEGOAT (V. 20-22)

Rambam writes that the mitzvah of offering the scapegoat on Yom

Kippur was so powerful that it atoned for (the less severe) sins of the

Jewish people, even if they had not done teshuvah. This presents us with

a number of problems:

a.) Later in the same law (cited in Classic Questions to v. 30), Rambam writes:

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

According to the Zohar, the purpose of offering incense in the

Holy Temple is to subdue the potency of the evil inclination.

This is alluded to by the fact that, unlike the sacrifices, not all the

ingredients of the incense were from substances fit for human

consumption, and one ingredient was foul-smelling. Thus, the

burning of the incense represented the spiritual elevation of the very

lowest of items, including the evil inclination itself.

However, this begs the question: on Yom Kippur the prosecuting

forces of evil are temporarily silenced (Yoma 20a), so why did incense

have to be offered as part of the special service of Yom Kippur

(see v. 12-13)?

Chasidic thought explains that the incense of the rest of the year

was comparable to teshuvah out of fear, which has the power to wipe

away the sins of the past. The incense of Yom Kippur, however, is

comparable to teshuvah out of love, which has the power to

transform intentional transgressions into merits.  

Thus, the incense of Yom Kippur is not a negative service aimed at

wiping away the evil inclination, but has the positive goal of elevating

the Jewish people to serve God in a truly unlimited manner, such that

even the past is transformed for the good. For this reason, the incense

was burned specifically in the Holy of Holies, where God’s absolute

infinitude was revealed.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 129)

SECOND

READING



1 hunt xu:     2 ao kc/     3 s; kc/     4 ao hc:     5 ao kc/     6 ao k/     7 anu, k' y     

)ft(thag,h/ vnufi kfl nhuo t,nuk
1

: )fd( uct tvri tk tvk
nugs/ tnrurcu,hbu

2
' athi zv neunu ak nert zv' ub,buygo kscrhvo

cnxf, hunt
3

utnrufk vprav fukv tnur gk vxsr' ju. nchtvzu' avht

tjr gahh, guk,u uguk, vgo uveyr,thnurh pr uaghr abgaho cju.

ccdsh zvc'uyuck unesa upuayi ukuca cdsh kci: uct tk tvk nugs/
kvumht t, vf; ut,vnj,v aveyhr cv veyr, kpbh ukpbho: upay t,
cdsh vcs/ tjr avumhto ukucacdsh zvc k,nhs ak chi vgrcho/ uzvu

xsrvgcusu, ,nhs ak ajr ccdsh zvc' ugcus, pruaghr vpbhnho ueyr,

ak nj,v ccdsh kci/uthku uthk vgo unem, vnuxphi ccdsh zvc/uvumt,

f; unj,v ccdsh kci/ uahrhvnuxphi u,nhs ak chi vgrcho ueyur, vvhfk

agk nzcj vpbhnh ccdsh zvc/ uxsr vnertu,kph xsr vgcusu, fl vut/

uakj t, vaghrcnscr/ urj. t, caru cnho uduw uhmt ugav t,guk,u

uduw ut, jkc vjyt, uduw/ ufk vprav gsutjrh fi hct tk vnjbv' utjr

fl uct tvri: uvbhjo ao/ nkns aygubhi dbhzv' uktha,na ctu,i

trcgv cdsho khuo fpurho tjr
4

: )fs( urj. t, caru uduw/ kngkv

knsbunurj. t, caru ukcao' afavutnabv ncdsh zvc kcdsh kci ygui

ychkv')actu,v ychkv pay cdsh zvc agcs cvigcus, ,nhs ak ajr

ukca cdsh kci kgcus,vhuo(' ufti knsbu afavut nabv ncdsh kcikcdsh

zvc ygui ychkv
5

: cneuo esua/ vneusa cesua, gzrv uvhtvh,v cdd

ch, vpruv' ufi trcg ychku, vctu,jucv khuo' tck vrtaubv vh,v

cjhk
6

: ukca t, cdshu/ anbv cdsho avut gucscvi fk hnu, vabv:

uhmt/ ni vvhfk tk vjmr anzcj vgukv ao: ugav t, guk,u/ thk kgukv

vtnur kngkv czt, hct tvri uduw: ut, guk, vgo/ uthk kgukv vtnur

kngkv unt, gs, cbh hartk uduw: )fv( ut, jkc vjyt,/ thnurh pr

uaghr: heyhr vnzcjv/ gk nzcj vjhmui' stkucpbhnh f,hc kt ,gku gkhu

eyr,zrv ugukv unbjv
7

: )fz( tar vuct t, sno/ kvhfk ukpbhukpbho:

“The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement, [but this

atonement will only be effective] for those who are remorseful.” We see

here a major difference between the atonement power of the scapegoat

and that of the “day” of Yom Kippur: 

The scapegoat atones for (less severe) sins even without teshuvah, but

the day of Yom Kippur will atone for a person’s sins only if he is

remorseful and penitent. 

Why is this the case?
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and unintentional sins. He will thus place the (sins) on the male goat’s head and send it off to the

desert with a pre-designated man. 22 The male goat will thus carry upon itself all their sins to an

uninhabited land. He should send off the male goat into the desert. 

(The instructions within the next verse are actually carried out after verse 28):

�
23 Aharon should (remove his golden priestly garments, immerse in a mikvah, wash his hands

and feet, put on his linen garments and) enter the Tent of Meeting. (He should remove the ladle

used to bring the incense into the Holy of Holies and the firepan.) He should then remove the

linen garments that he had worn when he came into the Holy (of Holies), and he should store

them away there (never to be used again). 

�
24 (Before doing the above) he should immerse his body in (mikvah) water (found) in the holy

(Temple Courtyard, on the roof of the House of Parvah) and put on his (golden priestly)

garments. He should go out and offer his burnt-offering (ram) and the people’s burnt-offering

(ram), atoning for himself and for the people, 25 and he should make the fat of the sin-offering go

up in smoke on the (outer) Altar.

�
26 The person who sent off the male goat to the high cliff should immerse his garments and

immerse his body in (mikvah) water, and (only) after this may he come into the camp. 

�
27 Someone should take the sin-offering bull and male goat of the sin-offering—whose blood was

brought to atone in the Holy (of Holies)—outside the camp, and their skin, flesh, and waste

matter should be burned in fire. 28 The person who burns them should immerse his garments and

immerse his body in (mikvah) water, and (only) after this may he come into the camp. 

29 (Yom Kippur) will be an eternal statute for you: 

� In the seventh month, on the tenth of the month, you should afflict yourselves. 

� You should not do any work—neither the native nor convert who lives among you. 30 For on this

day (God) will atone for you, to cleanse you. You will be cleansed from all your sins before God. 

�� If “on this day (God) will atone for you” (v. 30)—does one

still have to do teshuvah on Yom Kippur? 

TALMUD: “[The Sages said]: ‘Yom Kippur brings about atonement

with teshuvah.’ This means to say that [the day] will only bring about

atonement if it is accompanied by teshuvah, but [the day] will not

atone in itself.... Rebbi said: Yom Kippur brings atonement for all

transgressions of the Torah, regardless of whether the person did

teshuvah or not. Except in the case of one who throws off the yoke

[Divine Authority], interprets the Torah unlawfully, or breaks the

covenant of [circumcision of] Avraham our father (Yoma 85b).

RAMBAM: The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement—

[but this atonement will only be effective] for those who are

remorseful—as the verse states (v. 30): “For on this day (God) will

atone for you” (Laws of Teshuvah, 1:2-3).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

b.) Rambam appears to contradict himself. First he writes, that “Now

that the Temple no longer exists... there is only teshuvah, and teshuvah

atones for all sins,” suggesting that teshuvah and teshuvah alone can

bring about atonement in the current era. But then, he concludes, “The

day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement, for those who are

remorseful,” suggesting that the actual day of Yom Kippur also helps to

bring atonement, in addition to a person’s remorsefulness and teshuvah.

So it turns out that there is not “only teshuvah” to “atone for all sins,” but

there is Yom Kippur too!

c.) Why does Rambam mention the atonement power of the day of

Yom Kippur (“The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement”) in

reference to the current era only? Are we to conclude that the day of Yom

Kippur did not bring about atonement in Temple times?

THE EXPLANATION

Every sin has a twofold implication: 1.) Its effect on the person who

commits the sin, i.e. how the sin causes a spiritual regression in the person

who commits it, thus rendering him in need of atonement.

2.) The very existence of the sinful act. I.e. in addition to its effect on the

sinner, the sin is an evil entity in itself, which adds to the collective evil that

exists in the world—as in the saying, “He who commits one transgression

acquires against himself one accuser” (Avos 4:11).

Thus, when we speak of the atonement power of the scapegoat and the

day of Yom Kippur, we need to clarify: Do they atone merely for the

effects of the sins on the guilty person, leaving the sins as evil entities that

continue to exist in the world? Or do they achieve atonement by totally

eradicating the very existence of the sins?

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

THIRD

READING

(2ND WHEN

JOINED)



1 hunt kc:     2 ,uWf     3 hunt bc:     4 ,uWf     

)kc( ufpr vfvi tar hnaj uduw/ fprv zuak huo vfpurho thbv farv

tkt cfvi dsuk
1

'kph abtnrv fk vprav ctvri' vumrl kunrcfvi dsuk

vct tjrhu ahvt fnuvu
2

: utar hnkt t, hsu/ thi kh tkt vnaujcani

vnajv' nrucv cdsho nbhi' ,knus kunrutar hnkt t, hsu uduw' uvo fk

vfvbhodsukho agnsu nhtahvu uthkl' achnhu bdbzvmkujh, ak ani

vnajv
3

: kfvi ,j, tchu/ kkns ato cbu nnkt t,neunu vut euso

kfk tso
4

: )ks( uhga ftar muv vw uduw/ favdhg huovfpurho gav

fxsr vzv' ukvdhs acju aktvri akt vhv kucai kdsuk,u' tkt fnehho

When describing the atonement power of the scapegoat, the Torah

states: “Aharon should lean both of his hands upon the living male goat’s

head and confess all the sins of the Jewish people upon it—all their

intentional and unintentional sins. He will thus place the (sins) on the male

goat’s head, and send it off to the desert with a pre-designated man. The

male goat will thus carry upon itself all their sins” (v. 21-22). This appears

to suggest that the very sins themselves (and not just their effect) are

“placed” on the scapegoat and “sent away.”

Consequently, Rambam rules, that “The scapegoat atones...for all

transgressions of the Torah...all are atoned for by the scapegoat,”

indicating that the scapegoat has the power to atone for the sins

themselves, and not merely their effect on the sinner.

On the other hand, in reference to the atonement power of the day of

Yom Kippur, the Torah states: “On this day (God) will atone for you, to

cleanse you. You will be cleansed from all your sins before God” (v. 30).

This suggests that the day of Yom Kippur only atones for the effect of the

sins on a person, but it does not eliminate the sins themselves.

Thus, Rambam did not write that the day of Yom Kippur atones for

actual sins, but that rather, “The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about

atonement for those who are remorseful,” i.e. for the spiritual regression

suffered by the penitents themselves.

With this distinction in mind, we can answer our earlier questions:

a.) The scapegoat clearly has a greater power of atonement than the

day of Yom Kippur itself, since the scapegoat eliminates the very existence

of sin, whereas the day of Yom Kippur merely wipes away the personal

effects of one’s sin. Since the scapegoat has a greater power of

atonement, it is more capable of achieving atonement without any

additional “assistance” from the person doing teshuvah. So, while the day

of Yom Kippur only atones for “those who are remorseful,” the scapegoat

will atone even if it is not accompanied by teshuvah. (Nevertheless, this is

only the case for “less severe sins.” In the case of “severe sins,” however,

even the scapegoat requires the additional atonement power of teshuvah

to be effective.)

b.) When Rambam writes, that “Now that the Temple no longer exists...

there is only teshuvah, and teshuvah atones for all sins,” he is speaking of

the total eradication of these sins. And, since the scapegoat is no longer

available, there is indeed no method of eliminating the existence of one’s

sins from the world, other than through teshuvah.

But this does not contradict his later statement, that “The day of Yom

Kippur itself brings about atonement,” since the day of Yom Kippur only

atones for the effects of one’s sins, and not for the sins themselves.

Therefore, it is still true to say that if one wishes to eliminate the sins

themselves “there is only teshuvah,” for the day of Yom Kippur is not

effective in this area.

c.) Since the atonement power of the day of Yom Kippur is inferior to

that of the scapegoat, there is no need to mention the former when the

latter is available. Thus, it is only when discussing atonement during the

current era that Rambam mentions for the first time that “The day of Yom

Kippur itself brings about atonement,” for when the more powerful

atonement via the scapegoat is available, the relatively weaker power of

the day of Yom Kippur pales in comparison.

PRACTICAL RAMIFICATIONS

The above discussion has the following practical ramifications:

1.) In chapter two of his “Laws of Teshuvah,” Rambam describes the

method of repenting for one’s sins: one first needs to identify each sin

specifically, feel bitter and remorseful about each one, and resolve never

to do them again. This should be accompanied with verbal confession

and preferably, donations to charity along with a complete change of

identity and lifestyle.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
31 It is a Sabbath of rest for you, and you should afflict yourselves. It is an eternal statute. 

�
32 (Only) the (High) Priest who is anointed, or one who is inaugurated to serve in his father’s place

(as High Priest), should carry out (this) atonement. (Only) he should don the linen garments, the

holy garments. 33 (Only) he should atone for the Holy of Holies, and (only) he should atone for

the Tent of Meeting and the Altar. (Only) he should atone for the priests and for all the people of

the congregation. 

34 This will be an eternal statute for you, to atone for the Jewish people, for all their sins, once a year. 

(The following Yom Kippur, Aharon) did what God had commanded Moshe (in the correct order). 

It could be argued, however, that this detailed process is primarily

connected with the unique power of teshuvah to eradicate the sins

themselves. In order for a person to completely eliminate any trace of the

sin from the world, it is necessary to carry out all of the above procedures.

Nevertheless, in order to benefit from the atoning effect of the day of

Yom Kippur (which only atones for the effects of the sins on a person, and

not the sins themselves), it could be argued that the above-detailed

process is not required. For since we are only atoning for the person (and

not his sins), it is only necessary that the person feels remorseful in

general. The main power of Yom Kippur is to alleviate the negative effects

of the sins on himself, and for this a more general spirit of remorse will

suffice.

Thus, when discussing the teshuvah required on Yom Kippur in order

to benefit from the atonement effect of the day, Rambam does not write,

“The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement if it is accom-

panied by teshuvah”—which would suggest that Yom Kippur accom-

plishes nothing unless there is a full detailed teshuvah. Rather, he writes,

“The day of Yom Kippur itself brings about atonement for those

who are remorseful,” suggesting that as long as the person feels

generally remorseful, he benefits from the spiritual “cleansing” power of

Yom Kippur.

2.) In his “ Laws of Unintentional Transgressions,” Rambam writes,

“Yom Kippur...only atones for those who are remorseful, believing in the

atonement it brings. But those who spurn [the power of the day] will not

be atoned by it” (3:10).

Presumably this is based on the principle that “the prosecuting attorney

cannot become a defense attorney” (Rosh Hashanah 26a), i.e. if a person

“indicts” himself with a denial of Yom Kippur, then Yom Kippur can no

longer act as a “defense attorney” on his behalf (See Tzafnas Pane’ach to Laws

of Levirate Marriage 4:20).

At first glance, this principle appears to be limited to personal

atonement of the day of Yom Kippur, but not to atonement for sins via

the scapegoat:

If one spurns the notion of Yom Kippur, it makes sense that the day

no longer can cleanse him spiritually, as the person’s denial of the power

of the day acts as an “obstruction” which prevents the day from assisting

the person.

However, in the case of the atonement for the sins themselves via the

scapegoat, it would appear that even if the person denied the power of

the scapegoat it would still nevertheless atone on his behalf. For the

scapegoat is sufficiently powerful to atone for sins independently, even

without the combined assistance of teshuvah from the person himself.

In truth however, one cannot totally disassociate the scapegoat from the

“day of Yom Kippur,” for ultimately, the scapegoat is only effective

because it is part of the special service of Yom Kippur. Therefore, if a

person were to spurn the atonement power of Yom Kippur, the scapegoat

would not atone for him either, since the latter is a function of the former.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that there is a practical ramification

between the spurning of the power of the day of Yom Kippur and that of

the scapegoat. For Rambam writes explicitly that the day of Yom Kippur

only atones for those who are actively remorseful. In the case of the

scapegoat, however, it could be argued that if a person was totally passive

(and did not actively spurn the power of the scapegoat), then the

scapegoat would still atone for him, since, ultimately, the scapegoat has

the power to atone for (less severe) sins without the “assistance” of

teshuvah from the person himself.*

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 124ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* In Likutei Sichos, this practical ramification concludes with the words “the matter still requires further clarification.”

[ The Last Word [

“Teshuvah has the power of retroactivity. For although the past

is no longer under a man’s prerogative, nevertheless, God

Who is beyond any category of time and therefore transcends

the categories of time and limitation—has endowed teshuvah with

a special and wonderful quality, by means of which man can

regain mastery over his past. Moreover, by means of this special

power of teshuvah, man is able not only to render the past neutral

and ineffective, but he can even reverse it and turn it into

something positive, as our Sages of blessed memory expressed it:

“Willful wrongs become, in his case, as though they were merits”

(Yoma 86b).

“This power of teshuvah, whereby man is enabled to regain

control over the past, is possible because, on the one hand, it is

derived from a source which transcends the category of time, as

mentioned above;”

“And, on the other hand, it is drawn upon fully and

implemented in a way that it permeates the whole being of the

repenter, reaching to the very core of his Divine soul, which

likewise transcends time and change, and always ‘remains loyal

to Godliness,’ because it is ‘verily a part of Godliness above.’”

(Excerpted from a public letter written by the Rebbe during

the days of Selichos, 5720)



1 ,uWf     2 zcjho ez:     3 ao gnus tw     4 haghv hd' ft     5 zcjho eu/     6 frh,u, s:     7 ,u"f

dzhr, vnkl
1

: )d( tar hajy aur tu fac/ cnuesahivf,uc nscr'

abtnr kverhc erci: cnjbv/ ju. kgzrv
2

: )s( so hjac/ faupl so

vtso an,jhhccbpau: so apl/ krcu, t, vzure snho cju.
3

: )v( tar
vo zcjho/ tar vo rdhkho kzcuj: )z( kaghro/ kasho' fnuuaghrho

hresu ao
4

: )j( tar hgkv gukv/ kjhhc gk vneyhrthcrho cju. faujy

cju.' ato ajy tjsuvgkv jchru abhvo jhhchi
5

: )y( ubfr,/ zrgu bfr,

uhnhu bfr,hi: )h( fk so/ kph abtnr cbpa hfpr' hfuk kthvt jhhc tkt

gk so vnuesaho' ,knus kunrfk so
6

: ub,,h pbh/ pbth akh' pubv tbh

nfk gxehuguxe cu
7

: )ht( fh bpa vcar/ ak fk crhv cso vht,kuhv'

ukphfl b,,hu gk vnzcj kfpr gk bpavtso/ ,cut bpa u,fpr gk vbpa:
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�� What is God’s reaction to a person who eats blood? (v. 10)

RASHI: [God says]: “I will make Myself free from all My affairs, and

I will deal with this person!”

ONKELOS: [God says]: “I will become angry with him.”

�� Why is it prohibited to eat blood? (v. 10-12)

RAMBAM: This is to prevent Jewish people from occult practices

which involve blood, such as the Chaldean practice of attempting to

summon demons by using pools of blood, and eating blood in an

attempt to enhance the power of prophecy. Therefore, the Torah

prohibits the consumption of blood, to guide the Jewish people away

from foolishness (Guide for the Perplexed 3:46).

RAMBAN: Since “the soul of the body (of every creature depends on)

the blood” (v. 11), if a person eats the blood of an animal, the animal’s

soul becomes connected with the person and will bestow animalistic

characteristics upon him.
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[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT II OO NN OOFF OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG SS AA CC RR II FF II CC EE SS OO UU TT SS II DD EE TT HH EE TT EE MM PP LL EE ** [

1 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to Aharon and to his sons, and to all the children of Israel,

and say to them, “This is the thing which God has commanded (me) to say (to you)”: 

�
3 Any man of the House of Israel, who slaughters an ox, a lamb, or a goat (which has been

sanctified as an offering) inside the camp (but outside the Temple Courtyard), or one who

slaughters outside the camp, 4 and does not bring (his offering) to the entrance of the Tent of

Meeting to offer up as an offering to God, in the presence of the Tabernacle of God—this (act)

will be counted for that man like (shedding the) blood (of a human being).

� (Similarly, if he sprinkles sacrificial blood outside the Temple he is punished as if) he has shed

(human) blood, and that man will be cut off from among his people. 

5 (This warning is) in order that the children of Israel should take their offerings which they (are in the

habit of) slaughtering in the open field, and bring them to God, to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting,

to the priest, and slaughter them as peace-offerings to God. 6 The priest will dash the blood on God’s

Altar at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and he will make the fat go up in smoke, as a pleasant aroma

to God. 7 They should no longer slaughter their sacrifices to demons after whom they stray. This should

be an eternal statute for them, for (all) their generations. 

8 You should say to them: 

� Any man from the House of Israel, or from the converts who will live among them, who offers

up (the sacrificial parts of) a burnt-offering or a (peace-)offering, 9 and does not bring them to the

entrance of the Tent of Meeting to be (burned) for God—that man will be cut off from his people

(i.e. he will die prematurely and his children will die). 

[ LL AA WW SS PP EE RR TT AA II NN II NN GG TTOO EE AA TT II NN GG &&  CC OO VV EE RR II NN GG BB LL OO OO DD [

�
10 If any man from the House of Israel, or from the converts who live among them, eats any

blood, I will devote My time (away from all My affairs and deal) with the soul who eats the blood,

and I will cut him off from among his people. 11 Because the soul of (every creature’s) body

THE PROHIBITION OF EATING BLOOD (V. 10-12)

Why is the prohibition of eating blood so severe that it causes God to

“make Himself free” from all his affairs, and deal with the guilty person? 

And why does Rashi not address this obvious question?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not need to explain why the prohibition of eating blood is so

severe, because the Torah states the reason explicitly: “Because the soul

of (every creature’s) body (depends on its) blood.”

Furthermore, the reader will remember that, after the flood, God told

Noach: “Every moving thing that lives shall be yours to eat. Like the green

vegetation (which was all that man could eat before) I have (now) given

you everything” (9:3). Rashi (ibid.) comments: “I did not permit Adam, the

first man, to eat meat, but only vegetation. But, for you, like the green

vegetation which I allowed Adam [before], I have [now] given you

everything.”

Why did God forbid Adam to eat meat and then permit it to Noach?

Rashi did not explain this matter, as he held it to be self-evident: God

forbade Adam to take the soul from a living creature merely for the sake

of eating it. But after the flood, there was a weakening of the physical

makeup of man, requiring the additional nutritional value of meat, and

therefore God permitted man to eat meat.

Nevertheless, even after God permitted man to eat meat, He imposed

certain restrictions: To non-Jews He prohibited eating meat which had

been detached from a living animal (Noach 9:4); and to Jews he also

prohibited the consumption of the animal’s blood. For while a

dispensation had been granted to eat meat, it was nevertheless not

absolute. So, while it became necessary (for nutritional reasons) to allow

man to eat the flesh of the animal, it remained prohibited to eat its blood,

which contains the very life and soul of an animal.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei 5746)

�
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* For further details about this prohibition, see Devarim 12:4-7.
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1 hcnu, ehs/     2 jukhi ps/     3 ,uWf     4 anu, f' c     5 ,u"f     6 ao

)hc( fk bpa nfo/ kvzvhr dsukho gkveybho
1

: )hd( tar hmus/ thi kh

tkt mhs/ tuuzhiu,rbdukhi nbhi' ,knus kunr mhs' nfk neuo/ tofi knv

btnr tar hmus' akt htfk car tktcvznbv zt,
2

: tar htfk/ pry

kyntho: )hs( snu cbpau vut/ snu vut ku cneuovbpa' avbpa ,kuhv

cu: fh bpa fk car snu vut/ vbpa vhtvso/ so ucar kaui zfr' bpa

kaui becv: )yu( tar ,tfk bckv uyrpv/ cbck, gu;yvur scr

vf,uc' athi kv yuntv tkt cagvabckg, cch, vckhgv' uknsl fti

anyntvctfhk,v' uthbv nyntv cndg/ uyrpv vtnurvfti kt bf,cv

tkt ksrua/ ufi abhbu hfuk ,vtbck, gu; ynt nyntv cch, vckhgv'

,knuskunr yrpv' nh aha cnhbu yrpv' hmt gu; yntathi cnhbu yrpv
3

:

)yz( ubat gubu/ to htfk esa tu hfbxknesa jhhc gk yuntv zu ffk

atr yuntu,: ucaru kt hrj. ubat gubu/ gk rjhm, dupugbua fr, ugk

fcux cdsho cnkeu,: )c( tbh vw tkvhfo/ tbh vut atnr,h cxhbh tbfh

vw tkvhl
4

' ueck,o gkhfonkfu,h' ng,v ecku dzru,h/ rch tunr dkuh

uhsugkpbhu axupi kb,e cgrhu, chnh gzrt' kphfl ctgkhvo cdzhrv tbh

vw tkvhfo' sgu nh duzrgkhfo' shhi kvprg ubtni kako afr
5

:

)d(fngav tr. nmrho/ ndhs angahvo aknmrho uak fbgbhho

neukekho nfk vtunu,'utu,u neuo ahacu cu hartk neukek ni vfk
6

:
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�� Why does the mitzvah of covering blood apply only to wild animals and birds but not to cattle? (v. 13)

RAMBAN: Generally speaking, wild animals and birds are not offered on the Altar (except for two species of birds), whereas most species of

cattle may be offered on the Altar. Thus blood from cattle is not covered, since it is a type of blood which, in the majority of cases, is used

to bring atonement on the Altar. For in Temple times, most cattle were slaughtered for sacrificial purposes.
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[ The Last Word [

R amban explains that the blood of cattle is not covered because,

generally speaking, it is a type of blood which is offered on

the Altar. Since blood is a symbol of energy, it follows that the blood

of cattle represents energy in holy matters (which are “offered on the

Altar”) and that the blood of birds and wild animals represents

energy and enthusiasm in one’s mundane physical pursuits of eating,

sleeping etc.

The lesson here is that one should attempt to “cover” and reduce

any signs of one’s energy (“blood”) in mundane matters; whereas

with holy pursuits, the energy and enthusiasm should be

“uncovered,” i.e. visible and palpable. This is achieved by covering

the blood “with earth” (v. 13), i.e. with a spirit of humility and

dedication to God, represented by the lowly earth.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, pp. 52-53)
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(depends on its) blood, and that is why I assigned it to you (to be placed) upon the Altar, to atone

for your souls, for it is the blood (of an animal) that atones for the soul (of man). 12 Therefore, I

said to the children of Israel: None of you(r parents) should (allow their children to) eat blood.

The convert who lives among you should not eat blood. 

�
13 Any man from the children of Israel, or from the converts who live among them, who traps (or

finds) trapped, a wild animal or bird (of a kosher species) that may be eaten, and sheds its

blood—he should cover (the blood) with earth. 14 For the soul of the body of every (creature

depends on) its blood. (Therefore) I said to the children of Israel: You should not eat the blood

of any body, for the soul of every (creature’s) body (depends on) its blood. Anyone who eats it

will be cut off.

[ TT HHEE RR II TT UU AA LL II MM PP UU RR II TT YY OOFF AANN UU NN SS LL AA UU GG HH TT EE RR EE DD BB II RR DD [

�
15 Any person, whether a native or a convert, who eats (a kosher species of bird) which died on

its own (without ritual slaughter) should immerse his garments and immerse himself in (mikvah)

water, and he will remain unclean until the evening, when he will become clean. (But if a person

merely touched such a bird, he does not become ritually impure).

� (The unslaughtered carcass of a bird will only transmit ritual impurity through being eaten if it is

from a kosher species which is susceptible to being rendered) treife.

�
16 (If a person becomes ritually impure in this manner) but he does not immerse (his garments)

or immerse his body (in a mikvah, and then he eats from a sacrifice or enters the Temple), he

will bear (the consequences of) his sin. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF FF OO RR BB II DD DD EE NN RR EE LL AA TT II OO NN SS [

G od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 “Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: ‘I am God,

your God.’” 
3 “Do not follow the practices of the land of Egypt where you lived. And do not follow the

1188

�� Why does the verse state “I am God, your God”? (v. 2)

RASHI: [This means to say]: “I am the One who said at Sinai, ‘I am God, your God’ (Shemos 20:2), [but then] you [only] accepted My sovereignty

upon yourselves. Now, accept My decrees [too]!”

[Another explanation]: Rebbi says: “God knew in advance that, in the days of Ezra, the people would ultimately become disconnected [from

Judaism] through forbidden relations. Therefore, [when beginning these laws,] God came upon them with a decree: “‘I am God, your God!” [As

if to say]: ‘You should know who is placing these decrees upon you: the Judge who exacts retribution, and who is faithful to pay rewards.’”

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

THE LAWS OF FORBIDDEN RELATIONS (18:1ff.)

In his commentary to verse 2, Rashi offers two interpretations for the

words “I am God, your God”: 

1.) With these words, God was encouraging the people to accept His

“decrees,” in addition to His “sovereignty” which the people already

accepted at the giving of the Torah.

2.) That God is a Judge who exacts retribution and pays rewards. This

was a warning that served as an introduction to the severe prohibitions

that follow.

This presents us with the following general questions:

a.) Earlier in his commentary, Rashi already wrote: “We find this

expression used in many places: ‘I am God’—to exact retribution...to pay

rewards” (Rashi to Shemos 6:2). So what was troubling Rashi here? And if for

some reason he found it necessary to explain the matter, why did he give

two explanations?

b.) Questions on Rashi’s first interpretation: 

When the Jewish people accepted the “sovereignty of God” at the

giving of the Torah, we can presume that this included a general

�
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1 v,hcu, Wtar tbh ncht t,fo anvW acpraWh thbo Wshcur_vn,jhkW fh to jke npraWh cvnal kv,jk, phruau csWv Wfngav tr. nmrhoW )ahj, aWp tjrh ,anWu(     2 ,u"f     3 ao     4 ao

5ao     6 ao     7 ao     8 ao     9 ao     01 xbvsrhi bs/     11 ao     21 hcnu, fd/     31 ao fc:     41 ao fd/

tar tbh ncht t,fo anv1/ ndhs atu,ignnhi afcau hartk

neukekho hu,r nfuko: ucje,hvo kt ,kfu/ nv vbhj vf,uc akttnr'

tkt tku bnuxu, akvi' scrho vjeuehikvo' fdui yryhtu, utmyshtu,/

rch nthr tunrtku srfh vtnurh anbu jfnho
2

: )s( t, napyh ,gau/
tku scrho vtnurhoc,urv cnapy' atku kt btnru' vhu fsthktunri

3
:

ut, jeu,h ,anru/ scrho avo dzhr,vnkl' ahmr vrg nahc gkhvo'

knv kbu kaunri'utunu, vguko nahchi gkhvo' fdui tfhk, jzhrukcha,

agybz uyvr, nh jyt,' kfl btnr tbhvw dzr,h gkhfo' th t,o ratho

kvpyr
4

: kkf, cvo/ tk ,pyr n,ufo' akt ,tnrkns,h jfn, hartk

tkl utkns jfn, vtunu,
5

: )v( uanr,o t, jue,h/ krcu, atr

sesueh vprav' akt pry vf,uc cvo
6

/ scrtjr kh,i anhrv ugahhv

kjueho uanhrv ugahhvknapyho' kph akt b,i tkt gahhv knapyho

uanhrv kjueho
7

: ujh cvo/ kguko vct' ato ,tnr cgukovzv' uvkt

xupu vut n,
8

: tbh vw/ btni kako afr
9

: )u( kt ,ercu/ kvzvhr vbecv

fzfr' kflbtnr kaui rcho: tbh vw/ btni kako afr: )z( gru, tchl/ zu
ta, tchl' tu thbu tktfnangu' btnr fti gru, tchl' ubtnr kvki gru,

tchu dkv' nv kvki ta,tchu' t; fti ta, tchu
01

: ugru, tnl/ kvcht

tnu athbv ta, tchu
11

: )j( gru, ta, tchl/ krcu, ktjr nh,v:

)y(c, tchl/ t; c, tbuxv cnang: nuks, ch, tu nuks, ju./ chi

abuksv ntu,v atunrhoku ktchl ehho t, tnv uchi atunrho kuvumt

t, tnv' fdui nnzr, tu b,hbv
21

: )h( gru, c, cbl uduw/ cc,u ntbux,u

vf,ucnscr' uc,u uc, c,u nta,u tbu knshi ngru,tav uc,v abtnr

cvi kt ,dkv' chi avht nnbu chi avhtntha tjr
31

: gru, c, cbl/ ek

ujunr kc,l' tkt kphathi nzvhrhi ni vshi knsuv ndzrv auvcnxf,

hcnu,: )ht( gru, c, ta, tchl/ khns athbu jhhcgk tju,u napjv

ubfrh, kfl btnr c, ta,tchl crtuhv kehsuahi
41

: )hs( gru, tjh tchl
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acceptance of all the commandments. So why was it now necessary to

accept God’s “decrees”? 

c.) And, if the acceptance of His decrees was crucial, then surely it

should have taken place before the giving of the Torah?

d.) Furthermore, what exactly does the term “decrees” refer to?

e.) In Rashi’s second interpretation, why does Rashi choose the un-

usual expression that the Jewish people became “disconnected” through

this sin?

THE EXPLANATION

While we find the expression “I am God, your God” many times in the

Torah, it usually comes at the end of a section of laws or instructions, to

stress the serious nature of the laws that preceded it.  

So, on reaching our verse, Rashi was troubled: Why did this passage

begin with the words “I am God, your God”? These words were clearly

not said for additional stress, since nothing has yet been said that could

need stressing!
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practices of the land of Cana’an, where I am bringing you (for these two nations are the most depraved

of all). Do not (even) follow their customs.”

4 “You should fulfill My rational laws, and guard My suprarational commands and (always) follow

their (wisdom, and not secular wisdom). I am God, your God. 5 You should guard My suprarational

commands and My rational laws which a man should do, and you will live by them (in the next world,

for) I am God (who is faithful to pay reward).”

�
6 No man (or woman) may come near to any of his (or her) close relatives, to uncover (their)

nakedness (and cohabit with them). I am God (who is faithful to pay reward). 

�
7 You must not uncover the nakedness of your father(’s wife) or the nakedness of your mother (if

she is not your father’s wife. Since) she is your mother, you must not uncover her nakedness. 

�
8 You must not uncover the nakedness of your father’s wife (even after death, since) it is your

father’s (wife’s) nakedness. 

�
9 You must not uncover your sister’s nakedness, (whether) she is your father’s daughter or your

mother’s daughter, (and regardless of whether) she is born to a woman who may remain in the

home or (if she is) born to a woman who must be expelled. 

�
10 You must not uncover the nakedness of the daughter of your son or daughter (who was born

from a forbidden relationship), for they are (like) your own nakedness. 

�
11 You must not uncover the nakedness of your father’s (Jewish) wife’s daughter, born to your

father (because) she is your sister. 

�
12 You must not uncover the nakedness of your father’s sister (because) she is the close relative

of your father. 

�
13 You must not uncover the nakedness of your mother’s sister, because she is the close relative

of your mother. 

�
14 You must not uncover the nakedness of your father’s brother, (namely) you must not come

near his wife, (because) she is your aunt. 

One instance* where we do find that the words, “I am God, your God,”

are said at the beginning of a passage, is in the case of the Ten

Commandments: “I am God, your God, Who took you out of the land of

Egypt, out of the house of bondage” (Shemos 20:2). Rashi explains that God

was telling the Jewish people “to be subservient to Me”(ibid.)—in other

words, to accept God’s sovereignty.

So Rashi concluded that, likewise in our case, the introductory words,

“I am God, your God,” indicate that God was now instructing the Jewish

people to raise themselves to a greater degree of subservience to God, as

He did at the giving of the Torah. And this was necessary before

proceeding with the following section, since the Jewish people were about

to receive a series of commands that would prove to be more demanding

than anything they had been given up until this point (a type of command

called “decrees”).

In other words: The statement “I am God your God” is (not a direct

introduction to the following section of laws, but rather) an instruction in
itself for the Jewish people to increase their subservience to God. This was
placed here in particular, before the section of forbidden relations, since
these commands were the first instance where this higher degree of
subservience was required.

But why do the following laws demand an unprecedented level of

subservience?

Rashi indicated the answer to this question by his use of the term

“decrees”:

Until this point, the commandments which the Jewish people had

received could be divided into two broad categories: a.) Those which

have a rational explanation. b.) Those for which no rational explanation

can be found (chukim), e.g. not wearing a mixture of wool and linen etc.

The term “decree,” however, suggests a type of command which defies

logic even more than the chukim. For, while the chukim have no rational

explanation, they do not run contrary to reason. On the other hand,

decrees are irrational and logically absurd, appearing at first glance to be

totally unreasonable.

An example of a decree would thus be God’s instructions to Avraham

concerning the slaughter of his only son, Yitzchak, which seemed to be

totally irrational. As Rashi writes (Bereishis 22:12): “Avraham said to God, ‘I

will explain my complaint before You: Beforehand, You said to me, “Your

(true) descendants will be through Yitzchak” (Bereishis 21:12), and then You

retracted and said: “Please take your son... [and bring him up there for a

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* The opening of Parshas Va’eira appears, at first glance, also to be an instance where God began a passage in this way: “God spoke to Moshe, and said to him, ‘I am God.’”

In truth, however, this is not the beginning of a new section but a continuation of the discussion from the end of the previous Parsha, as Rashi clarifies there.

SIXTH

READING



1 ,uWf     2 hcnu, mz/     3 ao j:     4 xbvsrhi xs:     5 haghw h' fv

kt ,dkv/ unv vhtgru,u' tk ta,u kt ,erc: )yu( ta, cbl vht/ kt
tnr,h tkt fahakcbl thau, cv' pry ktbuxv uapjv ubfrh,

1
: )hz( gru,

tav uc,v/ kt txr vf,uc tktg"h bauth vrtaubv' kfl btnr kt

,ej' kauiehjv' ufi kgbhi vguba tar hej t, tav ut,tnv' kaui ehjv'

tck tbx tavnu,r khat c,v
2

: atrv vbv/ erucu, vi zu kzu: znv/ gmv

f,rdunu gm, jythi' ahmrl hugmlkjyut: )hj( tk tj,v/ a,hvi ftj,:

kmrr/ kaui mrv kgau, t, zu mrv kzu: cjhhv/ knsl ato drav kt hat

t, tju,vfk zni avht cjhho
3

: )ft( knkl/ g�t vht aanv nukl'uzu

vht gcus,v' anuxr cbu kfunrho uguahi a,hnsuru, dsuku, ungchrhi

t, vci crdkhu chi a,hnsuru, vta
4

: kt ,,i/ zu vht nxhr,u kfunrho:

kvgchr knkl/ zu vgcr, vta: )fd( ,ck vut/ kaui esa ugruv ubhtu;'

ufiutph gk ,ckh,o
5

/ scr tjr ,ckvut kaui ckhkv ugrcuc' zrg tso uzrg
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burnt offering]” (ibid 22:2). Now, You are saying to me, “Do not stretch out

your hand to (slaughter) the boy!” (ibid. 12).’”

Now, at the literal level, the prohibition against marrying close relatives

which we read in this passage would have appeared to the Jewish people

to be totally absurd. For, up until that point, it had been desirable to seek

a marriage partner among one’s close relatives, to ensure good lineage. 

Thus we find that:

i.) The Torah praises Aharon’s wife as being “the daughter of

Aminadav, the sister of Nachshon” (Shemos 6:23), to stress the importance

of marrying a person of good lineage—as Rashi comments (ibid.): “From

here we learn that one who contemplates taking a wife must investigate

her brothers.”

ii.) Avraham told his servant Eliezer: “You should go to my Land, to my

birthplace, and you will take a wife for my son, for Yitzchak,” i.e. he

sought a marriage partner for his son specifically from his own family.

iii.) Ya’akov married two sisters, through which he built a “complete

complement” of children who were righteous, and loyal to the principles

of Judaism.

iv.) Amram married Yocheved, his aunt, a union from which Moshe,

Aharon and Miriam were born (Shemos 6:20).

v.) In fact, God created the world in such a way that its entire population

is derived from a relationship of close relatives, for the sons of Adam and

Chavah married their own sisters.

vi.) Logically speaking, since the purpose of marriage is to become “one

flesh” (Bereishis 2:24), it follows that this is achieved to the greatest degree

if both partners are closely related.

Thus, at the literal level of Torah interpretation, the principle, “No man

(or woman) may come near to any of his (or her) close relatives” (v. 6) is

a totally irrational “decree.” 

So, before giving the Jewish people mitzvos that were irrational for the

first time, God began with the words: “I am God, your God,” as if to say,

“I am the One who said at Sinai, ‘I am God, your God,’ [but then] you

[only] accepted My sovereignty upon yourselves” i.e. to observe mitzvos

which were rational, or devoid of explanation, “Now, accept My

[irrational] decrees [too]!”

RASHI’S SECOND EXPLANATION

Rashi was not entirely satisfied with the above explanation since:

a.) While, in theory, it was not crucial for the Jewish people to accept

upon themselves the irrational mitzvos until this point, it is nevertheless

rather peculiar that the acceptance of God’s authority should have taken

place in two stages. We would expect the Jewish people to have accepted

all the mitzvos unconditionally at the giving of the Torah.
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D�z§aF �̀q wEgix§A �̀z�Y`§lE hi :`�d�I�g§A D¨l£r
K�x§a�g z�Ỳ §aE k :D�z	i�x¤r d�`¨N
b§l a�x�wz `¨l
:D¨A `¨a¨`¨Y�q`§l `¨r�x
f§l K�Y§aEk�W o�Yz `¨l
`¨l	e K¤lFn§l `�x¨A§r�`§l o�Yz `¨l Ki�p§AnE `k

m¦r	e ak :�i	i `�p�` K�d¨l�`�c `�n�W z
i li�g�z
`�Y	a¤rFY `�z�Y` i¥a§M�Wn aEM�Wz `¨l `�xEk�C
K�Y§aEk�W o�Yz `¨l `�xi¦r§A l¨k§aE bk :`id
m�c�w mEw�z `¨l `�z�Y`	e D¨a `¨a¨`¨Y�q`§l
`¨l ck :`Ed `¨l§aY D¨A h©l�Wn§l `�xi¦r§A
Ea¨`¨Y�q` oi¥N` l¨k§a i�x�` oi¥N` l¨k§A oEa�`�Y�qz
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�
15 You must not uncover the nakedness of your daughter-in-law. She is your son’s wife (so) you

must not uncover her nakedness. 

�
16 You must not uncover the nakedness of your brother’s wife (for she) is your brother’s

nakedness. 

�
17 You must not uncover the nakedness of a woman (to whom you are married) and her daughter.

You must not take her son’s daughter or her daughter’s daughter (in marriage) to uncover her

nakedness. It is the advice (of the evil inclination since) they are close relatives. 

�
18 You must not take a woman (in marriage) in addition to her sister, to make them rivals by

uncovering one’s nakedness in addition to the other’s. (Even if you divorce one sister you may

not marry the other one) in her lifetime. 

�
19 You must not come near a woman during the ritual impurity of her menstruation, to uncover

her nakedness. 

�
20 You must not lie carnally with your fellowman’s wife, to make yourself impure with her. 

�
21 You must not give any of your offspring (to pagan priests) to pass through (between two

bonfires, in worship of the pagan deity) Molech. You must not profane the Name of your God.

I am God. 

�
22 You must not lie down with a man, as one lies with a woman. This is an abomination. 

�
23 You must not cohabit with any animal, to become impure from it. A woman must not stand in

front of an animal to cohabit with it. This is depravity. 

b.) Some of the prohibitions against marrying close relatives were part

of the Noachide code binding on non-Jews (see Rashi to Bereishis 2:24; 39:9).

These laws were accepted by the Jewish people even before the Torah

was given (see Shemos 24:3 and Rashi ibid.). So, it follows that many of the

laws of forbidden relations were not being given to the Jewish people for

the first time here.

Due to these two problems, Rashi found it necessary to offer an

alternative explanation: Rebbi says: “God knew in advance that, in the

days of Ezra, the people would eventually become disconnected [from

Judaism] through forbidden relations. Therefore, [when beginning these

laws,] God came upon them with a decree: “‘I am God, your God!” [As

if to say]: ‘You should know who is placing these decrees upon you: the

Judge who exacts retribution, and who is faithful also to pay rewards.’”

Above, we explained that Rashi’s problem with our verse was why

the Torah states the words “I am God, your God,” at the beginning of this

passage, when these words usually come to offer additional emphasis

after a section of laws has been given. In Rashi’s first interpretation, he

solves this problem by explaining that these words formed a general

introduction which was necessary before a new type of mitzvah

was encountered. 

But here, in his second interpretation, Rashi accepted the notion that in

this exceptional case the words “I am God, your God” could have been

said to offer additional emphasis to the passage that follows. This is

because “God knew in advance...that the people would eventually

become disconnected [from Him] through forbidden relations.”

Therefore, when beginning this section, God deemed it appropriate to

make an extra warning (He “came upon them with a decree”) at the very

outset. The words “I am God, your God,” thus mean: “You should know

who is placing these decrees upon you: the Judge who exacts retribution,

and who is faithful also to pay rewards.”

However, this leaves the reader with the question: What makes these

laws more severe than the other prohibitions of the Torah, such that other

prohibitions have (at most) additional emphasis at the end of a passage,

whereas these prohibitions have additional emphasis at the beginning

and the end?

Rashi indicated the answer to this question with the phrase, “the people

would eventually become disconnected [from Judaism] through forbid-

den relations”:

At first glance, this is a rather peculiar expression. Normally, we would

say that a person “sinned” or “transgressed,” etc. Why did Rashi choose

the unusual expression “become disconnected”?

Clearly we are speaking here of a very serious type of forbidden

relations, which causes a person not only to stumble in sin, but leads to a

total disconnection from Judaism.

In order to clarify exactly which type of forbidden relations this refers to,

Rashi writes that this was the sin of “the days of Ezra”—namely, that of

marrying a non-Jewish woman (see Ezra ch. 9-11). This particular sin causes

a “disconnection” in the Jewish lineage, since the child born from the

union of a Jewish man with a non-Jewish woman is not Jewish (as Rashi

writes (Devarim 7:4) that a “son born from a non-Jewish woman is not

called ‘your son’ but ‘her son’”).

Thus, to avert as much as possible this tragic “disconnection” which

“God knew in advance” would eventually happen, the Torah made an

unprecedented move of stressing the severity of these laws not only at the

end of the passage, but at the beginning too. And, even though the

section here at the end of Parshas Acharei does not in fact include the

prohibition of marrying a non-Jewish woman, God nevertheless chose to

add this additional emphasis here at the outset of the discussion of

forbidden relations in general.
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1 ,uWf     2 cWe kc/     3 ,uWf     4 ao

cvnv: )fj( ukt ,eht vtr. t,fo/ nak kcinkl avtfhkuvu scr

ntux' athi guns cnghutkt nehtu' fl tr. hartk thbv nehhn, gucrh

gchrv/
1

u,rdunu ukt ,ruei' kaui rheui' nrhevgmnv nvo: )fy( vbpa,
vga,/ vzfr uvbecv cnang

2
: )k( uanr,o t, nanr,h/ kvzvhr

ch, shigk fl
3

: ukt ,yntu cvo tbh vw tkvhfo/ vtto ,yntu' thbh

tkvhfo' ut,o bpxkho ntjrh'unv vbtv ha kh cfo' ut,o n,jhhcho 

fkhhv'kfl btnr tbh vw tkvhfo
4

:

jxk, pra, tjrh
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Nevertheless, in the final analysis, Rashi found it somewhat difficult to

accept that our verse was written here as a warning against a prohibition

recorded later in the Torah, and to forewarn an event that was only to

happen many generations in the future. Of course, if the warning had not

been written, it might have indeed occurred much sooner, but

nevertheless, Rashi was sufficiently dissatisfied with this solution that he

left it as a secondary interpretation. But in order to diminish the above

problem as much as possible, Rashi cited the author of this teaching,

“Rebbi says....”

Rebbi (Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi) was the author of the Mishnah, the first

text of Oral Law to be formally codified. In principle, the Oral Law should

not have been written down, as it was intended to be transmitted orally

from generation to generation. Nevertheless, Rebbi proved the necessity

of writing down the Oral Law from a verse in Psalms: “A time to do for

God; they have made your Torah void” (119:126). This suggested that

since there was a danger of the Oral Law being lost, it was “a time” when

appropriate to write down the law “for God,” and make “void” the

prohibition of writing it down.
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24 You must not defile yourselves by any of these things, for the nations whom I am sending away from

you have defiled themselves with all these things. 25 The land became defiled. I remembered its sin

(bringing punishment) upon it, and the land vomited out its inhabitants. 

26 But you will observe My suprarational commands and My rational commands, and you will not do

any of these abominations—neither the native, nor the convert who lives among you. 

27 The people of the land, who preceded you, did all of these abominations and the land became

defiled. 28 Let the land not vomit you out for having defiled it, as it vomited out the nation that preceded

you. 29 For if anyone commits any of these abominations, (both) the people (the man and the woman)

who committed (the act) will be cut off from the midst of their people. 

30 (The courts should) enforce My restrictions, not to commit any of the abominable practices that

were done before you, and you will not become defiled by them. 

(If you keep My laws then) I am God your God.

HAFTARAHS: ACHAREI—P. 264.     EREV ROSH CHODESH—P. 273.

SHABBOS HAGADOL—P. 286.

From this we see that Rebbi perceived that in the Psalms, which were

written many generations earlier, a message was included that was

relevant for his time. Thus it is not surprising that Rebbi also saw our

verse, “I am God, your God,” as a warning for many generations after the

Torah was given—the time of Ezra.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 12, p. 83ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

R ebbi perceived messages that were written in the Torah which

only became relevant many generations later (see Toras Menachem).

From this we see the infinite scope of the Torah, which is God’s

wisdom, how it contains unique guidance for every generation, even

though it was written many years ago.

In fact, Rebbi’s teaching here, about the tragic “disconnection”

that occurs through marrying a non-Jewish woman, is extremely

relevant today.

The prohibition against intermarriage is not based on chauvinism,

for it is indeed true that “God created us all” (Malachi 2:10).

Nevertheless, God made it known that the holiness of the “Godly

offspring” of the Jewish people must be preserved and the unique

holiness associated with a Jew is only inherited from a union with a

Jewish woman.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei-Kedoshim 5731)

MAFTIR



1. The priests should not enter the Temple at all times (only for the
Temple service), and all the more so a non-priest [16:2].

2. The Temple service on the Day of Atonement [16:3].

3. Not to ritually slaughter sacrifices outside the Temple courtyard
[17:3,4].

4. The mitzvah of covering the blood (after ritual slaughter) [17:13].

5. Not to have pleasure with those who are forbidden [18:6].

6. Not to have relations with one’s father [18:7].

7. Not to have relations with one’s mother [18:7].

8. Not to have relations with one’s father’s wife even if she is not his
mother [18:8].

9. Not to have relations with his sister, if she is his sister in any way
[18:9].

10. Not to have relations with one’s son’s daughter [18:10].

11. Not to have relations with one’s daughter’s daughter [18:10].

12. Not to have relations with one’s daughter [18:10].

13. Not to have relations with one’s son’s sister on one’s father’s side,
who is the daughter of his father’s wife [18:11].

14. Not to have relations with one’s father’s sister [18:12].

15. Not to have relations with one’s mother’s sister [18:13].

16. Not to have relations with one’s father’s brother [18:14].

17. Not to have relations with the wife of one’s father’s brother
[18:14].

18. Not to have relations with one’s son’s wife [18:15].

19. Not to have relations with one’s brother’s wife [18:16].

20. Not to have relations with both a woman and her daughter [18:17].

21. Not to have relations with both a woman and the daughter of her
son [18:17].

22. Not to have relations with both a woman and her daughter’s
daughter [18:17].

23. Not to have relations with two sisters while both are living [18:18].

24. Not to have relations with a menstruous woman [18:19].

25. Not to give any of one’s children in idol-worship to Molech [18:21].

26. A man should not have relations with a man [18:22].

27. A man should not have relations with animals [18:23].

28. Women should not have relations with beasts [18:23].
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A unique quality of Parshas Kedoshim is that it was

said directly by Moshe to the people, unlike the

other laws of the Torah, which were first taught to Aharon

and the elders. As Rashi writes at the opening of the

Parsha: “This Parsha was said to the assembled

[congregation of Israel] because most of the basic

teachings of the Torah depend on it.”

The first thing that the Jewish people were told after

being assembled was: “You should be holy because I,

God your God, am holy.”

Now, we might have thought that when addressing the

public about “the basic teachings of the Torah,” the first

thing to do would be to warn the people about keeping

the mitzvos, and the grave consequences of their non-

observance. And only then would it be appropriate to

stress the positive side of the mitzvos, such as the great

merit that the Jewish people have to be given these laws.

Moshe would thus have followed the sequence of the

verse: “Turn away from evil, and do good” (Psalms 34:16).

In fact, however, Moshe did the very opposite.  First, he

stressed the positive aspects of being Jewish and

observing the mitzvos: “You should be holy because I,

God your God, am holy,” that the holiness of a Jew is

connected with the holiness of God Himself. And, only

after this positive introduction did he begin to stress the

seriousness of the mitzvos, etc.

From this we can learn that we should always approach

another Jew with warmth, friendliness and positivity.

Experience has shown that intimidating people with fear

of Divine retribution and prophecies of doom is simply

not as effective as taking a positive approach, which

draws people towards observant Judaism, rather than

scaring them away, God forbid.

And even though the verse seems to suggest that the

negative must come first (“turn away from evil, and do

good”), we could nevertheless interpret the verse as

follows: In order to turn away from evil, simply do good

and the evil will take care of itself.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei-Kedoshim 5748)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 uhe"r fs' v     2 ao S_u/  rtv ahj, aWp tjuWe ,anWv/     3 ehsuahi k:     4 c"n k"c/     5 ehsuahi kt:     6 anu, f' d

)c( scr tk fk gs, cbh hartk/ nknsabtnrv prav zu cvevk' npbh

aruc duph ,urv,kuhhi cv
1

: esuaho ,vhu/ vuu phruaho ni vgrhu, uni

vgchrv' afk neuo at,v numt dsr gruv t,vnumt esuav' tav zubv

ujkkv uduw tbh vwnesafo' ukt hjkk zrgu tbh vwnesau' esuaho hvhu tav

zubvujkkv uduw
2

: )d( tha tnu utchu ,hrtu/ fk tjs nfo,hrtu tchu

utnu' zvu pauyu/ unsrau thi khtkt tha' tav nbhi' favut tunr ,hrtu'

vrhfti abho to fi knv btnr tha' avtha xhpechsu kgau,' tck tav

rau, tjrho gkhv
3

: tnu utchu ,hrtu/ fti vesho to ktc' kphadkuh

kpbhu avci hrt t, tchu hu,r ntnu'ucfcus vesho tc kto' kph adkuh

kpbhu avcinfcs t, tnu hu,r ntchu' npbh anask,ucscrho: ut,

ac,,h ,anru/ xnl anhr, ac,knurt tc' kunr t; gk ph avzvr,hl

gk nurttc' to htnr kl jkk t, vac, tk ,ang ku'ufi catr fk vnmu,
4

:

tbh vw tkvhfo/ t,v utchl jhhcho cfcush'kphfl kt ,ang ku kcyk t,

scrh/ thzvu nurt'kt hac cneunu ukt hscr cneunu ukt hx,urt, scrhu/

uthzvu fcus' ntfhk unaev' nkchaunbghk' nfbhx unumht
5

: )s( tk ,pbu
tk vtkhko/ kgcso/ tkhkhokaui tk' fkt vut jauc: utkvh nxfv/
,jhk,i tkhkho vo' uto t,vpubv tjrhvo' xupl kgau,i tkvu,: kt
,gau kfo/ kt ,gau ktjrho ukttjrho kfo/ uto ,tnr kt ,gau

kgmnfo tcktjrho guahi kfo' vrh fcr btnrkt hvhv kl
6

' kt akl ukt

ak tjrho: )v( ufh ,zcju uduw/ kt btnrv prav zu tktkkns akt ,vt

ohause ,arp - trehu  rpx // 154hhyy::tt--vv

�� Why does verse 2 stress that Moshe spoke to “the entire

congregation of the Children of Israel”?

RASHI: This teaches us that this Parsha was said to the assembled

[congregation of Israel] because most of the fundamental teachings of

the Torah depend on it.

MASKIL LEDAVID: The majority of this Parsha does not contain new

principles that have not been taught elsewhere in the Torah, but

rather, the clarification of existing laws, through the addition of

further details.  Therefore, in this case, it was unnecessary to employ

the normal lengthy system where Moshe would first teach the laws

to Aharon, and Aharon to the elders etc., for everybody was already

familiar with the general principle of these laws, so they did not have

to be repeated several times. Rather, in this case, one public teaching

was sufficient.

MIDRASH: Rabbi Yudan said in the name of Rabbi Shimon bar

Yochai, “Moshe, our teacher, wrote for us three sections in the

Torah, each of which contain sixty mitzvos: the section dealing with

the Passover Sacrifice (Shemos 12:1ff), the section dealing with the laws

of damages (ibid. 21:1ff) and Parshas Kedoshim (Vayikra Rabah 24:5).

THE PUBLIC TEACHING OF PARSHAS KEDOSHIM (V. 2)

Rashi writes that this Parsha was taught publicly to an assembly of the

entire Jewish people, because “most of the basic teachings of the Torah

depend on it.” At first glance, this is difficult to understand because:

a.) Moshe had effectively communicated all the laws of the Torah,

including many fundamental principles, using a different system up to this

point, where the laws were first taught to Aharon and then to the elders

(see Rashi to end of Parshas Ki Sisa). Why did this now need to change?

b.) Most of the “fundamental teachings” in this Parsha such as the laws

of Shabbos, honoring parents, sacrifices etc. are not actually recorded

here for the first time. So why would a new method of communication

between Moshe and the people be required? 

c.) The Midrash cites two other examples of sections of the Torah that

contain many fundamental teachings, so why does Rashi write that

Parshas Kedoshim in particular has “most of the fundamental teachings of

the Torah”?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi did not write that this section contains most of the fundamental

teachings of the Torah, but rather that “most of the fundamental teachings

of the Torah depend on it.” This means that while many of the

fundamental teachings discussed here have already been introduced to

the reader before, nevertheless, their precise implementation is clarified

here. And without this clarification, it is likely that these fundamental

precepts would not be observed properly.

For example, the reader has already learned the principle of observing

Shabbos and the mitzvah of honoring parents.  But what the reader does

not yet know is how to reconcile these two principles in a case where they

contradict—e.g. if a person’s parents tell him to break Shabbos. In our

Parsha the Torah clarifies, “(Every) person should fear his mother and his

father. But you should (not listen to them if they tell you not to) observe

My Sabbaths (or any other mitzvah), for I am God, your God (whom your

parents must honor too)” (v. 2).

�
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od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 (Many basic laws depend upon the following section, so) speak

to the entire congregation of the Children of Israel, and say to them: 

� You should be holy, because I, God your God, am holy. 

�
3 (Every) person should fear his mother and his father. But you should (not listen to them if they

tell you not to) observe My Sabbaths (or any other mitzvah), for I am God, your God (whom

your parents must honor too). 

�
4 You should not turn to the worthless idols (and worship them). You should not make molten

deities for (other people, nor should they make them for) you. I am God, your God. 

�� How should the Jewish people “be holy”? (v. 2)

RASHI: Through refraining from forbidden relations.

RAMBAN: While Rashi understood that the Jewish people “become

holy” by refraining from forbidden relations in particular, I see this as

a command to be self-restraining in general.  I.e. even when the

Torah permits a person to eat food that is kosher and to have

permissible relations, it is nevertheless desirable to exercise

moderation even in permitted matters.

Similarly, most of the verses that follow are in fact further clarifications

of fundamental laws of the Torah, which are essential for the proper

observance of these mitzvos.  That is why Rashi stressed the crucial nature

of this Parsha, that most of the fundamental precepts of the Torah depend

on it, for without this section many errors would be made in the

observance of the Ten Commandments, the offering of sacrifices, etc.

Consequently, on this occasion it was necessary for Moshe to change

the method by which he communicated these laws to the people.

Normally, “Aharon would enter and Moshe would teach him. Aharon

would then move away and sit at Moshe’s left, Aharon’s sons would enter

and Moshe would teach them. They would then move away...the elders

would enter and Moshe would teach them. The elders would move away

and sit down on the sides. Then the people would enter and Moshe would

teach them” (Rashi to Shemos 34:32).

In the case, of a new law that the people had not heard before, the

additional delay of Moshe first teaching Aharon, his sons and the elders

would not pose a problem, for the people would be taught the law a little

later.  In our case however, Moshe was (primarily) not teaching new laws

but rather, he was clarifying mitzvos which the Jewish people were

already observing. Thus, during the extra time needed to first teach

Aharon, his sons and the elders, it is quite feasible that the Jewish people

might be desecrating Shabbos, offering sacrifices incorrectly etc., since the

points in our Parsha had not been clarified to them.

Thus, since in our case we are speaking of clarifying fundamental

teachings of the Torah, it was therefore deemed appropriate to

temporarily deviate from the lengthy sequence of teaching, in order that

the information should reach the people as quickly as possible.

A parallel for this in Jewish Law is that while one may not teach Torah

in a bathroom, it is nevertheless permitted to inform a person of the

law in a bathroom if one sees him transgressing a command due to lack

of knowledge (Shabbos 40b).  Likewise, in our case, it was permissible

for Moshe to shorten his method of teaching the Jewish people, in order

to minimize the potential for transgressions that might occur while he

was teaching.

RASHI’S COMMENTARY TO PARSHAS KEDOSHIM

Based on the above, we can explain a more general problem with

Rashi’s commentary to Parshas Kedoshim.  On reading the verses that

follow, the reader will notice that Rashi’s comments contain an unusually

large amount of halachic information. This seems to be out of character

with Rashi’s commentary which aimed at explaining scriptural

inconsistencies at the literal level, and not at clarifying matters of

Jewish law.

However, based on the above we can understand Rashi’s change of

emphasis here. At the beginning of our Parsha, Rashi lays down the
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU SHOULD BE HOLY...” (V. 2)

There is a principle in Chasidic thought, that “The higher

something is, the lower it falls.”  For this reason, a person

reaches the highest levels of spiritual greatness, not through

intellectual endeavors alone, but by involving himself in the

physical world, observing the mitzvos and helping others to

do likewise.

Thus, at the literal level, one actually fulfills the command “You

shall be holy,” by refraining from the lowest and most debased of

acts (i.e. forbidden relations—See Rashi v. 2).  For the route towards

the highest degrees of holiness, becoming holy like God (“You

should be holy, because I, God your God, am holy”), is through

refraining from the lowest of acts, because “the higher something

is, the lower it falls.”

This also explains why, at the minchah prayer on Yom Kippur,

the holiest day of the year—before beginning the Ne'ilah prayer,

the climax of the day—the Torah portion that is read discusses

forbidden relations.  For it is through restraint from the very lowest

of acts that one reaches the very highest degrees of holiness.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Kedoshim 5725)
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foundation that “most of the fundamental teachings of the Torah depend

on it,” i.e. that this Parsha comes to clarify the precise implementation of

laws that were taught for the first time on an earlier occasion (as explained

above). Therefore, Rashi needed to clarify on a verse-by-verse basis how

every detail in our Parsha is in fact a clarification of fundamental

principles of the Torah.  

In other words, even though the halachic information which Rashi

conveys in his commentary to each verse is not required to understand

the verse itself at the literal level, we nevertheless need to know this

information to understand how the verse is compatible with this Parsha

which, at the literal level, is a clarification of principles that were taught

earlier.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Kedoshim 5725)
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LEFT-OVER SACRIFICIAL MEAT (V. 6, 8)

If, when sacrificing a peace-offering, a person has the intention of

leaving over some of its meat past the prescribed time, then the

entire sacrifice will not be “accepted favorably” by God (v. 6). 

If however a person slaughtered the sacrifice with the intention

of eating the meat within the correct time, but then he actually eats

it after the time limit had elapsed, then while he has indeed

“profaned what is holy to God” (v. 8), his sin does not invalidate the

entire sacrifice.

At first glance, this appears to be illogical.  For if he merely intends

to eat part of its meat past the correct time, it invalidates the whole

sacrifice; whereas if he actually did so, only the part of the sacrifice

that was left over becomes invalid. 

Surely, the act of leaving over sacrificial meat should be more

severe than the mere intention to do so?

The explanation here is that thought is a general faculty which

pervades all the activities that follow in its wake; whereas an action

is more specific, limited to one deed in particular. An incorrect

intention when offering a sacrifice is thus a general disqualification of

the entire sacrifice; whereas the actual leaving over of sacrificial meat

is a particular disqualification, which does not have the power to

invalidate the earlier procedures which were carried out correctly.

In our daily lives, this teaches us the importance of faith, which is

a general aspect of Judaism.  A flaw in a person’s faith will negatively

affect the observance of all the mitzvos he performs; whereas a flaw,

for example, in the strings of a person’s tzitzis will not compromise

his ability to observe the mitzvah of tefilin properly. 

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeilech 5746)
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�
5 When you slaughter a peace-offering to God, you must slaughter it (with the correct intentions

for it) to be accepted favorably for you (by God): 

�
6 (It must be slaughtered with the intention that) it will be eaten on the day you slaughter

it or on the next day, for anything left over until the third day must be burned in fire. 

�
7 If it (was slaughtered with the intention of eating it outside its prescribed area or with the

intention) of being eaten on the third day, it is repulsive (to God) and it will not be

accepted favorably (by Him).

�
8 (If sacrificial meat is indeed left over to the third day) then whoever eats it will bear (the

consequences of) his sin, for he has profaned what is holy to God that person will be cut off from

his people. 

�
9 When you reap the harvest of your land, you should not fully reap the corner of your field,

(since this should be left for the poor); nor should you gather the individual stalks of your harvest

(that have fallen. 10 Similarly,) you should not harvest the young grapes of your vineyard, nor

should you gather the (fallen) individual grapes of your vineyard. You should leave them for the

poor and for the convert. I am God, your God. 

�� Why does verse 10 conclude “I am God, your God”?

RASHI: [This means, “I am] a Judge who exacts punishment! [And for

this sin,] I will demand from you nothing less than your souls.” As the

verse states, “Do not rob a poor man...for God will plead their cause

etc.” (Prov. 22:22-23).

BE’ER MAYIM CHAYIM: The proof for Rashi’s statement—that God

will punish a person with his very life if he neglects the mitzvah of

leaving the corners of his field to the poor—is from the end of the

verse that Rashi cites: “Do not rob a poor man...for God will plead

their cause and rob those who rob them, of life.”

LEAVING FOOD FOR THE POOR (V. 9-10)

Rashi writes that the mitzvos to leave food from one’s field are so serious

that God will punish a person with his very life for failing to observe them.

To substantiate his argument, Rashi cites proof from Proverbs: “Do not

rob a poor man... for God will plead their cause etc.” (22:22-23).

But how do these words prove Rashi’s point that “I will demand from

you nothing less than your souls”?

Be’er Mayim Chayim argues that Rashi’s proof is from the end of this

verse, “Do not rob a poor man...for God will plead their cause and rob

those who rob them, of life.” However, it is difficult to accept that Rashi

failed to cite the key part of the verse in which his proof lies.  

We are thus left to explain why Rashi concluded that these mitzvos are

so serious, and how this point is proven from the above verse.

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi was troubled by the following question: After teaching us these

mitzvos, why does the Torah stress, “I am God, your God”?

Rashi answers: “[This means, “I am] a Judge who exacts punishment!”,

i.e. unlike an ordinary judge, who merely issues a ruling, leaving it to law

enforcement agencies to ensure the ruling is carried out, God is a judge

“who exacts punishment” Himself in the case of an individual who

neglects the mitzvos of leaving food for the poor.

In order to explain why God is so exacting in this particular case, Rashi

continues, “I will demand from you nothing less than your souls”:

Rashi relied on the fact that the reader would remember one of his

earlier comments, in Parshas Vayikra. On the verse, “If a soul (vows to)

bring a meal-offering to God” (2:1), Rashi comments: “The only instance

where the Torah states the word ‘soul’ is in the case of the meal-offering.

Who usually donates an [inexpensive] meal-offering? A poor man. [But

despite his inexpensive offering] God says: ‘I consider it as if he has

sacrificed his very soul!’”

From this comment of Rashi, the reader will have learned the great

importance which a poor person attaches to even a small amount of food.

The reader will thus understand in our case, that to deprive a poor person

even of the left-over crops at the corner of a field would be a crushing

experience for him. Therefore, just as God considers the meager food

offering of the poor person “as if he has sacrificed his very soul,” likewise

�
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[ The Last Word [

The mitzvah of leaving over the corners of one’s field to the

poor (v. 9-10) does not only apply in Temple times, but there is

a Biblical obligation to do so even today, in the Land of Israel

(Rambam, Laws of Gifts to the Poor 1:14). 

The Code of Jewish Law exempts a person from this mitzvah in

a case where the majority of local people are non-Jews, who

would take the crops before the poor Jewish people are able to do

so (Rema to Yoreh De’ah 332:1).  However, nowadays in the Land of

Israel this exemption would no longer appear to apply. Thus it is

appropriate that people endeavor to fulfill this mitzvah today in

the Land of Israel—especially when everyone is trying to elicit

God’s abundant blessings for the crops of the Holy Land.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Va’eschanan 5745)
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�� What is the distinction between “stealing” (v. 11) and

“robbery” (v. 13)?

RAMBAM: What is the definition of a “thief”? One who secretly

acquires the property of another person, without the owner knowing.

E.g. if a person puts his hand into another’s pocket and takes the

owner’s money without his detecting, etc.  

However, if a person takes possession openly in public, by force,

then he is not a “thief” but a “robber” (Laws of Theft 1:3).

�� How serious is robbery?  (v. 13)

RAMBAM: Any person who robs from another so much as a prutah

(small coin) is considered to have taken his life away, as the verse

states (Prov. 1:19), “So are the ways of every one who is greedy of gain;

it takes away the life of its owners” (Laws of Robbery and Lost Property 1:11).

TOSFOS: The reason why a person who robs from another so much

as a prutah (small coin) is considered to have taken his life away, is

because sometimes a person is so poor and so hungry that a single

prutah would be enough to keep him alive. By robbing him of a

prutah therefore, it is possible that the poor man will meet his demise

(Bava Metzia 58b, s.v. zeh begufo).

�� How does a person become a robber? (v. 13)

RAMBAM: Desire leads to coveting, and coveting leads to robbery.

For if the owner does not wish to sell [a certain object], despite being

offered large sums of money and being urged to do so by colleagues,

then a robbery may result. And if the owner stands up against

the robber and tries to defend his property, an act of murder may

follow (ibid. 11).

�� How can the robber be helped to correct his ways? (v. 13)

RAMBAM: Nevertheless, if the object that was robbed no longer

exists and the robber wishes to repent, and he comes of his own

volition, offering money to the value of the object that he robbed—

our Sages instituted that the money should not be accepted from

him. Rather, he should be assisted and forgiven, to make the path

easier for those who return. The Sages did not approve of any person

who would accept money in compensation for robbery (ibid. 13).

God exacts punishment from those that deprive the poor from their rights

to left-over food with “nothing less than your souls.”

At this point, however, the reader may be troubled by the following

question: A meal-offering must contain a certain amount of fine flour (one

tenth of an eifah=2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints). On the other hand, when

leaving the corners of the field, any amount is sufficient to perform the

mitzvah.  So how can we compare the two cases?

To answer this question, Rashi continues, “as the verse states, ‘Do not

rob a poor man...for God will plead their cause.’” Since the verse does

not give any minimum amount for which one may “rob the poor man”

before “God will plead their cause,” this supports Rashi’s argument that

God will exact punishment from a person even if the amount taken from

the poor person is very small.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Kedoshim 5744)

THE SEVERITY OF ROBBERY (V. 13)

At first glance, Rambam’s statement, “Any person who robs from

another so much as a prutah (small coin) is considered to have taken his

life away,” seems difficult to accept. How could the robbery of a small

coin possibly be tantamount to a termination of life? Even in such a case

where one person has maliciously harmed another the Torah does not use

such extreme language. An offender is required to pay compensation for

damages, infliction of pain, medical fees and public humiliation etc—but

we do not find that the aggressor is considered to have taken away life.

And yet here, by the forced possession of an extremely small amount of

money, Rambam makes a statement in his legal code that this act opposes

the very notion of life! 

Tosfos explains the matter by depicting a case where a person is so

poor and so hungry that a single prutah would be enough to keep him

alive. By robbing him of a prutah, it is therefore possible that the poor

man will meet his demise.

However, it is difficult to argue that this was Rambam’s understanding

of the matter, for the following reasons:

1.) The possibility that a person will be so hungry and so poor that the

robbery of a single prutah will save his life is extremely remote. We are not

dealing here merely with a minority case, but an example of the most

obscure proportions. How could we possibly compare an act of robbery

to the termination of life due to such an extremely rare potential outcome?
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�
11 You should not steal (money). 

� No man (among) you should make a false denial or false oath against his fellowman. 

�
12 You should not swear falsely by (any of) My Name(s), thereby profaning the Name of your

God. I am God. 

�
13 You should not oppress your fellow (by withholding his wages). 

� You should not rob. 

� A (daily) hired worker’s wage should not be withheld by you overnight, until morning. 

2.) Furthermore, Rambam writes, “Any person who robs from another

so much as a prutah (small coin) is considered to have taken his life

away,” suggesting that this comparison is appropriate to every case of

robbery, and not merely the obscure case described by Tosfos.

3.) In the above scenario (of an extremely poor person) it would make

no difference if the prutah was robbed, in the owner’s presence, or stolen,

in his absence. Nevertheless, the concept of “taking away life” is

mentioned by Rambam only in reference to robbery, and not theft.

We must therefore find a solution that explains why robbery is tantamount

to taking away life, whereas theft is not.

An alternative answer could be argued on the basis of an earlier law

recorded by Rambam (cited in Classic Questions to v. 13):

“Desire leads to coveting, and coveting leads to robbery. For if the

owner does not wish to sell...a robbery may result. And if the owner

stands up against the robber and tries to defend his property, an act of

murder may follow.”

This might explain why Rambam writes that “any person who robs from

another so much as a prutah is considered to have taken his life away,”

for human nature is such that the corruption of robbery can soon

degenerate into the deeper evil of murder. Therefore, at the very

inception of the robbery, the Torah already considers the person to have

killed, since he is following a path of social deterioration that could lead

to murder. 

In fact, we find other instances where Torah rules a present condition in

light of an impending deterioration. For example, the Torah requires that

the “rebellious son” must be put to death in his youth due to the potential

threat that he presents to society (Devarim 21:18). Likewise, in our case, the

Torah sees a robber in the present as a potentially murderous personality,

and so at the very outset he is considered to have “taken life away.”

This also explains why the concept of “taking away life” only applies

to robbery and not theft. Since robbery, which takes place in front of the

owner, presents the possibility of a murder, if the owner resists. With theft,

this is not a likely eventuality, since the act takes place when the owner

is absent.

However, while this solution answers our above questions, it does not

appear to be consistent with the wording of Rambam, because:

1.) If this was the case, Rambam should have begun, “Any person who

desires from another is considered to have stolen from him etc.” If

Rambam genuinely held that when a person begins a process of

deterioration we credit him with its completion, then not only would

desire be tantamount to robbery (and eventually murder), but desire

would also be tantamount to theft.

2.) “Murder” (lit. “spilling blood”) and “taking away life” (lit. “taking

away a soul”) are two quite different expressions. Thus, the “taking away

of life” which Rambam describes in law 13 does not appear to be the

same as the “murder” in law 11.

3.) There is no indication that the two laws are connected, and Rambam

does not write any connecting phrase that would suggest that they are

discussing the same point.

THE EXPLANATION

The reason why the Torah compares robbery to ending life is not

because it could lead, in some way or another, to a person actually

passing away. Rather, the act of robbery deprives the victim of some of

the inherent rights that life brings. And this is the case regardless of how

much money was taken.

When a person suffers a robbery, it is not merely that his assets have

decreased as a result of an unlawful act, (as is the case with theft). Rather,

when a robbery occurs, the person’s rightful ownership of an object is

openly challenged and taken away by force. The robber says, “I am

denying you the fundamental human right of owning your own property,”

which, in a certain respect, is depriving a person of the privilege of being

alive. Hence, “it is as if he took his life away.”

With theft, which occurs secretly, there is no outright challenge of

ownership. It is only that, at some later date, a person will discover that
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[ The Last Word [

L essons can be learned even from negative character traits.

Rabbi Meshulam Zusya of Anapoli learned a number of

lessons in Divine service from the thief: 

a.) He keeps to himself. b.) He is willing to place himself in

danger. c.) Even the smallest detail is very important to him.

d.) He works extremely hard. e.) He works quickly. f.) He is

confident and hopes for the best.  g.) If he does not succeed the

first time, he will try again and again.
(Hayom Yom, 3rd of Iyar)

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Is God not “withholding the wages” (v. 13) of the Jewish people

by only offering rewards in the World to Come, and not in this

world?  Surely, it is a mitzvah to pay a worker daily (v. 13)?

In truth, however, God does pay us daily for our work, but He

“invests” the rewards on our behalf for the future, so that we

continue working properly until the entire job is complete.

Despite the fact that we cannot yet “access” the reward, its

“ownership” has been completely handed over to us.

(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Devarim 5744)
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he does not have as many possessions as he did previously. But there was

never a moment where he was confronted by another person who

forcefully uprooted his ownership, and “took away his life.”

This also explains why Rambam writes that “any person who robs from

another so much as a prutah is considered to have taken his life away,”

since this blatant denial of a basic human right occurs in every case of

robbery. Even a very small amount, if it is taken out of a person’s hands

with just the threat of violence, then that person has experienced a trauma

whereby his privilege of being alive has been denigrated. 

Based on the above, we can explain why Rambam rules that if “the

object that was robbed no longer exists and the robber wishes to repent,

and he comes of his own volition offering money to the value of the object

that he robbed, our Sages instituted that the money should not be

accepted from him.”

At first glance, this seems to be unreasonable. If a person has committed

an act so heinous that it is tantamount to “taking away life,” how could

monetary compensation be rejected? 

“Nevertheless,” writes Rambam, our Sages instructed that a person

should not accept compensation for the following reason:

It was explained above, that the distinction between robbery and theft

is that theft involves primarily a financial loss, whereas robbery (in

addition to the financial loss) is a direct attack on a person’s rights of

ownership. Therefore, in the case where the stolen object still exists, Torah

requires the robber to return the object that was stolen, thus reversing the

damage he caused.

When, however, “the object that was robbed no longer exists,” there is

no possibility of returning the victim his right of ownership of that object

which was taken away. To repay the value of the object would merely

have the effect of compensating for the financial loss, but the real crime

here was not so much the financial loss but the violation of ownership

rights. Therefore, since the compensation would in any case prove to be

quite ineffective in reversing the damage caused, the Sages instituted that

the money should be refused. In this way an insubstantial compensation

is exchanged for a much greater good, that of “making the path easier for

those who return.” 

However, since this enactment is entirely for the benefit of the “one who

returns” it is imperative that he be a sincere returnee who “wishes to

repent, and he comes of his own volition.” Otherwise there is no gain to

be had in refusing his money.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 112ff.)
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The lesson from the above (See Toras Menachem) is clear: Helping

another Jew who is on the “path of return” should not be done

for the motive of personal gain. Rather, one should help another

even when it involves physical or spiritual loss, and it is precisely

this approach which meets with the “approval of the Sages.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 118-9.)
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�
14 You should not curse a deaf person (or any other living person). 

� You should not place a stumbling block before a person who is “blind” (to a certain matter.  Since

nobody can know your true intentions, and you could always escape blame,) you must fear your

God. I am God. 

�
15 You, (the judge), should not commit a perversion of justice. You should not favor a poor person

or respect a great man (in judgment). You should judge your fellow correctly. 

�
16 You should not go around as a gossiper among your people. 

�� What does it mean to “place a stumbling block before a

blind person”? (v. 14)

RASHI: You should not give advice that is inappropriate for a person

who is “blind” regarding a certain matter. For example, do not tell a

person, “Sell your field and buy a donkey,” if your plan is to take

advantage of him and acquire [the field] from him.

TORAS KOHANIM: Do not tell a person, “Leave early in the morning,”

so that bandits will attack him.  Do not tell a person, “Leave at

midday,” so that he will be struck by hot winds [and sun]. Do not tell

a person, “Sell your field and buy a donkey,” if your plan is to take

advantage of him and acquire [the field] from him.

RAMBAN: One should not cause a blind person to be injured,

thinking that this victim will not know who caused the injury.

�� Why does the verse end “you must fear your God”? (v. 14)

RASHI: It is not discernible whether the person [who gave the

advice] had good or bad intentions. Since he can avoid blame by

saying, “I meant well!” the Torah stresses, “You must fear your God,”

for He knows your thoughts...

A STUMBLING BLOCK BEFORE THE BLIND (V. 14)

Rashi’s comment to verse 14 presents us with the following problems:

a.) Why did Rashi offer a seemingly non-literal interpretation of v. 14,

that, “You should not give advice that is inappropriate for a person who is

‘blind’ regarding a certain matter”? Surely the most straightforward

meaning of the verse is that one may not place an actual stumbling block

in front of a person who is blind, in the literal sense (as Ramban learns)?

b.) Why did Rashi deem it necessary to bring an example to explain

what giving inappropriate advice means? Surely the reader can

understand this obvious point for himself?

c.) Why did Rashi cite only one of three illustrations given by Toras

Kohanim (Rashi’s source for this teaching)? 

d.) Of what relevance is it that “your plan is to take advantage of him

and acquire [the field] from him”? Surely the point of emphasis here is,

“you should not give advice that is inappropriate for a person,” i.e. that it

is detrimental to the recipient of the advice. Why do we need to know

what is motivating the giver of the advice?

THE EXPLANATION

In Parshas Mishpatim we learned, “If a person opens (the cover of) a pit,

or if a person digs (an existing) pit (making it larger) and does not cover

it, and then an ox or a donkey (or any other animal) falls into it, the one

responsible for the pit must pay (compensation, either) giving money to

its owner (or any produce of value)” (Shemos 21:33-34).

From here, the reader is already familiar with the principle that it is

forbidden to place an obstacle which causes damage for otherwise the

Torah would not require the guilty party to pay compensation.  Thus, on

reaching our verse Rashi was troubled: Why does the Torah state that one

may not place a stumbling block before the blind, when we already

learned in Parshas Mishpatim that one may not carry out an act which is

potentially damaging to any person?

Rashi came to the conclusion that our verse must be speaking of a

totally new prohibition, not that of a potentially damaging act, but rather

that of giving “inappropriate advice.” I.e. here we are not speaking about

something that might hurt or injure another person physically, but rather,

a type of advice which is “inappropriate” in that one is not thinking of the

benefit to the recipient of the advice.

In order to clarify exactly what this means, Rashi cited an example:

“Do not tell a person, “Sell your field and buy a donkey,” if your plan is

to take advantage of him and acquire [the field] from him.”

Selling a field to buy a donkey is not necessarily bad advice. For the

agricultural life of ploughing, planting and reaping fields is more labor

intensive than earning a living by transporting cargo from place to place

on a donkey. On the other hand, driving a donkey also has its

disadvantages, since a person is forced to be constantly on the move and

spend long periods of time away from his family.

So, suggesting to a person to “sell your field and buy a donkey,” is not

necessarily bad advice, for such a change in lifestyle may indeed suit a

person.  The problem here is that the advice was not appropriate for the

recipient, i.e. the advice was not given solely in the recipient’s best

interests.  Rather, this “advice” was actually given to benefit the “advisor.”

Since the recipient of the advice will not suffer physically in this

instance, a person might think that it is permissible to give such “advice.”

To contradict this notion, the Torah instructs us: “Do not place a stumbling

block before a blind person,” i.e. do not selfishly offer “advice” which is

not intended to benefit the recipient, even if it does not harm him.

Based on the above, we can understand why Rashi did not cite the two

cases brought by Toras Kohanim: “Do not tell a person, ‘leave early in the

morning,’ so that bandits will attack him.  Do not tell a person, ‘leave at

midday,” so that he will be struck by hot winds [and sun].’” For, in both

of these cases, the advice is potentially hazardous to the other person and

this is a matter which (at the literal level) was already dealt with in Parshas

Mishpatim.  

Our verse prohibits a form of deception whose evil is less obvious, that

of appearing to offer genuine advice when, in fact, one is acting in one’s

own self-interest. Thus, the verse concludes, “You must fear your God,”

for He knows your thoughts....

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 141ff.)
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�� What is the meaning of “standing by your fellow’s blood”? (v. 16)

RASHI: “Do not stand by your fellow’s blood,” watching his death, if you are able to save him. For example, if he is drowning in the river

and a wild animal or robbers come upon him.

THE OBLIGATION TO SAVE ANOTHER’S LIFE (V. 16)

Rashi’s comment to verse 16 presents us with the following problems:

a.) What is Rashi adding that we do not already know from the verse

itself? 

b.) Why did Rashi need to bring examples of how a person may save

another’s life? Surely Rashi’s examples are straightforward and obvious?

c.) On closer examination, Rashi appears to have cited a rather obscure

example. Rashi did not write, “If he is drowning in the river or a wild beast

or robbers come upon him,” but rather, “If he is drowning in the river and

a wild animal or robbers come upon him.” 

Is Rashi suggesting that there is only an obligation to save one’s fellow

whose life is being threatened simultaneously by two hazards—he is

drowning and being attacked?!

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi’s comment to v. 16 was not intended to explain the basic meaning

of the words, “You should not stand by your fellow’s blood,” because this

obviously refers to saving another person from a life-threatening situation.  

What troubled Rashi was why the Torah codified a positive command

to save another person who is in danger as a negative prohibition: “You

should not stand by your fellow’s blood.” Clearly, the Torah is requiring

action here, so why are we told this information in a convoluted fashion:

that we should not be passive?

The negative tone indicated to Rashi that the Torah is not coming here

to inform us of the actual obligation to save a person from a life-

threatening situation, but rather, to qualify the extent of that obligation. 

In other words, there is a case where we might think it is indeed

permissible not to attempt to save a person’s life, and to contradict this

notion the Torah states, “You should—nevertheless—not stand by your

fellow’s blood.”

But what is this case to which the verse refers? And if our verse is not

the source for the mitvzah of saving another person’s life, then from where

do we learn this principle?

The answer is that, according to Rashi, no verse is required to teach us

the obligation to save another person’s life, because this requirement is a

logical extension of the mitzvah to help save another person’s money (see

Shemos 23:4-5). Clearly, reasoned Rashi, if a person is required to extend

himself to help save another person’s property, then all the more so would

one be required to help save his very life.

What is not clear however, is how far a person must go to save another’s

life. We might think, for example, that one would not be required to

endanger one’s own life in order to save the life of another.

To clarify this point, the Torah states, “You should not stand by your

fellow’s blood.” I.e. even when a person may think it is permissible not to

attempt to save his fellow, because he does not want to put his own life at

risk, the Torah nevertheless instructs us: “You should not stand by your

fellow’s blood”—since we are talking about a person’s very life, his

“blood,” we simply cannot stand by and watch him die.*

Nevertheless, it is also self-understood that there is no point in

attempting to save a person if the risk is so great that one’s attempts might

not prove successful.  In such an instance we could not argue, at the literal

level, that one should risk one’s own life to save another’s when it is not

clear if one’s efforts would bear any fruit.
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* This is the literal interpretation of the verse.  Jewish law however does not always follow the literal interpretation, and, in this case, the question

whether one must put oneself in danger to save another is a matter of halachic dispute.  See Rambam, Laws of Murder and the Protection of Life

1:14-15; Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpat ch. 260 and commentaries ibid. In Shulchan Aruch Harav, Hilchos Nizkei Guf veNefesh, the

conclusion is that one is not obligated.  See also Hilchos Shabbos 329:8.

[ The Last Word [

The Ba’al Shem Tov taught that everything that a person sees is

orchestrated by God as a specific message to him.  This is the

inner significance of Rashi’s comment to verse 16: The fact that

you see someone whose life is in danger proves that “you are able

to save him.” For the fact that God allowed you to witness this

event must surely be for a practical reason—namely that you, of

all people, have the ability to save this person.

Likewise, if one sees a person “drowning” spiritually, it is a sign

from above that one has the ability to draw him back to the

fountains of living Judaism. 

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 125-6)
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� You should not stand by your fellow’s blood (if his life is in danger, and you are able to save him).

I am God (who is faithful to pay reward and exact punishment). 

�
17 You should:

� Not hate your brother in your heart. 

� You should continually rebuke your fellow, but you should not bear a sin (by

embarrassing) him (in public). 

�
18 You should neither take revenge nor bear a grudge against the members of your people. 

� You should love your fellow as (you love) yourself. I am God. 

�� How important is it to “love your fellow like (you love)

yourself? (v. 18)

RASHI: Rabbi Akiva says: “This is a major principle of the Torah.”

TALMUD: Hillel said: “What is hateful to you, do not do to your

fellow. This is the entire Torah—the rest is commentary” (Shabbos 31a).

SEFER HACHINUCH: In other words, many of the commandments of

the Torah depend on it.  For a person who loves his fellow as he

loves himself will not steal his property, commit adultery with his

wife, cheat him financially, abuse him verbally, go into unfair

competition with him, or harm him in any way, etc.

�� Is it possible to love another as you love yourself? (v. 18)

RAMBAN: No. The Torah means that one should show love towards

him, i.e. to have respect for his property as if it were your own.

CHIZKUNI: It is impossible to love another like oneself.  Verse 18

means you should love to give assistance to your fellow.

So, our verse is speaking of a particular kind of case: It is an instance

where, a.) a person is required to put his life at risk to save his fellow; but,

b.) the risk is not so great that it puts the entire mission in jeopardy.

Thus Rashi could not bring an example of a person who is attacked by

bandits. For, generally speaking, a person is attacked by bandits when

traveling alone, and in such a situation it is by no means clear that one

other person will be able to save the lone traveler from numerous bandits.

Therefore, there would be no requirement to attempt to save a person in

such a situation, for it is not clear that one’s attempts would be effective.

Rashi could also not bring the example of a person drowning, for in

such a case there is normally no personal risk involved in attempting to

save the person, and so this case does not fall into the category described

by our verse.

Rather, to clarify what exactly the verse is referring to, Rashi continues:

“For example, if he is drowning in the river and a wild animal or robbers

come upon him.”

This is a case where, if one would attempt to save the drowning person

one could certainly be sure to save him, but it is likely that the savior

would then be attacked by the animal soon after. Or similarly, if robbers

were approaching a drowning man, it is possible that one might have

enough time to save the man, but one would thereby put one’s own life

in jeopardy from the robbers.

Thus, both these cases are possible scenarios of the specific case

referred to by our verse, where a person can definitely save the victim, but

in doing so he is putting his own life in danger.  Nevertheless, the Torah

instructs us: “You should not stand by your fellow’s blood.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 120ff.)

A “MAJOR PRINCIPLE”  (V. 18)

In his commentary to verse 18, Rashi cites Rabbi Akiva’s teaching that

the requirement to love one’s fellow like one loves oneself is “a major

principle of the Torah.”

What difficulty in the verse prompted Rashi to make this comment? And

why is it necessary to know, at the literal level, that Rabbi Akiva was the

author of this teaching?

Ramban and Chizkuni both address the question how it is possible for

one to love another person as much as oneself, which seems to be

impossible for the average person. Furthermore, how can the Torah

legislate an emotional feeling between one person and another? Surely,

the law can only require action, which is within a person’s direct control,

and not emotions, which are not? 

How would Rashi answer these questions?

THE EXPLANATION

Rashi’s basic question is that the verse, “You should love your fellow like

(you love) yourself,” appears to render many of the other prohibitions of

the Torah redundant. For if a person is already fulfilling the command to

love his fellow as much as he loves himself, he will clearly not steal from

him, take revenge against him etc. So why did the Torah need to record

so many laws concerning the conduct between man and his fellow, if they

�
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“A ll Jews are called brothers, literally, due to the source of

their souls in the One God, and it is only their bodies that

divide them. Therefore, those who care for their bodies first and

their souls second cannot share true brotherly love, for their love

will have an ulterior motive. This is what Hillel the Elder meant

when he said about this mitzvah, “This is the entire Torah—the

rest is commentary etc.” (see Talmud).  For the basis and root of

the entire Torah is to prioritize the soul over the body....”

(Tanya, chapter 32)

“The three loves—love of God, love of Israel, and love of the

Torah—are one. A means to “You should love God, your God” is

“You should love your fellow like yourself.”

(Letter written by the Rebbe on 12 Cheshvan 5711)



1 scrho fj' ht     2 nuWe hc/     3 frh,u, ht/     4 scrho fj'bj     5 ao by      6 dhyhi nd:     7 frh,u, y/

)hy( t, je,h ,anru/ utku vi cvn,l kt,rchg fktho uduw' jeho tku

dzru, nkl athiygo kscr: ucds fktho/ knv btnr' kph abtnr kt

,kca agybz mnr upa,ho hjsu
1

'hfuk kt hkca dhzh mnr utbhmh pa,i'

,knuskunr cds/ nbhi krcu, vkcsho' ,knus kunragybz' scr avut aug

yuuh ubuz/ utunr tbh buzkaui scr vbnkk uazur zv go zv kjcru'nhayh"r

ckg"z' fnujzhhi kbtzh sth, cvui
2

' atbu nprahi kaui fnuapkhayr"t/

ukaui agybz phra nbjonjcr, mnr upa,ho: )f( bjrp, ktha/ nhugs,

unhujs, ktha'uthbh husg ku snhui cnert/ ucapjv fbgbh,ajmhv apjv

ujmhv c, jurhi vnturx, kgcsgcrh anu,r capjv' vf,uc nscr
3

:

uvpsv kt bps,v/ psuhv uthbv psuhv ux,opshui cfx;: tu jpav/
cayr: cer, ,vhv/ vht kuev ukt vut' ha gk ch,shi kcer t, vscr

akt kjhhcu nh,v' fh ktjpav' uthi ehsuahv ehsuahi dnurhi/ urcu,hbu

knsu nfti anh avut cnkeu, hvt cerhtv'avshhbho vnkehi eurhi gk

vkuev to kt ,anur kgau, uduw
4

uvpkt vw t,nfu,l uduw
5

: fh kt jpav/
kphfl thi jhhc gkhv nh,v'athi ehsuahv ehsuahi' vt to jupav'

ehsuahvehsuahi ujhhc nh,v
6

: )fc( ubxkj ku njyt,u tar jyt/
krcu,t, vnzhs faudd

7
: )fd( ugrk,o grk,u/ utyn,o tyhn,u' hvt

tyuo ubx,o nkhvbu, nnbu: aka abho hvhv kfo grkho/ nthn,h
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are all included in this one simple mitzvah: “You should love your fellow

like (you love) yourself”?

To answer this question, Rashi wrote: “This is a major principle of

the Torah,” i.e. our verse is not a single mitzvah in its own right, for

then it would render so many other mitzvos redundant. Rather, it is a

principle which takes expression through many mitzvos of the Torah

(c.f. Sefer haChinuch).

However, this begs the question: We would expect a general principle

to be recorded alongside the various specific methods through which it is

expressed. In our case however, the practical laws through which the

principle of loving one’s fellow are expressed are scattered throughout the

Torah. Why do we not find the general “principle” and its detailed

expression recorded together?

To answer this question Rashi stressed: “This is a major principle of the

Torah.” In other words: Normally, we would expect a general principle to

be written alongside its detailed implementation, but in this case the

principle is so far-reaching it is a “major” principle that it is not possible to

record all the details together, since they span the entire Torah.

Based on the above, we can also understand that our verse is not

coming to legislate emotion at all.  For the verse is not expressing a new

law, but rather, it is stressing the underlying principle of many of the

laws of the Torah.  Thus, the way to “love your fellow as (you love)

yourself,” is by fulfilling the practical laws of not gossiping, not taking

revenge, not stealing, etc.

Why though does the Torah use the expression, “You should love your

fellow as (you love) yourself”? Surely this is not possible for the average

person? (And it contradicts the teaching of Rabbi Akiva himself that, in a

case of threat to life, “Your life takes precedence over that of your fellow”

Bava Metzia 62a).

Rashi did not need to clarify this point, as the reader will already be

aware that, at the literal level, the term WIn�F (“like yourself”) does not

mean “exactly the same as” yourself:
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[ The Last Word [

A Jew has no right to think only of himself and his own spiritual

perfection, but must do everything possible to spread and

strengthen Yiddishkeit in his surroundings to the fullest extent of

his ability and influence. And if this was done under

circumstances of grave peril to one's life in that country [Russia]

and in those days, how much more should a Jew do under

circumstances of freedom and ease, where no real self-sacrifice is

required, but only the good will and determination to act in

accordance with the great principle in our Torah, “Ve'ahavta

lerei'acha kamocha [You should love your fellow like yourself].’”

(Excerpted from a letter written by the Rebbe on 4th Tammuz, 5741)
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�
19 You should observe My suprarational commands*: 

� You should not crossbreed your livestock with different species. 

� You should not sow your field with a mixture of seeds.

� A garment which has a mixture of sha’atnez (wool and linen) should not come upon you. 

�
20 If a man will lie with a woman and he will have a seminal emission, and she is a (non-Jewish)

slavewoman who is partially married to a (Jewish slave) man, and she has been (allowed to

partially marry this Jewish slave since she has been) redeemed (by one of her masters) and she

has not been redeemed (by the other), or she has not been given a document of release (by just

one of her masters)—then:

� There should be an investigation (to verify the above details). 

� They should not be put to death, because she had not been (completely) freed (and thus

she was not fully married.  Rather she is given lashes). 

�
21 He should bring his guilt-offering to God, to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting a

guilt-offering ram. 22 The priest should atone for him with the guilt-offering ram, before

God, for the sin that he had committed, and he will be forgiven for the sin that he had

committed.

�
23 When you come to the Land and you plant any (type of) food tree:

� Its fruit will be consistently restricted from you. You will be restricted from its fruit for three

years, and may not eat it.

�� How are the three years calculated? (v. 23)

RASHI: When does one start counting? From the time of planting.

At the beginning of Parshas Vayigash, Yehudah tells Yosef, “You are like

Pharaoh” (v«g§r�p�F WIn�f). Rashi explains: “You are as important in my eyes

as the king.” Clearly though, Yehudah did not mean that in his eyes Yosef

was actually equal to the king, for Yehudah would certainly have been

aware that Pharaoh had the ultimate authority in Egypt (See Bereishis 41:40).

Similarly in our case, the principle of loving one’s fellow does not mean

(at the literal level**) that the love for the other person must be identical

to the love for oneself.  Rather, we are told to love one’s fellow as—but

not in exactly the same way—as one loves oneself. It is thus no

contradiction to the teaching of Rabbi Akiva, that “your life takes

precedence over that of your fellow.”

We still, however, need to explain why Rashi deemed it necessary, at the

literal level, to cite Rabbi Akiva as the source of his comment: “Rabbi

Akiva says, ‘This is a major principle of the Torah.’”

With these words Rashi was hinting at a solution to two subtle questions

that the reader may have:

a.) How is it possible to love a Jew whom the Torah itself condemns as

a sinner, deserving punishment?

b.) If loving one’s fellow is indeed “a major principle of the Torah,” then

why are we only introduced to this concept here for the first time in

Parshas Kedoshim, and not earlier?

Both these questions can be answered by bearing in mind that our

teaching was authored by Rabbi Akiva:

a.) Rabbi Akiva taught, “Beloved are the Jewish people, for they are

called the children of God” (Avos 3:14).  Thus, by meditating upon the fact

that all Jews are brothers, a person will come to love every Jew.

b.) Rabbi Akiva taught, “The general principles of the Torah and the

details were given at Sinai, and repeated in the Tent of Meeting”

(Chaigah 6b). Thus, our Parsha which relates what God told Moshe in the

Tent of Meeting is only the repetition of the principle to love one’s fellow,

which was said for the first time at Sinai. Thus, according to Rabbi Akiva,

it is not the case that this principle is being introduced here for the first

time.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 215ff.)

RESTRICTED FRUIT (V. 23)

Verse 23 states, “When you come to the Land and you plant any (type

of) food tree...You will be restricted from its fruit for three years,” but it is

not clear how this three year-period is calculated. Rashi clarifies: “When

does one start counting? From the time of planting.”

However:

a.) Where is Rashi’s proof, at the literal level, that the three years begin

with planting, and not from the time when the tree bears fruit?

b.) Rashi does not normally write his comments in a question and

answer format. Why does Rashi first pose a question, “When does one

start counting?” rather then simply writing, “Three years: from the time

of planting”?

�
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* For further details about the mitzvos of this verse, see Devarim 22:9-11 and commentaries there.     **According to Chasidic teachings however, it is possible to love another

Jew as much as oneself.  See Tanya chap. 32 (cited in Sparks of Chasidus on p. 163).

THIRD

READING



1 uhert fz' k     2 xd/     3 xbvsrhi xu/     4 ao xv:     5 nfu, f:      6 cnscr fv' s     7 anutk_c ft' u     

nubv ku' nag, byhg,u/ hfuk to vmbhgu' ktjraka abho hvt nu,r'

,knus kunr hvhv' cvuhh,uhvt: )fs( hvhv fk prhu esa/ fngar abh

af,uccu ufk ngar vtr. uduw esa kvw
1

/nv ngar abh thbu btfk ju.

kjun, hruakhotkt cpshui' t; zv fi/ uscr zv vkukho kvwvut' abuatu

ao kacj ukvkk kanho: )fv( kvuxh; kfo ,cut,u/ vnmuv vzt,

a,anru ,vhv kvuxh; kfo ,cut,u' acafrvtbh ncrl kfo phru,

vbyhgu,/ vhv rch gehcttunr scrv ,urv fbds hmr vrg' akt htnrtso

vrh trcg abho tbh nmygr cu jbo' kphflbtnr kvuxh; kfo ,cut,u: tbh
vw/ tbh vw vncyhj gk fl ubtni kanurvcyj,h: )fu( kt ,tfku gk
vso/ kvrcv pbho bsracxbvsrhi

2
tzvrv akt htfk ncaresaho kpbh

zrhe, snho' utzvrv ktufk ncvn,jukhi yro a,mt bpav' ugus vrcv:

kt ,bjau/ fdui tku vnbjahi cjuksvucgupu,
3

' p,u bpkv nphu' mch

vpxheu csrl
4

: ukt ,gubbu/ kaui gubu, uagu,' atunr huopkubh hpv

kv,jhk nktfv' agv pkubh, eavkmt,: )fz( kt ,epu pt, rtafo/
zv vnauvmsghu ktjurh tzbu ukpsj,u' ubnmt ve; rtaugduk xchc' agk

tjurh tzbhu gerh agru kngkvnmsghu vrcv
5

: pt, zebl/ xu; vzei

udcukhu/ uvi jna a,hocfk kjh ukjh kngkv tmk vrta avut rjc uhacu

a,h ptu,' utj, knyv cxbyru neuo jcurabh vkjhho hjs: )fj( uary
kbpa/ fi srfi ak tnurhho kvhu,naryhi caro fan, kvo n,: uf,c,
egeg/ f,c vnjuev uaeug athbubnje kguko anegegu cnjy uvut

najhrkguko: egeg/ kaui uvueg tu,o
6

' uvuegbuo
7

/ ,ujchi g. ctr.

u,ukhi tu,o gkhvo ubnmtu njuehi u,juchicereg' purpuhhb"y ckg"z:

)fy( tk ,jkk t, c,l kvzbu,v/ cnuxrc,u pbuhv kchtv akt kao

ehsuahi: ukt ,zbv vtr./ to t,v guav fi vtr.nzbv t, phru,hv
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THE EXPLANATION

When the Torah forbids a person to eat a certain substance, there are

two possible reasons: a.) The substance itself is forbidden. e.g. meat from

a non-kosher animal.

Or: b.) The substance itself is intrinsically permitted, but it is forbidden

for the person to eat it, due to the circumstances in which the person

finds himself.  For example, on Yom Kippur, it is forbidden to eat even

kosher food.

With this in mind, we can examine Rashi’s comment to verse 23:

Rashi was troubled by the repetition in verse 23.  Why does the verse

repeat: “Its fruit will be consistently restricted from you. You will be

restricted from its fruit for three years, and may not eat it” when this could

have been phrased more succinctly: “Its fruit will be consistently restricted

from you for three years, you may not eat it”?

This repetition indicated to Rashi that our verse contains two distinct

prohibitions:

1. “Its fruit will be consistently restricted from you.” 2. “You will be

restricted from its fruit for three years, and may not eat it.”

The first prohibition (1) stresses that the fruit itself is prohibited: “Its fruit

will be consistently restricted from you,” i.e. that the Torah renders this

fruit as a prohibited substance, like meat from a non-kosher animal.

The second prohibition (2) stresses that, in addition to prohibiting the

substance itself, the Torah also decrees upon the person that this fruit may

not be eaten during a period of three years: “You will be restricted from

its fruit for three years, and may not eat it,” i.e. just as any food may not
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“IN THE FIFTH YEAR, YOU MAY EAT ITS FRUIT” (V. 25)

While the fruits of a tree’s fourth year are holy, and may be

eaten only in Jerusalem, the fruits of the fifth year may be

eaten anywhere (v. 24-25).

According to Chasidic thought, the fruits of the fifth year

actually correspond to a greater degree of spirituality than those

of the fourth year (Likutei Torah, Kedoshim 30d). This is because the

ultimate expression of spirituality is not that which must remain

confined to a certain holy place (such as Jerusalem). Rather, the

greatest holiness is that which penetrates the mundane fabric of

everyday life, so that even the lowest parts of this physical world

are devoted to the “praise of God” (v. 24).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 139ff.)
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�
24 In the fourth year, all its fruit should be holy (only to be eaten in Jerusalem,) in praise

of God. 

�
25 In the fifth year, you may eat its fruit. 

� (Observe this law, in order) to increase (the tree’s) produce for you. I am God, your

(trustworthy) God.

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF PP EE RR SS OO NN AA LL SS AA NN CC TT II TT YY [

�
26 You should not eat (sacrificial meat) when (its) blood (has not yet been sprinkled on the Altar).

� You should not practice divination, or act on the basis of fortuitous times. 

�
27 You should not remove (the hair from around) the circumference of your head (making the hair

behind the ears level with the hair of the temples). 

� You should not destroy the extremities of your beard. 

�
28 You should not make scratches in your flesh, (to mourn) a person (that died). 

� You should not put a tattoo on yourselves. I am God. 

�
29 You should not defile your daughter, allowing your unmarried daughter to have relations (not

for the sake of marriage. If you do) the Land will become “unfaithful” (another land will produce

its fruits), and the Land will be filled with immorality. 

be eaten throughout the night and day of Yom Kippur, so too the Torah

forbade a person from eating the fruit of a tree for a period of three years.

While this distinction may appear at first glance to be purely academic,

there are a number of practical ramifications:

i.) If the Torah had connected the three-year period with the prohibition

on the fruit itself (1), then one would expect the three-year period to begin

when the fruit first appears. In fact, however, the three-year time period is

included in the second half of the verse, which speaks of the prohibition

on the person (“You will be restricted from its fruit for three years, and

may not eat it”), suggesting that the three-year period is a function of the

person’s involvement. Therefore, Rashi wrote: “When does one start

counting?”, i.e. when does the person’s involvement begin? “From the

time of planting.”

ii.) If a person took a branch from a tree that was over three years old

and planted it in the ground, would we have to wait three years to eat

from its fruit or not (according to Rashi)?

If the three-year period were a function of the prohibition on the tree

itself, we could argue that this tree had already passed its initial three

years, and thus the fruit should be permitted.  Since, however, the three-

year period is in fact connected to the prohibition on the person, it follows

that a further three-year period is now required after the person planted

this new tree.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 103ff; vol. 12, pp. 199-201)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

“YOU SHOULD NOT DESTROY...YOUR BEARD” (V. 27)

�� Tzemach Tzedek (the third Lubavitcher Rebbe) ruled in his

responsa that it is a Biblical prohibition to cut the beard, even

with a scissors, as did many other halachic authorities both

before and after him (Responsa, Yoreh Deah chap. 93; See also Chidushim

al HaShas, Makos chap. 3, p. 160a; Piskei Dinim, Yoreh Deah, chap. 181-2).

�� Rabbis and spiritual leaders who remove their beards, following

a lenient opinion, may lead other Jews to transgress the outright

prohibition of shaving with a razor, since people will be unaware

of the manner in which the Rabbi shaves. (Igros Kodesh vol. 9, p. 247)

�� The thirteen parts of the beard correspond to the thirteen attrib-

utes of Divine mercy, and assist the person in eliciting Divine

mercy in financial matters, even when he may not be deserving.

The beard thus opens channels of additional blessing. (ibid. p. 235)

�� According to Chabad custom the peyos (hair on the circum-

ference of the head—see v. 27), may—and indeed should—be

trimmed with a scissors. This is based on the precedent of the

Arizal (Rabbi Yitzchak Luria 1534-1572, founder of the dominant

system of Kabalistic mysticism on which Chasidism is based), of

whom it is explicitly documented that he trimmed his peyos with

a scissors. Thus, it is difficult to fathom why a person who follows

in the paths of the Arizal would grow his peyos long (ibid. vol. 20,

pp. 9-10).



1 hrnhv d' d     2 hcnu,  u:     3 xbvsrhi xv:     4 ehsuahi kc:     5 ao     

kgau,i cneuo tjr uktctrmfo/ ufi vut tunr uhnbgurchcho udu
1

w:

)k(unesah ,hrtu/ kt hfbx ktcneku ukt cnbgku uctpubs,u uctce

agk rdkhu
2

/ut; gk ph atbh nzvhrfo gk vnesa' t,ac,u,h ,anuru'

thi cbhi ch, vnesa sujvac,: )kt( tk ,pbu tk vtucu,/ tzvrv

kcgk tucuhsgubh/ cgk tuc zv ph,uo vnscr najhu/uhsgubh nfbhx gmo

jhv aanv hsug k,ul phuuvgmo nscr
3

: tk ,ceau/ kvhu, gxueho co'

ato ,gxeuco t,o nhynthi kpbh utbh n,gc t,fo: tbh vw tkvhfo/
sgu t, nh t,o njkhphicnh: )kc( npbh ahcv ,euo/ hfuk zei tanth'

,knus kunr zei' thi zei tkt aebv jfnv
4

: uvsr, pbh zei/ thzvu vsur'

kt hac cneunu ukt hx,ur t, scrhu/ hfukhgmho ghbhu fnh akt rtvu' kfl

btnr uhrt,ntkvhl' avrh scr zv nxur kkcu ak guavu'athi nfhr cu

tkt vut' ufk scr vnxur kkcbtnr cu uhrt, ntkvhl
5

: )kd( kt ,ubu/

tubt, scrho/ kt ,tnr kutna vhh, gucs g�t ugfahu t,v ctkknus

,urv ab,bv nph vdcurv: )ks( fh drho vhh,o/ nuo acl tk ,tnr

kjcrl: tbh vw tkvhfo/ tkvhl utkvhu tbh: )kv( kt ,gau guk
cnapy/ to kshi' vrhfcr btnr kt ,gau guk cnapy'unvu napy vabuh

fti' vht vnsv uvnaekuvnaurv/ nkns avnuss bert shhi' ato aher

cnsv vrh vut fnekek t, vshi ueruh guk'abtuh' unaue.' jro u,ugcv/

uduro kjnavscrho vtnurho cshhi nynt t, vtr.' unjkkt, vao'

unxke t, vafhbv' unphk t, hartkcjrc' undkv tu,o ntrmo: cnsv/
zu ns, vtr.: cnaek/ fnangu: ucnaurv/ vht ns, vkj: )ku( tcbh
mse/ vo vnaeuku, aauekhi fbdsi: thpv/ vht ns, vhca: vhi/ zu vht

ns, vkj: tar vumt,h t,fo/ gk nb, fi/ scr tjrtbh vcjb,h

cnmrho chi ypv ak cfur kypvathbv ak cfur' utbh vbtni kvprg nnh
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�� Why does the Torah connect the mitzvah of accurate

measures with the Exodus from Egypt? (v. 36)

RAMBAM: If a person denies the mitzvah of accurate measures, it is

as if he denied the Exodus from Egypt, which was the beginning of

the [Torah’s] commandments (Laws of Theft, end of chap. 7).

MAGID MISHNEH: A person who transgresses the mitzvah of

accurate measures indicates that he does not believe in God’s close

supervision of all the details of this world.  He is thus denying the

Exodus from Egypt, and its associated miracles, which proved God’s

providential care and direct involvement with the world (ibid).

THE MITZVAH OF ACCURATE MEASURES (V. 36)

Magid Mishneh writes that a person who transgresses the mitzvah of

accurate measures is considered to have “denied the Exodus from

Egypt,” for his willingness to practice covert corruption suggests that he

does not believe that God’s providence (proven at the Exodus) extends to

his covert affairs.

However, this does not appear to have pinpointed the unique quality of

the mitzvah of accurate measures.  For an ordinary thief also carries out

his corrupt activities covertly, and yet we do not find that our Sages

equated theft with a denial of the Exodus.

What then is the exceptional evil of having non-accurate measures

which is tantamount to a rejection of the Exodus from Egypt?

�
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�
30 You should revere My Sanctuary (by not entering the Temple with your staff, shoes, moneybelt

or dust on your feet. But despite the great importance of the Temple) you should observe My

Sabbaths (rather than building the Temple on the Sabbath). I am God. 

�
31 You should not turn to (the sorcery of) Ov or Yid’oni. You should not seek (these, and thereby)

defile yourselves through them. I am God, your God.

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF HH OO NN EE SS TT YY AA NN DD RR EE SS PP EE CC TT FF OO RR OO TT HH EE RR SS [

�
32 You should rise in the presence of an old person and you should honor the presence of a

sage. (Do not shut your eyes to avoid doing this mitzvah, but rather,) you should fear your God.

I am God. 

�
33 When a convert lives with you in your land, you should not (verbally) harass him (by reminding

him of his past). 34 The convert who lives with you should be considered by you like a native

among you, and you should love him as (you love) yourself. For you (too) were (once) strangers

in the land of Egypt. (Just as) I am your God, (I am his) God (too). 

�
35 You should not commit a perversion of justice (with false) measures, weights, or liquid

measures. 36 You should have accurate scales, accurate weights, an accurate dry-measure, and an

accurate liquid measure. I am God, your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt (on

condition that you keep accurate weights and measures). 

�
37 You should observe all My suprarational commands and all My rational commands, and fulfill

them. I am God.

THE EXPLANATION

The use of false weights and measures is a form of theft: A person

attempts to acquire another’s money unlawfully, without the owner

discovering what has happened.

However, the use of false weights and measures is a greater act of

deception than a regular act of theft. For while a regular thief keeps his

activities totally covert, the person who uses false weights actually

pretends to his victim that he is honest, since the weights are perceived to

be used for the sake of accuracy and fairness. Thus, this act is particularly

evil and deceptive, for the person is creating a veil of righteousness by the

use of weights, and yet, at the very same time, these same weights are

being used as tools of corruption.

To understand why, according to Rambam, this specific type of corrup-

tion is connected to the Exodus from Egypt, we need first to examine

Rambam’s explanation of why the Egyptian people were punished for

enslaving the Jewish people:

It is written in the Torah, “[You should know that your descendants will

be strangers in a land that is not theirs.] They will enslave them and

oppress them” (Bereishis 15:13). This suggests that it decreed upon the

Egyptians [against their will] that they would act wickedly.

It is also written, “this people will rise up, and go astray after the gods

of the people of the land” (Devarim 31:16) which suggests it was decreed

upon the Jewish people to serve idols. So why did God punish them? 

This is because the decree was not made upon a particular person about

whom it was known that he would go astray.  Rather, all those who chose

to go astray chose to do so of their own volition. God was merely making

known what would happen on a global scale.

It is similar to [God] saying that a nation has both righteous people and

wicked people. This clearly does not give license to a wicked person to say

to himself that it has been decreed upon him to be wicked....

Likewise with the Egyptians: All those Egyptians and persecutors of the

Jewish people had the free choice not to harm the Jewish people if they

wished, for [God] did not decree upon any person in particular. Rather, it

was [merely] made known to Abraham that his children will, in the future,

be enslaved in a foreign land” (Laws of Teshuvah 6:5).

The Egyptian persecution of the Jewish people was thus done under a

pretense.  They appeared to be following God’s will, for God had

decreed, “They will enslave them and oppress them.” In truth, however,

the Egyptians were carrying out an act of wickedness, for they chose to

harm the Jewish people. They were thus not carrying out God’s will at all,

for if the Egyptians had chosen not to harm the Jewish people, God

would have found another way to carry out His decree.

This subterfuge, of appearing to be righteous while at the same time

carrying out an act of wickedness, resembles the sin of having false

weights and measures. For, as explained above, the use of false measures

is an attempt to “dress up” an act of theft as an act of honesty.  

Thus: “If a person denies the mitzvah of accurate measures, it is as if he

denied the Exodus from Egypt,” for the Exodus freed us from the

dishonest subterfuge which was typified by the Egyptian people.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayeishev 5746; Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 149ff.)
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1 cWn xt:     2 xbvsrhi xs:     3 uhert ft' fd      4 acugu, ky/     5 xbvsrhi xs:     6 ao pv:     7 ao xu/     8 hvuag c' hy     9 xbvsrhi bc:

ayuninaeku,hu cnkj kvubu, t, vcrhu, athinfhrho cvo
1

: )c( utk cbh
hartk ,tnr/ gubahi gkvtzvru,: nu, hun,/ cch, shi' uto thi fj

kch, shigo vtr. nxhhghi tu,i: go vtr./ go acdhbu bcrt, vtr./ scr

tjrgo ag,hshi khra t, vtr. g"h nmu, vkku: )d( t,i t, pbh/ pbth

akh' pubv tbh nfkgxeh uguxe cu: ctha/ ukt cmcur' athi fk vmcur

bfr,hi: fh nzrgu b,i knkl/ kph abtnr ngchr cbuuc,u cta' ci cbu uci

c,u nbhi',knus kunr fh nzrgu b,i knukl/ zrg pxuknbhi' ,knus kunr

c,,u nzrgu knukl
2

: kngi ynt t, nesah/ t, fbx, hartk'avht

neusa, kh' fkaui ukthjkk t, nesah
3

: )s( uto vgko hgkhnu/ to vgkhnu

cscrtjs' xu; ahgkhnu cscrho vrcv/ to vgkhnuxbvsrh eybv' xu;

ahgkhnu xbvsrh dsukv: )v( ucnapj,u/ tnr rw angui ufh napjvnv

jytv' tkt kknsl athi kl napjv ahacv nufx athi fuko nufxhi' afuko

njphi gkhu
4

: uvfr,h t,u/ knv btnr' kph abtnrucnapj,u' hfuk hvhu fk

vnapjv cvfr,',knus kunr tu,u/ tu,u cvfr, ukt fkvnapjv cvfr,'

tkt chxurhi: kzbu, tjrh vnukl/ krcu, atr gcus, tkhkhoagcsv cfl'

utphku thi zu gcus,v
5

: )z(uv,esa,o/ zu prhau, g�t: )y( tchu utnu
ekk/ krcu, ktjr nh,v

6
: snhu cu/ zu xehkv' ufi fk neuo abtnr snhu cu

snhvo co
7

' uknsbu ntuc uhsgubh abtnr cvoctci hrdnu tu,o snhvo co/

upauyu ak nert' fnu snu crtau
8

' thi bgba gk nh,,u tkt vut' avut dro

kgmnu ahvrd: )h( utha/ pry keyi
9

: tar hbt; t, ta, tha/ pry

kta, eyi'knsbu athi keyi ehsuahi/ ugk thzu ta, thajhhc,h kl: tar
hbt; t, ta, rgvu/ prykta, guwwd' knsbu athi ehsuahi kguwwd: nu,
hun, vbut; uvbutp,/ fk nh,v vtnurvc,urv x,o thbv tkt jbe:

)hc( ,ck gau/ dbth/ kaui tjr nckckhi zrgvtc czrg vci: )hd( nafch
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1 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 You should say (the following punishments for transgressing the

prohibitions of the Torah) to the Children of Israel: 

� Any man of the Children of Israel, or from the converts who live among Israel, who gives any

of his offspring in (worship of the pagan deity) Molech, should be put to death (by the court. If

the court does not have the power to do so) the public should (assist the court and) pelt him to

death with stones. 

�
3 I will devote My time (away from all My affairs and deal) with this man (individually) and I will

cut him off from among his people, (even if) he gave his (grandson) to Molech, in order to defile

(the assembly of Israel) which is sacred to Me, and to profane My holy Name. 

�
4 If the public consistently ignores that man, when he gives (even) his (illegitimate) offspring to

Molech, not putting him to death, 5 then I will devote My time (away from all My affairs and deal)

with this man and with his family. (But) I will (only) cut him off, and all who follow after him to

go astray after Molech, from among the people, (but I will not cut off his family too). 

�
6 (If) a person turns to Ov or Yid’oni, to go astray after them, I will set My attention upon that

person, and I will cut him off from among his people. 
7 You should sanctify yourselves (by separating from idolatry) and be holy, for I am God, your God.

8 You should observe My suprarational commands and fulfill them. I am God, who sanctifies you. 

�
9 If any man curses his father or his mother, he should be put to death, (even if) he has cursed

his father or his mother (after their death). His blood(y death by stoning) is his own (fault). 

�
10 (If) a (grown) man commits adultery with (another grown) man’s wife: (if the person he)

committed adultery with (was) the wife of his fellow (Jew), the adulterer and the adulteress

should both be put to death (by strangulation). 

�
11 A man who lies with his father’s wife (is considered to) have uncovered his father’s nakedness.

Both of them should be put to death. Their blood(y death by stoning) is their own (fault).

�
12 (If) a man lies with his daughter-in-law, both of them should be put to death. They have

committed a shameful act. Their blood(y death by stoning) is their own (fault).

�
13 (If) a man lies with a man as one would with a woman, both of them have committed an abom-

inable act. They should both be put to death. Their blood(y death by stoning) is their own (fault).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU SHOULD SANCTIFY YOURSELVES (BY SEPARATING FROM IDOLATRY) AND BE HOLY” (V. 7)

To receive sustenance from the forces of holiness it is essential for

a person to strive to be in a state of submission to a Higher

Authority.  Those unwilling to make this effort follow the path of idol

worship, which does not require any compromise of the ego. In this

vein, the verse testifies, “We ate in Egypt for free” (Bamidbar 11:5).

A further reason why individuals choose to receive their sustenance

by means of idol worship, is because the short-term benefits are

greater. This is because the sustenance of the forces of evil is rooted

in the transcendent realm of Godliness beyond reason and logic, so

energies are bestowed even without the appropriate effort.  

Nevertheless, despite a.) the difficulty of obtaining sustenance from

the side of holiness, and b.) the reduced immediate reward, the

Jewish people still opt for a life of Torah and mitzvos, since it is the

way of truth, and lasts forever.

(Biurei HaZohar, Tzemach Tzedek pp.248-9, Sefer HaMa'amorim 5660, p.11;

Torah Ohr 61a)
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1 cWn mt/     2 xbvsrhi gu:      3 scrho hc' c     4 crtah, ks'hs     5 ,vkho py' d     6 tx,r v' y     7 hcnu, bv:     8 crtah, yu' c      9 uhert f' ft     01 hcnu, bv/

tav/ nfbhx fnfjuk capupr,
1

: )hs( harpu t,u ut,vi/ th t,v hfuk

kunrta,u vrtaubv harpu' avrh batv cvh,r uktbtxrv gkhu' tkt

tav utnv vf,uchi fti'a,hvi kthxur' abat t, jnu,u utnv/ uha

nrcu,hbu atunrho' thi fti tkt jnu,u/ unvut,vi' t, tj, nvi' ukaui

hubh vut vi tj,
2

: )yu( ut, vcvnv ,vrudu/ to tso jytcvnv nv

jytv' tkt npbh actv ktso ,ekvgk hsv' kphfl tnr vf,uc ,xek/ ek

ujunrktso ahusg kvcjhi chi yuc krg uduro rgvkjchru kgcur gchrv/

fhumt cscr t,v tunr tcs ,tcsui t, fk vneunu,
3

' vrhscrho ek

ujunr' nv thkbu, athbi ruthi uthbiaunghi gk act, ,ekv gk hso tnrv

,urvvaj, aru; ufkv' vnyv t, jchru nsrl jhhoksrfh nh,v gk tj,

fnv ufnv: )hz( jxs vut/ kaui trnh jrpv jxust
4

/ unsrau to ,tnr

ehi bat tju,u'jxs gav vneuo kcbu, guknu nnbu' abtnr guko jxs

hcbv
5

: )hj( vgrv/ dkv/ ufi fk kaui gruv dkuh vut'uvuh"u hurs, c,hcv

kao scr' fnu zguv' ndzr, ukt eo ukt zg
6

' ufi tjuv ndzr,tj/ uvgrtv

zu bjkeu cv rcu,hbu' ha tunrho zubahe, ana' uha tunrho zu vfbx,

gyrv
7

: )hy( ugru, tju, tnl/ abv vf,ucctzvr,i' kunr avuzvr

gkhvi chi gk tju, tchuutnu ni vtc chi gk tjhu,hvi ni vto' tckgru,

ta, tjh tchu kt vuzvr tkt gk ta,tjh tchu ni vtc: )f( tar hafc
t, ss,u/ vnert vzv ctkkns gk fr, vtnur kngkv' avut cguba

vkhf, grhrh: grhrho/ f,rdunu ckt uks' usunv ku utbfh vukl grhrh
8

' ha

ku cbho eucri' thiku cbho n, ckt cbho' kfl abv cabh nertu,tku

grhrho hnu,u grhrho hvhu
9

/ grhrho hnu,u'to hvhu ku cag, gchrv' kt

hvhu ku fahnu,kph aeucri cjhhu/ grhrho hvhu' ato thi kucag, gchrv'

hvhv fk hnhu fnu avut gfahu
01

: )ft( bsv vht/ vafhcv vzt, nbusv vht
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�� How should the suprarational commands be kept? (v. 22)

RASHI: A person should not say, “I find pork disgusting,” or “I don’t

want to wear a mixture of wool and linen.” Rather, he should say, “I

do wish to, but what can I do since my Father in heaven has imposed

these decrees upon me?” (Rashi to v. 26, below).

�� How should the rational commands be observed?

RAMBAM: The principle that a person should desire to transgress the

commandments, and refrain only because “my Father in heaven has

imposed these decrees upon me,” only applies to suprarational

commands.  However, a person should not desire to carry out the

rational prohibitions, such as theft, murder and disgracing one’s

parents (Shemoneh Perakim ch. 6).

�� Can the suprarational commands be understood at all?

RASHI: They are “decrees of the King” which have no reason (19:19).

RAMBAM: The suprarational mitzvos do not have a revealed

reason.... Nevertheless, it is appropriate to meditate upon their

significance, and to find explanations for them whenever possible

(Laws of Misappropriation 8:8; Laws of Sacrificial Exchanges 4:13).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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�
14 (If) a man takes a woman and her mother (in marriage, in addition to his initial wife), it is the

advice (of the evil inclination). They should burn him and them in fire (but not his initial wife),

so there should be no evil advice in your midst. 

�
15 A man who lies with an animal should be put to death, and the animal should be killed. 

�
16 (If) a woman comes close to any animal so that it will mate with her, you should kill the woman

and the animal. They should both be put to death. Their blood(y death by stoning) is their

own (fault). 

�
17 If a man takes his sister (in marriage), either his father’s daughter or his mother’s daughter, and

he sees her nakedness, and she sees his nakedness, it is a disgraceful act. They will be cut off

from the sight of the members of their people, because he uncovered his sister’s nakedness. He

will bear (the consequences of) his sin. 

�
18 (If) a man lies with a woman who is menstruating and uncovers her nakedness, he has exposed

her source, and she has exposed the source of her blood. Both of them will be cut off from

among their people. 

�
19 You should not uncover the nakedness of your mother’s sister or your father’s sister, for he

(who does so) has exposed his close relative. They will bear (the consequences of) their sin. 

�
20 (If) a man lies with his aunt, he (is considered to) have uncovered his uncle’s nakedness. They

will bear (the consequences of) their transgression. They will die childless. 

�
21 (If) a man takes his brother’s wife, it is a repulsive act. He (is considered to) have uncovered

his brother’s nakedness. They will be childless. 
22 You should guard all My suprarational commands and all My rational commands, and observe

them. Then the land, where I am bringing you to live, will not vomit you out. 

RATIONAL AND SUPRARATIONAL COMMANDS (V. 22)

Rambam’s comments about the suprarational commands appear, at

first glance, to be contradictory.  On one hand, he accepts the notion that

suprarational commands should be observed only because “my Father in

heaven has imposed these decrees upon me.”  But on the other hand he

writes that a person should “meditate upon their significance, and to

ascribe to them whatever explanation is possible.” Now, if a person would

indeed find some sort of explanation for a suprarational command, he

would no longer be able to observe this precept purely because “my

Father in heaven has imposed these decrees upon me,” for this would

now be a command which makes sense to the person. So, Rambam’s

instruction to find reasons for the suprarational commands appears to be

counterproductive to the requirement to observe these precepts as pure

Divine decrees.

THE EXPLANATION

In his Guide for the Perplexed, Rambam writes: “There is a reason for

every commandment. Every positive or negative precept serves a useful

purpose; in some cases the usefulness is evident, e.g. the prohibition of

murder and theft. In others, the usefulness is not so evident, e.g. the

prohibition of enjoying the fruit of a tree in the first three years, or a

vineyard in which other seeds have been growing” (part 3, chap. 26).

Later in the chapter he clarifies: “The repeated assertion of our Sages

that there are reasons for all the commandments, and the tradition that

Shlomo knew them, refers to the general purpose of the commandments,

and not to the details of the commandments, which cannot be explained.”

To illustrate this point, Rambam cites an example: “The law that

sacrifices should be brought is clearly of great value, as will be shown by

us (ibid. chap. 46). But we cannot say why one offering should be a lamb,

while another is a ram, and why a fixed number of them should be

brought. Those who trouble themselves to find a cause for any of these

detailed rules are, in my eyes, devoid of sense.”

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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The Magid of Mezritch taught that a ba’al teshuvah—a person

who previously lived a non-observant life—should not say “I

do wish to [transgress the commandments], but what can I do since

my Father in heaven has imposed these decrees upon me?” (see

Classic Questions).  For since the ba’al teshuvah has tasted sin there

is a danger that he may return to his former ways if he actively

desires to transgress the mitzvos (Likutei Torah, Va’eschanan 9d).

However, this refers to a certain type of ba’al teshuvah who has

merely reformed his ways, without actually transforming the

nature of his personality.  But if a person does such a profound

teshuvah that the very nature of his character is transformed, then

he may indeed say, “I do wish to [transgress the commandments],

but what can I do since my Father in heaven has imposed these

decrees upon me.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Nitzavim-Vayeilech 5742)



1  hcnu, bs:     2 crtah, fz' nu   

untuxv/ urcu,hbu srau
1

ktxur vgrtv cv fbsv'avgrtv npura, cv

t, neurvvgrv: )fd( ute./ kaui nhtux' fnuem,h cjhh
2

' ftso avut

e. cnzubu: )fv( uvcsk,o chi vcvnv vyvurvkyntv/ thi mrhl

kunr chi prv kjnur' avrhnucskhi ubfrhi vo' tkt chi yvurv kl kyntv

kl' chi abajy rucu ak xhni kbajy jmhu/ufnv chi rucu kjmhu' nkt agrv:

tar vcsk,h kfo kynt/ ktxur: )fu( utcsk t,fo ni vgnho
kvhu, kh/to t,o nucskho nvo vrh t,o akh' uto ktuvrh t,o ak

bcufsbmr ujchrhu/ rch tkgzr cigzrhv tunr nbhi akt htnr tso bpah

emvccar jzhr' th tpah kkcua fktho' tck htnrtpah' unv tgav utch

acanho dzr gkhu' ,knuskunr utcshk t,fo ni vgnho kvhu, kh' a,vt

vcsk,fo nvo kanh' pura ni vgchrv uneckgkhu guk nkfu, anho:

)fz(fh hvhv cvo tuc uduw/ fti btnr cvonh,v ukngkv fr,/ gsho

uv,rtv cxehkv' nzhsckt v,rtv cvfr, uadd,o jyt,' ufi cfkjhhch 

nh,u, abtnr cvo fr,: jxk, pra, esuaho

According to Rambam’s view that the details of the mitzvos do not have

any reason, it follows that even the totally rational mitzvos do possess

suprarational elements, since many of the details of these commands will

have no explanation.

On the other hand, in contrast to Rashi’s view that the suprarational

commands are “decrees of the King which have no reason” (see Classic

Questions), Rambam is of the opinion that the suprarational commands do

have reasons, and it is only that they “do not have a revealed reason,”

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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zŸT́�g§AÆ Ek§l«�z ` ³÷�e bk [iriay] :D«Ä z¤a¬ �W¨l d	O−	W m² ¤k
z�` `i¬¦a�n i¹�p�`
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d�P³ �p
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o�n i¥l�b�n `�p�` i�C `�I�n
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i�x
ni�n wi¥g�x�e Ec̈a£r oi¥N�̀  l̈M z�i i�x�̀  oFki�n	c�w
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xi�Y oEY�` oFk§l zi�x	n�`�e ck :oFd
z�i
`¨r
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x�`
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z `¨l�e `�i§k�c§l
zi�Wi�x§t�` i�c `¨r
x�` Wi�g
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i�x�` oi�Wi�C�w i�n	c�w oFd
zE ek :`¨a	`	q§l oFk§l
`�I�n
n©r o�n oFk
z�i zi�Wi�x§t�`�e �i�i `�p�` Wi�C�w
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23 You should not follow the practices of the nation that I am driving out before you, for they

committed all these (sins), and I was disgusted with them. 24 That is why I said to you: You should possess

their land, and I will give it to you so that you can inherit it. (It is) a land flowing with milk and honey. 

I am God your God, Who has distinguished you from the nations. 

�
25 You should distinguish between animals that are pure (to you, because they have been

slaughtered properly) and those that are impure (to you, because they have not been slaughtered

properly); between birds that are pure (to you, because they have been slaughtered properly)

and those that are impure (to you, because they have not been slaughtered properly). You should

not make yourselves disgusting through such animals and birds, or any (creature) which crawls

on the earth, that I have distinguished for you to be impure (and thus, forbidden). 
26 You should be holy to Me, for I, God, am holy, and I have distinguished you from the nations, to

be Mine. 

�
27 A man or a woman who practices (the sorcery of) Ov or Yid’oni, should be put to death (if

witnesses were present when they sinned, and the sinners were warned not to perform the sin).

They should be pelted with stones.  Their blood(y death by stoning) is their own (fault).

HAFTARAHS: KEDOSHIM—P. 265.    ACHAREI-KEDOSHIM—P. 264.     ROSH CHODESH—P. 275.

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 289.

i.e. they have a rationale, but it is too sublime for the human intellect to

appreciate completely.

Thus, in the final analysis, we see that the rational and suprarational

commands both contain rational and suprarational elements: many

details of the rational mitzvos have no reason, and even the so-called

suprarational mitzvos also have a reason, albeit not a “revealed” one.

Consequently, when we say that a certain mitzvah is “rational” or “supra-

rational,” we are referring to which aspect of the command predominates.

We can now appreciate that Rambam’s directive, “to meditate upon the

significance,” of suprarational commands, “and to find explanations for

them whenever possible,” does not contradict the requirement to observe

these commands subserviently. For even when a person will ascribe some

reason to the suprarational commands, they will still remain

predominantly and overwhelmingly suprarational.  Thus a person will still

be able to declare that he does wish to transgress them “but what can I

do, since my Father in heaven has imposed these decrees upon me?”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 174ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Suprarational commands foster a person’s unquestioning

subservience to God, as one is forced to obey a Divine decree

that is incomprehensible.  On the other hand, rational commands

promote a person’s enjoyment and enthusiasm in the observance

of mitzvos, since a person can appreciate the value of observing

such commands.

Since God wishes us to fulfill all His commands with both

obedience and enthusiasm, He incorporated suprarational and

rational elements into all the mitzvos.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 179)

SEVENTH

READING

MAFTIR



1. To fear one’s father and mother [19:3].

2. Not to turn astray after idol-worship, in thought,
speech or even by watching [19:4].

3. Not to make an idol, for oneself or for another
person [19:4].

4. Not to eat the leftover meat from sacrifices after
the prescribed time [19:6,8].

5. Leaving the ends of one’s field for the poor
[19:10].

6. Not to reap the ends of one's field [19:9].

7. Leaving gleanings for the poor [19:10].

8. Not to gather stalks of grain that fell during  the
harvest [19:9].

9. Leaving an end of a vineyard for the poor
[19:10].

10. Not to reap the ends of a vineyard [19:10].

11. Leaving fallen grapes in a vineyard for the poor
[19:10].

12. Not to gather the fallen grapes in a vineyard
[19:10].

13. Not to steal [19:11].

14. Not to deny possessing something of value  that
belongs to another person [19:11].

15. Not to swear over a false denial about
something of value [19:11].

16. Not to swear falsely [19:12].

17. Not to withhold another's property [19:13].

18. Not to commit robbery [19:13].

19. Not to delay payment of a hired worker [19:13].

20. Not to curse a Jew, neither man or woman
[19:14].

21. Not to make a person stumble by giving him
misleading advice [19:14].

22. Not to pervert justice in a civil judgment
[19:15].

23. Not to honor an eminent person at a trial
[19:15].

24. A judge should pass judgment correctly
[19:15].

25. Not to gossip [19:16].

26. Not to stand by idly over the blood of another
[19:16].

27. Not to hate one's fellow Jew [19:17].

28. To rebuke a Jew who does not conduct himself
properly [19:17].

29. Not to embarrass another Jew [19:17].

30. Not to take revenge [19:18].

31. Not to bear a grudge [19:18].

32. Loving one’s fellow Jew [19:18].

33. Not to mate one animal with another which is
not of the same species [19:19].

34. Not to sow different kinds of seed together,
anywhere in the Land of Israel, or graft a tree
with a different species [19:19].

35. Not to eat the first three years' produce of a
tree [19:23].

36. The laws of the fruit of a tree's fourth year
[19:23,24].

37. Not to eat or drink like a glutton or a guzzler
[19:26].

38. Not to practice divining [19:26].

39. Not to conjure [19:26].

40. Not to remove the hair of the temples of the
head [19:27].

41. Not to destroy the extremities of the beard
[19:27].

42. Not to make a tattoo in one’s flesh [19:28].

43. To have respect for the Temple [19:30].

44. Not to perform the act of a medium (ov)
[19:31].

45. Not to perform the act of a yidoni (magician)
[19:31].

46. Honoring Torah scholars [19:32].

47. Not to cheat with measures [19:35].

48. Making accurate scales, weights and measures
[19:36].

49. Not to curse one's father or mother [20:9].

50. To burn a person who has been sentenced to
death by burning [20:14].

51. Not to follow the ways of the non-Jewish nations
[20:23].
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O n the opening words of our Parsha, “Speak (Emor)

to the priests,” Rashi comments: “Speak...to warn

the adults about [educating] the children.”

At the literal level, the verse is speaking of the specific

responsibility of adult priests to educate their children

about the priestly duty to remain ritually pure. However,

in a broader sense, since this is the opening of a Parsha

which contains guidance for Jews in general, our verse

could be understood as a warning to all parents about the

importance of educating their children.

In this case, we are not speaking about the basic

necessity of education that is required to raise up the next

generation, since such a fundamental principle would

surely have been given soon after the giving of the Torah,

rather than here, near the end of the Book of Vayikra.

Rather, the opening of our Parsha is hinting to a more

advanced approach to education, which becomes

relevant after a child has already been taught the basic

principles of right and wrong.

The precise nature of this advanced approach is

highlighted by another important concept in our Parsha:

the counting of the Omer (23:15-16). Not only is this a

mitzvah which is recorded in our Parsha, it is a precept

that we actually observe at the same time as reading the

Parsha, since Parshas Emor is always read during the

Jewish month of Iyar, during which the Omer is counted

every day.

Chasidic thought explains that Counting the Omer is, in

fact, an advanced form of education, where a person

progressively advances to higher levels of spiritual

achievement as he refines different aspects of his

personality step by step, on a daily basis.

The lesson here is: “to warn (rh¦v±z©v�k) the adults about

[educating] the children.”  The Hebrew term rh¦v±z©v�k is a

derivative of the word r©vIz, meaning “light.”  So Rashi is

teaching us that education is a neverending process that

needs to grow constantly on a daily basis, bringing many

positive qualities to our children so that they literally

shine with light.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Emor, 5750)

[ The Name of the Parsha [
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41ehsuahi gz/

)t( tnur tk vfvbho/ tnur utnr,' kvzvhrdsukho gk veybho
1

: cbh
tvri/ hfuk jkkho' ,knus kunr vfvbho: cbh tvri/ t; cgkh nunhi

cnang: cbh tvri/ ukt cbu, tvri
2

: kt hynt cgnhu/ cgus avn,

c,ul gnhu'hmt n, nmuv
3

: )c( fh to katru/ thi atru tkt ta,u
4

:

)d(verucv/ krcu, t, vtruxv
5

: tar kt vh,v ktha/ knafc: kv
hynt/ nmuv

6
: )s( kt hynt cgk cgnhu kvjku/ kt hyntkta,u

pxukv avut njukk cv cgusv gnu
7

/ ufipauyu ak nert kt hynt cgk

catru cgusavht c,ul gnhu' aha kv eucrhi' athbv n,nmuv' ucthzv

atr tnr,h' ctu,u avht kvjku'kv,jkk vut nfvub,u: )v( kt herju
erjv/ gk n,/ uvkt t;hartk vuzvru gk fl' tkt kph abtnr chartk

chi ghbhfo
8

' hfuk kt hvt jhhc gkfk vrta' ,knus kunr crtao' uhknsu

hartknvfvbho cdzrv auv' btnr fti erjv ubtnrkvki chartk

erjv' nv fti fk vrta t;kvki fk vrta cnang' fk neuo aherj

crta/unv kvki gk n,' t; fti gk n,
9

: upt, zebo kt hdkju/ kph

abtnr chartk ukt ,ajh,
01

' hfuk keyu cnkeyurvhybh' kfl btnr kt

hdkju' athbujhhc tkt gk scr veruh dkuj uha cu vaj,v'uzvu ,gr
11

:

uccaro kt haryu ary,/ kph abtnrchartk uary kbpa kt ,,bu
21

'

hfuk ary jna arhyu, kt hvt jhhc tkt tj,',knus kunr kt haryu

ary,' kjhhc gk fkarhyv uarhyv/ a,hcv zu h,hrv vht ksrua'avhv

ku kf,uc kt haryu utbh husg avhtary,: )u( esuaho hvhu/ gk frjo

heshauo ch, shicfl: )z( zubv/ abcgkv cghk, hartk vtxur kv' fdui

jhhch frh,u, tu b,hi tu nnzr
31

: jkkv/ abuksv ni vpxukho acfvubv'

fdui c,tknbv nfvi dsuk tu c, druav ujkumv nfvivshuy' ufi

ab,jkkv ni vfvubv gk hsh cht,tjs ni vpxukho kfvubv
41

:

THE UNIQUE COMMANDMENTS THAT ARE GIVEN TO THE

PRIESTS (V. 1-24)

The current chapter introduces a number of commandments which are

addressed specifically to those of priestly lineage, including: special

regulations about mourning (v. 1-6), whom a priest may marry (v. 7-8), laws

pertaining to the High Priest (v. 10-15), and the blemishes which disqualify

a priest from service in the Temple (v. 16-23).

At the very beginning of the chapter, when God introduces Moshe to

these laws, there is a scriptural redundancy: “God said to Moshe: Speak

(r«n�t) to the priests, Aharon’s sons, and say ( ¨T§r©n¨t±u) to them. Rashi

explains that the Torah’s repetition here comes to teaches us that in

addition to the priests themselves following these laws, they must also

teach their children to observe them.

However, at first glance Rashi seems to have overlooked a much

simpler explanation of the repetition in our verse. Below, at the end of the

chapter, we read that after receiving all these instructions from God,

Moshe “told (this to) Aharon and his sons, and to all of the children of

Israel” (v. 24). Why did Moshe tell to “all of the children of Israel” laws that

are only relevant to the priests?  Rashi answers that Moshe came “to warn

the Beis Din, [the court, to enforce] the priests [to observe these laws].”

Now, at first glance, Rashi could have brought this same answer to

explain the scriptural redundancy at the beginning of our chapter. And it

�
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�� Why does verse 1 repeat: “speak...and say”?

RASHI: [The double expression] “speak...and say” [means that, in

addition to telling the priests themselves to observe the following

precepts, Moshe should also] warn the adult [priests] about

[educating] their children [in these areas].

BACH: Perhaps the double expression “speak...and say” is teaching

us, that in addition to telling the priests themselves to observe the

following precepts, the Beis Din (Jewish Court) must force the priests

to do so if they are lax.  How do we know that the verse comes to

warn the adults about [educating] the children [in these areas]?

Because, normally the Torah states, “Aharon’s son’s, the priests,”

but our verse changes the order, “the priests, Aharon’s sons,”

suggesting that the priests are required to educate their sons in these

laws (commentary to Tur, Yoreh De’ah ch. 373).

oŸ ®x�d«�̀  i´ �p§A mi−�p�dŸ «M�dÎl�` xŸ ¬n�` d½�WŸnÎl�` Æ d�eŸd	i x�n`Ÿ³I
e ` `k
F½x�`�W¦lÎm` i¦Mμ a :ei«�O©r§A `−�O�H�iÎ` «÷ W¤t¬ �p§l m½�d¥l�` ´ �Y�x�n«�`	e
F ³zŸg�`«©l	e b :ei«g�`§lE F −Y¦a§lE F¬p§a¦l	e ei½¦a�`§lE FÓ`§l ei®l̈�` aŸ −x�T�d
:`«�O�H�i D− ¨l Wi®`§l d−�z	i«�dÎ`÷ x¬ �W�` ei½¨l�` d́äFx�T�d Æ d̈lEz§A�d

Æ d�g�x�w [E ³g�x�w�i ‡w] dgxwiÎ` «÷ d :F «N�g−�d§l ei® �O©r§A l©r´ ©´ ©A `−�O�H�i `¬÷ c

:z�h«�x�U E −h�x�U�i ` ¬÷ m½�x�U§aÆ¦aE Eg® ¥N
b	i `÷́ m− �p�w	f z¬�`§tE m½�W`Ÿx§A
Îz�` Á i¦M m® �di�d «÷�` m−�W E½l§N�g	i `÷́	e m½�di�d÷́`¥l Æ Ei�d«�i mi³Wc�w e

d³ �pŸf dÆ�X` f :W�cŸ «w Ei¬ �d	e m−¦aix�w�n m¬ �d m² �di�d «÷�` m�g¯¤l d¹ �eŸd	i iÆ�X̀
WŸ ¬c�wÎi«¦M Eg ®�T�i `÷́ D−�Wi`«�n d¬ �WEx	B d² �X`	e Eg½�T�i `÷́ Æ d¨l¨l�g« 
e

oŸx�d�` i�p§A `�I
p�d©k§l x�n�` d�WŸn§l �i	i x�n� �̀ e `

:Di�O©r§A a©`�Y�q�i `¨l zin l©r oFd§l x�ni�z	e
Di�O`§l Di¥l ai�x�w�C Di¥aix�w§l o�d¨l�` a

:idEg�`©l§e Di�Y©x§a¦l	e Di�x§a¦l	e idEa�`©l§e
`¨l iC Di¥l `¨aix�w�C `�Y§lEz§A Di�z�g�`©l	e b

`¨A�x a�`�Y�q�i `¨l c :a� �̀Y�q�i D¨l x©a	b¦l z
e�d
h�x�n oEh�x�n�i `¨l d :di�zEl�g�`§l Di�O©r§a
oEg§N
b	i `¨l oFd	p�wc�c `�z`¨tE oFd§Wi�x§A
oFd	i oiWiC�w e :lEAg oEl§A�g	i `¨l oFd�x�U¦a§aE
i�x�` oFd�d¨l�`�C `�n�W oEN�g	i `¨l	e oFd�d¨l�` m�c�w
oi¦aix�w�n oEP` oFd�d¨l�` o©A�xEw �ii�c `�I
p¨A�xEw z
i
`¨l `¨l§N�g�nE `�i�r�h�n `�z�Y` f :oiWiC�w oFdi�e
i�x�` oEa�Q�i `¨l D¨l£r©An `¨k�x�z�nC `�z�Y`	e oEa�Q�i
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od said to Moshe: Speak to the priests, Aharon’s sons, and say to them: 

� Let no (priest) become ritually impure (through contact) with a (dead) person (when

there are others) among his people (who can tend to the burial). 

�
2 Except for: (his wife, who is) his closest relative, his mother, his father, his son, his daughter, his

brother, 3 his virgin sister, if she is still close to him (because) she was never with a man. He must

make himself ritually impure (to bury) her, (and all his other close relatives).

�
4 A husband should not make himself ritually impure for (a wife) who violated his sacred

character (because, as a priest, he was forbidden to marry her.  However, this is only when there

are others) among his people (who can tend to her burial). 

�
5 (The priests) should not make bald patches on their heads (as a sign of mourning). 

� They should not shave the extremities of their beards.

� They should not make scratches in their flesh. (If they do, they will be liable for every) scratch. 

�
6 (Even against their will, the court may force) them to be holy to their God (by following the

above laws), so they should not desecrate their God’s Name. For they are the ones that offer up

God’s fire-offerings, the food-offering of their God, so they should be holy. 

�
7 They may not marry an immoral woman (who has had forbidden relations), nor a woman who

(was born from a union which) violated the sacred character (of the priesthood), nor may they

marry a woman who is divorced from her husband, for each (priest) is holy to his God. 

would seem to be a better explanation (than Rashi’s answer about

educating children) because:

a.) The requirement for the Beis Din to enforce any given precept is not

a new law, but rather, the enforcement of existing legislation.  By writing

that our verse teaches us the need for adult priests to educate child priests,

Rashi seems to have introduced a new requirement when he did not need

to do so (cf. Bach). 

b.) According to Rashi, Moshe was never commanded to speak to the

Jewish people in verse 24. Therefore, it turns out that Moshe did

something which he was not told to do by God to warn the Beis Din to

enforce the priests to observe all the laws of the current chapter.  Thus it

would have been preferable to learn that the repetition in verse 1 teaches

us a requirement from God for the Beis Din to enforce the laws incumbent

on the priests (and not that priests must enforce these laws upon their

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“LET NO (PRIEST) BECOME RITUALLY IMPURE” (V. 1)

The priests are a particularly kind group, who devote much of

their time to guiding the rest of the people on the right path.

However, since this requires them to rebuke the people, they are

warned: ”Let no (priest) become ritually impure with a person

among your people.” When you are “among your people,” i.e.,

giving them words of rebuke, be careful that you do not have any

ulterior motive—because if you do, you (the priest) will become

“ritually impure.”

(Likutei Amarim of the Mezritcher Magid, ch. 23)

[ The Last Word [

“NOR MAY THEY MARRY...” (V. 7)

“In all matters of matrimony, the happiness of two partners is

involved, and if there is any issue, the happiness of children

and future generations is at stake. Obviously, a marriage which

has been prohibited by the Creator and Master of the Universe is

one that cannot possibly be a happy one, and is certain to be

harmful to both parties concerned. In other words, if the said

kohen [priest] has any feelings for the divorcee in question, he

should realize that his marrying her would expose her to untold

harm, not only in the afterlife and in a spiritual sense, but also in

this life, and even in a physical and material sense. The fact that

this may be beyond one’s comprehension is immaterial, for it is

certain that the Creator of the world knows best what is good for

His creatures, and since He has so strictly prohibited such a

marriage, there can be no doubt that it is harmful. Therefore, even

on humanitarian grounds, the said kohen, if he has any feeling for

the said divorcee, should give up the idea and avoid causing

himself and her irreparable damage, physically and spiritually.”

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on 19th Sivan 5717)



1 hcnu, pj:     2 dhyhi by:     3 xbvsrhi bt:     4 ao bc/     5 ao fc:     6 ,u"f     7 xbvsrhi s/     8 bzhr nj/     9 xbvsrhi hj/     01 sbhtk v' t    11 nktfh t' j    21 cfuru, nd:     31 ao n:

41ao nd:      51 haghw n' fc     61 cfuru, kj/     71 ao     81 scrho fj' fz     91 nt/

)j(uesa,u/ gk frju' ato kt rmv kdra'vkevu uhxrvu gs ahdra
1

:

esua hvhv kl/ bvud cu esuav kp,uj rtauicfk scr ukcrl rtaui

cxgusv
2

: )y( fh ,jk kzbu,/ fa,,jkk gk hsh zbu,'avh,v cv zhe, cgk

uzb,v tu ni vthruxhi tuni vbauthi/ urcu,hbu bjkeu cscr' uvfk nusho

akt scr vf,uc cpbuhv
3

: t, tchv vht njkk,/ jkkv ucz,v t,fcusu'

atunrho gkhu trur azu hks' trur azudsk
4

: )h( kt hprg/ kt hdsk prg

gk tck/ uthzvudhsuk prg' hu,r nakaho huo
5

: )ht(ugk fk bpa, n,/
ctvk vn,

6
: bpa, n,/ kvcht rchgh, so ni vn,anynt ctvk

7
: ktchu

uktnu kt hynt/ kt ct tkt kv,hrku n, nmuv
8

: )hc( uni vnesa kt
hmt/ thbu vukl tjrvnyv

9
/ ugus nfti knsu rcu,hbu afvi dsuknerhc

tubi' ufi nangu' t; to n,u tchu utnuthbu mrhl kmt, ni vnesa tkt

gucs gcusv: ukt hjkk t, nesa/ athbu njkk cfl t,vgcusv av,hr

ku vf,uc' vt fvi vshuy agcstubi jkk: )hs( ujkkv/ abuksv npxukh

fvubv: )yu( ukt hjkk zrgu/ vt to bat tj, nivpxuku,' zrgu vhnbv

jkk nshi esua, fvubv: )hz( kjo tkvhu/ ntfk tkvhu' fk xgusveruhv

kjo' fnu gcs kjo rc
01

: )hj( fh fk tha tar cu nuo kt herc/thbu

shi aherc' fnu verhcvu btkpj,l
11

: jro/ ajuynu aeug chi a,h

vghbho' afujka,h ghbhu ftj,
21

: arug/ atjs nthcrhu dsuk njcru' ghbu

tj,dsukv ughbu tj, eybv' tu aueu tj, trufvnjcr,v
31

: )f( tu dci/
aurumhuk"a ckg"z adchbh ghbhu agri trul uaufc

41
: tu se/ aha ku cghbhu

sue aeurhi yhk"t' fnu
51

vbuyv fsue
61

: tu ,ckk/ scr vnckck t, vghi'

fdui juykci vbnal ni vkci upuxe cxhrt' avut gudkvneh; t, vajur'

aeurtho prubhk"t'uvjuy vzv puxe t, vgudk ubfbx cajur/u,rduo

,ckuk jhkhz' kaui jkzui' avut sunvk,ukg, tu,u vjuy/ ufi fhbuvu jfnh

hartkcnunh vcfur jkzui bja ghbc
71

: drc uhkp,/ nhbh ajhi vo: drc/
zu vjrx' ajhi vhca ncpbho uncju.: hkp,/ vht jzzh, vnmrh,/ uknv

bert, hkp,ankpp, uvukf, gs huo vnh,v' uvut kj ncju.uhca

ncpbho/ ucneuo tjr eurt kdrc ajhivkj ncju. uhca ncpbho' abtnr

ucdrc ucjrx
81

' faxnul drc tmk jrx eurtkhkp, drc' ufavut xnul

tmk hkp, eurt kjrxdrc' fl npura ccfuru,
91

: nruj tal/ kph v,rduo
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children), for then Moshe would have carried out God’s instruction from

verse 1 in verse 24.

THE EXPLANATION

Verse 1 states clearly that the laws in our chapter were addressed to

priests only: “God said to Moshe: Speak to the priests, Aharon’s sons, and

say to them.” Therefore, Rashi could not learn that the repetition here

(“speak...and say to...”) means that Moshe must “warn the Beis Din [to

enforce] the priests [to observe these laws],” because the Beis Din does

not consist exclusively of priests.  So Rashi was forced to conclude that this

must be an obligation resting on the priests themselves, namely: “to warn

the adults about [educating] the children [in these areas].”
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wFR�i `¨l `�W�C�w�n onE ai :a�`�Y�q�i `¨l Di�O`§lE
li¦l§M i�x�` D�d¨l�`�c `�W�C�w�n z
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i `¨l	e
`Ed	e bi :�i	i `�p�` idFl£r D�d¨l�`�c `�zEa�x g�W�n
`¨k�x¨z�nE `¨l�n�x�` ci :a�Q�i �̀d̈lEz§a¦a �̀z�Ỳ
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b F` Di�pi¥r§A fi¦Ng F` `�TEc F` oi¦a	b
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�
8 (If he wishes to mary a divorcee) you should (force him) to be holy (against his will), for he

offers up the food-offering of your God. 

� You should treat him as a holy (person, by honoring him first in all matters), for I am your Holy

God who makes you holy. 

�
9 If a priest’s (married) daughter violates her sacred character through adultery, she violates the

sacred character of her father. She should be burned in fire. 

[ LL AA WW SS AA DD DD RR EE SS SS EE DD TTOO TT HH EE HH II GG HH PP RR II EE SS TT [

T he (High) Priest, who is elevated above his brothers, upon whose head the anointing oil was

poured and who was inaugurated to wear the (special) garments (of the High Priest must

observe the following):

� (When he is in a state of mourning) he should not leave his hair uncut (for thirty days) or tear his

garments. 

�
11 He should not come (under the same roof) as any dead bodies.

� He should not make himself ritually impure (to bury) his father or his mother (if there are others

who can tend to the matter). 

�
12 He should not leave the Sanctuary (to follow the funeral procession of his parents. He may

continue to carry out the service of the Sanctuary in a state of mourning, for in doing so) he will

not violate the sacred character of his God’s holy Sanctuary, for (being the High Priest) the crown

of his God’s anointing oil is upon him. I am God. 

�
13 He should marry a woman who is a virgin. 14 He may not marry the following: a widow, a

divorcee, a woman who (was born from a union which) violated the sacred character (of the

priesthood), or an immoral woman (who has had forbidden relations). He should only take a

virgin of his people as a wife, 15 and (thus) he will not violate the sacred character of his children

from among his people. (All this is) because I am God, who sanctifies him. 

[ BB LL EE MM II SS HH EE SS TT HH AA TT DD II SS QQ UU AA LL II FF YY AA PP RR II EE SS TT FF RR OO MM SS EE RR VV II CC EE [

16 God spoke to Moshe, saying, 17 Speak to Aharon, saying: 

� Anyone among your descendants who has a blemish should not come close (in service), to offer

up food for His God. 18 For (it is) not (flattering to God) that any man who has a blemish should

come close (to serve):

� A blind man, or a lame one, or one with a sunken nose or with disproportionate limbs,
19 or a man who has a broken leg or a broken arm, 20 or one with unusually long

eyebrows, or a cataract, or an imperfect iris, dry lesions, weeping sores, or one with

crushed testicles. 

However, this leaves us with the question: Why did Moshe indeed

“warn the Beis Din [to enforce] the priests [to observe these laws],” in

verse 24, when he had not been told to do so by God? And, on the other

hand, why did God Himself not insist that the Beis Din enforce these laws?

The answer to this latter question is based on the Talmudic principle that

“priests are zealous” (Shabbos 20), which means that priests in general are

blessed with an unusual degree of natural enthusiasm and

conscientiousness in the observance of mitzvos. From this it follows that

they simply do not require any additional encouragement from the Beis

Din, so God did not stipulate this as a requirement.

However, while this is true in principle, Moshe feared that priests might

only be zealous when working in the Sanctuary, which arouses their
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1 thuc n' hz     2 ,u"f     3 ao     4 et:     5 ,uWf     6 uhert hc' s     7 ao z' f_ft     8 z/     9 zcjho nd:     01 ,uWf     11 jdhdv ht/     21 tvku, pWt nWt     31 gs:     

nrhx pjshi' apjshunruxxho' achmho aku f,u,hi/ pjshi fnu dhsh pjshu

haurdu
1

: )ft( fk tha tar cu nuo/ krcu, atrnunhi
2

: nuo cu/ cgus

nunu cu pxuk' vt to gcrnunu far
3

: kjo tkvhu/ fk ntfk eruh kjo:

)fc( nesah vesaho/ tku esah vesaho: uni vesaho htfk/ tku

esaho ekho/ utobtnru esah vesaho knv btnru esaho ekho'to kt

btnru vhh,h tunr cesah vesaho htfkcgk nuo' anmhbu avu,ru kzr'

atfk nav carvnkutho' tck cjzv uaue ak esaho ekho kthtfk' akt

nmhbu zr juke cvi' kfl btnruesaho ekho/ fl npura czcjho
4

: )fd( tl
tk vprf,/ kvzu, acg vztu, agkvprf,: utk vnzcj/ vjhmui/

uabhvo vumrfu kvf,c'unpura c,ur, fvbho: ukt hjkk t, nesah/
ato gcs' gcus,unjukk, kvpxk: )fs( uhscr nav/ vnmuv vzt,: tk
tvri uduw utk fk cbh hartk/kvzvhr ch, shi gk vfvbho

5
: )c(uhbzru/

thi bzhrv tkt prhav' ufi vuttunr uhbzru ntjrh'bzuru tjur' hprau ni

vesaho chnh yunt,i/scr tjr uhbzru nesah cbh hartk tar vo

neshaho kh ukt hjkku t, ao esah/xrx vnert usravu: tar vo
nesaho kh/ krcu, esah fvbhogmni: )d( fk tha tar herc/ thi

erhcv zu tkttfhkv' ufi nmhbu abtnrv tzvr, tfhk, esahocyuntv

ckaui bdhgv' cfk esa kt ,dg
6

' tzvrv ktufk/ uknsuv rcu,hbu ndzhrv

auv/ uth tpar kunr ajhhc gk vbdhgv' avrhbtnr fr, gk vtfhkv cmu

t, tvri
7

a,h frh,u, zu tmk zu' uto gk vbdhgvjhhc kt vumrl kjhhcu gk

vtfhkv' ufi bsrac,ur, fvbho ufh ha budg jhhc' to fi nv,knus kunr

herc' nahfar kverc' athi jhhchigkhu nauo yuntv' tkt to fi ercu

n,hrhu/uto ,tnr aka frh,u, cyunt, fvbho knv'fcr bsrau cnxf,

acugu,
8

tj, kfkk utj,kpry ufuw: uynt,u gkhu/ uyunt, vtso gkhu'

hfukccar vf,uc nscr' uyunt,u ak car gkhu'ucyvur atfk t, vynt

vf,uc nscr' gk frjl nnangu t,v kns' cnhayunt,u purj, nnbu

vf,uc nscr' uzvu vtsoaha ku yvrv cychkv
9

: ubfr,v uduw/ hfuk nms

zv kms zv' hfr,nneunu uh,hhac cneuo tjr' ,knus kunr tbhvw' cfk

neuo tbh
01

: )s( cfk ynt bpa/ cnh abynt cn,: )v( cfk ar. tar
hynt ku/ cahgur vrtuhkynt' cfgsav

11
: tu ctso/ cn,: tar hynt

ku/ fahguru kynt' uzvu fzh,
21

: kfk yunt,u/ krcu, budg czc uzcv' bsv

uhuks,: )u( bpa tar ,dg cu/ ctjs ni vynthovkku: )z( utjr htfk
ni vesaho/ bsra chcnu,

31
c,runv' anu,r ktfkv cvgrc vana: ni

vesaho/ ukt fk vesaho: )j( bckv uyrpv kt htfk kyntv cv/
kgbhi vyuntv vzvhr fti' ato tfk bck, gu;yvur' athi kv yunt, ndg

unat tkt yunt,tfhkv cch, vckhgv' txur ktfuk cesaho/umrhl kunr

runt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 182fftt::fftt  --  ffcc::jj

ai−x�w�d§l W½ 
B�i `÷́ o½�dŸM�d oŸx́�d«�̀ Æ r�xÆ �Gn mEÀn FÁÎx�W�` Wiº`Îl¨M `k

:ai«x�w�d§l W− 
B�i `¬÷ ei½�d÷�` m�g´ ¤l z�`μ F½A mEń d® �eŸd	i i´�X`Îz�`
K´�` bk :l«¥k Ÿ̀i mi−W�c�T�dÎonE mi®W�c�T�d i−�W�c�Tn ei½�d÷�` m�g´ ¤l ak

` ³÷	e F ®A mEńÎi¦M W− 
B�i ` ¬÷ �g² ¥A	fO�dÎl�`	e `ŸÀa�i `÷́ z¤kŸ¹x¨R�dÎl�`
d½�WŸn x´ ¥A�c	i
e ck :m«�W�C�w�n d− �eŸd	i i¬ �p�` i² ¦M i½�W�C�wnÎz�̀ Æ l¥N�g	i
x¬ ¥A�c	i
e ` ak t :l«�`�x�U�i i− �p§AÎl¨MÎl«�`	e ei® �p¨AÎl�`	e oŸ −x�d«�`Îl«�`
Æ Ex	f« �P�i	e eiÀ�p¨AÎl�`	e oŸ¹x�d«�`Îl«�` xÆ¥A�C a :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd	i
m¯�d xÆ�W�` i®W�c�w m´�WÎz�` E −l§N�g	i ` ¬÷	e l½�`�x�U�iÎi« �p§a í�W�c�Tn
| Wi´`Îl¨M m¹¤ki�zŸÆxŸc§l mÀ�d¥l�` xŸń�` b :d« �eŸd	i i¬ �p�` i−¦l mi²WC�w�n
Îi« �p§a EWi³C�w
i xÆ�W�` Æ miW�c�T�dÎl�` mÀ¤k£r�x
fÎl¨Mn a´�x�w�iÎx�W�`
i¬ �p�` i− 
p¨t§Nn `e² d�d W¤t̄�P�d dº�z�x§k�p	e ei®l̈¨r F −z�`�n�h	e d½ �eŸdi«©lÆ l�`�x�U�i
`÷́Æ miW�c�T©A a½ �f F ´̀ Æ ©rEÆx¨v `E ³d	e oŸÀx�d«�` r�x́ �Gn Wiº` Wí` c :d« �eŸd	i
Wi½` F ´̀  W¤t½�pÎ`�n�hÎl¨k§A Æ ©rÆ �bŸP�d	e x® �d�h�i x́�W�` c−©r l½©k`Ÿi
Îl¨k§A r½ 
B�i x́ �W�` Æ Wi`ÎF` d :r�x« �fÎz©a§kW EP−�On `¬ ¥v�YÎx�W�`
:F «z�`�n�h lŸ −k§l F½lÎ`�n�h�i x́�W�`Æ m�c�`§a F ³̀  F ®lÎ`�n�h�i x́�W�` u�x−�W
Îon Æ l©k`Ÿi ` ³÷	e a�x®r̈�dÎc©r d−�`�n«�h	e F½AÎr
BY x́�W�` W¤t�p e

Æ x�g�`	e x® �d�h	e W�n−�X�d ¬̀äE f :m�i«�O©A F −x�U§A u¬�g�xÎm` i² ¦M mi½W�c�T�d
l−©k`Ÿi ` ¬÷ d² ẗ�x�hE d¯¨l¥a	p g :`E «d F −n�g©l i¬¦M mi½W�c�T�dÎon l´ ©k Ÿ̀i

Di¥a iC x©a	B l̈M `k :oic�g©R qix�n F` o�f�f�g
`¨a�x�w§l a�x�w�i `¨l `�p�d©M oŸx�d�`�C `¨r�x
Gn `�nEn
D�d̈l�̀  o©A�xEw z
i Di¥a �̀nEn �ii�c `̈I
p̈A�xEw z
i
i�W�c�Tn D�d¨l�` o©A�xEw ak :`¨a�x�w§l a�x�w�i `¨l
m�x§A bk :lFki�i `�I�W�cEw onE `�I�W�cEw
i�x�` a�x�w�i `¨l `�g§A�c�n§lE lFri�i `¨l `�Y§kEx¨t§l
�i	i `�p�` i�x�` i��W�C�w�n z
i l�g
i `¨l	e Di¥a `�nEn
m¦r	e oŸx�d�` m¦r d�WŸn liN�nE ck :oFd�WC�w�n
m¦r �i	i liN�nE ` :l�`�x�U�i i�p§A l¨M m¦r	e idFp§A
idFp§A m¦r	e oŸx�d�` m¦r li¥N�n a :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn
z
i oEN�g	i `¨l	e l�`�x�U�i i�p§ac `�I�W�cETn oEW�x§t�i	e
:�i	i `�p�` i�n�c�w oiW�C�w�n oEP` ic iW�cEw�c `�n�W
l¨Mn a�x�w�i iC x©a	B l¨M oFki�x�c§l oFd§l x�n�` b

m�c�w l�`�x�U�i i�p§A oEW�C�w	i iC `�I�W�cEw§l oFki�p§A
on `Ed�d �̀W�p�` i¥vi�Y�W�i	e idFl£r Di�z§aF`�qE �i	i
oŸx�d�`�c `¨r�x
Gn x©a	B x©a	B c :�i	i `�p�` i�n�c�w
c©r lFki�i `¨l `�I�W�cEw§A ai`�c F` xi�b	q `Ed	e
ic x©a	b F` �̀W§t
p �̀n�h l¨k§A a�x�w�i�cE i¥M�c�i iC
a�x�w�i iC x©a	b F` d :`¨r�x
f z©a§kW Di�Pn wFRz
iC �̀W�p�`¤a F` Di¥l a©`�Y�q�i iC �̀W�gix l¨k§A
a�x�w�i iC W
p�̀ e :Di��z§aF �̀q lŸk§l Di¥l a©̀ �Y�q�i
on lFki�i `¨l	e `�W�n�x c©r a�`�q�n i�di�e Di¥A
l©ri�n§aE f : �̀I�n§A Di�x�U¦a i�g�q�` o�d̈l�` `�I�W�cEw
i�x�` `�I�W�cEw on lFki�i o¥M x�z¨aE i¥M�c�i	e `�W�nW
lFki�i `¨l `�xi¦a�zE `¨li¦a	p g :`Ed Di�n�g©l
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�
21 Any man from among the children of Aharon the priest who has any (other) blemish should

not come close to offer up God’s fire-offerings. 

� (So long as) there is a blemish in him, he should not come close to offer up food to his God (but

if the blemish passes, he may serve). 

�
22 (Even a blemished priest) may eat his God’s food, (both) from the most holy (sacrifices) and

from the (less) holy ones. 

�
23 But he may not come to the partition (to sprinkle blood upon it), nor may he come close to

the (outer) Altar, because he has a blemish, and (thus) he should not violate the sacred character

of My holy things, for I am God Who makes them holy. 

24 Moshe told (this to) Aharon and his sons, and to all of the children of Israel. 
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G od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to Aharon and to his sons, (and tell them that if they are

in a state of ritual impurity) they should keep away from the holy (sacrifices) of the children of

Israel, (and from sacrifices that the priests themselves) sanctify to Me, so as not to violate the

sacred character of My Holy Name. I am God. 3 Say to them: 

� Throughout your generations, (if) any man from among any of your descendants comes near to

(eat) the holy sacrifices which the children of Israel consecrate to God while he is in a state of

ritual impurity—that soul will be cut off from before me. I am God.

�
4 If any man from among Aharon’s descendants who has tzara’as, or has had an (unhealthy,

watery venereal) discharge, should not eat from the holy sacrifices, until he renders himself

ritually pure (by immersing in a mikvah and waiting until the evening). 

� (Likewise,) a person who becomes ritually impure by contact with a (dead) person, or a person

who has a seminal emission, 5 or a person who becomes ritually impure through contact with a

creeping creature, or he becomes ritually impure through touching (even part of a dead) body,

(or a person) who becomes ritually impure through any other source of ritual impurity (such as

one who touches a man who has an unhealthy venereal discharge, or a woman who is

menstruating normally or abnormally, or a woman who has given birth) 6—the person who

touches (such a source of ritual impurity) will remain ritually impure until the evening, and he

may not eat from the holy sacrifices unless he has immersed his body in (mikvah) water. 7 Then,

when the sun sets, he becomes ritually pure, and afterwards, he may eat the holy (terumah),

which is his food. 

�
8 He should not eat a carcass (of a kosher species) or anything that was torn (because) it will

render him ritually impure (and he will not be able to eat from the sacrifices). I am God. 

natural enthusiasm. But when outside the Sanctuary, or even outside the

Land of Israel, the priest’s natural zealousness may remain dormant.  

Therefore, in the spirit of the principle of “making a fence to the Torah”

(Avos 1:1) to protect the observance of its laws, Moshe himself reinforced

God’s commands to the priests, and he “warned the Beis Din [to enforce]

the priests [to observe these laws].”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 61ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

2222

[ The Last Word [

Just as the enthusiasm of a priest in his holy duties is a natural

quality which can only become dormant but never lost (see Toras

Menachem)—so too the fiery love of God which exists within the

heart of every Jew can fall temporarily “asleep,” but  can always

be awakened. (ibid. pp. 65-66)

* Terumah is a portion separated from all produce grown by a Jew in the Land of Israel that is fit for human consumption, which must be given to the priests (See Devarim 18:4).
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41 ndhkv j/     

uyrpv' nh aha cnhbu yrpv' hmtbck, gu; ynt athi cnhbu yrpv
1

:

)y(uanru t, nanr,h/ nktfuk ,runvcyunt, vdu;
2

: un,u cu/
knsbu avht nh,v chsh anho

3
: )h( kt htfk esa/ c,runv vf,uc

nscr'afk vgbhi scr cv: ,uac fvi uafhr/ ,uacu ak fvi uafhru'

kphfl ,uac zv beus p,j' kph avut scue/uthzvu ,uac' zv brmg avut

ebuh ku gs vhuck'uthzvu afhr' zv ebuh ebhi abho' ahumt caa' ctvf,uc

uknsl fti athi dupu ebuh ktsubhu ktfukc,run,u
4

: )ht( ufvi fh hebv
bpa/ gcs fbgbh aebuhkdupu: uhkhs ch,u/ tku cbh vapju,/ uta, fvi

tufk, c,runv ni vnert vzv' at; vut ebhifxpu
5

/ ugus kns nnert

tjr fkyvur cch,l uduw
6

cxprh
7

: )hc( ktha zr/ kkuh uhartk: )hd( tknbv
udruav/ ni vtha vzr: uzrg thi kv/ nnbu: uacv/ vt to ha kv zrg

nnbu txurvc,runv fk zni avzrg ehho
8

: ufk zr kt htfk cu/ kt ct

tkt kvumhtt, vtubi anu,r c,runv/ zru, tnr,h kl' ukttbhbu,
9

:

)hs(fh htfk esa/ ,runv: ub,i kfvi t, vesa/ scr vrtuh kvhu,

esa' athbu purg ku ngu, tkt phru, ak jukhi'uvi bgahi ,runv
01

:

)yu(ukt hjkku uduw/ kvtfhko kzrho: )yz( uvahtu tu,o/ t, gmno

hygbu guictfko t, esahvo' avucsku kao ,runvuesau ubtxru gkhvo/

utubekux a,rdo cnhfkvuicxutct' akt kmurl ,rdnu fi: uvahtu
tu,o/ zv tjs nakav t,ho avhvrch hangtk sura c,urv anscrho

ctso gmnu'ufi chuo nkt, hnh bzru hcht tu,u
11

'vut hcht t, gmnu/ ufi

uhecurtu,u cdht
21

' vut ecr t, gmnu' fl bsra cxprh
31

: )hj( bsrhvo/ vrh

gkh: bscu,o/ vrh zu
41

: )hy( krmubfo/ vchtu scr vrtuh krmu, t,fokpbh'

ahvt kfo krmui tphhanbwwy ckg"z/uthzvu vrtuh krmui:,nho zfr ccer
cfacho ucgzho/tck cguk, vgu; thi mrhl ,nu, uzfru,'uthbu bpxk

runt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 184ffcc::jj--fftt

�� How could a person “violate the sanctity of the holy (terumah)? (v. 15)

RASHI: By feeding terumah to non-priests.

TALMUD: By eating tevel [produce from which terumah and tithes have not yet been separated, which may not be eaten] (Sanhedrin 83a).
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E`i³Vd	e fh :d« �eŸdi«©l Eni−x�iÎx�W�` z¬�` l® �̀ �x�U�i í �p§A i−�W�c�wÎz�`
d− �eŸd	i i¬ �p�` i² ¦M m® �di�W�c�wÎz�` m− ¨l§k�`§A d½�n�W�` oŸ´e£r Æ m�zF`
xÆ¥A�C gi :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd	i x¬ ¥A�c	i
e fi [iyily] t :m«�W�C�w�n
Wi´` m® �d¥l�` −�Y�x�n«�`	e l½�`�x�U�i i´ �p§AÎl¨MÆ l�`	e eiÀ�p¨AÎl�`	e oŸ¹x�d«�`Îl«�`

Æ Fp¨A�x�w ai³x�w
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:d«¨lŸr§l d− �eŸdi«©l Eai¬x�w
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ai³x�w
iÎi«¦M WiÀ̀ 	e `k :m«¤k¨l d¬ �i�d«�i oF −v�x§l ` ¬÷Îi¦M Eai®x�w�z `÷́ mE −n

z�x�H�n z
i oEx�H�i	e h :�i	i `�p�` D¨a `¨a¨`�Y�q`§l
Di¥A oEzEni�e `¨aFg idFl£r oEl§A�w	i `¨l	e ix�ni�n
i
pFNg l¨k	e i :oFd�WC�w�n �i	i `�p�` Di�pEN�g	i i�x�`
`¨l `�xi�b�`
e `�p�d©k�c `¨a�zFY `�W�cEw lFki�i `¨l
o
i	pw W©t	p i�p�w�i i�x�` `�p�d©k	e `i :`�W�cEw lFki�i
oEP̀  Di�zi¥a i�ci¦li�e Di¥A lFki�i `Ed Di¥R�q©M
x©a	b¦l i�d�z i�x�` �̀p�d©M z©aE ai :Di�n�g©l§A oEl§ki�i
:lFki�z `¨l `�I�W�cEw zEW�x§t�`§A `id i
pFNg
x©aE `¨k�x¨z�nE `¨l�n�x�` i�d�z i�x�` `�p�d©M z©aE bi

`�d�zEi§a�x§M `�dEa�` zi¥a§l aEz�zE D¨l zi¥l
lEki�i `¨l i
pFNg l¨k	e lFki�Y `�dEa�`�c `�n�g©Nn
s�qFi	e El�W§A `�W�cEw lFki�i i�x�` x©a	bE ci :Di¥A
:`�W�cEw z
i `�p�d©k§l o�Y�i	e idFl£r Di�W�nEg
iC z
i l� �̀x�U�i i�p§aC `�I�W�cEw z
i oEN�g	i `¨l	e eh

o�i�e£r oFdi¥l£r oEl§A�wi�e fh :�i	i m�c�w oEW�x§t
i
i�x�` oFdi�W�cEw z
i `¨a�`Fq§A oFd§l©ki�n§A oi¦aFg	e
d�WŸn m¦r �i	i li¦N�nE fi :oFd�WC�w�n �i	i `�p�`
m¦r	e idFp§A m¦r	e oŸx�d�` m¦r li¥N�n gi :x�ni�n§l
i�p§An x©a	B x©a	B oFd§l x�ni�z	e l�`�x�U�i i�p§A l¨M
ai�x�w	i iC l�`�x�U�i§a `�I�xFI�B onE l�`�x�Ui
iC oFd�z©a�c�p l¨k§lE oFdi�x�c�p l¨k§l Di�p¨A�xEw
mi¦l�W oFk§l `�e£r�x§l hi : �̀z̈l£r©l �i	i m�c�w oEa�ẍw	i
iC lŸM k :`�I
G¦r§aE `�I�x�O`§A `�I�xFz§A `�xEk�C
i�d	i `�e£r�x§l `¨l i�x�` oEa�x¨w�z `¨l `�nEn Di¥a
`�I�W�cEw z�q§k�p a�x��w	i i�x�` x©a	bE `k :oFk§l

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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�
9 (The priests) should observe My precautions and not bear a sin by (eating terumah in a state of

ritual impurity) and thereby die through it, since they will have violated its holy character. I am

God Who sanctifies them. 

�
10 No non-priest may eat holy (terumah). 

� A (slave who refused to be freed and is) resident with a priest, or his (regular Hebrew slave) who

works for him may not eat holy (terumah). 

�
11 If a priest acquires a (non-Jewish) person (as a slave), he becomes the financial property (of

his master), so he may eat (terumah. Likewise, the children of a non-Jewish slave-woman who

were) born in his house may eat of his (terumah). 

�
12 If a priest’s daughter is married to a person who is a non-priest, she may (no longer) eat the

holy terumah. 

�
13 If the priest’s daughter becomes widowed or divorced (from a non-priest) and she has no

offspring (from him), she may return to her youthful status in her father’s household and eat of

her father’s (terumah). 

� No non-priest may eat (terumah, but a priest who is in a state of mourning may eat terumah). 

�
14 If a man (who is not a priest) eats holy (terumah) unintentionally, he should add a fifth of it to

its (value) and give the priest (fruits to this value, which will then become) holy (terumah). 

�
15 (The priests) should not violate the sanctity of the holy (terumah) of the children of Israel, which

they have set aside for God, 16 thereby bringing sin and guilt upon themselves when the (non-

priest) eats their holy (terumah), for I am God Who sanctifies them. 

[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT II OO NN AA GG AA II NN SS TT OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG AA  BB LL EE MM II SS HH EE DD AA NN II MM AA LL [

17 God spoke to Moshe, saying, 18 Speak to Aharon and to his sons, and to all the children of Israel

and say to them: 

� If any man from the house of Israel, or from the Jewish converts (or non-Jews) brings his offering

to fulfill one of his vows or one of his pledges which he (promised to) offer up to God as a burnt-

offering 19 (it should be an animal which will) be accepted favorably (by God) for him, (namely,

a perfect) unblemished male, from cattle, sheep or goats. 

�
20 You should not (consecrate) any (animal) that has a blemish as an offering, because it will not

be accepted favorably (by God) for you. 

VIOLATING THE SANCTITY OF TERUMAH (V. 15)

In verse 15 we read a prohibition against violating the sanctity of

terumah (the first portion of crops which are separated and given to the

priests).  However, Rashi and the Talmud disagree as to what type of

“violation” the verse is referring to. According to Rashi, the verse is

prohibiting a priest from feeding his terumah to a non-priest. But

according to the Talmud, the Torah prohibits a person from eating crops

from which terumah has not yet been separated (tevel), thus violating the

sanctity of the terumah which is still mixed together with the other crops.

At first glance, Rashi’s stance appears to be difficult to understand.  For

the reader has already learned from verse 10 above that a non-priest is

forbidden from eating terumah. Thus, according to Rashi’s stance, verse

15 seems to be an unnecessary repetition of verse 10.  

According to the Talmud however verse 15 is indeed teaching us new

information: the prohibition against eating tevel.

So why did Rashi reject the Talmud’s solution, which seems to be

preferable?

THE EXPLANATION

The Talmud perceived tevel to be a mixture of: a.) ordinary crops, and

b.) the terumah offering which was destined to be separated from it.

Therefore, if a person eats tevel, he is “violating the sanctity” of the holy

terumah offering which is currently mixed into the tevel.

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

THIRD

READING



1 ,uWf     2 ao     3 aupyho yz' fy     4 cfuru, nt' t     5 ,nurv u:     6 cfuru, n/     7 ao     8 ,uWf     9 cfuru, ky:     01 gnux u' ht     11 ac, p:     21 ehsuahi ku:     31 ,nurv z: 

cnuo tkt cjxrui tcr
1

: )ft( kpkt bsr/ kvprha cshcuru: )fc(gur,/
ao scr ak nuo gurui ckauibecv' akt hvt cu nuo ak gur,: tu acur/
kt hvhv: jru./ rhx ak ghi abxse tu abpdo' ufiap,u abxsev tu

bpdnv
2

: hck,/ urut"v ckg"z: drc/ nhi jzzh, ufi hkp,/ ukaui hkp,' fnu

uhkp, anaui
3

' atjuzv cu gshuo nh,v' athi kv rputv
4

: kt ,erhcu/
akav pgnho' kvzvhr gk vesaiugk ajhy,i ugk zrhe, sni

5
: utav kt

,,bu/ tzvr, veyr,i: )fd( arug/ tcr dsuk njchru
6

: ekuy/ prxu,hu

ekuyu,
7

: bscv ,gav t,u/ kcse vch,: ukbsr/ knzcj: kt hrmv/
thzv vesa ct krmu,' vuh tunrzv vesa vnzcj

8
: )fs( ungul uf,u,

ub,ue ufru,/ cchmho tucdhs
9

: ngul/ chmhu ngufhi chs: f,u,/ f,uaho

hu,r nngul: b,ue/ ,kuahi chs gs abpxeu juyho a,kuhhocvi' tck

b,ubho vo c,ul vfhx' uvfhx ktb,ka: ufru,/ fru,hi cfkh ugusi cfhx:

ungul/ ,rdunu ushnrhx' zv kaubu ctrnh,'kaui f,hav: uf,u,/ ,rdunu

ushrxhx' fnu vch, vdsuk rxhxho
01

' cehgu, seu,' ufi ebv vnruxx
11

:

uctrmfo kt ,gau/ scr zv' kxrx auocvnv ujhv utphku yntv'

kfl btnr ctrmfo'krcu, fk tar ctrmfo' ath tpar kunr ktbmyuu gk

vxrux tkt ctr.' avrh xrux juc,vdu; vut' ufk juc, vdu; buvd,

chi ctr. chicjumv ktr.
21

: )fv( unhs ci bfr/ bfrh avcht erci chs

fvi kverhcu kanho kt ,erhcu ku cgk nuo/ut; gk ph akt btxru cgkh

nunho kerci cbhbj tkt to fi njuxrh tcr' zt, buvd, ccnvacasu,'

tck gk vnzcj acnafi kt ,erhcuv
31

'tck ,nhnv ,ecku nvo' kfl

btnr kngkv
41

thatha' krcu, t, vbfrhoabusrho bsrho ubscu, fhartk:

naj,o/ jcukvui: kt hrmu kfo/ kfpr gkhfo: )fz( fh huks/ pry khumt

supi
51

: )fj( t,u ut, cbu/ buvd cbecv' atxurkajuy vto uvci tu

vc,' uthbu buvd czfrho'unu,r kajuy vtc uvci
61

: t,u ut, cbu/ t; cbu

utu,u cnang
71

: )fy( krmbfo ,zcju/ ,jk, zchj,fo vzvrua,vt krmui

kfo/ unvu vrmui: chuo vvut htfk/ kt ct kvzvhr tkta,vt ajhyv

gk nb, fi' tk ,ajyuvu gk nb,ktfku knjr' ato ,jacu cu njac,

pxuk kthvt kfo krmui/ scr tjr krmubfo' ksg,fo'nfti kn,gxe

apxuk cajhy, esaho
81

/ ut; gkph apry cbtfkho kabh hnho' jzr upry

cbtfkhi khuo tjs a,vt zchj,i gk nb, ktfkicznbi: )k( chuo vvut
htfk/ kt ct kvzvhr tkta,vt ajhyv gk nb, fi' ato kecug kv zni

tfhkv' fcr f,hc
91

ucar zcj ,us,aknhu uduw: tbh vw/ sg nh dzr gk vscr

utk hek cghbhl: )kt( uanr,o/ zu vnabv: ugah,o/ zv vngav:

However, Rashi found this argument unacceptable because, at the

literal level, before the terumah is separated it does not yet exist, i.e. the

act of separating the portion renders it terumah. Therefore, if a person

eats tevel he would indeed be transgressing Torah law, but he would

not be violating something of sanctity since the holy terumah had not yet

come into existence. Therefore, Rashi rejected the notion that our

verse refers to the prohibition of eating tevel, as this would not be

considered an act which “violates the sanctity of the holy (terumah) of the

children of Israel.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 38, pp. 68-69)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
21 If a man brings a peace-offering to God from cattle or from flocks to fulfill a vow or a pledge,

it should be perfect in order to be accepted (by God). It should not have any blemish in it.

�
22 You should not (slaughter) any of these as an offering, or place any of them on the Altar as a

fire-offering for God: (An animal suffering from) blindness, or a broken (limb), or a split (eyelid

or lip), or (one that has) warts, or dry lesions or weeping sores. 

�
23 You may bring an ox or sheep that has disproportionate limbs or uncloven hooves as a pledge

(for the upkeep of the Sanctuary), but it will not be accepted as a vow (to be offered on the Altar).

�
24 You should not offer up to God (or sprinkle the blood from any animal whose testicles are)

squashed, crushed, (or whose ducts have been) ripped or cut. 

� You should not (castrate any animal of a species that is found) in your land (be it kosher or

non-kosher). 

�
25 You should not offer up any of these (blemished animals) from the hand of a gentile as food

for your God. For since they are injured, they have a (disqualifying) defect. They will not be

accepted (by God, to atone) on your behalf. 

26 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 

�
27 When an ox, a sheep or a goat is born (naturally), it should remain with its mother for seven

days. Then, from the eighth day onwards, it will be accepted as a fire-offering to God. 

�
28 You should not slaughter an ox or sheep (mother) and her child in one day. 

�
29 When you slaughter a thanksgiving-offering to God, you should slaughter it in a way that it is

accepted (by God) for you: 30 (At the time of slaughter you should have in mind that the sacrifice)

will be eaten on the same day, and that it will not be left over (uneaten) until morning. I am God. 
31 You should keep (studying) My commandments and observe them. I am God. 

�� Why must an animal offering “be perfect”? (v. 21)

SEFER HACHINUCH: Since the basic purpose of the sacrifices is to

arouse a person’s thoughts and feelings towards God, it follows that

the animal which he offers needs to be perfect; otherwise his

inspiration will be incomplete (mitzvah 286).

�� May a blemished bird be offered? (v. 22-23)

RAMBAM: A blemished bird is not disqualified.... However, this only

applies to minor blemishes. A bird whose body is mauled, or whose

eye or leg is missing may not be offered on the Altar, since we do not

offer animals that are lacking a whole limb (Laws of Prohibited Sacrificial

Procedure 3:1).

�� Why is a non-Jew’s blemished offering not accepted? (v. 25)

RASHI: Even though blemished animals are not invalid as sacrifices

from the descendants of Noach [non-Jews], unless they have a whole

limb missing—this rule applies only to private altars, in the fields. On

the Altar in the Tabernacle however, one should not offer them up.

One may, however, accept an unblemished animal from them.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

Sefer haChinuch explains that the Torah requires sacrifices to be

devoid of blemish because when a person offers a sacrifice he

tries to arouse his thoughts and feelings towards God, which would

be more difficult to achieve with an animal that is blemished.

Based on this principle, we can explain why a Jewish person must

bring an animal which is totally devoid of blemish, whereas a non-

Jew may offer a blemished animal if it is not lacking an entire limb

(when he uses a private altar—see Rashi). For, according to halacha,

a Jew is required to come to a deeper understanding of God’s

absolute unity than a non-Jew (see Rema, Orach Chaim 156). Therefore,

the Jew must offer an animal of a higher degree of perfection than the

non-Jew, so the sacrifice will assist him in reaching the more

profound awareness of God that is expected of him.

Similarly, there are different levels of perfection within the animal

sacrifices themselves. Jewish law is more stringent in the case of

animal offerings, which are typically a rich man’s type of sacrifice,

than with bird offerings which are typically offered by the poor man

(See Rambam).  Here we see, once again, that the Torah demands a

higher level of perfection from those who are more capable.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 35, p. 24ff.)
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�� If a person sacrifices his life to sanctify God’s Name,

should he hope for a miracle that will save him? (v. 32)

RASHI: Surrender yourself and sanctify My Name... when the person

surrenders himself, he should be prepared to die, for any person who

surrenders himself while expecting a miracle will not merit a miracle.

TORAS KOHANIM: Any person who surrenders his life, relying on

God to save him miraculously, will not be saved through a miracle.

And, if he does not rely on being saved by a miracle, then he will be

saved through a miracle. As we find by Chananya, Misha’el and

Azarya, who said to Nebuchadnetzer,  “We have no need to answer

you in this matter. Behold, our God whom we serve is able to deliver

us. He can deliver us from the fiery furnace, and out of your hand, O

King. But if he does not, let it be known to you, King, that we will

not serve your gods, nor worship the golden image which you have

set up” (Daniel 3:16-18). And, when [the Roman emperor] Tyranus

seized Papus and Lulyanus his brother in Laodicea, they said to him,

“Chananya, Misha’el and Azarya, were righteous people, and

Nebuchadnetzer was an emperor worthy of bringing about a miracle.

But you are a wicked king, unworthy of causing a miracle, and we

are guilty that God should take away our lives. And, if you do not kill

us, God has many other methods of causing damage. He has many

bears, many lions, many panthers, many snakes and many scorpions

that can deal with us. However, [you were chosen as the agent] so

that God can demand our blood from you!” And it is said that he

[Tyranus] did not even leave that town before a despatch arrived

from Rome and removed his brains with wooden rods.

RAMBAM: In any case where the Torah says that one should be killed

rather than transgress, and the person indeed allowed himself to be

killed and did not transgress, he sanctifies God’s Name. And if there

were ten Jews present, then he publicly sanctifies God’s Name, like

Daniel, Chananya, Misha’el and Azarya, and like Rabbi Akiva and

his colleagues. Such individuals are the victims of regimes, and there

is no way of achieving such greatness as theirs. Of them, the verse

states, “For your sake we are killed all day long, we are reckoned as

sheep for the slaughter” (Psalms 44:23), and it is said of them (ibid. 50:5),

“Gather my pious ones together to Me, those that have made a

covenant with Me through sacrifice” (Laws of Foundations of the Torah, 5:4).

d− �eŸd	i i¬ �p�` l®�`�x�U�i i´ �p§A KF −z§A i½Y�W�C�wÆ�p	e i½W�c�w m´�WÎz�`
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C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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THE MITZVAH OF SANCTIFYING GOD’S NAME (V. 32)

In order to clarify Rashi’s opinion regarding the mitzvah of kiddush

Hashem (sanctifying God’s Name), we need first to examine the

statements of Toras Kohanim and Rambam:

1.) Why does Rambam not incorporate the warning of Toras Kohanim

that “any person who surrenders his life, relying on God to save him

miraculously, will not be saved through a miracle, etc.”?

2.) Why does Rambam instead bring the explanation that “there is no

way of achieving such greatness,” quoting verses from Psalms? 

3.) A person must first refuse to transgress, and only then is he killed.

Why does Rambam write this in the reverse order, “...and the person

indeed allowed himself to be killed and did not transgress...”?

Underlying all these subtle details is a fundamental difference in the

concept of kiddush Hashem. When a person surrenders his life rather

than transgressing in public, there are two possible outcomes: either he

will die, or God will save him through a miracle. This leads us to the

following questions:

a.) What is a greater sanctification of God’s Name: if he dies or if he

is saved? 

i.) If he is saved by a miracle, then the world witnesses God’s might, and

how He saves the Jewish people from danger. 

ii.) But if the person dies, there would also be a unique sanctification of

God’s Name, as it proves that God’s mitzvos are more precious to a

person than his very life. After all, if a person was certain that God would

indeed save him every time, then in the final analysis he did not really

surrender his life, as he was expecting God to save him.

A further question is: 

b.) If the person is indeed saved by a miracle, then:

i.) Is that miracle actually a part of the mitzvah of kiddush Hashem?

ii.) Or is it the case that the miracle is a feat performed by God, totally

independent of the requirement that the Jew has to sacrifice his life?

In other words, do we accredit the miracle, and its resultant kiddush

Hashem, to the person who surrendered his life, since his merit caused the

miracle to occur? Or, is the miracle a case of God sanctifying His own

Name, independently?

A practical ramification which arises from these two questions is

whether a person should expect (or even declare) that God might save

him through a miracle. For, if it is a greater kiddush Hashem that a miracle

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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ou should not desecrate My holy Name (by violating My commands intentionally). 

� (You should be willing to give up your life rather than transgress My commandments so

that My Name) should be sanctified, (if you are challenged to transgress a command-

ment in the presence of witnesses) from among the children of Israel. 

I am God Who sanctifies you, 33 Who is taking you out of the land of Egypt to be your God (on

condition that you sanctify My Name). I am God. 

occurs (above, ‘a, i’), and that the miracle is considered to be part of his

mitzvah (above ‘b, i’) that the person should hope and intend that a

miracle occurs, so that the mitzvah of kiddush Hashem will be complete

and fulfilled in the best possible manner.

(However, he should not rely on a miracle occurring, merely in order

that he be saved (for his own sake alone). For then it would turn out that

he was not really willing to surrender his life in the first place, and that he

did so only because he was expecting God to save him.)

THE EXPLANATION

It would appear that Toras Kohanim was of the opinion that it is a

greater kiddush Hashem if the person is saved by a miracle, and the

miracle is part of the mitzvah of kiddush Hashem. Therefore: 

1.) Toras Kohanim mentions the likelihood of a miracle occurring,

implying that this would be the greatest possible kiddush Hashem.

2.) Since a miracle increases the kiddush Hashem and is part of the

mitzvah, it is appropriate to have in mind (and even declare) that God

may perform a miracle, when a person surrenders his life.  Thus, Toras

Kohanim mentions that Chananya, Misha'el and Azaryah said to

Nebuchadnetzer, “Behold, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us.

He can deliver us from the fiery furnace, and out of your hand, King.”

3.) The second proof that Toras Kohanim cites—from Papus and

Lulyanus—stresses a similar idea, that when a miracle does not occur to

save the person who surrenders his life, it is indeed an inferior mitzvah

(“But you are a wicked king, unworthy of causing a miracle, etc.”).

4.) Nevertheless, Toras Kohanim does cite that a miracle occurred (“he

did not even leave that town before a dispatch arrived from Rome, and

removed his brains with wooden rods”), for this does magnify further the

extent of the kiddush Hashem which they accomplished.

Rambam, on the other hand, was of the opinion that it is a greater

kiddush Hashem if the person is not saved by a miracle (or another

means), and that any miracle that would occur would not be part of the

mitzvah. Therefore:

1.) He makes no mention of miracles whatsoever, as it is not part of the

mitzvah of kiddush Hashem, in his opinion.

2.) Rambam writes, “...and the person indeed allowed himself to be

killed and did not transgress...” (even though this actually occurs in the

reverse order), to stress that the mitzvah consists (ideally) of actually being

killed, and not being saved.

(In fact, this is similar to the view expressed by the Zohar (I 142a), that it

was sinful for Chananya, Misha'el and Azaryah to say to Nebuchadnetzer,

“Behold, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us.” Rabbi Chaim

Vital explains that this was because it would have been a greater kiddush

Hashem if they had expected to die.)

3.) Rambam then stresses, “Such individuals are the victims of regimes,

and there is no way of achieving such greatness as theirs. Of them, the

verse states..., etc.” For, in Rambam’s view, it is precisely by becoming a

“victim” in actuality, that one fulfills the mitzvah of kiddush Hashem in the

best possible manner.

RASHI’S OPINION

Until now, we have argued that if a miracle were to occur, saving the

person’s life, it would either: a.) Enhance the kiddush Hashem and also

be part of the mitzvah (Toras Kohanim); or, b.) Be detrimental to the

kiddush Hashem and not part of the mitzvah (Rambam). 

There is, however, a third alternative: that a miracle would not actually

be part of the mitzvah  (like Rambam), but that would nevertheless

enhance the kiddush Hashem (like Toras Kohanim). In other words, when

a person is saved by a miracle it is the best possible demonstration of

God’s might, but God’s miracle remains His own act; it is not part of the

person’s mitzvah.

The practical ramification of this position is that, since the miracle is not

part of the mitzvah which is incumbent on the person, he is not required

to hope or inform others that a miracle might occur. If a miracle occurs it

is “God’s business” and not the person’s.

However, on the other hand, the person’s intentions are not altogether

irrelevant. For if the person does not fulfill the mitzvah of kiddush Hashem

with a pure motive, then it is unlikely that God will perform a miracle to

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

In Chasidic thought it is explained that a person who actually

surrenders his life to God is superior to one who merely wishes

to do so. This is because the desire to surrender to God stems from

the Godly Soul, and so long as the person has not surrendered

himself in actuality, then his Animal Soul has not been affected by

this desire.

Furthermore, the Animal Soul’s inherent desire is to live.

Therefore, if the person actually surrenders his life, the Animal

Soul has consented to an act which is the very opposite of its

nature. Since the Godly Soul and Animal Soul are coupled

together, the act of surrendering one’s life also teaches the Godly

Soul how to go beyond its own nature, as it learns from the

Animal Soul’s total sacrifice.

(Sefer Hama'amorim Melukat, vol. 2, p. 72)

Y22:32
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�� What is the sequence of the festivals? (23:1-44)

BACHAYE: The three festivals of Pesach, Shavuos and Succos, follow

the agricultural cycle.  Pesach is the time when the produce ripens,

Shavuos is harvest time, and Succos is the completion of the

harvesting season, when all the produce has been gathered in from

the field (commentary to Shemos 23:17).

MAGID MISHNEH: Rambam codified the laws dependent on time:

Shabbos, Eruvin, Yom Kippur, Yom Tov, Chametz & Matzah, Shofar,

Succah, Lulav, Shekalim, Kiddush HaChodesh (sanctifying the new

month), Ta’anis (fasts), Megilah and Chanukah. The logic behind this

sequence is: First comes Shabbos, as it is one of the Ten Command-

ments, and its penalty is the most severe. It is also the most common

of the list, and it is fundamental to the Jewish faith. Eruvin follows, as

the laws of eruv are directly related to Shabbos. Yom Kippur is next,

as its penalty is the most severe of all the festivals, and its practical

observance is identical to that of Shabbos. The laws of Yom Tov

follow, as they are general in nature, applying to all of the festivals.

Next, we move on to the details specific to each festival, beginning

with Pesach, since it is the first recorded in the Torah and its penalty

is severe. Then the mitzvos pertaining to the month of Tishrei follow

as they are Biblical....The conclusion is with the laws of Purim and

Chanukah, as they are Rabbinic festivals. 

(Introduction to Sefer Zemanim)

save him. So the person should not surrender his life while secretly

suspecting that God will save him, for then he would not have genuinely

surrendered his life. And this lack of pure intentions may actually prevent

a miracle from occurring, and the opportunity of a further kiddush

Hashem will be lost.

This third, intermediate viewpoint would appear to be the opinion of

Rashi. Rashi omits the statement of Toras Kohanim that “if he does not

expect to be saved by a miracle, then he will be saved through a miracle.”

For, according to Rashi, any miracle that might occur is not part of the

mitzvah of kiddush Hashem. Therefore, it is not incumbent on the person

to have an intention specifically that will evoke a miracle (“...then he will

be saved through a miracle”). Rather, Rashi writes, “Surrender yourself

and sanctify My name,” for that is the only intention that the person need

have in actuality.

So, in the final analysis, it turns out that Rashi and Rambam were in

agreement as to the way in which a person must perform the mitzvah of

kiddush Hashem. Both agreed that one should not think of miracles at all,

and that one should merely surrender oneself to God, in order to sanctify

His Name. They only differed on what the preferred outcome should be.

Rashi maintained that it would be a greater kiddush Hashem if God would

perform a miracle to save the person, whereas Rambam maintained that

actual martyrdom is the greatest kiddush Hashem of all.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 27, p. 167ff.)

THE SEQUENCE OF THE FESTIVALS (23:1-44)

In the current chapter, many time-bound mitzvos are recorded in the

order in which they occur throughout the year: After an introduction

about Shabbos (v. 3), we read about Pesach which occurs on the fifteenth

of Nissan (v. 5-8), the Omer offering, which occurs on the sixteenth of

Nissan (v. 9-14), counting the Omer, which continues until Shavuos (v. 15-

22), Rosh Hashanah (v. 23-25), Yom Kippur (v. 26-32) and Succos (v. 33-43).

Based on this scriptural precedent, the Mishnah, authored by Rabbi

Yehudah HaNasi, codifies the laws of the festivals in this order.

However, in his halachic code the Mishneh Torah, Rambam formulated

a different sequence in which he recorded the festivals and other time

bound laws—and Rambam’s logic is explained by Magid Mishneh.

Nevertheless the question remains: why did Rambam not choose the

simple, chronological order in which the laws are presented here in our

Parsha? Why did Rambam reject the sequence in which the Torah gave

the festivals and choose another? 

Furthermore, Rambam himself named the volume of the Mishneh Torah

which pertains to the festival laws as Sefer Zemanim (“Book of Laws

Concerning Various Times”). In choosing this title, Rambam seems to

stress that the theme of all the laws in this book (in contrast to the other

laws of the Torah) is that they are periodic, following a yearly cycle. So, if

he considered the chronological sequence to be sufficiently important that

�

d½ �eŸd	i í�c£rF «n m½�d¥l�` ´ �Y�x�n«�`	e Æ l�̀ �x�U�i i³ �p§AÎl�` xº¥A�C a :xŸ «n`¥N
z�Ẃ�W b :i«�c£rF «n m−�d d¤N¬�` W�cŸ ®w í�̀ �x�wn m−�zŸ̀  E ¬̀ �x�wYÎx�W�`
Î`�x�wn Æ oFz¨A�W z³©A�W iÀ¦ri¦a�X�d mF´I©aE ¼ d¨k`¨l�n d́�Ür«�Y » min�i
lŸ −k§A d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ `ed z¬ Ä�W E ®U£r«�z `÷́ d− ¨k`¨l�nÎl¨M W�cŸ½w
E ¬̀ �x�wYÎx�W�` W�cŸ ®w i−�̀ �x�wn d½ �eŸd	i í�c£rF «n d¤N�`μ c t :m«¤ki�zŸ «a�WF «n

oFd§l x�ni�z	e l�`�x�U�i i�p§A m¦r li¥N�n a :x�ni�n§l

WiC�w i¥r�x�r�n oFd�z
i oEr�x�r�z ic �ii�c �̀I�c£rFn

c¥a£r�zY oinFi `�YW b :i�c£rFn oEP` oi¥N`

r�x¨r�n `�z¨A�W `¨A�W d�`¨ri¦a�W `�nFi§aE `�z�c¦a¦r
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i oEr�x�r�z ic WiC�w i¥r�x�r�n
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od spoke to Moshe, saying, 2 Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: 

� (You should always make an effort to come to Jerusalem to celebrate) the festivals of

God (because if you get delayed on the way, the High Court that fixes the calendar)

which designates (the festivals) as holy celebrations (will declare a leap year, enabling

you to reach Jerusalem on time). 

The following are My festivals: 

�
3 (Just as) for six days work may be performed, but the seventh day is a day of complete rest, a

holy celebration (on which) you should not do any work, (so too the festivals must be observed

punctiliously, as you observe) a Sabbath to God in all the places where you live.* 

�
4 These festivals of God are holy celebrations, which (should be) fixed in their appropriate times

(by the High Court, which establishes the beginning of each month, when the moon appears).

he named the entire book after the concept, then why did he abandon it

when writing the laws themselves?

THE EXPLANATION

To answer all of the above, we must first endeavor to explain the precise

halachic nature of mitzvos that are bound to a particular time of year.

There are two possible approaches: a.) Time is the primary basis of the

mitzvah, i.e. the primary halachic foundation of the mitzvah is that a

certain activity must be performed on a certain date, or at a certain time.

For example, according to this reasoning we would say that the

obligation to eat matzah arises as a direct result of reaching the fifteenth

of Nissan in the evening. Before that time, the concept of eating matzah

did not apply (halachically); and when the time of obligation passes there

is no halachic significance to this mitzvah until next year.

b.) Time is a secondary detail within the mitzvah, i.e. the primary

halachic foundation of the mitzvah is that the person is required to

perform a certain act.  The fact that this act is carried out on a specific

date is a secondary detail (albeit a crucial one).

From this point of view we would say that the mitzvah of eating matzah

(to continue with the previous example) is halachically in force at all

times. It is only that the Torah limited its observance to a particular

calendar date.

The difference between these two approaches is highlighted by the

period immediately preceding the particular festival. If one takes the point

of view that time is primary to the mitzvah—then the preparations prior

to a festival, such as baking matzah etc., are both pragmatic and

necessary, but they are not an actual part of the mitzvah itself. This is

because the scope of the mitzvah does not begin halachically until the

date itself (in our example, Pesach).

However, if we understand that the time is secondary to the fulfillment

of the mitzvah, then the mitzvah of matzah is incumbent on a Jew all year,

even though it is actually eaten on Pesach. Consequently, when one bakes

matzah in the days preceding Pesach, one is actually participating in the

mitzvah of matzah.

In other words, if time is primary to the laws of the festivals, then all

aspects of their observance begin and end with the festival. On the other

hand, if time is a secondary detail, then it cannot exclude the preparations

for a mitzvah from being part of the festival observance itself.

Based on the above, we can now suggest a rationale behind Rambam’s

decision to abandon the chronological order of festivals that the Torah

uses here, when writing his halachic work.

When the festivals are placed in the order in which they occur during

the year it suggests that time is the key focus of the festivals, and that it is

primary to the laws. As the Torah stresses, “These festivals of God are holy

celebrations, which (should be) fixed in their appropriate times” (v. 4),

indicating that time is the key consideration.

When Rambam came to codify the festival laws, he understood that

when discussing Jewish Law it is more appropriate to emphasize time as

being secondary, rather than primary. He reasoned that a halachic text

should bring out the human factor, i.e. what is required from the
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The Hebrew term for festivals, oh�k²d§r, is a derivative of the word

k®d¤r, meaning “foot.” This alludes to a level of profound

commitment to God where one is not merely serving his Maker

due to one’s understanding, or due to one’s spiritual sentiments,

but rather, out of simple obedience, like a “foot soldier.”  

On the other hand, the festivals are also associated with joy,

where a person’s positive feelings towards God take outward

expression.

What is the connection between obedience and joy?

The answer is hinted to by the fact that the Torah fixed the

festivals according to the agricultural cycle (see Bachaye). In order

for a seed to grow, it must first shed its outer shell, and only

through this is the seed able to grow many hundreds of times in

size. Similarly, when a person puts aside (“sheds”) his superficial

preconceptions (“shell”) about Judaism and observes all the

mitzvos with absolute loyalty he will experience an enormous

spiritual growth.  

And likewise, a person who serves God with joy which “breaks

all boundaries” will experience an unrestrained spiritual growth.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 36, pp. 82-4)

*rtv keuWa jhWz gw 242 uthkl/

FOURTH

READING



1 ,uWf     2 nbju, ny/    3 ao gt/     4 anu, yz' hj     5 nbju, xt/ xc/     6 ao xu/     7 ao py:  

cesua vjsa
1

: )v( chi vgrcho/ naa agu, ukngkv: pxj kvw/ verc,

erci aanu pxj: )j( uverc,o tav uduw/ vo vnuxphivtnurho

cpra, pbjx uknv btnru fti' kunrkl athi vnuxphi ngfchi zv t, zv
2

:

uverc,o tav kvw/ nfk neuo' to thiprho vct thkho' uto thi

prho uthkho' vctfcaho: acg, hnho/ fk neuo abtnr acg, ao scr

vut' acug ak hnho' ayhhb"t ckg"z' ufi fk kaui anub,' aa,'jna,'

aka,: nktf, gcusv/ tphku nktfu, vjaucu, kfogcusv umurl' aha

jxrui fhx ccykv akvi' fduiscr vtcs/ fl vcb,h n,ur, fvbho' se,bh

hfukt; juku ak nugs hvt txur cnktf, gcusvufuw: )h( rtah,
emhrfo/ a,vt rtaubv kemhr

3
: gunr/ gahrh, vthpv' fl vh,v anv'

fnuuhnusu cgunr
4

: )ht( uvbh;/ fk ,bupv nukhl uncht ngkvunurhs/

nukhl uncht kgmur ruju, rgu,' ngkvunurhs kgmur ykkho rgho
5

:

krmbfo/ to ,erhcu fnapy zv' hvhu krmuikfo: nnjr, vac,/
nnjr, huo yuc vrtaui akpxj' ato t,v tunr ac, crtah,' th t,v
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individual, and that from this perspective, time is not primary but largely

secondary, as the main focus is on the actions that need to be done.

In order to hint to this point, Rambam prefaced the book in which he

discusses laws connected with various times of the year with the verse,

“I have accepted Your laws as a heritage forever, as they are the joy of my

heart” (Psalms 119:118). This verse conveys how time is secondary to the

observance of mitzvos, since, regardless of the actual date of their

obligation, the Psalmist stresses that they are “a heritage forever.”

Of course, for the rest of the mitzvos of the Torah which are not linked to

a specific date, this stress is totally unnecessary, since it is obvious that

their obligation is incumbent at all times. But here, in the “the Book of

Laws Concerning Various Times of the Year,” we might make the mistake

of concluding that the mitzvos are not halachically relevant outside these

times. Therefore, at the very outset of the book, Rambam warns the

reader that even those laws which appear to be periodic are “a heritage

forever,” i.e. even in a halachic sense these festival laws are continually

applicable to the Jew every single day.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, p. 127ff.)
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“A FESTIVAL OF MATZOS TO GOD” (V. 6)

While the Torah refers to “A Festival of Matzos to God” (v. 6),

the festival is more commonly referred to as Pesach

(Passover). Rabbi Levi Yitzchak of Berdichev explained:

In the Torah itself, God referred to the festival with a name

which highlights the greatness of the Jewish people: “Festival of

Matzos.” For matzah reminds us of how the Jewish people left

Egypt, the most civilized country at the time, and headed into a

desert with just a few unleavened cakes. The Jewish people, howev-

er, refer to the festival as Pesach, a name which highlights God’s

greatness, how He passed over the houses of the Jewish people,

despite their lowly spiritual state, and redeemed us from Egypt.

(Sicha of the Last day of Pesach 5737)

*erh ubxfu



husg thzvu
6

: )hc(ugah,o/ fca/ jucv kgunr vut ct: )hd( unbj,u/
nbj, bxfhu: abh garbho/ fpukv vh,v:ubxfu hhi rchgh, vvhi/ t;

gk ph anbj,ufpukv' thi bxfhu fpukho
7

: )hs( uekh/ enj gauh nfrnk

rl anhhcahitu,u c,bur: ufrnk/ vi ekhu, aeurhi drbhhkhwwa: cfk
nac,hfo/ bjkeu cu jfnh hartk' haaknsu nfti avjsa buvd cjumv

ktr.' uhatunrho kt ct tkt kkns akt bmyuu gk vjsatkt ktjr hruav
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�
5 In the first month, on the fourteenth of the month, (after the sixth hour) in the afternoon, (you

should offer) the Pesach-offering to God. 

�
6 On the fifteenth day of that month is a Festival of Matzos to God. You should eat matzos for a

period of seven days. 

�
7 The first day will be a holy celebration for you (when) you should not perform any manual work. 

�
8 You should bring an (additional) fire-offering to God for a period of seven days. 

� The seventh day will be a holy celebration (when) you should not perform any manual work.

[ TT HHEE OO MM EE RR OO FF FF EE RR II NN GG [

od spoke to Moshe, saying, 10 Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: 

� When you come to the Land which I am giving you, and you reap its harvest, you should

bring an Omer-measure* from the first of your reaping to the priest. 

�
11 He should wave the Omer (backwards, forwards, upwards and downwards) before God, so

that it will be accepted (by God) on your behalf. The priest should wave it on the day following

the (first) rest day (of Pesach). 

�
12 On the day that you wave the Omer, you should offer up (the following as its accompaniment):

� A perfect (unblemished) lamb in its first year as a burnt-offering to God. 

�
13 Its (associated) meal-offering (should be) two tenths (of an eifah)** of fine flour mixed

with oil, as a fire-offering (which causes) a pleasant aroma to God. 

� Its (associated wine) libation (should be) a quarter of a hin*** of wine. 

�
14 You should not eat bread, parched grain flour or parched kernels (from the new crop), until

this very day, until you bring the (Omer) offering for your God. (This is) an eternal statute

throughout your generations, in all the places that you live. 

�� What does “in all the places that you live” mean? (v. 14)

RASHI: The Sages of Israel were divided about this matter. Some

derived from here that chadash (the prohibition of eating new crops

before the Omer is offered—see v. 14) applies even outside the Land

of Israel. Others were of the opinion that this phrase merely teaches

us that [the Jewish people] were only required to observe the laws of

chadash after possession and settlement, i.e. after they had

conquered and apportioned the Land [of Israel].

THE PROHIBITION OF CHADASH (V. 14)

Rashi’s comments here prompt the following questions:  a.) What was

troubling Rashi? Surely the phrase, “in all the places that you live,” is quite

straightforward and self-understood, and thus does not require any

comment from Rashi. In fact, this identical phrase is mentioned both

above (v. 3) and below (v. 31), and Rashi does not comment in either of

those places, which appears to prove that these words are straightforward.

b.) Why did Rashi begin with the words, “The Sages of Israel were

�
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1 ehsuahi kz/    2 nbju, xv:     3 ao xu/     4 ao pd:     5 ao ps:     6 ,uWf     7 cnscr fj

uhahcv' nafcau ujkeu
1

: )yu( nnjr, vac,/ nnjr, huo yuc
2

:

,nhnu, ,vhhbv/ nkns an,jhk unubv ncgrc'ato kt fi thbi ,nhnu,
3

:

)yz(vac, vachg,/ f,rdunu acug,tachg,t: gs nnjr, vac,
vachg, ,xpru/ uktgs cfkk' uvi trcgho u,agv huo: jnaho huo
uverc,o nbjv jsav kvw/chuo vjnaho ,erhcuv/ utunr tbh zvu

nsrau'tck pauyu gs nnjr, vac, vachgh,' avuthuo jnaho' ,xpru/

unert nxurx vut: nbjv jsav/ vht vnbjv vrtaubv avuctvni

vjsa/ uto ,tnr' vrh ercv nbj, vgunr'thbv fatr fk vnbju,' avht

ctv ni vagurho: )hz( nnuacu,hfo/ ukt njumv ktr.
4

: kjo ,bupv/
kjo ,runv vnuro kao dcuv'uzu vht vnbjv vjsav vtnurv kngkv:

cfurho/ rtaubv kfk vnbju,' t; knbj,ebtu, vctv ni vagurho' kt

,erc ni vjsaeuso ka,h vkjo
5

: )hj( gk vkjo/ cdkk vkjo' jucv

kkjo
6

: unbj,o ubxfhvo/ fnapy nbjv ubxfhovnpuraho cfk cvnv

cpra, bxfho
7

akav garubho kpr uabh garubho kthkugarui kfca' zu vht
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divided about this matter”? In numerous instances Rashi will cite more

than one interpretation on any given verse without making an

introduction, so why did Rashi feel the need to do so here?

THE EXPLANATION

Above, when describing the prohibition against castrating an animal,

the Torah states that this only applies “in your land” (22:24).  Rashi writes:

“the words ‘in your land’ come to include any species found in your land

—even non-kosher species. For it is impossible to say that castration is

prohibited only in the Land of Israel because the prohibition of castration

is a non-agricultural obligation, and every non-agricultural mitzvah

applies both in and outside the Land of Israel.”

Here we see that the principle that “every non-agricultural mitzvah

applies both inside and outside the Land of Israel” is so powerful and

overriding that it forced Rashi to interpret the words “in your land” non-

literally (to include “any species found in your land”—even in the

Diaspora).

Consequently, when reaching our verse, Rashi was faced with a

problem: How could the prohibition of chadash, an agricultural mitzvah,

apply “in all the places that you live,” including the Diaspora? Surely it is

only the non-agricultural mitzvos that apply “both in and outside the

Land of Israel”!

Just as Rashi interpreted the previous verse (22:24) non-literally (that

although the verse says “your land,” it means everywhere), he could do

the same here (to explain, “in all the places,” as meaning only the Land

of Israel).  In this case, however, Rashi was more reluctant to do so, since

the same phrase (“in all the places that you live”) appears a number of

times in our Parsha, and it is consistently taken in the most literal sense.

On the other hand, the above case (of castration) proved that we can

interpret a verse non-literally in order to uphold the principle that

agricultural and non-agricultural mitzvos are different.

So Rashi was left with an unusually difficult dilemma, that both

interpretations of this verse violate established principles. The first

interpretation (that chadash applies also in the Diaspora) violates the

principle that agricultural mitzvos are limited to the Land of Israel; and the

x�nŸ −rÎz�` m½¤k�`i´¦a�d Æ mFIn z½Ä�X�d ź�x�g«�On Æ m¤k¨l m³�Y�x©t�qE eh

z³�x�g«�O«n c´ ©r fh :d�pi« �i�d«Y zŸ ¬nin�Y zF −z¨A�W r©a¬ �W d®ẗEp�Y�d
d−�W�c�g d¬ �g	pn m² �Y§a�x�wd	e mF®i míXn�g E −x§R�qY z½¦ri¦a�X�dÆ z̈A�X�d
í �p�W Æ m�iÆ�Y�W dÀ¨tEp�Y m�g´ ¤l | *E ̀ í¦a�Y m¹¤ki�zŸÆa�WF «On fi :d« �eŸdi«©l
:d« �eŸdi«©l mi−xEM¦A d�pi® ¤t�`«�Y u−�n�g d�pi½ �i�d«Y z¤lŸq́ mi½ �pŸx�U¤r
x¯©tE d½ �p�W i´ �p§AÆ mnin�Y mi³U¨a§M zÆ©r§aW m�gÀ¤N�dÎl©r ḿ�Y§a�x�wd	e gi

Æ m�z�g	pnE d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ d¨lŸr E³i�d«�i m�i® �p�W m´¦li�`	e c−�g�` x ² �w¨AÎo¤A

oFk§l oEp�nz	e eh :oFki�p¨a�zFn l¨k§A oFki�x�c§l
`�x�nEr z
i oFki�`Fz	i�` mFIn `¨a�h `�nFi x�z¨An
c©r fh :o�i	e�d�i oin§l�W o�rEa�W `�r�a©W `�zEn�x�`�C
oinFi oiW�n�g oEp�nY `�z�ri¦a�W `�z£rEa�W x�z¨An
:�i	i m�c�w `�Y�c�g `�z�g	pn oEa�x�w�zE
oi�Y�x�Y `�zEn�x�` m�g§l oEz	i�Y oFki�p¨a�zFOn fi

©rin�g o�i	e�d�i `�Y§lEq oi�pFx�U¤r oi�x�Y o¨vix	B
l©r oEa�x�w�zE gi :�i	i m�c�w oixEM¦A o�i§t�`�z�i
xFz	e `�p�W i�p§A oin§l�W oix�O` `¨r§a�W `�n�g©l
�i	i m�c�w �̀z̈l£r oFd	i oi�x�Y oix§kc	e c�g i�xFY x©A
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

By bringing the first of the crops as an offering for God (the

“Omer”), the community is aroused to feel that the first and

best of all one’s affairs should be devoted to God. 

But since the Omer was only brought from produce of the Land

of Israel, how are those outside the Land aroused to have the

feeling that the first of everything must be for God? 

This point was debated by “the Sages of Israel”:

According to one opinion, those living in the Diaspora must

also observe the prohibition of chadash, so as to instill in them the

feeling that the “first” must be for God—even though the Omer

offering is not brought from their crops.

The other opinion held that, to the contrary, withholding the

prohibition of chadash from those outside the Land will arouse

feelings of lowliness, making the people recognize that they are

not deserving to bring the Omer from their crops – and this will

result in a greater feeling to give their first and best to God.

The former opinion relates primarily to the Animal Soul and the

body, which are influenced by food being withdrawn and

forbidden. The latter reasoning relates more to the Godly Soul,

which yearns to be closer to God, and feels the deficiency in

being distant from Him.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 252-4)

* tw sduav
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�
15 From the day following the (first) rest day (of Pesach)—the day you bring the Omer as a wave-

offering—you should count for yourselves seven weeks. (When you count them) they should

be perfect. 

�
16 You should count up until (but not including) fifty days, (i.e.) the day following the seventh

week. (On the fiftieth day) you should bring (the first) meal-offering (from the) new (crop)

to God:

�
17 From the places where you live (in the Land of Israel), you should bring bread that is

designated (for a higher purpose): two (loaves made from) two tenths (of an eifah).*

They should be made from fine flour, (and) they should be baked leavened, (since they

are) the first (meal-)offering to God. 

�
18 You should offer in association with the bread: seven (perfect) unblemished lambs in

their first year, one young bull, and two rams. These should be a burnt-offering to God,

(along with) their (associated) meal-offerings and (wine) libations. It is a fire-offering

(causing) a pleasant aroma to God. 

�� How is the counting of seven weeks considered to be

“perfect”? (v. 15)

RASHI: One must begin counting in the evening [since each 24-hour

period begins at night], otherwise they would not be complete.

BAHAG: Every night must be counted. If one night is forgotten, a

person may no longer continue to count, as the Torah requires

“perfection” (Hilchos Menachos, cited by Tosafos, Menachos 66a).

SA’ADIAH GAON: Only the first night is crucial. If another night was

missed, the person may still continue counting (Tur, Orach Chaim 489).

SEFER HACHINUCH: Bahag sees counting the 49 days as one single

mitzvah. Therefore, if even one day is omitted, the mitzvah cannot

be carried out, and there is nothing to be gained if the person

continues counting (Mitzvah 306).

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: If a person forgot to count one

night, he should continue to count the following days. However, he

should not make a blessing before he counts, since in a situation of

halachic doubt [caused here by the view of Bahag] one does not

make a blessing (Orach Chaim 489:24).

second interpretation (that chadash only applies after the Land is settled)

violates the established literal interpretation of the words “in all the places

that you live” which is followed in every other instance in the Torah.

To address this problem, Rashi began his comment here with a brief

introduction, “The Sages of Israel were divided about this matter,” as if to

say: It is simply impossible to give preference to one of these

interpretations over the other, since they both have the same difficulty at

the literal level. Thus, in the final analysis, both interpretations are equally

appropriate interpretations of the Sages.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 248ff.)

”THEY SHOULD BE PERFECT” (V. 15)

According to Bahag, if a person forgets to count even just one of the

forty-nine nights of the Omer, he may no longer continue counting the

remaining nights. Sefer haChinuch explains that Bahag perceived the

requirement to count all 49 nights as one single mitzvah.  Therefore, if one

night is missed, it becomes impossible to fulfill this mitzvah, which requires

a perfect complement of 49 nights, so there is nothing to be gained by

continuing to count.

Sefer haChinuch’s analysis of Bahag’s view appears to be difficult to

accept, for the following reasons:

�
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* Equivalent to 4.96 liters or 10.52 U.S. pints.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“THEY SHOULD BE BAKED LEAVENED” (V. 17)

Leavened bread (chametz), which is puffed up with air,

represents the arrogance of a puffed-up ego. Conversely,

unleavened bread (matzah) represents humility.

Ego is not necessarily a bad thing, if it represents a healthy self-

esteem in one’s observance of Judaism—as the verse states: “His

heart was lifted up in the ways of God” (Chron. II 17:6).  However,

such a “healthy” ego is only possible when a person’s Judaism

becomes developed.  At the outset, however, there is nothing for

him to be proud about, so his ego would be destructive.

Thus, at Pesach, the birth of the Jewish nation, chametz (ego) is

forbidden. But on Shavuos, after counting the Omer, which

represents the refinement of the Jewish personality, chametz

becomes an obligation: “they should be baked leavened.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, pp. 31-2)



1 ,uWf     2 nbju, xt/ xc/     3 ,uWf     4 ao

vnbjv/ uvbxfho jmh vvhikpr uakhah, vvhi kthk urchgh, vvhi kfca:

)hy( ugah,o aghr gzho/ hfuk acg,fcaho uvaghr vtnurho fti vo

acg,vfcaho uvaghr vtnurho cjuna vpeusho'fat,v ndhg tmk prho

uthkho thbi vo' tnurng,v tku kgmni utku kgmni' tku ercu cdkkvkjo

utku knuxphi
1

: )f( uvbh; vfvi tu,o ,bupv/ nkns aygubhi,bupv

njhho' hfuk fuko' ,knus kunr gk abhfcaho
2

: esa hvhu/ kph aaknh hjhs

esaho ekho'vuzee kunr caknh mcur avo esah esaho: )fc(ucemrfo/
jzr uabv kgcur gkhvo cabhktuhi/ tnr rch tcshnh crch hux; nv rtv

vf,uc kh,bo ctnmg vrdkho' pxj ugmr, nftiurta vabv uhuo vfpurho

ujd nfti' kknslafk vbu,i key afjv uptv kgbh frtuh' ngkhigkhu

fthku cbv ch, vnesa uverhc gkhu ercbu,huc,ufu
3

: ,gzc/ vbj kpbhvo

uvo hkeyu' uthi kl kxhhgktjs nvo
4

: tbh vw tkvhfo/ btni kako afr:

runt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 196ffdd::hhjj--ffcc

a.) If the counting of 49 nights constituted one single mitzvah, then one

single blessing would be made.  The fact that we are required to make a

blessing every night suggests that, even according to Bahag, the counting

of each night constitutes a mitzvah in its own right.

b.) If there is indeed a danger that a person might miss a night and fail

to observe this mitzvah, then how could we permit a person to make any

blessing before he has counted all 49 nights, for perhaps he will lapse one

night and render his earlier blessings to have been said in vain? (cf. Alter

Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch)

Thus, even according to Bahag, the counting of each of the 49 days of

the Omer is a mitzvah in itself.  Nevertheless, Bahag maintained that the

failure to count one day would invalidate a person from continuing. 

What is the logic behind Bahag’s stance?

THE EXPLANATION

From the Torah’s point of view, a physical object could fall under one

of three categories: 

a.) Objects which have been used to perform a mitzvah. When a

mitzvah is performed with a physical object, that object becomes

imparted with holiness. Thus, any object with which a mitzvah has been

performed at some point falls into a special category of its own.

b.) Objects which have not been used to perform a mitzvah. These are

devoid of holiness. 

While the above two categories would appear to have already covered

every conceivable type of object, it could be argued that there is a third,

intermediate category: 

c.) Objects which are ready to perform a mitzvah. e.g. an unleavened

cake (matzah) before the festival of Pesach. In this case, the object does

not yet contain any holiness. Indeed, if this matzah is not eaten by a

Jewish person on Pesach it will never be imparted with holiness.

Nevertheless, the fact that it is ready for the performance of a mitzvah,

means that in the value system of Torah, this object falls into a class of its

own. From the Torah’s point of view, this is now an important object,

since it is something which is a suitable receptacle for holiness, if the

appropriate act would be done with it.

Most mitzvos are performed with a distinct, clearly defined object, so

there is an obvious transformation of ‘c’, the mitzvah-ready object, into

‘a’, the holy object which has been used to perform a mitzvah. (In our

above example: the transition from a matzah which has not been eaten

by a Jew on Pesach to a matzah which has).

However, in the case of mitzvos that involve counting, such as the laws

of Sabbatical and Jubilee years, the matter becomes more complex, as

there does not appear to be, at first glance, any physical object with which

the mitzvah is performed.

Nevertheless, it could be argued that in the above two cases the object

is time itself. (This is consistent with the concept brought in many places

that time itself is a creation.) In other words, time flows on a weekly,

monthly and yearly basis, and it is a mitzvah to count the Sabbatical and

Jubilee years.  Thus, the established measurement of time is effectively an

“object” which is ready to perform a mitzvah.

However, in the case of counting the Omer, even this does not appear

to exist. For in the case of the Sabbatical and Jubilee years, we take the

entire span of time, which obviously exists, and perform a mitzvah with

it—by counting it.  But in the case of the Omer, if it were not for the

Torah, there would be no clearly delineated span of time between Pesach

and Shavuos. Thus, the Omer is effectively a new “unit” of time which

did not exist before, so we are not simply taking the previously existing

measurement of time and using it for a mitzvah (as in the case of the

Sabbatical and Jubilee years).

Thus, we are left with the question: With what pre-existing “mitzvah-

ready object” is the counting of the Omer performed?

mi¬ �G¦rÎxi«¦r�U m² �ziU£r« 
e hi :d« �eŸdi«©l �gŸ −gi�pÎ�gi«�x d¬�X` m½�di¥M�q�p	e
si´ �p�d	e k :mi«n¨l�W g©a¬ �f§l d− �p�W i¬ �p§A mi²U¨a§k i¯�p�WE z ®̀ �H�g§l c−�g�`
i− �p�WÎl©r d½ �eŸd	i í �p§t¦l Æ d¨tEp�Y mi³xªM¦A�d m�gÆ¤lÁ l©r m¿�zŸ` | o´�dŸM�d
mF´I�d | m¤v´ ¤r§A mº�z`�x�wE `k :o«�dŸM©l d− �eŸdi«©l E¬i�d«�i W�cŸ ²w mi®Üa§M
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`÷́ −L�xi«¦v�w h�w¬ ¤l	e L½�x§v�w§AÆ L�c«�U z³�̀ §R dº¤N©k�zÎ` «÷ mÀ¤k§v�x�̀  xí¦v�w
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K¨l�w�g�c �̀z`̈R i¥vi�W�z `̈l oFk£r�x�`�c �̀c¨v�g
i�i�p©r�l h�T©l�z `¨l K�c�v�g�c `�h�w§lE K�c�v�g�n§A
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�
19 You should offer up one male goat as a sin-offering, and two lambs in their first year

as a peace-offering. 

�
20 The priest should wave (the two lambs) with the first (meal-)offering bread as a wave-

offering before God. (This should be done while) the two lambs (are still alive. Unlike a

normal peace-offering which is of a lesser degree of holiness), they will be holy to God,

belonging to the priest. 

�
21 You should proclaim this very day as a holy celebration for you. You should not perform any

manual work. (This is) an eternal statute in all the places that you live, throughout your

generations. 

�
22 When you reap the harvest of your Land, you should not completely remove the corner of your

field during your harvesting, (since this should be left for the poor); nor should you gather the

individual stalks of your harvest (that have fallen). You should leave them for the poor man and

the convert. I am God, your God. 

THE UNIQUE QUALITY OF THE OMER

In the case of every other mitzvah there is a pre-existing “mitzvah-ready

object” which is used to perform the mitzvah.  The unique quality of the

counting of the Omer is that the mitzvah-ready object only exists due

to the mitzvah itself. I.e. in addition to the existing system of time

which functions throughout the year, the mitzvah of counting the Omer

introduced a new category of time, which only functions for 49 days of

the year, between Pesach and Shavuos.

Based on the above, we can now explain the view of Bahag (that

despite the fact that the counting of each day is a mitzvah in itself, if a

person omits just one day of counting the Omer, he may not continue to

count). When a person counts the Omer he is effectively taking a mitzvah-

ready object (his personal Omer count up to that day) and using it for a

mitzvah (counting the Omer).  In this case, the Torah stipulates that the

counting of the Omer should be “perfect,” which means, according to

Bahag, that the individual’s personal Omer time period must be perfect

up to that point. So when the person declares, for example, “today is the

tenth day of the Omer,” his mitzvah consists of taking his so-far complete

personal Omer time period (the mitzvah-ready object) and counting

a further day.

Thus, if for whatever reason, he forgot to count a day in the past, he

can no longer continue to count, since this mitzvah requires a perfect

mitzvah-ready “object” (the time itself) which is now lacking.  Thus, he

simply is unable to count since he does not have an appropriate “object”

to perform this mitzvah, just as a person cannot perform the mitzvah of

eating matzah on Pesach if he has no matzah.

SOME PRACTICAL RAMIFICATIONS

An important point arises from the above discussion:  the mitzvah-ready

object could be prepared by a person who is not obligated in that mitzvah. 

For example, the Torah states that a sacrifice may only be offered from

an animal that is at least eight days old: “When an ox, a sheep or a goat

is born, it should remain with its mother for seven days. Then, from the

eighth day onwards, it will be accepted as a fire offering to God” (above

22:27).  Now, if a non-Jew owns “an ox, a sheep or a goat” which gives

birth, the newborn animal will become a mitvzah-ready object as soon it

reaches the age of eight days, regardless of the fact that the non-Jew has

no obligation to offer sacrifices.

With this in mind we can now examine an interesting scenario.

According to Bahag, could a child continue to count the Omer if he

becomes obligated in mitvzos (Bar Mitzvah) during the counting of

the Omer?

At first glance, it would appear that he could not continue to count,

since, according to Bahag, one may only count the Omer if he had

counted all the previous nights, and previously the child was not fully

obligated in this mitzvah.

However in light of the above explanation it turns out that the child

could continue to count.  For his earlier counting on every single night

created a perfect mitzvah-ready “object” (a personal Omer time period)

which the child could immediately “use” as soon as he reached

adulthood, some time during the Omer.  The fact that he was not fully

obligated in this mitzvah during childhood is irrelevant here, as one does

not need to be obligated in a mitzvah to make a mitzvah-ready object.

In other words: When the Torah introduced the concept of counting a

forty-nine day period from the sixteenth of Nissan, the Torah defined a

new type of mitzvah-ready object which did not exist up to that point.

Any person can “make” such an “object,” regardless of whether he is

obligated in mitzvos or not, by counting each night.  If that person would

suddenly become obligated in mitzvos during the Omer, he could then

continue to count, even according to Bahag (and thus, in practice, he

would make a blessing), since he had prepared a perfect mitzvah-ready

object during the previous days.*

A further practical ramification concerns the scenario where Mashiach

arrives and the Temple is built some time during the counting of the

Omer.  This presents a halachic problem, since the requirement to count

the Omer during exile times is, according to many authorities, only

Rabbinic, but when the Temple is built it will revert to being a Biblical

requirement.  Thus, we are faced with the question: Does the Rabbinic

counting of the Omer which was carried out during exile times suffice for

a person to continue counting with a blessing in Messianic times?

The answer, according to the above logic, is yes.  For even though a

person’s counting of the Omer during exile times did not constitute a

Biblical mitzvah, it nevertheless created for that person a mitzvah-ready

personal time period with which he may continue counting (Biblically)

after the true and complete redemption arrives.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 7ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* However, it could be argued that a non-Jew who converted during this period would not be able to continue counting with a blessing.  For even if he had counted the previous

days, his conversion renders him like a “new person” (Yevamos 22a), and thus it is as if somebody else had been counting the previous days.  Thus, he does not have the mitvzah-

ready object of a personal perfect Omer time period.
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)fs(zfrui ,rugv/ zfrui pxueh zfrubu,upxueh aupru,
1

' kzfur kfo

gehs, hmje aerc,j,hu thk
2

: )fv( uverc,o tav/ vnuxpho

vtnurhocjuna vpeusho: )fz( tl/ fk tfhi urehi ac,urv nhguyhi'

nfprvut kacho uthbu nfpr kathbo acho
3

: )k( uvtcs,h/ kph avut

tunr fr, cfk neuouthbh husg nv vut' favut tunr uvtcs,h' knsgk

vfr, athbu tkt tcsui
4

: )kt( fk nktfv uduw/ kgcur gkhu cktuhivrcv'
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l−�̀ �x�U�i i¬ �p§AÎl�` x² ¥A�C ck :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd	i x¬ ¥A�c	i
e bk  [iying]

oF ¬x§k�f oF½z¨A�WÆ m¤k¨l d³ �i�d«�i W�cŸÀg©l ć�g�̀ §A i¹¦ri¦a�X�d W�cŸÆg©A xŸ ®n`¥l
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m¬ �Y§a�x�wd	e m® ¤ki�zŸ «W§t
pÎz�` m−�zi�P¦r	e m½¤k¨l d´ �i�d«�i Æ W�cŸÆwÎ`�x�w«n
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i³¦M hk :m«¤ki�d «÷�` d¬ �eŸd	i i− �p§t¦l m½¤ki¥l£r x́ ¥R©k§l `E½d Æ mixªR¦M mF³i
d−�z�x§k�p	e d® �G�d mF´I�d m¤v−¤r§A d½�Pªr�zÎ` «÷ x´�W�` Æ W¤tÆ �P�dÎl¨k
mF´I�d m¤v−¤r§A d½¨k`¨l�nÎl¨M Æ d�U£r«�Y x³�W�` W¤tÀ �P�dÎl¨k	e l :�di«�O©r«�n
d− ¨k`¨l�nÎl¨M `l :D«�O©r a�x ¬ �Tn `e−d�d W¤t¬ �P�dÎz�` i²Y�c©a�`«�d	e d® �G�d
zÆ©A�W al :m«¤ki�zŸ «a�W «Ÿn lŸ −k§A m½¤ki�zŸx́Ÿc§l Æ m¨lFr z ³�T�g E ®U£r«�z `÷́

Æ W�cŸÆg©l d³ ¨r�Wz§A m® ¤ki�zŸ «W§t
pÎz�` m−�zi�P¦r	e m½¤k¨l Æ `Ed oF ¬z̈A�W

m¦r li¥N�n ck :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i	i li¦N�nE bk

c�g§A d�`¨ri¦a�W `�g�x
i§A x�ni�n§l l�`�x�U�i i�p§A
r�x¨r�n `¨a¨A
i o�x§kEC `�g�i	p oFk§l i�d	i `�g�x
i§l
oEc§A§r�z `¨l o�g§l¨R z�ci¦a¦r l¨M dk :WiC�w
m¦r �i	i li¦N�nE ek :�i	i m�c�w `�p¨A�xEw oEa�x�w�zE
`�g�x
i§l `�x�U©r§A m�x§A fk :x�ni�n§l d�WŸn
r�x¨r�n `Ed `�I�xER¦k�c `�nFi oi�c�d d�`¨ri¦a�W
oEa�x�w�zE oFki�z�W§t
p z
i oEP©r�zE oFk§l i�d	i WiC�w
oEc§A§r�z `¨l `�ci¦a¦r l¨k	e gk :�i	i m�c�w �̀p̈A�xEw
`Ed `�I�xER¦k�c `�nFi i�x�` oi�c�d `�nFi o�x§k¦A
l¨k i�x�` hk :oFk�d¨l�` �i	i m�c�w oFki¥l£r `�x¨R©k§l
i¥vi�Y�W�i	e oi�c�d `�nFi o�x§k¦A i�P©r�z�i `¨l iC W
p�`
`�ci¦a¦r l¨M ci¥a£r
i iC W
p�` l¨k	e l :Di�O©r�n
FBn `Ed�d `�W�p�` z
i c�aF`	e oi�c�d `�nFi o�x§k¦A
m¨l¨r m
i�w oEc§A§r�z `¨l `�ci¦a¦r l¨M `l :Di�O©r
`�z¨A�W `¨A�W al :oFki�p¨a�zFn lŸk§A oFki�x�c§l
d¨r�Wz§A oFki�z�W§t
p z
i oEP©r�zE oFk§l `Ed
oEgEp�Y `�W�n�x c©r `�W�n�x�n `�W�n�x§A `�g�x
i§l

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The celebration of Rosh Hashanah, the beginning of the year, has

been ordained by our Torah to take place on the anniversary of

the Creation, but not on the first day of Creation. It has been made

to coincide with the sixth day of Creation, the day when Man

was created.

The significance of this day, and of this event, is not in the fact that

a new creature was added to Creation, a creature one plane higher

than the rest of the animal kingdom, as the animal is superior to plant,

and plant to mineral.

The significance lies in the fact that the new creature Man was

essentially different from the others.

For it was man who recognized the Creator in and through

Creation, and what is more, brought about the elevation of the entire

Creation to that recognition and thus to the fulfillment of its Divine

design and purpose.

On Rosh Hashanah man stands not only before the Divine

Judgment, but also before his own.

The verdict of his own judgment, with regard to the future, must be:

that he takes upon himself to fulfill his duty, that is, to work for the

fulfillment—in himself and in his surroundings—of the call:

“Come, let us worship, bow down and kneel before God our

Maker” (Psalms 95:6). A call for absolute submission to God, first

sounded by the first man, Adam, on the day of his creation, on the

first Rosh Hashanah. 

This can be attained only through a life inspired and guided by the

Torah....

Let no one think: who am I and what am I to have such tremendous

powers of building or destruction. For we have seen—to our

sorrow—what even a small quantity of matter can do in the way of

destruction through the release of atomic energy. If such power is

concealed in a small quantity of matter—for destructiveness, in denial

of the design and purpose of Creation—how much greater is the

creative power entrusted to every individual to work in harmony with

the Divine purpose, for in this case one is also given special abilities

and opportunities by Divine Providence to attain the goal for which

we have been created: the realization of a world in which “each

creature shall recognize that You created him, and every breathing

soul shall declare: ‘God, the God of Israel, is King, and His reign is

supreme over all’” (Amidah, Rosh Hashanah).

(Excerpt from a public letter written by the Rebbe,

Days of Selichos 5715—Free Translation)
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od spoke to Moshe, saying, 24 Speak to the children of Israel, saying: 

� In the seventh month, on the first of the month, there will be a Sabbath for you, (when

you will recite verses that) recall (the binding of Yitzchak, and that mention the) blowing

(of the Shofar), a holy celebration. 

�
25 You should not perform any manual work. 

� You should offer up a fire-offering to God. 

[ YY OOMM KK II PP PP UU RR ::   TT HHEE DD AAYY OOFF AA TT OO NN EE MM EE NN TT [

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 

�
27 On the tenth of this seventh month is a Day of Atonement, but (it will only atone for

those who return to God).

� It will be a holy celebration for you. You must afflict yourselves, and you should offer up a fire-

offering to God. 

�
28 You should not perform any work on that very day, for it is a Day of Atonement, for you to be

atoned before God, your God. 29 For any person who does not afflict himself on that very day

will be cut off from his people. 30 (This means that) if any person will perform any work on that

very day, I will destroy that person from among his people. 31 You should not perform any work.

(This is) an eternal statute throughout your generations in all the places that you live. 32 It is a

complete day of rest for you, and you should afflict yourselves. (Starting from) the ninth of the

month in the evening, from evening to evening, you should observe your rest day. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ The Last Word [

Unfortunately, for various reasons, the inspiration engendered by

the Days of Rosh Hashanah and the Ten Days of Return has not

always, nor everywhere, been put to the best or fullest advantage. In

some congregations, and in many individuals, the inspiration

evaporated with the passing of the Days of Awe, without a

discernable change or improvement in the personal day-to-day life of

the individual Jew and Jewess. And where there is a lack of

improvement on the individual level, there must inevitably be a lack

of improvement on the social level.

One of the main reasons for this failure is that the spiritual awaken-

ing and inspiration of the Days of Awe are not directed towards the

self, but towards matters relating to others. Not infrequently these

auspicious days serve as an occasion for general pronouncements on

world problems—“messages” that do not implicate anyone in particu-

lar, least of all anyone in the immediate environment. This approach

“satisfies” everybody, all the more so since it has some claim to “jus-

tification” in view of the fact that Rosh Hashanah embraces the whole

of Creation, and the world is not lacking in universal and vital prob-

lems requiring improvement or change.

The concentration on, and preoccupation with, such lofty world

problems and resolutions (resolutions which, in the majority of

instances, are beyond the control of those making them) provide a

convenient justification for diverting the necessary, vital and utmost

attention from the self, from self-searching and the reappraisal of

one's personal life (precisely those areas where personal resolutions

can be effective).

An indication as to the proper use of the spirit of these holy days

is to be found in the details prescribed for the mitzvah of

Sounding the Shofar, the only special mitzvah of Rosh Hashanah.

This commandment does not prescribe the use of an ensemble of

instruments, but only one; and that also not a delicate instrument

producing extraordinary musical compositions. The insistence is that

the Shofar be a plain horn of an animal, and “all sounds are proper in

a Shofar.”  Thus, the Shofar emphasizes that the orientation should

be, first and foremost, on the individual self, with the accent on the

duty to introduce sanctity even into the ordinary and commonplace

of the daily life of the individual, and then into the social life of the

individual as a member of the community, and so forth.

(Excerpt from a public letter written by the Rebbe, Days of Selichos 5723)
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1 hunt pt/     2 ,uWf     3 ao     4 nbju, ns:      5 cnscr fy     6 jdhdv y/     7 xufv kv/     8 ao     9 ao kc/   

tu kvzvhr gk nktf, khkv fnktf, huo
1

: )kv( nert esa/ ]chuvwwf[

esavu cfxu, behvuc,pkv' ucatr hnho yucho cntfk ucna,vucfxu,

behv uc,pkv
2

: )ku( gmr, vht/ gmr,h t,fo tmkh fnklazhni t, cbhu

kxgusv kfl ufl hnho' fhuiavdhg znbi kvpyr tnr cbh cceav nfo'

gfcugnh gus huo tjs' eav gkh prhs,fo: fk nktf, gcusv/ tphku

nktfv avhtgcusv kfo' ato kt ,gauv ha jxrui fhxcscr: kt
,gau/ hfuk t; juku ak nugs hvt txurcnktf, gcusv' ,knus kunr

vht
3

: )kz( gkv unbjv/ nbj, bxfho verhcv govgukv
4

: scr huo chunu/
jue vemuc cjuna vpeusho

5
: scr huo chunu/ vt to gcr hunu cyk ercbu:

)ky( tl cjnav gar huo ,jdu/ erciaknho kjdhdv/ hfuk ,sjv t,

vac,' ,knuskunr tl' vuthk uha kv ,akunhi fk acgv: ctxpfo t,
,cut, vtr./ ahvt jsaachgh zv ct czni txhpv' nfti abmyuu kgcr

t, vabho' ato thi vgcur' pgnho avut ctctnmg veh. tu vjur;:

,jdu/ aknh jdhdv: acg, hnho/ to kt vcht czv hcht czv/hfuk hvt

nchti fk acgv' ,knus kunr ujdu,otu,u' huo tjs cnang' ukt hu,r/

uknv btnracgv' k,akunhi
6

: )n( prh g. vsr/ g. aygo gmu uprhu auv
7

:

vsr/ vsr cthkbu nabv kabv' uzvu t,rud
8

: fp, ,nrho/ jxr uh"u' kns

athbv tkttj,
9

: ugb; g. gc,/ agbphu ekugho fgcu,u,ufjckho' uzvu

runt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 200ffdd::kkcc--nn

�� Why is the esrog (citron) described as r̈s¨v .�g h¦r�P (“beau-

tiful fruit of the tree”) ? (v. 40)

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: The words .�g h¦r�P (“fruit of the

tree”) indicate that it must have the appearance of a completely

grown fruit. The word r̈s¨v means that it must be beautiful and

attractive in appearance (as defined by halacha). If either of these

qualities is missing, the esrog is invalid (Orach Chaim 648:29; 645:2).

�� Why is the lulav described as oh¦r¨n§T ,«P�F (“date fronds”)? 

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: The Torah does not describe them

as date leaves but rather date fronds, suggesting that they must be

those leaves which can be bound together with the spine because

they are still soft (Orach Chaim 645:3).

�� Why is the hadas described as ,«c�g .�g ;³b�g (“branches of

a (myrtle) tree (which are plaited like) cords”)? 

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: The term ,«c�g means that if it does

not have at least three leaves emerging from its stem at each knot

(which resemble a plaited look), it is invalid (646:2).

�� Why is the aravah described as k©j²b h�c§r�g (“willows of the

brookside”)? 

ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: This refers to a certain species of

willow.  Generally, this species grows by the brookside, but it is valid

as long as it is from this species, even if it grows in the desert or on

mountains (647:1).

x¬ ¥A�c	i
e bl [iyy] t :m«¤k�Y©A�W E −z§A�WY a�x½¤rÎc©r a�x´ ¤r�n a�x½¤r¨A
xŸ ®n`¥l l−�`�x�U�i i¬ �p§AÎl�` x² ¥A�C cl :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd	i
z¬ ©r§aW zF ²M�Q�d b¯�g d½ �G�d Æ i¦ri¦a�X�d W�cŸ ³g©l mFÀ i x¹�U¨r dÆ�Xn�g«©A
z¤k`¬ ¤l�nÎl¨M W�cŸ ®wÎ`�x�wn oF −W`x«�d mF¬I©A dl :d« �eŸdi«©l mi−n�i
mF́I©A d® �eŸdi«©l d−�X̀  Eai¬x�w�Y mi½n�i z´ ©r§aW el :E «U£r«�z ` ¬÷ d−�cŸa£r

Æ d�eŸdi«©l d³�X` mÆ�Y§a�x�wd	e m¹¤k¨l dÆ �i�d«�i Á W�cŸÁwÎ`�x�wn i¿ �pin�X�d
í�c£rF «n d¤N�`μ fl :E «U£r«�z ` ¬÷ d−�cŸa£r z¤k`¬ ¤l�nÎl¨M `e½d z�x´ ¤v£r
dÀ �eŸdi«©l d¹�X̀  aiÆx�w�d§l W�cŸ ®w í�̀ �x�wn m−�zŸ̀  E ¬̀ �x�wYÎx�W�` d½ �eŸd	i
zŸź§A�W c−©a§Nn gl :F «nFi§A mF¬iÎx©a�C mi−¦k�q	pE g©a¬ �f d² �g	pnE d¯¨lŸr
Æ c©a§NnE Æ m¤ki�x�c�pÎl¨M c³©a§NnE mÀ¤ki�zF «p�Y�n c´ ©a§NnE d® �eŸd	i
mF¹i xÆ�U¨r Á d�Xn�g«©A K¿�` hl :d« �eŸdi«©l E −p�YY x¬ �W�̀  m½¤ki�zŸá�c�pÎl¨M
EBŸ ¬g�Y u�x½�`�d z´�`Ea�YÎz�` Æ m¤k§R�q�`§A iÀ¦ri¦a�X�d W�cŸǵ©l
mF¬I©aE oF½z¨A�W Æ oFW`x«�d mF³I©A mi®n�i z´ ©r§aW d− �eŸd	iÎb�gÎz�`

Æ x�c�d u³¥r iÆx§R oFÀW`x«�d mF´I©A m¹¤k¨l mÆ�Y�g�w§lE n :oF «z̈A�W i−�pin�X�d
d¬ �eŸd	i i² �p§t¦l mÀ�Y�g�n�UE l�g® �pÎi¥a�x©r	e zŸ −a¨rÎu«¥r s¬ 
p£r«
e mi½x�n�Y zŸŔ©M

:x�ni�n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i	i li¦N�nE bl :oFk�g
i	p

`�W�n�g§A x�ni�n§l l�`�x�U�i i�p§A m¦r li¥N�n cl

`�B�g oi�c�d d�`¨ri¦a�W `�g�x
i§l `�nFi `�x�U©r

`�nFi§A dl :�i	i m�c�w oinFi `¨r§a�W `�I©N©h�nc

`¨l o�g§l¨R z�ci¦a¦r l¨M WiC�w r�x¨r�n d�`�n�c�w

`�p¨A�xEw oEa�x¨w�Y oinFi `¨r§a�W el :oEc§A§r�z

oFk§l i�d	i WiC�w r�ẍr�n d�̀ �pin�z �̀nFi§A �i	i m�c�w

oFd�Y oiWi�p§M (W�p§M) �i	i m�c�w `�p¨A�xEw oEa�x¨w�zE

`�I�c£rFn oi¥N` fl :oEc§A§r�z `¨l o�g§l¨R z�ci¦a¦r l¨M

`̈a�x�w§l WiC�w i¥r�x�r�n oFd�z
i oEr�x�r�z ic �ii�c

oiW�cEw z�q§k�p �̀z�g	pnE `�z¨l£r �i	i m�c�w `�p¨A�xEw

�ii�c �̀I©A�Wn x©A gl :Di�nFi§A mFi m
B�z¦R oi¦kEQ�p	e

l¨Mn x©aE oFki�x�c�p l¨Mn x©aE oFki�z�p�Y�On x©aE

`�W�n�g§A m�x�A hl :�i	i m�c�w oEp�Yz ic oFki�z�a�c�p

z
i oFk�W
p§kn§A d�`¨ri¦a�W `�g�x
i§l `�nFi `�x�U©r

`¨r§a�W �ii�c `�B�g z
i oEB�g�Y `¨r�x�`�c `�Y§l©l£r

d�`�pin�z `�nFi§aE `�g�i	p d�`�n�c�w `�nFi§A oinFi

i�xi¥R d�`�n�c�w `�nFi§A oFk§l oEa�Qz	e n :`�g�i	p

l�g	pC oi¦a�x©r	e oiQ�c�d
e oi¦A�lEl	e oi�bFx�z�` `�p¨li`

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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od spoke to Moshe, saying: 34 Speak to the children of Israel, saying: 

� On the fifteenth day of this seventh month, is the Festival of Succos, a period of seven

days for God. 

�
35 The first day is a holy celebration. You should not perform any manual work. 

�
36 For a period of seven days, you should bring a fire-offering to God. 

� The eighth day will be a holy celebration for you, and you should bring a fire-offering to God.

It is a (time when God) holds back (the Jewish people to be with Him for another day). You

should not perform any manual work. 

�
37 These are God’s festivals which you should designate as holy celebrations. (On) them (you

should) offer up a fire-offering to God: a burnt-offering and (its associated) meal-offering, (other)

sacrifices and (their associated) libations—each day’s requirement on its appropriate day.
38 In addition to God’s Shabbos offerings (if the festival occurs on Shabbos), your gift-offerings,

all your vows, and all your pledges that you must give to God. 

�
39 On the fifteenth day of the seventh month, when you gather in the produce of the Land, you

should celebrate the festival of God for a period of seven days (by bringing festival peace-

offerings), but (you should not bring these offerings on Shabbos).  

� The first day should be a rest day, and the eighth day should be a rest day. 

�
40 On the first day, you should take for yourselves:The fruit of the (citron) tree, (which) dwells (on

its tree for an entire year, and whose wood tastes like the fruit), the fronds of a date palm,

branches of a (myrtle) tree (which are plaited like) cords, and willows of the brookside.

G23:33

�� What is the significance of the four species? (v. 40)

MIDRASH: They represent four types of Jews. An esrog, which

possesses a good taste and a pleasant smell, represents the Jew who

possesses both Torah learning and good deeds. The date-palm

branch has a good taste but no fragrance, signifying Jews who have

Torah knowledge but lack [sufficient] good deeds. Those who

possess good deeds but are lacking in Torah knowledge are

represented by the myrtle, which has a fragrant odor but lacks taste.

The willow, which is inedible and has no aroma, represents those

people lacking both in Torah and good deeds (Vayikra Rabah 30:12).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

In the case of all mitzvos, the actual halacha is derived from the

Oral Law. Even when the mitzvah has its origin in a written verse,

it is the Oral Law that tells us the precise halachic meaning for

each expression.

In the case of three of the four species, we find that the conditions

described in the verse must be present; if not, they are not valid.  The

esrog (citron) must be a “beautiful fruit of the tree” literally; the lulav

must be “date fronds that can be bound” literally, and the hadasim

(myrtle) must be “like cords” literally, with three leaves emerging

from each knot (see Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch). However, the fourth

species does not have to be “willows of the brook” literally.  Rather,

from a halachic perspective, this condition was intended in a more

general sense, to mean a species of willow which normally grows by

the brook.

The inner reason why this fourth sign is not taken literally, can be

understood according to the teaching of the Midrash, that the willow

represents the Jew who is lacking in both Torah and good deeds.

Since this Jew does not demonstrate any signs of his Jewishness, his

corresponding species, the willow, is valid even if it does not openly

demonstrate the sign which it is given in the verse (“brookside

willow”).  Nevertheless, the verse does indicate that the willow must

come from a specific species, alluding to the fact that this simple Jew

is also from an esteemed “species,” for he is a descendant of

Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 22, pp. 132-4)

SIXTH

READING



1 xufv kc:     2 ao fj:     3 ao ht:

vsx vgauh fnhi ekhgv
1

: )nc( vtzrj/ zv tzrj: chartk/ krcu, t, vdrho
2

: )nd( fh cxfu, vuac,h/ gbbh fcus
3

:

�� What is unique about the rejoicing of Succos? (v. 40)

RAMBAM: Even though it is a mitzvah to rejoice on all the festivals,

in the Holy Temple there was additional rejoicing on the festival of

Succos, as the verse states: “You should rejoice before God, your

God, for a period of seven days” (v. 40). How was this carried out? 

On the eve of the first day of the festival they constructed a place

for the ladies above and the men below, so that they should not mix

with each other. They started to rejoice on the evening following the

first day of the festival, and they continued to do so on each day of

Chol haMo’ed (the intermediate days of the festival). Following the

daily communal afternoon sacrifice (the last sacrifice of the day), they

would rejoice the rest of the day and throughout the entire night.

How was this rejoicing carried out? The flute was blown, and they

played the harp, lyre, and cymbals, each person according to his

talent. Those who could sing would sing. People would dance etc.,

each person according to his ability, and they would sing songs and

praises. However, this rejoicing did not override the observance of

Shabbos or the festival. 

It is a mitzvah to increase in this rejoicing. However, the dancing

and rejoicing in the Temple during the festival of Succos was not

done by the uneducated or anyone who so desired, but rather, by the

greatest Sages of Israel, the heads of the yeshivos (academies), the

Sanhedrin (Supreme Court), the chasidim (pious ones), the elders,

and men of high caliber. The rest of the people, both men and

women, would come to see and listen (Laws of Lulav 8:12-14).

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

runt ,arp - trehu  rpx // 202ffdd::nn--nnss

THE ADDITIONAL REJOICING OF SUCCOS (V. 40)

There seems to be a contradiction in the words of Rambam here. First

he writes that the additional rejoicing of Succos is derived from a Biblical

verse, “You should rejoice before God, your God, for a period of seven

days” (v. 40). From this we can conclude that the additional rejoicing of

Succos was—according to Rambam—not a custom, or even a Rabbinic

mitzvah, but rather, a mitzvah from the Torah itself. And since the verse

states explicitly, “You should rejoice before God, your God, for a period

of seven days,” we can presume that this mitzvah must be carried out on

every one of the seven days of Succos.

However, Rambam then informs us, “They started to rejoice on the

evening following the first day of the festival,” i.e. they did not rejoice on

the first day of Succos at all. 

But, if the verse requires that “you should rejoice before God, your

God, for a period of seven days,” then how could they have omitted the

observance on the first day?

If the additional rejoicing of Succos had only been a custom, or a

Rabbinic mitzvah, there would have been good reason to start only on the

second day, since there is a Rabbinic prohibition against playing musical

instruments on Shabbos and festivals—and a Rabbinic command does

not override another Rabbinic prohibition. But here, Rambam appears to

rule that the additional rejoicing of Succos is a Biblical command (“You

should rejoice before God, your God, for a period of seven days”) and a

Biblical commandment should surely override the Rabbinic enactment

against playing musical instruments on Shabbos? So, how can Rambam

rule that “they started to rejoice on the evening following the first day of

the festival,” giving the reason that “this rejoicing did not override the

observance of Shabbos or the festival”?

A number of other issues seem perplexing:

a.) The Talmud does not mention at all the verse, “You should rejoice

before God, your God, for a period of seven days,” as a source for this

mitzvah. From where did Rambam deduce this “Biblical precept”?

b.) Rambam writes in the previous chapter (law 13): “The mitzvah of

taking the lulav applies...in the Temple on every day of the festival, as the

verse states, ‘you should rejoice before God, your God, [for seven days.’]”

How can Rambam apply this very same verse again in our case, to

teach us the law of additional rejoicing on Yom Tov?

c.) A Biblical commandment is incumbent on every Jew, regardless of

his stature, unless the Torah states specifically otherwise. So how can this

apparently Biblical requirement of additional rejoicing be exclusive to “the

greatest Sages of Israel, the heads of the yeshivos, the Sanhedrin, the

chasidim, the elders, and men of high caliber”? 

d.) In the Talmud (Succah 53a), an additional group of esteemed

performers is mentioned: the ba'alei teshuvah (those who returned to

observant Judaism). Why did Rambam omit this group, and mention only

“the greatest Sages of Israel, the heads of the yeshivos, etc.”?

�
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� You should rejoice before God your God, for a period of seven days. 41 You should celebrate it

as a festival to God for seven days in the year. (It is) an eternal statute throughout your

generations (that) you celebrate it in the seventh month. 

�
42 For a seven day period you should live in Succos (=booths). Every native Jew (and convert)

should live in Succos, 43 in order that your (ensuing) generations should know that I caused the

children of Israel to live in (clouds of glory that resemble) Succos when I took them out of the

land of Egypt. I am God, your God. 

44 Moshe told the children of Israel (these laws) of God’s festivals. 

THE EXPLANATION

Due to all of the above difficulties, it would appear that when Rambam

cited the verse, “You should rejoice before God, your God, for a period

of seven days,” he did not intend to suggest that we are speaking here of

a separate Biblical command to rejoice in an extra measure on Succos

more than on other festivals.

Rather, there is only one Biblical mitzvah here, the commandment to

“rejoice on your festival” (Devarim 16:14), which applies to all the festivals.

Nevertheless, the fact that the Torah stresses the rejoicing of Succos in

particular (“You should rejoice before God, your God, for a period of

seven days,”) suggests, that the commandment to “rejoice on your

festival,” (applying to all festivals) should be carried out to a greater

degree on Succos.

I.e we are not speaking here of a new, independent mitzvah (requiring

its own independent verse) to rejoice additionally on Succos. Rather, the

verse, “You should rejoice before God, your God, for a period of seven

days,” hints to us that on Succos we should carry out the existing mitzvah

to rejoice to a greater degree.

Thus, Rambam did not write, “It is a mitzvah to rejoice additionally on

Succos,” which would suggest that he was citing the verse as an

independent source for a mitzvah in its own right. Rather, Rambam wrote,

“there was additional rejoicing on the festival of Succos, as the verse

states etc.’” I.e. it became customary to excel in the Biblical mitzvah of

rejoicing on a festival especially on Succos, in light of the fact that the

Torah stresses this rejoicing more.

Based on the above, we can answer our earlier questions:

a.) Through citing the verse, “You should rejoice before God, your God,

for a period of seven days,” Rambam was not attempting to bring a

source for a separate Biblical precept. He was merely highlighting the

verse which had hinted to the Jewish people to rejoice more on Succos

than any other festival. Since the verse was not quoted in a legal context,

no proof was necessary.

b.) The fact that Rambam also cites proof from this verse (“You should

rejoice before God, your God, for a period of seven days”) for the legal

obligation to take the lulav all seven days in the Temple is no longer a

problem. There, the verse was indeed cited in a legal context; whereas

here, the verse was only cited in the form of a “hint” (as above), but not

a halachic requirement.

c.) We can also understand now why only the greatest and most pious

Sages of Israel were the ones that actually danced and performed.

Because, we are not speaking here of a separate mitzvah (incumbent on

every person) to rejoice in an additional measure. Rather, it was a matter

of feeling the existing joy of the festival to an additional degree.

Obviously, a person must be of a considerable spiritual stature to feel

the true joy of the festival to a great extent. Therefore, it was the spiritual

giants of the Jewish people who were chosen to be the focus of the

rejoicing, for it was they who were capable of excelling in the mitzvah in

an exceptional manner. Simply watching how they excelled in the

observance of this mitzvah was an education for everybody else.

d.) As for the fact that Rambam omitted ba'alei teshuvah from his list of

spiritual giants—this can be solved more simply. Rambam did not

disagree with the Talmud that many of the performers were indeed ba'alei

teshuvah, but they were ba'alei teshuvah who had later become Sages,

heads of yeshivos and chasidim etc. Once integrated into the community,

of Sages there would have been no need to “label” them with a term

which suggests a negative past, so Rambam writes simply that there were

“the greatest Sages of Israel, the heads of the yeshivos, the Sanhedrin,

the chasidim, the elders, and men of high caliber,” without making

any distinction between those who were ba'alei teshuvah and those who

were not.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 267ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU SHOULD LIVE IN SUCCOS” (V. 42)

Even though there are two special mitzvos which are

specifically connected with the festival, these days are

nevertheless known as “the festival of Succos” (v. 34), and not the

festival of the Four Species.  This is because the mitzvah of living

in the Succah has a number of superior qualities:

�� It is an obligation which spans all the days of the festival, from

the moment when it begins to the moment that it ends.

�� It requires constructional preparation before the festival.

�� A person does not exempt himself from this mitzvah for the

day with a solitary act.

�� It involves the person’s entire body.

�� Even doing mundane activity (such as eating) in the Succah is

a mitzvah.

�� A person remains associated with his Succah even when he is

not inside it, since it is considered to be his home.

Thus, the mitzvah of living in the Succah trains a person to bring

the awareness of God into every aspect of his life, in the spirit of

the verse: “Know Him in all your ways” (Prov. 3:6).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 417-8)
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�� What happened to the bread on Shabbos? (v. 8-9)

RAMBAM: Each Shabbos they would remove the multi-surface bread

which had been on the table since the previous Shabbos, and they

would arrange different breads. The bread that was removed was

divided between the priests who had been on duty the past week,

and those that were currently on duty for the upcoming week, together

with the High Priest, and they would eat it (Laws of Regular and Additional

Sacrifices 5:3).

�� Why is the blasphemer’s mother’s name specified? (v. 11)

RASHI: To praise the Jewish people. Scripture publicizes this case,

to inform us that she was the only one who had illicit relations.

Her name Shelomis (,h¦nIk§J) indicates that she was verbose, going

about saying “How are you (Q�k�g oIk¨J)?....She was called the

daughter of Divri (h¦r�c¦S ,�C), suggesting that she was verbose, talking

(,	r	C©s§n) with every person. That is why she fell into sin.
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[ TT HHEE MM EE NN OO RR AA HH * &&  MM UU LL TT II --SS UU RR FF AA CC EE BB RR EE AA DD [

od spoke to Moshe, saying:

�
2 Command the children of Israel that they should bring to you clear olive oil, crushed

for lighting, to ignite the lamp continually (from night to night). 

�
3 Outside the partition in front of the (Ark of) testimony in the Tent of Meeting, Aharon should

arrange that it (has sufficient oil to burn) from evening to morning before God. This is an eternal

statute for your generations. 4 Upon the Menorah of pure (gold), he should arrange the lamps (to

burn) before God continually.

�
5 You should take fine flour and bake it into twelve loaves. Each loaf should be (made from) two

tenths (of an eifah** of flour). 

�
6 You should place them in two stacks, six in each stack, upon the table of pure (gold), before God. 

�
7 You should place pure frankincense (in a ladle) on each stack. (Unlike the bread, the

frankincense will be offered on the Altar) as a fire-offering to God, which will remind (God about)

the bread. 

�
8 On each Shabbos day, he should set it up before God (to be there) continuously, from the

children of Israel, as an eternal covenant. 

�
9 It will belong to Aharon and his sons, and they should eat it in a holy place, for it is a most holy

offering for him among the fire-offerings of God, an eternal statute. 

[ TT HHEE BB LL AA SS PP HH EE MM EE RR [

T he son of a Jewish woman who was the son of the Egyptian man (that Moshe killed, who

converted, to be totally) among the children of Israel (wanted to pitch his tent in the camp of

Dan) and this son of the Jewish woman quarreled in the camp with a Jewish man (who opposed

his claim. When) he went out (of Moshe’s court, having lost the case), 11 the son of the Jewish woman

pronounced the (Divine) Name and cursed. 

They brought him to Moshe. His mother’s name was Shelomis, the daughter of Divri, of the tribe

2244 G

* See Shemos 27:20-21; Bamidbar 8:1-4      **Equivalent to 4.96 liters or 10.52 U.S. pints.

24:10

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“ON EACH SHABBOS DAY...” (V. 8)

There is a principle that the day of Shabbos brings blessing to

all the days of the week that follow (Zohar II 63b). However, it

is not clear from the Zohar whether one Shabbos blesses the

following Shabbos too. From the case of the multi-surface bread,

however, we see clearly that one Shabbos does indeed bless the

next, as the bread placed on the table on Shabbos is not removed

until the following Shabbos.  This point is further highlighted by

the law recorded by Rambam, that the multi-surface bread was

eaten not only by the priests who served while this bread was

displayed, but by the shift of priests for the following week as well.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Acharei 5746)

[ The Last Word [

“SHELOMIS, THE DAUGHTER OF DIVRI” (V. 11)

Why does the Torah “praise the Jewish people” at the expense

of incriminating Shelomis (see Rashi)?

This could be compared to the principle that if a person does a

profound teshuvah (repentance), his “transgressions become for

him like merits” (Yoma 86b). For since the person’s sins made him

feel distant from God, they were ultimately the inspiration for his

return. Thus retroactively we perceive them as merits. So too, in

the case of Shelomis: When her example inspires other women to

behave modestly, her transgression will be rendered retroactively

as a merit for her. Therefore, it is publicized here.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 67ff.)

SEVENTH

READING
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uvut ao vnpura aang nxhbh: uao tnu akunh, c, scrh/ acji ak

hartk aprxnv vf,uc kzu' kunr' avht kcsvvh,v zubv
1

: aknh,/ svu,

pypyv ako gkl' ako gkl'ako gkhfui
2

' npypy, cscrho autk, cakuo

vfk: c, scrh/ scrbh, vh,v nscr, go fk tso'kphfl ekekv: knyv
si/ ndhs avrag duro dbth ku dbthktchu dbth kacyu' fhumt cu tvkhtc

ci tjhxnl knyv si
3

' acj ku acjktchu acj kacyu
4

: )hc( uhbhjvu/ kcsu'

ukt vbhju neuaa gnu'aabhvo vhu cpre tjs/ uhusgho vhu avneuaa

cnh,v' abtnr
5

njkkhv nu, hun,'tck kt pura kvo cthzu nh,v' kfl

btnrfh kt pura nv hgav ku
6

/ tckcnekk vut tunr kprua kvo' akt

vhu husghoto jhhc nh,v to ktu: )hs( vangho/ tku vgsho: fk/ kvcht

t, vshhbho: t, hshvo/ tunrho ku snl crtal uthi tbubgbaho cnh,,l

at,v drn, kl: fk vgsv/ cngns fk vgsv/ )nfti( aakujuak tso

fnu,u: )yu( ubat jytu/ cfr,' fathi v,rtv
7

: )yz( ubec ao/ thbu

jhhc gs ahpra t, vao'ukt vnekk cfhbuh: ubec/ kaui ekkv' fnu nv

hWar
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of Dan. 12 They placed him under guard, (until his sentence would) be clarified to them by the word

of God. 
13 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 14 Take the blasphemer outside the camp. All (the judges and the

witnesses) who heard (his blasphemy) should lean their hands on his head. (Then they should) stone him

(on behalf of) the entire community. 
15 You should speak to the children of Israel, saying: 

� Any man who blasphemes his God will bear (the consequences of) his sin (by being cut off from

his people, if he was not warned beforehand). 

�
16 One who blasphemously pronounces the (explicit) Name of God (in a curse and was warned

not to do so), should be put to death. The entire community should stone him, convert and

native alike. If he pronounces the (Divine) Name, he should be put to death. 

�
17 If a man strikes any human being (including a woman or child, and the victim dies), he should

be put to death. 

�
18 One who strikes an animal fatally should pay for it. (He should pay the value of the animal’s)

life (as compensation) for its life (that he took). 

�
19 If a man inflicts an injury upon his fellow man, he should be penalized according to (the

severity) of what he did: 20 (The value of) a fracture for a fracture (injury, the value of) an eye for

an eye (injury, the value of) a tooth for a tooth (injury). He should be penalized according to (the

severity) of the injury which he caused to the person. 

�
21 One who strikes an animal should pay (compensation) for its (injury). 

� One who strikes (one of his parents while they are still alive, causing a bruise) should be put to

death. 
22 There will be one law for you, convert and native alike, for I am God, your God. 
23 Moshe told (all this) to the children of Israel. 

The (judges and witnesses) took the blasphemer outside the camp and threw a stone at him. The

children of Israel did (the other procedures of first pushing him off a high place, then additional stoning

until he died, and the hanging of the corpse.  They all did) as God had commanded Moshe.*

THE HAFTARAH FOR EMOR IS ON PAGE 268.

tec
8

: )hz( utha fh hfv/ kph abtnr nfv tha uduw' thi kh tkt avrd t,

vtha'tav ueyi nbhi' ,knus kunr fk bpa tso: )f( fi hb,i cu/ phrau

rcu,hbu
9

' athbu b,hb,nuo nna tkt ,akunh nnui' anhi tu,u fgcs'kfl

f,uc cu kaui b,hbv' scr vb,ui nhs khs: )ft( unfv cvnv haknbv/
kngkv scrcvurd cvnv' ufti scr cguav cv jcurv: unfv tso hun,/
tphku kt vrdu tkt gavcu jcurv' akt btnr fti bpa/ ucnfv tchu utnu

scr vf,uc' uct kvehau knfv cvnv' nv nfvcvnv njhho' t; nfv

tchu utnu njhho' pryknfv ktjr nh,v' kph anmhbu avnekku ktjr

nh,v jhhc' vumrl kunr cnfv apyur/ unvccvnv cjckv' ato thi jckv

thi ,akunhi't; nfv tchu utnu thbu jhhc gs ahgav cvojcurv:

)fc(tbh vw tkvhfo/ tkvh fukfo' faoatbh nhjs anh gkhfo fl tbh

nhhjs anh gkvdrho: )fd( ucbh hartk gau/ fk vnmuv vtnurv

cxehkv cneuo tjr sjhhv' rdhnv u,khhv: jxk, pra, tnur

hWar
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1. An ordinary priest should not make himself impure
for a dead person, other than close relatives [21:1-
3].

2. The ritual impurity of priests for their near relatives,
including the mitzvah that every Jew should mourn
for the six relatives mentioned in Scripture [21:3:6].

3. A priest who is ritually impure for a day, and has
already immersed in a mikvah, should not serve in
the Temple until sunset. [21:7].

4. A priest should not marry a woman who has had
forbidden relations  [21:7].

5. A priest should not marry a woman born from a union
which violated the sanctity of the priesthood [21:7].

6. A priest should not marry a divorced woman [21:7].

7. Laws of sanctification of Aharon’s descendants [21:8].

8. The High Priest should not enter the tent of a dead
man [21:11].

9. The High Priest should not make himself ritually
impure (to bury) a dead man [21:11].

10. The High Priest should marry a virgin [21:13].

11. The High Priest should not marry a widow [21:14].

12. The High Priest should not have relations with a
widow [21:15].

13. A priest with a disqualifying blemish should not serve
in the Temple [21:17].

14. A priest with a temporary disqualifying blemish
should not serve in the Temple [21:21].

15. A priest with a disqualifying blemish should not enter
the Temple [21:23].

16. A ritually impure priest should not serve in the
Temple [22:2].

17. A ritually impure priest should not eat terumah

[22:4].

18. A non-priest should not eat terumah [22:10].

19. The permanent worker or the hired worker of a priest
should not eat terumah [22:10].

20. An uncircumcised person should not eat terumah

[22:4].

21. A woman born from a union which violated the
sanctity of the priesthood should not eat terumah

[22:12].

22. Not to eat tevel [22:15].

23. Not to consecrate blemished or defective animals to
be offered up on the altar [22:20].

24. An animal offering should be perfect (without
blemish) [22:21].

25. Not to make a blemish in animals consecrated for
offerings [22:21].

26. Not to sprinkle the blood of blemished animals on the
altar [22:22]. 

27. Not to ritually slaughter blemished animals for
offerings [22:22].

28. Not to burn portions on the altar from blemished
animals [22:22].

29. Not to castrate any creature [22:24].

30. Not to offer up a blemished offering received from a
non-Jew [22:25].

31. An animal offering should be eight days old or more
[22:27].

32. Not to ritually slaughter an animal and its child in one
day [22:28].

33. Not to do something which will cause God’s Name to
be profaned among people [22:32].

34. Sanctifying the Name of God [22:32].

35. To rest from work on the first day of Pesach [23:7].

36. Not to do any work on the first day of Pesach [23:7].

37. The additional offering, all seven days of Pesach

[23:8].

38. To rest from work on the seventh day of Pesach

[23:8].

39. Not to do any work on the seventh day of Pesach

[23:8].

40. To offer the Omer on the second day of Pesach

[23:10,11].

41. Not to eat (bread) from the new crop of grains before
the end of the sixteenth of Nissan [23:14].

42. Not to eat parched kernels from the new crop until
the end of the sixteenth of Nissan [23:14].

43. Not to eat parched ears from the new crop until the
end of the sixteenth of Nissan [23:14].

44. To count forty-nine days from the offering of the
Omer [23:15].

45. The meal-offering of new wheat on Shavuos [23:16].

46. To rest from work on Shavuos [23:21].

47. Not to do any work on Shavuos [23:21].

48. To rest from work on Rosh Hashanah [23:24].

49. Not to do any work on Rosh Hashanah [23:24,25].

50. The additional animal offering of Rosh Hashanah

[23:24,25].

51. To fast on the tenth of Tishrei [23:28].

52. The additional offering on the tenth day of Tishrei,
which is the Day of Atonement [23:27].

53. Not to do any work on the tenth day of Tishrei
[23:27].

54. Not to eat or drink on the Day of Atonement [23:29].

55. To rest from work on the Day of Atonement [23:32].

56. To rest from work on the first day of Succos [23:35].

57. Not to do any work on the first day of Succos

[23:34,35].

58. The additional offering, all the seven days of Succos

[23:36].

59. To rest from work on the eighth day of Succos

[23:36].

60. The additional offering on Shemini Atzeres [23:36].

61. Not to do any work on Shemini Atzeres [23:36].

62. Taking the lulav [23:40].

63. Living in the succah [23:42].
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Behar means “on the mountain,” as in the verse, “God

spoke to Moshe on Mount Sinai.” The Midrash states

that God chose to give the Torah on Mount Sinai since it

is the “smallest of mountains,” suggesting humility (Midrash

Tehilim 68:9).

However, this begs the question: If God wished to give

the Torah in a place that is indicative of humility, surely a

valley would have been more appropriate? Admittedly,

Sinai is the “smallest of mountains,” but ultimately, it is

still a mountain, which is hardly suggestive of lowliness

and humility!

Furthermore, our Parsha has become known by the name

“on the mountain” without even the clarification that it is

Mount Sinai, the smallest of mountains. Surely the name

“on the mountain” alone has lost any connotation of

humility at all?

T he need for humility in the service of God varies

according to one’s level of knowledge and spiritual

growth. Generally speaking, a person might fall under

one of three categories:

a.) Beginner. A beginner in the study and practice of

Judaism has not yet trained his mindset and personality to

be in harmony with the values of Judaism. Thus, at this

stage, any traces of ego would prove totally counter-

productive to his spiritual growth, for his ego would serve

to strengthen his unrefined personality.

b.) Intermediate. Here the person has considerably

refined his personality to adhere to Jewish values, and has

acquired much knowledge. Therefore, while humility will

still be the dominant feature of his personality, it may

prove necessary on occasion for this person to use his

ego, to protect the interests of Judaism in general, and

himself as an observant Jew in particular. Nevertheless,

his ego should be carefully tempered with humility to

prevent it from leading to arrogance or selfishness.

c.) Advanced. If a person has totally transformed his

mind and body to want only the values of Judaism, then

his ego no longer poses a threat to his relationship with

God. By exercising his ego, he will only reinforce and

strengthen a personality which is totally dedicated to

the Torah.

And this is why our Parsha is called Behar (“on the

mountain”), without the clarification that it is Sinai (a

small mountain). The Torah is teaching us that every Jew

is capable of becoming a spiritual giant, whose person-

ality is so holy that it does not need to be “restrained”

with humility.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 1, p. 276ff.; vol. 22, p.159ff.)

[ The Name of the Parsha [



)t( cvr xhbh/ nv gbhi anhyv tmk vr xhbh'uvkt fk vnmu, btnru

nxhbh' tkt nv anhyvbtnru fkku,hv )upryu,hv(
1

usesuehv nxhbh'

t;fuki btnru fkku,hvi usesuehvi nxhbh/ fl abuhvc,ur, fvbho/

ubrtv kh afl phruav' kph aktnmhbu anhy, eregu, ababh, cgrcu,

nutccnabv ,urv' knsbu afkku,hv upryu,hv fukibtnru nxhbh'

uct vf,uc ukns fti gk fk scurabscr knav anxhbh vhu fuko

fkku,hviusesuehvi' ujzru ubabu cgrcu, nutc: )c( ac, kvw/ kao

vw' fao abtnr cac,crtah,: )s( hvhv ktr./ kasu, ukfrnho:

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 210ffvv::tt--ss

�� Why does the verse stress that “God spoke to Moshe at

Mount Sinai” ? (v. 1)

RASHI: “What is the connection between the concept of the

Sabbatical year and ‘Mount Sinai’ [that the verse stresses this

commandment was given at Sinai]? Were not all the commandments

given at Sinai?”

“This teaches us: Just as in the case of the Sabbatical year, whose

general laws and details were all stated at Sinai, the general laws and

details of all the other mitzvos were also said at Sinai.” 

The above was taught in Toras Kohanim, and it appears to me that

its explanation is as follows: 

We do not find that the law of resting the soil [during Sabbatical

Year] was mentioned [together with the details of the other mitzvos]

at the plains of Mo’av, in the Book of Devarim. From this it is

understood that both the general laws and the details [of observing

the Sabbatical Year] had already been taught at Sinai.

Therefore, our verse [which stresses that the agricultural laws of the

Sabbatical year were said “at Sinai” is redundant, since this matter is

already known from the Book of Devarim, as above.  Consequently,

this phrase comes to teach us something else—that the theory

and precise method of all the commandments was conveyed to

Moshe at Sinai, and that what was said later at the plains of Mo’av

was [merely] repetition.

TALMUD: Rabbi Yishma’el said: “The general laws were said at

Sinai, and the details were said in the Tent of Meeting.” Rabbi Akiva

said, “The general laws and the details were said at Sinai. They were

then repeated in the Tent of Meeting and at the plains of Mo’av

(Chagigah 6a-b).

WHAT WAS SAID AT MOUNT SINAI? (V. 1)

When Moshe spent forty days and nights on Mount Sinai, he must have

learned a considerable amount of information. Clearly, Moshe’s studies

would have at least touched upon every one of the mitzvos that were

given to the Jewish people.  What is not clear, however, is whether the

mitzvos were explained to Moshe on Mount Sinai with all the details

required for practical observance, or whether the details were added by

God at a later point, after Moshe had descended from the mountain.

This was the basis of a dispute between Rabbi Yishma’el and Rabbi

Akiva in the Talmud.  R’ Yishma’el maintained that only “the general

laws were said at Sinai,” i.e. the general outline of the commandments,

without the details. The details required to observe the mitzvos were

communicated to Moshe later, in the Tent of Meeting, at some point

before they became practically relevant.

R’ Akiva maintained that both “the general laws and the details were

said at Sinai.” Thus, the fact that we find a further elaboration of the

mitzvos to Moshe, in the Tent of Meeting (throughout the book of

Vayikra), and later in the plains of Mo’av, represents a repetition of what

God had already told Moshe on Mount Sinai (which was not recorded

in the Torah).

In his commentary, Rashi appears to reject the view of R’ Yishma’el in

favor of R’ Akiva, writing: “The general laws and details of all the

commandments were conveyed to Moshe at Sinai.” 

However, on closer analysis, Rashi does not appear to disprove

R’ Yishma’el’s position. For R’ Yishma’el maintained, “The general laws

were said at Sinai, and the details in the Tent of Meeting,” yet Rashi

only proves his case from the fact that “we do not find that the law of

resting the soil was mentioned at the plains of Mo’av, in the Book of

Devarim.” 

Surely, if Rashi wished to refute the position of R’ Yishma’el (that “the

details were said in the Tent of Meeting”) he should have written, “We do

not find that the law of resting the soil was mentioned either in the Tent

of Meeting or at the plains of Mo’av”? 

THE EXPLANATION

It could be argued that Rashi’s comment here is compatible even with

the view of R’ Yishma’el.  Note that throughout his explanation, Rashi

does not refer to “Mount Sinai,” but rather, “Sinai” alone*, suggesting not

only the mountain itself, but the Sinai Desert in general.  Thus, it could be

argued that the Tent of Meeting came under the heading of what Rashi

�
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`¨l K¨lw�g �i�i m�c�w `�zH�nW `¨rx�`§l i	d�i
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1 fWv cspuxh raWh akpbhbu/ uc,uWf uspux tw ucw sraWh kh,t/  rtv keuWa jhWz gw 672' vgrv 2/ * With the exception of the first occasion it is mentioned, where it could be argued

that Rashi is quoting the verse itself.
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od spoke to Moshe (in the desert*) at Mount Sinai, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel,

saying: 

� When you come to the Land that I am giving you, the Land should rest a Sabbath to 

God: 3 You may sow your field for six years, and for six years you may prune your

vineyard and gather in its produce, 4 but in the seventh year, the Land should have a complete

rest, a Sabbath to God. You should not sow your field, and you should not prune your vineyard. 

calls “Sinai,” since at this point in time it was camped in the Sinai Desert

(see Bamidbar 10:12).

So when Rashi writes, “The general laws and details of all the

commandments were conveyed to Moshe at Sinai,” he is not making a

statement which is only compatible with the opinion of Rabbi Akiva, for

“Sinai” here could refer to the Tent of Meeting—and even Rabbi

Yishma’el maintained that “the general laws were said at Sinai, and the

details were said in the Tent of Meeting” (in the Sinai Desert).

(Thus Rashi’s only innovation here is that none of the practical details

of the mitzvos were said for the first time at the plains of Mo’av.  They were

said either on Mount Sinai, or next to Mount Sinai—before they traveled

away (Bamidbar 10:12)—which is, according to R' Yishma'el, at “Sinai,” i.e.

in the Sinai Desert).

What forced Rashi, at the literal level, to interpret the expression “at

Mount Sinai” to mean the Sinai Desert in general, rather than the

mountain specifically?

A number of points could be argued: a.) If one takes the verse literally,

that “God spoke to Moshe” while he was on the mountain itself, then it

follows that our Parsha was actually said before the erection of the

Tabernacle—as Rashi stated earlier, in Parshas Ki Sisa: “Once it was

erected, God only spoke with him from the Tent of Meeting”  (Rashi to

Shemos 33:11). So, if Parshas Behar was said on Mount Sinai literally, it

would turn out that this Parsha was actually said before the entire Book of

Vayikra, and before the Tabernacle was erected (at the end of the Book of

Shemos). Thus, Rashi preferred the explanation that “at Mount Sinai”

means “in the desert at Mount Sinai” (which includes the Tent of

Meeting), for then our Parsha follows in chronological order.

b.) R’ Akiva’s position, that God told Moshe all the practical details of

the mitzvos while he was on Mount Sinai, is hard to accept at the literal

level, since there is no indication in the Torah that all the communications

from God to Moshe in the Tent of Meeting were merely a repetition of

what He had said before. Therefore, Rashi interpreted the phrase “at

Mount Sinai” to mean “in the desert at Mount Sinai,” so as to be

compatible with the view of R’ Yishma’el, which is more acceptable at

the literal level.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 276ff.)

THE SABBATICAL YEAR AND MOUNT SINAI (V. 1)

Rashi asks, “What is the connection between the concept of the

Sabbatical Year and ‘Mount Sinai’?” He answers: “Just like the case of

the Sabbatical year, whose general laws and details were all stated at

Sinai, likewise, the general laws and details of all the other mitzvos were

also said at Sinai.”

However, this begs the question: Why did the Torah choose the mitzvah

of the Sabbatical year in particular to teach this principle in the case of “all

the other mitzvos”?

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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* See Toras Menachem. 

[ The Last Word [

“THE LAND SHOULD REST A SABBATH TO GOD. YOU MAY SOW YOUR FIELD FOR SIX YEARS...” (V. 2-3)

The order in the text seems to be reversed, for the six work years

precede the Sabbatical rest year, and not vice versa. Hence, the

text should have first mentioned the six years of planting, and then

decree the resting.

However, the lesson here is: When one “comes to the Land” and

desires to establish one’s way of life, which involves “working the

soil,” it is necessary to bear in mind that first and foremost, as an idea

and as a goal, is to prepare a “Sabbath to God”; not the “earthly” and

material, but the spiritual and sacred. This approach will ensure that

one does not become submerged by the material and mundane

aspects of life. Moreover, bearing constantly in mind the above idea

and goal will transform the six mundane working years; they will

lose much of their drabness and become more refined and

meaningful. Furthermore, the change and elevation of the six years

will also raise the seventh year to a higher plane.

Similarly, in daily life there are those aspects which have to do

with material preoccupations (to earn a livelihood, etc.) and

“common” necessities, such as eating and drinking, etc.—all those

aspects wherein there is “no pre-eminence in man over animal.” But

there is also the area of “earthly rest”—of breaking away from

mundane living. Here, too, the teaching of the Sabbatical year is that

it is necessary to begin the day with the idea and approach that,

although it may be necessary later in the day to engage in

“mundane” activities, the essence and purpose of these things are—

to attain a “Sabbath unto God.” In this way, even the mundane

aspects will attain refinement and real content, while the aspects of

holiness and Godliness will be intensified and elevated to a higher

order. This is the way to attain a complete and harmonious life.

(Free translation of excerpts from a public letter written by the Rebbe

during the Days of Selichos 5725)



1 haghw kd' hc     2 ,vkho p' hz     3  anu, fd' ht     4 ao ku' u     5 rWv ks/     6 aoj: 

kt ,znr/ aeummhi znuru,hv/ u,rdunu kt,fxj' usunv ku eumho fxujho
1

'

arupv cta fxujv
2

: )v( t, xphj emhrl/ tphku kt zrg,v uvhtmnjv

ni vzrg abpk cv cg, vemhr' vut eruhxphj: kt ,emur/ kvhu, njzhe

cu fatr emhr' tktvper hvhv kfk: bzhrl/ avbzr, uvpra, cbh tso

nvo uktvper,o: kt ,cmr/ tu,o thbl cumr' tkt ni vnuper:

)u(uvh,v ac, vtr. uduw/ t; gk phatxr,ho gkhl' kt ctfhkv ukt

cvbtvtxr,ho' tkt akt ,bvud cvo fcgk vch,' tktvfk hvhu auho

cv' t,v uafhrl u,uacl: ac, vtr. kfo ktfkv/ ni vacu, t,v

tufk' uth t,v tufk ni vanur: kl ukgcsl uktn,l/ kph abtnr utfku

tchubh gnl
3

' hfuk hvhu txurho ctfhkvkgahrho' ,knus kunr kl ukgcsl

uktn,l' vrhcgkho ugcsho uapju, tnurho fti: ukafhrl uk,uacl/
t; vbfrho: )z( ukcvn,l ukjhv/ to jhv tufk, cvnvkt fk afi'

anzubu,hv gkhl' nv ,knus kunrukcvn,l' neha cvnv kjhv' fk zni

ajhvtufk, ni vasv vtfk kcvn,l ni vch,' fkvkjhv ni vasv fkv

kcvn,l ni vch,: )j( ac,, abho/ anyu, abho/ hfuk hgavacg abho

rmupu, anyv uhgav huck tjrhvo',knus kunr acg abho acg pgnho'

vuh tunrfk anyv uanyv cznbv: uvhu kl hnh acg uduw/ ndhs kl at;

gk phakt gah, anyu, gav huck kxu; n"y abv/upauyu ak nert hgkv

kl jacui abu, vanyu,knxpr n"y: )y( uvgcr,/ kaui uhgchru euk

cnjbv
4

' kaui vfrzv
5

: chuo vfpurho/ nnang abtnr chuo vfpurho

thbh husg avut cgaur kjsa' to fi knv btnrcgaur kjsa' tkt kunr

kl ,ehg, gaur kjsasujv ac, cfk trmfo' uthi ,ehg, rta vabvsujv

ac, cfk trmfo' tkt cch, shi ckcs: )h( uesa,o/ cfbhx,v nesahi

tu,v cch, shiutunrho neusa, vabv
6

: uert,o srur/ kgcsho' chi
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THE EXPLANATION

Of all the mitzvos given to the Jewish people, resting the soil during the

Sabbatical year was one of the last precepts which was put into practical

implementation. Being an agricultural mitzvah it was only observed after

the Jewish people entered the Land, forty years after the giving of the

Torah. Even then, many of the agricultural laws did not come into effect

until the land was fully conquered and occupied by the Jewish people,

fourteen years later. And, even at that point, the mitzvah of resting the soil

would not have taken place for a further seven years, since the Sabbatical

year only occurs after six years of work.

Thus, when the Torah was given at Mount Sinai, the mitzvah of resting

the soil during the Sabbatical year was one of the least practically relevant

mitzvos at the time. Therefore, the Torah taught us here that even the

“details” of this mitzvah were said “at Sinai,” for if the details of the least

practically relevant mitzvah at the time were said at Sinai, then it follows

that the “details of all the other mitzvos were also said at Sinai.” 

One problem with the above explanation is that there was a further

precept which only became relevant after the Sabbatical year.  This was

the mitzvah of Hakhel, the gathering of the entire nation which occurred

on the festival of Succos following the Sabbatical year (Devarim 31:10). 

Since the Torah wanted to teach us that the details of even the least

practically relevant mitzvah at the time were taught to Moshe at Sinai,

why was the case of Hakhel not chosen?

The answer to this point is that while the mitzvah of Hakhel was indeed

more distant in time from the giving of the Torah at Sinai, it is nevertheless

more conceptually close.  This is because one of the reasons for gathering

the people together is to remind them of the giving of the Torah at Mount

Sinai (see Rambam, Laws of Festival Offerings 3:6).

The mitzvah of resting on the Sabbatical year, however, is both distant

from Sinai in both time and concept, because: a.) It was one of the last

mitzvos to be performed, as explained above, and b.) It is a mitzvah

connected with agriculture, a concept totally unrelated to a mountain

found in a barren desert land.

So if even the details of this mitzvah were taught at Sinai, then we can

be sure that the details of all the other mitzvos were taught there too.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai 5748)
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�
5 You should not reap (for yourself) the aftergrowth of your (previous year’s) harvest (which

sprouted on its own), and you should not pick the grapes which you had set aside (for yourself),

for it will be a year of rest for the Land. 

�
6 (The produce which grows on its own during) the Sabbath of the Land will be (ownerless, and

thus available) to you to eat (equally with everybody else) – you, your male and female slaves,

your (non-Jewish) hired worker and lodger who lives with you. 

�
7 All of its produce may (be retained in your house to) be eaten by your domestic animals, (so

long as there is sufficient produce remaining) in your Land for the wild animals. 

[ TT HHEE JJ UU BB II LL EE EE YY EE AA RR [

�
8 You should count for yourself seven Sabbatical years, seven years seven times. The days of

these seven Sabbatical years will amount to forty-nine years for you. 

�
9 (The following year) you should announce (the Jubilee Year with) shofar blasts, in the seventh

month, on the tenth of the month. On the Day of Atonement, you should sound the shofar

throughout your land. 

�
10 (The court) should sanctify the (entire) period of the fiftieth year, and proclaim freedom

throughout the land for all (the Hebrew slaves) who live on it. It will be (called) a “Jubilee (year)”

for you.

[ The Last Word [

Although the lessons we learn from Shabbos and from the

Sabbatical year are similar in many respects, there is a difference

in the main concept which they stress:

Shabbos emphasizes mainly that God is the Creator of the world

(“For in six days God made the heaven and the earth”—Shemos 20:11);

the Sabbatical year accentuates mainly the fact that God is the Master

of the world, now as at all times. Man must attest by his actions that

he “owns nothing; but that everything is in the possession of the

Master of all” (See Yevamos 63a).

In the Seventh Year the land owner renounces his ownership to

these properties, in fulfillment of the Torah injunction: “(The produce

which grows on its own during) the Sabbath of the land will be

(ownerless, and thus available) to you to eat (equally with everybody

else)—you, your male and female slaves etc.” (v. 6). Commenting on

this verse, Rashi explains: “[God says]: I have not excluded these from

your use or food, rather that you should not act as their proprietor,

but everyone shall have equal right to them.”

In other words: The Sabbatical year emphasizes that although the

Creator has given the earth to man, for food and use, he must

remember that the real and permanent proprietor is God, as it is

written, “The earth and everything in it belongs to God” (Psalms 24:1).

In order to emphasize and reinforce this awareness at all times, so

that it be actualized and implemented into daily life, God set aside

the Seventh Year as a Shabbos-like year, when all work of the land

ceases, during which period the proprietor no longer claims

possession of these properties, but is on par with his servant, maid,

etc. This is how a Jew attests to the fact that the true Master of the

world is God.

(Free translation of excerpts from a public letter written on 6th of Tishrei 5733)

�� For whom is the “freedom” of the Jubilee Year? (v. 10)

RASHI: For [Hebrew] slaves. Whether he is one who had his ear pierced [because he chose to remain after six years of service, when a slave

may go free – see Shemos 21:6] or one who had not served for six years since being sold [when the Jubilee arrives]. 

THE RELEASE OF SLAVES DURING THE JUBILEE YEAR (V. 10)

The Torah states in Parshas Mishpatim: “If you buy a Hebrew slave, he

shall work for six years. But, in the seventh year, he is to be released

without liability” (Shemos 21:2).

However: “If the slave says, ‘I love my master, my wife, and my

children. I will not go free,” his master shall bring him to the judges.

Standing (the slave) next to a door (which is attached to) a doorpost, his

master shall pierce his (right) ear with a pointed tool. He must then serve

(his master) forever” (ibid. 21:5-6).

�

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S



1 rWv y:     2 ehsuahi yu/     3 uhert fv' h     4 grfhi fy:     5 cWn bj:      6 uhert fu' ks     7 ac, kd/

brmg' chi aktfku ku aa abho nabnfr/ tnr rw hvusv nvukaui srur'

fnshhr ch shhrtufuw' asr cfk neuo avut rumv uthbu crau,tjrho
1

:

huck vut/ abv zt, nucsk, natr abhocbehc, ao kv kcsv/ unv anv'

huck anv' gkao ,ehg, aupr: uac,o tha tk tjz,u/ avasu,

juzru,kcgkhvi: utha tk napj,u ,aucu/ krcu, t, vbrmg
2

: )ht( huck
vut ab, vjnaho abv/ nv,knus kunr' kph abtnr uesa,o uduw'

fsth,tcrta vabv uc,ur, fvbho: t, bzrhv/ t, vgbcho vnaunrho/

tck cumrt,v ni vnuperho' fao abtnr cachgh, flbtnr chuck' bnmtu

a,h abho esuau, xnufu, zukzu' ab, n"y anyv uab, vjnhaho huck:

)hc( esa ,vhv kfo/ ,upx, snhv fvesa/hfuk ,mt vht kjukhi' ,knus

kunr ,vhv'cvuuh,v ,vt: ni vasv ,tfku/ gk hsh vasv t,v tufk

ni vch,' ato fkv kjhv ni vasv t,v mrhlkcgr ni vch,' fao abtnr

cachgh, fl btnrchuck: )hd( ,aucu tha tk tjz,u/ uvrh fcr btnr

uac,o tha tk tjz,u
3

' tkt krcu,vnufr asvu ugns cbu udtkv ajuzr,

ktchuchuck: )hs( ufh ,nfru uduw/ kph pauyu fnangu/ ugusha srav nbhi

fat,v nufr' nfur khartkjcrl' ,knus kunr ufh ,nfru nnfr kgnh,l

nfur' unbhi ato ct, kebu, ebv nhartkjcrl' ,knus kunr tu ebv nhs

gnh,l: tk ,ubu/ zu tubt, nnui: )yu( cnxpr abho tjr vhuck ,ebv/
zvupauyu khhac vnert gk tupbhu gk vtubtv ctkvzvhr' fa,nfur tu

,ebv ereg sg fnv abhoha gs vhuck/ ukph vabho u,cutu, vasv avht

rtuhv kgau, hnfur vnufr uhebv veubv' avrhxupu kvjzhrv ku cab,

vhuck/ uto ha abhonugyu, uzv nufrv csnho herho vrh b,tbvkuej'

uto ha abho nrucu, utfk nnbv ,cutu,vrcv vrh b,tbv nufr'kphfl

mrhl kebu,v kph vzni/ uzvu abtnrcnxpr abh ,cutu, hnfr kl' kph nbhi

abhv,cutu, a,vt guns, chs vkuej ,nfur ku/urcu,hbu srau nfti

avnufr asvu thbu rathkdtuk pju, na,h abho' a,gnus a,h abho chs

vkueju nhuo khuo' utphku ha aka ,cutu,ctu,i a,h abho' fdui anfrv

ku cenu,hv/ uabhthbu humt npauyu' fkunr nxpr abho ak,cutu,' ukt

ak aspui' unhguy abho abho
4

: )yz( ,rcv neb,u/ ,nfrbv chuer:

,nghy neb,u/ ,nghy csnhv: )hz( ukt ,ubu tha t, gnh,u/ fti

vzvhrgk tubt, scrho' akt hebhy tha t, jchru ukthahtbu gmv athbv

vudb, ku kph srfu uvbt,uak hug./ uto ,tnr' nh husg to b,fuub,h

krgv'kfl btnr uhrt, ntkvhl' vhusg njacu, vuthusg/ fk scr vnxur

kkc' athi nfhr tkt nhavnjacv ckcu' btnr cu uhrt, ntkvhl
5

:

)hj(uhac,o gk vtr. kcyj/ acgui anyvhartk dukho' abtnr
6

tz

,rmvvtr. t, ac,u,hv
7

uvrm, t, ac,u,hv' uacghoabv ak dku, cck'

fbds acgho anyu, acykuvhu: )hy( ub,bv vtr. uduw uhac,o kcyj
gkhv/ akt ,stdu nab, cmur,: utfk,o kacg/ t; c,ul vngho ,vt

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 214ffvv::hh--hhyy

Rashi explains: “The reason that the ear is bored is because it is the ear

that heard, ‘For the children of Israel are slaves to Me’ (below v. 55), and

nevertheless went and acquired a master for himself, etc.”

Here in Parshas Behar, Rashi explains that upon the arrival of the

Jubilee year all slaves go free, both those who had their ears pierced, and

those who were in the middle of their six-year service.

Out of these two groups, the more surprising case is that of the slave

whose ear was pierced.   For the ordinary slave, who wants to go free (but
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i zŸ −̀ EazÎi« �pW
x−¥kŸn `E ¬d zŸ½̀ EaY x´ ©Rq�n i¦Mμ F ®z�pw�n hi−¦rn�Y mi½ 
p�X�d hŸŕnÆ i¦t§lE
d− �eŸd�i i¬ 
p�` i² ¦M Li® �d÷�`«	n �z`−	x�i�e F½zi�n£rÎz�` Wi´� Æ̀ EpFz ` ³÷�e fi :K«¨l
E −xnW�Y i¬�h¨RW�nÎz�`�e i½�zŸT�gÎz�` Æ m�zi�U£r«�e gi :m«¤ki	d «÷�`
[oixaegn odyk ipy] [iyily] :g�h«¤a¨l u�x−�`�dÎl©r m¬ �Y§a�Wi«
e m® �zŸ` ḿ�zi�U£r«�e
:�di«¤l̈r g�h− ¤a¨l m¬ �Y§a�Wi«
e r©a ®ŸU¨l m−�Y§l©k�`« �e D½ �ix¦RÆ u�xÆ�̀ �d d³ �pz«�p�e hi

:oEaEzY Di	zi¦rx�f§l x©a�bE Di	Y�p�q�g�`§l x©a�B

oFk§l i	dY oi
pW oi�Wn�g z�pW `i�d `¨l¥aFi `i

`¨l�e `�d�Y©M z�i oEc§vg�z `¨l�e oErx�f�z `¨l

`i�d `¨l¥aFi i	x�` ai :`�d�w§a�W z�i oEthw�z

z�i oEl§ki	Y `¨lw�g o�n oFk§l i	dY `�WcEw

x©a�B oEaEzY `�c�d `¨l¥aFic `�Y�W§A bi :D�Y§l©l£r

F` K�x§a�g§l oi
pi¦a�f oEp§A�fz i	x�`�e ci :Di	Y�p�q�g�̀ §l

:i�dEg�` z�i x©a�B oEpFz `̈l K�x§a�gc `�ci�n o©A�f�z

K�x§a�g o�n o©A�f�Y `¨l¥aFi x�z¨A `�I�pW o�i�p�n§A eh

zE`i
bq mEt§l fh :K¨l o¥A�f�i `�Y§l©l£r i�pW o�i�p�n§A

`�I�pW zExi¥r�f mEt§lE i�dFpi¦a�f i�Bq�Y `�I�pW

o¥A�fn `Ed `�Y§l©l£r o�i�p�n i	x�` i�dFpi¦a�f xi¥r�f�Y

l�gc�z�e Di	x§a�g z�i x©a�B oEpFz `¨l�e fi :K¨l

z�i oEc§A§r�z�e gi :oFk�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�` i	x�` K�d¨l�`	n

oEazi	z�e oFdz�i oEc§A§r�z�e oExH�Y i�pi�C z�i�e i�n�iw

D¨A�` `¨rx�` o	Y�z�e hi :o¨v�g¨x§l `¨rx�` l©r

:D¨l£r o¨v�g¨x§l oEazi	z�e r©AU�n§l oEl§ki	z�e

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

hWar
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� Each person’s hereditary land (allotted to his ancestors when they first entered the Land of Israel)

should return to his (possession, if it had been sold).*

� (A Hebrew slave who chose to remain with his master indefinitely should return) to his family.

�
11 This fiftieth year will be a Jubilee for you (but it may not be extended further, into the next year).

� (Just like during a Sabbatical year) you should not sow, you should not reap (for yourself) its

aftergrowth or pick (its grapes) which you had set aside (for yourselves).**

�
12 Because it is Jubilee (if you sell produce from this year) your (money) will become (restricted

as if it had been dedicated to the) Holy (Temple).

� (Just like during the Sabbatical year) you may eat its produce (and retain it in your house, so

long as it is still freely available for the wild animals) from the field.***

�
13 (If) a person (sells a field from) his hereditary land (and his son then buys it from the purchaser,

the property) should be returned in the Jubilee year (to the father, who is its rightful owner).**** 

�
14 When you make a sale to your fellow Jew or make a purchase from the hand of your fellow

Jew, you should not cheat one another: 15 When you buy (a field) from your fellow Jew he should

sell it to you (at a price) based on the number of years since the (last) Jubilee (bearing in mind)

the number of years of crops (that you will be able to reap from the land until you return it to

him at the next Jubilee. 16 If) more years (remain), you should increase its purchase price, and if

fewer years (remain), you should decrease its purchase price, because he is selling it to you (for

a price based on the) number of crops (it can produce). 

�
17 A person should not (verbally) harass his fellow Jew (or give him bad advice.  Since nobody

can know your true intentions, and you could always escape blame,) you must fear your God –

for I am God, your God. 

18 You should observe My suprarational commands, guard My rational commands and perform them,

(but in the merit of keeping the Sabbatical & Jubilee years alone*****, the Jewish people) will live on

the Land securely. 19 (If you keep all the mitzvos, then your own portion of) the Land will yield its fruit

and you will eat to satisfaction, and live upon it securely (without fear of drought). 

* See below v. 13ff.     ** See above, v. 5.     ***See above, v. 7.      ****See above v. 10.        *****

cannot because he lacks the finances), it is obvious that he is freed by the

Jubilee year. But for the slave who chose to remain in slavery to a human

master (rather than opting for the freedom to serve God), it is much less

obvious that he is freed.

So why did Rashi write, “Whether he is one who had his ear pierced, or

one who had not served for six years since being sold,” placing the less

obvious case first?

THE EXPLANATION

When the student of scripture reads about the concept of the Jubilee

year for the first time, he will be struck by an obvious question: How can

the Torah allow all slaves to go free at the Jubilee year, when the master

has paid for the services of his slave? Surely the Torah is being unfair to

the master?

In response to this problem, Rashi listed the two types of slaves in order

of fairness to the master.  The freeing of a slave who chose to stay with his

master after six years is the most fair case, since the master only paid for

six years of service, presuming that the slave would leave afterwards.

Since the current period of service after six years was unpaid for, it is not

unreasonable of the Torah to demand the slave’s release. Only after

stating this case does Rashi continue with a more surprising law, that even

a slave who had not carried out his full term of service for which the

master paid should be freed when the Jubilee year arrives.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai 5743)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

The purpose of the mitzvos is to fuse the infinite (Godliness)

with the finite (the world). Thus, a Jew constantly fluctuates

between six days of working in the finite world, and the day of

Shabbos, when he lifts himself above worldly matters and dedi-

cates the day to God. 

However, the Sabbatical year actually represents a greater

fusion of the infinite and finite than the weekly Shabbos. For on

Shabbos a person is totally disconnected from worldly matters.

During the Sabbatical year, however, a person may do work

(except for field labor), but nevertheless that work is done with the

heightened spiritual awareness of the Sabbatical year.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 1, p. 275)

SECOND

READING

THIRD

READING

(2ND WHEN

JOINED)



1 pxjho bt:     2 bsrho xt/

cucrfv: )f( ukt btx;/ tk vch,: t, ,cut,bu/ fdui hhi uphru, vthki

uxphjhivctho ntkhvo
1

: )ft( kaka vabho/ knem, vaah, nbhxiugs

rta vabv' ukachgh, ukanhbh,' ahzrgucanhbh, cnrjaui uhemru cbhxi:

)fc( gs vabv v,ahgh,/ gs jd vxfu, ak,ahgh,' avht g, cut

,cut,v ak anhbh,k,ul vch,' afk hnu, veh. vhu casv cdrbu,'

uc,arh vut g, vtxh; kch,/ upgnho avh,vmrhfv kgau, ktrcg abho'

caah, akpbhvanyv vachgh,' avi cykhi ngcus, erega,h abho

rmupu, vachgh, uvhuck' unert zvbtnr catr vanyu, fuki
2

:

)fd(uvtr. kt ,nfr/ kh,i ktu gk jzr,asu, kcgkho chuck' akt hvt

vkuej fucav: kmn,,/ kpxhev' knfhrv pxuev guknh,: fh kh vtr./

GOD’S ADDITIONAL BLESSING (V. 20-22)

After discussing the laws of the Sabbatical Year (v. 1-7) and the Jubilee

Year (v. 8-16), and describing the blessings of security and fruitful crops that

will come as a result of observing these mitzvos (v. 18-19), the Torah

discusses the question, “What will we eat in the seventh year, if we will not

sow, and we will not (even) gather our produce (into) the (house from the

crops which grow on their own)?” (v. 20).

God answers, “I will direct My blessing to you in the sixth year, and it

will yield produce (sufficient) for three years” (v. 21).

There is a dispute between Rashi and Abarbanel as to which case this

“three year” blessing refers to. Rashi understood that it referred to a

normal Sabbatical year (which is not followed by a Jubilee year), and thus

the “three years” consist of part of the sixth year (after the crop is

harvested), the whole Sabbatical year, and part of the eighth year (until

the new crop is harvested).

Abarbanel criticized Rashi’s approach, arguing that if verses 20-22 were

a clarification of God’s blessing during a normal Sabbatical year, then this

discussion should have been recorded immediately after the laws of the

normal Sabbatical year, i.e. after verses 1-7. Its inclusion here, after the

laws of the Jubilee year, suggests strongly that we are speaking of “three

years” that include the Jubilee too.

How would Rashi respond to Abarbanel’s criticism?

THE EXPLANATION

Ohr Hachayim asks whether the question in verse 20 (“What will we

eat in the seventh year, if we will not sow” etc.) represents a challenge

from a non-believer, or an inquiry from a person who does not make his

�
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�� Is the question in verse 20 an inquiry or a challenge?

OHR HACHAYIM: The question in verse 20 could be understood in

one of two ways: a.) A challenge: If we do not sow crops then how

will we possibly eat in the seventh year?” Or, b.) An inquiry: Since

we will not be sowing crops, could you explain what our source of

food will be?

At the literal level, the verse would appear to be an inquiry, like a

child inquiring from his father. For if it would indeed be a challenge

from a non-believer, God would not reply, “I will direct My blessing

to you etc.” (v. 21).

�� Do the sixth year’s crops have to last for a full “three

years”? (v. 21-22)

RASHI: [No. They must last for] part of the sixth year, from Nissan

[when the crop is reaped] until Rosh Hashanah; the entire seventh

year; and [part of] the eighth year, for they will sow a new crop in

Marcheshvan of the eighth year and reap it in Nissan.

[Thus God’s three-year blessing lasts] “until the ninth year” (v. 22),

i.e. until the Festival of Succos in the ninth year, when the eighth

year’s crop is brought into the house. For throughout the summer

season, it is kept in granaries in the field, and in Tishrei the crop is

gathered into the house. 

There were occasions when it would need to yield for four years.

Namely, in the sixth year preceding the seventh Sabbatical year [of a

49-year cycle], when they would refrain from doing work on the land

for two consecutive years – the Sabbatical year and the Jubilee year.

Our verse, however, refers to normal Sabbatical years [where a

blessing is only required for three years].

ABARBANEL: According to Rashi’s understanding that the “three

years” of blessing in our verse refers to a normal Sabbatical year, we

are left with the question why this passage (v. 20-22) is recorded after

the laws of the Jubilee Year, and not after the laws of a normal

Sabbatical year (i.e. after v. 7 above)?

Rather, a better explanation is that the “three years” of blessing

refers to the seventh cycle of Sabbatical years, where the Jubilee year

follows straight on from the Sabbatical Year.  Therefore three years of

blessing are required, to cover the Sabbatical year, the Jubilee Year

and the following year until the crops are harvested.

` ¬÷�e r½�x�f
p `÷́ o	dμ z® ¦ri¦aX�d d́ �p�X©A l−©k`ŸPÎd�n E½xn`Ÿ «z í¦k�e k

d− �p�X©A m½¤k¨l Æ i�z¨kx¦AÎz�` i�zi³ 
E¦v�e `k :Ep«	z�`E «aYÎz�` sŸ −q�`« �p
z	`μ mÀ�Y§r�x�fE ak :mi«
p�X�d W −÷W¦l d½�`EaY�dÎz�` Æ z�Ür�e zi®�X�X�d
d´ �p�X�d | c´ ©r o® �W�i d́�`EaY�dÎo�n m−�Y§l©k�`« �e z½ 
pi�nX�d d´ �p�X�d
` ³÷ u�xÀ�`�d�e bk :o«�W�i E −l§k`Ÿ «Y D½�z�`EáY Æ `FAÎc©r zÀ¦ri�WY�d
:i«�c�O¦r m−�Y�̀  mi² ¦a�WF «z�e mi¯�x�bÎi«¦M u�x® �̀ �d i−¦lÎi¦M z½�z�n§v¦l Æ x¥k�O�z

`�z	ri¦aW `�Y�W§A lEki�p `¨n oExni	z i	x�`�e k

:`�p�Y§l©l£r z�i WFp§k
p `¨l�e r�x�f
p `¨l `�d

`�Y�W§A oFk§l i�zkx¦A z�i ci	T©t�`�e `k

:oi
pW z©lz¦l �̀Y§l©l£r z�i c¥a£r�z�e �̀zi	zi�zW

o�n oEl§ki	z�e `�zi	pi�nz `�Y�W z�i oErx�f�z�e ak

l©ri	n c©r `�z	ri�Wz `�Y�W c©r `�wi�Y©r `�Y§l©l£r

o©A�C�f�z `¨l `¨rx�`�e bk : �̀wi�Y©r oEl§ki	Y D�Y§l©l£r

oi¦a�zFz�e oi�x�I�c i	x�` `̈rx�` i¦li�c i	x�` oi�hEl�g©l

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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20 When you will say*: “What will we eat in the seventh year, if we will not sow, and we will not (even)

gather our produce (into) the (house from the crops which grow on their own?” 21 You should know that)

I will direct My blessing to you in the sixth year, and it will yield produce (sufficient) for three years. 22 You

will sow in the eighth year, while (still) eating from the old crops until the (Festival of Succos in) the ninth

year. You will be eating the old (crops) until the (new) crops arrive (from the harvest). 

[ RR EE DD EE MM PP TT II OO NN OOFF HH EE RR EE DD II TT AA RR YY LL AA NN DD &&  PP RR OO PP EE RR TT YY [

�
23 The Land should not be sold permanently, because the Land belongs to Me; since you are

strangers and residents with Me.

* rtv praWh gk vpxue )scrho ft' v( Wufh ,tnr ckccl ufuwW _ Wg,hshot,o kunr ufuwW' fnpura c,uWf pra,bu gvWp )keuWa jfWz gw 481' ughhWa cvgrv 61(/    

�� What does it mean that “the Land belongs to Me”? (v. 23)

RASHI: Do not begrudge [returning it to its rightful owner at the Jubilee], because the Land does not belong to you.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

observance conditional on his understanding, and simply wishes to

understand how he will survive during the Sabbatical year.

At the literal level there is a significant difference when a question is

asked depending on whether it is a challenge or an inquiry.  A challenge

tends to be launched immediately, as soon as the listener finds a concept

difficult to accept.  On the other hand, a person who is accepting will tend

to make his inquiry after he has been given all the information available,

if a matter remains that he cannot comprehend.

Thus, at the literal level, it is not a problem that the question “What will

we eat in the seventh year?” was not recorded immediately after the

discussion about the normal Sabbatical year (and it only appears after the

discussion of the Jubilee year), for Rashi would answer that this teaches

us that the question is meant as an inquiry and not as a challenge.

However, this begs the question: How did Rashi expect the reader to

realize the above difference between an inquiry and a challenge without

the matter being explained?

Rashi did not feel there was any need for further clarification here, since

Rashi had already explained the difference between these two types of

questions on an earlier occasion:

In Parshas Bo, Rashi discusses the “four sons” about whom the Torah

speaks: the simple son, the wicked son, the one who does not know how

to ask, and the wise son (see Rashi to Shemos 13:14, and 12:26).  The wise son

and the simple son accept the precepts of Judaism, and thus only ask

questions in the form of an inquiry, i.e. to gain information and

understanding.  The wicked son, on the other hand, asks his question in

the form of a challenge.

Thus, since the reader has already been familiarized with these two

types of question—the inquiry and the challenge—from the case of the

four sons, Rashi deemed it unnecessary to repeat the matter here.  Rashi

presumes the reader will understand without any help that our verse

speaks of an inquiry, since it comes at the very end of the passage, after

the promises of blessings (v. 18-19). The question is therefore an inquiry, as

if to say, “In which manner will the blessing come?”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 183ff.)

GOD’S OWNERSHIP OF THE LAND (V. 23)

In verse 23, we read the prohibition of selling any part of the Land of

Israel “permanently,” i.e. for eternal possession, since the Torah mandates

that all lands must be returned to their original owners at the Jubilee year

(see above, v. 10, 13).  The verse states that the reason why this Land may

not be sold permanently is because “the Land belongs to Me (God).”  

However, this begs the question: Ultimately the Land belongs to God

regardless of whom its mortal owner may be.  So why may Mr. A not sell

his land to Mr. B permanently because “the Land belongs to Me”? Surely

God would also own the Land if Mr. B had bought it?

To answer this question Rashi explains that the words “the Land

belongs to Me” are not an explanation why the Land may not be sold

“permanently.” Rather, they are words of consolation to the purchaser,

who must return the land which he bought at the Jubilee year: “Do not

begrudge [returning it to its rightful owner at the Jubilee], because the

Land does not belong to you.”

�
T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

One of the reasons for the Sabbatical year is to allow the land

to rest for a year, to enhance its fertility (Guide for the Perplexed

3:39).  From this it follows that after six consecutive years of

intensive agriculture, the land is at its least fertile point in the

seven-year cycle.  So the Torah’s promise, that the land “will yield

produce (sufficient) for three years” in the naturally infertile sixth

year, is totally irrational, and requires a person to accept an

authority which is higher than his mortal understanding.

The Talmud (Sanhedrin 97a) compares the six agricultural years to

the six millennia of this world, and the Sabbatical year to the

seventh millennium (when the Redemption will have arrived).

Since the Jewish people suffer from a gradual regression in

spiritual stature as the generations pass, a person might ask: How

could the efforts of the spiritually weak and “infertile” sixth

millennium bring the true and complete redemption?  The Torah

answers: it is the suprarational self-sacrifice and commitment to

Judaism, of the final generations of exile, that will bring the

blessings of the Redemption.

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 27, pp. 189-190)



1 ehsuahi ft/     2 grfhi k/     3 crtah, fs' bv     4 grfhi kc/     5 ao kt:      6 hd' fj     7 crtah, fv' yz     8 grfhi kd/

tk ,rg ghbl cv athbv akl: )fs( ucfk tr. tjz,fo/ krcu, c,ho

ugcsgcrh' uscr zv npura cehsuahi cpre rtaui/ ukph pauyu xnul

kprav aktjrhu'avnufr tjuz,u rath kdtkv ktjr a,h abhotu vut tu

erucu' uthi vkuej hfuk kgfc: )fv( fh hnul tjhl unfr/ nkns athi

tsorath knfur asvu tkt njn, suje gubh: ntjz,u/ ukt fukv' kns

srl tr. ahahhrasv kgmnu: udtk t, nnfr tjhu/ uthi vkuej hfuk

kgfc: )fu( utha fh kt hvhv ku dutk/ ufh ha kltso chartk athi ku

dutkho' tkt dutk ahufkkdtuk nnfru
1

: )fz( ujac t, abh nnfru/ fnv

abho vhugs vhuck' fl ufl/ ucfnv nfr,hv kl cfl ufl/g,hs vhh,

kvjzhrv chuck' bnmt, eubv nxprv,cutu, fph jacui ak fk abv/ tfk,

tu,vaka abho tu trcg vumt t, snhvi ni vjacuiuyuk t, vatr' uzvu:

uvahc t, vgus;/csnhvnej gk vtfhkv atfk' uh,bo kkuej: ktha
tar nfr ku/ vnufr vzv actkdtkv

2
: )fj( sh vahc ku/ nfti athbu

dutk kjmthi: gs ab, vhuck/ akt hfbx k,ul tu,v abvfkuo' avhuck

nany c,jk,u: )fy( ch, nuac ghr junv/ ch, c,ul ghrvnuep,

junv nhnu, hvuag ci bui: uvh,v dtk,u/ kph abtnr casv ahfukkdtkv

na,h abho uthkl fk zni ahrmv uc,ula,h abho vrtaubho thbu hfuk

kdtkv' vumrlkpra czv avut jku;' ato rmv kdtuk cabvrtaubv dutkv'

uktjr nfti thbu dutkv: uvh,v dtk,u/ ak ch,: hnho/ hnh abv akhnv

eruhho hnho' ufi,ac vbgrv t,bu hnho
3

: )k( ueo vch, uduw kmnh,,/
hmt nfju aknufr uguns cfju ak eubv: )tar kt jnv/ ku erhbi' tnru

rz"k t; gkph athi ku gfahu' vuthk uvh,v ku euso kfi/
4

ughr becv vht

uvumrl kf,uc kv' tkt n,ulamrhl kf,uc kt cpbho' ,ebu ku cnxur,' zv

bupk gk zv(: kt hmt chck/ tnr rc xprt )t;( to pdg cuhuck c,ul

ab,u kt hmt
5

: )kt( uc,h vjmrho/ f,rdunu pmjhi' ghhru,p,uju, nthi

junv/ uha vrcv cxpr hvuag
6

vgrho ujmrhvo' cjmrhvo ucyhru,o
7

: gk
asv vtr. hjac/ vrh vi fasu,vbdtkho gs vhuck uhumthi chuck

kcgkho to ktbdtku: dtkv ,vhv ku/ nhs to hrmv/ uczv hpv fjunfj

asu,' avasu, thi bdtku, gs a,h abho
8

: uchuck hmt/ cjbo: )kc( ugrh
vkuho/ trcgho uanbv ghr ab,bukvo: dtk, guko/ dutk nhs tphku

kpbh a,h abho'to nfru asv nasu,hvo vb,ubu, kvo ctkphotnv

xchcu, vgrho' tu to nfru ch, cghrjunv' dutkhi kguko' uthbu jkuy

kxu; abv: )kd( utar hdtk ni vkuho/ uto hebv ch,tu ghr nvo:

uhmt chck/ tu,u nnfr ak ch, tu ak ghruhauc kkuh anfru' ukt hvhv

jkuy fatr c,hgrh junv ak hartk/ udtukv zu kaui nfhrv/scr tjr kph

abtnr dtuk, guko ,vhv kkuho' hfuk kt scr vf,uc tkt ckuejhartk

aebv ch, cgrh vkuho' tck kuh aebvnkuh hvhv jkuy' ,knus kunr utar

hdtk nivkuho' t; vdutk nhs kuh dutk dtuk,guko: uhmt nnfr ch,/
vrh zu nmuv tjr,' utokt dtkv humtv chuck' uthbu bjky kxu; abvfch,

ak hartk: fh c,h grh vkuho vht tjz,o/ kt vhvkvo bjk, asu,

ufrnho tkt grho kac,undrahvo' kphfl vo kvo cneuo asu,' uhakvo

dtukv fasu,' fsh akt hupeg bjk,onvo: )ks( uasv ndra grhvo

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 218ffvv::ffss--kkss

KEń�iÎi«¦M dk [iriax] q :u�x«�`¨l E¬pY�Y d− ¨N�`�B m® ¤kz�G�g�̀  u�x́�` lŸ −k§aE ck

x¬ ©Mn�n z−	` l¾�`�b�e ei½¨l	` aŸx́�T�dÆ Fl�`Ÿ «b ³̀ ¨aE F ®z�G�g�̀ «	n x−©k�nE Li½�g�̀
i¬	c§M −̀ ¨v�nE F½c�i d�bi´�V�d�e l® 	`ŸB F −NÎd�id«
i ` ¬÷ i² ¦M Wi¾�`�e ek :ei«�g�`
Wi−�`̈l s½	cŸŕ�dÎz�` Æ ai�W	d�e F½x¨Mn�n i´ �pWÎz�` Æ a�X�g�e fk :F «z¨N�`�b
aí�W�d » i	C FÀc�i d¹�̀ §v«�nÎ` «÷ mÆ�`�e gk :F «z�G�g�`«©l a−�W�e F ®lÎx©k«�n x́�W�`
l½¥aŸI©A Æ `¨v�i�e l® ¥aFI�d ź�pW c−©r F½zŸ` d´ �pŸT�d Æ c�i§A FÀẍMn�n d´ �i�d�e ¼ Fl
xŸ ³Mn
iÎi«¦M WiÀ�`�e hk [oixaegn odyk iyily] [iying] q :F «z�G�g�`«©l a−�W�e
F ®x¨Mn�n ź�pW mŸ −YÎc©r F½z¨N�`�B Æ d�z�i«�d�e d½�nFg xí¦r Æ a�WFnÎzi«¥A
d́ �p�W » Fl z`÷́nÎc©r lÀ	`�B
iÎ` «÷ m´�`�e l :F «z¨N�`�b d¬ �id«�Y mi−�n�i
dÀ�nŸg [Fĺ ‡w] `lÎx�W�` xi¹¦r¨AÎx�W�` z
iÆ©A�d mÂ�wÂ�e ¼ d�ni�nz
miÀ�x¥v�g«�d í	ŸaE `l :l«¥aŸI©A −̀¥v�i ` ¬÷ ei® �zŸxŸ «c§l F −zŸ̀  d¬ �pŸT©l z² �zi�n§S©l

Æ d¨N�`�B a®	W�g« �i u�x−�̀ �d d¬	cUÎl©r ai½¦a�q Æ d�nŸg m³�d¨lÎoi«	` xÆ�W�`
z¬ ©N�`�B m® �z�G�g�̀  í	ẍr i−	ŸA m½
I
e§l�dÆ i	x¨r�e al : «̀¥v�i l−¥aŸI©aE F½NÎd�id«�Y
`¯¨v�i�e m½
I
e§l�dÎo�n Æ l�`�b
i x³�W�`«�e bl :m«
I
e§l©l d¬ �id« �Y m−¨lFr
`e�dμ mÀ 
I
e§l�d í	ẍr iº	Ÿa í¦M l® ¥aŸI©A F −z�G�g�̀  xi¬¦r�e z
i² ©AÎx©Mn�n
x® ¥k�O
i `÷́ m−�di	x «r̈ W¬�x�b�n d² 	cŸ�y «E cl :l«	̀ �xU
i i¬ �p§A KF −z§A m½�z�G�g�̀

oFkY�p�q�g�` r�x�` lŸk§aE ck :i�n�c�w oEY�`
o©Mq�nz
i i	x�` dk :`¨rx�`§l oEpY�Y `��p�wxER
ai�x�wC Di	wi�ẍt i	zi�i�e Di	Y�p�q�g�̀ 	n o¥A�fi
e KEg�̀
`¨l i	x�` x©a�bE ek :i�dEg�̀  i�pi¦a�f z�i wFx§t
i�e Di¥l
z�Q�n§M g©MW�i�e Di	c�i wi¥Ac�z�e wi�ẍR Di¥l i	d�i
z�i ai	z�i�e i�dFpi¦a�f i�pW z�i a	X�gi
e fk :Di�p�wxER
:Di	Y�p�q�g�`§l aEzi
e Di¥l o¥A�f i�c x©a�b¦l `�x�zFn
Di¥l ai�z�iC z�Q�n§M Di	c�i z�g̈MW�̀  `̈l m�̀ �e gk

`�Y�W c©r Di	z�i o©a�f�C `�ci¦A i�dFpi¦a�f i	di
e
:Di	Y�p�q�g�`§l aEzi
e `¨l¥aFi§A wFR
i�e `¨l¥aFic
`¨tT�n `�Yx�w a�zFn zi¥A oi¥A�f�i i	x�` x©a�bE hk

i�dFpi¦a�f�c `�Y�W m©lW�n c©r Di�p�wxER i	di
e xEW
wi	x§Rz
i `¨l m�`�e l :Di�p�wxEt i	d�i o�C¦r§A o�C¦r
i�c `�zi¥A mEwi
e `�Yn�lW `�Y�W Di¥l m©lW�n c©r
Di	z�i o©a�f i�cl oi�hEl�g©l `�xEW Di¥l i�C `�Yx�w§a 

�̀I�g§v©t i	ŸaE `l :`¨l¥aFi§A wFR
i `¨l i�dFx�c§l
l�w�g l©r xFgq xFgq s�T�n xEW oFd§l zi¥l i�C
`¨l¥aFi§aE Di¥l i	d�i `�p�wxER oEaX�gz
i `̈rx�`
oFdY�p�q�g�` i�ex�w i	Y¨A i	`�e¥l i�ex�w�e al :wFR
i
o�n wFx§t
i i�c�e bl :i	`�e¥l§l i	dY m¨l¨r o�wxER
Di	Y�p�q�g�` i�ex�w�e `�zi¥A oi¦a�f wFR
i�e i	`�e¥l
oFdY�p�q�g�` `i�d i	`�e¥l i�ex�w i	Y¨a i	x�` `¨l¥aFi§A
`¨l oFdi�ex�w g�ex l�w�g�e cl :l	`�xŸy
i i�p§A Fb§A
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24 Throughout the Land which you possess, (it is a mitzvah) to redeem land (as follows): 

�
25 (Only) if your fellow Jew becomes destitute (may he) sell some (but not all) of his hereditary

land. (If this happens) his close relative should come as his advocate and (buy the land back from

the purchaser, thus) redeeming his relative’s (undesirable) sale. 

�
26 If a man does not have a (close relative who is able to act as) an advocate, but he (later)

becomes wealthy enough to afford its redemption, 27 he should calculate the number of years for

which the land has been sold (causing its devaluation*), and give back the balance to the man

whom he sold it to. He can then return to his hereditary land. 

�
28 If he cannot find sufficient funds to repay (the purchaser), then what he sold will remain in the

possession of its purchaser until the Jubilee year (approaches. Before) the Jubilee year (begins)

the hereditary land will leave (the purchaser’s possession) and return to its (rightful owner). 

�
29 (Unlike hereditary land, which may not be redeemed within two years of its sale), when a man

sells (hereditary property consisting of) a residential house in a walled city, it may be redeemed

until one year after its sale has elapsed. Its (period of possible) redemption should be a full year.
30 If it is not redeemed by the end of a complete year, then that house which is in the walled city

will be transferred absolutely to its purchaser (to be passed down) to his descendants. It will

not leave (his possession) in the Jubilee, (unless the Jubilee year arrives within a year of

the purchase). 

�
31 Houses in open cities which do not have a surrounding wall have a similar law to a field of the

Land: (such a house) may be redeemed (at any time) and will leave (the purchaser’s possession)

in the Jubilee year. 

�
32 (Regarding) the (forty-eight) cities (given to) the levites: 

� The houses of their inherited cities will forever have a (right of immediate) redemption

for the levites (unlike the houses of non-levites in walled cities which lose their right of

redemption after a year**). 

�
33 If one purchases from the levite either a house or an inherited city, it will leave (the

possession of the purchaser) in the Jubilee year, because (the levites were not given land

to inherit, only cities; therefore) the houses in the levites’ cities (have the same law as)

hereditary land among the (other) children of Israel—(it never loses its right of

redemption**). 

�
34 (If a levite consecrates) a field in the open areas of their cities (to the Holy Temple and

it is sold by the Temple treasurer) it cannot change hands (absolutely, i.e. the levite will

always be able to redeem it), because (these cities) are their eternal inheritance.

However, the question still remains: how can it be said that “the

Land does not belong to you,” when God gave the Land of Israel to the

Jewish people?

In answer to this question, the verse continues: “since you are strangers

and residents with Me,” i.e. before the Jewish people entered the Land of

Israel, they certainly did not own the Land, and are thus described as

“strangers.”  And even after they entered the Land and inhabited it, God

still refers to them as “residents with Me,” as if to say that the ownership

of the Land is shared between man and God.

Thus, when Rashi writes, “Do not begrudge [returning it to its

rightful owner at the Jubilee], because the Land does not belong to you,”

he means to say that the Land does not fully belong to the Jewish people,

since its ownership is shared with God.  Therefore, none of the Land may

be sold “permanently,” since God will not allow any of his “partners” to

sell the land permanently.

Thus, in the final analysis, our verse reads: “The Land should not be

sold permanently. Do not begrudge (returning it to its rightful owner at the

Jubilee) because the Land belongs to Me—since (before you occupy it)

you are strangers (to it, and even after) you live in it (you are still only joint

owners) with Me.”

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai 5745)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

*See above v. 14-16.     **See above v. 29-30.

FOURTH

READING

FIFTH

READING

(3RD WHEN

JOINED)



1 uhert fz' f     2 cWn x:     3 ao xt:     4 ehsuahi fc/     5 nfu, hd/     6 ao

kt hnfr/ nfrdzcr' ato vesha ci kuh t, asvu ukt dtkvunfrv dzcr'

thbv humtv kfvbho chuck' fnuabtnr chartk uto nfr t, vasvktha

tjr kt hdtk gus
1

' tck ci kuh dutkkguko: )kv( uvjze, cu/ tk ,bhjvu

ahrs uhpukuhvhv eav kvehnu' tkt jzevu nag, nuy,vhs/ knv zv

sunv' knatuh agk vjnur' gusvugk vjnur tjs ,upx cu ungnhsu' bpk

ktr.'jnav thi ngnhshi tu,u: dr u,uac/ t; to vut dr tu ,uac'

uthzvu,uac' fk aeck gkhu akt kgcus gcus, tkhkho'utufk bcku,:

)ku(bal u,rch,/ js auuhbvu rcbi' ukgcurgkhu cabh ktuhi
2

: uhrt,
ntkvhl/ kph asg,u ak tso bnaf,tjr vrch, ueav kprua vhnbu

unurv kgmnuvh,r cachk ngu,hu avhu cyku, tmku' vumrlkunr uhrt,

ntkvhl/ tu v,ukv ngu,hu cbfrh'fsh kvkuu,o khartk crch,' vrh zv

scrvnxur kkcu ak tso unjac,u' kfl vumrlkunr uhrt, ntkvhl
3

: )kj(

tar vumt,h uduw/ uvcjb,h chi cfurkathbu cfur' t; tbh husg ubprg

ni vnkuvngu, khartk crch, utunr ak bfrh vo/ scrtjr tar vumt,h

t,fo ntr. nmrho gk nb,a,ecku gkhfo nmu,h tphku vi fcsu, gkhfo:

k,, kfo t, tr. fbgi/ cafr a,eckunmu,h: kvhu, kfo ktkvho/
afk vsr ctr. hartktbh ku ktkvho' ufk vhumt nnbv fgucs gcus, tkhkho:

)ky(gcus, gcs/ gcusv ak dbth' ahvt bhfrcv fgcs' akt hukhl fkhu

tjrhu kch, vnrj.ukt hbguk ku nbgkhu: )n( fafhr f,uac/ gcus,

ereg unktf,tunbu, fatr afhrho v,bvd cu: gs ab, vhck/ to pdg

cu huck kpbh aaabho' vhuck numhtu: )nt( vut ucbhu gnu/ tnr rch

angui tovut bnfr cbhu nh nfri' tkt nfti arcu jhhccnzubu, cbhu
4

:

utk tjz, tcu,hu/ tk fcus tcu,hu' uthikzkzku cfl
5

: tjz,/ jze,
6

:

)nc( fh gcsh vo/ ayrh euso: kt hnfru nnfr, gcs/ cvfrzv fti

hagcs knfur' ukt hgnhsbu gk tci vkej: )nd( kt ,rsv cu cprl/
nktfv aktkmurl' fsh kgbu,u/ tk ,tnr ku vjo kh t,vfux vzv' uvut

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 220ffvv::kkss--nndd

�� How are the Jewish people “My servants”? (v. 42)

RASHI: [God says:] “Their contract with Me came first.”

�� What does “They should not be sold as slaves” mean?

RASHI: They should not be sold by public announcement, saying,

“Here is a slave for sale!” Nor may one stand him on an auction

block.

TORAS KOHANIM: [The two halves of verse 42 are connected:] “They

are My slaves, whom I brought out of Egypt,” on the condition that

“they should not be sold as slaves.”

THE JEWISH SLAVE (V. 42)

Rashi and Toras Kohanim differed in their understanding of verse 42.

Toras Kohanim perceived the two halves of the verse as being one single

statement, “For (the Jewish people) are My slaves, whom I brought out of

Egypt,” on the condition that “they not be sold as slaves.” In other words,

Toras Kohanim saw verse 42 as a general explanation for all of the laws

in the current passage which limit the extent to which a Hebrew slave may

be worked.  Effectively, God is saying, “I took the Jewish people out of

Egypt to be My slaves and not yours, so you do not have the right to work

them with slave labor.”

Rashi however rejected this interpretation.  He perceived the verse to be

divided into two distinct halves. First, we are told, “For (the Jewish

�

F −c�i d�h¬ �nE Li½�g�` KEń�iÎi«¦k�e dl q :m«�d¨l `E −d m² l̈Fr z¬ �G�g�̀ Îi«¦M
K�Ẃ �pÆ FY�`«	n g ³�T�YÎl�` el :K«�O¦r i−�g�e a² �WFz�e x¯�B F½A �Yẃ �f�g«�d�e K® �O¦r
½L§Rq©MÎzÆ�` fl :K«�O¦r Li−�g�` i¬	g�e Li® �d÷�`«	n �z`−	x�i�e zi½¦Ax�z�e
Æ d�eŸd�i iÀ 
p�` gl :L«¤l§k�` o¬	Y�zÎ` «÷ zi−¦Ax�n§aE K�W® �p§A F −l o¬ 	Y�zÎ` «÷
Æ m¤k¨l z³	z¨l m
i® �x§v�n u�x́�`	n m− ¤kz�̀  i�z`¬ ¥vFdÎx�W�` m½¤ki	d÷́�`
[oixaegn odyk iriax] [iyy] q :mi«�d÷`«¥l m− ¤k¨l zF¬id«¦l o©r½ �p§M u�x́�`Îz�`
:c¤a«r̈ z�cŸ ¬a£r F −A cŸ ¬a£r«�zÎ`÷ K®l̈Îx©Mn
p�e K−�O¦r Li² �g�` KE ¬n�iÎi«¦k�e hl

:K«�O¦r cŸ ¬a£r«�i l−¥aŸI�d z¬ �pWÎc©r K® �O¦r d´ �id«
i a−�WFz§M xi¬¦k�U§M n

z¬ �G�g�`Îl�`�e F½Yg©RW�nÎl�`Æ a�W�e F ®O¦r eí �p¨aE `E −d K½�O¦r«	nÆ `̈v�i�e `n

u�x́�`	n m−�zŸ` i�z`¬ ¥vFdÎx�W�` m½	d i´�c¨a£rÎi«¦M an :aE «W�i ei−�zŸa�̀
K�x® ¨®ẗ§A F −a d¬ �Cx�zÎ` «÷ bn :c¤a«r̈ z�x¬ ¤Mn�n E −x§k«�O
i ` ¬÷ m
i® �x§v�n

i	x�`�e dl :oFd§l `Ed m¨l¨r z�p�q�g�` i	x�` o¨A�C�f
i

Di¥A si¥wz�z�e K�O¦r Di	c�i hEnzE KEg�̀  o¥Mq�nz
i

Di�P�n a�Q�z `¨l el :K�O¦r i	gi�e a�zFz�e x�I�C

KEg�` i	gi
e K�d¨l�`	n l�gc�z�e `�zi¦A�x�e `�i§lEA�g

�̀i§lEA�g§A Di¥l o	Y�z `̈l K̈Rq©M z�i fl :K�O¦r

oFk�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�` gl :K̈l§ki	n o	Y�z `̈l �̀zi¦A�x§aE

o�Y�n§l m
i¨x§v�nc `¨rx�`	n oFkz�i zi�wi¥R�` i�C

:D¨l�`�l oFk§l i�e�d�n§l o©r©p§k�c `¨rx�` z�i oFk§l

`¨l K¨l o©A�C�f
i�e K�O¦r KEg�` o¥Mq�nz
i i	x�`�e hl

`¨a�zFz§k `�xi
b�`©M n :oi�C§a©r o�g§lER Di¥A g©l§t�z

:K�O¦r g©l§t
i `¨l¥aFic `�Y�W c©r K�O¦r i	d�i

aEzi
e Di	O¦r i�dFp§aE `Ed K�O¦r	n wFR
i�e `n

i	x�̀  an :aEz�i i�dFz�d�a�̀  z�p�q�g�̀ §lE Di	zi¦rx�f§l

m
ïx§v�nc `¨rx� 	̀n oFdz�i zi�wi¥R�` i�C oEP�` i�C§a©r

Di¥A g©l§t�z `̈l bn :oi�C§a©r oEA
f oEp§A�C�f
i `¨l

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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[ PP RR OO HH II BB II TT II OO NN SS AA GG AA II NN SS TT TT AA KK II NN GG II NN TT EE RR EE SS TT [

�
35 If your fellow among you becomes needy and his hand is wavering, you should support him

(before he becomes completely destitute) so that he can live with you – even if he is a convert

or a resident (non-Jewish) alien, (provided he is not an idol-worshiper). 36 You should not take

interest from him, (for taking) interest (is a double sin. While this may be difficult for you) you

should fear your God, and (help) your fellow to live with you. 37 You should not lend him your

money with interest, nor should you lend your food with interest. 38 I am God, your God, who

took you out of the land of Egypt, to give you the Land of Canaan, (and) to be a God to you. 

[ LL AA WW SS OOFF JJ EE WW II SS HH SS LL AA VV EE SS TT HH AA TT AA RR EE OO WW NN EE DD BBYY JJ EE WW SS [

�
39 If your fellow among you becomes needy, and he is sold to you (as a slave), do not make him

do demeaning labor. 40 He should (be treated by) you like an employee or a (hired) resident.  

� He should work with you (for six years or) until the Jubilee year (whichever comes first), 41 and

then he should leave you. He (should leave) along with his children. He should return to his

family and resume the (dignified) status of his ancestors. 

�
42 For (the Jewish people) are My servants, whom I brought out of the land of Egypt. They should

not be sold as slaves. 

�
43 You should not burden him with (unnecessary) labor (merely to torment him), and you should

fear your God. 

people) are My slaves, whom I brought out of Egypt,” i.e. a general

statement.  But, in the second half of the verse, the subject changes to a

very specific law. The words “they should not be sold as slaves” teaches

us, “They should not be sold by public announcement, saying, ‘Here is a

slave for sale!’ Nor may one stand him on an auction block.”

This begs the question: Why is the technical detail about not selling a

Jewish slave on an auction block placed in the same verse alongside the

general principle that “(the Jewish people) are My slaves, whom I brought

out of Egypt”?

Two possible answers could be suggested:

a.) Standing a person on an auction block is a most degrading

experience for a slave.  Thus, it is a most blatant violation of the principle

that the Jewish people “are My slaves.”

b.) The sale of a slave is his entry into slavery.  Therefore, this detail was

chosen as a contrast to the concept that the Jewish people are “My

slaves.”

Nevertheless, the explanation of Toras Kohanim appears to be much

more straightforward at the literal level. Why did Rashi reject the

interpretation* that the entire verse is a general statement, and opt instead

for a seemingly more tenuous argument that the verse switches from the

general to the particular midway?

THE EXPLANATION

In the current passage (v. 39-46), we read various laws that limit the

extent to which a Hebrew slave may be worked. The reason why the

Torah limits the type of work which may be demanded from a Hebrew

slave could be understood in one of two ways:

a.) Even when a Jew is sold as a “slave,” he is not in fact a full-fledged

slave, but rather, a kind of hired worker.  Therefore, he may not be forced

to carry out demeaning slave labor.

Or: b.) When a Jew is sold as a slave, the transaction is indeed a literal

one, and the person who is sold becomes the property of his master.

Nevertheless, in the case of the Jewish slave, the Torah limited the extent

to which he may be worked.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“YOU SHOULD NOT TAKE INTEREST” (V. 36)

When a person lends money at interest, he wishes his money

to work for him to bring in revenue, without making any

effort himself. 

This opposes the very notion of Torah and mitzvos.  God gave

us laws which require a tremendous effort on the part of man, for

an unearned glory is not a glory at all. Ultimately, the requirement

of effort is for our own benefit, so that our achievements should

not be mere “bread of shame” which we do not truly appreciate.

To be meaningful, even spiritual “revenue” must be earned by

active involvement.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 3, pp. 1010-2)

* Rashi’s interpretation is in fact also found in the Toras Kohanim as an alternative suggestion.  Our question here is why Rashi rejected the seemingly more straightforward

interpretation of the Toras Kohanim cited in Classic Questions.

SIXTH

READING

(4TH WHEN

JOINED)



thbu mrhl' gsur ,j, vdpi gsatcut/ ant ,tnr thi nfhr cscr to

kmurlto ktu' utunr tbh ku avut kmurl' vrh vscrvzv nxur kkc' kfl

btnr uhrt,: )ns( ugcsl utn,l tar hvhu kl/ to,tnr to fi cnv

ta,na/ cgcsh thbh nuak'czw tunu, thbh bujk' avrh vzvr,bhkt ,jhv

fk banv
1

' tkt nh hanabh: nt, vduho/ vo hvhu kl kgcsho: tar
xchc,hfo/ ukt ac,ul dcuk trmfo'avrh cvo tnr,h kt ,jhv fk banv:

)nv( udo ncbh v,uacho/ actu nxchcu,hfokhat baho ctrmfo uhksu

kvo' vci vukl tjrvtc' uthbu cfkk kt ,jhv' tkt t,v nu,rkebu,u

cgcs: nvo ,ebu/ tu,o ,ebu: )nu( uv,bjk,o t,o kcbhfo/ vjzheu

cvokbjkv kmurl cbhfo tjrhfo/ ukt h,fi kpravbjhkuo kcbhfo' ato fi

vhv ku kf,ucuvbjk,o tu,o kcbhfo: uv,bjk,o/ fnuuv,jze,o
2

: tha
ctjhu/ kvcht baht cgnu unklcnar,hu akt krsu, cprl: )nz( hs dr
u,uac/ dr uvut ,uac' f,rdunugrk ,u,c' uxupu nufhj ubnfr kdr ,uac:

ufh ,ahd hs dr u,uac gnl/ nh dro kuahgahr' scueu gnl: unl tjhl
gnu/ nh dro ku ahnul' scueu gnu'gk hsh akns nngahu: napj, dr/
zvu gfuwwo/ favut tunr kger zvvbnfr kg�t gmnv kvhu, kv ana' ukt

ktkvu,' tkt kjyuc gmho ukatuc nho: )nj( dtukv ,vhv ku/ nhs' tk

,bhjvuahyng gs ab, vhuck' avrh fk gmnu kt ebtutkt kgucsu gs

vhuck' avrh chuck hmt' fnuabtnr knyv uhmt cab, vhuck/ ucbfrha,j,

hsl vf,uc nscr ut; gk ph fi kt ,ctgkhu cgehphi' npbh jkuk vao' tkt

factkhdtk hsese cjacui kph vndhg cfk abv uabvhbfv ku vbfrh ni

snhu' to vhu garho abvnabnfr gs vhuck uebtu cgarho nbv' bnmt

aebv vbfrh gcus, abv cnbv' uto avv zvtmku jna abho uct khdtk'

hbfv ku jnavnbho uh,i ku vgcs y"u nbho' uzvu uvhv fx;nnfru

cnxpr abho
3

: )b( fhnh afhr hvhv gnu/ jacui vndhg kfkabv uabv

hjauc ftku bafr gnu fk abv cnbvuhbfv ku: )bt( to gus rcu,

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 222ffvv::nndd--bbtt

Toras Kohanim took approach ‘a,’ that a Jewish slave is not a slave at

all, but a hired worker. Therefore, Toras Kohanim was able to render verse

42 as one single, general statement: “Since they are My slaves, whom I

brought out of Egypt, they cannot become slaves to anybody else.

Therefore I brought them out on the condition that they should not be

sold as slaves, and even if they are sold, they will not become true slaves.”

However Rashi maintained* that, at the literal level, a Jew can become

a slave (approach ‘b’ above). Therefore, he could not render the second

half of our verse that “they should not be sold as slaves” literally (that the

Jewish people cannot be sold at all as slaves, because they are God’s

slaves). Therefore, Rashi was forced to interpret the second half of the

verse as a separate law in itself: “They should not be sold by public

announcement, saying, ‘Here is a slave for sale!’ Nor may one stand him

on an auction block.”

Nevertheless, in the final analysis, we are left with the question: How

could Rashi maintain that, at the literal level, a Jew could be sold as a

slave if, in truth every Jew is a slave of God alone—“they are My slaves”?

The answer to this is simply that the master who buys the slave is also

a “slave of God,” by virtue of the fact that God took him out of Egypt.

Thus, it follows that in being enslaved to another Jew, one is merely being

enslaved to a person who himself is enslaved to God – in the spirit of the

saying, “A slave of the King is like the King” (Rashi to Bereishis 16:18).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 32, pp. 162-5)
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�
44 (However) you may acquire a male or female slave from the nations that are around you(r

Land and work these) male or female slaves that you have (with harsh labor). 45 You may also

acquire (slaves for harsh labor) from the (non-Jewish) immigrants that live among you (who

came to marry Cana’anite women), and from their families that (live) with you in your Land,

where they were born. These (slaves) will remain yours as a permanent possession. 46 You should

hold onto them as an inheritance for your children after you, as acquired property, (and) they

will serve you indefinitely. But (when dealing with slaves from) your brothers, the children of

Israel, a person should not work his brother with harsh labor. 
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�
47 If a resident (non-Jewish) alien gains wealth (by being associated) with you, and your fellow

Jew becomes needy (by being associated) with him (and his non-Jewish customs), and (the Jew)

is sold to a resident (non-Jewish) alien (who lives) among you, or to (the maintenance of) idols,

or to an idol worshiper—48 (then) as soon as he is sold, he should be redeemed. One of his fellow

(Jews) should redeem him, 49 or his uncle or his cousin should redeem him, or another close

relative from his family should redeem him; or, if his own hand will acquire (wealth), he should

redeem (himself). 

�
50 He should calculate with his purchaser (the period) from the year when he was sold to him

until the Jubilee year (when he would have been freed). The purchase price should then be

(divided) by the number of years (to arrive at a yearly cost), as if he were a hired worker on a

daily basis. 51 (Thus,) if there are still many years (until the Jubilee year), the redemption money

that he returns (to his master) should be in proportion to (the work that he had already carried

out, deducted from) the amount for which he was (originally) sold. 52 If only a few years remain

�� Is it appropriate to give a non-Jewish slave harsh labor? (v. 44-45)

RAMBAM: While this may be legally permissible, kindness and intelligence dictate that a person should be merciful and pursue justice.

Therefore, he should not overburden his slave or distress him, and he should feed him with all types of food and drink.  

The Sages of old used to feed their slaves from every single dish that they were eating, and they would feed their animals and slaves first

before feeding themselves... One should not be too loud or get angry with them.  Rather, one should speak with them gently, and listen to

their complaints.

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

WORKING A NON-JEWISH SLAVE (V. 44-45)

Rambam’s comments prompt the following questions:

1.) The Torah forbids cruelty to animals, and according to many

opinions this is a Biblical prohibition.  So, how could the Torah sanction

cruelty to a non-Jewish slave, even though it is “recommended” not to?

2.) Why does Rambam compare the feeding of a person’s slave to the

feeding of his animal? (Especially, as this comparison is not mentioned in

the Talmud—Brachos 40a.)

THE EXPLANATION

Rambam indicates an answer to these problems with the statement,

“Kindness and intelligence dictate that a person should be sympathetic”:

Intelligence alone would be insufficient for a person to come to the

conclusion that he must feed his animals before himself.  For, a person

could reason that his animals are inferior to him, and that God made

them to assist man, so it makes sense that a person eat before feeding his

animals.  Therefore, Rambam writes, “kindness and intelligence dictate

that a person should be merciful and pursue justice”—for intelligence

alone might suggest otherwise.

Similarly with a slave: Logic alone may reason that it is permissible to

overwork a slave.  For a master might think that if he is too easy on the

slave, the latter will slack off and not do his work properly. Therefore, it

might seem appropriate to overburden the slave from time to time in

order to remind him that he is a slave.

Since intellect alone may come to the conclusion that an excess of

unnecessary or overburdening work would be the best thing for a slave,

Rambam stresses that it is through the attribute of kindness and

compassion that a person will realize that overburdening a slave is wrong.

Only a person’s quality of kindness will lead him to feed his slave before

he feeds himself.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, p. 72ff.)

�
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1 ehsuahi yu:     2 ao fc/      3 ao f/     4 anu, kd' fc     5 ndhkv fc:

rvc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 224ffvv::bbcc  --  ffuu::cc

í¦t§M F ®lÎa�X�g�e l−¥aŸI�d z¬ �pWÎc©r mi² 
p�X©A x¯�`W
p hº©rnÎm�`�e ap

F ®O¦r d́ �id«
i d− �p�W§A d² �p�W xi¬¦kU¦M bp :F «z¨N�`�BÎz�` ai−�W�i ei½ �p�W
ź�pW¦AÆ `̈v�i�e d¤N® 	`§A l−	`�B
i ` ¬÷Îm�`�e cp :Li« �pi¥r§l K�x− ¤t§A EP¬ �Cx
iÎ` «÷
í�c̈a£r mi½�c̈a£rÆ l	`�xU
iÎi« �p§a i³¦lÎi¦M dp [xihtn] :F «O¦r ei¬ �p¨aE `E −d l½¥aŸI�d
:m«¤ki	d «÷�` d¬ �eŸd�i i−
p�` m
i® �x§v�n u�x́�`	n m−�zF` i�z`¬ ¥vFdÎx�W�` m½	d
m½¤k¨l Eni ´�w�zÎ` «÷ Æ d¨a¥S�nE l�q³ ¤tE mÀ¦li¦l�` m¹¤k¨l EÆU£r«�zÎ`÷ ` ek
i¬ 
p�` i² ¦M �di® ¤l¨r zŸ −e�g«�YW«�d§l m½¤k§vx�`§A Æ EpY�z ` ³÷ ziÀ¦MU�n o¤á�`�e
i−
p�` E`® �xi�Y i−�W�Cw�nE ExŸ½nW�Y í�zŸz§A�WÎz�̀  a :m«¤ki	d «÷�` d− �eŸd�i

t t t :d« �eŸd�i

`�I�pW¦A x�`YW�i xi¥r�f m�`�e ap :i�dFpi¦a�f s�q§M�n

i�dFpW mEt§M Di¥l a	X�gi
e `¨l¥aFic `�Y�W c©r

i	d�i `�pW¦A `�pW xi
b�`©M bp :Di�p�wxER z�i ai�z�i

m�`�e cp :Ki�pi¥r§l EiW�w§A Di¥A g©l§t
i `¨l Di	O¦r

`Ed `¨l¥aFic `�Y�W§A wFR
i�e oi¥N�`§A wi	xRz
i `¨l

l	`�xŸy
i i�p§a i¦li�C i	x�` dp :Di	O¦r i�dFp§aE

`¨rx�`	n oFdz�i zi�wi¥R�` i�C oEP�` i�C§a©r oi�C§a©r

oFk§l oEc§A§r�z `¨l ` :oFk�d¨l�` �i�i `�p�` m
i�x§v�nc

`�Cb
q o¤a�`�e oFk§l oEni
wz `¨l `¨n¨we m�li	v�e o�e£r�h

�i�i `�p�` i	x�` D¨l£r c�Bq�n§l oFk£rx�`§A oEpY�z `¨l

zi¥a§lE oExH�Y i¦li�c �̀I©A�W i	nFi z�i a :oFk�d¨l�`

t t t :�i�i �̀p�` oi¦l�g�C oFdY i�WCw�n

A JEWISH SLAVE IN A NON-JEWISH ENVIRONMENT (V. 1-2)

Rashi writes that the warnings in verses 1 and 2 are addressed to the

Jew who is sold as a slave to a non-Jew, and might be tempted to follow

his master’s ways.

Malbim suggests that the Jewish slave might learn from his non-Jewish

master to cast off the yoke of mitzvos completely.  However, the fact that

Rashi specifies three examples in particular—illicit relations, idol worship

and Shabbos desecration—suggests strongly that the concern is about

these three cases in particular.

We therefore need to explain why being sold as a slave to a non-Jew

might lead a person to transgress these three specific sins.

THE EXPLANATION

When a Jew is sold into slavery to a non-Jewish master, he has a moral

and contractual obligation to serve his master.  Therefore he may reason

�

cabho/ gs vhuck: kphvi/ vfk fnu aphra,h: )bd( kt hrsbu cprl
kghbhl/ fkunr ut,vrutv: )bs( uto kt hdtk ctkv/ ctkv vut bdtk'

uthbu bdtk caa
1

: )vut ucbhu gnu/ vbfrh jhhc cnzubu, cbhu
2

(: )bv( fh
kh cbh hartk gcsho/ ayrh euso: tbh vw tkvhfo/ fk vnagcsi

nknyv ftkunagcsi nkngkv: )t( kt ,gau kfo tkhko/ fbds zv

vbnfrkbfrh' akt htnr vuthk urch ndkv grhu, t; tbhfnu,u' vuthk

urch gucs gcus, tkhkhot; tbhfnu,u' vuthk urch njkk ac, t; tbh

fnu,u'kfl btnru nertu, vkku/ ut; vprahu, vkkubtnru gk vxsr

c,jkv vzvhr gk vachgh,'uto jns nnui ubjas gk vachgh, xupu

knfurnykykhu' kfl xnl kv ufh ,nfru nnfr' )nv f,hc chv tu ebv

nhs uduw' scr vbebv nhs khs(/ kt jzr cu' xu; nufrtjuz,u/ kt jzr cu'

xu; nufr t, ch,u/ kt jzrcu' xu; kuv crch,/ fk tku vtjrubu, eau,

nivrtaubu,/ kt jzr cu' xu; nufr t, gmnu/ ktjzr cu' kt shu khartk

tkt tphku kbfrh
3

: utci nafh,/ kaui fxuh' fnuuafu,h fph
4

/ anfxhi

vereg crmp, tcbho: kva,ju, gkhv/ tphku kanho' kphava,jutv

cpauy hsho urdkho vht' utxrv,urv kgau, fi ju. ni vnesa
5

: )c( tbh 
vw/ btni kako afr:  jxk, pra, cvr

�� To whom is verse 1 speaking?

RASHI: It is addressed to one who has been sold [as a slave] to a non-Jew, that he should not say, “Since my master has illicit relations, I will

also be like him! Since my master worships idols, I will also be like him! Since my master desecrates Shabbos, I will also be like him!” This

is why these verses [6:1-2] are stated here.

MALBIM: In other words even though it is difficult for a Jew to keep the mitzvos while in the house of a non-Jew, he should not learn from

his master’s actions to cast off the yoke of mitzvos that is upon him.

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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until the Jubilee year, he should make the (same) calculation with (his master, and) the

redemption money that he returns should take into consideration the years (that he worked).
53 (Thus it is as if) he was with him as an employee hired year by year.

� If you see (the non-Jewish master) making (the Jewish slave) do harsh labor (you must stop him). 

�
54 If he is not redeemed through (any of) these (ways), he will be freed in the Jubilee year, both

he and his children. 55 For the children of Israel are slaves to Me. They are My slaves, whom I

took out of the land of Egypt. I am God, your God. 

�
1 (If you are sold into slavery with a non-Jewish master) you should not make idols for yourselves

(as he does), and you should not set up a statue or a monument for yourselves (as he does), nor

should you set up a pavement stone on which to prostrate yourselves in your Land, for I am God,

your God. 2 (Unlike your non-Jewish master,) you should keep My Sabbaths and fear My

Sanctuary. I am God (who promises to reward you).

THE HAFTARAH FOR BEHAR IS ON PAGE 269.

that the Torah does not require him to observe the mitzvos in an instance

where the observance would compromise his ability to fulfill his

obligations to his master.  In other words, the fact that the Torah classifies

him as a “slave” means that the Torah itself requires him to serve his

master properly, and thus he is exempted from those mitzvos which

prevent him from doing so.

Rashi cites three cases where such a scenario might arise:

a.) “Since my master worships idols, I will also be like him!”

Idol worship can fall into one of two categories: i.) Absolute idol

worship, where a person believes that God has abandoned the earth and

left it under the control of other forces.  ii.) “Collaboration,” where the

person believes that God is in charge of the world, but that He has

delegated some control to intermediaries (see Rambam, Laws of Idol Worship

chap. 1, cited in Classic Questions to Bereishis 4:26).

A Jew is prohibited from all forms of idol worship. But a non-Jew,

according to many opinions, is only forbidden from “absolute” idol

worship. For him, collaboration is permitted (see Rema, Orach Chayim

ch. 156).

Rashi is referring here to a non-Jewish master who worships idols in the

manner of “collaboration.” On seeing this, his Jewish slave may argue:

“Since collaboration is permitted for my master, and I am enslaved to

him, then surely it is permitted for me too!”

(On the other hand, if the master was involved in genuine idol-worship,

which is forbidden even for a non-Jew, the above argument would

not follow).

b.) “Since my master desecrates Shabbos, I will also be like him.”

A non-Jew is forbidden to rest on Shabbos (Sanhedrin 58b). Therefore, his

Jewish slave may reason that since his master is obligated to work on

Shabbos, likewise his slave is required to serve him.

c.) “Since my master has illicit relations, I will also be like him!”

As in the above cases, we are speaking here of a specific type of illicit

relations.  In Parshas Re’eh, Rashi writes, “A Hebrew slave works both

by day and by night, double the amount of labor carried out by a day-

worker. What is his service during the night? His master gives him a

Cana’anite maidservant [as a wife] and the offspring belong to the master”

(Devarim 15:18).

Since the Jewish slave is required in such a case to marry a non-Jewish

woman, he may reason that he is permitted to have relations where it

would otherwise be prohibited.  

Thus, to counteract all of the above notions, the Torah stated explicitly*

in verses 1-2 that the Jewish slave may not compromise his observance

of any of the mitzvos whatsoever.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar 5725; Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 177ff.)

2266

* Nevertheless, the prohibition of illicit relations was not recorded explicitly in these verses, since the Jewish slave is required to marry a non-Jewish woman upon the instructions

of his master.  Rashi informs us, however, that this sanction should not be extended to appy to other cases too.

[ The Last Word [

The status of the Jewish people in exile is compared to that of

being sold into slavery to non-Jewish masters (see Esther 7:4).

In such a difficult situation a Jew may argue: “How can I possibly

keep all the mitzvos when I have to live in a predominantly non-

Jewish world?”

Nevertheless, just as the Jewish slave is required to keep all the

mitzvos even in the house of his non-Jewish master, likewise, the

Jewish people have been given the strength from God not to be

perturbed by the challenges of the non-Jewish world, and to

observe all of the mitzvos with pride.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar 5725)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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1. Not to work the earth during the Sabbatical year [25:4].

2. Not to do any work with trees during the Sabbatical year [25:4].

3. Not to harvest that which grows wild during the Sabbatical year
[25:5].

4. Not to gather the fruit of the tree during the Sabbatical year in the
way that it is gathered every year [25:5].

5. Counting seven cycles of seven years [25:8].

6. Sounding the shofar on the Day of Atonement of the Jubilee year
[25:9,10].

7. Sanctifying the Jubilee year [25:10].

8. Not to work the Land during the Jubilee year [25:11].

9. Not to harvest produce that grows wild during the Jubilee year [25:5].

10. Not to gather the fruit of trees during the Jubilee year in the manner
that it is gathered in other years [25:11].

11. To enact justice between buyer and seller [25:14].

12. Not to wrong another in buying and selling [25:14].

13. Not to oppress a Jew verbally [25:17].

14. Not to sell a field in the Land of Israel permanently [25:23].

15. To return land in the Land of Israel to its original owners at the Jubilee
year [25:24].

16. To redeem inherited property in a city up until a year (from its sale)
[25:29].

17. Not to alter the open land around the cities of the levites, or their
fields [25:34].

18. Not to charge interest when lending to a Jew [25:37].

19. Not to make a Hebrew slave do demeaning work, like a Cana’anite
slave [25:39].

20. Not to sell a Hebrew slave on an auction block [25:42].

21. Not to work a Hebrew slave with hard labor [25:43].

22. To keep a Cana’anite slave permanently [25:46].

23. Not to allow a Hebrew slave to be overworked by his non-Jewish
master [25:53].

24. Not to bow down to the ground on a figured stone, even in worship to
God [26:1].
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Our Parsha begins, “If you pursue My laws

(Bechukosai).” Rashi explains: “This means that one

must toil in the study of Torah.”

In other words, this does not refer to the basic

requirement to observe the mitzvos—for that is

mentioned in the second half of the verse, “guard My

commands and observe them.” Rather, we learn here that

in addition to basic observance one should immerse

oneself in the mitzvos with the utmost dedication—“one

must toil” both “in the study of Torah” and likewise with

all the other mitzvos.

So, the term Bechukosai represents a higher level of

keeping the mitzvos where a person uses all of his energy

and concentration.

To stress this point further, Chasidic thought explains

that BeCHuKosai is a derivative of the term CHaKikah,

which means “engraving.” For, unlike ink, which is used

to write on paper, engraved words are written in stone,

i.e. the words and the stone become fused into one

single entity.  

Likewise, if a person totally immerses himself in the

observance of a mitzvah, he and the mitzvah are no

longer two separate entities, but one.

The above point, that Bechukosai teaches us a lesson

about observing all the mitzvos in the best and most

perfect manner, is a unique quality which we do not find

by the name of any other Parsha.

Parshas Mishpatim only speaks about the rational laws,

and Parshas Chukas takes its name from one mitzvah in

particular, the red heifer, rather than the concept of

mitzvos in general. Only Parshas Bechukosai teaches us a

general message about observing all the mitzvos in the

best possible manner.

Thus Parshas Bechukosai is a fitting end to the Book of

Vayikra, a book which stresses the observance of mitzvos

more than any other book of the Torah, simply by virtue

of the fact that Vayikra contains more laws and less

narrative than the other four books of the Torah.

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bechukosai 5749)  

[ The Name of the Parsha [



1 scrho v' t     2 ,gbh, fd/     

)d( to cje,h ,kfu/ hfuk zv ehuo vnmu,'favut tunr ut, nmu,h

,anru' vrh ehuovnmu, tnur' vt nv tbh nehho to cje,h,kfu'

a,vhu gnkho c,urv: ut, nmu,h ,anru/ vuu gnkho c,urv gknb,

kanur ukehho' fnu abtnrukns,o tu,o uanr,o kgau,o
1

: )s( cg,o/

cagv athi srl cbh tso kmt,'fdui )ckhkh rchgh,/ rawwh hai( ckhkh

ac,u,
2

: ug. vasv/ vi thkbh xre' ug,hshi kgau,phru,: )v( uvahd
kfo sha t, cmhr/ ahvt vshanrucv ut,o gxueho cu gs vcmhr'

uccmhr,gxeu gs ag, vzrg: utfk,o kjnfo kacg/ tufk engt

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 228ffuu::dd--vv

�� Why does the Torah only mention physical rewards for

observing the mitzvos? (v. 1-13)

RAMBAM: The main reward for observing the mitzvos is not

mentioned here at all. Rather, here God is merely promising to

remove physical obstacles that interfere with the observance of the

mitzvos. The Torah does not mention any rewards at all, since a

person is supposed to observe the mitzvos for the sake of Heaven,

and not in order to reap reward (Laws of Teshuvah 9:1, according to Kli Yakar).

IBN EZRA: Since a person cannot understand spiritual rewards, the

Torah did not specify them (Devarim 32:39).

BACHAYE: The Torah mentions physical rewards because they are

miraculous. For example, rain does not naturally fall when a person

observes mitzvos. By contrast, the spiritual rewards for the soul in the

next world are a natural consequence of the mitzvos observed in this

world. Thus, the Torah only mentions the more surprising super-

natural rewards, and not the obvious, natural ones.

KUZARI: The Torah specifies these rewards for the skeptic who

denies that everything is orchestrated by God. In order to convince

the skeptic, physical proofs are more effective (I:104-6).

SA’ADIA GA’ON: Before the Torah was given, the Jewish people

were idol-worshipers who believed that their physical needs were

provided by their idols. Thus, when the Torah was given, forbidding

idol worship, it was necessary to explain how people would obtain

their physical needs (Emunos Vede’os).

RAN: The Torah does state that a person is given spiritual reward for

observing the mitzvos, below in verses 11-12 (Drashos).

IKARIM: The physical rewards mentioned here, such as rain, are for

the nation as a whole, since rain does not fall for each individual

according to his actions, but according to the deeds of the majority.

Spiritual rewards, however, are bestowed to each individual accord-

ing to his actions (4:40; See also Ramban to 11:13; the above seven opinions are

cited and explained by Kli Yakar to v. 12; See Sparks of Chasidus).

:m«�zŸ` m−�zi�U£r« �e E½x�n�W�Y i´�zŸe§v�nÎz�`�e Ek® ¥l	Y i−�zŸT
g§AÎm�` b

o¬	Y�i d−�c�V�d u¬ ¥r�e D½¨lEa�iÆ u�xÆ�̀ �d d³ �p�z«�p�e m® �Y¦r§A m− ¤ki	n�W�b i¬�Y�z«�p�e c

r�x® �fÎz�̀  bí�V�i xi−¦v̈aE xi½¦v̈AÎz�̀ Æ W�iÆ�C m¬ ¤k¨l biÆ�V�d�e d :F «i�x¦R
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r�x¨r�i `¨t�h�wE `¨t�h�w¦l `�W�i�C oFk§l r�x¨ri�e d

r¨AŸ�y�n§l oFk�n�g©l oEl§ki	z�e `¨r�x�f x©a i	wFR�`§l
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[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE PHYSICAL REWARDS OF THE TORAH (V. 1-13)

Aperson’s dedication to Torah and mitzvos should be to the extent

that Torah and mitzvos are not merely an important aspect of his

life. Rather, a Jew should feel that the Torah and its mitzvos are his

very life, i.e. that his goals are all part of and one with the Torah’s

value system.

The Talmud expresses this point with an analogy: “Man is like the

fish of the sea. For just as the fish of the sea die as soon as they come

on to dry land, likewise man will die if he separates himself from

Torah and mitzvos” (Avodah Zarah 3b).

When a person has such a thorough commitment to Judaism, there

will cease to be a dichotomy between his physical and spiritual life.

For so long as the person sees Torah and mitzvos as merely the

spiritual “side” of his life and his physical pursuits as separate, he has

not succeeded in becoming entirely united with the Torah, like the

fish who live exclusively in water and are entirely dependent on it.

But when the person adopts the view that his only value system is that

of the Torah, then even basic acts of eating, sleeping and recreation

will be carried out as an integral part of his Torah lifestyle.

I t is for this reason that the Torah chose to emphasize physical,

rather than spiritual rewards (see Classic Questions). For since a reward

is granted “measure for measure,” as a direct consequence of a

person’s actions, a stress on spiritual rewards might give the mistaken

impression that the Torah is only addressed to our spiritual and

not our physical lives. In truth, however, the Torah is our very

essence, so it addresses even the most external part of our lives.

And it is in order to emphasize this point that the stress here is on

physical rewards.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 37, pp. 82-3)
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I f you pursue (the study of) My laws (in order to) guard My commands and observe them, 4 then I

will give you rain at (a convenient) time, the Land will yield its produce, and, (in the future, even)

the (non-fruit-bearing) trees of the field will produce fruit. 5 You will be (busy) with threshing until

the grape-harvest, and the grape harvest will keep you (busy) until the sowing season. You will be

satisfied with (even a small amount of) your bread, and you will live safely in your Land. 

�� Which “trees of the field will produce fruit”? (v. 4)

RASHI: This refers to non-fruit-bearing trees, which will bear fruit in

the future [Messianic Era].

RAMBAM: Do not allow yourself to become excited that in the

Messianic Era any aspect of the natural order will change, or that

there will be any change in the fabric of creation. Rather, the world

will continue as normal. 

When Isaiah said, “The wolf will dwell with the lamb, and the

leopard will lie down with the young goat” (Isaiah 11:6), his words

were intended as a metaphor and a riddle, meaning to say that the

Jewish people will dwell securely together with the wicked nations

who are likened to wolves and leopards....

Similarly, other prophecies of this nature concerning Mashiach are

metaphors. In the Era of the King Mashiach, everyone will realize

what was implied by these metaphors and allusions (Laws of Kings 12:1). 

TALMUD: R. Alexandri said: R. Yehoshua pointed out a contra-

diction between two verses: One verse states [about Mashiach], “He

will come on heavenly clouds” (Daniel 7:13), while another verse states

[that Mashiach will be], “a poor man riding on a donkey” (Zech. 9:9).

[The answer is that]: If they have merits he will come on heavenly

clouds. If not, he will be a poor man riding on a donkey (Sanhedrin 98a).

”THE TREES OF THE FIELD WILL PRODUCE FRUIT”? (V. 4)

In his comment to verse 4, Rashi takes the position that the Messianic

Era will witness changes in the fabric of creation, and trees which do not

currently bear fruit, “will bear fruit.”

This appears to differ from the position of Rambam that the Messianic

Era will not introduce any change in the natural order and that “the world

will continue as normal.”

At first glance, we might argue that Rashi and Rambam are speaking

about the two different cases described by the Talmud: 

Rambam is describing a Messianic redemption where the Jewish people

do “not have merits” and therefore Mashiach comes without breaking the

laws of nature—“riding on a donkey.” Rashi, however, is speaking about

a case where the Jewish people “have merits” and thus the redemption is

associated with miracles—“on heavenly clouds.”

However, this begs the question: Rambam’s comment was written as a

legal ruling (halacha). How could he possibly rule that the Jewish people

will be lacking in merits at the time of the coming of Mashiach? Surely, the

merit of the Jewish people is something dependent on their own free

choice, and cannot be decided beforehand?

THE EXPLANATION

Rambam was not attempting to describe what will actually happen in

the Messianic Era, for man’s free choice will dictate how the Messianic Era

will unfold, as explained above. Rather, Rambam’s intention was to clarify

the purpose of Mashiach’s coming, from a halachic point of view.

In the previous chapter of his “Laws of Kings,” Rambam explains at

length that, in Jewish thought, the Mashiach is not a person who frees the

Jewish people from the observance of mitzvos, God forbid. To the

contrary, he is a person who leads the Jewish people towards the

observance of Torah and mitzvos. And this ultimately climaxes in a

scenario where the Jewish people are observing all the mitzvos (for which

it is necessary for them to live in the Land of Israel, with the Temple rebuilt

etc.), a situation which is called “redemption.”

In other words, the Messianic process has a very strict definition in

Jewish Law: it is a process that leads the entire Jewish people to freely

observe all the mitzvos. The other Messianic phenomena of world peace,

an end to persecution and disease, and emigration to the Land of Israel

etc., are not ends in themselves, but rather, necessary steps towards the

single goal of returning to full Torah observance. For example, a person

can only observe the mitzvos properly if he is well, and he can only

perform certain mitzvos if he lives in the Land of Israel, etc.

From this it follows that miracles will play no direct role in the Messianic

process, for a fundamental principle of the Torah is that mitzvos must be

performed in the natural order, and not via miracles. Thus Rambam

wrote, “Do not allow yourself to become excited that in the Messianic Era

any aspect of the natural order will change, etc.” because this is not the

point of Mashiach’s coming.

Nevertheless, Rambam was not ruling out the possibility that miracles

would indeed occur, for Rambam certainly accepted the fact that

ultimately the dead would be resurrected. Rather, he was simply making

a halachic ruling that miracles play no part in the Messianic redemption

itself. The blossoming of fruit from a non-fruit-bearing tree, for example,

would simply be an affectionate “gesture” from God in response to the

additional merits which the Jewish people had accumulated, and not an

integral part of the Messianic return to total mitzvah observance.

Thus, the comments of Rashi and Rambam are compatible with one

another. Rashi is describing an example of the miracles which may occur

with the Messianic redemption if the Jewish people merit it. Rambam, on

the other hand is stressing that even if such miracles do occur, they are not

part of the Messianic process itself.

FURTHER RECONCILIATION BETWEEN RAMBAM & RASHI

Based on the above, it could be argued that even according to

Rambam, miraculous occurrences such as those described by Rashi will

inevitably occur at some point in the future. For even if Mashiach arrives

naturally, without special merit from the Jewish people, it is inevitable that

the merits of the Jewish people will eventually accumulate during the

�
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uvutn,crl cnghu: )u( ub,,h akuo/ ant ,tnru vrh ntfk vrhna,v'

to thi akuo thi fkuo' ,knus kunrtjr fk zt, ub,,h akuo ctr.' nfti

avakuoaeuk fbds vfk/ ufi vut tunr guav akuoucurt t, vfk
1

: ujrc
kt ,gcr ctrmfo/ thi mrhl kunrakt hctu knkjnv' tkt tphku kgcur

srltrmfo nnshbv knshbv: )z( kpbhfo kjrc/ tha cjrc rgvu:

)j(urspu nfo/ ni vjkaho acfo' ukt nivdcurho acfo: jnav ntv
untv rccv/ ufh flvut vjacui' uvkt kt vhv mrhl kunr tktntv nfo

abh tkpho hrsupu' tkt thbu sunvnugyhi vguahi t, v,urv knrucho

vguahi t,v,urv: ubpku thchfo uduw/ ahvhu bupkhi kpbhfo aktfsrl

vtr.: )y( upbh,h tkhfo/ tpbv nfk gxeh kakoafrfo' nak knv vscr

sunv' knkl aafrpugkho ufuw' fsth,t c,ur, fvbho: uvprh,h t,fo/
cprhv urchv: uvrch,h t,fo/ ceunv zeupv: uvehn,h t, crh,h

t,fo/ crh, jsav'kt fcrh, vrtaubv avpr,o tu,v' tkt crh,jsav

akt ,upr' abtnr ufr,ht, ch, hartk ut, ch, hvusv crh, jsav kt

fcrh, uduw
2

: )h( utfk,o hai buai/ vphru, hvhu na,nrhiuyucho

kv,hhai' ahvt hai vbuai ak aka abhohpv ktfuk nak ta,es
3

: uhai
npbh jsa ,umhtu/ ahvhu vdrbu,nktu, jsa uvtumru, nktu, hai'

umrhfho t,okpbu, vtumru, kneuo tjr k,, vjsa k,ufi: )ht(ub,,h
nafbh/ zv ch, vnesa: ukt ,dgk bpah/ thi rujh emv cfo/fkdghkv

kaui pkhy, scr vckug cscr' fnufh ao bdgk ndi dcurho
4

' kteck

vnahjv anuajhi ndi ak gur cjkcncuak' fsh kvjkhe ngkhu nf, j.tu

jbh,'akt heuc vgur: )hc( uv,vkf,h c,uffo/ tyhhk gnfo cdigsi

ftjs nfo' ukt ,vhu nzsgzgho nnbh/ hfukkt ,hrtu nnbh' ,knus kunr

uvhh,h kfoktkvho: )hd( tbh vw tkvhfo/ fsth tbh a,tnhbu chatbh

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 230ffuu::uu--hhdd

�� Where will God “turn”? (v. 9)

RASHI: “I will turn away from all My affairs to pay your reward.”

What is this analogous to? To [the story of] a king who hired some

workers, which is taught in Toras Kohanim. 

TORAS KOHANIM: A king hired some workers, and only one of them

worked for him for a long time, while all the others did not. When

they came to receive payment, the king quickly paid the others a

small amount, whereas to the one who had worked a long time, he

said, “They worked only a little for me, but I must now turn my

attention to you, to calculate the substantial amount that I owe you.” 

Likewise, God will quickly pay the nations the small amount

He owes them for their few good deeds, and then He will turn His

attention, as it were, to the Jewish people, to calculate their great

reward (26:11).

Messianic Era itself. Thus it is inevitable, even according to Rambam, that

at some point God will be sufficiently satisfied with the Jewish people that

He will choose to shower them with miracles, as an affectionate “gesture.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 191ff.)

”I WILL TURN TO YOU”? (V. 9)

Rashi’s comment to verse 9 prompts the following questions:

a.) What forced Rashi to cite the analogy from Toras Kohanim about

“a king who hired some workers.” Surely, Rashi’s comment is

straightforward without this addition?

�
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6 I will grant peace in the Land, and you will go to sleep with nothing frightening (you). I will eliminate

wild animals from the Land, and (foreign) sword(s) will not (even) pass through your Land (in peace,

never mind in war). 7 You will chase away your enemies, and (as they are running away) they will fall

(dead) by the(ir own) sword(s) before you (kill them) 8 Five of you(r weakest men) will be able to chase

away a hundred, and a hundred of you will be able to chase away ten thousand. (As they are running

away) they will fall (dead) by the(ir own) sword(s) before you (despite your tiny army). 
9 I will turn (away from all My affairs) to (reward) you, and I will make you fruitful and (into men of)

stature. I will set up My covenant with you (anew). 
10 You will eat matured produce (which will taste better than the fresh produce), and (the storage

houses will be so full that) you will clear out the old (crops to make room for) the new. 
11 I will place My dwelling in your midst, and My spirit will not be disgusted by you. 
12 (When you go to heaven) I will stroll among you (and you will feel comfortable with Me, but) I will

(still) be your God (whom you fear), and you will be My people. 
13 (I clearly have the power to bring all these blessings, for) I am God, your God, who took you out

of the land of Egypt (with great miracles, freeing you) from their slavery. I broke the pegs of your yoke

and led you upright. 

In fact, on two earlier occasions, Rashi has interpreted the phrase,

“I will turn” to mean “I will turn away from all My affairs”—in Parshas

Acharei (17:10) and in Parshas Kedoshim (20:3)—and yet in neither of these

instances did Rashi feel the need to add further clarification through citing

an analogy. So what prompted Rashi here to ask, “To what is this

analogous”?

b.) The analogy of Toras Kohanim appears to be a non-literal

interpretation of our verse. It thus seems inappropriate for Rashi to have

cited it, since Rashi’s commentary is aimed specifically at explaining

scripture at the literal level.

c.) Rashi stresses that the analogy is about “a king who hired some

workers.” Why is it crucial, at the literal level, that we are speaking here

of a king. What would be lacking in our understanding of this verse if it

were some other form of employer?

THE EXPLANATION

The beginning of our Parsha lists a series of blessings which the Jewish

people will receive for observing the mitzvos. We read blessings of rain

and good harvests (v. 4-5), safety (v. 5-6), easy victory over our enemies

(v. 7-8), accumulation of crops (v. 10) and closeness to God (v. 11-12).

However, sandwiched in the middle of these quite specific blessings is

the rather general promise of verse 9: “I will turn to you,” which

Rashi renders as, “I will turn away from all My affairs to pay your reward”

(an interpretation which the reader is familiar with from Parshiyos Acharei

and Kedoshim).

Thus, the reader will be troubled: Why is verse 9 a general comment

about the method of God’s rewards, placed between a series of

specific and detailed blessings? Surely, a general statement such as this

should have been made either at the beginning or at the end of the

current passage?

To answer this question, Rashi writes: “To what is this analogous?

To [the story of] a king who hired some workers which is taught in

Toras Kohanim.”

Since Rashi’s commentary provides all the information required to

understand the Torah at the literal level, the fact that Rashi does not cite

the entire analogy indicates that we do not need to be aware of all its

details to understand this verse. Rather, all we need to know is that it is a

parable of “a king who hired some workers.” In case the reader is curious

to know more, Rashi informs us that the parable “is taught in Toras

Kohanim,” but the only details that are crucial here are that a king hired

some workers.

The reader will immediately ask: Why would a king need to hire

workers? Surely a king, who is the ruler of an entire country, does not

need to hire staff for pay?

Clearly, we are speaking of a case where a worker was asked to perform

a duty which extends beyond his basic obligations to the king, and

therefore he was required to be paid for the job.

Thus, with these words, Rashi is indicating to us that the reason why the

general statement of verse 9 is sandwiched between a series of specific

blessings is because verse 9 speaks of a higher level of reward which

comes to the Jewish people when they extend themselves beyond their

basic obligations in Torah and mitzvos—like a king who pays a worker

handsomely for work that he was not obligated to do.

In fact, these two levels of Divine service were indicated by Rashi in his

comments to the opening verse of our Parsha. On the words “If you

pursue My laws” (v. 3), Rashi explains that this means one should “toil in

the study of Torah.” I.e. in addition to one’s basic obligation to study

Torah (which falls under the basic necessity to “guard My commands and

observe them”—ibid.) we are encouraged to extend ourselves to the point

of “toiling.” From this the reader will understand that likewise in the case

of all the other mitzvos there are two levels of observance: a.) Basic

obligation and, b.) A total dedication to the point of “toiling” (see “The

Name of the Parsha” to this Parsha).

Consequently, there are two forms of reward: a.) The basic rewards of

food and safety, outlined in verses 4-8; and, b.) The additional bonus that

“I will turn away from all My affairs to pay your reward,” i.e. a more

substantial reward (described in verses 9-12) that comes to a person who

observes the mitzvos with total dedication, beyond the basic requirements

of Jewish Law.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, p. 321ff.)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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1 hrnhw fz' c     2 crtah, h' y     3 ao hd' hd     4 scrho kc' fc     5 uhert fu' fs     6 thfv c' fc     7 uhert fu' y     8 aupyho u' d_s     9 nhfv d' d     01 hjzetk fs' ft

11 scrho fj' fd

hfuk kgau, fk tkv' avrh vumt,h t,fontr. nmrho ugah,h kfo bxho

dsukho: ny,/ fnhi h,s cabh rtah vgukvngfcho vnuxrv akt ,mt

nrta vaur uh,hrvear' fnu gav kl nuxru,unuyu,
1

echkhhwwt ckg"z:

eunnhu,/ ceunv zeupv: )hs( uto kt ,angu kh/ kvhu, gnkhoc,urv'

uksg, nsra jfnho/ hfuk kehuo vnmu,'favut tunr ukt ,gau uduw' vrh

ehuo nmu,tnur' vt nv tbh nehho uto kt ,angu kh'kvhu, gnkho

c,urv/ unv ,knus kunr kh' thikh tkt zv vnfhr t, rcubu un,fuhi knrus

cu'ufi cbnrus dcur mhs kpbh vw
2

'anfhru un,fuhi knrus cu' ufi ctbah

xsuo rgho ujytho kvw nts
3

' nfhrho t, rcuboun,fuubho knrus cu:

ukt ,gau/ nakt ,knsu kt ,gau vrh a,hgchru,: )yu( uto cje,h
,ntxu/ nutx ctjrhovguaho: napyh ,dgk bpafo/ aubt vjfnho:

kck,h gau,/ nubg t, tjrho ngau,: t, fk nmu,h/ fupr akt

muh,ho'kfl btnr t, fk nmu,h' ukt btnr t, fkvnmu,: kvprfo t,
crh,h/ fupr cgher vrh acggchru,' vrtaubv durr, vabhv' ufi gs

vachgh,utku vi/ kt kns' ukt gav/ nutx ctjrhovguaho/ aubt t,

vjfnho/ nubg t, vtjrho/fupr cnmu,/ fupr cgher: )yz( uvpes,h
gkhfo/ umuh,h gkhfo: ajp,/ jukh anaj; t, vcar' tbpukh"ackg"z'

sunv kbpuj avuekv bphj,uunrth, pbhu zgupv: esj,/ jukh aneshj t,

vdu; unjnnuuncghru' fnu fh ta esjv ctph
4

: nfku, ghbho unshc,
bpa/ vghbho mupu,ufku, krtu, ahek uhrpt' uxu; akt hrpt'uhstcu

vbpau, ak napj,u cnu,u/ fk ,tuvathbv ctv u,ujk, nnuafv eruhv

fkhui ghbho: uzrg,o krhe/ ,zrgu ukt ,mnj' uto ,mnjutfkuvu

tuhchfo: )hz( ub,,h pbh/ pbth akh' pubv tbh nfk gxehkvrg kfo: ursu
cfo abthfo/ fnangu hakyu cfo:tds, ,ur, fvbho nprav zu: t;
tbh tgav zt,/thbh nscr tkt ct;' ufi t; tbh tklgno cerh

5
:

uvpes,h gkhfo/ ahvhu vnfu, puesu, t,fonzu kzu' gs avrtaubv

peusv tmkfo tchttjr, utxnfbv kv: cvkv/ nfv vncvk, t,

vcrhu,' uthzu' zunf, nu,i: t, vajp,/ ha kl tso avut jukv unuyk

cnyv tck caru anur gkhu' ,knus kunr ajp,'avut baj;/ tu g,ho

avut baj; tck buj uthbuneshj' ,knus kunr ut, vesj,' nkns avut

neshj/ tu g,ho avut neshj uxcur vutcgmnu ahjhv' ,knus kunr

nfku, ghbho/ tu vutthbu xcur cgmnu ahjhv tck tjrho xcurhoahjhv'

,knus kunr unshcu, bpa: uzrg,o krhe zrgfo/ zurgv uthbv nmnj,'

ung,v nv tuhchfo ctho utufkho' unv ,knuskunr utfkuvu tuhchfo'

vt fhms' zurgv abvrtaubv uthbv nmnj,' abv abhv nmnj,utuhcho

ctho unumtho ,cutv khnh vnmur'uacpbho n,ho crgc' akt keyu ,cutv

ta,es/scr tjr uzrg,o krhe zrgfo' fbds vcbhouvcbu, vf,uc nscr'

at,v gnk cvo undski'uvjyt ct unfkv tu,o' abtnrtar ypj,h

urch,h tuhch fko
6

: ub,,h pbh cfo/ fnu abtnr cyucv upbh,htkhfo
7

' fl

btnr crgv ub,,h pbh/ naku nak'knkl atnr kgcshu pubv tbh nfk gxeh

uguxetbh gnfo krgv: ubdp,o kpbh thchfo/ ahvt vnu, vurdt,fo

ncpbho ucgkh scchfui nehphi t,foncju.: ursu cfo abthfo/ athbh

ngnhs aubthotkt nfo ucfo' acagv atunu, vguko gwwt gunshogk

hartk thbo nceaho tkt nv acdkuh'abtnr uvhv to zrg hartkugkv

nshi ugnke ucbh eso uduw uhjbu gkhvouhajh,u t, hcuk vtr.
8

' tck cagv

atgnhsgkhfo nfo ucfo' vo njpaho tjr vnynubhu,akfo' ufi vut

tunr utar tfkuatr gnh uguro ngkhvo vpahyu uduw
9

: ubx,o/ npbh

thnv: uthi rus; t,fo/ nckh fj: )hj( uto gs tkv/ uto cgus tkv

kt ,angu: uhxp,h/ gus hxurhi tjrho: acg gk jyt,hfo/ acg

purgbhu, gk acgvgchru, vtnuru, kngkv: )hy( uacr,h t, dtui
gzfo/ zv ch,vnesa' ufi vut tunr vbbhnjkk t, nesah dtui guzfo

01
:

ub,,h t, anhfo fcrzk ut, trmfofbjav/ zu eav nak nav'

aao vut tunruvhu anhl tar gk rtal bja,uduw
11

' ahvhu vanho nzhghi

fsrl avbja, nzhgvuvtr. thbv nzhgv fsrl athi vcrzk nzhg uvht

nanr, phru,hv' tck fti vanho kt hvhunzhghi fsrl athi vcrzk nzhg

uhvt jurc cgukouvtr. ,vt nzhgv fsrl avbja, nzhgv uvhtntcs,
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i®¦l E −r�n�W�z ` ¬÷Îm�`�e* ci t :zE «I�n�nF «w m−¤k�z�̀  K¬ ¥lF «̀ �e m½¤k§Nªr zŸh́Ÿn
Eq½�`�n�Y i´�zŸT
g§AÎm�`�e eh :d¤N«	̀ �d zŸ −e§v�O�dÎl¨M z¬	` E½U£r«�z `÷́�e
Îl¨MÎz�` Æ zFU£r i³�Y§l¦a§l m® ¤k�W§t�p l´ ©r�b�Y i−�h¨R�W�nÎz�` m¬�`�e
mÀ¤k¨l z`Ÿ´GÎd�U¡r«�` iº�p`Îs�` fh :i«�zi�x§AÎz�̀  m−¤k�x§t�d§l i½�zŸe§v�n
zF ¬N©k�n z�g½�C�T�dÎz�̀ �e z¤t́ �g�X�dÎz�` Æ d̈l�d«¤A m³ ¤ki¥l£r iÆ�Y�c�w§t�d�e
:m«¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  Ed−ªl¨k`« �e m½¤k£r�x�f Æ wi�x¨l m³�Y§r�x�fE W¤t® �p zŸái�c�nE m�i− �pi¥r
m½¤ki	̀ �p «ŸUÆ m¤k¨a E ³c�x�e m® ¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  i´ �p§t¦l m−�Y§t�B�p�e m½¤k¨AÆ i�p̈t i³�Y�z«�p�e fi

i®¦l E −r�n�W�z ` ¬÷ d¤N½	`Îc©rÎmÆ�`�e gi :m«¤k�z�` s¬	cŸxÎoi«	`�e m−�Y�q�p�e
Îz�` i−�Y�x©a«�W�e hi :m«¤ki	z`Ÿ «H�gÎl©r r©a−�W m½¤k�z�` d́�x�Q�i§l Æ i�Y§t�q«�i�e
:d«�W
g�P©M m− ¤k§v�x�`Îz«�`�e l½ �f�x©A©M Æ m¤ki	n�WÎz�` i³�Y�z«�p�e m® ¤k�Gªr oF ´̀ �B

:`�zExi	g§A oFk�z�i zi�x¨A�c�e oFk�P�n `�I�n�n©r xi�p 
oEc§A§r�z `¨l�e i�x�ni	n§l oEl§A�w�z `¨l m�`�e ci 

oEvFw�Y i�n�i�w¦A m�`�e eh :oi¥N� �̀d `�I�cFT¦R l¨M z�i 
c©A§r�n§l `¨l�C li�c§A oFk�W§t�p w	g�x�Y i�pi�C z�i m�`�e 
:i�n�i�w z�i oFk�zEi�p�W�`§l i�cFT¦R l¨M z�i 
oFki¥l£r x©r�q�`�e oFk§l `�C ci¥A§r�` `�p` s�` fh 

o¨k�X�g�n �̀Y�g�C�w z�i�e �̀Y§t�g�W z�i �̀Y§lEd§A 
oFk£r�x�f oEp�wi	x§l oEr�x�f�z�e W¨t�p o�g§R�nE oi�p�i©r
oFk§A i�f�bEx o	Y�`�e fi :oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A Di�pEl§ki�i�e
oFk§A oEC�x�i�e oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A m�c�w oEx§A�Y�z�e
m�`�e gi :oFk�z�i si�c�x�C zi¥l�e oEw�x�r�zE oFki	`�p�q
i	C�x�n§l si	qF`�e i�x�ni	n§l oEl§A�w�z `¨l oi¥N�` c©r
x�w�i z�i x©A�z�̀ �e hi :oFki¥aFg l©r r©a�W oFk�z�i
oi¦ti�T�Y oFki�e¨N¦r�c `�I�n�W z�i o	Y�`�e oFk�R�w�Y
oFki	zFg�z�c `¨r�x�`�e `�x�h�n `�z�g�`§N�n `¨l�f�x©t§M

hWar

*eurtho t, pxueh v,ufjv ceuk bnul' tl ctupi ahang vevk vhyc t, verhtv
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B ut if: [1] You do not listen to Me (by studying the Oral Law); 

[2] And you do not perform all these commandments; 

[3] 15 And if (this leads you to find people who keep) My laws disgusting;

[4] (And if this leads) you to hate (Torah scholars who study) My laws;

[5] (And this leads you to) stop (others from) performing (the commandments);  

[6] (And you deny) that (they are in fact) My commandments at all; 

[7] (And you eventually) break My covenant (by denying the principles of faith); 

—16 then I too will do the same to you. I will direct upon you: panic, inflammation, fever, and diseases

that cause hopeless longing (for a cure) and anguish (to your family members, when you pass away).

You will sow your seed in vain (for it will not sprout), and (if it does sprout) your enemies will eat it.
17 I will devote My time (away from all My affairs and deal) with you, and you will be struck down before

your enemies. Your enemies will rule over you. You will flee (out of terror) but no one will be pursuing

you (since you pose no threat to them). 

18 If you do not listen to Me while these (punishments are upon you), I will add a further seven

punishments corresponding to your (seven above-mentioned) sins:

[1] 19 I will destroy (the Holy Temple, which is) the pride of your strength.  

[2] I will make your skies (as dry as) iron (causing a drought). 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

26:14

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE ADMONITION (V. 14ff.)

“In truth, they are nothing but blessings.” With these words, Rabbi

Schne'ur Zalman of Liadi encapsulated the Chasidic view of the

harsh punishments which the Torah promises if “you do not listen to

Me etc.” (v. 14).   While openly these verses speak of the very opposite

of blessing, there nevertheless exists too an inner, subconscious

element of the Torah, at which level we read here only of blessings.

Through the study of Chasidic teachings, which reveal the inner

subconscious aspects of the soul, a person can reach a sublime union

with God, at which point he will be able to see through the “disguise”

in which these blessings are enclosed and appreciate them for their

true worth (See Likutei Torah, Bechukosai 48b).

In fact, the concept that a sublime blessing may be expressed

through negative language is not of uniquely Chasidic origin, but it is

found in the Talmud (Mo’ed Katan 9a-b). When R’ Shimon Bar Yochai

sent his son, R’ Elazar, to receive the blessings from two of the Sages

(R’ Yonasan ben Asmai and R’ Yehudah ben Gairim), they responded

with what appeared to be a series of curses: “May it be God’s will that

you will not sow and reap. That what you bring in will not go out,

and what you take out will not come in. That your house will be

desolate and your temporary lodgings inhabited. That your table will

be disturbed, and that you will not see a new year.” 

When R’ Elazar came home and reported what had happened, his

father explained:

These are all blessings! “You will not sow and reap,” means that

you will have children and they will not die. 

“What you bring in will not go out,” means that you will bring

home daughters-in-law and your sons will not die, so that their wives

will not leave again.

“What you take out will not come in,” means that you will give

your daughters in marriage and their husbands will not die, so that

your daughters need not come back.

“Your house will be desolate and your temporary lodgings

inhabited,” because this world is your “temporary lodging” and the

next world is a “home”....

“Your table will be disturbed,” by sons and daughters.

“You will not see a new year,” means that your wife will not die

and so you will not have to take another wife.

Likewise, all the verses in the admonition belie very lofty blessings,

blessings so sublime that they could not be expressed straight-

forwardly.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 1. p. 283ff.)



1 nakh fv' hz     2 hz' fz     

phru,hv: )f( u,o krhe fjfo/ vrh tso akt gnkakt jra akt zrg

akt bfa akt fxj aktgsr ucag, vemhr ct aspui unkev tu,u' thicfl

fkuo' tck tso agnk ujra uzrg ubfaufxj ugsr uct aspui unkev tu,u'

vrh abhuak zv evu,: ukt ,,i trmfo t, hcukv/ t; nv at,v

nuchk kv cag, vzrg: ug. vtr./ tphku ni vtr. hvt keuh' akthjbhy

phru,hu cag, vjbyv: kt h,i/ nana kngkv uknyv tg. utprh: kt h,i
prhu/ favut nprv nahr phru,hu'vrh a,h ekku,' uha fti acg

purgbhu,: )ft( uto ,kfu gnh erh/ rcu,hbu tnrugrth' cnerv' athbu

tkt kpreho' fi ,kfugrth cnmu,/ unbjo phra kaui nbhgv' ufi vuer

rdkl
1

' ufi her ruj
2

' ueruc kaui zv k,rdunu ak tubekux kauieuah' aneaho

kco kvnbg nv,erc tkh: acg fjyt,hfo/ acg purgbhu, tjrho

cnxpr acg fjyt,hfo: )fc( uvakj,h/ kaui dhruh: uafkv t,fo/ thi

kh tkt jhv nafk,asrfv cfl' cvnv athi srfv cfl nbhi' ,knuskunr

uai cvnu, takj co' vrha,ho/ unbhi a,vt nnh,v cbahf,v' ,knus

kunr go jn, zujkh gpr/ nv tku buafhiunnh,hi' t; tku buafhi unnh,hi/

fcr vhu abhoctr. hartk jnur bual unnh,' grus bualunnh,: uafkv
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u�x½�̀ �d u´ ¥r�e D½¨lEa�iÎz�` Æ m¤k§v�x�` o³	Y�zÎ` «÷�e m® ¤kgŸ «M wi−�ẍl m¬�z�e k

i®¦l «©rŸń�W¦l E −a Ÿ̀z ` ¬÷�e i�x½�w Æ i�O¦r E ³k§l«	YÎm�`�e `k :F «i�x¦R o−	Y�i ` ¬÷
m¹¤k̈a iÆ�Y�g©l�W�d�e ak :m«¤ki	z`Ÿ «H�g§M r©a−�W d½¨M�n Æ m¤ki¥l£r i³�Y§t�q«�i�e
m½¤k�Y�n�d§AÎz�` Æ d�ziÆ�x§k�d�e m½¤k�z�` d´l̈§M�W�e Æ d�c�V�d z³ �I�gÎz�`
i®¦l E −x�q«�E�z ` ¬÷ d¤N½	`§AÎmÆ�`�e bk :m«¤ki¥k�x�C EO−�W�p�e m® ¤k�z�̀  d�hi−¦r�n�d�e
i³�zi¥M�d�e i�x ® �w§A m− ¤k�O¦r i² �p`Îs�` i¯�Y§k©l«�d�e ck :i�x «�w i−�O¦r m¬ �Y§k©ld«�e
a�xÀ�g m¹¤ki¥l£r iÆ�z ¥̀a«	d�e dk :m«¤ki	z`Ÿ «H�gÎl©r r©a−�W i�p½�`Îm�B Æ m¤k�z�̀
Æ x¤aÆ�c i�Y�g³©N�W�e m® ¤ki	x«¨rÎl�` m−�Y§t�q�`« �p�e zi½�x§AÎm�w�p Æ z�nÆ�wŸp
EÂt�`Â�e ¼ m�g¼¤lÎd	H�n » m¤k¨l i´�x§a�W§A ek :a« �iF`Îc�i§A m−�Y�Y�p�e m½¤k§kFź§A
l ® �w�W�O©A m− ¤k�n�g©l Eai¬�W	d�e c½�g�` xE´P�z§A Æ m¤k�n�g©l mi³�W�p x�U´ ¤r
i®¦l E −r�n�W�z ` ¬÷ z`Ÿ½ f§AÎmÆ�`�e fk q :Er«¨A�U�z ` ¬÷�e m−�Y§l©k`«�e
i³�Y�x�Q�i�e i�x ® �wÎz�ng«©A m−¤k�O¦r i¬�Y§k©l«�d�e gk :i�x «�w§A i−�O¦r m¬ �Y§k©ld«�e
m® ¤ki�p§A x´�U§A m−�Y§l©k`« �e hk :m«¤ki	z`Ÿ «H�gÎl©r r©a−�W i�p½�`Îs� Æ̀ m¤k�z�̀

Æ i�Y�x§k�d�e mÀ¤ki	zŸ «n̈AÎz�` iº�Y�c�n�W�d�e l :El«¥k`ŸY m− ¤ki	zŸ «p§A x¬�U§aE

sEqi�e k :oi�xi¥R c©A§r�n§N�n `�W�g�p¦k `�pi�qg
D�Y§l©l£r z�i oFk£r�x�` o	Y�z `¨l�e oFk§li	g Ep�wi	x§l
oEk�d�Y m�`�e `k :Di¥A�` o	Y�i `¨l `¨r�x�` o©li�`�e
i�x�ni	n§l `¨l¨A�w§l oEai	z `¨l�e Ei�W�w§A i�n�c�w
:oFki¥aFg§M r©a�W `�g�n oFki¥l£r d�`�z�i�`§l si	qF`�e
oFk�z�i li¥M�z�zE �̀x¨A z�ei	g z�i oFk§a i	x�b�`�e ak

o¨i�c©vi�e oFk�z�i x¥r�f�z�e oFk�xi¦r§A z�i i¥vi	W�zE
oEc�x�z�z `¨l oi¥N�`§A m�`�e bk :oFk�z¨g�x¨`
s�` K�di	`�e ck :Ei�W�w§A i�n�c�w oEk�d�zE i�x�ni	n§l
`�p` s�` oFk�z�i i	w§l�`�e Ei�W�w§A oFk�O¦r `�p`
oi¦l�h�w�C oFki¥l£r i�z�i�`�e dk :oFki¥aFg l©r r©a�W
l©r `�zEp£r�xER oFk�P�n oEr§x�R�z�i�e `¨A�x�g§A
oEW�p©M�z�z�e `�z�i�xF` i	n�B�z¦R l©r oEY�x©a£r�C
oEx�Q�n�z�z�e oFki�pi¥A `�p�zFn i	x�b�`�e oFki�e�x�w§l
`¨l§ki	n ci¦r�q oFk§l x©A�z�`�c¦A ek :d�̀ �p�q c�i§A
oEai�zi�e c�g `�xEP�z§A oFki	n�g©l oi�W�p xŸ�y£r o�i§t	i�e
:oEr§AŸ�y�z `¨l�e oEl§ki	z�e `¨l�w�z�n§A oFk�n�g©l
oEk�d�zE i�x�ni	n§l oEl§A�w�z `¨l `�c§A m�`�e fk

f�b�x sFw�z¦A oFk�O¦r K�di	`�e gk :Ei�W�w§A i�n�c�w
:oFki¥aFg l©r r©a�W `�p` s�` oFk�z�i i	C�x�`�e
oFki	z�p§A xŸ�y§aE oFki�p§A xŸ�y§A oEl§ki	z�e hk

z�i u¥S�ẁ �e oFki	zFn̈A z�i i¥vi	W�̀ �e l :oEl§ki	Y
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T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

“TEN WOMEN WILL BAKE BREAD IN ONE OVEN” (V. 26)

Bread, which is the basis of man’s physical sustenance, is an

analogy for Torah, which is his spiritual sustenance. However,

just as dough needs to be baked into bread for it to become edible,

so too, the Torah that a person learns needs to be “baked” in the fiery

love that the soul has for God. Only then will the Torah be

“absorbed” into the person’s system and sustain him spiritually.

How is this baking of one’s spiritual bread to be achieved? The

Torah teaches us, “Ten women will bake bread in one oven,”

i.e. using all ten faculties of the soul, a person should meditate at

length on the absolute Oneness of God, until this produces a fiery

love of God in the heart.

And then, “You will eat (bread) and not be satisfied.” However

many times you review the study of a topic in the Torah, it will still

be as exciting as if you were studying it for the first time, and your

desire to study it again will never cease.

(Based on Likutei Torah, Bechukosai 48b-c)



t,fo/ tku veybho: uvfrh,v t, cvn,fo/ ncju.: uvnghyv
t,fo/ ncpbho: ubanu srfhfo/ achkho dsukho uachkhoeybho' vrh

acg purgbhu,/ ai cvnv/ uai jhv/jn, zujkh gpr/ uafkv/ uvfrh,v/

uvnghyv/ubanu: )fd( kt ,uxru kh/ kauc tkh: )fv( beo crh,/ uha

beo athbu ccrh, fsrlatr benu,' uzvu xnuh ghbhu ak msehvu/ scrtjr

beo crh, ben, crh,h tar gcr,o/ fkvct, jrc acnert vht nkjn,

jhhku, tuhcho: ubtxp,o/ ni vju. tk ,ul vgrho npbhvnmur: uakj,h
scr c,uffo/ ugk hsh vscr ub,,ochs vtuhcho vmrho gkhfo' kph athi

nkhbhot, vn, chruakho' ufavo numhtho t, vn,kecru' b,bho chs

tuhc: )fu( nyv kjo/ kaui nagi' fnu nyv gz
3

: cacrh kfo nyv kjo/
tacur kfo fknxgs tufk' uvo jmh rgc: utpu gar baho kjnfo
c,bur tjs/njuxr gmho: uvahcu kjnfo cnaek/ a,vt v,cutv

brec, ubgah, p, bpukv una,cr, c,bur' uvihuacu, uaueku, t,

vacrho kjkeo chbhvo: utfk,o ukt ,acgu/ zv ntrv c,ulvngho

ckjo' vrh acg purgbhu,' jrc' nmur' scr' acrnyv kjo' juxr gmho' p,

bpukv' ntrv cngho/ub,,o thbv ni vnbhi' avht vjrc: )k( cn,hfo/
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[3] Your land (will exude moisture) like copper (causing its fruits to rot). 

[4] 20 (You will work hard on the land) but your strength will be spent in vain. 

[5] Your land will not (even) yield the (amount of) produce (which you sowed into it). 

[6] The earth will not give (sufficient nourishment) to the trees. 

[7] (If the trees do produce fruit) they will not give their fruit (to you, for the fruits will fall on the

ground and rot). 

21 If you (still) treat My (commands) offhandedly, and you do not wish to listen to Me, I will add seven

(further) punishments corresponding to your (seven above-mentioned) sins: 

[1] 22 I will incite the wild animals of the field against you,

[2] (together with domesticated animals that kill),

[3] (and venomous snakes),

[4] and they will bereave you (by killing your children). 

[5] They will completely destroy your livestock (that pasture outside),

[6] and diminish (the number of) you(r livestock that you keep inside).

[7] Your (major and minor) roads will become desolate. 

23 If, despite these (calamities), you will still not be (sufficiently) chastised (to return) to Me, and you

treat My (commands) offhandedly, 24 then I too, will be offhand with you, and I Myself will strike you

again with seven punishments for your (seven above-mentioned) sins: 

[1] 25 I will bring upon you an (army armed with the) sword, to avenge you (with the punishment

described in the Book of Devarim, where the) avenging of the covenant (is detailed).

[2] You will gather into your cities (because of the siege). 

[3] I will incite a plague in your midst, and you will be (forced to bury the corpses outside

Jerusalem, where you will be) delivered into the enemy’s hands.

[4] 26 I will cut off your source of food.

[5] (Due to a shortage of wood) ten women will bake bread in one oven.

[6] (The bread will crumble in the oven) and they will bring back your bread (as crumbs

measured) by weight.

[7] You will eat (bread), and not be satisfied. 

27 If, despite this, you do not listen to Me, and treat Me offhandedly, 28 I will act with anger (against

your) offhandedness, and I Myself will chastise you seven (times) for your (seven) sins: 

[1] 29 You will eat the flesh of your sons, and you will eat the flesh of your daughters. 

[2] 30 I will demolish your tall buildings, (both towers and castles, causing your rooftop) idols (that

stand in the) sun to be destroyed.
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1 uhert fu' kc     2 s' s     3 xbvsrhi ed/  

ndskho ucrbhu,: jnbhfo/ nhi gcus, tkhkho angnhshi gk vddu,/ugk ao

angnhshi cjnv eruhhi jnbho: ub,,h t, pdrhfo/ ,pujh rgc vhu'

unumhthohrt,o njheo unbaeho tu,o' ufrxu bceg,ubupk gkhv: udgkv
bpah t,fo/ zv xhkue afhbv: )kt( ub,,h t, grhfo jrcv/ hfuk

ntso'favut tunr uvahnu,h tbh t, vtr.
1

vrh tso tnur' vt nv tbh

nehho jrcv ngucruac: uvahnu,h t, nesahfo/ hfuk ni vercbu,'

favut tunr ukt trhj vrh ercbu, tnurho' vtnv tbh nehho uvahnu,h

t, nesahfo' nivdsushu,' ahhru, ak hartk avhu n,esau,ubugsu,

kct ao/ vrh acg purgbhu,/ tfhk, carcbho ucbu,/ uvans, cnu,' vrh

a,ho/ frh,,jnbho thi fti purgbu, tkt gk hsh vans,vchrbhu, hpku

vjnbho acrtah vddu, uhfr,u/ub,,h t, pdrhfo uduw vrh aka/ xkue

afhbvtrcg/ jrci grho/ annui nesa ni vdsushu,/ukt trhj ercbu,'

vrh acg: )kc( uvan,h tbh t, vtr./ zu nsv yucvkhartk akt

hnmtu vtuhcho bj, ruj ctrmo'a,vt aunnv nhuachv: )kd( ut,fo
tzrv cduho/ zu nsv eav'acagv acbh nshbv dukho kneuo tjs rutho

zvt, zv un,bjnhi' uhartk bzru fcnzrv' ftsovzurv agurho cbpv uthi

tj, nvi scuevcjchr,v: uvrhe,h/ faauk; vjrc n,ruei vbsi/

unsraujrc vbany, tjrhfo thbv juzr, nvr' ftsoanrhe t, vnho

uthi xupi kjzur: uvh,v trmfo annv/ akt ,nvru kauck,ufv un,ul

fl grhfo hvhu jrcv' brtu, kfojrcu, acagv atso dukv nch,u

unfrnu unghruuxupu kjzur ftku thi frnu uch,u jrcho' flabuhv c,ur,

fvbho: )ks( tz ,rmv/ ,phhx t, fgx vneuo afgxgk anyu,hv:

uvrm,/ knkl t, ac,u,hv: )fk hnh vanv/ kaui vgau, un"o sda

cneuo fpk annv(: )kv( t, tar kt ac,v/ acgho abv ak dku,cck

vi vhu fbds acgho abu, vanyv uhuckavhu cabho avfghxu hartk

ctrmo kpbhvneuo trcg ntu, uakaho abv/ aka ntu,u,agho vhu abh

gubo nabfbxu ktr. gs adkugar, vacyho' ucbh hvusv vfghxu kpbhu

trcgho abv nadku gar, vacyho gs jrcu,hruakho' vut abtnr

chjzetk
2

ut,v afc gk msl vantkh, uduw ufkh, t, tkvuduw uafc, gk

msl vhnbh, trcgho huo ubat, t, gui ch,hvusv/ ubcutv zu btnrv

khjzetkcabv vjnhah, kdku, vnkl hvuhfhi/ ugus gauaa abho gs dku,

msehvu' vrh trcgho uaa/uto ,tnr' abu, nbav jnaho ujna vhu'

nbavgav ,aucv akaho uaka abv ufk abu, ragugarho ua,ho fnu

atnru ctds, jke
3

uak tnui a,ho' utj, garv khvuheho'ufbdsi

kmsehvu/ mt ujauc ktrcg ntu, uakahouaa abv anhyhi uhucku, acvo'

uvo aa garvkntv' h"s anhyhi ucw hucku,' vrh ktrcg ntu,abv aaho

utrcg kakaho uaa abv jnaanhyu,/ vrh acgho jxr tj,' ugus abv

h,hrvabfbxv canyv vnakn, kacgho )bwwt utu,u huck adku akt bdnr

cgubo bjac kvo(/ ugkhvo bdzracgho abv aknho/ ufi vut tunr cscrh

vhnhogs rm,v vtr. t, ac,u,hv udunrknktu, acgho abv:

)ku(uvct,h nrl/ pjs url kcc/ n"o aknrl hxus bupk vut' fnu n"o

ak nugs uaknuea: ubxu nbx, jrc/ fthku ruspho vurdho tu,o: gkv
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d¬l̈£r« �b�e m® ¤ki¥lE «N�B i−	x�b¦RÎl©r m½¤ki	x�b¦RÎz�` Æ i�Y�z« �p�e m½¤ki�ṕ�O�gÎz�`
Îz�` i−�zFO�Wd« �e d½¨A�x�g Æ m¤ki	x «r̈Îz�̀  i³�Y�z« �p�e `l :m«¤k�z�` i−�W§t�p
Îz�` i−�p` i¬�zŸO�Wd« �e al :m«¤kgŸ «gi�p �gi−	x§A �gi½�x�̀  `÷́�e m® ¤ki	W�C�w�n
d́�x�f�` Æ m¤k�z�`�e bl :D«Ä mi−¦a�W «ŸI�d m½¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀ Æ �diÆ¤l¨r E ³n �n«�W�e u�x® �̀ �d
m− ¤ki	x« ¨r�e d½�n�n�WÆ m¤k§v�x�̀  d³�z�i«�d�e a�x® �g m− ¤ki	xg«�̀  i¬�zŸwi«�xd«�e m½ �iFB©a
d½�O�X�d í	n�i lŸMμ �diÀ�zŸz§A�WÎz�̀  u�x¹�̀ �d dÆ¤v�x�YÁ f�` cl :d«Ä�x�g E ¬i�d«�i
z−¨v�x�d�e u�x½�`�d z´ ©A�W�Y f�`μ m® ¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  u�x́ �`§A m−�Y�`�e
Î`÷ x¯�W` z´	` zŸ ®A�W�Y d−�O�X�d i¬	n�iÎl̈M dl :�di«�zŸz§A�WÎz�̀
mÀ¤k¨A mi´�x�`�W�P�d�e el :�di«¤l¨r m¬ ¤k�Y§a�W§A m− ¤ki	zŸ «z§A�W§A d² �z§a«�W
d́ ¤l¨r lFwμ mÀ�zŸ` s´�c�x�e m® �di¥a�iŸ «̀  zŸ −v�x�`§A m½¨a¨a§l¦AÆ K�xŸÆn i�z ³̀¥a	d�e
ei² �g�`§AÎWi«�` El̄�W«¨k�e fl :s «	cŸx oi¬	`�e E −l§t«�p�e a�x² �gÎz�q« �p�n Eq̄�p�e s½�C�p
:m«¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  i− �p§t¦l d½�nEw�YÆ m¤k¨l d³ �i�d«�zÎ`÷�e o�i® �̀  s´	cŸx�e a�x−�gÎi�p§R�n§M
mi´�x�`�W�P�d�e hl :m«¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  u�x−�` m½¤k�z�` d́l̈§k«�`�e m® �iFB©A m−�Y�c©a «̀ �e gl

m¬ �Y�` m−�zŸa` zŸ¬pŸe£r«©A s² �̀ �e m® ¤ki¥a�iŸ «̀  zŸ −v�x� §̀A m½ �pŸe£r«©A Æ ETÆ�O�i mÀ¤k̈A
x́�W` m− ¨l£r«�n§A m½�zŸa` oŸé£rÎz�`�e Æ m�pŸe£rÎz�̀  E ³C�e�z�d�e n :ET«�O�i

i	x�b¦R l©r oFki	x�b¦R z�i o	Y�`�e oFki	q�p�qi�pg
z�i o	Y�`�e `l :oFk�z�i i	x�ni	n w	g�xi�e oFk�z�e£r�h
`¨l�e oFki	W�C�w�n z�i i	C§v�`�e `¨A�x�g oFki�e�x�w
i	C§v�`�e al :oFk�z�Wi�p§M o©A�xEw `�e£r�x§A li¥A�w`
oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A D¨l£r oEC§v�i�e `¨r�x�` z�i `�p`
`�I�n�n©r i�pi¥A x�C©a�` oFk�z�i�e bl :D¨A oi¦a�z�i�C
i	d�zE `¨A�x�g§A oi¦l�h�w�C oFki	x�z©A i	x�b�`�e
o¥k§A cl :`¨A�x�g oFd�i oFki�e�x�w�e `�i�c©v oFk£r�x�`
z�̀ i�c§v�C oi�nFi lŸM �̀d�H�n�W z�i `̈r�x�̀  i¥r�x�Y
h	n�W�Y o¥k§A oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A r�x`�A oEY�`�e
oi�nFi l¨M dl :`�d�H�n�W z�i i¥r�x�z�e `¨r�x�`
oFki	H�n�W¦A z�h	n�W `̈l i�C z�i h	n�W�Y z�̀ i�c§v�C
oFk§A oEx`�Y�W�i�cE el :D̈l£r oi¦a�z�i oEzi�ed c©M
oFdi	`�pŸ�y�C `�z¨r�x�`§A oFd§A¦l§A `�x�a�Y li¥r�`�e
oEw�x©r�i�e si�w�W�c `¨R�x�h l�w oFd�z�i sFC�x�i�e
oEl§R�i�e `¨A�x�g§A oi¦l�h�w�C m�c�w o�n wFxi¦ri	n§M
m�c�T�n§M i�dEg`�A x©a�B oEl�T�Y�i�e fl :si�c�x�C zi¥l�e
oFk§l i	d�z `¨l�e z�i¨l si�c�x�e `¨A�x�g§A oi¦l�h¨w�C
i�pi¥A oEc§ai	z�e gl :oFki¥äa�c i¥l£r©A m�c�w d�nEw�Y
:oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A r�x` oFk�z�i x©O�b�zE `�I�n�n©r
oFdi¥aFg§A oEq�n�Y�i oFk§A oEx`�Y�W�i�cE hl

i¥aFg§A s�`�e oFki¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©a�C `�z�r�x�`§A
:oEq�n�Y�i oFdi	ci¦A oi�ci�g̀ �C �̀I�Wi¦A oFd�z�d̈à
oFd�z�d¨a` i¥aFg z�i�e oFdi¥aFg z�i oEC�ei�e n
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4 anu, ft' fv     5 acugu, ky/

bs;/ avruj sujpu unfvu gk gkv tjruneaea unumht euk' ufi ,rdunu

ek yrptsaeh;' kaui jcyv' asupu, esho aehpi ehsuo' kaui naeu;'

neuo jcy,vsk,' ufi ,rdunu ak jcurv
4

naeuph: )kz( ufaku tha
ctjhu/ fahrmu kbux' hfakuzv czv' fh hcvku kru.: fnpbh jrc/ fthku

curjho nkpbh vurdho'ahvt ckcco pjs ufk agv xcurho atsoruspo/

unsrau ufaku tha ctjhu' zv bfak cgubuak zv' afk hartk grchi zv kzv
5

:

)kj( utcs,o cduho/ fa,vhu pzurho ,vhutcusho zv nzv: utfkv
t,fo/ tku vn,ho cdukv: )ky( cgub, tcu,o t,o/ fagubu, tcu,o
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[3] (When your bellies will swell from hunger, and you take your idol to kiss it) I will make (your

bellies burst so that) your corpses (fall) upon your idols.

[4] My Spirit (the Divine Presence) will be disgusted by you (and will depart from you). 

[5] 31 I will lay your cities to ruins (that nobody even passes through).

[6] I will make your (Holy) Temple devoid (of visitors).

[7] I will not smell the pleasant aroma (of your sacrifices in the Holy Temple, for they will cease). 

32 I will make the Land desolate (which will have the positive outcome that) it will (also) become

desolate of your enemies who (now) live in it. 33 I will scatter you among the nations, and I will unleash

(armies equipped with) the sword (to pursue) after you. Your Land will be desolate (for a long time), so

your cities will become ruins. 
34 Then, during all the time that it remains desolate while you are in your enemies’ land, the Land will

appease (God) for its (many unobserved) Sabbatical years. (When) the Land will rest, (God) will be

appeased for its (many unobserved) Sabbatical years. 35 During all the days that it remains desolate

(during the Babylonian exile) it will rest for (the same number of years) that it had not rested during your

Sabbatical years, when you lived there. 
36 To those who survive among you—I will bring (such) terror into their hearts in their enemies’ lands

that the (mere) sound of a rustling leaf will (appear to be an enemy) pursuing them, and they will flee as

one flees from the sword. They will fall (even though) there will be no pursuer. 37 (They will flee so

hurriedly that) each man will stumble over his brother, (for they will always feel they are being chased)

by the sword, while there is (in reality) no pursuer. You will not be able to stand up against your enemies. 
38 You will become lost (from each other, scattered) among the nations, and your enemies’ land will

consume you. 39 Those of you who survive will rot away in your enemies’ lands because of their sins.

They will indeed rot away because their fathers’ sins are still (being practiced) by them. 40 They will

confess their sins and their fathers’ sins, for the treachery with which they betrayed Me, and for following

�� Will they “confess their sins” sincerely, or not? (v. 40)

CHIZKUNI: Their confession will not be sincere, as we see from the following verse (41) that God will continue to punish them.

KLI YAKAR: Thus their “confession” will merely be a recognition that they had sinned, without an accompanying feeling of remorse. It is thus

like one who immerses in a mikvah, while holding a ritually impure creature in his hand.

TORAS KOHANIM: Their confession is an act of genuine teshuvah. Thus verse 41 is not a curse but a blessing: while the Jewish people are in

their enemies’ lands, God will send them prophets who will help the Jewish people to return to God fully (irvt icre wp p�g).

THE JEWISH PEOPLE’S CONFESSION (V. 40)

Verses 40 and 41 appear to contradict each other. In verse 40 we read

that the Jewish people “will confess their sins and their father’s sins, etc.”

suggesting that they had repented. But the following verse suggests that

they had not repented at all: “Then I too, will treat them offhandedly, and

I will bring them to the land of their enemies, perhaps then their stubborn

heart will become humbled and their sins will then be atoned.”

The commentators solve this problem by reinterpreting one of the two

verses: either the teshuvah of verse 40 was not genuine (as [Chizkuni

and] Kli Yakar argue); or the “curse” of verse 41 was not a curse, but a

blessing, as Toras Kohanim suggests.

Rashi, however, appears to reinterpret both verses. While Rashi does not

address the issue directly whether the confession of verse 40 is genuine

or not, in his commentary to verse 41 Rashi explains that the Jewish

�
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1 xbvsrhi fz:     2 zfrhw hs' hc     3 ,vkho kj' u     4 hjzetk f' kc     5 anu, ft' ku

t,o/fatujzho ngavtcu,hvo chshvo
1

: hneu/ kaui vnxv' fnu hnxu'

ufnu ,nebv cjurhvi
2

' bneu jcuru,h
3

: )nt( uvct,h t,o/ tbh cgmnh

tchto' zunsv yucv khartk' akt hvhu tunrho' vuthkudkhbu chi vtunu,

gwwt bgav fngahvo' tbh thbhnbhjo' tkt ngnhs tbh t, bchth unjzhri

k,j,fbph' abtnr uvgukv gkrujfo vhu kt ,vhv uduw jh tbh uduw to kt

chsjzev uduw
4

: tu tz hfbg/ fnu tu busg fhaur bdj vut
5

' to tz hfbg/

kaui tjr tukh' anttz hfbg kcco uduw: utz hrmu t, gubo/ hfpru gk gubo

chxurhvo: )nc( uzfr,h t, crh,h hgeuc/ cjnavneunu, bf,c nkt'

utkhvu jxr cjnav neunu,'hgec byk tu, nanu ak tkhvu grcui ahcut

uhcar dtuk, cbhu: uzfr,h t, crh,h hgeuc/ knv bnbutjurbh,' fkunr

fsth vut hgec veyi kfl' utothbu fsth vrh hmje gnu' uto thbu fsth'

vrhtcrvo gnu' avut fsth/ uknv kt btnrv zfhrvchmje' tkt tpru ak

hmje brtv kpbh mcurunubj gk vnzcj: )nd( hgi uchgi/ dnuk ucdnuk tar

cnapyhntxu: )ns( ut; do zt,/ ut; tphku tbh guavgnvo zt,

vpurgbu, tar tnr,h cvhu,o ctr.tuhchvo' kt ntx,ho kfku,o ukvpr

crh,h tart,o: )nv( crh, rtaubho/ ak acyho: )nu( uv,ur,/ tj,

cf,c utj, cgk pv' ndhsafuko b,bu knav cxhbh: )c( fh hpkt/ hprha

cphu: cgrfl bpa,/ kh,i grl bpau kunr grl scrabpau ,kuhv cu gkh:

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 238ffuu::nn  --  ffzz::cc

�� Why does verse 41 state that “I will bring them to the land of their enemies”?

RASHI: [God is saying:] “I Myself will bring them!” This is good for the Jewish people, so that they should not say, “Since we have been

exiled among the nations, we may as well behave like them!” [God thus replies:] “I will not let them, for I will send them My prophets, and

bring them back under My very wings!” As the verse states, “‘What enters your mind [to be like the nations] will not come about...As I live’

[says God]...‘[I will reign over you!] with a strong hand‘” (Ezek. 20:32-33).

people’s sins will be forgiven “through their sufferings” in the lands of

their enemies, and not through their own teshuvah.This suggests that,

according to Rashi, the Jewish people’s earlier confession in verse 40 was

insincere, for if they had atoned for their sins by confession, they would

not need to undergo any further suffering.

Nevertheless, Rashi accepts Toras Kohanim’s explanation of verse 41

that the verse is speaking of “good for the Jewish people,” namely the

sending of prophets (See Classic Questions to v. 41). This begs the question:

Since Rashi accepted Toras Kohanim’s interpretation of verse 41, why did

he reject Toras Kohanim’s interpretation of verse 40, that the Jewish

people’s confession was genuine?  

And if the Jewish people did not confess sincerely in verse 40, why did

God send them “good” in verse 41?

Æ m�O¦r K³¥l	` iº�p`Îs�` `n :i�x «�w§A i−�O¦r E ¬k§l«�dÎx�W` s¾�`�e i® ¦aÎEl£r«�n
l½	x¨r«�dÆ m¨a¨a§l rÀ �p̈M�i f́�`ÎF` m® �di¥a�iŸ «̀  u�x−�̀ §A m½�zŸ̀  í�z ¥̀a«	d�e i�x½�w§A
Îz�` Á s�`�e aF ®w£r« �i í�zi�x§AÎz�̀  i−�Y�x©k« �f�e* an :m« �pŸe£rÎz�` E ¬v�x�i f−�`�e
:xŸ «M�f�` u�x¬ �`�d�e xŸ −M�f�` m² �d�x§a�̀  ī�zi�x§AÎz�̀  sÆ�̀ �e w¹�g§v�i iÆ�zi�x§A
m½�d	n Æ d�O�W�d̈A �diÀ�zŸz§A�WÎz�̀  u�x́�z�e m¹�d	n aÆ �f¨r«	Y Á u�xÁ�`�d�e bn

i−�zŸT
gÎz�`�e Eq½�`�n i´�h¨R�W�n§A o©r½ �i§aE o©ŕ �i m® �pŸe£rÎz�` Ev́�x�i m−	d�e
mÀ�di¥a�iŸ «̀  u�x´ �̀ §A mº�zFi�d«¦A z`ŸfÂ Îm�BÎs�`�e** cn :m«�W§t�p d¬l̈£r«�B
i² ¦M m® �Y�̀  i−�zi�x§A x¬ ¥t�d§l m½�zø©k§l Æ mi�Y§l©r�bÎ` «÷�e mi³�Y�q�`�nÎ` «÷
x́�W` mi® �pŸW`«�x zi´�x§A m−�d¨l i¬�Y�x©k«�f�e dn :m«�di	d «÷�` d− �eŸd�i i¬ �p`
m² �d¨l zF ¬i�d«¦l mÀ�iFB�d i´ �pi¥r§l m�i¹�x§v�n u�xÆ�`	n Á m�zŸ`Îi�z`«¥vFd

Æ x�W` ¼ zŸxFY�d�e » mi�h¨R�W�O�d�e mi ´�T
g«�d d¤N	 Ầ en :d« �eŸd�i i¬ �p` mi−�d÷`«¥l
t :d«�WŸnÎc�i§A i− �pi�q x¬�d§A l®	̀ �x�U�i i´ �p§A oi−¥aE F¾pi¥A d½ �eŸd�i o´�z�p
xº¥A�C a :xŸ «n`¥N d¬ �WŸnÎl�` d− �eŸd�i x¬ ¥A�c�i�e ` fk [oixaegn odyk iyy] [iriax]

¬L§M�x¤r§A x�c® �p `−¦l§t�i i¬¦M Wi¾�` m½�d¥l` ´ �Y�x�n«�`�e Æ l	̀ �x�U�i i³ �p§AÎl�`

i�n�c�w Eki¦N�d�C s�̀ �e i�n�c�w Ex�T�W�C oFdi	x�w�W§A
Ei�W�w§A oFd�O¦r K�di	` `�p` s�` `n :Ei�W�w§A
o¥k§a F` oFdi¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A r�x`�A oFd�z�i li¥r�`�e
:oFdi¥aFg z�i oEr�x¦i o¥k§aE `�W§t�h oFd§A¦l x©a�Y�i
z�i s�̀ �e aFw£r�i m¦r�c i�n�i�w z�i �̀p�xi¦k�cE an

m�d�x§a�̀  m¦r�c i�n�i�w z�i s�̀ �e w�g§v�i m¦r�c i�n�i�w
`¨r�x�`�e bn :xi¦k�c `�p` `¨r�x�`�e xi¦k�c `�p`
`�d�H�n�W z�i i¥r�x�z�e oFd�P�n Wi	h�x�z�z
oFdi¥aFg z�i oEr�x�i oEP�`�e oFd�P�n z�`i�c�v¦c�A
i�pi�c§a�C li�c§A oFdi¥l£r i¦z�i�` ök�x¦A s©lg oi�h�e§l
m�x§A s�`�e cn :oFd�W§t�p z�wi	g�x i�n�i�w z�i�e Ev�w
`¨l oFdi¥a¨a�c i¥l£r©A r�x`�A oFdi�e�d�n§A `�c§A
oFd�zEi¨vi	W§l oEpi�wi	g�x�` `¨l�e oEpi�W	h�x�`
:oFd¨d¨l�` �i�i `�p` i	x` oFd�O¦r i�n�i�w d�`�p�W�`§l
zi�wi¥R�` i�C i	`�n�c�w m�i�w oFd§l `�p�xi¦k�cE dn

i�e�d�n§l `�I�n�n©r i�pi¥r§l m�i�x§v�n�c `¨r�x�`	n oFd�z�i
`�I�pi�c�e `�I�n�i�w oi¥N�` en :�i�i `�p` D¨l�`�l oFd§l
i�p§A oi¥aE Di	x�ni	n oi¥A �i�i a�d�i i�C �̀z�i�xF �̀e
li�N�nE ` :d�WŸn�c �̀ci¦A i�pi�q�c �̀xEh§A l	̀ �xŸ�y�i
l	`�xŸ�y�i i�p§A m¦r li¥N�n a :x�ni	n§l d�WŸn m¦r �i�i
o�q�xEt§A x�c�p Wi	x�t§i i	x` x©a�B oFd§l x�ni	z�e
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Me offhandedly. 41 Then I too, will treat them offhandedly, and I will bring them to the land of their

enemies, perhaps then their stubborn heart will become humbled and their sins will then be atoned. 
42 But I will remember My covenant with Ya’akov, and My covenant with Yitzchak too. I will also

remember My covenant with Avraham, and I will remember the Land.
43 The Land, left behind by them, will have appeased (God) for its (unobserved) Sabbatical years by

lying desolate without them, and they will be atoned for their sins. 

(This was all) to pay them back for having despised My rational commands and to pay them back for

their having been disgusted by My suprarational commands.
44 But despite all this (above-mentioned punishment), while they are in their enemies’ land, I will not

despise them and become disgusted by them to (the extent that I) annihilate them, breaking My covenant

that is with them, for I am God, their God. 45 I will remember, for their sake, the covenant made with the

original (tribes), whom I took out from the land of Egypt in the sight of the nations, so as to be a God to

them. I am God. 
46 These are the suprarational and rational commands (from) the (Written and Oral) Laws that God

gave through Moshe on Mount Sinai, (as a covenant) between Himself and the children of Israel.

[ VV AA LL UU AA TT II OO NN OOFF DD EE DD II CC AA TT II OO NN SS TTOO TT HH EE TT EE MM PP LL EE [

od spoke to Moshe, saying, 2 Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: 

� If an adult makes a vow, (pledging the) value of an (adult or child’s) life to God(’s

Sanctuary, then the pledge must be given according to the following fixed amounts):

�� If chapter 27 was also given through Moshe at Mt. Sinai, why was it recorded after the concluding statement of v. 46?

SFORNO: The mitzvos recorded in chapter 27 were additional commands which are not part of the covenant between God and the Jewish

people (i.e. the blessing and the curses above were not said in connection with the mitzvos of chapter 27).

KLI YAKAR: People tend to make promises to God when distressed. Therefore the laws of voluntary dedications follow the admonition.

THE EXPLANATION

In verse 42 we read that “I will remember My covenant with Ya’akov,

and My covenant with Yitzchak too. I will also remember My covenant

with Avraham.” Now, if at this point the Jewish people had done teshuvah,

and all their sins had been atoned, why would they need the merit of

ancestors to be redeemed from exile? The fact that verse 42 connects the

redemption of the Jewish people with the merit of their ancestors in par-

ticular suggested to Rashi that the Jewish people had not done teshuvah,

i.e. their confession in verse 40 was not sincere (and their atonement had

to come from God, Who brought suffering upon them in exile).

Nevertheless, Rashi maintained that even though the Jewish people’s

confession was not genuine—i.e. it was not accompanied by a true

resolution not to sin again—nevertheless, it was not a completely

worthless act. For any verbal declaration of sin will ultimately bring a

person’s sins to the forefront of his consciousness, which is a form of

arousal towards teshuvah, albeit an incomplete one. And this is certainly

a move which will assist a person do a complete teshuvah at a later date.

So while the confession of the Jewish people in verse 40 was insincere,

it was not meaningless, i.e. it did contain some good. Consequently, God

responded in verse 41 with something that was “good for the Jewish

people,” namely, the sending of prophets to the people to “bring them

back under My very wings.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 207ff.)

THE POSITION OF CHAPTER 27

After appearing to conclude the Book of Vayikra in verse 46, the Torah

surprisingly opens a new chapter of laws. Sforno explains that the laws

detailed here in chapter 27 were not included in the covenant between

the Jewish people and God. Therefore they were listed after the

admonition, which describes the consequences of breaking the covenant.

At the literal level we do indeed find different levels of mitzvos: some

were said as part of the Ten Commandments, others were said to Moshe

�
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[ The Last Word [

Unlike the redemption described here, where the Jewish

people were redeemed despite their lowly state, without

having done teshuvah (see Toras Menachem), in the case of the true

and final redemption, “The Jewish people will eventually do

teshuvah at the end of their exile, and they will immediately be

redeemed” (Rambam, Laws of Teshuvah 7:5).

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p. 215)

FOURTH

READING

(6TH WHEN

JOINED)



1 grfhi hy/     2 ao f:     3 ,nurv y/     4 nbju, et/     

)d( uvhv grfl uduw/ thi grl zv kaui snho'tkt chi avut huer chi avut

zuk' fph abhu vutvgrl vemuc gkhu cprav zu: grfl/ fnu grl/ ufpk

vfph"i kt hsg,h nthzvkaui vut: )v( uto nci jna abho/ kt ahvt

vbusreyi' athi cscrh eyi fkuo' tkt dsuk atnrgrl eyi vzv' avut

ci jna abho' gkh: )z( uto nci aaho abv uduw/ fandhg khshvzebv

vtav erucv kvjac ftha' kphfl vthapuj, cvzsebu hu,r nakha

cgrfu' uvtav thbvpuj,, tkt akha cgrfv' stnrh thbah xctcch,t

pjt cch,t' xc,t cch,t xhnt cch,tuxhnbt yct cch,t
1

: )j(uto
nl vut/ athi hsu nad, kh,i vgrlvzv: uvgnhsu/ kbgrl kpbh vfvi

uhgrhfbu kph vad,hsu ak ngrhl: gk ph tar ,ahd/ kph nv aha ku

hxsrbuuhathr ku fsh jhhu nyv fr ufx, ufkh tunbu,'to vhv jnr'

nathr ku jnuru
2

: )y( fk tar h,i nnbu/ tnr rdkv ak zugukv' scrhu

ehhnhi' u,nfr kmrfh gukv usnhvjukhi' ju. nsnh tu,u vtcr: )h( yuc
crg/ ,o ccgk nuo: tu rg cyuc/ ufk afi yuc cyuc urg crg

3
: )ht( uto

fk cvnv yntv/ ccgk, nuovf,uc nscr' avht yntv kvercv'

uknslvf,uc athi esaho ,nhnho humthi kjukhicpshui tkt to fi vunnu
4

:

)hc( fgrfl vfvi fi hvhv/ katr fk tsovct kebu,v nhs vesa:

)hd(uto dtk hdtkbv/ ccgkho vjnhr vf,uckvuxh; juna' ufi

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 240ffzz::cc--hhdd

c −©r�e d½ �p�W mi´�x�U¤r Æ o¤A�n x½k̈�G�d Æ L§M�x¤r d³ �i�d�e b :d« �eŸdi«©l zŸ −W¨t�p
:W�cŸ «T�d l�w¬ �W§A s�q−¤M l�w¬ �W mi² �X�ng ÀL§M�x¤r d́ �i�d�e d® �p�W mi´�X�WÎo¤A
Îo¤A�n mÆ�`�e d :l�w«�W mi¬�W÷�W −L§M�x¤r d¬ �i�d�e `e®�d d− ¨a	w�pÎm�`�e c

mí�x�U¤r x−k̈�G�d ²L§M�x¤r d̄�i�d�e d½ �p�W mi´�x�U¤rÎo¤A Æ c©r�e miÀ�p�W W¹	n�g
Æ c©r�e W�cŸÀgÎo¤A�n m´�`�e e :mi«¦l�w�W z�x¬ �U£r d−¨a	w�P©l�e mi®¦l�w�W
s�q®M̈ mi−¦l�w�W d¬ �X�ng x½¨k�G�d Æ L§M�x¤r d³ �i�d�e mi½ �p�W W´	n�gÎo¤A
d³ �p�W miÆ�X�WÎo¤A�n mÂ�`Â�e f :s�q«M̈ mi−¦l�w�W z�W ¬÷�W ½L§M�x¤r d´ä	w�P©l�e
d− ¨a	w�P©l�e l�w® �W x−�U¨r d¬ �X�ng ½L§M�x¤r d´ �i�d�e x½¨k�fÎm�` Æ d¨l§rÆ�n�e
o½	dŸM�d i´ �p§t¦l Æ Fci�n¡r«�d�e L½¤M�x¤r«	n Æ `Ed K¬�nÎm�`�e g :mi«¦l�w�W d¬�x�U£r
EP− ¤ki�x£r« �i x½	cŸP�d ć�i Æ bi�V�Y x³�W` iÀ¦RÎl©r o® 	dŸM�d F −zŸ̀  Ki¬�x¡r«�d�e

Á lŸM d® �eŸdi«©l o−Ä�x�w d�P² �O�n Eai¯�x�w�i xÆ�W` d½�n	d§AÎmÆ�`�e h q :o«	dŸM�d
xi¬�n�iÎ` «÷�e EPÀ¤ti¦lg« �i `÷́ i :W�cŸ «TÎd�i�d«�i d− �eŸdi«©l EP² �O�n o¬	Y�i xÆ�W`
d½�n	d§a¦A Æ d�n	d§A xi³�n�i xÆ	n�dÎm�`�e aF ®h§A r´�xÎF` r−�x§A aF ¬h F ²zŸ̀
d½�`	n�h d́�n	d§AÎl¨M Æ m�`�e `i :W�cŸ «TÎd�i�d«�i F −z�xE «n�zE `E ¬dÎd�i «�d�e
d−�n	d§A�dÎz�̀  ci¬�n¡r«�d�e d® �eŸdi«©l o−Ä�x�w d�P² �O�n Eai¯�x�w�iÎ` «÷ xÂ�W Ầ .
¬L§M�x¤r§M r® �x oi´ ¥aE aF −h oi¬ ¥A D½�zŸ̀ Æ o	dŸM�d Ki³�x¡r«�d�e ai :o«	dŸM�d i¬ �p§t¦l
:L«¤M�x¤rÎl©r F −z�Wi«�ng s¬�q�i�e d�P® ¤l�`�b�i lŸ −̀ �BÎm�`�e bi :d« �i�d«�i o¬ ¥M o−	dŸM�d

x©A�n �̀xEk�C Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e b :�i�i m�c�w �̀z�W§t�p
Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e oi�p�W oi�Y�W x©A c©r�e oi�p�W oi�xŸ�y©r
m�`�e c :`�W�cEw i¥r§l�q§A s�q§k�C oi¦r§l¦q oi�W�n�g
:oi¦r§l�q oi�z¨l�Y Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e `i�d `�z§aEw�p
oi�p�W oi�xŸ�y©r x©A c©r�e oi�p�W W	n�g x©A�n m�`�e d

`�z§aEw�p�l§e oi¦r§l�q oi�xŸ�y©r `�xEk�C Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e
W	n�g x©A c©r�e `�g�x�i x©A�n m�`�e e :oi¦r§l�q xŸ�y£r
oi¦r§l�q W	n�g `�xEk�C Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e oi�p�W
:s�q§k�C oi¦r§l�q z©l�Y Di�p�q�xEt �̀z§aEw�p�l§e s�q§k�C
`�xEk�C m�` `¨li¥r§lE oi�p�W oi�Y�W x©A�n m�`�e f

`�z§aEw�p�l§e oi¦r§l�q x�q£r W	n£g Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e
Di�p�q�xER�n `Ed o¥M�q�n m�`�e g :oi¦r§l�q xŸ�y£r
l©r �̀pd©M Di	z�i qFx§t�i�e �̀pd©M m�c�w Di�pi�ni�wi�e
: �̀pd©M Di�pi�q�x§t�i �̀x�c�p c�i wi¥A�c�z i�C x�ni	n
�i�i m�c�w `�p¨A�xEw D�P�n oEa�x�w�i i�C `�xi¦r§A m�`�e h

`¨l i : �̀W�cEw i	d�i �i�i m�c�w Di�P�n o	Y�i i�C lŸM
Wi¦a F` Wi¦a§A a�h Di	z�i x©A¦r�i `̈l�e Di�pi¦ti¦lg�i
i	di�e `�xi¦r§a¦A `�xi¦r§A si	N�g�i `¨t¨N�g m�`�e a�h§A
`�xi¦r§A l¨M m�`�e `i :`�W�cEw i	d�i Di¥tEN�g�e `Ed
�i�i m�c�w `�p¨A�xEw D�P�n oEa�x�w�i `¨l i�C `¨a`�q�n
`�pd©M qFx§t�i�e ai : �̀pd©M m�c�w �̀xi¦r§A z�i mi�wi�e
:i	d�i o¥M `�pd©k�c `�p�q�xEt§M Wi¦A oi¥aE a�h oi¥A D�z�i
l©r Di	W�nEg s	qFi�e D�pi�w�x§t�i w�x§t�n m�`�e bi

hWar

while he was on Mount Sinai, etc. So it is quite conceivable that yet a

further distinction exists: that some mitzvos were part of the covenant

between the Jewish people and God, while others were not.

However, Rashi clearly rejected this interpretation. Rashi writes that the

plural word “Laws” in verse 46 refers to “the Written Torah and the Oral

Torah. It teaches us that all were given to Moshe at Sinai.” So when the

Torah sealed the covenant between God and the Jewish people in verse

46, it included everything that is mentioned in the Oral Law, which

certainly includes the laws specified in chapter 27 too.

According to Rashi, we are thus left with our original problem: Why

does chapter 27 appear after the “conclusion” of verse 46?

THE EXPLANATION

The current passage describes the concept of a person vowing to make

a dedication to the Temple equivalent to the “value” of a certain person.

For example, he might say, “I vow to give the value of this person to

the Temple.” 

At the literal level, the person whose value is vowed could be a non-

Jew, since the Torah sets a fixed value for all adult males (of a certain age)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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�
3 Between twenty years old and sixty years old, the amount for a male will be fifty silver

shekels, according to the shekel (measurement system which is used for) sanctified

(items). 4 For a female, the amount will be thirty shekels.

�
5 Between five years old and twenty years old, the amount for a male will be twenty

shekels, and for a female ten shekels. 

�
6 Between one month old and five years old, the amount for a male will be five silver

shekels, and the amount for a female will be three silver shekels.

�
7 For sixty-year-olds and over, the amount for a male will be fifteen shekels, and for a

female ten shekels. 

�
8 If he is too poor to pay the (above fixed) amount, then (the one who made the pledge) should

bring (the person whose value he pledged) to stand before the priest, and the priest should

evaluate him according to how much the one who is pledging can (possibly) afford.  

[ CC OO NN SS EE CC RR AA TT II OO NN OOFF AA NN II MM AA LL SS TTOO TT HH EE TT EE MM PP LL EE [

�
9 (If a person consecrates to the Temple even one limb) of an animal (from a species) which is

suitable to be brought as an offering to God, then whatever part of it the person consecrates to

God will become holy. (The animal must then be sold, and the value of the part that was

consecrated is given to the Temple). 

�
10 One should not exchange (a consecrated animal for somebody else’s animal*) or offer a

substitute for it (from his own stock*, regardless of whether) one swaps a good (unblemished)

one for a bad (blemished) one, or a bad one for a good one. 

� If one does substitute one animal for another animal, (both) that one and its replacement will

become consecrated. 

�
11 If it is a blemished animal which is not suitable to be brought as an offering to God: 

� He should stand the animal before the priest, 12and the priest should set its value

according to its good and bad (qualities).

� (If somebody other than the original owner wishes to purchase it from the Temple he

should pay) what the priest assessed it at. 

�
13 But if (the original owner) redeems it, he should add its fifth to its value. 

�� Do the laws of valuations apply to non-Jews too? (v. 2-8)

TORAS KOHANIM: According to R’ Meir, a non-Jew may not make a vow to donate money to the Temple. However, he may be the subject

of the vow of a Jew, i.e. the Jew may vow to donate to the Temple the “value” of a non-Jewish person. According to R’ Yehudah, a non-Jew

may make a vow to donate money to the Temple, but he may not be the subject of such a vow made by a Jew. 

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S

regardless of who they may be. Similarly, at the literal level, a non-Jew

may make one of the vows described here, as Rashi writes in Parshas

Emor, “Non-Jews may make vows and donations, like Jews” (22:25). 

(In Jewish law, the above two issues are the subject of dispute (see Toras

Kohanim). However, at the literal level, it is straightforward that a non-Jew

may make, or be the subject of a vow to the Temple, as explained above).

Thus, the answer to our earlier question why chapter 27 is placed after

the laws of the Book of Vayikra appeared to be concluded in verse 46 is

because the Torah wished to make a distinction between the laws up to

chapter 26 that apply only to Jews, and the current section which applies

to both Jews and non-Jews.

(And, while discussing the laws of valuation here for the above reason,

the Torah recorded many related laws, even though some apply

exclusively to Jews).
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai 5734)

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* rtv ,nurv y/



1 grfhi fv/     2 ao fj:     3 cfuru, b/     4 cnscr hj' hs     5 grfhi fj:

cnesha ch, ufi cnesha t,vasv ufi cpshui ngar abh vcgkho nuxhphi

juna' ukt atr fk tso: )yz( uvhv grfl kph zrgu/ ukt fph auuhv/tj,

asv yucv utj, asv rgv' pshui vesaiauho' ch, fur agurho cjnaho

aekho' fl dzhr,vf,uc/ uvut act kdtkv c,jk, vhuck' uto ctkdtkv

ctnmgu' bu,i kph vjacui xkg upubshuikabv
1

' kph athbv vesa tkt knbhi

abh vhuck'ato bdtkv vrh yuc' uto ktu vdzcr nufrvcsnho vkku ktjr

uguns, chs vkuej gs vhuckfatr fk vasu, vnfuru,' ufavht humtv

nhsujuzr, kfvbho ak tu,u nanr avhuck pudg cuun,jke, chbhvo
2

' zvu

vnapy vtnur cneshaasv/ ugfahu tprabu gk xsr vnertu,: )hz( to
nab, vhck hesha uduw/ tonagcrv ab, vhuck nhs veshav uct zv

kdtkvnhs: fgrfl heuo/ fgrl vzv vtnur hvhv/ jnahofx; h,i:

)hj(uto tjr vhck hesha/ ufi toveshav nab, vhuck uba,vv chs

dzcr uct zvkdtkv tjr vhuck: ujac ku vfvi t, vfx; gk ph
vabhovbu,ru,/ fph jacui/ fhms' vrh emc snhv aktrcgho u,ag abho

jnaho aek' vrh aek kfkabv' uaek h,r gk fuki' uvaek trcgho uanbv

pushubhi' vrh xkg upubshui kabv tkt ajxrpubshui tjs kfuki' utnru

rcu,hbu atu,u pubshuiekcui kpruyruy
3

' uvct kdtuk h,i xkg upubshuikfk

abv kabho vbu,ru, gs ab, vhuck: ubdrg ngrfl/ nbhi vabho anab,

vhuck gsab, vpshui: )hy( uto dtk hdtk/ vnesha tu,u' huxh;juna

gk vemcv vzt,: )f( uto kt hdtk t, vasv/ vnesha: uto nfr/
vdzcr: t, vasv ktha tjr kt hdtk gus/kauc chs vnesha:

)ft(uvhv vasv cmt,u chck/ nhs vkuejuni vdzcr' fsrl atr asu,

vhumtu, nhskuejhvo chuck: esa kvw/ kt ahauc kvesa cse vch, khs

vdzcr tkt fasv vjro vb,ui kfvbho' abtnrfk jro chartk kl hvhv
4

'

t; zu,,jke kfvbho ak tu,u nanr ahuovfpurho ak huck pudg cu
5

:

)fc( uto t, asv neb,u uduw/ jkue hachi asv nebv kasv tjuzv'

aasv nebv kt,,jke kfvbho chuck' kph athbu hfuk kveshavtkt gs

vhuck' avrh chuck vh,v g,hsv kmt,nhsu ukauc kcgkho' kphfl to ct

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 242ffzz::hhss--ffss

�� How much of a person’s property may one consecrate or dedicate? (v. 1-24)

RAMBAM: It is appropriate for a person to observe these precepts [of consecrating and dedicating one’s property] so as to coerce his [evil]

inclination not to be miserly....[However,] A person should never consecrate or dedicate all his property....This is not piety but foolishness,

for in losing all his property he becomes dependent on the assistance of others. One should not have mercy upon him. In reference to such

people, our Sages said: ”A man of foolish piety is among those who destroy the world” (Sotah 20a). Instead, one who spends his wealth to

observe mitzvos should not spend more than a fifth (Laws of Valuations and Dedications 8:13).

oi¬ ¥A o½	dŸM�d Æ Fki�x¡r«�d�e d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ W�cŸÆw F ¬zi¥AÎz�̀  WÆ�C�w�iÎi«¦M WiÀ�̀ �e ci

ÎmÆ�`�e eh :mE «w�i o¬ ¥M o−	dŸM�d F ²zŸ̀  Ki¬�x£r«�i xÆ�Ẁ «©M r® �x oí¥aE aF −h
ei− l̈̈r ²L§M�x¤rÎs�q«¤M zī�Wi�ng sÂ�q�iÂ�e F ®zi¥AÎz�̀  l−�̀ �b�i Wi½�C�w�O�d
Wi¬�C�w�i FÀz�G
g` d́	c�V�n | ḿ� �̀e fh [oixaegn odyk iriay] [iying] :F «l d�i¬�d�e
mi−�X�ng«©A mi½�xŸr�U x�nŸǵ r�x�f μ F®r�x�f i´¦t§l −L§M�x¤r d¬ �i�d�e d½ �eŸdi«©lÆ Wi�̀
:mE «w�i −L§M�x¤r§M Ed® 	c�U Wí�C�w�i l−¥aŸI�d z¬ �p�X�nÎm�` fi :s�q«M̈ l�w¬ �W
s�qÀ¤M�dÎz�` o¹	dŸM�d FÆlÎa�X�g�e ¼ Ed¼	c�U Wí�C�w�i »l¥aŸI�d x´�g�`Îm�`�e gi

:L«¤M�x¤r«	n r−�x�b�p�e l® ¥aŸI�d ź�p�W c−©r zŸ½x�zF´P�d Æ mi�p�X�d i³¦RÎl©r
zī�W�ng sÂ�q�i�eÂ F ®zŸ̀  Wi−�C�w�O�d d½�c�V�dÎz�̀ Æ l�`�b�i lŸ ³̀ �BÎm�`�e hi

Îm�`�e d½�c�V�dÎz�` Æ l�`�b�i ` ³÷Îm�`�e k :F «l m ¬ �w�e ei− ¨l¨r ²L§M�x¤rÎs�q«¤M
d¹�c�V�d dÆ �i�d�e `k :cF «r l−	`�B�i ` ¬÷ x® 	g�` Wi´�`§l d−�c�V�dÎz�` x¬ ©k�n
:F «z�G
g̀  d¬ �i�d«�Y o−	dŸM©l m�x® 	g�d d́	c�U¦M d− �eŸdi«©l W�cŸ ²w lÀ¥aŸI©a Fź ¥̀v§A
Wi−�C�w�i F ®z�G
g̀  d´	c�V�n ` −÷ x¾�W` F½z�p�w�n d´	c�UÎz�`Æ m�`�e ak [iyy]

l® ¥aŸI�d ź�p�W c−©r ½L§M�x¤r«�d ź�q§k�n z	̀ μ oÀ	dŸM�d FĺÎa�X�g�e bk :d« �eŸdi«©l
Æ l¥aFI�d z³ �p�W¦A ck :d« �eŸdi«©l W�cŸ −w `E½d�d mF´I©A Æ L§M�x¤r«�dÎz�` o³�z�p�e

Di	zi¥A z�i W	C�w�i i	x` x©a�bE ci :Di�p�q�xER
oi¥aE a�h oi¥A �̀pd©M Di�pi�q�x§t�i�e �i�i m�c�w �̀W�cEw
:mEw�i o¥M �̀pd©M Di	z�i qFx§t�i i�c �̀n§M Wi¦A
W�nFg s	qFi�e Di	zi¥A z�i wFx§t�i Wi	C�w�̀ �C m�̀ �e eh

l�wg	n m�`�e fh :Di¥l i	di�e i�dFl£r Di�p�q�xER s�q§M
Di�p�q�xEt i	di�e �i�i m�c�w x©a�B W	C�w�i Di	Y�p�qg�̀
oi�W�n�g§A oi�xFrŸ�y xFM r�x�f x�A di¥r�x�f mEt§l
W	C�w�i `¨l¥aFi�c `�Y�X�n m�` fi :s�q§k�C oi¦r§l�q
`¨l¥aFi x�z¨A m�`�e gi :mEw�i Di�p�q�xEt§M Di¥l�w�g
l©r `̈R�q©M z�i �̀pd©M Di¥l a	X�gi�e Di¥l�w�g W	C�w�i
`¨l¥aFi�c `�Y�W c©r `�x`�Y�W�i�C `�I�p�W mER
z�i wFx§t�i w�x§t�n m�`�e hi :Di�p�q�xER�n r�p�n�z�i�e
s�q§M W�nFg s	qFi�e Di	z�i Wi	C�w�`�C `¨l�w�g
wFx§t�i `¨l m�`�e k :Di¥l mEwi�e i�dFl£r Di�p�q�xER
`¨l o�x�g�` x©a�b¦l `¨l�w�g z�i oi¦A�f m�`�e `¨l�w�g z�i
`̈l¥aFi§A Di	w§R�n§A `¨l�w�g i	di�e `k :cFr wi	x§R�z�i
i	d�Y �̀pd©k§l �̀n�x�g l�wg©M �i�i m�c�w �̀W�cEw
`¨l i�C i�dFpi¦a�f l�wg z�i m�`�e ak :Di	Y�p�qg�̀
a	X�gi�e bk :�i�i m�c�w W	C�w�i Di	Y�p�qg�` l�wg	n
`�Y�W c©r Di�p�q�xER o�i�p�n z�i `�pd©M Di¥l
`Ed�d `�nFi§A Di�p�q�xER z�i o	Y�i�e `¨l¥aFi�c
aEz�i `¨l¥aFi�c `�Y�W§A ck :�i�i m�c�w `�W�cEw

C L A S S I C  Q U E S T I O N S
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[ CC OO NN SS EE CC RR AA TT II OO NN OOFF RR EE AA LL EE SS TT AA TT EE TTOO TT HH EE TT EE MM PP LL EE [

�
14 If a man consecrates his house to God(’s Temple) to be holy:

� The priest should value it according to its good and bad (qualities), and the price will be

fixed at the amount the priest values it. 

�
15 If the one who consecrated it wishes to redeem his house, he should add a fifth to its

fixed value, and it will become his (once again). 

�
16 If a person consecrates a field from his hereditary land to God(’s Temple):

� The valuation should (not be according to market value, but rather) according to its

sowing capacity: fifty silver shekels for each chomer* of barley seed. 

�
17 If he consecrates his field (immediately after) the Jubilee year, its value will stay (at the

above-mentioned price). 18 But if he consecrates his field (a number of years) after the

Jubilee, the priest should calculate its price according to the remaining years of (the lease

which expires) the (next) Jubilee year. (The percentage of the lease which has elapsed)

should be deducted from the valuation. 

�
19 If the one who consecrated it redeems the field, he should add a fifth to its fixed value

(based on the above calculation), and it will become his (once again). 

�
20 If he does not redeem the field, and (the treasurer of the Temple) sold the field to

somebody else it will no longer be redeemed (back to the possession of the original

owner at the Jubilee year. 21 Rather,) when the field leaves (the purchaser’s possession)

at the Jubilee year, it will (belong to priests and) be holy to God as a segregated field.

(The original owner’s) hereditary property will now belong to the priests. 

�
22 If (a person) consecrates to God a field that he had purchased, which is not part of his

hereditary property:

�
23 The priest should calculate the valuation price for him (based on the time remaining)

until the Jubilee year. From that day, (anybody can redeem the field) by giving its

valuation (to the Temple, to be) holy to God.

�
24 In the Jubilee year, the field will return to the one from whom (the initial purchaser)

bought it, namely the one whose hereditary property it was. 

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

* Equivalent to 248.9 liters or 65.8 U.S. gallons.

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

During the early stages of a person’s spiritual growth, he will tend

to observe the mitzvos for the sake of the personal refinement

which they bring, rather than purely out of obedience to the Divine

Will. Consequently, the mitzvos of the beginner are spiritually

hampered by his own self-orientated intentions, for only a mitzvah

which is done without any ulterior motive whatsoever even a noble

or holy one—can form a perfect “connection” between man and God.

Thus, when Rambam speaks to a person who needs “to coerce his

[evil] inclination not to be miserly”—the beginner—he is strongly

advised to limit his donations (to no more than a fifth), for we are

speaking here about a person whose Divine service is limited by his

unrefined personality.  

Once, however, a person is able to rid himself of all ulterior motives,

and give away his possessions (not to refine himself, but rather)

because others need the money, then there is no limit to how much

one may give. Thus, in his “Commentary to the Mishnah” (Pe'ah 1:1),

Rambam writes, “deeds of kindness have no fixed measure.”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, pp. 221-2)

FIFTH

READING

(7TH WHEN

JOINED)

SIXTH

READING



1 grfhi fu:     2 cfuru, b/     3 nbju, et/     

kdtkv' hdtkcsnho vkku vemucho kasv tjuzv/ uto kthdtk uhnfrbv

dzcr ktjr' tu to kt hdtk vut'cab, vhuck hauc vasv ktar ebvu

nt,u' tu,uaveshav/ upi ,tnr ktar ebvu vkuej vzvvtjrui nt,u'

uzvu vdzcr' kfl vumrl kunrktar ku tjuz, vtr.' nhrua,tcu,' uzvu

cgkho vrtaubho anfruv knesha
1

: )fv( ufk grfl hvhv caek vesa/
fkgrfl af,uc cu aekho hvhv caek vesa: garho drv/ garho ngu,

fl vhu n,jhkvuktjr nfti vuxhpu a,u,/ utnru rcu,hbu aangv fx;

shbr' garho utrcg ngu, kxkg
2

: )fu( kt hesha tha t,u/ kao erci

tjr'kph athbu aku: )fz( uto ccvnv vyntv uduw/ thi vnertvzv

nuxc gk vcfur' athi kunr ccfur cvnvyntv upsv cgrfl/ ujnur thi

zv' avrh thipshui pyr jnur tkt ykv' uvut n,bv kfviuthbu kvesa'

tkt vf,uc nuxc gk vvesa/avf,uc akngkv scr cpshui cvnvyvurv

avunnv' ufti scr cnesha cvnvyntv kcse vch,
3

: upsv cgrfl/
fph nv ahgrhfbv vfvi: uto kt hdtk/ g"h cgkho: ubnfr cgrfl/

h,ejc ,arp - trehu  rpx // 244ffzz::ffss--kkdd

�� Why may an animal not be substituted? (v. 33)

RAMBAM: The Torah anticipated man’s thoughts and his evil inclination: By nature a person seeks to increase his possessions and to be

sparing with his money....If he were allowed to exchange a poor animal for a good one, he might exchange the good animal for a poor one

and claim that it is good. The Torah therefore made an unequivocal prohibition against substitution (Laws of Sacrificial Exchanges 4:13).

:u�x«�̀ �d z¬ �G
g` F −lÎx�W`«©l F ®Y�`«	n Ed− �p �w x¬ �W`«©l d½�c�V�d aEẂ�i
:l�w«�X�d d¬ �i�d«�i d−�x�B mi¬�x�U¤r W�cŸ ®T�d l�ẃ�W§A d− �i�d«�i ½L§M�x¤rÎlÆk̈�e dk

F ®zŸ̀  Wi−�̀  Wi¬�C�w�iÎ` «÷ d½�n	d§a¦AÆ d�eŸdi«©l x³©Mªa�i xÆ�W` xFºk§AÎK�` ek

d́�c¨tE Æ d�`	n�H�d d³�n	d§A©A mÆ�`�e fk :`E «d d− �eŸdi«©l d½�UÎm�` xFẂÎm�`
:L«¤M�x¤r§A x¬ ©M�n�p�e l−	`�B�i ` ¬÷Îm�`�e ei® ¨®l̈¨r F −z�W«�ng s¬�q�i�e L½¤M�x¤r§a
m³�c�`«	n FÀlÎx�W`Îl¨M�n d¹ �eŸdi«©l WiÆ�` Á m�xg«�i x́ �W` m�x¿	gÎl¨M K´�` gk

m�x¾	gÎl¨M l®	`�B�i `÷́�e x−¥k�O�i ` ¬÷ F½z�G
g` d´	c�V�nE Æ d�n	d§aE
m² �x�g«�i x¯�W` m�xÀ	gÎl¨M hk [iriay] :d« �eŸdi«©l `E −d mi¬�W�c «�wÎW�cŸ «w
r�x³ �G�n u�x¹�`�d xÆ�U§r�nÎl¨k�e l :z«�nEi zF −n d® �c̈R�i `÷́ m−�c�`«�dÎo�n
l² �̀ �b�i lŸ ¬̀ �BÎm�`�e `l :d« �eŸdi«©l W�cŸ −w `E ®d d− �eŸdi«©l u½¥r�d i´�x§R�nÆ u�xÆ�̀ �d
Æ x�w¨A x³�U§r�nÎl¨k�e al [xihtn] :ei«¨l̈r s¬	qŸi F −zi�W«�ng F ®x�U©r«�O�n Wi−�`
W�cŸ −TÎd�i�d«�i i¾�xi�U£r«�d h¤a® �X�d z�g´�Y xŸ −a£r«�iÎx«�W` lŸ ¬M o`Ÿ½v�e
x´	n�dÎm�`�e EP® �xi�n�i `÷́�e r−�x¨l aF ¬hÎoi¥A x ² 	T©a�i `÷̄ bl :d« �eŸdi«©l

z�p�qg�` Di¥li�c�c¦l Di�P�n Di�p§a¨f�c¦l `¨l�w�g
`�W�cEw i¥r§l�q§A i	d�i Di�p�q�xER l̈k�e dk :`¨r�x�`
i�C `�x§kEA m�x§A ek :`¨r§l�q i	d�i oi¦r�n oi�xŸ�y©r
Di	z�i x©a�B W	C�w�i `̈l �̀xi¦r§a¦A �i�i m�c�w x©M©A�z�i 
`�xi¦r§a¦A m�`�e fk :`Ed �ii�C x�O�` m�` xFY m�`
Di	W�nEg s	qFi�e Di�p�q�xEt§A wFx§t�i�e `¨a`�q�n
:Di�p�q�xEt§A o�A�C�f�i�e wi	x§R�z�i `¨l m�`�e i�dFl£r
l̈M�n �i�i m�c�w x©a�B m	xg�i i�C `�n�x�g l¨M m�x§A gk

`¨l Di	Y�p�qg�` l�wg	nE `�xi¦r§aE `�W�p�`�n Di¥l i�C
oi�W�cEw W�cFw `�n�x�g l¨M wi	x§R�z�i `¨l�e o©A�C�f�i
o�n m�x�g�Y�i i�C �̀n�x�g l̈M hk :�i�i m�c�w `Ed
l¨k�e l :l	h�w�z�i `̈l�h�w�z�` wi	x§R�z�i `̈l �̀W�p�`
`�p¨li�` i	xi¥R�n `¨r�x�`�c `¨r�x�G�n `¨r�x�`�c `�xŸ�y�r�n
w�x§t�n m�`�e `l :�i�i m�c�w `�W�cEw `Ed �ii�C
:i�dFl£r s	qFi Di	W�nEg Di	xŸ�y©r�O�n x©a�B wFx§t�i
zFg�Y x©a£r�i�C lŸM o`¨r�e oi�xFY xŸ�y£r�n l¨k�e al

`¨l bl :�i�i m�c�w �̀W�cEw i	d�i d�̀ �xiŸ�y£r �̀x�hEg
`¨t¨N�g m�`�e Di�pi¦t§N�g�i `¨l�e Wi¦a§l a�h oi¥A x�T©a�i
`¨l �̀W�cEw i	d�i Di¥tEN�g�e `Ed i	di�e Di�pi¦t§N�g�i

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M
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[ The Last Word [

Aperson might prefer an approach to serving God which he feels

is superior to that which has been demanded of him. For

example, a person might feel that simple tasks can be entrusted to

anyone, whereas he should be involved in loftier matters, such as

the study of Chasidus. On the other hand, another person may argue

that he is not sufficiently worthy to study Chasidus, since his

understanding is not so profound, and that he should be involved

with more simple tasks.

The response to such arguments: “He should not select a good or

a bad one, nor should he offer a substitute for it” (v. 33). The desire

to substitute one’s allotted task for another comes from the evil

inclination (cf. Rambam). Initially it tells him to swap a more menial

task for a loftier one, but it will eventually tell a person to swap a

good task for a bad one. Thus, a person should carry out his allotted

task with dedication, without looking for a substitute.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 527-8)



4 cnscr hj' s     5 grfhi fj:      6 ao fy:     7 fj:     8 ao     9 ao u:     01 scrho hs'fd     11 ehsuahi bd/     21 scrho hs' fv     31 cfuru, bj:     41 scrho hc' ht
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[ AA DD DD II TT II OO NN AA LL LL AA WW SS OOFF CC OO NN SS EE CC RR AA TT II OO NN [

�
25 Every valuation should be made according to (the measurement system which is used for)

sanctified (items), whereby twenty gerahs equal one shekel.

�
26 A firstborn animal must be (sacrificed as) a firstborn to God. Nobody may consecrate it (as a

different offering). Whether it is an ox or sheep, it belongs to God. 

�
27 If (someone consecrates) a non-kosher (species of) animal (as a donation towards the upkeep

of the Temple), he may redeem it by paying the valuation price, plus an additional one fifth. If it

is not redeemed (by the one who consecrated it), it should be sold for the valuation price. 

�
28 However, anything that a man dedicates from any of his possessions as segregated property to

God(’s priests)—whether it be a person, an animal, or part of his inherited field—it may not be

sold, nor should it be redeemed, for all segregated property is most holy to God. 

�
29 (If a person) consecrates (the value of) a person who has been condemned (by the court) to

be put to death, (it is meaningless) and need not be redeemed.

[ RR EE DD EE MM PP TT II OO NN OOFF TT HHEE SS EE CC OO NN DD TT II TT HH EE [

�
30 (The second) tithe of the Land, whether it be from the crops of the Land or the fruit of the tree,

belongs to God. It is holy to God. 

�
31 If a man redeems some of his tithe, he should add one fifth of its value to it.

[ TT HHEE TT II TT HH EE OOFF AA NN II MM AA LL SS [

�
32 (When a person comes to tithe his animals, and they come out from an entrance, one after the

other, the tenth animal) that passes under the rod (will be) the tithe of the cattle or the flock. The

tenth will be holy to God (in that its blood and fats will be offered on the Altar, but a non-priest

may eat the meat). 

�
33 (Despite the fact that sacrifices are generally offered from the best animals) he should not select

a good (unblemished animal) or a bad (blemished) one (for his tithed animal), nor should he

offer a substitute for it. 

ktjrho: )fj( tl fk jro uduw/ bjkeu rcu,hbu cscrha tunrho x,o

jrnho kvesa' unv tbh nehho fk jro chartk kl hvhv
4

' cjrnhfvbho

aphra utnr vrh zv jro kfvi' uhaatnru x,o jrnho kfvbho
5

: kt
hnfr ukt hdtk/ tkt hb,i kfvi/ kscrhvtunr x,o jrnho kfvbho'

npra nert zvcx,o jrnho/ uvtunr x,o jrnho kcse vch,'npra

nert zv cjrnh fvbho' avfk nushoajrnh fvbho thi kvo pshui gs

ahcutu khsfvi' ujrnh dcuv bpsho
6

: fk jro esa esaho vut/ vtunr

x,ojrnho kcse vch, ncht rthv nfti' uvtunrx,o jrnho kfvbho

npra fk jro esaesaho vut kvw' kkns ajrnh fvbho jkho gkesah

esaho ugk esaho ekho' ubu,i kfvi' fnuaabhbu cnxf, grfhi
7

to bsr

bu,isnhvo' uto bscv bu,i t, yuc,v: ntso/ fdui avjrho gcshu

uapju,hu vfbgbho
8

: )fy( fk jro tar hjro uduw/ vhumt khvrdutnr

tjs grfu gkh' kt tnr fkuo
9

: nu, hun,/ vrh vukl knu,' kphfl kt hpsv

thi ku kt snho ukt grl: )k( ufk ngar vtr./ cngar abh vf,uc

nscr: nzrg vtr./ sdi: nprh vg./ ,hrua uhmvr: kvw vut/ ebtu vao

unaukjbu muv kl kgku,uktfk chruakho' fnu abtnr
01

utfk, kpbh vw

tkvhl ngar sdbl ,hrual uduw
11

: )kt( nngaru/ ukt nngar jchru' vpusv

ngar ak jchru thi nuxh; juna/ unv vhtdtuk,u' fsh kv,hru ctfhkv

cfk neuo/ uvngu,hgkv uhtfk chruakho' fnu abtnr ub,,h cfx; uduw
21

:

)kc(,j, vacy/ fact kgari numhti cp,jzv tjr zv' uvgahrh nfv

cacy mcug cxhertkvhu, bhfr avut ngar' fi guavkyktho ugdkho ak

fk abv uabv
31

: hvhv esa/ kherc knzcj snu utnurhu' uvcarbtfk

kcgkho' avrh kt bnbv go atr n,bu,fvubv' ukt nmhbu ahvt caru bh,i

kfvbho: )kd( kt hcer uduw/ kph abtnr ufk ncjr bsrhfo
41

' hfuk hvt

hWar

SEVENTH

READING

MAFTIR



1 cfuru, hs:
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d¤Ń	` cl :l«	`�B�i ` ¬÷ W�cŸ −TÎd�i�d«�i F ²z�xE «n�zE `Ed̄Îd�i «�d�e EP½�xi�n�i

:i« �pi�q x−�d§A l® 	̀ �x�U�i i´ �p§AÎl�` d−�WŸnÎz�` d² �eŸd�i d̄�E¦v xÆ�Ẁ  zŸÀ e§v�O�d

d�WŸn z�i �i�i ci	T©t i�C �̀I�cFT¦R oi¥N�̀  cl :wi	x§R�z�i

:i�pi�q�C `�xEh§A l	`�xŸ�y�i i�p§A z�e§l

curr unumht t,vhpv' ,knus kunr kt hcer chi yuc krg' chi,o chi cgk nuo jkv gkhu esuav' ukt aherccgk nuo' 

tkt htfk c,ur, ngar utxur khdzzukhgcs
1

: jxk, xpr uhert

hWar

w�G�g�z¦p�e w�fg w�fg
gWj pxueho/ gzWt xhni/

xfuo pxueh sxpr uhert anbv ntu, ujnaho u,agv byW; xhni/ ujmhu uvbudg ccar vzc/  uprahu,hu

garv cWt dWs xhni/  uxsrhu fWd uc,ur,u hvdWv huno ukhkv xhni/ uprehu fWz utvhWv gnl utcrfl

xhni: nbhi vp,uju, a,ho ujnaho/ uvx,unu, aav utrcgho/ vfk anbv u,agho prahu, sush 

mWj utsuo xhni:



247 / VAYIKRA - LEVITICUS - PARSHAS BECHUKOSAI 27:33-34

� If he does substitute it, then (both) that one and its substitution become holy. It cannot be

redeemed. 

34 These are the commandments that God commanded Moshe (in the desert*) at Mount Sinai for the

children of Israel. 

The congregation**, followed by the reader, proclaims:

Be strong!  Be strong!  And may we be strengthened!

THE HAFTARAH FOR BECHUKOSAI (& BEHAR-BECHUKOSAI) IS ON PAGE 271.

* See Toras Menachem to 25:1.       **According to Chabad custom, the person called to the Torah also recites chazak chazak venischazeik, in contrast to those authorities who

deem this to be an interruption before the blessing which is said after reading the Torah (Sefer Haminhagim, p. 31; See Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 411; ibid. vol. 25, p. 474ff. See also

Chikrai Minhagim by Rabbi Eliyahu Yochanan Gurary (Oholei Shem, Lubavitch 5759), p. 126ff.).

T O R A S  M E N A C H E M

[ Sparks of Chasidus [

THE END OF THE BOOK OF VAYIKRA

Since “the beginning is wedged in the end, and the end in the

beginning” (Sefer Yetzirah 1:7), we find that the Book of Vayikra,

which begins with the subject of animal sacrifices, ends with the

same topic—the firstborn sacrifice (v. 26), and animal tithes (v. 32-33).

A key distinction between these two types of sacrifice is that the

firstborn are “selected” by God, whereas the animal tithes are

selected by man: “(The tenth animal) that passes under the rod (will

be) the tithe” (v. 32). Thus, by ending the Book of Vayikra with the

subject of animal tithes, the Torah stresses to us the importance of

man’s initiative in Divine service:

God made us in a way that “a person prefers a measure of his own

produce more than nine measures of his fellow’s” (Bava Metziah 38a).

The inner reason for this is so that man can be truly immersed in his

own Divine service, rather than constantly rely on inspiration from

above, thus fulfilling God’s intention that the world be made holy

through the efforts of man.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 17, pp. 332-7)



1. One who vows to give a man’s valuation should give the price written in
scripture [27:2].

2. Not to substitute animals consecrated for holy offerings [27:10].

3. If an animal consecrated for an offering is substituted for another one, both
are consecrated [27:10].

4. One who vows an animal’s valuation should give the price that the priest
values it at [27:11,12].

5. One who vows the valuation of a house should give the value that the priest
values it at, with the addition of one-fifth [27:14].

6. One who vows the valuation of a field should give the value set in scripture
[27:16].

7. Not to substitute consecrated animals from one type of offering to another
[27:26].

8. If one vows a chairem on part of his property, it goes to the priests [27:28].

9. Land put by its owner under chairem is not to be sold, but given to the
priests [27:28].

10. Land under chairem is not to be redeemed [27:28].

11. The tithe of kosher species of animals, to be given every year [27:32].

12. The tithe of animals is not to be sold, but eaten in Jerusalem [27:33].

Parshas Bechukosai ccoonnttaaiinnss  77  ppoossiittiivvee  mmiittzzvvooss aanndd  55  pprroohhiibbiittiioonnss..

I

I
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The person who was called up for Maftir says the following before reading the

Haftarah:

Æ x�g¨A x³�W�` m½¨lFr�d K¤l´�n Æ EpiÆ�d÷�` Æ d�eŸd	i d³�Y�̀  KȨẍA
mí
x�n� «̀ �P�d m−�di�x§ *a
c§a d¬v̈�x	e mi½¦aŸeh mí
̀ i¦a	*p¦A
d´�WŸn *§aE Æ d�xFY©A x³�gFA�d dÀ � eŸd	i d¹�Y�` KE¸x¨A z®�n�`«¤A

:w�c«¤v�e z−�n�̀ «�d i¬�̀ i¦a *	p¦aE F½O©r l´�`�x�Ui*§aE F½C§a©r 

After the Haftarah the following blessings are recited:

l¨M xEv ,m¨lFr�d K¤l �«n Epi«�d÷�` ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,zFxFC�d l¨k§A wi
C©v ,mi
n¨lFr�d
:w�c«¤v�e z�n�̀  ei�ẍa�C l̈M�W ,m�I�w *�nE x¥A�c *�n�d ,d�UŸr	e x�nŸ`�d

x¨a�c	e ,Li«�x¨a�C mip�n�`�p	e ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i `Ed d�Y�` o�n�`�p
l�` i¦M ,m�wi�x aEW�i `÷ xFg�` Li«�x¨a�*C
n c�g�`
o�n�`�P�d l�`�d ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .d�Y«�` o�n�g�x	e o�n�`�p K¤l«�n

:ei�ẍa�C l̈k§A

W¤t« �p z©aE«l£r©l	e ,Epi���«�I�g zi¥a `i
d i¦M oFI¦v l©r m�g�x
,�i	i d�Y�̀  KEẍA .Epi«�n�i§a d�x�d �*n¦A g�O�U� *zE ©ri«
WFY

:�di« �p¨a§A oFI¦v �g« �O�U�n 

zEk§ *l�n *§aE ,L«�C§a©r `i¦a�P�d Ed«�I¦l�`§A ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,Ep«�g *�O�U
,Ep«¥A¦l l�b�i	e `Ÿa�i d�x�d� *n¦A ,L«�gi
W�n ce�C zi¥A
z�` mi
x�g��` cFr El�g	pi `÷	e ,x�f a�W�i `÷ F`�q¦M l©r 
Fx�p d¤A§ki `ø�W ,FN �Y§r«©A�Wp L�W�c�w m�W§a i¦M ,FcFa§M

:ce�C o�b�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l



On fast days end here. On Shabbos (including Shabbos Chol HaMo’ed) continue Ç :

l©r	e mi
`i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r 
d�X�c *�w¦l Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi

:z�x«�̀ §t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�gEp� *n¦l	e 

,K�zF` mi¦k �*ẍa *�nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r 
KEẍA .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L� *n
W K�ẍA�zi

:( – ) z̈A�X�d W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀On Shabbos Chol
HaMo’ed Succos add

miP�n	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui	e

Ç On a Festival, and Shabbos that coincides with a Festival continue here:

mFi l©r	e  (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r

b�g�d z�x«¤v£r ipi
n�W  zFM�Q�d b�g    zFrEa�X�d b�g    zFS�O�d b�g 

d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d
Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x«���`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l ,d�g�n
U *§lE oFU�U§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e
KEx¨A .c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn

:miP�n*	G�d	e l�`�x�Ui(	e z¨A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,�i	i d�Y�̀

Ç On Rosh Hashanah continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a*	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N �Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n aFh mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d oFx¨MG�d
,K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` Epi«�d÷�` �i	i ,lŸM�d l©r .z�x�«`§t
z *§lE cFa¨k§l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l
Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«� �̀d l̈M l©r K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�` KEx¨A .c©r̈l m�I�w	e z�n�`

:oFx¨MG�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e 

Ç On Yom Kippur continue here:

mFi l©r	e (d�G�d z¨A�X�d mFi l©r	e–On Shabbos) mi
̀ i¦a *	P�d l©r	e d�cFa£r�d l©r	e d�xFY�d l©r
�Y«�z�P�W ,d�G�d W�c «Ÿw `�x�w
n mFi l©r	e ,d�G�d oŸe¨r �d z�gi¦l�q mFiÎl©r	e ,d�G�d mi
xER¦M�d
cFäk§l ,d�ẍR©k§ *lE d¨li
g *�n¦l	e d�gi¦l *�q¦l (d�gEp *�n¦l	e d�X�c� *w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«�d÷�` �i	i Ep«¨N
K�ẍA�zi ,K�zF` mi¦k� *ẍa � *nE K¨l mi
cFn Ep�g«�p�` ,Epi«�d÷�` �i	i lŸM�d l©r .z�x«�`§t
z *§lE
KEx¨A .c©r¨l m�I �w	e z�n�` Ep«¥M§l�n L �*ẍa �*cE ,c¤r�e m¨lFr§l ci
n�Y i�g l¨M i¦t§A L *�n
W
xi¦a£r�nE ,l�`�x�Ui zi¥A FO©r zFpF£r©l	e ,Epi«�zFpF£r©l �g«¥lFq	e l�gFn K¤l«�n ,�i	i d�Y�`
z̈A�X�d–On Shabbos) W�C�w�n ,u�x«�`�d l¨M l©r K¤l«�n ,d�p�W	e d�p�W l¨k§A Epi«�zFn� *W�`

:mi
xER¦M�d mFi	e l�`�x�Ui(	e

Shemini Atzeres / Simchas Torah Succos Shavuos Pesach



43:21I formed this nation for Myself. They will declare

My praise. 
22 But you, (children of) Ya’akov, did not call upon Me,

(and rather, you followed other gods). You tired of

serving Me, O Israel, (and ceased). 23 You did not bring Me

sheep for your burnt-offerings nor honor Me with your

(other) sacrifices. I did not burden you with meal-offerings,

(for only a three-finger fistful is offered on the Altar, nor

did I) cause you tremendous effort (to bring a large

amount) of frankincense. 24 (I did not require) you to buy

herbs with (your) money (to offer on the altar) for Me

(since it grew in Jerusalem. But you did not) satisfy Me

with the fat of your sacrifices (because you did not bring

any). Instead you burdened Me with your sins and

wearied Me with your iniquities. 
25 It is I Who wiped away your transgressions (and)

I (Who wipe them away now—not for your righteous-

ness, but) for My sake. I will (erase them completely so

that) I will have no remembrance of your sins.
26 (Perhaps I need to be reminded about some favor that

I owe you, so) remind Me (of your merits) and let us

judge together. (Even if you) state your case (first) you

will (not) win. 
27 Your first father (Adam) sinned (even though He was

formed by My hands), and your spokesmen, (the best in

each generation, on whom you rely to defend you, also)

transgressed against Me. 28 (Therefore), I will profane

(your) holy nobles. I will give (the people of) Ya’akov to

utter destruction and Israel to disgrace (by their

enemies).
44:1 Now listen, My servant Ya’akov, Israel whom I have chosen, (about the good that is to come)! 2 This is what was said by

God, your Maker, your Creator, Who helped you since birth:

Fear not, My servant Ya’akov, the upright people whom I have chosen! 3 Just as I pour water on the thirsty land and liquid

on the parched earth, so too I will pour My good will on your children and My blessing on your offspring. 4 They will sprout

like grass, like willows by streams of water. 5 (The righteous among them) will say: “I am for God”; (the children of the wicked)

will call (themselves) by Ya’akov’s name (so as not to follow in their fathers’ footsteps; the Ba’alei Teshuvah will oblige

themselves to return to God as if, “I am) for God” is written by their hand (as a binding contract); and (the righteous converts)

will call themselves by the name of Israel.
6 This is what was said by God, the King of Israel and its Redeemer, the God of Hosts:

i¬
zŸ̀ Î` «÷	e ak :Ex«¥R�q	i i−
z̈N
d�Y i½¦l i
Y�x´ ©v�i Æ EfÎm©r `k bn
Æ i¦N �z`i³¥a�dÎ` «÷ bk :l«�̀ �x�Ui i−¦A �Y§r¬ �b�iÎi«¦M aŸ ®w£r«�i �z −̀�x�w
Æ LiÆ
Y�c©a¡r�d ` ³÷ ip®�Y�c©A¦k `÷́ Li−�g̈a	fE Li½�z÷Ÿ «r dŸ´�y
i³¦N �ziÆ p�wÎ` «÷ ck :d«�pFa§l¦A Li−
Y§r�bF «d ` ¬÷	e d½�g	p
n§A
Æ ipÆ�Y�c©a¡r«�d KÀ�̀  ip®�zie�x
d `÷́ Li−�g¨a	f a¤l¬�g	e d½ �p�wÆ s�qÆ¤M©a
`E ²d i¬¦kŸp«�` iÆ¦kŸp«�` dk :Li«�zŸpŸe£r«©A ip−�Y§r�bF «d Li½�ze Ÿ̀H�g§A
ip¾�xi¦M	f�d ek :xŸ «M	f�` ` ¬÷ Li−�z Ÿ̀H�g	e i® p£r«�n§l Li−¤r�W§t d¬ �gŸn
Li¬¦a�̀  fk :w«�C§v
Y o©r¬�n§l d−�Y�` x¬ ¥R�q c�g® �i d−�h§t«�Xp
i�x Ÿ´ �y l−¥N�g�`«�e gk :i«¦a Er�W¬ ¨R Li−¤vi¦l�nE `®�h�g oF −W`
x«�d
:mi«¦tECb§l l−�`�x�Ui	e aŸ½w£r«�i Æ m�xÆ�g©l d³ �p�Y�`	e W�cŸ ®w
:F «a i
Y�x¬�g̈A l−�̀ �x�Ui	e i®
C§a©r aŸẃ£r« �i r−�n�W d¬�Y©r	e ` cn
�J®�x	f§r�i o�h−¤A
n ¬L�x¤vŸ «i	e L Ÿ² �yŸr d¬ �eŸd	i xÆ�n�`ÎdŸM a

i³¦M b :F «a i
Y�x¬ �g¨A oE −x�Wi«e aŸ½w£r« �i í
C§a©r Æ `�xi
YÎl�`
Æ i
gEx wŸ ³S�` d®�W¨A�iÎl©r mi−¦l	fF «p	e `½�n¨vÎl©r Æ miÆ�nÎw¨S�`
oi´ ¥a§A E −g�n«¨v	e c :Li«�`¨v�`«¤vÎl©r i−
z¨k�x¦aE L½¤r�x�fÎl©r
d́ �eŸdi«©l Æ x�n Ÿ̀i d³ �f d :mi«�nÎi¥l§aiÎl©r mi−¦a�x£r«©M xi®¦v�g
d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ Fc�i aŸ ³Y§ki dÀ �f	e aŸ ®w£r« �iÎm«�W§a `́�x�wi d− �f	e ip½�`
l² �̀ �x�UiÎK¤l«�n d¯�eŸd	i xÆ�n�`ÎdŸ «M e :d« �P©k	i l−�`�x�Ui m¬�W§aE

trehu  - ,urypv // 252

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS VAYIKRA

Both the Parsha and the Haftarah speak of sacrificial worship. The

Parsha introduces a number of basic sacrificial rites, whereas the Haftarah

criticizes the Jewish people for their abandonment of sacrificial worship.

Chasidic thought stresses a positive connection between the Parsha

and Haftarah. At the opening of the Parsha (“He called [vayikra] to

Moshe”) the unusual term vayikra expresses affection (Rashi). Likewise,

the Haftarah’s opening highlights God’s profound love of Israel, that the

Jewish people are intrinsically bound with God by virtue of the fact that

“I formed this nation for Myself.”

Note further that the verse does not employ the usual expression,

“I created...” but rather, “I formed this nation for Myself,” suggesting that

God’s love for the Jewish people is not merely a distant soul-connection,

�

[ VAYIKRA / `xwie [

(Isaiah 43:21 – 44:23)

Jewish

people

formed for

God

Failure to

serve God

properly

The

Redemp-

tion is to

come



I am the first (preceding the world) and the last (Who

will continue after the world has ended). There is no god

besides Me! 
7 Who can declare and say that he is like Me? (Who)

can relate and specify (before) Me (all that happened)

since I placed the people of the world (upon the earth,

until now)? Let them tell the things which are soon to

come, and the things which are to come in the distant

future, (to prove their words).
8 Do not fear (other gods), and do not be frightened!

Did I not tell you and relate to you back then (at Mount

Sinai that there is no other god besides Me)? You are My

witnesses (to this fact, as I opened up the seven heavens

and showed you that there is no other god). Is there any

god beside Me? There is no power without My

knowledge (because all power comes from Me)! 
9 (The craftsmen) who make idols are worthless (since

their work is worthless), and (the idols) that they treasure

have no purpose. The (idols) themselves bear witness

(to their own uselessness), since they do not see or think,

(so how could they help others? Their testimony will

cause those who make them) to be ashamed. 
10 Who (in his stupidity makes) a god, or casts a statue

that has no benefit? 11 Indeed, all their followers will be

ashamed, for the craftsmen (who made the idols) are

(mere) men, (so how could they possibly make a god?

The craftsmen and idol-worshipers) will all assemble

and attempt (to fathom what they have done) and they

will all be frightened (of God), and ashamed (of what

they did).
12 The ironsmith makes a saw. He makes it with coals

and forms it with a hammer. He makes it with all the

strength in his arms. Even if he is hungry and weak,

even if he has not drunk water and is weary (he does not

abandon his work, since he desires it so much). 
13 (Then) the woodworker measures (his wood) with a ruler, marks it with ink (then cuts what he measured) and shapes it

(nicely) with a plane. He draws (designs on it with) a compass and shapes it like a man. It has man’s beauty (surpassing that

of all animals). Yet it stays at home (and cannot move). 
14 (Another person goes out to the forest and) cuts cedars for himself (to make the idol. Others use) pines and oaks (which

have more beauty, but since they are not as strong as cedars) he strengthens them with (stronger) wood. 

(Some go even further) planting firs (especially to make idols, and then wait until) the rain makes them grow (yet even those

firs get rain from God Who will hold the idol sculptors accountable. 15 Some of the wood is burned) by the man as fuel; (some

of it) he takes to warm himself; (some of it) to light (the ovens) and bake bread; (and with some of it) he makes an idol and

bows down to it, and fashions an image and worships it. 16 He burns part of (the wood) in the fire, and with part of it he eats

meat. He makes a roast and is satisfied. He warms himself and says, “Ah, I have warmed myself)! And I have enjoyed looking
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but an all-encompassing bond with the precise form of each and every

Jewish person, including all aspects of the person’s physical and

psychological makeup.  

Furthermore, the fact that the verse states categorically, “I formed

this nation for Myself,” without any further qualification, indicates that

this affectionate bond exists unconditionally, regardless of a person’s

spiritual standing.

This insight also clarifies a difficulty with the second part of the verse,

“They will declare My praise.” At first glance, the voice of certainty here

(“they will declare”) seems misplaced: How could we be sure that the
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at the glow (of the fire)!” 17 Then, with the rest (of the

wood) he makes a god, an idol for himself! He worships

it, bows down to it, and prays to it. He says, “Save me,

for you are my god!” 
18 They do not realize or understand, for (the evil

inclination has) closed their eyes from seeing, and their

hearts from understanding. 19 (The idol-worshiper) does

not contemplate (what he is doing). He does not have

the wisdom and understanding to say, “I burned part in

the fire, and I baked bread on its coals. I roasted meat

and ate. Shall I make an abomination (to God) from

what is left, and bow down to a piece of wood?” 20 His

deluded heart led him astray (to accept as his) leader

(something that eventually becomes) ashes. (Neither

does the craftsmen who formed an idol) save his soul

and say to himself, “(What I made with) my right hand is

a fake (god, because I made it myself)!”
21 (Even if the nations will worship idols) remember

these words, O Ya’akov (and do not follow after them),

for you are My servant, O Israel! I created you (to be My)

servant, (therefore) you, Israel, do not forget Me!
22 I have wiped away your sins like a cloud and your

transgressions like mist. Return to Me, for I have

redeemed you! 23 Sing, O heavens, for God has done

(what He is destined to do, to redeem Israel)! Shout, depths of the earth! Mountains, burst out in song, forests and all your

trees! For God has redeemed Ya’akov, and by Israel’s redemption He will be glorified by all.
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(Jeremiah 7:21 - 8:3.  Ibid. 9:22-23)

7:21The God of Hosts, Almighty God of Israel, says:

“(Instead of making completely) burnt-offerings,

add to your other sacrifices (from which you are able to)

eat the meat, (because the burnt-offerings are not

pleasing God in any case, so why lose the meat)? 22 For

I did not speak to your ancestors and command them

m² ¤ki�zF «lŸr l®�`�x�Ui i´�d÷�` zF −̀ ä§v d¬ �eŸd	i x² �n�` dŸ ¬M `k f
i
Y�x³©A
cÎ` «÷ i¦MÂ ak :xŸ«�y¨a E ¬l§k
`	e m−¤ki�g§afÎl©r E ¬t�q
[‡k `ived] i¬
̀ i¦vFd mF²i§A mi½
ziE¦v `÷́	e Æ m¤ki�zF «a�`Îz�`

Jewish people will indeed succeed in praising God? However, based on

the above, we can appreciate that the very fact that God formed the

Jewish people in a manner that they are intrinsically connected with Him

means that the very existence of Jewish people, throughout their long

and difficult history, is itself a praise of God.  This is especially true in our

post-Holocaust generation where every single Jew is, quite literally, a

living miracle that “declares the praise” of God. (Sichas Shabbos Parshas

Vayikra 5750).

After this positive introduction, the Haftarah turns to rebuke the Jewish

people for their sins and improper worship (43:22-28). Nevertheless, a

glimpse of a brighter future is offered, when God will bestow abundant

blessings (44:1-5). God declares His own unique greatness (6-7), and the

vanity of all other gods (8-11). 

To reinforce this message, the prophet mocks the absurd notion that

man can manufacture his own god with a satirical description of how

various craftsmen construct an idol (9-20). The Haftarah concludes with

a warning to Israel not to follow after idols, a call for repentance and

promises of forgiveness and redemption (21-22).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS TZAV

In continuation of the laws of sacrifices detailed in the Parsha, this

Haftarah contains a rebuke to the Jewish people for abusing the
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about burnt-offerings and (other) sacrifices when I took

them out of the land of Egypt, (so this is clearly not the

main reason why I took them out).
23 “Rather, this is what I commanded them, saying,

‘Listen to My voice (and obey Me)! I will be your God

and you will be My people. Follow the path I command-

ed you, so things will go well for you.’
24 “But they did not listen or pay attention. Rather, they

acted upon their own desires, whatever their evil hearts

saw fit. (Every day,) they went backwards, not forwards

(in their Divine service), 25 from the day your ancestors

left the land of Egypt, to this day. I sent them all My

servants, the prophets—every day I would prepare early

and send. 26 But they did not listen to Me or pay

attention. They stiffened their necks and acted worse

than their ancestors.
27 “You (Yirmiyahu) will speak all these words to them,

but they will not listen to you. When you call out to

them, they will not answer you. 28 (Then) you will say to

them, ‘(It is as if) this is a nation which did not hear the

voice of God, your Almighty God, (at Mount Sinai) and

(as if it never) learned a lesson. Faith (in God) is lost

(from their hearts), cut off from their mouths.’”
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29 “Tear out your hair and throw it away! Raise (your

voice in) a lament on the high places, for God has

become disgusted and he has abandoned the generation

that angered Him. 30 For the men of Yehudah have done

what is evil in My eyes,” says God. “They have put their

abominations in this House which bears My Name, to

defile it. 31 They have built “drumming” altars in the Ben

Hinom Valley to burn their sons and daughters in fire,

(while the drums are sounded to drown out the child's

last cries). I never commanded this (activity in My wor-

ship), and it never occurred to Me (to ask for such a thing).
32 “Therefore, days are coming,” says God, “when peo-

ple will not speak of “drumming (altars)” or the Ben

Hinom Valley, but of the Valley of Slaughter. People will

be buried at the “drumming (altars)” until no room is left.
33 The carcasses of this people (for whom there is no room

to bury) will be food for the birds of the sky and the

beasts on earth, and no one will scare them away. 34 I will

banish the voice of rejoicing and the voice of joy, the
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Chabad communities omit the following and continue below:

privileges of sacrificial worship (7:21-22). A harsh criticism follows, in

which the Jewish people are chastised for being disobedient (23-28). In

the following section (omitted by Chabad communities), the nation is

warned of impending doom for their sins of placing abominations in the

Temple, child sacrifices, and worshiping heavenly bodies (7:29-8:3). The

concluding passage is a call for true Divine worship (9:22-23).
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voice of the brides and grooms from the cities of Yehudah

and the streets of Jerusalem, for the land will be desolate. 
8:1 “At that time,” says God, “the bones of the kings of

Yehudah, the bones of its nobles, the bones of its (idol-

worshiping) priests, the bones of its (false) prophets, and

bones of the (other) inhabitants of Jerusalem will be

exhumed from their graves (by their enemies, as they

search for plunder. 2 The bones) will be spread out

under the sun, the moon, and the entire constellation of

the skies, which they loved (as gods), which they

worshiped, which they followed after, which they sought

out, and to which they prostrated themselves. (The

bones) will not be gathered (back into the grave), they

will not be buried. They will be like dung on the earth. 
3 “For whoever is left of this evil clan, death will be

preferable to life in all the places that they remain; from

wherever I have cast them (their exile will excruciating),”

says the God of Hosts.
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9:22 God says, “The wise man should not praise himself

because of his wisdom, the strong man because of his

strength, nor the rich man because of his money (for it

would not save or benefit any of them). 23 Rather, if a

person wishes to praise himself, let it be with this:

through understanding and knowing Me, that I am God

(and there is none besides Me); that (I am the One) who

acts kindly (to those who keep my mitzvos), justly (to

punish the wicked), and righteously on earth (to accept

penitents, and wipe away their due punishments)—for I

desire (to do) all these things (to give people what they deserve),” says God.
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All communities conclude:

6:1D avid gathered thirty thousand selected men of

Israel, in addition (to those who had gathered to

him after his appointment as King). 2 He proceeded with

all his troops from Ba’alei Yehudah (where they had

mi¬
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(II Samuel 6:1 - 7:17)

9:22-23. wudu I,¨n�f¨j�C o�f¨j k�K©v§,°h k©t—The wise man should not

praise himself because of his wisdom, etc. At first glance, verses 22-23

appear to suggest that a person should not be proud of 1.) his wisdom,

2.) his strength or 3.) wealth, but only of 4.) his knowledge of God. In truth,

however, the fourth quality elevates the prior three, i.e. his awareness of

God permeates and sanctifies his wisdom, strength and wealth so that he

may now be proud of them. Likewise, when we read, “Charm is deceitful

and beauty is vain, but a woman who fears God shall be praised” (Prov.

31:30), the lesson is that when a woman fears God, her charm and

beauty then become praiseworthy (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Eikev 5748).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS SHEMINI

This Haftarah relates the untimely passing of Uzzah which occurred

during the transportation of the Ark to Jerusalem, similar to the passing

�
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gathered) to bring up from there the Ark of God, which

was called by a (special) name. (It was called), “The

Name of the God of Hosts, enthroned on the Cherubs.” 
3 They placed the Ark of God on a new wagon and

(the cattle which pulled the wagon) carried it from Bais

Avinadav in Givah. Avinadav’s sons, Uzzah and Achyo,

led (the cattle which drove) the new wagon. 4 The

(wagon) carried the Ark of God from Bais Avinadav in

Givah. Achyo walked in front of the Ark (and Uzzah to

the side of the Ark). 5 David and all Israel played before

(the Ark of) God on all sorts of cypress-wood instru-

ments: lyres, harps, drums, castanets, and cymbals.
6 When they arrived at Goren-Nachon, Uzzah reached

out to the Ark of God and grabbed it, because (being on

the side, he noticed that) the oxen had slipped (and he

thought that the Ark would fall off the wagon). 
7 God became angry at Uzzah (for his lack of faith in

thinking that the Ark would fall), and God struck him for

(inadvertently) forgetting (that it was God’s Ark) and he

died there, (next to) the Ark of God. 
8 David was upset (with himself) because of God’s

outburst against Uzzah, and he called the place Peretz-

Uzzah (“the breach of Uzzah,” as it is known) to this day.
9 David feared God(’s Ark) that day, and he said (to

himself), “How can God’s Ark come (safely) with me

(since it is so holy? How can I possibly look after it

properly?)” 10 So David did not want to bring the Ark of

God to his (place) in the City of David, and he made a

detour to the house of Ovaid Edom the Gittite. 
11 The Ark of God was delayed there for three months,

and God blessed Ovaid Edom and his entire household.
12 Then King David was informed, “God has blessed

the household of Ovaid Edom and everything he owns

(in an unprecedented manner) because of the Ark of

God (which is in his house).” Then, David proceeded

joyfully from the house of Ovaid Edom with the Ark of

God, towards the City of David. 
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of Nadav and Avihu in the Parsha, that occurred during the dedication of

the Tabernacle.

Chasidic thought stresses that the Parsha and the Haftarah both share

the theme of joy. The eighth day of inauguration, after which the Parsha

takes its name, is described by the Talmud as “a joyous day before God”

(Megilah 10b), and the Parsha also relates how the people “sang praises”

(Vayikra 9:24) when the inauguration was complete. Likewise, the

Haftarah relates how King David “danced joyfully with all his strength

before God” (6:14) and was “leaping and dancing before God” (ibid.

16)—an example which Rambam recommends should be emulated by all

Jews (end of Laws of Lulav; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shemini 5748, note 82).

The Haftarah relates events that occurred after King David’s

coronation, conquest of Jerusalem and victory against the Philistines

(I Samuel ch. 5). David now perceived it as the opportune moment to

bring up the Holy Ark to Jerusalem from Bais Avinadav, where it had

been safeguarded since the times of Shmuel. 

The initial procession is tragically interrupted by the death of Uzzah,

who attempted to grab the Ark when he feared it was going to fall,

forgetting that God’s Ark did not need such assistance. David took

personal responsibility for what had occurred, and was no longer willing

to continue the procession (6:1-11). After three months, the transporta-

tion of the Ark is resumed, and this time the destination is reached

successfully, amid national celebration (12-19).

According to Ashkenazic custom, the Haftarah then continues to relate

a criticism leveled by Sha’ul’s daughter, Michal, against David for dancing

in a fervent manner which, she felt, was not befitting the King. David
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13 Each time the men carrying the Ark of God took six

paces, he sacrificed an ox and a fattened ox. 14 David

danced joyfully with all his strength before God, dressed

in a linen apron. 15 He proceeded with bringing up the

Ark of God, along with the entire House of Israel, with

(horn) blasts and the sound of the shofar.
16 When the Ark of God arrived at the City of David,

Sha’ul’s daughter, Michal, was gazing out the window.

She saw (her husband) King David leaping and dancing

before God; she looked upon him with contempt

(because she felt that it was not appropriate for the King

to dance, and certainly not in front of the Ark).
17 They brought the Ark of God and set it in its place in

the tent which David had pitched. Then David offered

burnt-offerings and peace-offerings before God. 
18 When David finished bringing the burnt-offerings

and peace-offerings, he blessed the people in the Name

of the God of Hosts. 19 He distributed to all the people,

to the whole crowd of Israel, men and women: a loaf of

bread, a (generous) portion of good meat, and a bottle

of wine, (after which) everyone went home.
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Chabad and Sefardic communities conclude here.  Ashkenazic communities continue: 

20 David then returned to bless his household, and

Sha’ul’s daughter Michal went out to meet him. “What

an honorable day it was,” she said (cynically), “when the

King of Israel  exposed (some of his body while dancing)

in the sight of his servants’ maids, just like a simpleton.” 
21 “(We were dancing) before God,” David said to

Michal, “who chose me over your father and his entire

house to appoint me as ruler over God’s people Israel.

(Therefore) I will rejoice before God! 22 (If) I would have

lowered myself even further, and become humble in my

own eyes (to dispense with my honor), then I would be

(even more) honored among the maids which you

mentioned.” 
23 (For the sin of insulting King David), Michal, Sha’ul’s

daughter, had no child to the day of her death. 
7:1 What happened was, as the King was sitting in his

palace after God had given him peace from all his

enemies surrounding him, 2 the King said to Nasan the

prophet: “See now!  I live in a cedar palace (fit for my

honor), but God’s Ark is sitting in a (mere) tent!” 
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brushes her words aside, arguing that he was not ashamed of dancing in

God’s honor, and that she should remember that it was David who was

appointed as King, and not Sha'ul, her father! As a punishment, Michal

remains barren all her days (20-23). 

This is followed by a further chapter, in which David desires to make a

permanent home for the Ark, a request which is denied by God, and

postponed instead for one of David’s sons (7:1-17).

6:21. Qh�c¨t¥n h�C r©j�C r¤J£t—Who chose me over your father. At first

glance, this statement of David appears to be unnecessary. One can

appreciate his difference of opinion with Michal regarding the appropri-

ateness of exuberant dancing, but what was David’s purpose in stressing

God’s preference for himself over Sha’ul?

It could be argued, however, that with this statement David was

explaining why he deemed fervent dancing to be so important. Sha’ul
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3 Nathan said to the king, “Go and do whatever you

have in your heart, for God is with you.” 
4 That night, God’s word came to Nasan, saying, 5 “Go

and inform My servant David, ‘This is what God says,

“(Are you not happy with all the good I have done for you

that) you (want to) build Me a house to live in? 6 I have

not resided in a house from the day I brought the

Children of Israel out of Egypt to this day, and I have

moved around in a Tent and a Tabernacle (and you want

to change that)? 7 In all my travels among all the Jewish

people, have I ever spoken to any of the judges of Israel

whom I commanded to look after My people Israel,

saying, ‘Why have you not built Me a house of  cedar?’”’ 
8 “Now say this to My servant David, ‘This is what the

God of Hosts says, “(Have I not done enough for you

already?) I have taken you from the sheep pen, from

(following) after the sheep, to be leader over My people

Israel. 9 I was with you wherever you went and I

eliminated all your enemies before you. I made your

name great, like the name of the greatest men on earth.
10 (In your days) I will make a place for My people Israel,

and I will plant them firmly. They will remain secure and

will not be disturbed any more. Evil people will no

longer oppress them, as they did initially, 11 before the

day I commanded the judges about My people Israel. I

gave you peace from all your enemies and God told you

that He would establish a (royal) house for you (and

your descendants—and you are still not satisfied!)
12 “‘“When your days are complete and you lie with

your fathers, I will raise up your descendants that follow

you, (one) who comes from your loins, and I will estab-

lish his kingdom. 13 He will build a house for My Name,

and I will establish his royal throne forever. 14 I will be a

(like) father to him, and he will be a (like) son to Me, (in

that) I will rebuke (him) with the rod of men and the

plagues of mortals when he sins. 
15 “But my kindness will not depart from him as I

withdrew it from Sha’ul, whom I removed before you

(due to his sins). 16 Your house and your sovereignty will

remain before you forever; your throne will be firmly

established forever.”’” 
17 Nasan told all these words and all this vision to

David.
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was stripped of the monarchy, since he failed to eradicate the nation of

Amalek completely, and this was because his commitment to Divine

instruction had been compromised by his own reason and logic (see

Haftarah to Parshas Zachor). David thus stressed that it was for this very

God’s

response



4:42Aman came from Ba’al Shalishah and he brought

bread from the first harvest to (Elisha) the man

of God—twenty loaves of barley bread and fresh grain

(still) in its husks, in a sack. 

(Elisha) said, “Give it to the people to eat.”
43 His servant asked, “How can I give this to a hundred

men? (It’s simply not enough).” 

(Elisha) said, “Give it to the people to eat, for God

said, ‘They will eat and have (food) left over!’”
44 He placed (the food) before them and they ate.

There was (food) left over, just as God had said.

5:1Na’aman, commander of the King of Aram’s

army, was respected by his master and greatly

honored (by the people), for God had granted victory to

Aram through him. He was strong (and was willing to

fight at any time, but he was unable to do so because)

he was a tzara’as sufferer. 
2 When the Aramites had gone out in raiding parties,

they had captured a young girl from the Land of Israel,

who became Na’aman’s wife’s (servant). 3 She told her

mistress, “If my master’s request will be brought before

the prophet in Shomron, then he will cure him of his

tzara’as.”
4 He (Na’aman) went and told his master (the King),

saying, “The girl from the land of Israel told me

this…etc.”
5 The King of Aram replied, “Go and approach (the

prophet). I will send a letter to the King of Israel (telling

him to instruct the prophet to cure you).” 

Na’aman left, taking ten talents of silver, six thousand

gold shekels, and ten items of clothing with him (as a gift

for the prophet).
6 He brought the letter to the King of Israel, which

read, “When this letter reaches you, know that I have

sent my servant Na’aman to you, that you should heal him of his tzara’as,” (thinking that the King would understand for

himself that he should instruct the prophet to heal Na’aman). 7 But when the King of Israel read the letter (the prophet did not

even enter his mind, since he did not really believe in the prophet, and thought that the King of Aram was asking him to heal

Na’aman himself), he rent his clothes (in fright) and said: “Am I God Who can kill or restore to life, that he sends someone to
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reason that he had been dancing so fervently, to demonstrate that his

commitment to God was not bound by his own logic, but was based on

the pure acceptance of Divine authority (Likutei Sichos vol. 1, p. 228, 230).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS TAZRIA

This Haftarah relates the miraculous healing of Na’aman’s tzara’as, in

connection with the laws of tzara'as delineated in the Parsha.

The Haftarah relates two miracles performed by Elisha, a prophet

living in the northern kingdom during the reign of King Yehoram (9th

century B.C.E). In the first miracle, Elisha is offered a sack of twenty

bread-rolls, but he declines, saying that it should be offered to the crowd

of one hundred men. While the suggestion appears ludicrous, as there

does not appear to be enough food, Elisha’s word is nevertheless fulfilled

and, miraculously, there is even food left over (4:42-44).
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(II Kings 4:42 – 5:19)
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me to cure him of his tzara’as? He is obviously seeking

a pretext (to come and fight) against me!”
8 When Elisha, the man of God, heard that the King of

Israel had rent his clothes, he sent (a messenger) to the

King, saying: “Why have you rent your clothes? Let him

(Na’aman) come to me, and he will know that there is a

prophet in Israel!”
9 Na’aman came with his horses and chariots and

stood at the door of Elisha’s house. 10 Elisha sent (a

messenger) to tell him, “Go and wash in the Jordan

seven times, and your (healthy) skin will be restored to

you, and you will be ritually pure.”
11 Na’aman became angry and walked off. “Here I was

thinking that he’ll come out (in my honor), stand (before

me respectfully), and (in order to cure me) he’ll call out

in the name of God, his God, and he’ll wave his hand

towards the (afflicted) area and (I,) the tzara’as sufferer,

would (miraculously) be healed! 12 Aren’t Amanah and

Parpar, the rivers of Damascus, better than all the waters

of Israel! I (am always) wash(ing) there, and yet am

I pure (of tzara’as)?” He turned away and left in anger.
13 His servants approached him and spoke to him.

They said, “Sir, if the prophet had told you to do

something difficult, wouldn’t you have done it? All the

more so when he tells you (an easy thing), ‘Wash and

become pure,’ (you should listen)?”
14 (Na’aman) went and immersed himself seven times

in the Jordan, as the man of God had told him. His skin

returned to be like the skin of a young child, and he was

pure (of tzara’as).
15 (Na’aman) returned to the man of God—both he

and all his entourage—and came and stood before him.

(Na’aman) said, “Now I know that there is no God in the

whole world other than in Israel. Now, please accept a

gift from your servant.”
16 (Elisha) replied, “By the living God, before Whom I

(regularly) stand (in prayer), I cannot accept (any gift)!” 

(Na’aman) begged (Elisha) to take (something), but he

refused.17 Na’aman said, “At least let your servant be

given two mule-loads of earth (from the Holy Land, to

build an Altar), for your servant will no longer offer burnt-

offerings or sacrifices to other gods, but only to God!” 
18 “May your servant please (ask God) to forgive me

though for this (one) thing: When my master (the King) goes to the temple of Rimon to bow down there, (his bowing) coerces
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The second miracle centers around Na’aman, the commander of

Aram’s army, a tzara’as sufferer who receives news of Elisha’s healing

powers (5:1-3). Na’aman approaches the King of Israel with a formal

letter from the King of Aram, but the move is misunderstood—the King

of Israel presumes that this is the pretense of an imminent attack, and he

rents his clothes (4-7). Elisha hears of this and offers his services, and

Na’aman soon arrives (8-9). However, Elisha does not even come to the

door to greet Na’aman, and merely sends a message that he should bathe

in the Jordan (10). Although initially outraged, Na’aman is pressured by

his servants to listen to Elisha’s advice, and he is cured (11–14). Na’aman
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me to bow down too in the temple of Rimon. May God

please forgive your servant for this, for bowing down in

the temple of Rimon.”
19 (Elisha) told him, “Go in peace,” and (Na’aman)

traveled away from him some distance.
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7:3There were four men, tzara’as sufferers, (sitting) at

the (city) gate. 

They said to each other, “Why are we sitting here until

we die (of hunger)? 4 If we decide, ‘Let’s go into the city,’

we’ll die there, with the famine in town. And if we sit

here, we’ll (certainly) die! So let’s turn to the Aramean

camp. If they let us live, we’ll live, and if they kill us, (we

won’t lose because) we’ll die (here in any case)!” 5 So

they set out in the evening for the Aramean camp.

When they came to the edge of the Aramean camp,

there was no one there, 6 (because) God had caused the

Aramean camp to (imagine that they) heard the sound

of chariots and horses, the sound of a great army. (The

Arameans) said to each other, “Look! The King of Israel

has hired the Chitite kings and the Egyptian kings to

attack us (and it is their sound we are hearing)!” 7 They

got going and fled in the evening, abandoning their

tents, horses, and donkeys. (They left) the camp as it

was and fled for their lives.
8 When these tzara’as sufferers came to the edge of

the camp, they entered one of the tents. They ate and

drank, and carried away silver, gold, and clothing from

there. Then they went and hid it, came back, entered

another tent, carried away (its contents) from there, and

hid it (again).
9 They said to each other, “We’re not doing the right

thing! Today is a day of good news, and we’re being
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(II Kings 7:3-20)

returns to Elisha offering gifts, but Elisha declines (15-16). Finally,

Na’aman seeks Elisha’s advice in spiritual matters, pledging allegiance to

monotheism (17-19).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS METZORA

This Haftarah relates the account of “four tzara’as sufferers,” in

connection with the Parsha which discusses the purification from tzara’as.

The Haftarah takes place during the siege of Shomron (Samaria) by

King Ben-Hadad of Aram, which caused a terrible famine, even bringing

people to cannibalism (II Kings 6:24-29). The King blames Elisha, who in

the past had averted famine with his prayers, but Elisha states calmly—

to the disbelief of the King’s messenger—that food will be freely available

“at this time tomorrow” (6:30-7:3). 

Against this backdrop, the Haftarah begins. We read of four starving

tzara’as sufferers quarantined outside the city, who defect to the Aramean

camp. To their immense surprise, they find the Aramean camp deserted,

“(because) God had caused the Aramean camp to (imagine that they)

heard...the sound of a great army...and fled” (7:3-7). The tzara’as

sufferers seize the moment to rejoice, looting silver and gold (8), but

realizing the consequences of hiding this good news from the King, they
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silent. If we wait until daybreak, (the King will find out

about it through other sources) and we’ll be guilty (in his

eyes of withholding good news). Let’s go and inform the

King’s palace.”
10 When they arrived they called out to the city’s

gatekeeper and told him, “We entered the Aramean

camp and—look!—there was not a person or a sound

there; only horses tied up, donkeys tied up, and tents,

just as they were.”
11 The city gatekeepers called (the gatekeepers of the

King’s palace) who informed the King’s household

within.
12 The King got up in the night and said to his servants,

“Now I’ll tell you what Aram (is plotting) to do to us.

They know that we’re starving, so they’ve left their camp

and hidden in the fields, saying, ‘When (the Jews) will

leave the town (looking for food), we’ll take them alive

and enter the town.’”
13 One of his servants responded, saying, “Let us take

five of the horses which are still here (to investigate. Their

rider’s lives are in danger anyway) like the masses of

Jewish people who remain here (and even if they die a

bit sooner they will be like) the masses of Jewish people

who have (already) perished. So let us send (the riders)

and see (what happens).”
14 (Because of the danger) they took (just) two

horsemen. The King sent them out to the Aramean

camp, saying, “Go and investigate.” 15 They followed (the

Arameans) to the Jordan, and—look!—the whole road

was filled with clothing and utensils which the Arameans

had thrown away in their haste (so they could flee

quickly). 

The messengers returned and reported back to the

King, 16 and the people went out and plundered the

Aramean camp. 

(Then)—as (Elisha, the man of) God had predicted—a

se’ah of fine flour went for a shekel, and two se’ahs of

barley (also went) for a shekel. 
17 The King put the official, on whom he had relied, in

charge of the gate. The people trampled him to death at

the gate, just as (Elisha) the man of God had said when

the King came to him and (Elisha) spoke (with the

official). 
18 For when the man of God told the King, “Two se’ahs

of barley will go for a shekel, and a se’ah of fine flour will

go for a shekel tomorrow at the gate of Shomron,” 19 the official answered the man of God, “Even if God made windows in

the sky, could such a thing happen?” and (Elisha) responded, “You will see it with your eyes, but you will not eat any of it.”
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return to the city and inform the palace of what had happened (9-11).

The King, however, perceives the whole affair as a conspiracy, thinking

that the Arameans would surely ambush the Jewish people when they

came out to the “deserted” camp, so he sends two horsemen to

investigate (12-14). The report is soon confirmed, and Elisha’s

astonishing prediction thus corroborated (15-16). As a final twist to the
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20 And so it happened to him (as Elisha, the man of

God had said): the people trampled him at the gate, and

he died.
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story, the King’s messenger who initially dismissed Elisha’s prediction is

trampled to death, fulfilling the prophet’s words, “You will see it with your

eyes, but you will not eat any of it” (17-20).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS ACHAREI

This Haftarah contains God’s rebuke to the Jewish people for acting

like the non-Jewish nations, similar to that found in the Parsha (18:3;28).

Amos, the author of the Haftarah, lived in the mid-eighth century

B.C.E. in Tekoa, five miles to the south of Bethlehem. The predominant

theme of his prophecies is morality and Divine justice. He was killed by

King Uzziah, who struck him on the forehead with a glowing iron (Seder

Hadoros). (The Haftarah of Parshas Vayeishev is also taken from Amos.)

The Haftarah, taken from the concluding chapter of the Book of Amos,

contains a message of comfort. After a brief introduction in which the

prophet criticizes the Jewish people for their sins, and threatens Divine

retribution (7-8), the mood shifts swiftly to one of hope and promise. We

are consoled that God will not wipe out the Jewish people entirely (8-10),

that the Davidic monarchy will be re-established (11-12), and that the

remnant will return and the land will yield abundantly (13-15).

11. ,�k�p«B©v sh°u¨S ,�Fªx—David’s fallen succah. In the current times,

just before the coming of Mashiach, charity is the main method of serving

God. As our Sages, of blessed memory, said, “Israel will be redeemed

�

9:7 “O children of Israel,” says God, “you are to Me

like the (loyal) children of Cush (who serve

their masters for life). For I (only) took Israel out from

Egypt (to serve Me), but (I did not take) the Philistines

from Kaftor, nor Aram from Kir.”
8 “But (since you sinned,) the eyes of God Almighty

are upon the sinful kingdom (of Efrayim), and I will wipe

it off the face of the earth! But I will not completely

destroy the House of Ya’akov,” says God, (“I will only

destroy the monarchy of Efrayim.”) 9 For I am going to

issue a command, and I will exile the House of Israel

among all the nations! (But the righteous will persevere)

just as a pebble shakes back and forth in a sieve but does

not fall to the ground. 10 All the sinners of My people

who say, “No evil will approach or come to us quickly,”

(because they deny the principle of reward and

punishment) will die at the sword (of the nations, but the

righteous will persevere).”
11 “On that day (when the wicked are punished), I will

erect David’s fallen succah (i.e. the fallen Davidic

monarchy). I will build its broken walls (caused by the

split into two kingdoms), erect its ruined (status during

exile), and rebuild it as (it was) in former times. 12 (The

monarchy will be such) that (the Jewish people), who

are called by My Name (‘the people of God’) will inherit

the remaining (peoples) of Edom and all the other nations (to be their servants),” says God, who will carry out this (promise).
13 “Look! Days are coming,” says God, “when the plowman (will be so busy with the large amount of crops that he continues

plowing up to the time of reaping, so that he) meets up with the reaper. The treader of grapes (will be so busy with the large
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(Amos 9:7-15)

Chabad and Ashkenazic communities read the following Haftarah [Sefardic communities read the Ashkenazic Haftarah of Kedoshim, page 267]:
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volume of grapes, that he meets) with the seed carrier

(who is going to plant the new crop. So many grapes will

grow on the mountains that) wine will drip from the

mountains and (there will be such an abundance of food

that it will appear as if) the hills have melted (forming oil

and milk).” 
14 “I will then pacify the exiles of Israel, My people.

They will rebuild the cities (that were) destroyed (during

the exile) and inhabit them (forever). They will plant

vineyards and (they alone will) drink their wine. They

will cultivate gardens and eat their fruits. 15 I will plant

them on their land (with firm roots, like a tree, and) they will never again be uprooted from the land that I have given them,”

says God, your God.
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20:2T he word of God came to me, saying, 3 “Son of

Man, speak to the elders of Israel and say to

them, ‘This is what God Almighty says: “Have you come

to petition Me (in prayer, to save Jerusalem)? As I live,”

says God Almighty, “I will not let you petition Me!”’”
4 “If you (need to) debate with them (to prove that I am

the One) Who passes judgment on man, (then) inform

them of their ancestors’ abominations (in addition to

their own sins)! 5 Say to them, ‘This is what God

Almighty says, “When I chose Israel (at the time they

were in Egypt), I raised My hand (and took an oath) to

the descendants of Ya’akov’s house and I revealed

Myself to them in the land of Egypt (by bringing the

Divine Presence upon Aharon). I raised My hand (and

swore to them), saying, “I am God your God (who

guides you personally).” 6 On that day I (also) lifted My

hand (and swore) to take them out of the land of Egypt

to a land which I had sought out for them—a land

flowing with milk and honey, the most beautiful of

all lands. 
7 “I said to them (through Aharon), ‘Let each man

discard the detestable things which your eyes (attract you to)! Do not contaminate yourselves (by following after) the idols of
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[ KEDOSHIM / miyecw [

(Ezekiel 20:2-20; 22:1-16)

According to Chabad and Sefardic communities  [Sefardic communities read this Haftarah when Acharei and Kedoshim are combined]:

only through charity" (Rambam, Laws of Gifts to the Poor 10:1). The Sages

only taught that the study of Torah was equivalent to the performance of

acts of lovingkindness in their own days….But this is not the case just

before Mashiach, when “the succah of David [the Divine presence] has

fallen” to a level of “feet” and “heels”—there is no way of truly

connecting to it, and transforming the darkness of the world into light,

other than through action, i.e. charity (Tanya, Igeres Hakodesh ch. 9).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS KEDOSHIM (CHABAD & SEFARDIM)

The Haftarah and the Parsha both stress the theme of observing the law

(Vayikra 20:8; Ezekiel 20:19), and doing so “in order to live” (Vayikra

18:5; Ezekiel 20:11,13). 

The Haftarah is a historical review of Israel’s sinful past, spanning a

number of different time periods. Each unit concludes that God
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Egypt. (If) I am God, your God (how could you trade

Me for idols)?’
8 “But (even while they were in Egypt) they rebelled

against Me and did not want to listen to Me. They did

not discard the detestable things that they saw, nor did

they abandon the idols of Egypt. So I intended to pour

out My fury upon them and release all of My anger

against them in the land of Egypt.
9 “However, I acted for the sake of My Name, so it

would not be profaned in the eyes of the nations among

whom they (lived). For I had revealed Myself to (the

Jewish people through Aharon) in the presence of (the

nations, promising) to take them out of the land of Egypt

(so I did not want the Egyptians to think I was incapable

of doing so).
10 “I took them out of the land of Egypt and brought

them to the desert. 11 I gave them My suprarational com-

mands and informed them of My rational commands,

which a man should do in order to (help a person) live

(in this world and the next). 12 I also gave them My

Sabbaths as a sign between Myself and them, so that

they should know that I am God, Who sanctifies them

(to be My people).
13 “But the house of Israel rebelled against Me in the

desert! They did not follow My suprarational commands

and they spurned My rational commands, (even though)

a man follows them (for his own benefit), in order to

(help him) live (in this world and the next). And they

greatly profaned My Sabbaths (transgressing on the very

first occasion). So I intended to pour out My fury upon

them in the desert, and destroy them. 
14 “However, I acted for the sake of My Name, so it

would not be profaned in the eyes of the nations who

watched Me take them out (for they might think that I

was unable to bring the Jewish people to the land of

Cana’an). 
15 “And, (after the sin of the spies), I also lifted My

hand (and swore) to them in the desert that I would not

bring them to the land which I had given (them, the one)

flowing with milk and honey, the most beautiful of all lands. 16 This is because they had spurned My rational laws, not followed

My suprarational commands and profaned My Sabbaths, for their hearts followed their idols (which they had worshiped

in Egypt).
17 “(Even though they deserved) to be destroyed, I had pity on them, so I did not wipe them out in the desert.
18 “I said to their children, (the next generation), in the desert, ‘Do not follow the statutes of your parents, and do not keep

their laws (which God has not commanded). Do not defile yourselves with their idols. 
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preserved Jewish people only so that His Name would not be profaned

among the nations. Initially, the Jewish people in Egypt are condemned

for clinging to idolatry (2-9), and this is followed by a rebuke to the same

generation for abandoning God’s commands after reaching the desert

(10–14). They are then criticized for the sin of the spies (15-17). Finally,

the second desert generation are warned not to follow in their parents’

ways (18). The Haftarah concludes with a call to observe the

commandments and keep the Sabbath (19-20).
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Sin of the
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the next

generation



19 “I am God your God. So (listen to Me and) follow

My suprarational commands; guard (your hearts) and

observe My rational commands. 20 Keep My Sabbaths

holy, (in order that) they should be a sign between Me

and you, to know that I am God your God.’”

Îz�`	e Ek® ¥l i−�zFT�g§A m½¤ki�d «÷�` d́ �eŸd	i Æ ip�` hi :E`«�O�H
Y
EW®�C�w i−�zFz§A�WÎz�`	e k :m«�zF` E Ÿ ¬y£r«�e E −x�n
W i¬�h¨R�W
n
d− �eŸd	i i¬ p�` i² ¦M z©r¾�c¨l m½¤ki�pi«¥aE i´ pi¥A Æ zF`§l E ³i�d	e

:m«¤ki�d «÷�`
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS KEDOSHIM (ASHKENAZIM)

In this Haftarah, the Jewish people are admonished for abominations

that they were warned about in the Parsha. 

The Haftarah is an elaborate criticism of the city of Jerusalem, detailing

its many sins and “abominations,” delivered by the prophet Yechezkel

some time before the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C.E.

The Haftarah is divided into three units. In the first (22:1-5), God

instructs Yechezkel to condemn Jerusalem for its moral and religious

crimes. The following section  specifies these sins in graphic detail (6–12),

and this is followed by a declaration of impending punishment and

destruction so that “you will know that I am God” (13-16).

�

22:1 God’s word came to me, saying, 2 “And you, son

of man, will you contest? Will you contest (with

the people of) the city (who spill innocent) blood, and

declare to her all her abominations? 3 You should say (to

them), ‘This is what God Almighty says, “To a city in

which blood is shed, its time (of retribution) will come.

(The city is also guilty of) making idols with which to

defile itself. 4 You are guilty because of the blood you

shed, and you have become defiled by the idols which

you made! You have brought near the days (of your

retribution), and caused your years (to end). Therefore,

I have made you an (object of) shame for the nations, a

mockery for all the lands. 5 Those near and far from you

will mock you, (Israel), you who have a defiled name,

(and who) are of great turmoil.
6 “Look, leaders of Israel! Each one (of you) used his

strength to shed blood. 7 Fathers and mothers have been

disgraced by you, the convert has been oppressed by

you, the orphan and widow have been cheated through

you. 8 You desecrated My holy things and profaned My

Sabbaths. 9 Gossipers were among you (whose goal

was) that blood be shed. Through you, they ate (the

remains of idol worship) on the mountains, and

performed disgraceful acts in your midst. 10 Through

you, they revealed the nakedness of (their) father(’s

wives); through you they violated (women who were in

a state of) ritual impurity. 11 Through you, a man would

perform abominations with his friend’s wife; another

man would defile his daughter-in-law in lust; another

would rape his sister, his father’s daughter. 12 They took

bribes to (pervert justice and) shed (innocent) blood in

your midst. You took cash-interest and goods-interest,

and made your (idol worshiping) friends rich through

fraud, but you forgot Me,” says God Almighty. 
13 “I clapped My hands (in distress) over the fraud you have committed and over the (innocent) blood (spilled) in your midst.
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Haftarah of Kedoshim read by Ashkenazic communities (Ezekiel 22:1-16):
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14 Will your heart endure and your hands remain strong

(to fight) in the days (of recompense) which I am

preparing for you? I, God, have spoken, and I will act! 15

I will scatter you among the nations and disperse you

among the lands, and I will eliminate your impurity from

you. 16 You will be profaned in the eyes of the nations,

and you will know that I am God.”

cŸ ³n£r« �i�d ci :K«¥kFz§A E −i�d x¬ �W�` K½�n�CÎlÆ©r	e ziŸ®
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44:15 “T he priests who (are from the tribe of)

Levi—the descendants of Tzadok who kept

the watch of My Sanctuary (in the times of Shlomo

even) when the Jewish people strayed from Me—they

will draw near to Me to serve Me, and they will stand

before Me to offer Me fat and blood,” says God

Almighty. 16 They will enter My Sanctuary and draw

near to My table to serve Me (by arranging the multi-

surface bread), and they will observe My precautions

(regarding all the other forms of service).
17 “(On Yom Kippur) when the (High Priest) enters the

gates of the Inner Courtyard (standing before the Holy of

Holies), he must wear linen garments. (His regular

garments which contain) wool should not be on him

when he serves inside the gates of the Inner Court and

(further) inward. 
18 “Linen turbans should be on (the priests’) heads and

linen pants should be on their hips. They should not tie

their belts where they perspire.
19 “When (the priests) go out (from the Temple

courtyard) to the outer court (where the) people (stand),

they should remove the (priestly) garments in which they

serve, and leave them in the holy chambers. They

should put on other (non-holy) clothes and not make the

people (appear holy by allowing them to come in

contact) with their vestments.
20 “They may never shave their heads, nor let their hair

grow long(er than thirty days. The High Priests) must keep their heads trimmed.
21 “All priests (and High Priests) may not drink wine when they enter the Inner Court.

E¹x�n«�W xÆ�W�` wFÀc¨v i´ �p§A m¹ Ie§l�d miÆ p�d «ŸM�d	e eh cn
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[ EMOR / xen` [

(Ezekiel 44:15-31)

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS EMOR

This Haftarah, like the Parsha, mentions many laws which relate to

priests. The Haftarah opens by delegitimizing all priests who are not

descendants of Tzadok, due to past offenses (44:15-16). We then read

various details of the priestly rites: Yom Kippur attire (17-19),

hairstyles (20), not to drink wine (21), marriage laws (23), communal

responsibilities (23-24), rules of ritual purity (25-26), inaugural

sacrifices (27), land-related rights (28-30) and the prohibition of eating

carcasses (31).

44:15. o¨s²u c�k¥j h�k ch¦r§e©v�k—To offer Me fat and blood. Fat repre-

sents pleasure, as pleasure produces fat (see Gittin 56b; Hayom Yom 15th

of Tamuz). Blood represents enthusiasm, for it is the blood that provides

�
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22 “The (High Priests) may not take widows or

divorcees as wives, but only virgins of Jewish lineage. A

widow who is a widow (that did not need to perform

chalitzah) may be taken (as a wife) by a priest, (but not

a High Priest).
23 “(The priests) should teach My people about the

(differences) between holy and mundane. They should

make (the differences) between ritual impurity and

purity known to them.
24 “They will act as judges in (financial) disputes, and

they will judge according to My laws (and not their own

views). They should observe My teachings and My

statutes (pertaining to) My holy days, and they should

sanctify My Sabbaths (with the appropriate sacrifices).
25 “(The priests) may not come (in contact with) a

human corpse and become ritually impure. They may

make (themselves) ritually impure only for a father, a

mother, a son, a daughter, a brother or sister who has

not married. 26 After (he is ready for) purification (having

separated from the corpse),  they must count seven days

for him (and then he will be ritually pure).
27 “On the day that (a priest) begins his holy (service)

in the Inner Court (by the Altar), to serve in the

Sanctuary, he must offer his sin-offering,” says God

Almighty.
28 “Do not give them possession of the Land of Israel,

(for the priesthood) is their (full-time) inheritance. I am

their inheritance (so they shall have leftovers of My

sacrifices). I am their possession (and so are My

sacrifices). 29 They will eat (the leftovers of) the meal-

offering, the sin-offering, and the guilt-offering; what

Israel sanctifies will be theirs. 30 All the first-fruits of every (kind), and every (kind) of terumah from all the terumah that you

(are required to) give will go to the priests, and you should give the first portion of your dough to the priest. (By doing all this)

a blessing will rest upon your house.
31 “The priests shall not eat from any carcass or mauled animal, of any (type of) bird or animal.”
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269 / HAFTAROS - BEHAR

32:6Y irmiyahu said: God’s word came to me, saying,
7 “Chanamail, the son of your uncle Shalum, (is

going to) come to you and say, ‘Buy my field in Anasos,

for you have the right to redeem it by purchasing it.’” 

:xŸ «n`¥l i¬ ©l�` d− �eŸd	iÎx©a�c d¬ �i�d Ed® �i�n�xi x�n Ÿ̀−I�e e al
d́ �p�w xŸ ®n`¥l Li−¤l�` ¬̀Ä ½L�cŸ «C Æ mªN�WÎo¤A lÀ�`�n�p�g d´ �P
d f

d−¨N�`	B�d h¬ ©R�W
n ²L§l i¬¦M *zF½z�p£r«�A x́�W�` Æ i
cŸ�yÎz�̀  ÀL§l

[ BEHAR / xda [

(Jeremiah 32:6-27)

energy to the body tissues. God thus says that a Jew should “offer Me fat

and blood,” i.e. that one’s pleasure and enthusiasm should be directed

towards the observance of Judaism, and not to worldly matters (Sichas

Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5732, par. 2).

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS BEHAR

This Haftarah mentions the concept of buying and redeeming fields,

mentioned in the Parsha.

�
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8 My cousin Chanamail came to me, to the prison

courtyard, as God said. He said to me, “Please buy my

field in Anasos, which is in the land of Binyamin, for you

(are my closest relative who will) have the right to take

possession of it. (So you might as well) redeem it (now,

rather than have to redeem it from another person, to

whom I am forced to sell it). Buy it for yourself.” 

I knew that this was God’s Word, 9 so I bought the field

in Anasos from my cousin Chanamail. I weighed out the

money for him: seven (silver) shekels and ten silver

(sela’im). 10 I (instructed that the transaction be) record-

ed in a deed of sale, and (I instructed the vendor to) sign

(his name. I summoned) witnesses (who watched me)

weigh the silver on a balance.
11 Then I took the signed deed of sale (which had been

made in accordance with) the laws and statutes (of those

times) with the deed of public endorsement. 12 I gave the

deed of sale (and the deed of public endorsement) to

Baruch the son of Neriyah (who was) the son of

Machsaiyah, in the presence of my uncle Chanamail,

(for they were) the witnesses who signed the deed(s.

This also was done) in the presence of all the Jews who

were sitting in the prison courtyard.
13 In their presence, I instructed Baruch, saying,

14 “This is what the God of Hosts, God of Israel, says:

‘Take these deeds—the signed deed of sale and the deed

of public endorsement—and put them into an earthen-

ware jar, so they should be preserved for a long time.’ 
15 (Do not think that all this is being done in vain) 

because (the fact that) the God of Hosts, God of Israel

said (to me to buy Chanamail’s field, is a hint that the

time will come when) houses, fields, and vineyards will

again be purchased in this land.”
16 After I gave the deed of sale (and the deed of public

endorsement) to Baruch, the son of Neriyah, I prayed to

God, saying, 17 “Ah (if only I knew the true reason why

You told me to buy this field)! God Almighty! You have

made heaven and earth with Your great might and Your

outstretched arm, so nothing is concealed from You.
18 You show kindness (to a righteous man’s descendants)

for a thousand generations, and You punish children for the sins of their ancestors—O great and mighty God, who is called

the God of Hosts! 19 Great in counsel, mighty in (the ability to do any) deeds (You choose), Your eyes are open to (oversee)
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The Haftarah was said by the prophet Yirmiyahu in the royal

compound of King Tzidkiyahu, in which he had been confined for

predicting the downfall of Jerusalem into the hands of the Babylonians,

which was now occurring (587 B.C.E). In order to underscore hopes for

a future restoration of the Jewish homeland, Yirmiyahu purchases the

field of his cousin Chanamail.

The Haftarah opens with God’s instructions to purchase the field,

which were promptly followed according to all the requirements of the

law (6-12). On Divine instruction, the deed was stored in an earthenware

jar as a statement of confidence in the future restoration of the land

(13–15). The prophet then turns to God in prayer, thanking the Almighty

for His kindness and for the miracles of the past (16-22). According

to Chabad tradition the Haftarah ends here. Other communities read the

continuation of Yirmiyahu’s prayer, in which he attributes the current

tragedy to a failure to follow God, and briefly describes the horrors of

the Babylonian siege (23-24). He concludes by referring to the field he

had just purchased as a symbol of hope, which God immediately

confirms (25-26).
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all the ways of men, to repay each man according to his

ways and (even according to) his (unintentional) deeds.
20 “You performed signs and wonders in the land of

Egypt, (which people remember) to this day—(both

miracles to help) Israel and (miracles to hinder) other

men (who were our enemies). You made a great name

for Yourself that lives on to this day. 21 You took Your

people Israel out of the land of Egypt with signs and

wonders, with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm,

(placing) great terror (upon the Egyptians), 22 and You

gave them this land which You swore to their ancestors

that You would give them—a land flowing with milk

(from its animals who enjoy its good pasture) and (dates

dripping with) honey.

í �p§A Æ i¥k�x�CÎl̈MÎl©r zFÀg�w§t Li´ �pi¥rÎx�W�` d® �I¦li«¦l£r«�d
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a−¨l�g z¬ ©a�f u�x² �̀  m® �d¨l z´�z¨l m−�zFa�`«©l �Y§r¬ ©A�WpÎx�W�`
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23 “They came and took possession of it, but they did

not listen to Your voice, they did not follow Your Torah.

They did not do everything that You commanded them,

so You caused all this tragedy to befall them. 
24 “The (enemies have already climbed the) mounds

(which are piled up) at the city (so they are ready) to

conquer it. (It is as if) the city has (already) been handed

over to the Kasdim who are attacking it because (the

people are weak and will soon die) by the sword,

through hunger or plague. Whatever (disaster) You said

(might happen) will occur, and You will see it. 
25 But You, God Almighty, said to me, ‘Buy for yourself

this field with money and call witnesses,’ though the city

is in the hands of the Kasdim!”
26 God’s word came to Yirmeyahu, saying, 27 “Look!

I am God, the God of all flesh! Is anything too difficult

for Me (that I cannot return the field later)?”

Ĺ�z«�xFz§aE Æ LÆ¤lFw§a E ³r�n«�WÎ`÷	e DÀ�zŸ` EẂ�x«I�e E`Ÿ¹a�I�e bk
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:x«¨a�CÎl¨M `−¥l¨Ri iP¾�O
n�d xŸ® �y¨AÎl¨M i−�d÷�` d½ �eŸd	i

Chabad communities conclude here.  All others continue: 

16:19 God! My strength and stronghold! My refuge in

times of trouble! (One day,) nations will come

to You from the ends of the earth, and they will say, “Our

ancestors inherited (idols as gods, but they are) false—

m³ iFB LiÀ¤l�` d®�x¨v mF´i§A i−
qEp�nE i² Gªr«�nE i¯Gªr dº �eŸd	i hi fh
Epi½�zFa�` Eĺ�g«�p Æ x�wÆ�WÎK�` EÀx�n` «Ÿi	e u�x½�`Îi�q§t�`«�nÆ E`ŸÆa�i

[ BECHUKOSAI (& BEHAR-BECHUKOSAI) / (izwga-xdae) izwga [

(Jeremiah 16:19 – 17:14)

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS BECHUKOSAI

This Haftarah mentions calamities that were forewarned by the

“curses” issued in the Parsha. 

The Haftarah was said by the prophet Yirmiyahu in the Kingdom of

Yehudah, close to the turn of the sixth century B.C.E.

Despite its overall theme of punishment and retribution, the Haftarah

opens on a positive note, as Yirmiyahu affirms his trust in God and the

fallacy of idol-worship (16:19-21). This is contrasted with sins of idol-

worship committed by the Kingdom of Yehudah (1-4), and those fools

who trust in man and not in God (5-8). The prophet then describes how

God probes the heart of man, and treats him accordingly (9-11). In a final
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futility that has no purpose. 20 Could a man (possibly)

make a god, when he himself is not a god?”
21 So this time I will let them know My might and

power, and they will know that My Name is God!
17:1 Yehudah’s sin (is kept in their hearts as if it were)

inscribed with an iron pen, with a steel nail. It is

engraved on the walls of their hearts and on the horns

of their altars. 2 As (frequently as) they remember their

children, (they also remember) their altars and their

idol-worship trees, near the leafy trees and on the high

hills. 3 (O Yehudah who serves idols which stand on)

mountains in the plain! I will hand over your wealth, all

your treasures as booty, because of your private altars

made in sin throughout your boundaries. 4 You will (be

forced) to withdraw from your inheritance which I have

given you (since you did not observe the Sabbatical

year), and I will make you serve your enemies in a land

which you do not know. For you have kindled a fire (of

anger) in My nostrils, which will burn for a long time.
5 God says: (You will not escape My anger with mortal

help, for) cursed is the man who turns his thoughts away

from God and puts his trust in man, relying on (mortal)

flesh for his strength. 6 (A person who trusts in man

alone) will be like a tree in the desert, which does not

witness the good when it comes (for when it rains

everywhere else, it does not rain in the desert). He will

dwell in scorched places in the wilderness, in a salt-

sodden soil that is not inhabitable.
7 Blessed is the man who trusts in God, and to whom

God will be his trust. 8 He will be (devoid of problems)

like a tree planted by water, which sends its roots out

into a stream, so it is not affected by the coming of the

heat and its leaves remain fresh. It does not worry in a

year of drought, and it never stops produ cing

fruit. (Likewise the person who trusts in God will be devoid of problems, and never lack anything).
9 (But) the heart (of man) is (the most) crooked of all (his limbs), and it is warped. (It says:) “Who will know (if I really trust

in God or not?”)
10 (So) I, God, probe the heart and test the kidneys (to see where each person really holds), repaying each man according

mi®
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n `E ®d Ẃ�p�`	e lŸ −M
n a² ¥N�d aŸ ¬w¨r h :i
x«¤R zFŸ ¬y£r«�n Wi−
n�i
Æ Wi
`§l z³�z¨l	e zF®i¨l§M o´�gŸA a−¥l x ¬�wŸg d² �eŸd	i i¯p�` i :EP«¤r�c�i
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plea for obedience, Yirmiyahu mentions the Temple as a symbol of God’s

encouragement to man, and reaffirms his absolute trust in Divine

providence (12-14).

17:5 o¨s¨t�C j©y�c°h r¤J£t r�c®D©v rUr¨t—Cursed is the man who...puts

his trust in man. This verse employs two different terms for “man,” gever

(r�c®D) and adam (o¨s¨t). In Hebrew, gever is a word which connotes the

strength of man, whereas adam is a term that indicates his intellectual and

spiritual prowess. The verse could thus be rendered, “Cursed is a person

who sees himself as already being strong (gever) due to his natural

intellectual and spiritual qualities (adam)”—leading him to the conclusion

that he can succeed in life without making much effort. Such a person

needs to come to the realization all his successes are a Divine gift, as the

Haftarah concludes, “(Only when you) heal me, O God, will I be healed.

(Only when You) save me (from those that rise against me)...will I be

saved” (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bechukosai 5711).

7. Ij©y�c¦n v²u«v±h v²h¨v±u v²u«vh�C j©y�c°h r¤J£t r�c®D©v QUr�C—Blessed is the

man who trusts in God, and to whom God will be his trust. The verse

appears to repeat itself: After stating, “Blessed is the man who trusts in

God,” what is added by the phrase, “and to whom God will be his trust”?

The Ba’al Shem Tov explained that the verse speaks of two very

different types of trust in God. The first half of the verse (“Blessed is the

man who trusts in God,”) speaks of a person who relies on God for all his

needs but nevertheless sees a natural route in which God may garb His

blessings. The second part of the verse speaks of a person who cannot

imagine how God might provide his needs in the natural order, but

nevertheless he still trusts in God. Thus, for this person, “God will be his
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to the ways of his (heart) and the product of his

(thoughts, which are the) deeds (of the heart). 
11 One who amasses wealth unjustly is like a cuckoo

which hatches eggs that it did not lay (and it is only a

matter of time until the chicks realize that this is not their

mother, and run away. Likewise, the wealth) will leave

him during his life, and ultimately he will be (exposed

as) a scoundrel.
12 (Just like Your) throne of Glory is exalted since the

beginning (of time, so too the Divine Presence dwells

down here) in our Holy Temple. 13 (Since) God (has

placed His Presence among us) Israel’s hope (should be

only with Him). Anyone who abandons You (God, and trusts in man, deserves to) be ashamed. 

(God says,) “Those who turn away from Me will be inscribed (in a book, signifying that they will descend) into the (depths

of) the earth,” for they have abandoned God, the source of living waters.
14 (Only when you) heal me, O God, will I be healed. (Only when You) save me (from those that rise against me) will I be

saved. I praise myself in saying that you (are my God Who saves me).

`÷́	e Æ x� b�c `³�xŸw `i :ei«¨l¨l£r«�n i−
x§t¦M [‡k ekxck] ei½k̈�x�c¦M
[‡k eni] Æ ei�n�i i³¦v�g«©A h®R̈�W
n§a `÷́	e x�W −r d�UŸ ¬r c½¨l�i
mF −x�n cF½a¨k `´�Q¦M ai :l«¨a�p d¬ �i�d«i F −zi
x�g«�`§aE EP½¤a	f©r« �i
d½ �eŸd	i Æ l� �̀x�Ui d³ �e �w
n bi :Ep«�W�C�w
n mF −w�n oF ®W`
x«�n
i¬¦M Ea½�z̈Mi u�x́�`¨A [‡k ixeqi] Æ i�xEq	e EW ®Ÿa�i Li−¤a	fŸ «rÎl¨M

Æ d�eŸd	i ip³�`¨t�x ci :d« �eŸd	iÎz�̀  mi−I�gÎmi«�n xF ¬w�n E ²a	f«¨r
:d�Y«�̀  i−
z̈N
d�z i¬¦M d¨r®�W�E
`	e ip−¥ri
WF «d `½¥t�x´�`	e
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20:18Y onasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first

of the) new month. You shall be missed,

because your seat will be empty. 19 For three (days) you

should go down (and hide yourself) well. Come to the

place where you hid on the day of the incident (when

the King swore to me not to kill you), and sit by the

traveler’s (marker) stone. 
20 “I will shoot three arrows to the side, as though I shot

at a target. 21 Then, I will send a lad (saying to him), ‘Go,

find the arrows.’ If I say to the lad, ‘look!—the arrows

are on this side of you,’ then you should take them and

c −�ẅRi i¬¦M ½�Y�c�w§tÆ p	e W�cŸ ®g x́�g�n o−�z�pF «d	i F ¬lÎx�n`Ÿ «I�e gi k
mF½w�O�dÎl�` Æ �z`̈aE cŸ½̀ �n ć�x�Y Æ �Y�W©N
W	e hi :L«¤a�WF «n
l¤v−�` ½�Y§a�Ẃ�i	e dŸ® �y£r«�O«�d mFÍ§A m−�X �Y�x¬�Y�qpÎx�W�`
d® �xF` d́�C¦v mi−¦S
g«�d z�W ¬÷�W i¾p�`«�e k :l�f «�`�d o¤a¬ �`�d
K−¥l x©r½ �P�dÎz�` ǵ©l�W�` Æ d�P d	e `k :d«�x�H�n§l i−¦lÎg«©N«�W§l
d¬ �P
d x©r¹�P©l xÆ�nŸ` Á xŸn�`Îm
` mi®¦S
g«�dÎz�` `̈́v�n
oi¬�`	e ²L§l mF ¬l�WÎi«¦M d�`Ÿ ²a�e | EP¯�g�w d�PÀ�d�e ´L�O
n | mi´¦S
g�«d

[ EREV ROSH CHODESH / zaya lgy yceg y`x axr [

(I Samuel 20:18-42)

trust,” i.e. God Himself is the person’s only source of trust and security

(The Tzemach Tzedek, cited in Pelach Harimon 62c).

HAFTARAH OF EREV ROSH CHODESH

This Haftarah mentions the eve of Rosh Chodesh: “Tomorrow is the

(first of the) new month” (20:18). At first glance, this connection appears

to be somewhat tenuous, as the remaining narrative of the Haftarah is

not connected with the theme of Erev Rosh Chodesh. Why should this be

more pertinent than reading the Haftarah connected with the weekly

Parsha? Chasidic thought explains that the renewal of the moon signifies

redemption, and therefore, by logical extension, the eve of the new moon

(Erev Rosh Chodesh) represents the work carried out during exile in order

to bring the redemption. Being that this is the underlying significance of

all our activities, it was considered a sufficiently important replacement

for the Haftarah of the week (Hisvaduyos 5711, vol. 2, p. 50, 56).

The Haftarah describes a climactic moment in the rift between David

and Sha’ul, which arose from David’s successful military career. Sha’ul,

who was king at the time, perceived David as a rebel that needed to be

eliminated. Fearing for his life, David seeks the assistance of Yonasan, the

king's son, who was David’s passionate admirer, but Yonasan finds the

conspiracy theory difficult to believe. In order to verify his suspicions,

David suggests a plan: he will disappear for three days to test the king’s

reaction, which would then be reported to David by Yonasan with a

secret sign.

The Haftarah opens as Yonasan reviews David’s plan and confirms

a secret sign to be enacted by shooting arrows and instructing certain

phrases to his servant (20:18-23). Initially, the king appears indifferent

to David’s absence (24-28), but on the second day he becomes

furious with Yonasan and states that David “deserves death” (29-34).

So, the next morning, Yonasan goes out to the field and communicates

their pre-arranged sign by shooting arrows, and sends his servant home

(35-40). David then comes out of hiding, and they part amid tears,

swearing an oath “between my descendants and your descendants

forever’” (41-42).

21. wudu W§N¦n oh�M¦j©v—The arrows are on this side of you, etc. When

arrows are shot from a bow, the more the bow is extended backwards,

�

The Plan
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the further the arrows will reach. This is a metaphor for the spiritual

accomplishments of exile: The more the Jewish people “extend

themselves” to deal with the physical world in the most difficult of

circumstances, the greater and more “far reaching” is the spiritual

accomplishment. David wanted to know if these accomplishments had

already been completed, heralding the time of redemption. So Yonasan

told him that if “the arrows are on this side of you,” i.e. if the task of exile,

represented by the arrows, is complete, “then you should take them and

return, for it is safe for you,” i.e. the time of redemption has arrived. But

if the arrows are beyond you,” then there is still much work to be done in

exile. But do not be afraid to continue this work, “because God has sent

you” (Hisvaduyos ibid.).

return, for it is safe for you, and there is no (dangerous)

thing (looming. I swear this) as God lives.
22 “But if I say this to the young man, ‘Behold, the arrows

are beyond you,’ then go, because God has sent you. 
23 “This matter of which you and I have spoken,

behold!—God is (a witness) between me and you forever.”
24 David hid himself in the field. When the (first of the

new) month came, the King sat down to eat the meal.
25 The King sat at his seat, as usual, on a seat by the wall.

Yonasan stood up so that Avner could sit at Sha’ul’s

side. David’s place was empty. 26 Nevertheless Sha’ul

said nothing on that day, for he thought, “(He had) a

(nocturnal) accident. He is not ritually pure. (He didn’t

come because) he has not been ritually purified.”
27 It came to pass on the next day, which was the

second day of the month, that David’s place was empty.

Sha’ul said to Yonasan his son, “Why didn’t the son of

Yishai come to the meal, neither yesterday, nor today?”
28 Yonasan answered Sha’ul, “David asked me

permission to go to Beis Lechem. 29 He said, ‘Please let

me go, because our family (is offering) sacrifice(s today)

in the city and my (oldest) brother (Eliav) has instructed

me (to be there). Now, if I have found favor in your eyes,

please excuse me (from the King’s duties) to see my

brothers.’ Therefore he has not come to the King’s table.”
30 Sha’ul became furious with Yonasan, and he said to

him, “You are the son of a sinful and rebellious woman!

Do I not know that you have chosen the son of Yishai

(for the monarchy) to your own shame, and to the

shame of your mother’s nakedness (for the fact that you

prefer that my enemy will lead people to suspect that

you are not my son)? 31 For as long as the son of Yishai

lives on the earth, you shall not be established, nor your

Kingdom. Now (since you sent him away) send (for him)

and fetch him to me, for he deserves death.”
32 Yonasan answered Sha’ul, his father, and said to

him, “Why should he be killed? What has he done?” 
33 Sha’ul raised a spear to strike him. Yonasan realized

that his father was determined to slay David. 
34 Yonasan rose from the table in fierce anger. He ate

no food on the second day of the new moon, for he was

upset for David, and his father had put him to shame (by

insulting and threatening him). 
35 In the morning, that Yonasan went out to the field to the appointed place (he had arranged) with David, and a young lad
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HAFTARAH OF SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH

This Haftarah mentions the sacrificial worship that will occur every new

month (Rosh Chodesh) after the ingathering of the exiles. The Haftarah

was addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in

Babylon after the exile, at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

The Haftarah opens with God’s proclamation of omnipresence and the

insufficiency of one House to contain Him (66:1). God will turn His

attention to those that fear Him (2), and all types of insincere worship are

abhorred by Him (3-4). Those who fear God will ultimately be joyous,

but those who hate and ostracize God’s servants will be chastised by a

“voice from the Temple” (5-6). Tziyon’s (Zion’s) deliverance is compared

to that of a mother who gives birth without pain (7-9), and the rejoicing

at Jerusalem’s rebuilding is depicted (10-14). All enemies and idol-

worshipers will be punished (15-18) and the nations that remain will

come to Tziyon, bringing the Jewish people along with them (19-20).

New priests will be appointed, and all mankind will worship God (21-23).

The rebels’ corpses will remain in the valley of Yehoshafat as an ominous

reminder to all mankind (24; verse 23 is then repeated so as to finish on

a positive note).

1. h�k±d©r o«s£v .¤r¨t¨v±u h¦t§x�F o°h©n¨�©v—The heaven is My throne, and

the earth is My footstool. According to Chasidic thought, the various

gradations of the human soul can be divided into three broad categories:

a.) Internal. Those powers which rest within the body and interact with it.

These parts of the soul give life to the body and control its intellectual and

emotional activity. b.) External. The aura (makif) of the soul which

surrounds the body and ordinarily has no direct contact with it.

�

was with him. 36 He said to his lad, “Run! Find now the

arrows which I shoot.” As the lad ran (for the first

arrow), he shot an arrow beyond him. 
37 When the lad came to the place of the (first) arrow

which Yonasan had shot, Yonasan called out after the

lad and said, “Isn’t the (last) arrow beyond you?” 
38 Yonasan called out after the lad, “Go quickly! Hurry

(after the second arrow). Don’t stay (by the first)!”

Yonasan’s lad gathered up (both) the arrows, and

came to his master. 39 The lad knew nothing (about the

sign). Only Yonasan and David knew the matter. 
40 Yonasan gave his bow and arrows to his lad, and

said to him,“Go and carry them to the city.” 41 As soon

as the lad had gone (towards the city), David

(understood that it was safe and) stood up from near the

south (side of the stone). He fell on his face to the

ground, and prostrated himself three times. They kissed

one another, and wept with one another, until David

(wept) greatly (more than Yonasan). 
42 Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us

have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a

witness) between me and you, and between my

descendants and your descendants forever.’”
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66:1T his is what God said: “The heaven is My

throne, and the earth is My footstool, (so) what

house could you build (worthy) for Me, and what place

(is worthy for) My (Presence to) rest? 2 My hand has

made all these things (Heaven and earth), and

(therefore) all these things came into being,” says God.

“But (even though I am so exalted), to this I will pay
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(Isaiah 66:1-24, ibid. 23)

The Maftir reading for Shabbos Rosh Chodesh is on page 289.   (Bamidbar 28:9-15)
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On occasion, however, one can draw from these energies of the soul in

order to break free from existing limitations in one’s life. 

c.) Essence. Then there is the very essence of the soul which is not

limited to being inside or outside the body. The route to access the soul’s

essence is through humility, simplicity and sincere dedication.

These three levels of the soul are alluded to in the opening of the

Haftarah. “The heavens” and “earth” allude to Torah and mitzvos

respectively (because Torah was given from Heaven, and the mitzvos are

performed with physical objects here on earth), i.e. things which are

observed in everyday life with the normal faculties of the soul found in

the body. The “house” mentioned by the verse alludes to the soul powers

which encompass the body, just as a house encompasses a person. While

these powers are indeed impressive, scripture nevertheless bemoans their

insufficiency (“What house could you build (worthy) for Me?”), because

the most profound form of Divine service comes from the essence of the

soul. And this essence is reached through humility: “To this I will pay

attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and

trembles at My word. 3 “However, he who kills an ox

(offering his sacrifice without trembling at My word) it is

as if he slew a man. He who sacrifices a lamb (without

trembling), is as if he cut off a dog’s neck. He who offers

a meal-offering (without trembling), is as if he offered

swine’s blood. He who burns incense (without

trembling), is as if he blessed an idol. He who offers up

frankincense (without trembling) is as if he offered an

inappropriate gift. They have chosen their own ways,

and their soul delights in their abominations. 4 So too I

will choose to mock them, and will bring their fears

upon them, because when I called (to them through the

prophets), none answered. When I spoke, they did not

listen. They did evil before My eyes, and chose what I

did not desire.”
5 “Hear the word of God, you who tremble at His

word! Your (wicked) brothers who hate you and who

ostracize you say, ‘(I am so great that) God is glorified

because of my name!’ (But in truth) we shall see your

joy and they shall be shamed. 6 (Then there will be) a

voice of rumbling from the city (of Tziyon), a voice from

the Temple, the voice of God rendering recompense to

his enemies (Gog and Magog).”
7 “Before she (Tziyon) feels labor pains she will give

birth. Before her labor pain will come, she will be

delivered a son. 8 Who has heard such a thing? Who has

seen such a thing? Has a land gone through its labor in

one day? Has a nation been born all at once, for Tziyon

labored and gave birth to her children? 9 Shall I bring to

the birthstool, and not cause her to give birth?” says

God. “Shall I, who cause birth, hold back?” says your

God. 
10 “Rejoice with Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all

you who love her (to see her rebuilt). Rejoice for joy

with her, all you who mourn for her (in her destruction),
11 so that you may (be rewarded to) nurse, and be

satisfied with the breasts of her consolations. That you may drink deeply, and be delighted with the abundance of her glory.
12 For this is what God says: ‘Behold, I will extend peace to her like a river, and the wealth of the nations (will rush to her) like

a flowing stream. (You who mourned for her) shall (be rewarded) to draw (effortlessly from) the wealth of the nations. You

shall be (honored by the nations, like a baby who is) carried on (its mother’s) sides, and dandled on her knees. 13 Like one

whom his mother comforts, so will I comfort you, and you shall be comforted in Jerusalem (for your suffering). 14 When you
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attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembles at My

word” (v. 2).

This explanation adds further significance to the reading of this passage

on Rosh Chodesh (new moon). For just as the disappearance of the

moon and its re-emergence as a miniscule point is the key to its later

growth, likewise it is the path of humility and self-renunciation which

reaches the essence of the soul, bringing the person to a genuine spiritual

rebirth (Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 3, p. 133).

see (Jerusalem rebuilt), your heart will rejoice, and (the

health of) your bones will (be strengthened) like

flourishing grass. The (mighty) Hand of God will be

known to His servants, and His anger toward His

enemies. 
15 For, behold, God will come with fire (to destroy the

armies of Gog and Magog), and with His chariots like a

storm to repay (His enemies) with fury. His rebuke (will

be) with flames of fire. 16 For by fire God will execute

judgment, and by His sword upon all flesh. The slain by

God will be many.”
17 “Those who prepare and purify themselves (to go)

to the gardens (of idolatry, one group) after another (to

worship the idol) in the center (of the garden); those

who eat swine’s flesh, abominable creatures, and mice—

they will all perish together,” says God. 18 “I (know) their

works and their thoughts. (The time) has come, that

I will gather all nations and tongues, and they shall come

and see My glory. 19 I will scar them, but from them I will

let survivors escape to the nations, to Tarshish, Pul, and

Lud, the archers, to Tuval, and Yavan, to far off islands,

that have not heard My fame, nor have they seen My

glory. They shall declare My glory among the nations.
20 They will (then) bring all your brothers from all

nations as an offering to God, on horses, in chariots, in

covered wagons, on mules and with songs and dances to

My holy mountain in Jerusalem,” says God, “just as

(respectfully as) the people of Israel bring an offering in

a pure utensil to the House of God. 
21 From them too I will take to be priests and Levites

(even though they will have forgotten their lineage),”

says God. 22 “For just as the new heavens and the new

earth, which I will make (in those days), shall remain

before Me, says God, so shall your descendants and

your name remain (forever).”
23 “It will then be, that every (first of the) new month,

and every Shabbos, all mankind shall come to worship

before Me (in the holy Temple),” says God. 24 The (non-

Jews) shall go out (of Jerusalem, to the valley of

Yehoshafat), and look upon the corpses of the men (of

Gog and Magog) who have rebelled against Me, for the

worms (that eat them) will not die, and the fire (that

burns them) shall not be extinguished. They shall be a (symbol of) disgrace to all mankind.”
23 “It will then be, that every (first of the) new month, and every Shabbos, all flesh shall come to worship before Me,”

says God.
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15:1Shmuel said to Sha’ul, “God sent me to anoint

you as King over Israel, His people. Now listen

to God’s voice!”

Æ d�eŸd	i g³©l�W iÆ
zŸ` lE½`�WÎl�` Æ l�`En�W x�n`Ÿ³I�e ` eh
r½�n�W d́�Y©r	e l® �`�xŸ�yiÎl©r F −O©rÎl©r K¤l½�n§l ´L�g«�W�n¦l

:d« �eŸd	i i¬�x§a
C lF −w§l

2 This is what the God of Hosts said, “I remember what

Amalek did to Israel, how they set (an ambush) for them

on the way, when they were coming up from Egypt.
3 Now, go and strike Amalek, and completely destroy all

that they have! Do not have compassion on them. Slay

both man and woman, children and babies, oxen and

sheep, camels and donkeys.” 
4 Sha’ul called the people together, and counted them

in (the place called) Telaim (alternatively: he counted

them with sheep, to avoid the evil eye. There were) two

hundred thousand men on foot, and ten thousand men

of Yehudah. 
5 Sha’ul came to the city of Amalek, and fought (them)

in the valley. 
6 Sha’ul said to the Kenites (who were descended from

Yisro), “Go, depart, descend from among the Amalek-

ites, lest we destroy you (accidentally) with them, for

you(r father Yisro) showed kindness to all the people

of Israel, when they came out of Egypt (helping them

to appoint judges).” The Kenites departed from among

the Amalekites. 
7 Sha’ul defeated the Amalekites from Chavilah to the

approach to Shur, which faces Egypt. 8 He took Agag the
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS ZACHOR

Parshas Zachor (Devarim 25:17-19) is a supplementary reading for  the

Shabbos read before the festival of Purim, dealing with the obligation to

remember the evil nation of Amalek (being that Haman, whose downfall

was on Purim, was a descendant of Amalek). The requirement to listen to

this reading is of Biblical origin (Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch 282:16), and

according to many authorities, women are obligated in this mitzvah. It

has therefore become common practice for women to come to the

synagogue to hear this reading (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Zachor 5743). For

further discussion of the commandments to remember and eliminate

Amalek, see commentaries to Shemos 17:8-15 and Devarim 25:17-19.

The Haftarah describes King Sha’ul’s victory over the nation of Amalek

and his subsequent rejection as King by God for failing to obliterate the

nation completely—a command which we read at the opening of the

Haftarah (15:1-3). We are informed briefly of the preparations for battle,

Amalek’s defeat, and the sparing of Yisro’s descendants, the Kenites

(4-7). All the Amalekite people are executed, but their King Agag is

spared along with all the choice livestock, because Sha’ul and the people

“took pity” on them (8-9). God soon makes His disapproval known to the

prophet Shmuel, who is profoundly distressed and prays all night (10).

He confronts the King, and cautiously offers the criticism he has heard

from God (11-19). Sha’ul defends his actions, claiming that the animals

had been spared for a holy purpose, to offer sacrifices (20-21). When

�

[ PARSHAS ZACHOR / xekf zyxtl dxhtd [

(I Samuel15:1-34)

The Maftir for Parshas Zachor is on page 289 (Devarim 25:17-19).

Some communities begin here.

Chabad and Ashkenazic communities begin here:



King of the Amalekites alive, and completely destroyed

all the people with the edge of the sword. 
9 Sha’ul and the people took pity on Agag, and the

best of the sheep, the oxen, the fat cattle, the fat lambs,

and all that was good, and would not completely destroy

them. The cattle that were of low quality or slaughtered

they destroyed. 
10 The word of God came to Shmuel, saying,

11 “I regret that I have appointed Sha’ul to be king. For

he has turned away from Me and has not performed My

word.” It upset Shmuel and he prayed to God all night

(on Sha’ul’s behalf). 
12 Shmuel rose early to (go and) meet Sha’ul in the

morning. Shmuel was told as follows, “Sha’ul came to

Carmel, and behold, he was setting up a place for

himself there to distribute (the spoils), and then he

turned around and continued traveling to Gilgal.” 
13 (When he arrived in Gilgal), Shmuel came to Sha’ul.

Sha’ul said to him, “May God bless you (because,

through you) I have (been able to) perform God’s

command (to me)!” 
14 Shmuel said, “(But if you have fulfilled God’s

command then) what is the sound of sheep in my ears,

and the sound of the cattle which I hear? (Are they from

Amalek?)” 
15 Sha’ul said, “They have (indeed) brought them from

the Amalekites.  The people (only) spared the best of the

sheep and of the oxen (not for themselves, but for a

mitzvah:) to sacrifice to God your God (so I could not

rebuke them). The rest (which were not fit to be

sacrificed) we have completely destroyed.”
16 Shmuel said to Sha’ul, “Retract (your words)! I will

tell you what God has said to me last night.”

He said to him, “Speak.” 
17 Shmuel said, “Even if you are little in your own

eyes, you are (nevertheless) the chief of the tribes of

Israel, and (furthermore) God anointed you king over

Israel (so why did you not exert your authority and

rebuke them?). 18 God sent you on a (mission), and said,

‘Go and completely destroy the sinners, the Amalekites,

and fight against them until they are annihilated.’ 19 Why

then did you not obey the voice of God (to destroy them

completely? Through failing to rebuke the people it is as if) you (yourself) rushed to grab the booty and did evil in the eyes of

God!” 
20 Sha’ul said to Shmuel, “(Actually), I have obeyed the voice of God and have followed the way which God sent me. I have

detained Agag the King of Amalek, and I have completely destroyed the Amalekites. 21 (I, personally, have taken nothing and)
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Shmuel retorts that these sacrifices represent the defiance of God’s will

and are thus tantamount to idolatry (22-23), Sha’ul finally breaks down,

admits his guilt, and pleads with Shmuel to ask God for forgiveness (24-

25). Shmuel rejects the King’s request, and turns around to walk off, but

Sha’ul grabs his cloak and it tears (27). That, concludes Shmuel, is a sign

that the Kingdom has been “torn away” from Sha’ul and given to David

(29). Realizing that his cause is lost, the king begs at least that he should

not be publicly humiliated (30). 

They return to the people together. Sha’ul prostrates himself before

God, and Agag is executed by Shmuel (31-33). The Haftarah concludes
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the people took from the booty sheep and oxen—the

best of what was to be destroyed—(for a holy purpose)

to sacrifice to God your God in Gilgal.”
22 Shmuel said, “Does God have as great a delight in

burnt-offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of

God? Indeed, to obey (God) is better than a sacrifice (to

Him), and to listen (to Him) better than the fat of rams

(offered from a sacrifice). 23 For disobedience is like the

sin of sorcery (since both sinners believe in man more

than God), and adding (to a prophet’s words) is like

(serving) false gods and idols. Because you have

rejected the word of God, he has also rejected you from

being King.” 
24 Sha’ul said to Shmuel, “I have sinned, for I have

transgressed the command of God and (added to) your

words, because I feared the people and obeyed their

voice. 25 But now, please forgive my sin (against you).

Return with me, and I will prostrate myself before God!” 
26 Shmuel said to Sha’ul, “I will not return with you,

for you have rejected the word of God, and God has

rejected you from being King over Israel.”
27 Shmuel turned about to go away, and (Sha’ul)

grabbed the hem of his cloak (to prevent him from

going), and it ripped. 
28 Shmuel said to him, “(This is a sign that) God has

torn the kingdom of Israel from you this day, and has

given it to a peer of yours (David), who is better than

you. 29 Furthermore, the Powerful One of Israel (has

already given the monarchy to somebody else, and He)

will not lie or change His mind, for He is not a man that

He should change his mind.” 
30 (Sha’ul) said, “(Even though) I have sinned, please

honor me in the presence of the elders of my people,

and before Israel, and return with me, and I will

prostrate myself before God, your God.” 31 Shmuel

returned, (following) after Sha’ul, and Sha’ul prostrated himself before God. 
32 Shmuel said, “Bring Agag the king of the Amalekites to me.” Agag came to him in chains. 

Agag said, “Surely, the bitterness of death is turned (to me)!”
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with a note that Shmuel and Sha’ul then parted company and returned

to their respective homes (34).

22. v²u«v±h kIe�C �g«n §J�F oh¦j�c±zU ,Ik«g �C v²u«vh�k .�p¥j©v—Does God

have as great a delight in burnt-offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the

voice of God? The Talmud states, “with regard to sin, Sha’ul was

untainted, like a one-year-old child” (Yoma 22b), so clearly, it cannot have

been Sha’ul’s intention to disobey God’s command. Sha’ul must have

spared Agag and the Amalekite herds because he felt that this was God’s

will, as he initially responded to Shmuel, “I have obeyed the voice of God

and have followed the way which God sent me” (v. 20).

Sha’ul understood that a sacrifice gives pleasure to God because one

takes something low and physical, such as an animal, and dedicates it to

a lofty, spiritual purpose. He thought, “How apt it would be to take the

evil Amalek’s animals and transform them to a state of holiness!” 

In theory, his argument was extremely convincing—but it was a

conclusion based on logic, not obedience. Even rational thought which

follows the principles laid down by our holy Torah must have the

underpinnings of unquestioning obedience and dedication to God. So

Sha’ul’s mistake was not in the quality or spiritual truth of his reasoning;

it was a subtle lack of plain obedience that belied his thought process.

And it is this suprarational commitment to God that we celebrate on

Purim, when a person must reach the level where “he does not know the

difference between ‘Cursed be Haman’ and “Blessed be Mordechai’”

(Megilah 7b; Likutei Sichos vol. 3, p. 913ff).
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33 Shmuel said, “Just as your sword has made women

widowed and childless, so shall your mother be childless

among women!” 

Shmuel cut Agag in pieces before God in Gilgal. 
34 Shmuel went to Ramah. Sha’ul went up to his house

at Sha’ul’s hill.
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HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS PARAH

Parshas Parah (Bamidbar 19:1-22) is a supplementary reading for

Shabbos read in the weeks preceding the festival of Pesach. The reading

discusses the ritual purification process through the Red Heifer that is

required as a preparation for offering the Pesach sacrifice (Rashi to Megilah

29a), and the theme of ritual purity is likewise stressed by the Haftarah,

“Then I will sprinkle clean water upon you etc.” (v. 25).

While we sometimes find that there is an interval between the

supplementary readings of Shekalim, Zachor and Parah, the final reading

of Hachodesh is always read on the Shabbos which follows the reading

of Parah (Rambam, Laws of Prayer 13:21). This suggests that the themes of

Parah (purification and repentance) and Hachodesh (exodus and

redemption) are intimately linked: when the Jewish people repent, they

are immediately to be redeemed (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayakhel-

Pekudei 5748, par. 9-10). 

The Haftarah is a prophecy of hope and comfort addressed by the

prophet Yechezkel (Ezekiel) to the Jewish community in Babylon (6th

century B.C.E). The opening words of the Haftarah constitute a sharp

criticism of the people for defiling the land, which was the cause of the

subsequent exile (36:16-21). The ingathering will ultimately occur so as

not to profane God’s holy Name (22-24), and only then will the Jewish

people be purified and given a new spirit (25-28). Israel will live in

�

36:16The word of God came to me, saying, 17 “Son

of man, when the House of Israel dwelt in

their own land, they defiled it by their way and by their

doings. Their way was before Me like the uncleanliness

of a menstruating woman (which causes a woman to

distance herself from her husband 18 Therefore) I poured

my fury upon them for the blood that they had shed

upon the land, and for their idols with which they had

defiled it. 19 I scattered them among the nations, and

they were dispersed through the countries, according to

their way and according to their doings I judged them.
20 They came to the nations (where they were exiled),

and they profaned My holy Name, because it was said

of them, ‘These are the people of God, and yet (God

could not help them and) they have gone out from his

land!’ 21 But I had concern for My holy Name, which the

House of Israel had profaned among the nations (where

they were exiled).” 
22 Therefore say to the House of Israel, ‘This is what

God, Almighty God, says: “I do not do this for your

sakes, O House of Israel, but for My holy Name’s sake,

which you have profaned among the nations (where you

were exiled). 23 I will sanctify My great Name, which was

profaned among the nations, which you have profaned
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[ PARSHAS PARAH / dxt zyxtl dxhtd [

(Ezekiel 36:16-38)

The Maftir for Parshas Parah is on page 289.   (Bamidbar 19:1-22)
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in their midst, and the nations shall know that I am

God,” says God, Almighty God, “when I shall be

sanctified through you, before their eyes. 24 For I will take

you from among the nations, and gather you from all

countries, and will bring you into your own Land.”
25 “Then I will sprinkle clean water upon you (from the

ashes of the red heifer), and you shall be clean from all

your filth, and from all your idols I will cleanse you. 26 I

will also give you a new (upright) heart, and a new spirit

I will put inside you. I will take away the (stubborn) heart

of stone from your flesh, and I will give you a (soft) heart

of flesh. 27 I will put My spirit inside you (so that you will

become prophets), and cause you to follow My statutes,

and you shall keep My judgments, and do them.”
28 “You shall dwell in the land that I gave to your

fathers; and you shall be My people, and I will be your

God.”
29 “I will save you from all the sinful uncleanliness to

which you were accustomed (for I will arouse your heart

to be aware of it). I will command (My blessing upon)

the grain that it should increase, and lay no famine upon

you. 30 I will multiply the fruit of the tree, and the

produce of the field, so that you shall never suffer the

disgrace of famine among the nations. 31 Then you will

remember your evil ways, and your doings that were not

good, and will feel cut off due to your (former) sins and

your (former) abominations.”
32 “Not for your sake will I make this (redemption),”

says God, Almighty God, “Let it be known to you, be

ashamed and confounded from your (bad) ways (which

were insufficient to bring the redemption), O House of

Israel!”
33 This is what God, Almighty God, says: “On the day

when I will have atoned you from all your iniquities I will

populate cities, and the ruins shall be rebuilt (fit for

human habitation). 34 The land which is desolate (now)

will be tilled, instead of being the desolation that was in

view of all who passed by. 35 (Passersby will be shocked,

and) they will say, ‘This land that was desolate has

become like the Garden of Eden! The waste and

desolate and ruined cities have become fortified, and are

inhabited!’ 36 Thus, the nations who remain around you

shall know that I, God, have rebuilt the ruined places, and have replanted that which was desolate. I, God, have said it (will

happen), and I (am the one who) will do it.”
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comfort and will be ashamed of her past sins (29-32). Finally, God

promises to repopulate the land extensively (33-38). 

25. wudu oh¦rIv §y o°h©n o�fh�k 	g h ¦T §e©r²z ±u—Then I will sprinkle clean

water upon you etc. The verse describes three phases of the teshuvah

(repentance) process: a.) Then I will sprinkle clean water upon you—

Initially, God sends the person a spiritual awakening; b.) And you shall be

clean from all your filth—the person then repents, thus cleansing himself

spiritually; c.) And from all your idols, I will cleanse you—After the

person’s own efforts, God then provides further spiritual assistance from

above to bring the person to a higher level of teshuvah (Sichas Vav Tishrei

5742, par. 37).
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37 This is what God Almighty says: I will be sought by

the House of Israel to do one more thing for them, I will

make them multiply, men like sheep. 38 Like holy sheep,

like the sheep (brought to) Jerusalem (for sacrifices) on

its holidays, the ruined cities will be filled with flocks of

men, and they will know that I am God (faithful to My

word)!
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Chabad and Sefardic communities conclude here.  Ashkenazic communities continue: 

45:16A ll the people of the land should join (in

giving) this contribution (including) the

leader in Israel. 17 (In addition to the contribution), the

leader will bear (responsibility for) the burnt-offerings,

the meal-offerings and the (wine) libation of the festivals,

new months and sabbaths, all the gatherings of the

Jewish people. He will provide the sin-offering, the

meal-offering, the burnt-offering and the peace-offerings

(from his personal property) to atone for the House of

Israel.
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18 This is what God, Almighty God, says: “In the first

(month), on the first day of the month, you shall take a

young bull without blemish (for a sin-offering), and (with

it) you shall cleanse the sanctuary (thus inaugurating it).
19 The priest shall take of the blood of the sin-offering,

and put it upon the doorposts of the sanctuary, and

upon the four corners of the ledge of the Altar, and upon

the doorposts of the gate of the men’s courtyard. 20 So

you shall do (every day until) the seventh day of the

month (to inaugurate the Temple. These sacrifices) will
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x« Â¨A `k :zi«Ä�dÎz�̀  m−�Y�x©R¦k	e i
z® ¤R
nE d− �bŸW Wi¬
`�n

[ PARSHAS HACHODESH / ycegd zyxtl dxhtd [

(Ezekiel 45:16 - 46:18)

The Maftir for Parshas Hachodesh is on page 290. (Shemos 12:1-20)

Many communities begin here.  Chabad communities begin below: 

Chabad communities begin here: 

HAFTARAH OF PARSHAS HACHODESH

Parshas Hachodesh (Shemos 12:1-20) is a supplementary reading for

Shabbos which deals with the special status of the month of Nisan and

the Pesach-offering, offered on the fourteenth of the month. Parshas

Hachodesh is read on the last Shabbos of the month of Adar, unless Rosh

Chodesh Nisan falls on Shabbos. Its Haftarah, which forms part of

Yechezkel’s vision of the future Temple (6th century B.C.E), describes

various laws of sacrificial procedure, including that of the Pesach offering.

The word hachodesh is a derivation of the term chidush, which means

“novelty” or “innovation.” As an annual event, the reading of Parshas

Hachodesh thus serves to awaken our potential to constantly refresh our

observance of Judaism. Being that the challenges to our observance in

exile times are many, there is a temptation to suffice with merely

preserving our existing achievements; but the Torah demands—and

therefore empowers us spiritually—that we constantly grow and

“innovate” new levels of commitment to our mitzvah observance (Sichas

Shabbos Parshas Tazria, Parshas Hachodesh 5744, par. 3).

�



atone for the House from those who err and the fools

(who enter the Temple without permission).
21 In the first month, on the fourteenth day of the

month, you shall bring the Pesach (sacrifice). (During)

the festival of seven days unleavened bread shall be

eaten. 22 On that day (the fourteenth of Nisan) the leader

shall bring a bull for a sin-offering from his own

property, for all the people of the land. 23 He shall

prepare a burnt-offering to God (from his own property)

for seven days of the festival: seven bulls and seven

rams without blemish daily for seven days, and a kid of

the goats daily for a sin-offering. 24 He shall prepare a

meal offering of an eifah for a bull, and an eifah for a

ram, and a hin of oil for an eifah. 
25 In the seventh (month), on the fifteenth day of the

month, he shall do the same in the festival of seven days,

like the (above-mentioned) sin-offering, like the burnt-

offering, like the meal offering, and like the oil. 
46:1 This is what God, Almighty God, says: “The gate of

the men’s courtyard that faces the east shall be closed for

the six working days (since people do not come during

the week), but on Shabbos it shall be opened, and on

the first day of the month it shall be opened.
2 The leader shall enter by way of the outer porch of

that gate from outside, and he shall stand by the post of

the gate. (While he stands there) the priests shall prepare

his burnt-offering and his peace offerings, and he shall

bow down at the threshold of the gate. Then he shall go

out, but the gate shall not be closed until the evening

(because) 3 the people of the land shall bow down at the

door of this gate before God on Shabbos and (the first

day of) the month. 
4 The burnt-offering that the leader shall offer to God

on the Shabbos day (for the inauguration) shall be six

lambs without blemish, and a ram without blemish.
5 The meal offering shall be an eifah for a ram. The meal

offering for the lambs should be whatever he is capable

of bringing, and a hin of oil to an eifah. 
6 On the (first day) of the month it shall be a young bull

without blemish, and six lambs, and a ram. They shall

be without blemish. 7 He shall prepare a meal offering, an eifah for a bull, and an eifah for a ram, and for the lambs according

to his means, and a hin of oil to an eifah. 
8 When the leader shall enter (to watch the sacrifices being offered), he shall go in by way of the outer porch of that gate,

and he shall go out by the same way. 9 But when the people of the land shall come before God on the festivals (to offer their

obligatory sacrifices), he who enters in by way of the north gate to bow down shall go out by the way of the south gate, and
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The Haftarah opens with regulations pertaining to communal

donations to the Temple, and the responsibilities of the leader to provide

offerings for the festivals, new months and Sabbaths (45:16-17). The next

passage, where Chabad communities begin the Haftarah, details laws

pertaining to the inauguration of the Temple (18-20) and the Pesach

offerings (21-25). We also read various rules pertaining to gate

regulations (46:1-3) and details of the regular sacrificial offerings (4-15).

Chabad and Sefardic communities end here, but Ashkenazic

communities add a brief codification of inheritance laws for the leader

and his family (16-18). 
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he who enters by the way of the south gate shall go out

by the way of the north gate. He shall not return by the

way of the gate by which he came in, but shall go out

straight ahead. 10 The leader among them (shall join

them). When they go in, he shall go in (with them), and

when they go out, he shall go out (with them). 
11 On the festivals, the meal offering shall be an eifah

for a bull, and an eifah for a ram, and for the lambs

whatever he is capable of bringing, and a hin of oil to

an eifah. 
12 (During the six working days) when the leader shall

prepare a voluntary burnt-offering or peace offering to

God, the gate facing east shall be opened for him, and

(the priest) shall bring his burnt-offering and his peace-

offerings, as he does on the Shabbos day. Then he shall

go out. After he goes out, the gate shall be closed (since

people are working and cannot come to the Temple). 
13 (In addition to the above inaugural sacrifices) you

shall prepare a burnt-offering to God of a year-old lamb

without blemish. You shall prepare it every morning.
14 You shall prepare a meal offering for it every morning,

the sixth part of an eifah, and the third part of a hin of

oil, to moisten the fine flour—a meal offering continually

by an everlasting ordinance to God. 
15 (In addition to the above) they shall (continue to)

prepare the (usual) lamb, meal offering and oil,

(required by the Torah) every morning for a continual

burnt-offering.
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16 This is what God Almighty says, “If (during his

lifetime) the leader gives one of his sons a gift, since it is

his rightful property, it will belong to his sons, and it will

be their posession by inheritance. 17 If he gives one of his

servants a gift from his property, it shall be (the servant’s

posession only) until the Jubilee. It then returns to the

leader’s possession, and it remains as an inheritance for

his descendants. 18 The leader may not take (land) from

the people’s portion and defraud them of their property.

He may give his sons an inheritance (only) from his own

property, in order that My people not be scattered, each

man from his property.

Æ d�p�Y�n `iŸ³
y�P�d oÆ�YiÎi«¦M dÀ eŸd¡ i í�pŸc�` xº�n�`Îd «ŸM fh

`i−
d m¬ �z�G�g�̀  d® �i�d«
Y eí�p¨a§l `i−
d F ¬z¨l�g«�p ei½�p¨A
n Wi´
`§l
ei½�c¨a£r«�n Æ c�g�`§l FÀz¨l�g«�P
n d¹�p�Y�n oÆ�YiÎi«¦k	e fi :d«¨l�g« �p§A
K�`μ `iŸ®
y�P©l z−©a�W	e xF½x�C�d ź�p�WÎc©r Æ FN d�z	i³�d	e
`iŸ¹ 
y�P�d gÆ�TiÎ` «÷	e gi :d« �i�d«
Y m¬�d¨l ei− �p¨A F½z¨l�g«�p
ĺ
g	p�i F −z�G�g�`«�n m½�z�G�g�`«�n Æ m�zŸpF «d§l mÀ¨r�d ź©l�g« �P
n
:F «z�G�g�`«�n Wi−
` i½
O©r Ev́ªt�iÎ` «÷ x́�W�` Æ o©rÆ�n§l ei® �p¨AÎz�`

Chabad and Sefardic communities conclude here.  Ashkenazic communities continue: 

66:1This is what God said: “The heaven is My throne,

and the earth is My footstool, (so) what house could you

build (worthy) for Me, and what place (is worthy for) My

i® ¨l	b�x mŸć�d u�x−�̀ �d	e i½
̀ �q¦M mí�n�X�d d½ �eŸd	i x́�n�` dŸMμ `

:i«
z�gE «p�n mF −w�n d¬ �fÎi�`	e i½¦lÎEp§a
Y x´�W�` Æ ziÆ©a d¬ �fÎi�`

If Shabbos is Rosh Chodesh, Chabad communities add the following (Isaiah 66:1,23-24; ibid. 23):

[The custom of the Chabad Rebbes, after accepting the mantle of

leadership, has been to say the additional verses recited by Ashkenazic

communities, being that they stress the role of a Jewish “leader” (Nasi)—

Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayikra 5751, note 13].
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(Presence to) rest?23 “It will then be, that every (first of

the) new month, and every Shabbos, all mankind shall

come to worship before Me (in the holy Temple),” says

God. 24 The (non-Jews) shall go out (of Jerusalem, to the

valley of Yehoshafat), and look upon the corpses of the

men (of Gog and Magog) who have rebelled against Me,

for the worms (that eat them) will not die, and the fire

(that burns them) shall not be extinguished. They shall be

a (symbol of) disgrace to all mankind. 23 It will then be,

that every (first of the) new month, and every Shabbos,

all flesh shall come to worship before Me,” says God.

`Fā�i F ®Y©A�W§A z−Ä�W i¬�C
nE F½ W�c�g§AÆ W�cŸÆgÎi�C«
n dÀ�i�d	e bk

E ´̀ §v�«i	e ck :d« �eŸd	i x¬�n�` i−�p¨t§l zŸ ¬e�g«�Y�W
d§l xŸ² �y¨AÎl¨k

`÷́ mº�Y§r©lF «z í¦M i®¦A mi−¦r�WŸ «R�d mi½
W�p�`«�d Æ i�x	b¦t§A E½`�x	e

:xŸ«�y¨AÎl¨k§l oF −̀ �x«�c E¬i�d	e d½¤A§k
z `÷́ Æ m�X
`	e zEÀn�z

`Fā�i F ®Y©A�W§A z−¨A�W i¬�C
nE F½W�c�g§AÆ W�cŸÆgÎi�C«
n dÀ �i�d	e bk

:d« �eŸd	i x¬�n�` i−�p¨t§l zŸ ¬e�g«�Y�W
d§l xŸ² �y¨AÎl¨k
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HAFTARAH OF SHABBOS HAGADOL

Many communities, including Chabad, have the custom to recite this

Haftarah only when Shabbos Hagadol (the Shabbos prior to the festival

of Pesach) falls out on the eve of the festival (Erev Pesach). This is

because the Haftarah alludes to the precept of removing tithes from one’s

possession (“bring all the tithes to the storehouse” v. 10), which,

according to Jewish law, must be completed by Erev Pesach (Alter Rebbe’s

Shulchan Aruch 430:3; see Devarim 26:12ff.). Others have the custom to

read the Haftarah every Shabbos Hagadol, because it mentions Eliyahu

�

Rosh

Chodesh

3:4 “T he offerings of Yehudah and Yerushalayim will

be sweet to God (in the time of the future

Redemption) as in the early days (of Moshe) and the

former years (of Shlomo, and fire will once again

descend on the Altar).”
5 “Then I will approach you in judgment. (I will not

delay judgment in order to examine witnesses, for) I will

act as the (sole) witness (and enact judgment) quickly

upon sorcerers, adulterers, those who swear falsely,

those who cheat their salaried workers, (those who

cheat) a widow or an orphan, or pervert (the justice of

a) proselyte,” says the God of Hosts.
6 “For I, God, have not changed (My mind—I still hate

evil). And you, the children of Ya’akov, have not reached the end (of your judgment, for many wicked people have died

without retribution, and I will only punish them when they are resurrected).”

í�ni¦M ¦m®l̈�WE «xie d−�cEd	i z¬�g	p
n d½ �eŸdi«©l Æ d¨a�x«¨r	e c b
¼ h¨R�W
O©l » m¤ki¥l�̀  í
Y§a�x«�w	e d :zF«IpŸ «n�c�w mi−p�W§kE m½¨lFr
mi½¦t�`´ �p�n©aE Æ mi¦t�X©k�n«©A xÀ�d�n�n c´ ¥r | i
zi´ i�d	e
dÆ�p�n§l�` xiÂ¦k Â�UÎx©k�U i ´�w�WŸ «r§aE x�w®�X©l mi−¦r¨A�WP©aE
i² ¦M e :zF «̀ ¨a§v d¬ �eŸd	i x−�n�` ipE½`�x	i `÷́	eÆ x�bÎi�H�nE mF ³z�i	e
:m«�zi¦l§k ` ¬÷ aŸ −w£r«�iÎi�p§A m¬ �Y�̀ 	e i
zi® p�W `÷́ d− �eŸd	i i¬ p�`
EaE ³W m½�Y�x�n�W `÷́	e Æ i�T�g«�n m³�Y�x�q m¹¤ki�zŸ «a�` iÆ�ni
n§l f

20:18 Yonasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first of

the) new month. You shall be missed, because your seat

will be empty.
42 Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us

have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a

witness) between me and you, and between my

descendants and your descendants forever.’”

c −�ẅRi i¬¦M ½�Y�c�w§tÆp	e W�cŸ ®g x́�g�n o−�z�pF «d	i F ¬lÎx�n`Ÿ «I�e gi

Á x�W�` mF ®l�W§l Ḱ¥l c−e�c§l o² �z�pF «d	i x�n`ŸĪ�e an :L«¤a�WF «n
| d́ �i�d«i dº �eŸd	i xŸ½n`¥lÆ d�eŸd	i m³�W§A Ep�gÀ�p�` Epi¹�p�W Ep§rÆ©A�Wp

:m«¨lFrÎc©r −L£r�x�f oi¬ ¥aE i² ¦r�x�f oi¬ ¥aE LÀ�pi¥aE ípi¥A

If Sunday is Rosh Chodesh, Chabad communities add the following (I Samuel 20:18,42):
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[ SHABBOS HAGADOL / lecbd zay [

(Malachi 3:4-24.  Ibid. 3:23)

According to Chabad custom, this Haftarah is read only when Shabbos Hagadol coincides with Erev Pesach.



7 “Ever since the days of your fathers, you have turned

away from My laws and did not keep them. Return to

Me (and keep My mitzvos),” says the God of Hosts, “and

I will return to you (and treat you well, as in the past).” 

“But you (have the nerve to) say, ‘What (sins have we

done for which) we need to repent?’”
8 “(So I reply to you), ‘Is it right that a human being

should steal from God, because you steal from Me!’”

“And (if) you will say, ‘What did we steal from You?’

(My reply is that you stole) the tithes and the terumah

(which you failed to give to the priests and the levites.
9 Because of this) you are under a curse (causing the

land to be infertile). Yet you—the entire people (without

a single exception)—go on stealing from Me.”
10 “(So now,) bring all the tithes to the storehouse (in

the Holy Temple), so that there should be food (for the

priests and levites in) My House. Please, test Me with

(the observance of) this (mitzvah),” says the God of

Hosts, “(and see) if I do not open up the apertures of the

skies and pour down (such) blessings upon you (that

your crops) cannot be contained (in your storehouses).
11 I will (also) destroy all the locusts for you, so that they

do not destroy the Land’s produce or make the vines of

the field lose their fruit,” says the God of Hosts. 12 “Then,

all the nations will praise you, for you will be in a land

(which) satisfies (its inhabitants),” says the God of Hosts.
13 “Your words distressed Me,” says God.

“If you say, ‘What did we say against You?’ (the

answer is that) 14 you said, ‘It’s worthless to serve God!

What have we gained by keeping the laws which He told

us to keep, and by walking humbly before the God of Hosts? 15 Now (we see there’s no value to the mitzvos) let us praise the

intentional transgressors (who were not so foolish as to observe the Torah)! The wicked have established themselves: they have

tested God (to see if He enacts punishment) and have survived!”
16 (The response to these people is): Then (while the wicked were sinning), the God-fearing people discussed among

themselves (that God is indeed just). God listened and heard (their words). A scroll of remembrance was then written at His
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`
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(Elijah, the harbinger of redemption, “I will send you the prophet Eliyahu

before the arrival of God’s great and awesome day” v. 23), and the

miracles of Shabbos Hagadol—when the Egyptian firstborn fought a war

against their own people—are somewhat reminiscent of the future

redemption (Maharshal, cited in Mateh Moshe ch. 542). Maharshal himself,

however, questions the validity of this custom, for if the Haftarah is read

every year then the Shabbos should have been named after the Haftarah

“Shabbos Ve’arvah” (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Tzav, Shabbos Hagadol 5748,

note 112).

The Haftarah, said by the prophet Malachi shortly after the rebuilding

of the Temple, opens with a brief glimpse of the “sweet” sacrifices of the

future era (3:4), before passing swiftly to discuss the punishments of the

Judgment Day (5-6). A lengthy substantiation of these punishments

follows. God criticizes the people for failing to observe the

commandments and for acting nonchalantly before Him (7-17). We are

warned that the Day of Judgment is coming and only those who fear God

will be saved (18-22). Nevertheless, Eliyahu (Elijah) the prophet will

come beforehand and “bring back the hearts of parents with their

children” (23-24).

10. ,t«z�C t ²b h°bUb¨j�cU—Please test me with (the observance of) this

(mitzvah). This invitation to test God refers specifically to the mitzvah of

ma’aser (tithes), so as to verify the promise, “tithe and you will become

rich” (Shabbos 119a). With other mitzvos, it is prohibited to test God

(Ta’anis 9a). While Rema rules that this sanction to test God refers

specifically to the precept of tithing crops (Yoreh De’ah 247), the consensus

of most authorities is that it also applies to tithing one’s income to give to

charity (see sources cited in S’dei Chemed, kuntres haklalim, ma’areches nun,

klal 16; see also Sefer Chasidim ch. 144; Sichas Yud Gimel Tamuz 5712).

12. .�p¥j .¤r¤t o¤T©t Uh§v¦, h�F—For you will be in a land (which)

satisfies (its inhabitants). On this verse, the Ba’al Shem Tov taught: Just

as the greatest geniuses will never discover the limits of the enormous

Return

to God



command, mentioning those who fear God and

contemplate (the greatness of) His Name, (so that they

may be rewarded in the future).
17 “Their (names) will be kept with Me,” says the God

of Hosts, “until the day when I will take stock (and pay

reward). I will have compassion on them as a man has

compassion on his son who serves him (carefully).
18 “(Even before the wicked are punished and while

the righteous still suffer) you will return and see the

difference between the righteous and the wicked,

between the one that serves God and the one that does

not serve Him.”
19 “For behold, the day (of Judgment) is coming,

burning like an oven. The evildoers and all the wicked

will be like straw, and the (Judgment) day will come and

set them alight,” says the God of Hosts. “It will leave

them (totally obliterated) without root or branch.
20 “But for those (of you) who fear My Name, (your

observance of the mitzvah of) charity (will shine for you

like the) sun. (Its rays will spread like) wings (over the

earth) and will heal. (Wherever) you go (you will be

abundantly satisfied), becoming fat like calves (that are

fed) in their stalls. 21 You will crush the wicked, for they

will be like dust under the soles of your feet on the

(Judgment) day that I am (promising) to bring,” says the

God of Hosts.
22 “(You will be well rewarded if you) remember the

Torah of My servant Moshe, whom I commanded

(directly) at Choraiv with rules and laws for all Israel. 
23 “Behold, (in the merit of observing the Torah), I will send you the prophet Eliyahu before the arrival of God’s great and

awesome (Judgment) day. 24 He will bring back the hearts of parents with their children, and the hearts of children with their

parents, (for without this) I would appear (on the Judgment day) and strike (all the inhabitants of) the land a devastating blow.
23 “Behold, (in the merit of observing the Torah), I will send you the prophet Eliyahu before the arrival of God’s great and

awesome (Judgment) day.”
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natural resources which God has implanted in the land—“everything

came from the earth” (Ecc. 3:20)—neither will anyone fathom the great

treasures which lie within the Jewish people, God’s “Land of desire.” The

Ba’al Shem Tov concluded, “I want to make the Jewish people yield the

kind of produce which the God’s ‘Land of desire’ is capable of yielding”

(Hayom Yom, Iyar 17th). 

16. v²u«v±h h ¥t §r°h Ur �C§s °b zẗ—Then the God-fearing people discussed

among themselves. Here we see the importance of self-motivated

discussion and action among synagogue congregants and members of

the community in general. Some people refuse to assume a role of

responsibility unless they are formally asked to do so by the Rabbi or

other authority figure. This verse teaches us that “God-fearing people dis-

cuss among themselves” and inspire themselves to action (Sichas Shabbos

Parshas Re’eh 5748, par. 19).

18. Is�c 	g tO r ¤J £t�k oh¦vO ¡t s�c«g ih�C///o ¤,h ¦t §rU o¤T�c©J±u—You will

return and see the difference between the righteous and the wicked,

between the one that serves God and the one that does not serve Him.

On this verse the Talmud asks: Surely ‘the righteous’ is synonymous with

‘the one that serves God,’and ‘the wicked’ is the same as “the one that

does not serve Him”? The Talmud answers: “The one that serves Him”

and “the one that does not serve him” both refer to perfectly righteous

people, but you cannot compare a person who reviews his studies 100

times to a person who reviews it 101 times. 

The Talmud asks: Could this person possibly be called “one that does

not serve God” because of a single review less?

The Talmud replies: Yes. Go and learn from the mule-rental market:

It costs one zuz [to drive the mule a distance of] ten Persian miles, and

two zuz for eleven Persian miles (Chagigah 9b).

“In those days it was common practice to review each lesson 100

times...so the 101st revision, which was beyond the norm which the

student had been accustomed since childhood, is considered equivalent

to all the others, and surpasses them in endurance and effort, thus

entitling the person to be called ‘One who serves God.’ For in order to

change his habitual nature, he must arouse the love of God by

contemplating the greatness of God in his mind” (Tanya ch. 15).

Day of

Judgment

coming

Eliyahu

coming
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d́l̈El§A Æ d�g	p
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[ MAFTIR FOR SHABBOS ROSH CHODESH / ycg y`x zayl xihtn [

(Bamidbar 28:9-15)

Haftarah is on page 275.

[ MAFTIR FOR PARSHAS ZACHOR / xekf zyxtl xihtn [

(Devarim 25:17-19)

:mi«�x§v
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Haftarah is on page 278.

[ MAFTIR FOR PARSHAS PARAH / dxt zyxtl xihtn [

(Bamidbar 19:1-22)

(kudxc) rf®z lf-rjtu '(hrhmc) rf̄z ohtrue*
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n `e−
d�d W¤t¬ �P�d d² �z�x§kp	e ½̀�H�g�zi `÷́	e Æ �̀n�hi
:`E «d `¬ �n�h ei−l̈¨r w¬�xŸfÎ` «÷ d² �Cp i¬ �n `À�O
h d¹ �eŸd	i WÆ�C�w
nÎz�̀
ei½�c�b§A q́¥A©k	i Æ d�CP�dÎi«�n d³ �G�nE m®l̈Fr z ´�T�g§l m−�d̈l d¬�z	i«�d	e `k

F ¬AÎr�BiÎx�W�` lŸ ²k	e ak :a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `−�n�hi d½�CP�d í�n§A Æ ©rÆ �bŸP�d	e
:a�x«¨r�dÎc©r `¬�n�h
Y z©r− �bŸP�d W¤t¬ �P�d	e `®�n�hi `−�n�H�d

Haftarah is on page 281.
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[ MAFTIR FOR PARSHAS HACHODESH / ycegd zyxtl xihtn [

(Shemos 12:1-20)

:d«�eŸd	i i¬ p�` mi−
h¨t�W d¬ Ÿ�y¡r«�` mi²�x§v
n i¬�d÷�`Îl¨k§aE d®�n�d§AÎc©r	e
Æ i
ziÆ
̀ �x	e m½�W ḿ �Y�` x´�W�` Æ mi
Y«¨A�d l³©r zŸÀ`§l m¹¤k¨l mÆ�C�d Á d�i�d	e bi

zi½
g�W�n§l Æ s�bÆ�p m¬ ¤k¨a dÆ �i�d«iÎ`÷	e m® ¤k¥l£r i−
Y�g�q«¨tE m½�C�dÎz�`
m¬�zŸB�g	e oF½x¨Mf§l Æ m¤k¨l d³ �G�d mFÆI�d Á d�i�d	e ci :mi«�x§v
n u�x¬�̀ §A i−
zŸM�d§A

Æ mi
n�i z³©r§a
W eh :Ed«�B�g�Y m−¨lFr z ¬�T�g m½¤ki�zŸx́Ÿc§l d® �eŸdi«©l b´�g F −zŸ̀
| í¦M m® ¤ki�Y«Ä
n xŸ −̀ �V Ezi¬¦A�W�Y oF½W`
x«�d mF´I©A K�`μ El½¥k`ŸY zFŚ�n
oŸ −W`
x«�d mF¬I
n l½�`�xŸ�yI
n Æ `e
d�d W¤t³ �P�d dº�z�x§kp	e uÀ�n�g l´¥kŸ`Îl¨M
i½¦ri¦a�X�d Æ mFI©aE W�cŸ½wÎ`�x�w
n Æ oFW`
x«�d mF³I©aE fh :i«¦r¦a�X�d mF¬iÎc©r
K�`μ m½�d¨a d´Ÿ�y¨r«�iÎ`÷ Æ d¨k`¨l�nÎl¨M m® ¤k¨l d́�i�d«i W�cŸ −wÎ`�x�w
n
»m�Y�x�n�WE fi :m«¤k¨l d¬ Ÿ�y¨r«�i F −C©a§l `E ¬d W¤t½�pÎl¨k§l ĺ¥k�`«�i x´�W�`
m−¤ki�zF «̀ §a¦vÎz�̀  i
z ¬̀ ¥vFd d½ �G�d mF́I�d Æ m¤vÆ¤r§A iÀ¦M ¼zFS�O�dÎz�̀
z ¬�T�g m−¤ki�zŸ «xŸc§l d² �G�d mF¬I�dÎz�` mº�Y�x�n�WE mi®�x§v
n u�x´�`�n
E −l§k Ÿ̀ «Y a�x½¤r̈A Æ W�cŸÆg©l mF³i x ÆŸ�y¨r Á d¨r¨A�x�`§A oŸ¿W`
x«¨A gi :m«¨lFr
mi½
n�i ź©r§a
W hi :a�x«¨r¨A W�cŸ −g©l mi²
x Ÿ�y¤r	e c¯�g�`«�d mF´i c Â©r zŸ ®S�n
dº�z�x§kp	e z¤vÀ�n�g�n l´¥kŸ`Îl¨M | i´¦M m® ¤ki�Y«¨a§A `−¥v�Oi `¬÷ xŸ¾ Ÿ̀�y
:u�x«�`�d g¬�x	f�`§aE x−�B©A l½�`�xŸ�yi z´�c£r«�n Æ `e
d�d W¤t³ �P�d
t :zF «S�n E −l§k Ÿ̀ «Y m½¤ki�zŸá�WF «nÆ lŸk§A El® ¥k Ÿ̀z `÷́ z¤v−�n�g�nÎl̈M k

mi−�x§v
n u�x¬�`§A oŸ½x�d«�`Îl«�`	e d´�WŸnÎl�` Æ d�eŸd	i x�n`Ÿ³I�e ` ai
Æ `Ed oF ¬W`
x mi®
W�c�g W`Ÿx́ m−¤k¨l d² �G�d W�cŸḡ�d a :xŸ «n`¥l 
xŸ½n`¥l Æ l�`�xŸ�yi z³�c£rÎl¨MÎl«�` EÀx§A�C b :d«�p�X�d i−�W�c�g§l m½¤k¨l
d¬ Ÿ�y zŸ −a�̀ Îzi«¥a§l d¬Ÿ �y Wi²
` mÀ�d¨l Eǵ�wi	e d® �G�d W�cŸǵ©l xŸ Ÿ −y¨r«¤A
F²p¥k�WE `EÀd g ´�ẅl	e ¼d�V
n zF́i�d«
n »zi»©A�d h́©r�niÎm
`	e c :zi«Ä©l
EQŸ −k�Y F½l§k�` i´¦t§l Wi
`μ zŸ ®W¨t	p z´�q§k
n§A F −zi¥AÎl�` aŸ ¬x�T�d
mi¬ Ÿ
y¨a§M�dÎo
n m® ¤k¨l d́�i�d«i d− �p�WÎo¤A x¬k̈�f mi²
n�z d¬ Ÿ�y* d :d«�V�dÎl©r
x² Ÿ�y¨r d¬¨r¨A�x�` ć©r z�x½�n�W
n§l Æ m¤k¨l d³ �i�d	e e :Eg «�T
Y mi−G¦r«�dÎo
nE
oi¬ ¥A l−�`�xŸ�yiÎz«�c£r l¬�d�w lŸ ²M FÀzŸ` Eh́�g«�W	e d® �G�d W�cŸǵ©l mF−i
zŸ −fEf�O�d i¬�Y�WÎl©r E²p�z«�p	e m½�C�dÎo
n Æ Eg�w«¨l	e f :mi« ¨A�x©r«�d
E¬l§k«�`	e g :m«�d̈A F −zŸ` E¬l§k Ÿ̀ «iÎx�W�` mi½
Y´¨A�d l©rμ sF ®w�W�O�dÎl©r	e
:Ed«ªl§k` «Ÿi mi−
xŸx�nÎl©r zF½S�nE W´�`Îi¦l§v d® �G�d d̈l	í©N©A x− Ÿ�y¨A�dÎz�`
W½�`Îi¦l§vÎm
` i´¦M mi®�O©A l−�Xªa�n l¬�W¨aE `½�p Æ EPÆ�O
n E ³l§k Ÿ̀ «YÎl�` h

x�wŸ®AÎc©r EP−�O
n Exi¬
zFzÎ` «÷	e i :F «A�x
wÎl©r	e ei−¨r�x§MÎl©r F ¬W`Ÿx
¼ FzŸ` Eĺ§k Ÿ̀ «Y »d̈k»k̈	e `i :EtŸ «xŸ�y
Y W¬�̀ Ä x�wŸ −AÎc©r EP² �O
n x¬�zŸP�d	e
m³�Y§l©k�`«�e m® ¤k�c�i§A m−¤k§l�T�nE m½¤ki¥l	b�x§A Æ m¤ki¥l£r«�p mi½
x�b�g ḿ¤ki�p�z�n
»mi»�x§v
nÎu�x«� §̀a í
Y�x©a«¨r	e ai :d«�eŸdi©l `E −d g�q¬ ¤R oF½f¨R
g§A Æ FzŸ`
m−�c�`«�n mi½ �x§v
n u�x´�`§A Æ xFk§AÎl¨k i³
zi¥M
d	e ¼d�G�d d¨l	i´ ©N©AHaftarah is on page 283.
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PEACE-

OFFERING

(See p. 278-9)

GUILT-

OFFERING

(See p. 278)

SIN-

OFFERING

(See p. 277)

BURNT-

OFFERING

(See p. 276)

R E A S O N  F O R  O F F E R I N G

� MORNING & AFTERNOON OFFERINGS

� SHABBOS MUSAF

� � ROSH CHODESH & FESTIVAL MUSAF

� � YOM KIPPUR 

� ACCOMPANIMENT TO OMER

� � � SHAVUOS (OFFERED WITH TWO LOAVES)

� CITIZEN’S SIN-OFFERING

� GUILT OFFERING IN A CASE OF DOUBT

� UNINTENTIONAL IDOL WORSHIP

� LEADER’S SIN-OFFERING

� ERRONEOUS RULING OF ANOINTED HIGH PRIEST

� RELATIONS WITH PARTIALLY MARRIED SLAVEWOMAN

� MISAPPROPRIATION OF TEMPLE PROPERTY

� DISHONESTY (FALSE-DENIAL)

� �** VARIABLE SIN-OFFERING

� � PURIFICATION OF ZAV & ZAVAH

� � � PURIFICATION FROM TZARA’AS

� � � NAZIRITE THAT TOUCHES CORPSE

� � WOMAN AFTER GIVING BIRTH

� CONVERT’S OFFERING

�*** FIRSTBORN

�*** ANIMAL TITHES

� ACCOMPANIMENT TO FIRST FRUITS

� PILGRIM’S OFFERING

� FESTIVAL OFFERINGS (CHAGIGAH)

� FESTIVAL OFFERINGS (SIMCHAH)

� � � NAZIRITE THAT COMPLETES VOW

� THANKSGIVING

� � VOLUNTARY OFFERINGS

� ERRONEOUS COMMUNAL SIN

� � ERRONEOUS COMMUNAL IDOLATRY

�*** FIRST & SECOND PESACH OFFERING

� � HIGH PRIEST ON YOM KIPPUR 
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COMMUNAL

RESEMBLING

PERSONAL

PERSONAL

RESEMBLING

COMMUNAL
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* Commentary to the Mishnah, introduction to Seder Kodshim.     **Not always offered.  See p. 277.     *** These are described by Rambam as “resembling

a peace-offering,” though in fact their sacrificial procedure differs somewhat from that of a peace-offering.  Below (p. 279), we have described them as

“other-offerings.”

[ S U M M A R Y  O F  A N I M A L  &  B I R D  O F F E R I N G S [

The various types of animal offerings and the reasons why they are brought, classified according to Rambam.*
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DOVE OR

TURTLEDOVE  

LAMB (M)

(<1 YR)

SHEEP (M)

(14MO-2YRS)

GOAT (M)

(<2YRS)

BULL

(1-3YRS)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

� � � � VOLUNTARY OFFERINGS (Vayikra 1:1-17) 

� � WOMAN AFTER GIVING BIRTH (Vayikra 12:6) 

� � PURIFICATION FROM TZARA’AS (Vayikra 14:10, 20)

1 PURIFICATION OF ZAV & ZAVAH (Vayikra 15:29-30)

1 HIGH PRIEST ON YOM KIPPUR (Vayikra 16:3)

1 NAZIRITE THAT TOUCHES CORPSE (Bamidbar 6:9-11)

1 NAZIRITE THAT COMPLETES VOW  (Bamidbar 6:13-16)

�2 � � � CONVERT’S OFFERING (Bamidbar 15:14)

� � � PILGRIM’S OFFERING (Devarim 16:16)

1 HIGH PRIEST ON YOM KIPPUR (Vayikra 16:5)

� � � OFFERINGS TO KEEP ALTAR BUSY (see Shekalim 6:6)

1 ACCOMPANIMENT TO OMER (Vayikra 23:12-13)

7 2 1 SHAVUOS (OFFERED WITH TWO LOAVES) (Vayikra 23:18)

123 ERRONEOUS COMMUNAL IDOLATRY (Bamidbar 15:22-26)

24 MORNING & AFTERNOON OFFERINGS (Bamidbar 28:1-8)

2 SHABBOS (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 28:9-10)

7 1 2 ROSH CHODESH (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 28:11)

7 1 2 7 DAYS OF PESACH (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 28:19)

7 1 2 SHAVUOS (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 28:27)

7 1 1 ROSH HASHANAH (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 29:2)

7 1 1 YOM KIPPUR (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 29:8)

14 2 13 - 75 7 DAYS OF SUCCOS (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 29:13-32)

7 1 1 SHEMINI ATZERES (MUSAF) (Bamidbar 29:36)

P
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[ T H E  B U R N T  O F F E R I N G  —  v �kIg [

Slaughtered1 in northern part of the Temple Courtyard – Blood is thrown upon lower part of NE and SW corners of the

Outer Altar – Totally burned (except for its hide) on the Outer Altar – Every burnt-offering is accompanied by a meal-offer-

ing of flour and oil (minchas nesachim) and a wine libation – Classified as one of the “most holy” offerings

1. The above is the sacrificial procedure for animal offerings. For bird offerings see Vayikra 1:14-17.     2. Two birds must be brought, if this option is chosen.      3. One

per  tribe.       4. One in the morning and one in the afternoon.     5. Thirteen bulls on the first day, twelve on the second day, etc.

KEY: � = Option of different animals, depending on financial circumstances     Number = Fixed number of animals to be sacrificed.
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GOAT (M)

(< 1 YRS)

BULL

(1 - 3 YRS)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

1 ERRONEOUS RULING OF ANOINTED HIGH PRIEST (Vayikra 4:3-12) 

1 SIN OFFERING OF HIGH PRIEST ON YOM KIPPUR (Vayikra 16:3) 

12* ERRONEOUS COMMUNAL SIN (CAUSED BY SANHEDRIN) (Vayikra 4:13-21)

1 COMMUNAL SIN OFFERING OF YOM KIPPUR (Vayikra 16:15)

12* ERRONEOUS COMMUNAL IDOLATRY (CAUSED BY SANHEDRIN) (Bamidbar 15:22-26)
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L

[ T H E  “ I N N E R ”  S I N  O F F E R I N G  —  ,h ¦nh °b�P ,t¨y©j [

Only type of offering whose blood is not placed on the Outer Altar, but sprinkled by finger in the inner Sanctuary, onto

the partition in front of the Holy of Holies and on the horns of the Inner Altar (The blood of inner sin-offerings of Yom

Kippur is also sprinkled inside the Holy of Holies) – Slaughtered in the north of the Temple Courtyard – Sacrificial fats

and some internal parts are removed, salted and burned on the Outer Altar – The meat is not eaten, but rather, the

remainder of the carcass is taken outside Jerusalem and burned – Classified as one of the “most holy” offerings

[ T H E  “ O U T E R ”  S I N - O F F E R I N G  —  ,h¦bImh¦j ,t¨y©j [

Slaughtered** in northern part of the Temple Courtyard – Blood applied onto the four horns of the Altar, by daubing with

the finger – Sacrificial fats and some internal parts are removed, salted and burned on the Outer Altar – Meat eaten by 

male priests in the Temple Courtyard for up to one day and one night – Classified as one of the “most holy” offerings
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DOVE OR

TURTLEDOVE  

LAMB (F)

(<1YR)

GOAT (F)

(<1YR)

GOAT (M)

(<1YR)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

1  LEADER’S SIN-OFFERING (Vayikra 4:22-26) 

� � CITIZEN’S SIN-OFFERING (Vayikra 4:27-35) 

�*** � � VARIABLE SIN-OFFERING (Vayikra 5:1-13)

1 WOMAN AFTER GIVING BIRTH (Vayikra 12:6-8) 

� � PURIFICATION FROM TZARA’AS (Vayikra 14:9-22)

1 PURIFICATION OF ZAV & ZAVAH (Vayikra 15:29-30)

1 NAZIRITE THAT TOUCHES CORPSE (Bamidbar 6:8-11)

1 NAZIRITE THAT COMPLETES VOW  (Bamidbar 6:13-16)

1 UNINTENTIONAL IDOL WORSHIP (Bamidbar 15:28)

1 SHAVUOS (OFFERED WITH TWO LOAVES) (Vayikra 23:19)

1 MUSAF OF ROSH CHODESH AND FESTIVALS (Bamidbar ch. 28-29)

* One per  tribe.     ** The above is the sacrificial procedure for animal offerings. For bird offerings see Vayikra 5:8-9.     ***If a bird is brought, then an additional bird

must be brought as a burnt-offering (not shown on page 276). A person who is poorer still may bring a “sinners’s meal-offering” (see p. 280).
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A
L

KEY: � = Option of different animals, depending on financial circumstances.      Number = Fixed number of animals to be sacrificed.
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LAMB (M)

(<1 YR)

SHEEP (F)

(1-2YRS) 

SHEEP (M)

(14MO-2YRS)

GOAT M/F

(1-2YRS)

COW / BULL

(1-3YRS)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

� � � � THANKSGIVING (VOLUNTARY) (Vayikra 7:11-15) 

� � � � VOLUNTARY OFFERINGS (Vayikra 7:16; Bamidbar 15:14) 

� � � � FESTIVAL OFFERINGS (CHAGIGAH) (Devarim 16:14-15)

� � � � FESTIVAL OFFERINGS (SIMCHAH) (Devarim 27:7)

1 NAZIRITE THAT COMPLETES VOW  (Bamidbar 6:14-15)

� � � � ACCOMPANIMENT TO FIRST FRUITS (Devarim 26:11; 16:14)

2 SHAVUOS (OFFERED WITH TWO LOAVES) (Vayikra 23:19)
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[ T H E  P E A C E - O F F E R I N G  —  oh ¦n �k§J [

Slaughtered in any part* of the Temple Courtyard – Blood is thrown upon lower part of NE and SW corners of the Outer

Altar – Sacrificial fats and some internal parts are removed along with the breast and right thigh, which are held by the

priest and waved in six directions – Fats and parts are then salted and burned on the Outer Altar – Breast and thigh** given

to priest, to be eaten by his household within Jerusalem – The one who offers the sacrifice and his guests must eat the

remaining meat within Jerusalem for up to two days and one night***  – Every peace-offering is accompanied by a meal-

offering of flour and oil (minchas nesachim) and a wine libation – Classified as one of the “offerings of lesser holiness”

* Except for the communal offering of Shavuos which is slaughtered in the north of the Temple Courtyard.     **In the case of the Nazirite’s offering, the right front leg is

also given (see Bamidbar 6:19-20).     ***Except for the communal offering of Shavuos which is eaten by the priests in the Temple Courtyard, for one day and one night.

KEY: � = Option of different animals depending on financial circumstances.       Number = Fixed number of animals to be sacrificed.

LAMB (M) (<1 YR)
SHEEP (M)

(14MONTHS-2YRS)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

1 MISAPPROPRIATION OF TEMPLE PROPERTY (Vayikra 5:15-16) 

1 DISHONESTY (FALSE-DENIAL) (Vayikra 5:20-25) 

1 PURIFICATION FROM TZARA’AS (Vayikra 14:12)

1 RELATIONS WITH PARTIALLY MARRIED SLAVEWOMAN (Vayikra 19:20-22)

1 NAZIRITE THAT TOUCHES CORPSE (Bamidbar 6:9-12)

1 GUILT OFFERING IN A CASE OF DOUBT (Vayikra 5:17-19)
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[ T H E  G U I L T - O F F E R I N G  —  oJ̈ẗ [

Sacrificial procedure similar to that of the burnt-offering, except that the meat of the guilt-offering is eaten by the male

priests, in the Temple Courtyard for up to one day and one night – Sacrificial fats and some internal parts are removed,  

salted and burned on the Outer Altar – Classified as one of the “most holy” offerings

KEY: Number = Fixed number of animals to be sacrificed.
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* The Pesach has numerous additional details.  For example, only those who are “registered” before the sacrifice may eat from it.  It must be roasted and eaten with matzah

and bitter herbs.  See Shemos 12:4-10; Devarim 16:1.

LAMB OR KID GOAT

(MALE < 1YR)

COW, GOAT 

OR SHEEP (FEMALE)

BULL, GOAT 

OR SHEEP (MALE)
T Y P E  O F  S A C R I F I C E  

� FIRSTBORN (Devarim 15:19-23) 

� � ANIMAL TITHES (Vayikra 27:32-33) 

� PESACH OFFERING (Shemos 12:5; Devarim 16:2)

� SECOND PESACH OFFERING (Bamidbar 9:11)
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[ O T H E R  O F F E R I N G S  —  j©x �P±u r¥G �g ©n±u rIf�C [

Slaughtered in any part of the Temple Courtyard – Blood is thrown once to the base of the Outer Altar – Sacrificial fats

and some internal parts are salted and burned on the Outer Altar – Meat must be eaten within Jerusalem for up to two

days and one night (or in the case of the Pesach, until midnight*) – Meat is eaten by priests and their households, in the

case of the firstborn offering, or by the owner and his household in the case of the other offerings – Classified as one of 

the “offerings of lesser holiness”
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Abarbanel — Rabbi Don Yitzchak Abarbanel (1437-1508), famous

Jewish philosopher and leader of Spanish Jewry.  Authored

an extensive, running commentary to the entire Bible.

Alshich — Popular commentary on the Bible by Rabbi Moshe

Alshich (1508-1593?), Rabbi and preacher in Safed in the

Land of Israel. Often cited in Chassidic discourses.

Alter Rebbe — Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi, author of the

Shulchan Aruch HaRav and Tanya, the First Rebbe and

founder of the Chabad Movement (1745-1812).

Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch — Major recodification of the

Shulchan Aruch by Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Liadi (the Alter

Rebbe), author of the Tanya.  Also known as Shulchan Aruch

Harav. First section printed in Shklov in 1814.

Aruch Ha’Shulchan — Halachic code following the sequence of

the Shulchan Aruch, where each law is analyzed according

to its development from Mishnah and Talmud by R’ Yechiel

Michel Epstein, Rav of Novardok, Russia (1829-1908).

Avos — Tractate of Mishnah in Order of Nezikin (Damages)

devoted exclusively to the ethical teachings of the Sages. 

Avos d’Rabbi Nasan — Minor tractate by R. Nasan of Babylonia;

a commentary on Avos.

Ba’al Haturim — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Ya’akov

Meir ben Asher (1268-1340), author of the Tur, analyzing

the significance of word usage. (See Tur Ha’aruch)

Bach — Acronym for “Bayis Chadash,” a legal commentary on the

Tur by R’ Yoel Sirkis (c. 1561-1640).

Bahag —  Acronym for Ba’al Halachos Gedolos, lit., “Master of

Great Laws,” an early halachic compendium by either Rabbi

Shimon Kiara, Rabbi Yom Tov Elem, or Rabbi Yehuda’i

Gaon (8th cent.).

Bachaye — Rabbi Bachaye ben Asher (1263-1340) of Saragosa,

Spain. Author of a popular Torah commentary which

incorporates literal, allegorical and kabbalistic

interpretations, often cited in Chassidic discourses.

Bamidbar Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Numbers. (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Bartenura — Rabeinu Ovadiah, Italy (1445-1515), author of Amar

Nekei, a supercommentary on Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah.  Author of classic commentary to the Mishnah,

printed in most editions.

Bava Basra — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Kama — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bava Metzia — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Bechor Shor — R’ Yosef Bechor Shor (c.1140-1190). Talmudist of

the school of the Tosafists who lived in Northern France.  A

disciple of Rabeinu Tam and a direct descendant of Yosef

Hatzadik.

Be’er Basadeh — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah by Rabbi Meir Binyamin Menachem Danon of Bosnia,

a student of Rabbi David Pardo (author of Maskil leDavid).

First printed in 1806 in Jerusalem.

Be’er Haitev — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to the

Torah by Rabbi Moshe Moss (c. 1540-1606) of Poland.

Author of the Halachic work Mateh Moshe; a disciple of the

Maharshal.

Be’er Mayim Chayim — Supercommentary to Rashi’s

commentary to the Torah by Rabbi Chaim ben Betzalel

(1515-1588), older brother of the Maharal of Prague, first

published in Brooklyn and London between 1965 and 1971.

Be’er Yitzchak — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to

the Torah by Rabbi Yitzchak Ya’akov Horowitz of Yaroslav

(d. 1864).

Beis Yosef — Halachic commentary by R’ Yosef Caro (1488-1575)

on the Tur. He was also the author of the Shulchan Aruch

and Kesef Mishneh, a commentary on Rambam’s code.

Bereishis Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Genesis.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Bi’ur HaGra — Commentary to Shulchan Aruch by the Vilna

Ga’on  (See: Vilna Ga’on).

Biuray Maharay — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yisra’el

Isserlein (c.1390-1460), German halachist, author of

Sha’alos v’Teshuvos Terumas Hadeshen. First printed in

Venice in 1419.

Chacham Tzvi — Responsa by R’ Tzvi Ashkenazi of Amsterdam

(1660-1718).

Chelkas Mechokaik— Primary commentary to the Even Ha’ezer

section of Shulchan Aruch by Reb Moshe Lima of Vilna

(17th cent.).

Chiddushei Aggados — See Maharsha.

Chizkuni — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Chezkiyah ben

Manoach, who lived in the thirteenth century, in Provence.

Da’as Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of

France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300.  Edited by Rabbi

Yehudah ben Eliezer and first printed in 1783.

Degel Machaneh Efrayim — Important chassidic commentary to

the Torah, based strongly on the teachings of the Ba’al Shem

Tov, by Rabbi Moshe Chaim Efraim of Sidlikov (1748-1800),

a grandson of the Ba’al Shem Tov. Published in Koretz.

Devarim Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Deuteronomy.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Devek Tov — Commentary on Rashi by Rabbi Shimon Oshenburg

Halevi of Frankfurt, 16th century.
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Derech Mitzvosecha — Compendium of fundamental Chasidic

discourses on many mitzvos of the Torah by the third

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch

(the “Tzemach Tzedek”).  Also known as “Ta'amei

Hamitzvos.” First published in 1911, in Poltova Ukraine.

Divrei David — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the

Torah by Rabbi David ben Shmuel HaLevi (1586-1667),

author of Taz, a major commentary on the Shulchan Aruch.

Drashos Haran — Fundamental discourses by Rabbi Nissim of

Gerona, Spain (14th century). See: Ran.

Eitz Yosef — Commentary to Ein Ya’akov, the homiletic passages

of the Talmud, by Rabbi Chanoch Zundel (d. 1867).

Emunos v’Deos — Classic philosophical work written by Sa’adiah

Ga’on, discussing the basic foundations of Judaism. First

published in Constantinople in 1562. (See: Sa’adiah Ga’on)

Epistle to Yemen — Letter written by the Rambam in 1172 to the

Jews of Yemen who were suffering from a fanatical Muslim

movement that threatened the existence of their community.

Gur Aryeh — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the

Torah by the Maharal of Prague, Rabbi Yehudah Loewe,

(1512-1609), Chief Rabbi in Moravia, Posen, and Prague.

Author of numerous works in all fields of Torah. He was a

descendant of King David. All the Chabad Rebbeim are

descendants of the Maharal.

Hadar Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of

France and Germany from around 1100-1300. First

published in 1840.

Har Tzvi — Responsa by Rabbi Tzvi Pesach Frank (1874-1960),

Rabbi of Jerusalem for many decades; active in establishing

the chief rabbinate of Israel.

Hatamim — Scholarly journal published by the Students’

Organization of the Lubavitcher Yeshivah in Warsaw. A total

of eight issues were printed, between 1935 and 1937.

Hayom Yom — Handbook of chasidic insights following the

calendar, compiled by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi

Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First printed in 1942.

Ibn Ezra — R’ Avraham (1080-1164). Born in Spain, he was the

author of a classic commentary to Tanach, and was also a

prominent grammarian and poet.

Igeres Hateshuvah — Third section of Tanya, discussing the

concept of Teshuvah according to Talmudic and Kabbalistic

sources (see Tanya).

Ikarim — “Book of Principles” which stresses three fundamental

aspects of Jewish belief – faith in G-d, Torah from Sinai, and

reward and punishment – by R’ Yosef Albo (1380-1444) of

Spain.

Imray Shefer — Supercommentary to Rashi’s and Mizrachi’s

commentary on the Torah by R’ Nasan Nata Shapira

(d. 1577). First published in 1597.

Iyun Ya’akov —  Commentary to the homiletic passages of the

Talmud by Rabbi Ya’akov Back Reischer (1670-1733),

which appears in standard editions of Ein Ya’akov.

Kesef Mishneh — Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah by

R’ Yosef Caro, author of Shulchan Aruch.

Kli Yakar — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shlomo Ephraim

Lunshitz (c.1550-1619), Rosh Yeshiva in Lemberg and

Rabbi of Prague.

Kuzari — Important work on Jewish Philosophy by Rabbi Yehuda

Halevi (1074-1141) written in the form of a dialogue

between the King of the Khazars and a Jewish scholar.

Levush Ha’ohrah — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Yaffe (c. 1535-1612).

Commonly known as the “Levush” after the ten works he

wrote which contain that word within their names.

Likutei Torah – Fundamental chasidic discourses of Rabbi Shneur

Zalman of Liadi, author of the Shulchan Aruch Ha’Rav and

Tanya, on Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

Likutei Sichos — 39-volume work of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, analyzing all parts of

the Torah in an original manner and bringing them into

harmony with one another.  Published by Va’ad Lehafatzas

Sichos (Kehos) from 1962 to 2001.

Magid Mishneh – Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah, by

Rabbi Vidal of Tolosa (c. 1360), printed in standard editions.

Maharik — Rabbi Yosef ben Shlomo Kolon (1420-1480) of France,

and later northern Italy.  Author of classic responsa and

teacher of Rabbi Ovadiah of Bartenura.  His commentary to

the Torah was first published in Jerusalem in 1970.

Maharsha — Acronym for Moreinu HaRav Shmuel Eliezer Halevi

Eidel’s of Ostroh, Poland (1555-1632), Rosh Yeshiva and

Rabbi in a number of the leading communities of Poland.

Author of important commentaries on the Talmud, divided

into halachic and Aggadic sections.

Maharshal — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo ben Yechiel Luria (1510-

1573), famed Talmudist, author of Yam Shel Shlomo,

Chochmas Shlomo, Yerios Shlomo, and other important

works.

Maharzu — Commentary to the Midrash Rabah by Rabbi Ze’ev

Wolf Einhorn (19th century).  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Malbim — Acronym for Meir Leibush ben Yechiel Michel (1809-

1879), Rabbi in Germany, Romania, and Russia.  Author of

popular Bible commentary which connects the Oral and

Written traditions.
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Maskil leDavid — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah by Rabbi David Pardo (1710-1792), Rabbi in

Sarajevo and Jerusalem, author of important commentaries

on Tosefta and Sifri.  He was one of the leading Sephardic

Torah scholars of the eighteenth century.

Matnos Kehunah — Commentary on Midrash Rabbah by Rabbi

Yissachar Ber HaKohen (c.1520-1590), a student of the

Rama.

Mechilta — Halachic Midrash of the Tannaic period to the Book of

Exodus.

Megaleh Amukos — 252 explanations of Moshe’s Prayer in

Parshas Vaeschanan and 1000 explanations on the small alef

in the first word of Vayikra, according to Kabbalah, by

R’ Noson Noteh Shapiro. First printed in Cracow in 1637.

Megilas Esther — Scholarly commentary to Sefer haMitzvos

defending the Rambam against attacks from the Ramban, by

Rabbi Yitzchok Lioven.  First published in Venice in 1591.

Me’or Einayim — Chasidic commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Menachem Nachum of Chernobyl (1730-1797), a student of

the Baal Shem Tov and the Maggid of Mezritch. First

published in Slavita, 1798.

Meiri — Extensive Commentary to the Talmud by R’ Menachem

HaMeiri (c. 1249-c. 1306).

Metzudos — Commentary to the Prophets and Writings, consisting

of two parts, Metzudas Tziyon, which explains the meaning

of individual words, and Metzudos David, a running

commentary to the text. Initial manuscripts of the

commentary were authored by Rabbi David Altschuler, and

published shortly before his passing in 1753. The

commentary was edited and completed by his son, Rabbi

Yechiel Hillel, and published in 1780. The commentary has

attained great popularity for being concise and

comprehensive.

Midrash — Aggadic and Halachic teachings of the Talmudic period

arranged according to the verses of the Torah.

Midrash Hagadol — Midrashic anthology arranged by R’ David

al-Adeni of South Arabia (13th century). Many Midrashic

teachings which were lost throughout the course of time

have been preserved in this work. First printed in 1967 in

Jerusalem. 

Midrash Lekach Tov — (also known as Pesikta Zutrasa). Midrashic

anthology arranged by R’ Toviah Hagadol (1036-1108) of

Greece and Bulgaria.  

Midrash Rabah — A major collection of homilies and commen-

taries on the Torah, ascribed to R’ Oshiah Rabah (c. 3rd

century), perhaps assembled during the early Geonic period.

First printed in Constantinople 1512.

Mikdash Melech — Commentary to the Zohar culled from the

works of R. Chaim Vital, R. Avraham Azulai, and their

students R. Yaakov Pinto, R. Yeshaya Cohen and R. Moshe

Zacutto.

Minchah Belulah — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham

Menachem Rapaport (c. 1540-1604), Italian Torah scholar,

doctor and grammarian. 

Minchas Chinuch — Scholarly supercommentary to Sefer

haChinuch by Rabbi Yosef Babad (1800-1875), Rabbi of

Tarnipol, Poland.

Mishnah — Fundamental collection of the legal pronouncements

and discussion of the Tanna’im, edited by Rabbi Yehuda

haNassi early in the third century.  The Mishnah is the basic

text of the Oral Law.

Mishneh Torah — 14-volume halachic code by Rambam

(Maimonides) encompassing all the laws found in the

Talmud.

Mitteler Rebbe — Rabbi Dov Ber Schneuri (1773-1827), son of

Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi; second Lubavitcher Rebbe.

Mizrachi — Exhaustive supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Eliyahu Mizrachi (1450-1525) of

Constantinople, Chief Rabbi of the Turkish Empire.

Moreh Nevuchim — “Guide for the Perplexed” by Maimonides.

Moshav Zekeinim — Anthology of comments of about 130

different sources, the majority of whom are Tosafists of

France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300.  First printed in

1959.

Nachalas Ya’akov — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Ya’akov Yekl Solnick. First published

in Cracow in 1642.

Nimukei Yosef — Halachic commentary on Sefer Hahalachos (of

the Rif), by R’ Yosef Chaviva of Spain (14-15th centuries).

Noda Biyehudah — Halachic Responsa of Rabbi Ezekiel Landau,

(1713-1793) Chief Rabbi of Prague. 

Ohr haChayim — Commentary on the Torah by Talmudic and

Kabalist scholar Rabbi Chaim ben Attar (1696-1743).

Ohr haTorah — Extensive exposition of Chabad chasidic thought

by the third Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel

(the Tzemach Tzedek, 1789-1866). Printed in New York

between 1951 and 1983 in 48 volumes.

Ohr Torah — Anthology of Chasidic commentaries by Rabbi

Dovber, the Maggid of Mezritch (d. 1773). First published in

Koretz in 1781.

Orach Chayim — One of the four sections of the Tur and Shulchan

Aruch, dealing with laws that follow a time cycle.
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Onkelos — Proselyte (c. 90 C.E.) who reinstated a forgotten,

authoritative translation of the Torah into Aramaic, which

was read alongside the Torah in Talmudic times to assist the

congregation in understanding the Torah reading.

Pane’ach Raza — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yitzchak ben

Yehudah Halevi of France, 13th century. First printed in

Prague in 1607.

Parashas Derachim — Treatises by Rabbi Yehudah Rozanes

(1657-1727) of Constantinople, Turkey, author of Mishneh

Lemelech, a major commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh

Torah.

Pesachim — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Moed (Festivals).

Pesikta Rabasi — Compendium of teachings by Sages of the

Talmud, first published in Prague in 1653.

Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer — Midrashic work by the school of Eliezer

ben Hyrcanus (c. 100).  First published in Constantinople in

1514.

Pnei Moshe — Running commentary to the Jerusalem Talmud, by

Rabbi Moshe Margulies of Amsterdam and Zamut. (1710-

1781).

Rabeinu Chananel — (died c. 1056). Author of important

commentary to the Talmud, and commentary to the Torah.

Headed Yeshivah in Kairouan, North Africa.

Rabeinu Tam — Rabbi Yaakov ben Meir (1100-1171), his

Talmudic discourses served as the basis for the Tosfos

commentary to the Talmud. He often challenged Rashi’s

interpretations, offering original and brilliant insights.

Rabeinu Tam was also a successful wine merchant and

financier.

Radvaz — (c. 1480-1573) Acronym for Rabbi David ibn Zimra,

Chief Rabbi of Egypt. Author of a commentary to the

Rambam’s Mishneh Torah and extensive responsa. 

Ralbag — “Gersonides,” acronym for Rabbi Levi ben Gershom

(1288-1344). Author of rationalistic commentary to the

Bible.

Ramak — R’ Moses Cordovero, Kabalist of 16th century Safed.

Student of R’ Yosef Caro.  Author of numerous works,

including Pardes Rimonim, a classic work which explains

fundamental concepts of Kabalah.

Rambam — “Maimonides,” acronym for Rabbi Moshe ben

Maimon, (1135-1204) leading Torah scholar of the Middle

Ages. His major works are Sefer haMitzvos, Commentary to

the Mishnah, Mishneh Torah (Yad Hachazakah), a

comprehensive code of Jewish law, Moreh Nevuchim,

“Guide for the Perplexed,” a primary work of Jewish

philosophy.

Ramban — “Nachmanides” (1194-1270), Acronym for Rabbi

Moshe ben Nachman of Gerona, Spain, one of the leading

Torah scholars of the Middle Ages;  author of major

commentary to the Torah and numerous other works.

Ran — Acronym for Rabbenu Nissim (1308-1376). Authored an

important commentary to the Talmud, published in most

major editions.

Rashbam — Acronym for Rabbi Shmuel ben Meir, Talmud and

Torah Commentator, who supplemented Rashi’s (his

grandfather’s) commentary on the Talmud (c. 1085-1174).

Brother of Rabeinu Tam.

Rashi — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105), author

of basic commentary on the Bible and Talmud.  According to

Chasidic tradition, his commentary to the Torah contains

allusions to kabalistic concepts.

Rema — R’ Moshe Isserles (1530-1572), Rav and Rosh Yeshiva of

Cracow. Author of many works. Most famous are his

Ashkenazic annotations to Rabbi Yosef Caro’s Shulchan

Aruch, which transformed this predominantly Sephardic

work into a universal Code of Jewish Law.

Ritvah — Acronym for R’ Yom Tov Ibn Asevili (1248-1330),

Talmudic Commentator and Halachist.

Riva — R’ Yehudah ben Eliezer.  Authored commentary to the

Torah in 1313. First printed in Warsaw in 1776.  

Rosh — Acronym for R’ Asher ben Yechiel, Talmudic commentator

and author of halachic compendium arranged on the

tractates of the Talmud (c. 1250-1327).

Sa’adiah Ga’on — (882-942) Author of works in many areas of

Torah, including the philosophical work, Emunos v’Deos.

Sanhedrin — Tractate of Talmud in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

S’dei Chemed — Extensive Halachic encyclopedia by R’ Chaim

Chizkiyahu Medini (1832-1904), Rav of Karasubazar in

Crimea, Russia, and later Chief Rabbi of Chevron in the

Land of Israel. Revised edition by the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, New York, 1949-1953

(Kehos Publication Society).

Seder Hadoros — A chronology of events and personalities from

creation until 1696, based on rabbinic sources, by Rabbi

Yechiel Heilprin (1660-1746) Lithuanian Rabbi, Kabbalist,

and chronicler.  First published in 1769. 

Sefer Chasidim — Classical work of ethical and halachic

instruction by R’ Yehudah haChasid, (c. 1150-1217).

Sefer Ha’Agur — Halachic compendium by R. Yaakov ben

Yehuda Landa (Germany, fifteenth century), based primarily

on the Tur. Widely used as a source for halachic decisions

until the appearance of the Shulchan Aruch. 
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Sefer haChinuch — Compendium of basic explanations on the

613 mitzvos by an unknown Spanish author among the

Rishonim of the 13th century.

Sefer haMa’amorim Melukat — Chasidic discourses of the

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson,

in six volumes, published by Vaad Lehafatzas Sichos

(Kehos) between 1987 and 1992.

Sefer haMitzvos – Comprehensive list of the 613 mitzvos of the

Torah and their basic requirements, by Rambam.

Sefer haSichos — Public talks of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi

Menachem Mendel Schneerson, from the years 1986-92.

Sefer haZikaron — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to

the Torah, by R’ Avraham Bukrat Halevi (15th Century) of

Spain. First published in Leghorn in 1845.

Sforno — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Ovadiah Sforno of

Rome and Bologna, Italy (1470-1550).

Sha'ar haGemul — Short eschatological treatise of the Ramban

discussing reward and punishment.  In this work the author

refutes Rambam’s assertion that the climax of Creation will

be a spiritual “soul world,” arguing instead that the

Resurrection of the Dead will be the ultimate era of perfection.

Shach al Hatorah — Abbreviation for Sifsei Kohein, a

commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Hakohein,

incorporating numerous mystical interpretations and

gematrios. First published in 1610. (Not to be confused with Rabbi

Shabsai Hakohein of Cracow, author of Shach, a major commentary to the

Shulchan Aruch).

Shaloh — Acronym for Shnei Luchos Habris (“The two tablets of

the Covenant”), by Rabbi Yeshayah Hurwitz (1560-1630).

There is a tradition that the Tanya is significantly based on

the Shaloh.

Shemoneh Perakim — Philosophical treatise of Rambam,

discussing the ills and cures of man’s soul, prophecy, reward

and punishment, free will, and the rule of the “golden mean.” 

Shemos Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Exodus.  See “Midrash Rabah.”

Shitah Mekubetzes — Compilation of numerous medieval

commentaries to the Talmud by R’ Betzalel Ashkenazi (1520-

1592).

Shulchan Aruch — Universally accepted halachic code

encompassing all areas of practical halacha, by Rabbi Yosef

Caro (1488-1575).

Sifri — Halachic Midrash on the books of Bamidbar and Devarim.

Sifri debay Rav — Comprehensive commentary to Sifri by Rabbi

David Pardo (1710-1792), author of Maskil leDavid.

Sifsei Chachomim — Anthology of supercommentary to Rashi’s

commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shabsai Bass (1641-

1719).  First published in 1712.

Smag — Acronym for Sefer Mitzvos Gadol, an important

compendium of the 613 mitzvos by the Tosafist R’ Moshe

ben Ya’akov of Coucy (13th century).

Talmud — Comprehensive term for the Mishnah and Gemara as

joined in the two compilations known as Babylonian Talmud

(6th century) and Jerusalem Talmud (5th century).

Tanchuma —  Aggadic Midrash on the Torah by Rabbi Tanchuma

bar Abba (4th cen.)

Tanna debey Eliyahu — A Midrash, consisting of two parts, whose

final redaction took place at the end of the tenth century of

the Common Era. The first part is called “Seder Eliyahu

Rabah” (31 chapters); the second, “Seder Eliyahu Zuta” (15

chapters). 

Tanya — Primary chasidic text authored by Rabbi Shneur Zalman

of Liadi. (See: Alter Rebbe)

Targum Yonason — Elaborate Aramaic translation of the Torah by

Yonason ben Uziel, a disciple of Hillel.

Tiferes Yehonason — Commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Yehonason Eybeshutz (d. 1764) of Prague, Metz and Altona.

Tikunei Zohar — Section of the Zohar discussing seventy

permutations of the first word of the Torah – Bereishis, and

commentaries on various other sections of Scripture.

Torah Shlaimah — Comprehensive encyclopedia of all Talmudic

and Midrashic commentaries on the Torah, with scholarly

notes and essays, by R’ Menachem Kasher (1895-1983).

This work is still being compiled and currently spans 47

volumes, covering the books of  Bereishis-Bamidbar,

Megillos and Hagadah Shel Pesach.

Torah Temimah — Anthology of main Talmudic references to the

Torah, along with commentary, by Rabbi Baruch Epstein

(1860-1942), son of Rabbi Yechiel Michel Epstein, author of

Aruch Hashulchan.

Toras Ha’olah — A work discussing the measurements of the Holy

Temple and reasons for sacrifices according to philosophy by

Rema. (See: Rema)

Toras Kohanim — Halachic Midrash to the Book of Leviticus. Also

known as Sifra.

Toras Levi Yitzchak — Kabbalistic commentary to the Talmud by

Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Schneerson (1878-1944), Chief Rabbi

of the Ukranian city of Yekaterinoslav (Dnepropetrovsk)

from 1907-1939, and father of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,

Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First published in

New York in 1971.

Tosfos — Talmudic commentary of the French, German and

English rabbis of the 12th and 13th centuries.

Tsafnas Pane’ach — Precedent setting commentary to the Torah

and Rambam’s Mishneh Torah which innovated a fresh,

deeply analytical approach to Talmudic study, by Rabbi
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Yosef Rozin, Chief Rabbi of Dvinsk, known as the

Rogatchover Gaon (1858-1936).  He also authored

Responsa and a commentary on the Torah by the same

name.  Likutei Sichos makes much use of the Rogatchover’s

methodology.

Tzemach Tzedek — Title of responsa authored by the third

Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch

(1789-1866), after which he is usually referred to.

Tzror Hamor — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham Saba

(15th century) of Portugal, and later Morocco.

Tur Ha’aruch — Second half of commentary to the Torah by Rabbi

Ya’akov Meir ben Asher (1268-1340), author of the Tur. (See

Ba’al Haturim)

Turei Even – Prodigious commentary to tractates Rosh Hashanah,

Chagigah, Taanis and Megilah by Rabbi Aryeh Leib of Metz,

author of Sha'agas Aryeh.

Tzeidah Laderech — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary

on the Torah by Rabbi Yissachar Ber Ailenberg.  First printed

in Prague in 1623.

Vayikra Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of

Leviticus.  (See “Midrash Rabah”)

Vilna Ga’on — R’ Eliyahu ben Shlomo of Vilna (1720-1797)

Lithuanian Talmudist, Kabalist, grammarian, and

mathematician.

Yad Malachi — Compendium of rules and principles on which

various major Rabbinic texts are based (including the

principles on which the Mishneh Torah is based) by

R’ Malachi ben R’ Yaakov haKohain, published in 1767.

Yefay To'ar — Major commentary on Midrash Rabah, by R’ Shmuel

Yaffa-Ashkenazi, Rabbi in Constantinople, 16th century.

Yalkut Re’uvaini — An anthology of Midrashic and Kabalistic

commentaries on the Torah, collected by Rabbi Avraham

Re’uvain Hakohain Katz of Prague (d. 1673).

Yalkut Shimoni — Comprehensive Midrashic anthology, covering

the entire Bible, attributed to Rabbi Shimon HaDarshan of

Frankfurt (13th century).

Yere’im — Halachic discussion of the mitzvos, by Tosafist R. Eliezer

ben R. Shmuel of Metz (France, twelfth century) a student of

Rabeinu Tam. First printed in condensed form in Venice, in

1565. Unabridged version published in 1892 in Vilna. 

Yerios Shlomo — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on

the Torah. (See: Maharshal)

Yoma — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Mo’ed (Festivals).

Zohar — Basic text of Kabalah, compiled by Rabbi Shimon ben

Yochai and his disciples in the form of a commentary on the

Torah. First published in the late 13th century by Rabbi

Moshe de Leon (c.1250-1305), in Spain.
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kzfu,

vrvWj vrvW, rwjhhonhkgrahjhw

uzud,u nr, jbv ru,,jhw

uhksHvo ktv'nbjo ngbsk'jhw nuaet ukuh hmje ahjhu

uvurhvo ahjhu

[

kghkuh Ban,

rw hgecci rw nbjo suc
bhunti

zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/

[

kghkuh Ban,

vrvWj vrvW, rw hux; hmje ci rw hgec
khpxegr
zfrubu kcrfv

,/ b/ m/ c/ v/



kghkuh Banu,

vrvWd vrvWj rw nrsfh ztcvfvi duybhe

vjxhs rw tcrvouzud,u zgkst phhdkhi

vrvWd vrvWj rw taruzud,u jhwv c,hwv tcrnxti

vrvWd vrvWj rw sus trhwvvfvi htrnua

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

ukzfu,

vrvWd vrvW, rw akuo sucgrahjhw vfvi duybhe

rtcWs seWe ngkcuri hgWt

uzud,u nr, scurv,jhw

[

nr, arv bjnv,jhw htrnua

[

bspx gWh

vrvWj vrvW, rw nthr ahjhw vfvi duybhe

uzud,u nr, ahhbsk ygnt,jhw

cbhvo ucbu,hvo:

vrvW, anutk nrsfh ztc vfvi uzdu,u nr, phhdt shbv' 

uhksHvoahhbt tx,r aprv'sus trhwv ujhw nuaet

jbvucgkv vrvW, mch tkhnkl aphrt 

uhksHvojhwnuaet' nbjo ngbsk usus trhwv

nbujv rjkucgkv vrvW, hux; hmje ctrcgr 

uhksHvothyt ujhwnuaet

zgkst ucgkv vrvW, nhftk tkgzr kgrbgr 

uhksHvojhw nuaet uac,h

nbjo ngbskvfvi' xhnt tx,r' aprhbmt ktv' hux; hmjevfvi'

tcrvo aknvvfvi' jhwv c,hwv' usus trhwv vfvi 

ahjhu kturl hnho uabho yucu,



nuesa

kjhzue v,earu,

kfcus esua, tsubbu nurbu urcbu

baht surbu

kghkuh Banu,

rw susuzud,u ktv xktdgr

rw susuzud,u rhbv gyr

zfrubo kcrfv

,vhhbv banu,hvo mruru, cmrur vjhho

[

bspx gk hsh

rw susahjhw xktdgr

uzud,u nr, ktrt,jhw

ucbu,hvo:

jbv uarv nkfv

[

ukzfu,

rw rtuciahjhw xktdgr

uzud,u nr, nrho,jhw
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